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PREEAOE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

QiOME years ago I had the honor of holding a number of

^ Examinerships under the Council for Military Education*

It was also my privilege to be Examiner for the University of

London,

These, and the examinations connected with my public

lectures, gave me an opportunity of making myself acquainted,

to some extent, with the knowledge and needs of England as

regards the department of Natural Knowledge which it is my

vocation to cultivate.

The experience thus obtained was supplemented by that

derived from conversation with eminent scholars, who depre-

cated and deplored the utter want of scientific knowledge,

and the utter absence of sympathy with scientific studies,

which mark the great bulk of our otherwise cultivated Eng-

lish public.

Though regarding original investigation as the great ob-

ject of my life, I thought it no unworthy work to attempt to

supply the deficiencies here indicated. The idea arose, and

gained consistence by reflection, of taking, as far as time per-

mitted, the various parts of Natural Philosophy, treated in
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my lectures, in succession, and of describing and illustrating

with clearness and simplicity such conceptions regarding

them as the best culture I could command enabled me to en-

tertain,

The first fruit of this idea was the work on Heat, the thiu>

edition of which is now before the reader.

The reception of the work proved that it met a general

want. Not only has its success in this country been far

greater than was ever hoped for, but large editions of it have

been published and circulated in France, Russia, and the

United States.

Something more, however, than its rapid diffusion among

the general public was needed to convince me that the .work

was such as I desired it to be.

This assurance came to me, both privately and publicly,

from scientific sources, and lately in a very striking form from

Germany. The beautiful translation of the work by Helm-

holtz and Wiedemann, issued by Vieweg of Brunswick, and

the reception of that translation by the press of Germany, are

to me the best guarantee and the most gratifying evidence

that I have not entirely missed my aim.

That aim was to combine soundness of matter with a style

which should arouse interest and sympathy in persons uncul-

tured in science. I had, also, reason to believe that the more

specially scientific student would find in the work help and

furtherance, in forming definite conceptions of those molecular

processes which underlie both chemical and physical phenom-

ena,

The second instalment of the task contemplated was the

work on Sound recently published by Longmans. The recep-

tion of the work in this country has been also far more flatter-
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ing than 1 had ventured to anticipate. It has, moreover, been

already published in America, hi France a translation of it

is being prepared M. Gauthier-Viilars, while in Germany the

two eminent men already named have taken it under their

protection,

All this convinces me that if a scientific man take the

trouble, which in my case is immense, of thinking, and writing,

with life and clearness, he is sure to gain general attention.

It can hardly be doubted, if fostered and strengthened in this

way, that the desire for scientific knowledge will ultimately

correct the anomalies which beset our present system of edu-

cation.*

Besides other additions and alterations, a considerable

amount of matter, derived mainly from my own recent investi-

gations, is added in a new chapter, to the present edition. In

order to prevent the book from assuming an inconvenient

size, I have omitted most of the Supplementary Appendices.

Within the coming year I hope to collect and publish, in a

single volume, the original memoirs on lOxperimcntal Physics,

which I have communicated to the " Philosophical Transac-

tions" and "Philosophical Magazine " during the last eigh-

teen years. These memoirs will embrace all the supplement*

ary matter referred to, and they may be consulted by those

who wish to carry their studies beyond the limits prescribed

to an elementary work.

It will interest the scientific student to learn that Mayer

and Clausius have recently published, in a collected form, their

celebrated researches on the Dynamical Theory of Heat, an

English translation of the first part of the memoirs of Clausius

* Huxley's " Lessons in Elementary Physiology" is a great step in this

direction.
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having been edited by Prof. Hirst. It is to be hoped that the

investigations of Joule, Helmholt'/,, Thomson, and Eankine,

on this, the greatest scientific subject hitherto unfolded by the

human mind, may ultimately be rendered equally accessible.

The memoirs of Sir William Thomson, at once varied and pro-

found, would be of especial interest and importance*

Royat, Institution, January^ 1868,
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EN the first edition of this work, the language employed was

almost verbatim that of the lecture-room, 'For this, had

time permitted, I should willingly, in this edition, have sub-

stituted a graver style, though it may be doubted whether the

change would have added to the clearness of the exposition.

The word " Lecture," formerly used as a heading, has, how-

ever, been abandoned, the work being now divided into thir-

teen chapters. I have sought to embody in it an abstract of

my own researches on radiant heat, completed since the publi-

cation of the first edition. That portion of the work which

treats of the phenomena of vitality has also, for the most part,

been rewritten.

Koyatt, Institution, February 1865.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

IN the following Lectures I have endeavored to bring the

« rudiments of a new philosophy within the reach of a per-

son of ordinary intelligence and culture.

The first seven Lectures of the course deal with thermo-

metric heat / its generation and consumption in mechanical

processes ; the determination of the mechanical equivalent

of heat; the conception of heat as molecular motion ; the ap-

plication of this conception to the solid, liquid, and gaseous

forms of matter ; to expansion and combustion ; to specific and

latent heat ; and to calorific conduction.

The remaining five Lectures treat of radiant heat ; the

interstellar medium, and the propagation of motion through

this medium ; the relations of radiant heat to ordinary matter

in its several states of aggregation ; terrestrial, lunar, and

solar radiation ; the constitution of the sun ; the possible

sources of his energy ; the relation of this energy to terrestrial

forces, and to vegetable and animal life.

My aim has been to rise to the level of these questions

from a basis so elementary, that a person possessing any

imaginative faculty and power of concentration, might accom-

pany me.
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Wherever additional remarks, or extracts, seemed likely to

render the reader's knowledge of the subjects referred to in

any Lecture more accurate or complete, I have introduced such

extracts, or remarks, as an Appendix to the Lecture.

For the use of the plate at the end of the volume, I am in-

debted to the Council of the Royal Society; it was engraved

to illustrate some of my own memoirs in the u Philosophical

Transactions." For some of the woodcuts I am also indebted

to the same learned body.

To the scientific public, the names of the builders of this

new philosophy arc already familiar. As experimental con-

tributors, Kumford, Davy, Faraday, and Joule, stand promi-

nently forward. As theoretic writers (placing them alphabeti-

cally), we have Clausius, Helmholt//, Kirchhoff, Mayer, Kan-

kine, Thomson ; and in the memoirs of these eminent men the

student who desires it must seek a deeper acquaintance with

the subject. MM. Eegnault and Seguin also stand in honor-

able relationship to the Dynamical Theory of Heat, and M. Ver-

det has recently published two lectures on it, marked by the

learning for which he is conspicuous. To the English reader

it is superfluous to mention the well-known and highly-prized

work of Mr. Grove.*

I have called the philosophy of Heat a new philosophy,

without, however, restricting the term to the subject of heat.

The fact is, it cannot be so restricted ; for the connection of

this agent with the general energies of the universe is such

that, if wrc master it perfectly, we master all. Even now we

* The beautiful experiments ofM. Favro ought to be referred to here: and

also, in connection with a subject treated in Chap. XUI., a most important

experiment by M, Foueault which is described In the " Philosophical Maga-

zine," vol. xix. p. 19d (February, 1865),
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can discern, though but darkly, the greatness of the issues

which connect themselves with the progress we have made

—

issues which were probably beyond the contemplation of those

by whose industry and genius the foundations of our present

knowledge were laid.

In a lecture on the " Influence of the History of Science on

Intellectual Education/ 5 delivered at the Royal Institution, Dr.

Whewell has shown " that every advance in intellectual edu-

cation has been the effect of some considerable scientific discov-

ery or group of discoveries." If the association here indicated

be invariable, then, assuredly, the views of the connection and

interaction ofnatural forces- -organic as well as inorganic-—vital

as well as physical- -which have grown, and which arc to grow,

out of the investigation of the laws and relations of heat, will

profoundly affect the intellectual discipline of the coming age.

In the study of Nature two elements come into play, which

belong respectively to the world of sense and to the world of

thought. We observe a fact and seek to refer it to its laws—

we apprehend the law, and seek to make it good in fact. The

one is theory, the other is experiment; which, when applied

to the ordinary purposes of life, becomes Practical Science.

Nothing could illustrate more forcibly the wholesome interac-

tion of these two elements, than the history of our present sub-

ject. If the steam-engine had not been invented, we should

assuredly stand below the theoretic level which we now occu-

py. The achievements of heat through the steam-engine have

forced, with augmented emphasis, the question upon thinking

minds, " What is this agent, by means of which we can super-

sede the force of winds and rivers- -of horses and of men?

heat can produce mechanical force, and mechanical force can

produce heat ; some common quality must therefore unite this
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agent and the ordinary forms of mechanical power." This rela-

tionship established, the generalizing intellect could pass at

once to the other energies of the universe, and it now per-

ceives the principle which unites them all, Thus the triumphs

of practical skill have promoted the development of philoso-

phy. Thus, by the interaction of thought and fact, of truth

conceived and truth executed, we have made our Science

what it is—the noblest growth of modern limes, though as yet

but partially appealed to as a source of individual and national

might.

As a means of intellectual education its claims are still dis-

puted, though, once properly organized, greater and more

beneficent revolutions await its employment here, than those

which have already marked its applications in the material

world. Surely the men whose noble vocation it is to systema-

tize the culture of England, can never allow this giant power

to grow up in their midst without endeavoring to turn it to

practical account. Science does not need their protection, but

it desires their friendship on honorable terms ; it wishes to

work with them toward the great end of all education- -the

bettering of man's state. By continuing to decline the offered

hand, they invoke a contest which can have but one result.

Science must grow. Its development is as necessary and as

irresistible as the motion of the tides, or the flowing of the

Gulf Stream. It is a phase of the energy of Nature, and as

such is sure, in due time, to compel the recognition, if not to

win the alliance, of those who now decry its influence and dis-

courage its advance.

Koyal Institution, February, 1863.
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HEAT

A M O I)E O F M O T I ON

.

CHAPTER I,

KSSTRVMBSjf*—ORSKHATIONi OF HBAT KY FBICTIOX, COMPRESSION, AND FKROUSStOX—EX-

FBR1MBNT3 OF RUMFOBI*—WA1KR JiOlhY.n BY FRICTION CONSUMPTION* OF HBAT IN

WORK,

APPRNOIX *.-—NOTES OX THB THKRMO-RI-EOrRlO VlhY. AND OALYAXOMKTRB.

(1) rilllli] aspects of Nature provoke in man the spirit of

.L inquiry. As the eye is made for seeing, and the car

for hearing, so the human mind is formed for exploring and

understanding the relationship of natural phenomena, the sci-

ence of our day being the direct issue of an intellect thus

endowed. One great characteristic of Natural Knowledge is

its growth ; all its results are fruitful, every new discovery

becoming instantly the germ of fresh investigation. But no

nobler example of this growth can be adduced than the ex-

pansion and development, during the last fivc-and-twcnty

years, of the great subject which is now to occupy our atten-

tion.

In scientific manuals, only scanty reference was, until lately,

made to the modern philosophy of heat, and thus the public

knowledge regarding it remained below the attainable level.

The reserve, however, was natural, for the subject is an en-

tangled one, and, in the pursuit of it, we must be prepared

to encounter difficulties. In the whole range of Natural

1
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Science, however, there are none more worthy of being over-

come-none the subjugation of which insures a greater reward

to the worker. For the various agencies of Nature are so con-

nected, that, in mastering the laws and relations of heat, we
make clear to our minds the interdependence of natural pow-

ers generally. Let us then commence otir labors with heart

and hope; let us familiarize ourselves with the latest facts

and conceptions regarding this all-pervading agent, and seek

diligently the links of law which connect the facts and give

unity to their most diverse appearances. If we succeed here,

we shall satisfy, to an extent unknown before, that love of

order and of beauty which, no doubt, is implanted in the

mind of every person here present. From the heights at

which we aim we shall have nobler glimpses of the system

of Nature than could possibly be obtained, if I, while acting

as your guide in the region which we this day enter, were to

confine myself to its lower levels and already trodden roads.

(%) It is my first duty to make yoxi acquainted with some

of the instruments intended to be employed in the examina-

tion of this question, Some means must be devised of making

the indications of heat and cold visible to you, and for this

purpose an ordinary thcrmometor would be useless. You
could not see its action ; and I am anxious that you should

see, with your own eyes, the facts on which our subsequent

philosophy is to be based. I wish to give you the material

on which an independent judgment may be founded ; to en-

able you to reason as I reason if you deem me right, to cor-

rect me if I go astray, and to censure me if you find me
dealing unfairly with my subject. To secure these ends I

have been obliged to abandon the use of a common ther-

mometer, and to resort to the little instrument which you see

before me on the table.

(3) This instrument a n (f\p;. 1) is called a thermo-electric

pile.* It acts thus : The heat which the pile receives goner-

* A brief description of the tlievmo-olcetrio pile in given in the Appendix

to this Chapter.
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ates an electric current; and an electric current has the power

of deflecting a freely suspended magnetic needle, to which it

flows parallel. Before yon is placed such a needle m n (fig.

1), surrounded by a covered copper wire, the free ends of

Fro. 1,

:y
i

if v v

:^mr"~*r

which, vj w
y
are connected with the thermo-electric pile. The

needle is suspended by a fibre, s s, of nnspun silk, and pro-

tected by a glass shade, Or, from all disturbance by currents of

air, To one end of the needle is fixed a piece of red, and to

the other end a piece of blue paper. All of you sec these

pieces of paper, and when the needle moves, its motion will

be clearly visible to the most distant person in this room.

This instrument is called a galvanometer*

(4) At present the needle is quite at rest, and points to the

zero-mark on the graduated disk underneath it. This shows

that there is no current passing. I breathe for an instant

against the naked lace A of the pile -a single puflf of breath is

sufficient for my purpose—the needle starts oil" and passes

* In the actual arrangement the galvanometer here described stood on a

Btool in front of the lecture table, the wires w w being sufficiently long to

reach from the table to the stool. For a further description of the instrument

ace the Appendix to this Chapter.
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through an arc of 90°. It would go farther did we not limit

its swing by fixing, edgeways, a thin plate of mica at this

point. This action of the needle is produced by the small

amount of warmth communicated by my breath to the face of

the pile, and no ordinary thermometer could give so large and

prompt an indication. Take notice of the direction of the de-

flection ; the red end of the needle moved from me toward you.

We will let the heat waste itself ; it will do so in a very short

time, and you notice, as the pile cools, that the needle returns

to its first position. Observe now the effect of cold on the same

face of the pile, After dulling this plate of metal by placing

it on ice, I wipe the metal, and touch with it the face of the

pile. A moment's contact suffices to produce a prompt and

energetic deflection of the needle, But mark the direction

of the deflection. When the pile was warmed, the red end of

the needle moved from me toward you ; now the same end

moves from you toward me. The important point here estab-

lished is, that from the direction in which the needle moves

wo can, with certainty, infer whether cold or heat has been

communicated to the pile; and the energy with which the

needle moves-—the promptness with which it is driven aside

from its position of rest—gives us some idea of the quantity

of heat or cold imparted in different cases. On a future occa-

sion we shall learn how to express the relative quantities of

heat communicated to the pile with numerical accuracy ; for

the present a general knowledge of the action of our instru-

ments is sufficient.

(5) My desire now is to connect heat with the more fa-

miliar forms of force, furnishing you, in the first place, with a

store of facts illustrative of the generation of heat by mechani-

cal processes. In the next room arc some pieces of wood,

which my assistant will hand to me. The temperature of

that room is slightly lower than the temperature of this one,

and hence the wood which is now before me must be slightly

colder than the face of the pile. Let us prove this. The face

of the pile being placed against the piece of wood, the red end
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of the needle moves from you toward me, thus showing that

the contact lias chilled the instrument. I now carefully rub

the face of the pile along the surface of the wood—" careful-

ly," because the pile is brittle, and rough usage would destroy

it. ; mark what occurs. The prompt and energetic motion of

the needle toward you declares that the face of the pile has

been heated by this small amount of friction. The needle,

you observe, goes quite up to 90° on the side opposite to that

toward which it moved before the friction was applied.

(6) These experiments, which illustrate the development

of heat by mechanical means, must be to us what a boy's

school exercises are to him. In order to fix them in our

minds, and obtain due mastery over them, we must repeat

them and vary them in many ways. In this task you have

now to accompany me. This flat piece of brass is attached

to a cork, which, when taken hold of, preserves the brass from

all contact with my warm hand. When the brass is placed

against the face of the pile, the needle moves, showing that

the metal is cold. I now rub the brass on the surface of this

cold piece of wood, and lay it once more against the pile. It

is so hot, that if allowed to remain in contact with the instru-

ment, the current generated would dash the needle violently

against its stops, and probably derange its magnetism. You
see the strong deflection which even an instant's contact can

produce. Indeed, when a boy at school, I have often blistered

my hand by a brass button which had been rubbed energeti-

cally against a form. This razor has been cooled by contact

with ice; and along this hone, without oil, I rub the cool

razor as if to sharpen it. On placing the razor against the

face of the pile, the steel, which a moment ago was cold, is

declared hot. Similarly, I take this knife and knife-board,

which are both cold, and rub the knife along the board, The
knife, placed against the pile, declares itself to be hot. I pass

this cold saw through this cold piece of wood, and place, in

the first instance, the surface of the wood against which the

saw has rubbed, in contact with the pile. The needle in-
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stantly moves in a direction which shows the wood to be

heated. Allowing the needle to return to zero, I apply the

saw itself to the pile. It also is hot* These are the simplest

and most commonplace examples of the generation of heat by

friction, and they are chosen for this reason. Mean as they

appear, they are illustrations of a principle which determines

the polity of the whole material universe.

(7) We have now to consider the development of heat by

compression. This piece of deal is cooled below the tempera-

ture of the room, and gives, when placed in contact with our

pile, the deflection which indicates cold. I introduce the

wood between the plates of a small hydraulic press, and

squeeze it forcibly. When, after compression, the wood is

brought into contact with the pile, the galvanometer declares

that heat has been developed by the act of compression, Pre-

cisely the same thing occurs when this block of lead is fixed

between the plates of the press and squeezed thus to flatness.

(8) And now for the effect of percussion. I place a cold

lead bullet upon this cold anvil, and strike it with a cold

sledge-hammer. The sledge descends with a certain mechani-

cal force, and its motion is suddenly arrested by the bullet and

anvil j apparently the force of the sledge is destroyed. But

when we examine the lead we find it is heated, and we shall

by-and-by learn that if we could gather up all the heat gen-

erated by the shock of the sledge, and apply it without loss

mechanically, we should be able, by means of it, to lift the

hammer to the height from which it fell.

Another experiment is 'here arranged, which is almost too

delicate to be performed with the large apparatus necessary

to render lecture experiments visible, but which, nevertheless,

is easily executed with proper instruments. This small basin

contains a quantity of mercury which has been cooled in the

next room. One of the faces of the thermo-electric pile is

coated with varnish, to defend it from the mercury, which

would otherwise destroy the pile. Thus protected it may, as

you observe, be plunged into the liquid metal, The deflection
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of the needle proves that the mercury is cold, These two

glasses, A and « (fig, 2), are swathed thickly round by listing,

to prevent the warmth of my hands from reaching the mer-

cury. I pour the cold mercury from the one glass into the

other, and back. It falls with a certain mechanical force, its

motion is destroyed, but heat is developed. The amount of

heat generated by a single pouring out is extremely small

;

the exact amount might bo easily determined, but we shall

defer quantitative considerations for the present j so we will

pour the mercury from glass to glass ten or fifteen times.

Now mark the result

when the pile is plunged F(0
-
%

into the liquid. The

needle moves,- and its

motion declares that the

mercury, which at the

beginning of the experi-

ment was cooler, is now
warmer than the pile,

We here introduce into

the lecture-room an ef-

fect which occurs at the

base of every water-fall.
;

There are friends before

me who have stood amid

the foam of Niagara. Had thoy
y
when there, dipped sufli-

ciently sensitive thermometers into the water at the top and

bottom of the cataract, they would have found the latter

warmer than the former. The sailor's tradition, also, is theo-

retically correct; the sea is rendered warmer by a storm, the

mechanical dash of its billows being ultimately converted into

heat.

(0) Whenever friction is overcome, heat is produced, and

the heat produced is the exact measure of the force expended

in overcoming the friction. The heat is simply the primitive

force in another form, and if we wish to avoid this conversion,
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we must abolish the friction, We put oil upon the surface of

a hone, we grease a saw, and are careful to lubricate the axles

of our railway carriages. What is the real meaning of these

acts? .Let us obtain general notions first, and aim at strict

accuracy afterward. , It is the object of a railway engineer to

urge his train from one place to another; he wishes to apply

the force of his steam, or of the furnace which gives tension

to his steam, to this particular purpose. It is not his interest

to allow any portion of that force to be converted into another

form of force which would not promote the attainment of his

object. He docs not want his axles heated, and hence he

avoids as much as possible expending his power in heating

them. In fact, he has obtained his force from heat, and it is

not his object to reconvert by friction the force thus obtained

into its primitive form. For every degree of temperature

generated in his axles, a definite amount would be withdrawn

from the urging force of his engine. There is no absolute

loss. Could we gather up all the heat generated by the fric-

tion, and coidd we apply it all mechanically, we should, by it,

be able to impart to the train the precise amount of speed

which it had lost by the friction. Thus every one of those

railway porters whom you see moving about with his can of

yellow grease, and opening the little boxes which surround

the carriage axles, is, without knowing it, illustrating a prin-

ciple which forms the very solder of Nature. In so doing, he

is unconsciously affirming both the convertibility and the in-

destructibility of force. He is practically asserting that me-

chanical energy may be converted into heat, and that when

so converted it cannot still exist as mechanical energy ; but

that for every degree of heat developed in the axles, a strict

and proportional equivalent of the locomotive force of the en-

gine disappears. All the force of our locomotives is derived

from heat, and all of it eventually becomes heat. To main-

tain the proper speed, the friction of the train must be con-

tinually overcome, and the force spent in overcoming it is en-
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tircly converted into heat. An eminent writer * lias compared

the process to one of distillation : the energy of heat in the

furnace passes into the mechanical motion of the train, and

this motion reappears as heat in the wheels, axles, and rails.

When a station is approached, say at the rate of thirty miles

an hour, a brake is applied, and smoke and sparks issue from

the wheel on which it presses. The train is brought to rest* *

How ? Simply by converting the entire moving force which

it possessed at the moment the brake was applied, into heat.

(10) So also with regard to the greasing of a saw by "a

carpenter. He applies the muscular force of his arm with

the express object of cutting through the wood. He wishes

to tear the wood asunder, to overcome its mechanical cohe-

sion by the teeth of his saw. When the saw moves stiilly,

on account of the friction against its flat surface, the same

amount of effort may produce a much smaller effect than when

the implement moves without friction. But in what sense

smaller ? No absolutely so, but smaller as regards the act of

sawing. The force not expended in sawing is not lost; it is

converted into heat ; and I gave you an example of this a few

minutes ago. Here, again, if we could collect the heat en-

gendered by the friction, and apply it to the urging of the

saw, we should make good the precise amount of work which

the carpenter, by neglecting the lubrication of his implement,

had simply converted into another form of power.

(11) We -warm our hands by rubbing, and, in the case of

frost-bite, we thus restore the necessary heat to the injured

parts. Savages have the art of producing fire by the skilful

friction of well-chosen pieces of wood. It is easy to char

wood in a lathe by friction. By friction a lucifcr-match is

raised to the temperature of ignition, From the feet of the

laborers on the flinty roads of Hampshire sparks issue co-

piously on a dark night, the collision of their iron-shod shoes

against the flints producing fire. The same effect is often pro-

* Robert Julius Mayer of HcUbronn, in the Kingdom of Wiutemberg.
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cluceil by the omnibus-horses in the streets of London. In

the common flint and steel the particles of the metal struck

oft' are so much heated by the collision that they take fire and

burn in the air. But the heat precedes the combustion, Davy
found thai, when a gunlock with a flint was discharged in

vacuo, no sparks were produced, but the particles of steel

struck off, when examined under the microscope, showed signs

of fusion.* Here is a large rock-crystal ; I have only to draw

this small one briskly over it to produce light and heat. Here

are two quartz-pebbles ; I have only to rub them together to

make them luminous.

(1&) Aristotle refers to the heating of arrows by the fric-

tion of the air ; a rifle-bullet, in passing through air, is also

warmed by friction, The most probable theory of shoot-

ing-stars is that they are small planetary bodies revolving

round the sun, which are caused to swerve from their orbits

by the attraction of the earth, and are raised to incandescence

by friction against our atmosphere. Chladni propounded this

view, and Dr. Joule has shown that the atmospheric friction is

competent to produce the effect. He may, moreover, be cor-

rect in believing that the greater portion of our aerolites are

scattered into fragments by heat, and the earth thus spared a

terrible bombardment, f These bodies move at planetary

rates'; the orbital velocities of the four interior planets are as

follows

:

Miles per Second.

Mercury . . . . . . 30,40

Venus' . . . . . . 22.21

Karth . . . , . . 18.91

Mais ...... 15.32

while the velocity of the aerolites varies from 18 to 30 miles

a second, The friction engendered by this enormous speed is

certainly competent to produce the effects ascribed to it.

(13) More than sixty-four years ago Count Bumford, who

* Works of Sir II. Davy, vol. ii. p. 8.

f Philosophical Magazine, 4th scries, vol. xxxii. j>. MO.
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was one of the founders of the Royal Institution, executed a

series of experiments on the generation of heat by friction,

which, viewed by the light of to-day, are of the highest inter-

est and importance, indeed, the services which the founders

and professors of this Institution have rendered to the phi-

losophy of natural forces can never be forgotten, Thomas
Young laid the foundations of the Undulatory Theory of

light, which, in its fullest application, embraces our present

theory of heat. Davy entertained substantially the same

views regarding heat as those which I am now endeavoring to

approach and elucidate. Faraday established the laws of

equivalence between chemistry and electricity, and his mag-

neto-electric discoveries were the very first seized upon by

Joule in illustration of the mutual convertibility of heat and

mechanical action.* Rum ford, in a paper of great power,

both as regards reasoning and experiment, advocated, in 1798,f

the doctrine regarding the nature of heat which the recent ex-

periments of eminent men have placed upon a secure basis.

While engaged in the boring of cannon at Munich, he was so

forcibly struck by the large amount of heat developed in the

process that he was induced to devise a special apparatus for

the examination of the generation of heat by friction. He
had constructed a hollow cylinder of iron, into which fitted a

solid plunger, which was caused to press against the bottom

of the cylinder. A box which surrounded the cylinder con-

tained 18| lbs. of water, in which a thermometer was placed.

The original temperature of the water was 00° P. The cyl-

inder was turned by horse-labor, and an hour after the friction

had commenced the temperature of the water was 107°, hav-

ing risen 47°. Half an hour afterward he found the tempera-

ture to be 14&°. The action was continued, and at the end of

two hours the temperature was 178°. At the end of two hours

and twenty minutes it was 200°, and at two hours and thirty

minutes from the commencement the water actually boiled/

* Philosophical Magazine, 4th series, vol. xxiii. pp. 205, 317, 435.

t An abstract of this paper is given in the Appendix to Chapter If.
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Rumford\s description of the effect of this experiment on

those who witnessed it is quite delightful. " It would be dif-

ficult," lie says, " to describe the surprise and astonishment

expressed in the countenances of the by-standers on seeing so

large a quantity of water heated, and actually made to boil,

without any lire. Though there was nothing that could be

considered very surprising in this matter, yet I acknowledge

fairly that it afforded me a degree of childish pleasure which,

were I ambitious of the reputation of a grave philosopher, I

ought most certainly rather to hide than to discover."* I am
sure we can dispense with the application of any philosophy

which would stifle such emotion as Rum ford here avowed. In

connection with this striking experiment, Dr. Joule f has esti-

mated the amount of mechanical force expended in producing

the heat, and obtained a result which " is not very widely dif-

ferent" from that which greater knowledge and more refined

experiments enabled Joule himself to obtain as regards the

numerical equivalence of heat and work.

(14) it would be absurd on my part to attempt here a

repetition of the experiment of Count Rumford with all its

Fxa. 8.

'^^immmSM-m

conditions. We cannot devote two hours and a half to a

single experiment, but I hope to be able to show you sub-

stantially the same effect in two minutes and a half. Here is

a brass tube (h
y
fig. 3), four inches long, and of three-quarters

* Kum ford's "Kssays, vol. ii. p. 481.

f Philosophical Transactions, vol. ex), p. 62.
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of an inch interior diameter. It is stopped at the bottom, and

screwed on to a whirling table, by means of which the upright

tube can be caused to rotate very rapidly. These two pieces

of oak are united by a hinge, in which are two semicircular

grooves, intended to embrace the brass tube, Thus the pieces

of wood form a kind of tongs, t, the gentle squeezing of which

produces friction when the tube rotates, I partially fill the

tube with cold water, stop it with a cork to prevent the

splashing out of the liquid, and now put the machine in mo-

tion. As the action continues, the temperature of the water

rises, and now the tube is too hot to be held in the lingers.

Continuing the action a little longer, the cork is driven out

with explosive violence, the steam which follows it producing

by its precipitation a small cloud in the atmosphere,

(15) In all the cases hitherto introduced to your notice,

heat has been generated by the expenditure of mechanical

force. Our experiments have shown that where mechanical

force is expended heat is produced ; and )l wish now to bring

before you the converse experiment, and show you the con-

sumption of heat in mechanical work. This strong vessel

(v, iig. dr) is filled at the present moment with compressed air.

It has lain here for some hours, so that the temperature of the

air within the vessel is now the same as that of the air of the

room without it. At the present moment this inner air is

pressing against the sides of the vessel, and if this cock be

opened a portion of the air will rush violently out. The word
" rush," however, but vaguely expresses the true state of

things; the air which issues is driven out by the air behind

it; this latter accomplishes the work of urging forward the

stream of air. And what will be the condition of the working

air during this process ? It will be chilled. The air executes

work, and the only agent it can call upon to perform the

work is the heat to which the clastic force with which it

presses against the sides of the vessel is entirely due. A por-

tion of this heat will be consumed, and a lowering of tem-

perature will be the consequence. Observe the experiment.
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I will turn the cock c (fig. 4), and allow the current of air

from the vessel v to strike against the face of the pile i\ The

magnetic needle instantly responds ; its red end is driven tow-

ard me, thus declaring that the pile has been chilled by the

current of air. f

(16) The effect is different when air is urged from the

nozzle of a common bellows against the thermo-electric pile.

In the last experiment the mechanical work of urging the air

forward was performed by the air itself, and a portion of its

heat was consumed in the effort. In the case of the bellows,

KiG. 4,

it is my muscles which perform the work. The upper board

of the bellows is raised, and the air rushes in. The boards

are then pressed with a certain force, and the air rushes out.

The expelled air, slightly warmed by compression, strikes the

face of the pile; its motion also is in part stopped, and an

amount of heat equivalent to the destruction of this motion is

instantly generated. Thus you observe, that when I direct,

with the bellows (fig. 5), a current of air against the pile, the

red end of the needle moves toward you, thereby showing

that the face of the pile is, in this instance, warmed by the
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air.* Here, moreover, is a bottle of soda-water, slightly wann-

er than the pile, as you see by the deflection it produces. Cut

the string which holds it, the cork is driven out by the elastic

force of the carbonic-acid gas; the gas performs work, in so

Fig. 5,

doing it consumes heat, and now the deflection produced by

the bottle is that of cold, The truest romance is to be found

in the details of daily life; and here, in operations with which

every child is familiar, we shall gradually discern the illustra-

tion of principles from which all material phenomena How.

* In this experiment it is necessary to bring the nozzle of the bellows near

the pile, and blow strongly. When the nozzle is distant the air, which issues

warm under the pressuro exerted on the bellows, is chilled by its own expan-

sion, It may bo oven caused to precipitate its aqueous vapor.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I.

NOTE ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE THKRMO-KLKCTMC PILE.

Lkt a b (ilg. 0) bo a bar of antimony, and b o a bar of bismuth,

and let both bars bo soldered together at u. Lot the free ends a and

o bo united by a picco of wire, a no. On warming the place ofjunc-

tion, b, an electric current is generated, the direction

of which is from bismuth to antimony (or against the

alphabet), across the junction, and from antimony to

bismuth (or with the alphabet), through the connect-

ing wire, ado. The arrows indicate the direction

of the current.

If the junction » bo chilled) a current is gen-

erated opposed in direction to the former. The
figure represents what is called a thermo-electric

pair or couple.

By the union of several thermo-electric pairs, a

more powerful current can be generated than would

bo obtained from a single pair. Fig. V (next page),

for example, represents such an arrangement, in

which the shaded bars are supposed to be all of bis-

muth, and tho unshaded ones of antimony. On warming all the

junctions, b, b, etc., a .current is generated in each, and the sum of

these currents, all of which flow in tho same direction, will produce

a stronger resultant current than that obtained from a single pair.

The V formed by each pair need not be so wide as it is shown in

%. 7; it may be contracted without prejudice to the couple. And
if it is desired to pack several pairs into a small compass, each sep-

arate couple may bo arranged as in fig. 8, 'where the black lines rep-

resent small bismuth bars, and the white ones small bars of anti-

mony. They are soldered together at the ends, and throughout their

length are usually separated by strips of paper merely. A collection

of pairs thus compactly set together constitutes a thermo-electric

pile, a drawing of which is given in fig. 9.
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Tho current produced by heat being always from bismuth to anti-

mony across tho heated junction, a moment's inspection of fig. Y will

show that when any one of the junctions, a, a, is heated, a current

is generated opposed in direction to that generated when tho heat is

applied to the junctions b, b. Hence, in the case of the thermo-elec-

tric pile, tho effect of heat foiling upon its two opposite laces is to

produce currents in opposito directions. If the temperature of tho

two laces be alike, they neutralize each other, no matter how highly

they may be heated absolutely ; but if ono of them be warmer than

the other, a current is produced. Tho current is thus due to a differ-

Fig, 8. Fia. 9.

ence of temperature botweon tho two faces of the pile, and within

certain limits tho strength of tho current is exactly proportional to

this difference.

From the junction of almost any other two metals, thermo-elec-

tric currents may be obtained, but they are most readily generated

by the union of bismuth and antimony.*

* The discovery of thermo-electricity is due to Thomas Scebeck, Professor

in the University of Berlin, Nobili constructed the first thermo-electric pile

;

but in McUoni's hands it became an instrument so important as to supersede

all other* in researches on radiant heat. To this purpose it will bo applied on

future occasions.
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NOTE ON T)U: CONSTRUCTION OF THE GALVANOMETER.

The existence and direction of an electric current are shown by

its action upon a freely suspended magnetic needle.

But such a needle is held in the magnetic meridian by the mag-

netic force of the earth. Hence, to move a single needle, the current

must overcome the magnetic force of the earth.

Very feeble currents are incompetent to do this in a sufficiently

sensible degree. The following two expedients are, therefore, com-

bined to render sensible the action of such feeble currents

:

The wire through which the current Hows is coiled so as to sur-

round the needle several times; the needle must swing freely within

the coil. The action of tlio single current is thus multiplied.

The second device is to neutralize the directive force of the earth,

without prejudice to the magnetism of the needle. This is accom-

plished by using two needles instead of one, attaching them to a

common vertical stem, and bringing their opposite poles over each

other, the north end of tho one needle and the south end of the other

being thus turned in the same dircc-

Kio. 10. tion, Tho double needle is represent-

ed in fig. 10.

It must bo so arranged that one of

the needles shall be within the coil

through which the current flows,

Ij^^^^^^^J, while tho other needle swings freely

above tho coil, the vertical connect-

ing piece passing through an appro-

-C^>~* _~* priate slit in the coil. Were both

tho needles within tho coil, the samo

A,

current would urge thorn in opposito directions, and thus one needle

would neutralize the other. But when one is within and tho other

without, the current urges both needles in the same direction.

The way to prepare such a pair of needles is this. Magnetize

both of them to saturation ; then suspend them in a vessel, or under

a shade, to protect them from air-currents. The system will proba-

bly set in the magnetic meridian, one needle being in almost all eases

stronger than the other ; weaken the stronger needle carefully by

the touch of a second smaller magnet. When tho needles aro pre-

cisely equal in strength, they will set at right angles to the magnetic

meridian.
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It Blight bo supposed that -when the needles arc equal in strength,

the directive force of tho earth would he completely annulled, that

the doublo needle would ho perfectly astatic^ and perfectly neutral as

regards direction; obeying simply the torsion of its suspending fibre.

This would be the case if tho magnetic axes of both needles could

be caused to Ho with mathematical accuracy in tho same vertical

piano. In practice this is almost impossible; the axes always cross

each other. Lot n s
}
nf

s
f
(fig. 11) represent the axes of two needles

thus crossing, the magnetic meridian being parallel to m k ; lot tho

pole n bo drawn by the earth's attractive force in the direction n m ;

tho pole $' being urged by the repulsion of tho earth in a precisely

Fig. 11.

opposite direction. When the poles n and tf aro of exactly equal

strength, it is manifest that the force acting on tho pole #', in tho

case here supposed, would havo the advantage as regards leverage,

and would therefore overcome the force acting on n. The crossed

needles would, thereforo, turn away still further from the magnetic

meridian, and a littlo reflection will show that they cannot come to

rest until the line which bisects the angle enclosed by tho needles is

at right angles to the magnetic meridian.

This is the test of perfect equality as regards the magnetism of

tho needles; but, in bringing the needles to this state of perfection,

wo havo often to pass through various stages of obliquity to the mag-
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netie meridian. In these eases the superior strength of one r.ecdle

is compensated by an advantage, as regards leverage, possessed by

the other, By a happy accident, a touch is sometimes sufficient to

make the needles perfectly equal ; but many hours are often expend-

ed in securing this result. It is only of course in very delicate ex-

periments that this perfect equality is needed ; but in such experi-

ments it is essential.

Another grave difficulty has beset experimenters, even after the

perfect magnetization of their needles has been accomplished. Such

needles arc sensitive to the slightest magnetic action, and the covered

copper wire, of which the galvanometer coils are formed, usually

contains a trace of iron sufficient to deflect the prepared nccdlo

from its true position. I have had coils in which this deflection

amounted to thirty degrees; and, in the splendid instruments used

by Professor Du Bois Raymond, in his researches on animal elec-

tricity, the deflection by the coil is sometimes even greater than this.

Molioni encountered this difficulty, and proposed that the wires

should be drawn through agate holes, thus avoiding all contact with

iron or steel. The disturbance has always been ascribed to a trace

of iron contained in tho copper wire. Pure silver has also been pro-

posed instead of copper.

To pursue his beautiful thermo-electric researches in a satisfac-

tory manner, Professor Magnus, of Berlin, obtained pure copper by

a most laborious electrolytic process, and, after the metal had been

obtained, it required to be melted eight times in succession before it

could be drawn into wire. In ftict, the impurity of the coil entirely

vitiated tho accuracy of the instruments, and almost any amount of

labor would bo well expended in removing this great defect.

My own experience of this subject is instructive. I had a beau-

tiful instrument constructed a iow years ago by Saucrwald, of Berlin,

the coil of which, when no current flowed throng!) it, deflected my
double needle fully thirty degrees from the zero line. It was impos-

sible to attain quantitative accuracy with this instrument.

I had the wire removed by Mr. Becker, and English wire used

in its stead ; the deflection fell to three degrees.

This was a great improvement, but not sufficient for my purpose.

I commenced making inquiries about the possibility of obtaining

pure copper, but tho result was very discouraging. When almost

despairing, the following thought occurred to me : The action of tho

coil must be duo to the admixturo of iron with the copper, for puro
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copper is diamagnctic, it is feebly repelled by a strong magnet. Tho

magnet, therefore, occurred to me as a means of instant analysis ; I

could tell by it, in a moment, whether my wire was free from mag-

netic metal or not.

The wiro of M. Sauorwald's coil was strongly attracted by tho

magnet. The wire of Mr, Becker's coil was also attracted, though

in a much feebler degree.

Both wires were covered with green silk; I removed this, but

the Berlin wiro was still attracted ; the English wire, on tho con-

trary, when presented naked to tho magnet, was feebly repelled ; it

was truly diamagnctic, and contained no sensible trace of iron.

Thus the whole annoyance was fixed upon tho green silk ; some iron

compound had been used in the dyeing of it, and to this the devia-

tion of the needle from zero was manifestly dnc.

I had tho green coating removed and tho wiro overspun with

white silk, clean hands being used in the process. A perfect gal-

vanometer is the result ; tho needle, when released from the action

of the current, returns accurately to zero, and is perfectly free from

all magnetic action on the part of the coil. In fact, while we have

been devising agate plates and other learned methods to get rid of

the nuisance of a magnetic coil, the means of doing so are at hand.

Let the copper wire be selected by the magnet, and no difficulty will

bo experienced in obtaining specimens magnetically pure
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CHAPTER II.

1HK NATUim OF ltKAT—fHK MATKRTAT, THKORY 'THE HY.VAMIGAT. THEORY- -THKRXfAT.
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GENERATED BY STOPPING THE KAKTil'g MOTION MRlKOttlO THEORY OF THE SUN'S HBAf
- -FLAME IN' ITS RELATION TO THK M'NAMIOAL THEORY.

APPENDIX:- -EXTRACTS FROM BACON AND TIUMEORO,

(17) rillllO development of heat by mechanical action wag
••*- illustrated by suitable experiments when we last

assembled here, But experimental facts alone cannot satisfy

the human mind ; we desire to know the cause of the fact

;

we search after the principle by the operation of which the

phenomena are produced. Why should heat be generated by

mechanical action, and what is the real nature of the agent

thus generated? Two rival theories have been offered in

answer to these questions, which arc named respectively the

material theory, and the dynamical, or mechanical, theory of

heat. For a long time, however, the former of these—the

material theory- -had the greater number of adherents. With-

in certain limits it involved conceptions of a very simple kind,'

and this simplicity secured its general acceptance. The ma-

terial theory supposes heat to be a kind of matter—a subtle

fluid stored up in the inter-atomic spaces of bodies. The
laborious femelm, for example, in his Handbook of Chemistry,

defines heat to be' "that substance whose entrance into our

bodies causes the sensation of warmth, and its egress the sen*
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sation of cold." * "He also speaks of heat combining with

bodies as one ponderable substance does with another; and

many oilier eminent chemists treat the subject from the same
point of view.

(18) The development of heat by mechanical means, in-

asmuch as its generation seemed unlimited, was a great diffi-

culty with the materialists; but they were acquainted with

the fact (which shall be amply elucidated on a future occa-

sion), that different bodies possess different powers of holding

heat, if such a term may be employed. Take, for example,

the two liquids, water and mercury, and warm a pound of

each of them, say from fifty degrees to sixty. The absolute

quantity of heat required by the water to raise its tempera-

ture ten degrees is fully thirty times the quantity required

by the mercury. Technically speaking, the water is said to

have a greater capacity for heat than the mercury has, and

this term "capacity " suggests the views of those who in-

vented it. The water was supposed to possess the power of

storing up the caloric or matter of heat ;—of hiding it, in

fact, to such an extent that it required thirty measures of this

caloric to produce the same sensible effect on water that one

measure would produce upon mercury.

(10) All substances possess, in a greater or less degree,

this apparent power of storing up heat. Lead, for example,

possesses it; and our experiment with the lead bullet, in

which heat was generated by compression, was explained by

those who held the material theory in the following way.

The uncompressed lead, they said, has a higher capacity for

heat than the compressed substance; the size of its atomic

storehouse is diminished by compression, and hence, when
the lead is squeezed, a portion of that heat which, previous

to compression, was hidden, must make its appearance, for

the compressed substance can no longer hold it all. , In some

similar way the experiments on friction and percussion were

* English translation, vol. i. p. 22.
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accounted for. The idea of calling neio heat into existence

was rejected by the believers in the material theory. Accord-

ing to their views, the quantity of heat in the universe is as

constant as the quantity of ordinary matter, and the utmost

we can do by mechanical and chemical means is to store up

this heat, or to drive it from its lurking-places into the open

day.

(20) The dynamical theory, or, as it is sometimes called,

the mechanical theory of heat, discards the idea of materiality

as applied to heat. The supporters of this theory do not be-

lieve heat to be matter, but an accident or condition of mat-

ter ; namely, a motion of its ultimate particles. From the

direct contemplation of some of the phenomena of heat, a

profound mind is led almost instinctively to conclude that

heat is a kind of motion. Bacon held a view of this kind,*

and Locke stated a similar view with singular felicity.

" Heat," he says, " is a very brisk agitation of the insensible

parts of the object, which produces in us that sensation from

whence we demonstrate the object hot : so, what in our sensa-

tion is heaty in the object is nothing but motion" The ex-

periments of Count Rumfordf on the boring of cannon have

been already referred to. Now, he showed that the hot chips

cut from his cannon did not change their capacity for heat

:

he, moreover, collected the scales and powder produced by the

abrasion of his metal, weighed them, and demanded whether

it could be believed that the vast amount of heat which he

had generated had been all squeezed out of that modicum of

crushed metal. "You have not," he might have urged on

those who maintained this view, " given yourselves the trouble

to inquire whether any change whatever has been produced

by friction in the capacity of the metal for heat. You are

* Sec Appendix to this Chapter.

1 1 have particular pleasure hi directing the reader's attention to an ab-

stract of Count Kumford*8 memoir on the Generation of Heat by Friction,

contained in the Appondix to this Chapter. Kumford, in this memoir, anni-

hilates the material theory of boat. Nothing moro powerful has Btnce been
written,
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quick in inventing reasons to save your theory from destruc-

tion, but slow to inquire whether these reasons are not merely

the fine-spun fancies of your own brains." Theories are in-

dispensable, but they sometimes act like drugs upon the mind.

Men grow fond of them as they do of dram-drinking, and feel

discontented and irascible when the stimulant to the imagina-

tion is taken away.

(21) At this point an experiment of Davy comes forth in

its true significance.* Ice is solid water, and the solid has

only one-half the capacity for heat that liquid water possesses.

A quantity of heat which would raise a pound of ice ten de-

grees in temperature would raise a pound of water only five

degrees. Further, simply to liquefy a mass of ice, an enor-

mous amount of heat is necessary, this heat being so utterly

absorbed or rendered " latent " as to make no impression

upon the thermometer. The question of " latent heat" shall

be fully discussed in its proper place ; what I am desirous of

impressing on you at present is, that, taking the materialists

on their own ground, liquid V)ater
y
at its freezing temperature,

possesses a vastly greater amount of heat than ice at the same

temperature.

(22) Davy reasoned thus :
" If X, by friction, liquefy ice, a

substance will be produced which contains a far greater abso-

lute amount of heat than the ice ; and, in this case, it cannot

with any show of reason be affirmed that I merely render sen-

sible heat which had been previously insensible in the frozen

mass. Liquefaction in this case will conclusively demonstrate

a generation of heat." lie made the experiment, and liquefied

the ice by pure friction ; and the result has been regarded as

the first which really proved the immateriality of heat.

(23) When a hammer strikes a bell the motion of the

hammer is arrested, but not destroyed ; it has been shivered

into vibrations, which impart motion to the air and affect the

auditory nerve as sound. So also when our sledge-hammer

* Works of Sir il. Davy, vol. ii, }>. 11.
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descended upon- our lead bullet, the descending motion of the

sledge was arrested ; but it was not destroyed. The motion

was transferred to the atoms of the lead
y
and announced itself

to the proper nerves as heat. The theory, then, which Rum-
ford so powerfully advocated, and which Davy so ably sup-

ported,* is that heat is a kind of molecular motion ; and that

by friction, percussion, and compression, this motion may be

generated, as well as by combustion, This is the theory

which it shall be my aim to develop until your minds attain to

perfect clearness regarding it. At the outset you mnst exer-

cise patience. We arc entering a jungle, and striking into

the brambles in rather a random fashion at first. But we shall

thus make ourselves acquainted with the general character of

our work, and with due persistence cut through all entangle-

ments at last,

(M) You have already witnessed the effect of projecting a

current of compressed air against the face of the thermo-

electric pile (page 14). The instrument was chilled by the

current of air, Now heat is known to be developed when air

is compressed ; and I have been asked repeatedly how this

heat was disposed of in the case of the condensed air em-

ployed in the experiment referred to. Pray listen to my reply.

Supposing the vessel which contained the air to be formed of

a substance perfectly impervious to heat, and supposing all

the heat developed by my arm, in compressing the air, to be

retained within the vessel, that quantity of heat would be ex-

actly competent to undo what had been done, and to restore

the compressed air to its original volume and temperature.

But this vessel v (fig. 12) is not impervious to heat, and it was

not my object to draw upon the heat developed by my arm

;

* In Davy's first scientific memoir he calls heat a repulsive mot-ton, winch

he says may be augmented in various ways. u First, by the transmutation

of mechanical into repulsive motion ; that is, by friction or percussion. In

this ease the mechanical motion lost by the mosses of matter in friction is

the repulsive motion gained by their corpuscles j»* an extremely remarkable

passage. I have given further extracts from this paper in the Appendix to

Chapter III.
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after condensation, therefore, the vessel was allowed to rest

till all the heat generated by the condensation was dissipated,

and the temperature of the air within and without the vessel

Fig. 12.

was the same. When, therefore, the air rushed out, it had

not the heat to draw upon which had been developed during

compression. The heat from which it derived its clastic force

was only sufficient to keep it at the temperature of the sur-

rounding air. In doing its work a portion of this heat, equiv-

alent to the work done, was consumed, and the issuing air

was consequently chilled. Do not be disheartened if this rea-

soning should not appear quite clear to you. We are now in

comparative darkness, but as we proceed light will gradually

appear, and irradiate retrospectively our present gloom.

(25) Let me now make evident to you that heat is devel-

oped by the compression of air. Here is a strong cylinder of

glass t u (fig. 13), accurately bored, and quite smooth within.

Into it this piston fits air-tight, so that, by driving the piston

down, the air underneath it is forcibly compressed ; and, when

the air is thus compressed, heat is suddenly generated. Tin-

der may be ignited by this heat. Here, moreover, is a morsel
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of cotton wool, wetted with an inflammable liquid, the bisul-

phide of carbon. I throw the bit of wet cotton into
Fio. is.

||ie g]ass 8yrjngC? aiui instantly eject it. It has left

-° behind it a residue of vapor. On compressing the air

rs suddenly, the heat developed is sufficient to ignite

the vapor, and you see a flash of light within the

syringe. Nor is it necessary to eject the cotton ; I

replace it in the tube, and urge the piston down-

ward
;
you see the (lash as before. If with a narrow

*$ glass tube the fumes generated by the combustion of

the vapor be in every instance blown away, without

C** 01 oncc amoving ihe cotton from the syringe, the cx-

&| periment maybe repeated and the flash of light ob-

.

j;
taincd twenty times in succession.

(26) The chilling cflbct of a current of com-

pressed air on the thermo-electric pile lias been

f already illustrated. Here is another illustration of

the thermal effect produced in air by its own me-

chanical action. This tin tube is stopped at both

y ends, and connected with an air-pump. The tube is

at present full of air, and the face of the thermo-elec-

tric pile rests against its curved surface. The galvanometer

declares that the face of the pile in contact with the tube has

been warmed by the latter. I was prepared for this result,

having reason to know that the air within the tube is slightly

warmer than that without. We will now cause this air to

perform work, and then examine the thermal condition of the

vessel in which the work has been performed. We will work

the pump ; the cylinders of the machine will be emptied, and

the air within this tube will bo driven into the exhausted cyl-

inders by its own clastic force. This is the work that it per-

forms, and as the tube is exhausted you will see the needle,

which is now deflected so considerably in the direction of heat,

descend to zero, and pass quite up to 90° in the direction of

cold. The pump is now in action, and you observe the re-

sult. The needle falls as predicted, and its advance in the

C1
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direction of cold is only arrested by its concussion against .the

stops,

(%1) Three strokes of the pump sulllce to chill the tube so

as to send the needle up to 90°
\
* let it now come to rest. It

would require more time than wc can aftbrtl to allow the tube

to assume the temperature of the air around it; but the

needle is now sensibly at rest at a good distance on the cold

side of zero. Turning on this cock, the air will rush in, and

each of its atoms will hit the inner surface of the tube like a

projectile. The mechanical motion of the atoms will be there-

by annihilated, but an amount of heat equivalent to this mo-

tion will be generated. This heat will be sufficient to re-

warm the tube, to undo the present deflection, and to send

the needle up on the heat side of zero. The air is now enter-

ing, and you see the effect : the needle moves, and goes quite

up to 90° on that side which indicates the heating of the

pile.f

(28) I have now to direct your attention to an important

effect connected with this chilling of the air by rarefaction,

On the plate of the air-pump is placed a large glass receiver,

which is now filled with the air of this room. This air, and,

indeed, all air, unless it be dried artificially, contains a quan-

tity of aqueous vapor, which, as vapor, is perfectly invisible.

A certain temperature is requisite to maintain the vapor in

* The galvanometer used hi this experiment was that which I employ in

my original researches: it is an exceedingly delicate one. When here intro-

duced, its dial was illuminated by the electric light; and an image of it, two

feet in diameter, was projected on a screen,

f In this experiment a mere line along the surface of the tube was in con-

tact with the face of the pilo, and the heat had to propagate itself through the

tin envelop to reach the instrument, Previously to adopting this arrangement

I had the tube pierced, and a separate pile, with its naked face turned inward,

cemented air-tight into the orifice. The pile came thus into direct contact

with the air, and its entire face was exposed to the action. The effects thus

obtained were very large ; sufficient, indeed, to swing the needle quite round.

My desire to complicate the subject as little as possible induced mo to abandon

the cemented pile, and to make tuse of the instrument with which my audience

had already become familiar. With tho arrangement actually adopted tho

effects wero, moreover, so large, that I drew only on a portion ofmy power.
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this invisible slate, and if the air be chilled so as to bring it

below this temperature, the vapor will instantly condense,

and form a visible cloud. Such a cloud, which you will re-

member is not vapor
y
but liquid water in a state of line

division, will form within this glass vessel K (fig. 14), when

the air is pumped out of it; and to make this effect visible

to everybody present, to those right and left of me, as well as

to those in i'ront, these eight little gas-jets are arranged in a

semicircle which half surrounds the receiver. Each person

present sees one or more of these jets on looking* through the

receiver; and when the cloud forms, the dimness which it

produces will at once declare its presence. The pump is now
quickly worked, and a very few strokes suffice to precipitate

the vapor. It spreads throughout the entire receiver, and

Fro. 14.

n
i H

many of you see a coloring of the cloud, as the light shines

through it, similar to that observed sometimes, on a large

scale, around the moon. When the air is allowed to reenter

the vessel, it is heated, exactly as in the experiment with ouv
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tin tube ; the cloud melts away, and the perfect transparency

of the air within the receiver is restored.*

(29) Sir Humphry Davy refers, in his Chemical Philoso-

phy, to a machine at Schenmitz, in .Hungary, in which air

was compressed by a column of water 260 feet in height.

When a stopcock was opened so as to allow the air to escape,

a degree of cold was produced which not only precipitated

the aqueous vapor diffused in the air, but caused it to con-

geal in a shower of snow, while the pipe from which the air

issued became bearded with icicles. " Dr. Darwin," writes

Davy, u has ingeniously explained the production of snow on

the tops of the highest mountains, by the precipitation of

vapor from the rarefied air which ascends from plains and

valleys. The Andes, placed almost under the line, rise in the

midst of burning sands; about the middle height is a pleasant

and mild climate; the summits are covered with unchanging

snows."

(30) And now I would request your attention to an ex-

periment, in which heat will be developed by what must ap-

pear to many of you a very mysterious agency, and indeed

the most instructed among us know, in reality, very little

about the subject. I wish to develop heat by what might

be regarded as friction against pure space. And, indeed, it

may be, and probably is, due to a kind of friction against the

inter-stellar medium, to which we shall have occasion to refer

more fully by-and-by.

* A lav more beautiful mode of demonstration was subsequently resorted

to. Kemoving the lens from the camera of an electric lamp, the rays from

the coal-points issued divergent. A largo plano-convex lens was placed in

front) so as to convert the divergent cone into a convergent one, and caused

the cone to pass through the receiver. Its track was at first invisible, but two

or three strokes of the pump precipitated the vapor, and then the track of

the beam through the receiver resembled a white solid bar. After crossing

the receiver, the light fell upon a white screen, and exhibited splendid dif-

fraction colors when the cloud formed. In my recent experiments, clouds

of far greater density, permanence, and splendor of color than those obtain-

able from aqueous vapor have been produced. Aqueous hydrochloric acid

yields such clouds, See Proceedings of Koyal Society, vol. xvii. p. 3iY.
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(31) Here is a mass of iron- -part of a link of a huge chain

cable-—which is surrounded by these multiple coils of copper

wire o o (fig. 15), and which can instantly be converted into a

powerful magnet by sending an electric current through the

wire. You see, when thus excited, how powerful it is, Tins

poker clings to it, and these chisels, screws, and nails cling to

the poker. Turned upside down, this magnet will hold a half-

hundred-weight attached to each of its poles, and probably a

score of the heaviest people in this room if suspended from

the weights. At the proper signal my assistant will interrupt

the electric current. The iron falls and all the magic disap-

pears : the magnet now is mere common iron. On the ends

of the magnet are placed two pieces of iron, p i>- ~movable

poles, as they are called* -which, when the magnet is uncx-

citcd, can be brought within any required distance of each

other. When the exciting current passes, these pieces of

iron virtually form parts of the magnet. Between them I

will place a substance which the magnet, even when exert-

ing its utmost power, is incompetent to attract. This sub-

stance is simply a piece of silver—in fact, a silver medal.

When it is brought close to the excited magnet, no attrac-

tion ensues. Indeed, what little force- -and it is so little as

to be utterly insensible in these experiments—the magnet

really exerts upon the silver is repulsive, instead of attrac-

tive.

(32) Suspending this medal between the poles i» r of the

magnet, I send the current through the coil. The medal

hangs between the poles \ it is neither attracted nor repelled,

but, if we seek to move it, we encounter resistance. To turn

the medal round this resistance must be overcome, the silver

moving as if it were surrounded by a viscous fluid, This ex-

traordinary effectmay also be rendered manifest in another way.

Causing this rectangular plate of copper to pass quickly to and

fro like a saw between the poles v i>, with their points turned

toward it; you seem, though you can sec nothing, to be sawing
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through a mass of cheese or butter.* No effect of this kind is

noticed when the magnet is not active; the copper -saw then

encounters nothing but the infinitesimal resistance of the air;

(33) Thus far you have been compelled to take my state-

ments for granted, but an experiment is.hcre arranged which

will make this strange action of the magnet on the silver

medal strikingly manifest to you all. Above the suspended

medal, and attached to it by a bit of wire, is a little reflecting

pyramid m, formed of four triangular pieces of looking-glass:

both the medal and the reilector arc suspended by a thread

which was twisted in its manufacture, andWhich will untwist

itself when the weight which it sustains is set free. When
from this electric lamp a strong beam of light is caused to fall

upon the little pyramid, the light is reflected, and you see

these long luminous spokes moving through the dusty air of

the room as the mirror turns.

(34) Let us start it from a state of rest. The beam now
passes through the room and strikes against the white wall.

As the mirror commences rotating, the patch of light moves,

at first slowly, over the wall and ceiling. The motion quick-

ens, and now you can no longer see the distinct patches of

light, but instead of them you have this splendid luminous

band fully twenty feet in diameter drawn upon the wall by

the quick rotation of the reflected beams. At the word of

command the magnet will be excited. See the effect: the

medal seems struck dead by the magnet, the band suddenly

disappears, and there you have the single patch of light upon

the wall. This strange result is produced without any visible

change in the space between the two poles. Observe the

slight motion of the image on the wall : the tension of the

string is struggling with an unseen antagonist and producing

that motion. It is such as would be produced if the medal,

instead of being surrounded by air, were immersed in a pot of

treacle. On destroying the magnetic power, the viscous ehar-

* An experiment of Faraday's. He also was the first to arrest by a magnet
the motion of a spinning cube of copper.
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actor of the space between the poles instantly disappears ; the

medal begins to twirl as before ; there are the revolving beams

;

and there is now the luminous band, I again excite the mag-

net : the beams are struck motionless, and the band disappears.

(35) By the force of the hand this resistance can be over-

come and the medal turned round ; but, to turn it, force must

be expended. 'What becomes of that force ? It is converted

into heat. The medal, if forcibly compelled to turn, will be-

come heated. Many of you are acquainted with the grand

discovery of Faraday, that electric currents are developed

when a conductor of electricity is set in motion between the

poles of a magnet. We have these currents here, and they

are competent to heat the medal, But what are these cur-

rents ? How are they related to the space between the mag-

netic poles -how to the muscular force which is expended in

their generation ? We do not yet know, but we shall know
by-and-by. It does not in the least lessen the interest of the

experiment if the force of my arm, previous to appearing as

heat, appears in another form—in the form of electricity. The

result is the same : the heat developed ultimately is the exact

equivalent of the power employed to move the medal in the

excited magnetic field.

(36) I wish now to make evident to all here present this

development of heat. Here is a solid metal cylinder, the

core of which is composed of a metal more easily melted than

its outer case. The outer case is copper, and this is filled by

a hard but fusible alloy. The cylinder is set upright between

the conical poles, v v (fig. 16), of the magnet. A string, s s,

passes from the cylinder to a whirling table, by which the cyl-

inder may bo caused to spin round. It might turn till dooms-

day with the magnet imexcited, and not produce the ciTcct

sought; but, when the magnet is in action, an amount of heat

will be developed sufficient to melt the core of that cylinder,

and, if successful, 1 will pour the liquid metal out before

you. Two minutes will suffice for the experiment. The

cylinder is now rotating, its upper end being open. We
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will permit it to remain open until the liquid metal is

seen spattering over the poles of the magnet, The metallic

spray is already there, though a minute has scarcely elapsed

since the commencement of the experiment. I now stop the

motion for a moment, cork up the end of the cylinder, so as

to prevent the loss of the metal, and let the action continue

for half a minute longer. The entire mass of the core is now
melted. I withdraw the cylinder, remove the cork, and thus

pour out before you the liquefied alloy.*

(3?) It is now time to consider more closely than we have

hitherto done the relation of the heat developed by mechanical

action to the force which produces it. Doubtless this relation

floated in many minds before it received either correct enun-

ciation or experimental proof. The celebrated Montgolfier en-

tertained the idea of the equivalence of heat and mechanical

work ; and the idea has been developed by his nephew M.

S6guin, in his work " On the Influence of Hailways," printed

in 1839. Those who reflect on vital processes on the changes

which occur in the animal body- -and the relation of the forces

involved in food to muscular force, arc led naturally to enter-

tain the idea of interdependence between these forces. It is,

therefore, not a matter of surprise that the man who was one

of the first, if not the first, to raise the idea of equivalence

between heat and mechanical energy, and of the mutual con-

* The development of heat, by causing a conductor to revolve between

the \>olc» of a magnet was fn\st effected by Mr. Joule (Phil, Mag. vol. x*au,

3d Series, year 1843, pp. 855 and 430)> and bin experiment was afterward re-

vived in a striking form by M. Foueault. fho artifice above described, of

fusing the cove out of the cylinder, renders the experiment very effective in a

lecture-room.
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vcrtibility of natural powers generally, to true philosophic

clearness in his own mind, was a physician. Dr.. Mayer, of

Heilbronn, in Germany, enunciated in 1842 * the relation

which subsists between the forces of inorganic nature. He
first calculated the " mechanical equivalent of heat, and fol-

lowed up, as will be shown in due time, the statement of the

principle by its fearless application. But the intuitions of

Mayer required experimental proof; and to Dr. Joule, of Man-

chester, belongs the honor of being the first to give a decisive.

demonstration of the correctness of the dynamical theory.

f

Entirely independent of Mayer, and undismayed by the cool-

ness with which his first labors appear to have been received,

he persisted for years in his attempts to prove the invaria-

bility of the relation of heat to ordinary mechanical power.

He placed water in a suitable vessel, agitated the water by

paddles, and determined both the amount of heat developed

by the stirring of the liquid, and the amount of labor ex-

pended in its production. lie did the same with mercury

and with sperm-oil. lie also caused disks of cast-iron to rub

against each other, and measured the heat produced by their

friction, and the force expended in overcoming it. lie urged

water through capillary tubes, and determined the amount of

heat generated by the friction of the liquid against the sides

of the tubes. And his experiments leave no shadow of doubt

* Iiiobig's Annalen, vol, xiii, p. 233; Phil. Mag., 4th Scries, vol. xxiv,

p. 3Vi ; and in mume^ Phil, Mag. vol. xxv. p. 378. I am indebted to Mr.

Wheatstono for the perusal of a rare and curious pamphlet by 0. Kebenstein,

with the following (translated) title: "Progress of 'our Time. Generation

of Heat without Fuel; or, Description of a Mechanical Process, based on

physical and mathematical proofs, by which Caloric may be extracted from

Atmospheric Air, and in a high degree concentrated. The cheapest Substi-

tute for Fuel in most eases where combustion is necessary." Kcbcnstein de-

duces from the experiments of Dutong the quantity of heat evolved in the

compression of a gas. No glimpse of the dynamical theory is, however, to

be found in his paper ; his heat is matter ( Wi'maetfoff) which is squeezed out

of the air as water is out of a sponge.

f Phil. Mag., Aug. 18)33. Mr. Joule's experiments on the mechanical

equivalent of heat extend from 1843 to 1819.
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upon the mind that, under all circumstances, the quantity of

heat generated by the same amount of force is fixed and in-

variable. A given expenditure of force, in causing the iron

disks to rotate against each other, produced precisely the same

amount of heat as when it was applied to agitate water, mercury,

or sperm-oil, At the end of the experiments, the temperatures

in the respective cases would, of course, be very different;

the temperature of water, for example, would be only s
* -th of

that of mercury, because, as wc already know, the capacity of

water for heat is thirty times that of mercury. Dr. Joule

took this into account in reducing his experiments, and found,

as already stated, that, however the temperatures might differ,

in consequence of the different capacities for heat of the sub-

stances employed, the absolute amount of heat generated by

the same expenditure of power was in all cases the same.

(38) In this way it was proved that the quantity of heat

necessary to raise one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit

in temperature, is equal to that generated by a pound weight,

falling from a height of 772 feet against the earth. Con-

versely, the amount of heat necessary to raise a pound of

water one degree in temperature, would, if all applied me-

chanically, be competent to raise a pound weight 772 feet

high, or it would raise 772 lbs. one foot high. The term

" foot-pound " has been introduced to express in a convenient

way the lifting of one pound to the height of a foot. Thus,

the quantity of heat necessary to raise the temperature of a

pound of water one degree Fahrenheit being taken as a stand-

ard, 772 foot-pounds constitute what is called the mechanical

equivalent of heat If the degrees be centigrade, 1,890 foot-

pounds constitute the equivalent.*

* h\ 1813 an essay entitled " Theses concerning Force" was presented to

the Koyal Society of Copenhagen by a Danish philosopher named Oolding,

At this early date M, Oolding sought, to ascertain the quantity of heat gen-

crated by the friction of various metals against each other and against other

substances, and to determine the amount of mechanical work consumed in its

generation, In an account of Ins researches given by himself in the Philo-

sophical Magazine (vol. xxvii, p. 50), he states that tho result of his oxperi-
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(89) In order to imprint upon your minds the thermal effect

produced by a body falling from a height, I will go through the

operation of allowing a lead ball to fall from Our ceiling upon

this floor. That the ball is at the present moment slightly

colder than the air of this room is proved by bringing the lead

into contact with the thermo electric pile ; the deflection of the

needle indicates cold. On the floor is placed a slab of iron, in-

tended to receive the lead, and also cooler than the air of the

room, At the top of the house is an assistant, who -will pull

up the ball by means of a string. He will not touch the ball,

nor will he allow it to touch any thing else. The lead now falls

and is received upon the plate of iron, The amount of heat

generated by a single descent is very small, because the height

is inconsiderable ; we will, therefore, allow the ball to be drawn

up and to descend three or four times in succession, We have

now arrived at the fourth collision. I place the ball, which at

the commencement produced cold, again upon the pile, and the

immediate deflection of the needle in the opposite direction de-

clares the lead to be heated; this heat is due entirely to the

destruction of the moving energy which the ball possessed

when it struck the plate of iron. According to our theory, the

common mechanical motion of the lead, as a mass, has been

nienU, nearly 200 in number, was that the heat disengaged was always in

proportion to the mechanical energy lost, Independently of the materials by

which the heat was generated, M. Colding found that an amount of heat com-

petent to raise a pound of water 1* C. would raise a weight of a pound 1,14$

feet high ; a most remarkable result. M. Colding starts from the principle

that, ** as the forces of Nature arc something .spiritual and immaterial- enti-

ties whereof we are cognizant only by their mastery over Nature those enti-

ties must of course bo very superior to everything material in tho world;

and, as it is obvious that it is through them only that the wisdom we perceive

and admire in Nature expresses itself, these powers must evidently be in re-

lation to the spiritual, immaterial, and intellectual power itself that guides

Nature in its progress; but, if such is the case, it is consequently quite im-

possible to conceive of these forces as any thing naturally mortal or perish-

bio. Surely, therefore, the forces ought to be regarded as absolutely imperish-

able." The case of M. Colding shows how a speculation, though utterly

unphysieal, may, by stimulating experiment, be the means of developing im-

portant physical results.
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transferred to the atoms of the mass, producing among them

the agitation we call heat.

(4.0) We can readily calculate the amount of heat generated

in this experiment, The space fallen through by the ball in

eacji instance is twenty-six feet. The heat generated is pro-

portional to the height through which the body falls. Now a

ball of lead in foiling through T(% feet would generate heat

sufficient to raise its own temperature 30° Fahr,, its "capacity"

being ^th of that of water : hence, in falling through £G feet,

which is in round numbers -£§l\\ of 772, the heat generated

would, if all concentrated in the lead, raise its. temperature

one degree. This is the amount of heat generated by a single

descent of the ball, and four times this amount would, of course,

be generated by four descents. The heat generated is not,

however, all concentrated in the ball ; a small portion of it be-

longs to the iron on which the ball falls.

(dt) It is needless to say, that if motion be imparted to a

body by other means than gravity, the destruction of this mo-

tion also produces heat. A rifle-bullet when it strikes a tar-

get is intensely heated, The mechanical equivalent of heat

enables us to calculate with accuracy the amount of heat gen-

erated by the bullet, when its velocity is known. This is a

point worthy of our attention, and in dealing with it permit

me to address myself to those of my audience who are unac-

quainted even with the elements of mechanics* Everybody

knows that the greater the height is from which a body falls,

the greater is the force with which it strikes the earth, and

that this is entirely due to the greater velocity imparted to the

body in falling from the greater height. The velocity impart-

ed to the body is not, however, proportional to the height from

which it falls. If the height be augmented fourfold, the velo-

city is augmented only twofold; if the height be augmented

ninefold, the velocity is augmented only threefold ; if the

height be augmented sixteen fold, the velocity is augmented,

only fourfold ; or, expressed generally, the height is propor-

tional to the square of the velocity.
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(42) But the heat generated by the collision of the falling

body increases simply as the height ; consequently, the heat

generated increases as the square of the velocity,

(43) If, therefore, we double the velocity of a projectile,

we augment the heat generated, when its moving force is de-

stroyed, fourfold ; if we treble its velocity, we augment the

heat ninefold ; if we quadruple the velocity, we augment the

heat sixteenfold, and so on.

(44) The velocity imparted to a body by gravity in falling

through T/2 feet is, in round numbers, 223 feet a second ; that

is to say, immediately before the body strikes the earth, this

is its velocity, Six times this quantity, or 1,338 feet a second,

would not be an inordinate velocity for a rifle-bullet.

(45) But a rifle-bullet, if formed of lead, moving at a velo-

city of 224 feet a second, would generate on striking a target

an amount of heat which, if concentrated in the bullet, would,

as already shown, raise its temperature 30° F» ; with 6 times

this velocity it would generate 36 times the amount of heat;

hence 36 times 30, or, 1,080°, would represent the augmenta-

tion of the temperature of the bullet on striking a target

with a velocity of 1,338 feet a second, if all the heat generated

were confined to the bullet itself. This amount of heat would

be sufficient to fuse a portion of the lead. Were the ball iron

instead of lead, the heat generated, under the conditions sup-

posed, would be competent to raise the temperature of the

ball only about -Jd of 1,080°, because the capacity of iron for

heat is about three times that of lead,

(46) From these considerations it is manifest that if we
know the velocity and weight of any projectile, we can calcu-

late with case the amount of heat developed by the destruc-

tion of its moving force. For example, knowing as we do the

weight of the earth and the velocity with which it moves

through space, a simple calculation enables us to state the

exact amount of heat which would be developed, supposing

the earth to strike against a target strong enough to stop its

motion, We could tell, for example, the number of degrees
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which this amount of heat would impart to a globe of water

equal to the earth in si'/e. Mayer and Helmholtz have made
this calculation, and found that the quantity of heat which

would he generated by this colossal shock would be quite suf-

ficient, not only to fuse the entire earth, but to reduce ii, in

great part, to vapor. Thus, by the simple stoppage of the

earth in its orbit, " the elements " might be caused " to melt

with fervent heat." The amount of heat thus developed

would be equal to that derived from the combustion of four-

teen globes of coal, each equal to the earth in magnitude.

And if, after the stoppage of its motion, the earth should fall

into the sun, as it assuredly would, the amount of heat gener-

ated by the blow would be equal to that developed by the

combustion of 5,600 worlds of solid carbon,

(47) Knowledge such as that which you now possess has

caused philosophers, in speculating on the mode in which the

sun's power is maintained, to suppose the solar heat and light

to be caused by the showering down of meteoric matter upon

the sun's surface.* The Zodiacal Light is supposed to be a

cloud of meteorites, and from it, it has been imagined, the rain

of meteoric matter was derived. Now, whatever be the value

t
of this speculation, it is to be borne in mind that the pouring

down of meteors in the way indicated would be competent to

produce the light and heat of the sun. I shall develop the

theory on a future occasion. With regard to its probable

truth or fallacy, it is not necessary that I should oiler an opin-

ion ; the theory deals with a cause which, if in sufficient

operation, would certainly be competent to produce the effects

ascribed to it.

(48) Let me now pass from the sun to something less- -to

the opposite pole of Nature, if the expression be permitted.

And here that divine power of the human intellect which an-

* Mayer propounded this hypothesis in 1818, and worked it out to a great

extent. It was afterward enunciated independently by Mr. Watevston, and

admirably developed by Professor William Thomson (Transactions of the

Koyal Soc. of Kdmb., 1853). Bee also Chapter XIV.
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nihjlates mere magnitude in its dealings with lmo
y
comes con-

spicuously into play. Our theory is applicable not only to

suns and planets, but equally so to atoms, Most of you know

the scientific history of the diamond- -that Newton, antedating

intellectually the discoveries of modern chemistry, pronounced

it to be an unctuous or combustible substance, Everybody

now knows that this brilliant gem is composed of the same

substance as common charcoal, graphite, or plumbago. A
diamond is pure carbon, and carbon burns in oxygen. Hero

is a diamond, held fast in a loop of platinum-wire ; heating

the gem to redness in this flame, I plunge it into this jar,

which contains oxygen gas. See how it brightens on entering

the jar of oxygen, and now it glows, like a little star, with a

pure white light. Mow arc we to figure the action here going

on ? Exactly as you would present to your minds the idea of

meteorites showering down upon the sun. The conceptions

are, in quality, the same, and to the intellect the one is not

more difficult than the other. You are to figure the atoms of

oxygen showering against this diamond on all sides. They

are urged toward it by what is called chemical affinity ; but

this force, made clear, presents itself to the mind as pure at-

traction, of the same mechanical quality, if I may use the

term, as gravity. Every oxygen atom as it strikes the sur-

face, and has its motion of translation destroyed by its colli-

sion with the carbon, assumes the motion which we call heat;

and this heat is so intense, the attractions exerted at these

molecular distances arc so mighty, that the crystal is kept

white-hot, and the compound, formed by the union of its atoms

with those of the oxygen, flies away as carbonic-acid gas.

(49) Let us now pass from the diamond to ordinary flame.

Before you is an ignited jet of gas. What is the constitution

of the jet? Within the flame we have a core of gas as yet

unburnt, and outside the flame we have the oxygen of the air.

The surface of the core of gas is in contact with the air, and

here it is that the atoms clash together and produce light and

heat by their collision. But the exact constitution of the
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flame is worthy of our special attention, and for our knowledge

of this we are indebted to one of Davy's most. beautiful inves-

tigations. Coal-gas is what we call a hydro-carbon ; it con-

sists of carbon and hydrogen in a state of chemical union.

From this transparent gas escape the soot and lampblack

which we notice when the combustion is incomplete. Soot

and lampblack are there now, but they are compounded with

other substances to a transparent form. Here, then, we have

a surface of this compound gas, in presence of the oxygen of

our air; we apply heat, and the attractions are instantly so

intensified that the gas bursts into flame. The oxygen has a

choice of two partners, and it closes with that for which it has

the strongest attraction. It first unites with the hydrogen,

and sets the carbon free. Innumerable solid particles of car-

bon thus scattered in the midst of the burning hydrogen are

raised to a state of intense incandescence ; they become white-

hot, and mainly to them the light of our lamps it due. The
carbon, however, in due time, closes with the oxygen, and be-

comes, or ought to become, carbonic acid ; but in passing from

the hydrogen with which it was first combined, to the oxygen

with which it enters into final union, it exists for a time in the

solid state, and then gives us the splendor of its light.

(50) The combustion of a candle is in principle the same

Flo 17t
as that of a jet of gas. Here we
have a rod of wax or tallow (fig.

17), through which passes a cot-

ton wick. You ignite the wick
;

it burns, melts the tallow at its

base, the liquid ascends through

the wick by capillary attraction,

it is converted by the heat into

vapor, and this vapor is a hydro-

carbon, which burns exactly like

fhe gas. In this case also you

have imburnt vapor within, com-

mon air without, while between
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both is a shell, which forms the battle-ground of the clashing

atoms, where they develop their light and heat. There is hardly

any thing more beautiful than a burning candle : the hollow

basin partially filled with melted matter at the base of the

wick ; the creeping up of the liquid ; its vaporization ; the

structure of the flame; its shape tapering to a point; the

converging air-currents which rush in to supply its needs. Its

beauty, its brightness, its mobility, have made it a favorite

type of spiritual essences; and its dissection by Davy, far

from diminishing the pleasure with which we look upon a

flame, has rendered it more than ever an object of wonder to

the enlightened mind,

(51) You ought now to be able to picture clearly before

your minds the structure of a candle-flame. You ought to

see the unburnt core within and the burning shell which

envelops this core. From the core, through this shell, the

substance of the candle is incessantly passing and escaping to

the surrounding air. In the case of a candle also we have a

hollow cone of burning matter. Imagine this cone cut across

horizontally ; a burning ring would be exposed. We can

practically cut the flame of a candle thus across. I bring this

piece of white paper down upon the candle, until the paper

almost touches the wick. Observe the upper surface of the

paper ; it becomes charred, but how ? Corresponding to the

burning ring of the candle, we have a charred ring upon the

paper (fig. 18). Operating in the same manner with a jet of

Kw. 18.

gas, we obtain the ring which it produces. Within the ring

the paper is intact, for at this place the unburnt vapor of the

candle, or the unburnt gas of the jet, impinges against the

surface, and no charring can occur.
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(52) To the existence, then, of solid carbon-particles the

light of our lamps is mainly clue. But the existence of

these particles, in the single state, implies the absence of

oxygen to seize hold of them. If, at the moment of their

liberation from the hydrogen, oxygen were present to sei'/e

upon them, their state of singleness would be abolished, and

vvc should no longer have their light. For this reason, when

we mix a sufficient quantity of air with the gas issuing from

a jet, and thus cause the oxygen to penetrate to the very

heart of the jet, the light disappears.

(53) Professor Bunsen has invented a burner for the express

purpose of destroying, by quick combustion, the solid carbon

particles. The burner from which the gas escapes is intro-

duced into a tube ; this tube is perforated nearly on a level

Ffo. 10,
with the burner, and through the orifices the

air enters, mingles with the gas, and the' mix-

ture issues from the top of the tube. Fig. 19

represents a form of this burner ; the gas is

discharged into the perforated chamber a
y

where air mingles with it, and both ascend the

i|«. tube a b together; d is a rose burner, which

£"' i <h* >* maJ k° l *sec^ *° vary the shape of the flame.
^^ •*—***

i ignite the mixture, but the flame produces

.hardly any light. Heat is the thing here aimed at, and this

lightless flame is much hotter than an ordinary flame, because

the combustion ismuch quicker, and therefore more intense.* If

the orifices in a be stopped, the supply of air is cut oil
1

, and

the ilame at once becomes luminous : we have now the ordi-

nary case of a core of unhurnt gas surrounded by a burning

shell. The illuminating power of a gas may, in fact, be esti-

mated by the quantity of air necessary to prevent the pre-

cipitation of the solid carbon-particles ; the richer the gas, the

more air will be required to produce this effect.

(54) An interesting observation may be made almost any

* Not hotter, nor nearly .so hot, to a body exposed to its radiation \ but

very much hotter to a body plunged in (he flame.

a

< K '-:\
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windy Saturday evening in the streets of London, on the

sudden and almost total extinction of the light of the gas-

jets, exposed chiefly in butchers' shops. When the wind

blows, the oxygen is carried mechanically to the very heart

of the flame, and the white light instantly vanishes to a pale

and ghastly blue. During festive illuminations the same effect

may be observed ; the absence of the light being due, as in

the case of Bunscn's burner, to the presence of a sufficient

amount ofoxygen to consume, instantly, the carbon of the flame.

(55) To determine the influence of height upon the rate of

combustion, was one of the problems set before me in my
journey to the Alps in 1859. Fortunately for science, I in-

vited Dr. Frankland to accompany me on the occasion, and to

undertake the experiments on combustion, while I proposed

devoting myself to observations on solar radiation. The plan

pursued was this : six candles were purchased at Chamouni

and carefully weighed ; they were then allowed to burn for

an hour in the Hotel de PUnion, and the loss of weight was

determined. The same candles were taken to the summit of

Mont Blanc, and, on the morning of August 21, 1859, were

allowed to bum for an hour in a tent, which perfectly shel-

tered them from the action of the wind. The aspect of the

six flames at the summit surprised us both. They seemed

the mere ghosts of the flames which the same candles were

competent to produce in the valley of Chamouni -pale, feeble,

and suggesting to us a greatly diminished energy of com-

bustion. The candles being carefully weighed on our return,

the unexpected fact was revealed, that the quantity of stearine

consumed above was almost precisely the same as that con-

sumed below. Thus, though the light-giving power of the

flame was diminished in an extraordinary degree by the ele-

vation, the energy of the combustion was the same above as

it was below. This curious result is to be ascribed mainly to

the mobility of the air at this great height. The particles of

oxygen could penetrate the flame with comparative freedom,

thus destroying its light, and making atonement for the small-
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ncss of their number by the promptness of their action. I

find, indeed, that by reducing the density of ordinary atmos-

pheric air to one-half, we nearly double the mobility of its

atoms,

(50) Dr. Frankland lias made these experiments the basis

of a very interesting memoir.* He shows that the quantity

of a candle consumed in a given time is, within wide limits,

independent of the density of the air ; and the reason is, that

although by compressing the air we augment the number of

active particles in contact with the (lame, we, almost in the

same degree, diminish their mobility and retard the combus-

tion. When an excess of air, moreover, surrounds the flame,

its chilling effect will tend to prolong the existence of the car-

bon-particles in a solid form, and even to prevent their final

combustion. One of the most interesting facts established by

Dr. Frankland is, that by condensing the air around it, the

pale and smokeless flame of a spirit-lamp may be rendered as

bright as that of coal gas, and, by pushing the condensation

sufficiently far, the flame may actually be rendered smoky, the

oxygen present being too sluggish to effect the complete com-

bustion of the carbon.

(57) But to return to our theory of combustion : it is to

the clashing together of the oxygen of the air and the con-

stituents of our gas and candles, that the light and heat of our

flames are due. When steel filings arc scattered in this Bun-

sen's flame, you see the starlike scintillations produced by the

combustion of the steel. Hero the steel is first heated, till the

attraction between it and the oxygen of the air becomes suffi-

ciently strong to cause them to combine, and these rocket-like

flashes are the result of their collision. It is the impact of

atoms of oxygen against atoms of sulphur which produces the

heat and flame observed when sulphur is burned in oxygen or

in air : to the collision of the same atoms against phosphorus

are due the intense heat and dazzling light which result from

the combustion of phosphorus in oxygen gas. It is the col-

* Philosophical Transactions for 1801.
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lision of chlorine and antimony which produces the light and

heat observed when these bodies are mixed together ; and it

is the clashing of sulphur and copper which produces incan-

descence when these substances are heated together in a Flor-

ence flask, In short, all cases of combustion are to be ascribed

to the collision of atoms which have been urged together by
their mutual attractions.

3
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER H.

KXTJ.UCT3 FROM TI1K TWKNT1KTH APH0KI8M OF THE SKCONI) BOOK
OF THE "NOVUM OIKUNUM."

WijEjsr I say of motion that it is tho genus of which heat is a

species, I would bo understood to moan, not that heat generates mo-

tion, or that motion generates boat (though both arc true in certain

eases), but, that heat itself, its essenco and quiddity, is motion and

nothing else; limited, however, by the specific differences which I

will presently subjoin, as soon as I have added a few cautions for tho

sake of avoiding ambiguity. . , .

Nor, again, must the communication of heat, or its transitive

nature, by means of which a body becomes hot when a hot body is

applied to it, be confounded with the form of beat. For beat is ono

thing, and heating is another. Heat is produced by tho motion of

attrition without any preceding heat. . . .

I teat is an expansive motion, whereby a body strives to dilate

and stretch itself to a larger sphcro or dimension than it had pre-

viously occupied. This difference is most observable in flame, where

the smoke or thick vapor manifestly dilates and expands into ilanio.

It is shown also in all boiling liquid, which manifestly swells,

rises, and bubbles, and carries on the process of self-expansion, till

it turns into a body far more extended and dilated than the liquid

itself, namely, into vapor, smoke, or air.

The third specific difference is this, that heat is a motion of expan-

sion, not uniformly of the whole body together, but in tho smaller

parts of it; and at the same time checked, repelled, and beaten

back, so that the body acquires a motion alternative, perpetually

quivering, striving, and struggling, and irritated by repercussion,

whence springs the fury of fire and heat.

Again, it is shown in this, that when the air is expanded in a

calendar glass, without impediment or repulsion, that is to say, uni-
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fonnly and equably, thcro is no perceptible heat. Also, when wind

escapes from confinement, although it burst forth with the greatest

violence, there is no very great heat perceptible, because the motion

is of the whole, without, a motion alternating in the particles.

And this specific difference is common also to the nature of cold

;

for in cold, contractive motion is checked by a resisting tendency to

expand, just as in heat the expansive action is checked by a resisting

tendency to contract. Thus, whether the particles of a body work

inward or outward, the mode of action is the same.

Now from this, our first vintage, it follows that the form or true

definition of heat (heat, that is, in relation to the universe, not sim-

ply in relation to man) is, in a few words, as follows: Jfeat is a mo-

tion, expansive, restrained, and acting in its strife upon the smaller

particles of bodies. But tho expansion is thus modified : while it

expands all ways, it has at the same time an inclination upward.

And the struggle in the particles is modified also; it is not sluggish,

hut hurried and with violence.*

ABSTRACT OF COUNT KUMFOIUTS ESSAY, ENTITLED "AN ENQUIRY
CONCKKNJNTG THE SOUKCE OF THE II HAT WHICH IS EXCITED BY
FKicnox."

[Jiead before the Itoyal Society, January 25, 1Y08.]

Being engaged in superintending the boring of cannon in the

workshops of the military arsenal at Munich, Count Kumford was

struck with the very considerable degree of heat which a brass gun

acquires, in a short time, in being bored, and with the still more in-

tense heat (much greater than that of boiling water) of the metallic

chips separated from it by the borer, he proposed to himself the

following questions

:

" Whence comes the heat actually produced in the mechanical

operation above mentioned ?

"Is it furnished by tho metallic chips which arc separated from

the metal ?
"

If this were the case, then the capacity for heat of tho parts of

the metal so reduced to chips ought not only to be changed, but the

* Bacon's Works, vol. iv. : Spcdding's Translation.
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change undergone by them should bo sufficiently great to account for

all the heat produced. No such change, howover, had taken place,

for the chips were found to have the same capacity as slices of

the same metal cut by a fine saw, where heating was avoided.

1 fence, it is evident, that the heat produced could not possibly have

been furnished at the expense of the latent heat of the metal lie

chips. Kumford describes these experiments at length, and they are

conclusive.

He then designed a cylinder for the express purpose of generating

heat by friction, by having a blunt borer forced against its solid bot-

tom, while tho cylinder was turned round its axis by the force of

horses. To measure the heat developed, a small round holo was

bored in the cylinder for the purpose of introducing a small mercurial

thermometer. The weight of the cylinder was 113-13 lbs. avoirdu-

pois.

The borer was a Hat piece of hardened steel, 0*63 of an inch thick,

4 inches long, and nearly as wide as the cavity of the bore of the

cylinder, namely, 3 J inches. The area of the suriace by which its

end was in contact with the bottom of the bore was nearly 2 J inches.

At the beginning of the experiment tho temperature of the air in the

shade, and also that of tho cylinder, was 00 degrees Fahr. At tho

end of 30 minutes, and after the cylinder had made 000 revolutions

round its axis, tho temperature was found to bo 130 degrees.

Having taken away the borer, he now removed the metallic dust,

or rather scaly matter, which had been detached from the bottom of

the cylinder by the blunt steel borer, and found its weight to be 83?

grains troy. " Ts it possible," he exclaims, "that tho very consider-

able quantity of heat produced in this experiment -a quantity which

actually raised the temperature of above 113 pounds of gun-metal at

least Y0 degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer—could have been fur-

nished by so inconsiderable a quantity of metallic dust, and this

merely in consequence of a change in its capacity for heat? "

"But, without insisting on the improbability of this supposition,

we ha\*e only to recollect that from the results of actual and decisive

experiments, mado for the express purpose of ascertaining that foot,

the capacity for heat of the metal of whieli great guns are cast is not

sensibly changed by being reduced to the form of metallic chips, and

there docs not seem to be any reason to think that it can be much
changed, if it be changed at all, in being reduced to much smaller

pieces by a borer which is less sharp."
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][o next surrounded his cylinder by an oblong deal-box, in such

a manner that the cylinder could turn water-tight in the centre of

the box, while the borer was pressed against the bottom of the cylin-

der. The box was filled with water until the entire cylinder was

covered, and then the apparatus was set in action, The temperature

of the water on commencing was 60 degrees.

"The result of this beautiful experiment," writes Kumford, " was

very striking, and the pleasure it afforded me amply repaid me for

all the trouble I had had in contriving and arranging the complicated

machinery used in making it. The cylinder had been in motion but

a short time, when I perceived, by putting my hand into the water,

and touching the outside of the cylinder, that heat was generated.

"At the end of one hour the fluid, which weighed 18*77 lbs,, or

2| gallons, had its temperature raised 47 degrees, being now 107

degrees.

" In thirty minutes more, or one hour and thirty minutes after

the machinery had been set in motion, the heat of the water was

1<12 degrees.

" At the end of two hours from the beginning, tho temperature

was 178 degrees.

" At two hours and twenty minutes it was 200 degrees, and at

two hours and thirty minutes it aotuai/t.y boh.kd! "

It is in reference to this experiment that Kumford made the re-

marks regarding the surprise of tho by-standers, which I have quoted

in Chapter 1.

He then carefully estimates the quantity of heat possessed by each

portion of Ins apparatus at the conclusion of the experiment, and,

adding all together, finds a total sufficient to raise 26*58 lbs. of ice-

cold water to its boiling-point, or through 180 degrees Fahrenheit.

By careful calculation, he finds this heat equal to that given out by

the combustion of 2,303*8 grains (— 4-,* - or*, troy) of wax.

Mo then determines the "celerity " with which the heat was gen-

erated, summing up thus: "From the results of these computations,

it appears that tho quantity of heat produced equably, or in a con-

tinuous stream, if I may use the expression, by the friction of

the blunt steel borer against the bottom of tho hollow metallic

cylinder, was greater than that produced in the combustion of nine

wax-candles^ each three-quarters of an inch in diameter, all burning

together with clear bright flames.

"One horso would have been equal to tho work performed,
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though two wcro actually employed. Heat may thus be produced

merely by the strength of a horse, and, hi a ease of necessity, this

heat might bo used in cooking victuals, But no circumstances

could be imagined in which this method of procuring heat would be

advantageous, for more heat might be obtained by using tho fodder

necessary for tho support of a horse as fuel."

[This is an extremely significant passage, intimating as it. does,

that Kumford saw clearly that the force of animals was derived

from tho food; no creation of force taking place in tho animal

body,]
<{ By meditating on iha results of all these experiments, we aro

naturally brought to that great question which has so often been

tho subject of speculation among philosophers, namely, What is heat

- -is there any such thing as an igneous fluid f Is there any thing

that, with propriety, can be called caloric?

"Wo have seen that a very considerable quantity of heat may bo

oxcitcd by the friction of two metallic surfaces, and given olf in a

constant stream or ilux in all directions) without interruption or

intermission, and without any signs of diminution or exhaustion.

In reasoning on this subject we must not forget that most remark-

able circumstance, that the source of the heat generated by fric-

tion in these experiments appeared evidently to bo inexhaustible.

[The italics are Kumford's.J It is hardly necessary to add, that

any thing which any insulated body or system of bodies can con-

tinue to furnish without limitation cannot possibly be a material

substance; and it appears to me to be extremely difficult, if not

quite impossible, to form any distinct idea of any thing capable of

being excited and communicated in those experiments, except it bo

MOTION'.'*

When tho history of the dynamical theory of heat is written, tho

man who, in opposition to the scientific belief of his time, could ex-

periment and reason upon experiment, as Kumford did in the inves-

tigation hero referred to, cannot bo lightly passed over. Hardly

any thing more powerful against tho materiality of heat has been

since adduced, hardly any thing more conclusive in the way of es-

tablishing that heat is, what Kumford considered it to be, Motion.
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CHAPTER III.

KXPA33T0X: TUB SOLID, LIQUID, AND GASROUS FORMS OF MATIKP.-—JiKW HYFO'JHBSRS BR*

GABBING TUB CONSTITUTION OF GASKS- COKFFICIBNT OF KXl'ANSIGX- -BRAT lMl'ARTRD

TO A GAS UN' l>KK CONSTANT J»RK$SURK- -HBAT IMBARiBD TO A GAS AT CONSTANT

YOMLMK -MAYKR'S CALCULATION OF TI1K .MECHANICAL KQU tVALKNT OF HBAT -DILA-

TATION OF CASKS VilHOUT RKfRIOKRATIOX- -ARSOLUTK ZERO OF TKMPKRATURK- KX«

PANSION OF LIQUIDS AM) SOLIDS: ANOMALOUS DKUORTMBNT OF WATKH AND BISMUTH

--BNKRGV OF TUB FORCR OF CRYSTALLIZATION- -THERMAL BI'FRCT OF fcTRKTCIHNG

WJRF.S- -ANOMALOUS BBFOR'IMKNT OF 1NDIA-KUBBBR.

AVPKNDIX: ADDITIONAL DATA CONCERNING BXPANSION- -EXTRACTS FROM SIR II. DAWS
FIRST SCIEXmTO mkmoik: fusion of icb by fbioiiox, >;ro.

(58) /^\N the occasion of our first meeting here a sledge-

V-/ hammer was permitted to descend upon a lump of

lead, and the lead was found to have been heated by the blow.

Formerly it was assumed that the force of the hammer was

simply lost by the concussion. In clastic bodies it was sup-

posed that a portion of the force was restored by the elasticity

of the body, which caused the descending mass to rebound;

but in the collision of inelastic bodies it was taken for grant-

ed that the force of impact was lost. This, according to our

present notions, was a fundamental mistake; we now admit

no loss, but assume that, when the motion of the descending

hammer ceases, it is simply a case of transference, instead of

annihilation. The motion of the mass, as a whole, has been

transformed into a motion of the molecules of the mass. This

motion of heat, however, though intense, is executed within

limits too minute, and the moving particles are too small to

be visible, Here the imagination- must help us. In the case
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of solid bodies, while the force of cohesion still holds the

molecules together, you must conceive a power of vibration,

within certain limits, to be possessed by the molecules. You
must suppose them oscillating to and fro, and the greater the

amount of heat we impart to the body, or the greater the

amount of mechanical action which we invest in it by percus-

sion, compression, or friction, the greater will be the rapidity,

and the wider the amplitude, of the atomic oscillations.

(59) Now, nothing is more natural than that particles thus

vibrating, and ever as it were seeking wider room, should urge

each other apart, and thus cause the body, of which they are

the constituents, to expand in volume. This, in general, is

the consequence of imparting heat to bodies-expansion of

volume. We shall closely consider the few apparent excep-

tions by-and-by. By the force of cohesion, then, the particles

are held together; by the force of heat they are pushed asun-

der : here arc the two antagonistic powers on which the mo-

lecular aggregation of the body depends. Let us suppose the

communication of heat to continue; every increment of heat

pushes the particles more widely apart ; but the force of co-

hesion, like all other known forces, acts more and more feebly

as the distance between the particles which arc the seat of

the force is augmented. As, therefore, the heat strengthens,

its opponent grows weak, until, finally, the particles are so

far loosened from the rigid thrall of cohesion, that they are at

liberty, not only to vibrate to and fro across a fixed position,

but also to roll or glide around each other. Cohesion is not

yet destroyed, but it is so far modified, that the particles,

while still offering resistance to being torn directly asunder,

have their lateral mobility over each other's surfaces secured.

This is the liquid condition of matter.

(60) In the interior of a mass of liquid the motion of every

atom is controlled by the atoms which surround it. But when

we develop heat of sufficient power even within the body of

a liquid, the molecules break the last fetters of cohesion, and

fly asunder to form bubbles of vapor. If, moreover, one of
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the surfaces of the liquid be quite free, thai is to say, uncon-

trolled either by a liquid or solid, it is quite easy to conceive

that some of the vibrating superficial molecules will be jerked

quite away from the liquid, and will fly with a certain velocity

through space. Thus freed from the influence of cohesion^

we have -matter in the vaporous or gaseous form.

(61) My object here is to familiarize your minds with the

general conception of atomic motion. I have spoken of the

vibration of the molecules of a solid as causing its expansion
\

the molecules have been thought by some to revolve round

each other, and the communication of heat, by augmenting

their centrifugal force, was supposed to push them more

widely asunder.* To this spiral spring is attached a weight;

if the weight be twirled round in the air, it tends to fly away

from me, the spring stretches to a certain extent, and, as the

speed of revolution is augmented, the spring stretches still

more, the distance between my hand and the weight being thus

increased. And imagine the motion to continue till the spring

snapped ; the ball attached to it would fly off along a tangent

to its former orbit, and thus represent an atom freed by heat,

from the force of cohesion, which is rudely represented by

that of our spring. The ideas of the most well-in formod phi-

losophers are as yet uncertain regarding .the exact nature of

the motion of heat ; but the great point, at present, is to re-

gard it as motion of some kind, leaving its more precise char-

acter to be dealt with in future investigations.

(62) We might extend the notion of revolving atoms to

gases also, and deduce their phenomena from a motion of this

kind. But I have just thrown out an idea regarding gaseous

molecules, which is at present very ably maintained : f the

idea, namely, that such molecules fly in straight lines through

* This was the hypothesis of Sir Humphry Davy. (Sec Appendix to this

Chapter.) We arc indebted to Mr. Kankino for the complete mathematical

development of a "Theory of Molecular Vortices." (Phil. Mag., 1851, vol.

ii. p. 500.)

f By Joule, Krortig., Maxwell ; and, in a series of masterly papers, by

Clausius.
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space. This may be called the hypothesis of translation^ in

contradistinction to Davy's hypothesis of revolution, 10very-

body must have remarked how quickly the perfume of an

odorous body fills a room, and this fact harmonizes with the

idea of the direct projection of the molecules. It may, how-

ever, be proved that, if the theory of rectilinear motion be

true, the molecules must move at the rate of several hundred

feet a second. Hence, it might be objected that, according

to the above hypothesis, odors ought to spread much more

quickly than they are observed to do.

(63) The answer to this objection is, that the odorous par-

ticles have to make their way through a crowd of air-atoms,

with which they come into incessant collision, On an average,

the distance through which a molecule can travel in common
air, without striking against an atom of air, is infinitesimal,

and hence the propagation of a perfume through air is enor-

mously retarded by the air itself. It is well known that, when
a free communication is opened between the surface of a

liquid and a vacuum, the vacuous space is much more speedily

filled with the vapor of the liquid than when air is present.

(64) It is not difficult to determine the average velocities

with which the particles of various gases move according to

the hypothesis of translation. Taking, for example, a gas at

the pressure of an atmosphere, or of 15 lbs. per square inch,

and placing it in a vessel a cubic inch in size and shape ; from

the weight of the gas we can calculate the velocity with which

its particles must strike each side of the vessel in order to

counteract a pressure of 15 lbs. It is manifest at the outset,

that the lighter the gas is, the greater must be its velocity to

produce the required effect. According to Clausius (Phil.

Mag., 1857, vol. xiv. p. 124), the following are the average

velocities of the atoms of oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen, at

the temperature of melting ice

:

Oxygon ..... 1,514 feet per second.

Nitrogen . . . . 1,010 " "

Hydrogen . . . . 0,050 " "
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As far back as 1848, Mr. Joule deduced from this hypothe-

sis the velocity of hydrogen-atoms, and found it to be 6,055

feet per second.

(05) According to this hypothesis, then, we arc to figure

a gaseous body as one whose molecules are flying in straight

lines through space, impinging like little projectiles upon each

other, and striking against the boundaries of the space which

they occupy. I place this bladder, half filled with air, under

the receiver of the air-pump, and remove the air from the re-

ceiver. The bladder swells ; the air within it appears quite to

fill it, so as to remove all its folds and creases. How is this

expansion of the bladder produced ? According to our pres-

ent theory, it is produced by the shooting of atomic projectiles

against its interior surface, driving the envelop outward, un-

til its tension is able to cope with their force. When air is

admitted into the receiver, the bladder shrivels to its former

size; and here we must figure the discharge of the atoms

against the outer surface of the bladder, driving the envelop

inward, causing, at the same time, the atoms within to con-

centrate their fire, xmtil finally the force from within equals

that from without, and the envelop remains quiescent. All

the impressions, then, which we derive from heated air or va-

por arc, according to this hypothesis, due to the impact of gas-

eous molecules. They stir the nerves in their own peculiar

way, the nerves transmit the motion to the brain, and the brain

declares it to be heat. Thus the impression one receives on

entering the hot room of a Turkish bath, is caused by the

atomic cannonade which is there maintained against the sur-

face of the body. I would state this as an hypothesis advo-

cated by eminent men, without expressing either assent or dis-

sent myself.

($§) If, instead of placing this bladder under the receiver

of an air-pump, and withdrawing the external air, I augment,

by heat, the projectile force of the particles within it, these

particles, though comparatively few in number, will strike with

such impetuous energy against the inner surface as to cause
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the envelop to retreat : the bladder swells and becomes appar-

ently filled with air; holding the bladder close to the lire, all

its creases are removed. The bladder here intercepts the ra-

diant heat of the fire, becomes warm, and then communicates

its heat, by contact, to the air within.

(67) This, then, is a simple illustration of the expansive

force of heat, and I have made an arrangement intended to

show you the same fact in another manner. This flask, i*

(fig. 20), is empty, except as regards air, intended to be heated

by placing a spirit-lamp underneath it. From the ilask a bent

tube passes to this dish, containing a colored liquid. In the

Fio. 20.

dish, a glass tube, tt, two feet long, is inverted, closed at the

top, but with its open end downward. You know that the

pressure of the atmosphere is competent to keep a column of

liquid in this tube, and here you have it quite filled to the top

with the liquid. The tube passing from the flask f is caused

to turn up exactly underneath the open end of this upright

tube, so that if a bubble of air should issue from the former, it

will ascend the latter. I now heat the ilask, and the air ex-
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panels, for the reasons already given ; bubbles are driven from

the end of the bent tube, and they ascend in the tube t L The
air speedily depresses the colored liquid, until now, in the

course of a very few seconds, the whole column of liquid has

been superseded by air,

(OS) It is perfectly manifest that the air, thus expanded by

heat, is lighter than the unexpanded air. Our flask, at the

conclusion of this experiment, is lighter than it was at the

commencement, by the weight of the air transferred from it

into the upright tube. Supposing, therefore, a light bag to

be filled with such air, it is plain that the bag would, with

reference to the heavy air outside it, be like a drop of oil in

water. The oil, being lighter than the water, will ascend

through the latter : so also our bag, filled with heated air, will

ascend in the atmosphere ; and this is the principle of the so-

called lire-balloon. My assistant will ignite some tow in this

vessel, over it he will place a funnel, and over the funnel I

will hold the mouth of this paper balloon. The heated air as-

cending from the burning tow enters the balloon, and causes

it to swell ; its tendency to rise is already manifest. On let-

ting it go, it sails aloft till it strikes the ceiling of the room.

(00) But we must not be content with regarding these

phenomena in a general way ; without exact quantitative de-

terminations, our discoveries would soon confound and be-

wilder us. We must now inquire, what is the amount of ex-

pansion which a given quantity of heat is able to produce in a

gas ?' This is an important point, and demands our special at-

tention. In speaking of the volume of a gas, we should have

no distinct notion of its real quantity if its temperature were

omitted, so largely does the volume vary with the tempera-

ture. Take, then, a measure of gas at the precise temperature

of water when it begins to freeze, or of ice when it begins to

melt, that is to say, at a temperature of 32° Fahr. or 0° Cent.,

and raise that volume of gas one degree in temperature, the

pressure on every square inch of the envelop which holds the

gas being preserved constant. The volume of the gas will be-
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come expanded by a quantity which we may call a/ raise it

another degree in temperature, its volume will be expanded

by 2a, a third degree will cause an expansion of 3#, and so on.

Thus wc see, that for every degree which we add to the tem-

perature of the gas, it is expanded by the same amount.

What is this amount ? No matter what volume the gas may
possess at the freezing temperature, by raising it one degree

.Mihrenheit above the freezing-point we augment its volume

by i4 loth of its own amount; while by raising it one degree

Centigrade wc augment the volume by ^| 3d of its own
amount. A cubic foot of gas, for example, at 0° C. becomes, on

being heated to 1°, 1^ a
- cubic foot, or expressed in decimals--

1 vol. at 0° 0. becomes 1 -|- '00306 at 1° O.

;

at 2° O. becomes 1 ~|- *00366 x %
j

at 3° C. becomes 1 -(- *003G6 x 3, and so on.

The constant number '00300, which expresses the fraction

of its own volume, which a gas, at the freezing temperature,

expands on being heated one degree, is called the coefficient of
expansion of the gas. Of course, if we use the degrees of

Fahrenheit, the cocilicient will be smaller in the proportion of

9 to fi.

(¥0) It is a very remarkable and significant fact that all

permanent gases expand by almost precisely the same amount

for every degree added to their temperature. We can deduce

from this with extreme probability the important conclusion,

that where heat causes a gas to expand, the work it performs

consists solely in overcoming the constant pressure from with-

out- -that, in other words, the heat is not interfered with by

the mutual attraction of the gaseous molecules. For, if this

were the case, we should have every reason to expect, in the

case of different gases, the same irregularities of expansion

which we observe m liquids and solids. I said intentionally

" by almost precisely the same amount," for many gases which

are permanent at all ordinary temperatures deviate slightly

from the rule. This will be seen from the following table :
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Name of Gas.

I lydrogcn .

Ah-

Carbonic oxide

Carbonic acid .

Protoxide of nitrogen

Sulphurous acid

Coeftkient of Expansion.

0*00300

o-ooaov

0*00307

0*00371

. , 0'00372

0-00390

Fro. 21.

Here hydrogen, air, and carbonic oxide agree very closely
;

still there is a slight difference, the coeJlicient for hydrogen

being the least. We remark in the other cases a greater de-

viation from the rule ; and it is particularly to be noticed that

iho gases which deviate most are those which are nearest

their point of liquefaction. The first three gases in the table

never have been liquefied, all the others have. These are, in

fact, imperfect gases, occupying a kind of interme-

diate place between the liquid and the perfect gaseous

condition.

(71) This nmeh made clear, we shall now approach,

by slow degrees, an interesting but difficult subject.

Suppose a quantity of air to be contained in a very

talljcylindcr, A b (fig, 21), the transverse section which

is one square inch in area. Let the top A of the cylin-

der be open to the air, and let v be a piston, which,

for reasons to be explained immediately, I will sup-

pose to weigh two pounds one ounce, and which can

move air-tight and without friction up or down in the

cylinder. At the commencement of the experiment,

let the piston be at the point p of the cylinder, and

let the height of the cylinder from its bottom b to the

point p be 273 inches, the air underneath the piston

being at a temperature of 0° C. Then, on heating

the air from 0° to 1° 0., the piston will rise one inch

;

it will now stand at 274 inches above the bottom. If

the temperature be raised two degrees, the piston will

stand at 275 ; if raised three degrees, it will stand at

276 ; if raised ten degrees, it will stand at 283 \ if

100 degrees, it will stand at 373 inches above the

o
wa
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bottom ; finally, if the temperature were raised to 273° 0., it

is quite manifest that 273 inches would be added to the height

of the column, or, in oilier words, that, by heating the air to

273 0., its volume would be doubled.

(72) The gas, in this experiment, executes work, In

expanding from v upward it has to overcome the down-

ward pressure of the atmosphere, which amounts to 15 lbs,

on every square inch, and also the weight of the piston it-

self, which is 2 lbs, 1 oz. Hence, the section of the cylinder

being one square inch in area, in expanding from v to i
>;

, the

work done by the gas is equivalent to the raising a weight of

17 lbs. 1 oz,, or 273 ounces, to a height of 273 inches. It is

just the same as what it would accomplish, if the air above i*

were entirely abolished, and a piston weighing 17 lbs. 1 oz,

were placed at i\

(73) Let us now alter our mode of experiment, and instead

of allowing our gas to expand when heated, let its oppose

its expansion by augmenting the pressure upon it. In other

words, let us keep its volume constant while it is being heated.

Suppose, as before, the initial temperature of the gas to be 0°

ft, the pressure upon it, including the weight of the piston p,

being, as formerly, 273 ounces. Let us warm the gas from 0°

O. to 1° 0. ; what weight must we add at v in order to keep

its volume constant? Exactly one ounce. But we have sup-

posed the gas, at the commencement, to be under a pressure

of 273 ounces, and the pressure it sustains is the measure of

its clastic force ; hence, by being heated one degree, the

elastic force of the gas has augmented by ^\-$d of what it

possessed at 0°. If we warm it 2°, 2 ozs, must be added to

keep its volume constant ; if 3°, 3 ozs. must be added. And
if we raise its temperature 273°, we should have to add 273

ozs. ; that is, we should have to double the original -pressure

to keep the volume constant.

(74) It is simply for the sake of clearness, and to avoid

fractions, that I have supposed the gas to be under the origi-

nal pressure of 273 ozs. No matter what the pressure may
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be, the addition of 1° 0. to its temperature produces an aug-

mentation of gfad of the elastic force which the gas possesses

at the freezing temperature ; and by raising its temperature

273°, while its volume is kept constant, its elastic force is

doubled* I.*et us now compare this experiment with the last

one. There we heated a certain amount of gas from 0° to

273 C, and doubled its volume by so doing, the double vol-

ume being attained by lifting a weight of 273 ozs. through a

height of 273 inches. Here wre heat the same amount of gas

from 0° to 273°, but we do not permit it to lift any weight.

We keep its volume constant. The quantity of matter heated

in both cases is the same ; the temperature to which it is

heated is the same ; but are the absolute quantities of heat

imparted in both cases the same? By no means. Supposing

that to raise the temperature of the gas whose volume is kept

constant, 273°, 10 grains of combustible matter are necessary

;

then to raise the temperature of the gas, whose pressure is

kept constant, an equal number of degrees, would require the

consumption of 14-J grains of the same combustible matter.

The heat produced by the combustion of the additional 4i
grains^ in the latter ease, is entirely consumed in lifting the

toeir/ht. Using the accurate numbers, the quantity of heat ap-

plied when the volume is constant, is to the quantity applied

when the pressure is constant, in the proportion of—

1 to 1*421. Kio. 22.

(75) This extremely important fact con-

stitutes the basis from which the mechanical

equivalent of heat was first calculated. And
here we have reached a point which is worthy

of, and which will demand, your entire atten-

tion. I will endeavor to make this calcula-

tion before you.

(76) Let e (fig. 22) be a cylindrical ves-

sel with a base one square foot in area. Let

p p mark the upper surface of a cubic foot of air at a temper*
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attire of 0° 0., or 32° Fahr. The height a v will he then

one foot. Let the air be heated till its volume is doubled
;

to effect this it must, as before explained, be raised 273° 0.,

or 490° 3<\ in temperature; and, when expanded, its upper

surface will stand at r' x*', one foot above its initial position.

But in rising from v v to v' v' it has forced back the atmos-

phere, which exerts a pressure of 15 lbs. on every square inch

of its upper surface ; in oilier words, it has lifted a weight of

144 x 15: :2,160 lbs. to a height of one foot.

(77) The "capacity" for heat of the air thus expanding is

is 0*24; water being unity. The weight of our cubic foot of

air, is 1*29 oz t ; hence the quantity of heat required to raise

1*29 oz. of air 490° Fahr. would raise a little less than one-

fourth of that weight of water 490°. The exact quantity of

water equivalent to our 1*29 o/„ of air is 1*29 X 0*24 r- 0*31 oz,

(78) But 0*31 oz. of water, heated to 490°, is equal to 152

ozs. or 9 1 lbs. heated 1°, Thus the heat imparted to our cubic

foot of air, in order to double its volume, and enable it to lift

a weight of 2,160 lbs. one foot high, would be competent to

raise 9| lbs, of water one degree in temperature.

(79) The air has here been heated under a constant press-

we> and we have learned that the quantity of heat necessary

to raise the temperature of a gas under constant pressure a

certain number of degrees, is to that required to raise the tem-

perature of the gas the same number of degrees, when its

volume is kept constant^ in the proportion of 1*42 : 1 ; hence

we have the statement- *

lbs. lbs.

1*42 : 1 - 9*5 : 6*7,

which shows that the quantity of heat necessary to augment

the temperature of our cubic foot of air, at constant volume,

490°, would heat 6*7 lbs. of water 1°.

(80) Deducting 0*7 lbs. from 9*5 lbs., we find that the excess

of heat imparted to the air, in the case where it is permitted to

expand, is competent to raise 2*8 lbs. of water 1° in temperature.

(81) As explained already, this excess is employed to lift

a weight of 2,160 lbs. one foot high, Dividing 2,160 by 2*8,
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wc find that a quantity of heat sufficient to raise 1 lb. of water

1° Fahr. in temperature, is competent to raise a weight of

771*4 lbs. a foot high.

(82) This method of calculating the mechanical equivalent

of heat was followed by Dr. Mayer, a physician in Heilbronn,

Germany, in the spring of 1842.

(83) Mayer's first paper contains merely an indication of

the way in which he had found the equivalent. In it were

enunciated Die convertibility and indestructibility of force, and

its author referred to the mechanical equivalent of heat, mere-

ly in illustration of his principles. The essay was evidently a

kind of preliminary note, from which date might be taken.

Mayer's subsequent labors conferred dignity on the theory

which they illustrated. In 1845 lie published an Essay on

Organic Motion and Nutrition, of extraordinary merit and im-

portance. This was followed in 1848 by an Essay on Celestial

Dynamics, in which, with remarkable boldness, sagacity, and

completeness, he developed the meteoric theory of the sun.

And this was followed by a fourth memoir in 1851, which also

bears the stamp of intellectual power. Taking him all in all,

the right of Dr. Mayer to stand, as a man of true genius, in

the front rank of the founders of the dynamical theory of heat,

cannot be disputed.

(84) On* the 21st of August, 1843, Dr. Joule'1*' communi-

cated to the British Association, then meeting at Cork, a

paper which was devoted, in part, to the determination of the

" mechanical value of heat." Joule's publications had been

preceded by a long course of experiments, so that his first

work and Mayer's were really contemporaneous. This elab-

orate investigation gave the following weights raised one foot

high, as equivalent to the warming of 1 lb. of water 1° Fahren-

heit, the thermomctric scale employed by Dr. Joule :

1. 896 lbs. 5. 1,026 lbs

2. 1,001 "
0. 587 "

3. 1,040 "
7. 742 «

4. 910 "
8. 860 «

nn\\\ t Mag. 1813, vol. xxiii. p. 435.
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(85) From the passage of water through narrow tubes,

Joule deduced an equivalent of

770 foot-pounds.

(86) In 1844 he deduced from experiments on the conden-

sation of air, the following equivalents to 1 lb. of water heated

J°Fahr.;
823 foot-pounds.

795 «

820

814 «

760 "

(87) As the experience of the experimenter increased, we
find that the coincidence of his results became closer. In

1845 Dr. Joule deduced from experiments with water, agi-

tated by a paddle-wheel, an equivalent of

890 foot-pounds.

(88) Summing up his results in 1845, and taking the

mean, he found the equivalent to be

817 foot-pounds.

(89) In 1847 he found the mean of two experiments to

give as equivalent,

781*8 foot-pounds.

(90) Finally, in 1849, applying all the precautions sug-

gested by seven years' experience, he obtained the following

numbers for the mechanical equivalent of heat

:

^2*692, from fnet ion of water, mean of 40 experiments.

W4-083 « " mcvcuvy; " 50 «

VV4-98V -

"

" east-iron, " 20 "

These experiments rank among the most memorable that

have ever been executed in physical science. They form of

themselves a strict demonstration of the dynamical theory of

heat.
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(91) For reasons assigned in his paper, Joule fixes the

exact equivalent at

?7£ foot-pounds.

(92) According to the method pursued by Mayer, in 1842,

the equivalent is

771*4 foot-pounds.

Such a coincidence relieves the mind of every shade of uncer-

tainty regarding the correctness of our present mechanical

equivalent of heat.

(93) The immortal investigations here briefly referred to

place Dr. Joule in the foremost rank of physical philosophers.

Mayer's labors have, in some measure, the stamp of a pro-

found intuition, which rose, however, to the energy of undoubt-

ihg conviction in the author's mind. Joule's labors, on the

contrary, are an experimental demonstration. Mayer thought

his theory out, and rose to its grandest applications; Joule

worked his theory out, and gave it forever the solidity of

demonstrated truth. True to the speculative instinct of his

country, Mayer drew large and weighty conclusions from slen-

der premises ; while the Englishman aimed, above all tilings,

at the firm establishment of facts. The future historian of

science will not, I think, place these men in antagonism. To
each belongs a reputation which will not quickly fade, for the

share he has had, not only in establishing the dynamical

theory of heat, but also in leading the way toward a right

appreciation of the general energies of the 'universe.*

(94) Let us now check our conclusion regarding the influ-

ence which the performance of work has on the temperature

of a gas. Is it not possible to allow a gas to expand, without

performing work ? This question is answered by the follow-

* Dr. Mayer lias been recently elected to the French Academy of Sciences,

and never, in my opinion, was the recognition of that illustrious body more

justly bestowed. It is, however, to be regretted that circumstances did not

permit the name of the celebrated man who first made the mechanical theory

of heat a demonstrated truth to bo linked with that of Mayer in the recent

election. Feb. 18ft).
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Fig. n:

V
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ing important experiment, which was first made by Gay Lus-

sac. These two copper vessels, a, « (fig. 23), are of the same

size; one of which, a, is exhausted,

and the other, b, filled with air. I

turn the cock c ; the air rushes out

of b into A, until the same pressure

exists in both vessels. Now the air,

in driving its own particles out of b,

performs work, and experiments which

we have already made inform us that

the air which remains in b must be

chilled. The particles of air enter A

with a certain velocity, to generate

which the heat of the air in b has been

sacrificed ; but they immediately strike against the interior sur-

face of A, their motion of translation is annihilated, and the ex-

act quantity of heat lost by b appears in a. The contents of

a and b mixed together, give air of the original temperature.

There is no work performed, and there is no heat lost. With the

dynamical theory of heat in view, Dr. Joule made this experi-

ment by compressing twenty-two atmospheres of air into one

of his vessels, while the other was exhausted. On surround-

ing both vessels by water, kept properly agitated, no aug-

mentation of its temperature was observed, when the gas was

allowed to stream from one vessel into the other.* In like

manner, suppose the top of the cylinder (fig. %1) to be closed,

and the half above the piston p a perfect vacuum ; and sup-

pose the air in the lower half to be heated up to 273° 0., its

volume being kept constant, If the pressure were removed,

the air would expand and fill the cylinder ; the lower portion

of the column would thereby be chilled, but the upper portion

would be heated, and mixing both portions together, we
should have the whole column at a temperature of 2¥3°.

f
In

* Phil. Mag. 1815, vol. xxvi. j>. 3V8.

1 1 have recently found a case mentioned by Faraday (Researches in Chem-

istry and Physics, p, 221 } %
where the effect referred to in the text was, in sub*
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this ease, we raise the temperature of Hie gas from 0° to 273°,

and afterward allow it to double its volume ; the tempera-

tures of the gas at the commencement, and at the om}
9
are the

same as when the gas expands against a constant pressure, or

lifts a constant weight; but the absolute quantity of heat in

the latter case is 1,421 times that employed in the former,

because, in the one case, the gas performs mechanical work,

and in the other not.

(95) We are taught by this experiment that mere rarefac-

tion is not of itself sufficient to produce a lowering of the mean
temperature of a mass of air. It was, and is still, a current

notion, that the mere expansion of a gas produces refrigera-

tion, no matter how that expansion may be effected. The

coldness of the higher atmospheric regions was accounted for

by reference to the expansion of the air. It was thought that

what we have called the " capacity for heat" was greater in

the case of the rarefied than of the unrarcftcd gas, and that

chilling must therefore be the consequence of rarefaction. But

the refrigeration which accompanies expansion is, in reality,

due to the consumption of heat in the performance of work.

Where no work is performed, there is no absolute refrigera-

tion. All this needs reflection to arrive at clearness, but every

stance, observed. Faraday's explanation of the effect is a most instructive

instance of the application of the material theory of heat. The observation

was made at the Portable Gas Works, in 182V.
u

It frequently happens,"

writes Faraday, " that gas previously at the pressure of thirty atmospheres is

suddenly allowed to enter these long gas-vessels (cylinders), at which time a

curious effect is observed. That end of the cylinder at which the gas enters

becomes very much cooled, while, on the contrary, the other end acquires a

considerable rise of temperature, The effect is produced by change of capacity

in the gas; for as it enters the vessel from the parts in which it was previ-

ously confined, at a pressure of thirty atmospheres, it suddenly expands, has

its capacity for heat increased, falls in temperature, and consequently cools

that part of the vessel with which it fust comes in contact. But the part

which has thus taken heat from the vessel being thrust forward to the farther

extremity of the cylinder by the successive portions which enter, is there

compressed by them, has its capacity diminished^ and now gives out that heat,

or apart of it, which it had a moment before absorbed." I have italicized tho

phrases which express the old notion. The difference in capacity here as-

sumed is now known to havo no existence.
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effort of this kind which you make will render your subsequent

efforts easier ; and should you fail, at present, to gain clear-

ness of comprehension, I repeat my recommendation of pa-

tience, Do not quit this portion of the subject without an

effort to comprehend it- -wrestle with it for a time, but do not

despair if you fail to arrive at clearness.

(96) I have now to direct your attention to one other in-

teresting question. We have seen the clastic force of our gas

augmented by an increase of temperature. In an inflexible

envelop we have, for every degree of temperature, a certain

definite increment of elastic force, due to the augmented energy

of the gaseous projectiles. Reckoning from 0° 0. upward, we
find that every degree added to the temperature produces an

augmentation of elastic force, equal to -g -\--$d of that which the

gas possesses at 0°, and, hence, that by adding 273° we double

the elastic force. Supposing the same law to hold good when

wo reckon from 0° dovrnward A\mi for every degree of tem-

perature withdrawn from the gas we diminish its elastic force,

or the motion which produces it, by -g| 3d of what it possesses

at 0°, it is manifest that at a temperature of 273° Centigrade

below 0° we should cease to have any elastic force whatever.

The motion to which the elastic force is due must here vanish,

and we reach what is called the absolute zero of temperature.

No doubt, practically, every gas deviates from the above

law of contraction before it sinks so low, and it would become

solid before reaching- %Td° 0., or the absolute zero. This is

considerably below any temperature which we have as yet

been able to obtain.

I will not subject your minds to any further strain in con-

nection with tins subject to-day, but will now pass on to illus-

trate experimentally the expansion of liquids by heat.

(07) Here is a Florence flask filled with alcohol, and tightly

corked ; through the cork a tube,/ (fig. 24), passes water-tight,

and the liquid rises a foot or so in this tube. When this flask

is heated, the alcohol will expand, and it will rise in the tube.

But you must sec it rising, and to enable you to do so, the
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tube tt' is placed in front of the electric lamp K, a .strong

beam of light being sent across it, at the place t\ where the

liquid column ends; the tube and column are thus illuminated.

Fig. 21,

In front of the tube is placed this lens x,, its distance being

arranged so that it shall cast an enlarged imago, i% of the

column upon the screen. You see clearly where the column

ends, and if it moves you will be able to sec its motion. It is

needless to say that the image upon the screen is inverted, and

that when the liquid expands, the top of the column will de-

scend along the screen. I fill this beaker, b, with hot water,

and raise the beaker so that the hot water shall surround the

Florence flask. Observe the experiment from the commence-

ment : the flask is now in the hot water, and the head of our

column on the screen ascends, as if the liquid contracted.

4
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Now it slops and commences descending, and it will continue

to do HO permanently. 3 Jut why the first ascent? It is not

due to the contraction of the liquid, but to the momentary ew-

pamion of the flmhy
to which the heat is first communicated.

The glass expands before the heat can fairly reach the liquid,

and hence the column falls; but the expansion of the liquid

soon exceeds that of the glass, and the column rises. Two
things are here illustrated: the expansion of the solid glass

by heat, and the fact that the observed dilatation of the liquid

does not give us its true augmentation of volume, but only the

difference of dilatation between itself and the glass.

(98) Here is another flask tilled with water, exactly equal

in size to the former, and furnished with a similar tube. I

place it in the same position, and repeat with it the experi-

ment made with the alcohol. You see, first of all, the transi-

tory effect due to the expansion of the glass, and afterward,

the permanent expansion of the liquid; but you can ob-

serve that the latter proceeds much more slowly than in the

case of alcohol ; the alcohol expands more rapidly than the

water. Now, we might examine a hundred liquids in this

way, and find them all expanding by heat, and we might thus

be led to conclude that expansion by heat is a law without

exception ; but we should err in this conclusion. It is really

to illustrate an exception of this kind that this flask of water

has been introduced. Let us cool the flask by plunging it

into a substance somewhat colder than water, when it first

freezes. This substance is obtained by mixing pounded ice

with salt. You sec the column gradually sinking, the heat is

being given up to the freezing mixture, and the water contracts.

The contraction is now very slow, and now it stops altogether,

A slight motion commences in the opposite direction, and now
the liquid is visibly expanding. By stirring the freezing

mixture, we bring colder portions of it into contact with the

flask ; the colder the mixture, the quicker the expansion.

Here, then, we have Nature pausing in her ordinary course,

and reversing her ordinary habits. The fact is, that the water
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goes on contracting till it reaches a temperature of 39° Fahr.,

or 4° Cent. , at which point the contraction ceases. This is

the point of maximum density of water; from this down-

ward to its freezing-point, Die liquid expands; and when it is

converted into ice, the expansion is sudden and considerable.

Ice, we know, swims upon water, being lightened by this ex-

pansion. If heat be now applied, the series of changes arc

reversed; the column descends, showing the contraction of
the liquid by heat After a time the contraction ceases, and

permanent expansion sets in.

(99) The force with which these molecular changes are ef-

fected is all but irresistible. The changes usually occur under

conditions which allow us no opportunity of observing the ener-

gy involved in their accomplishment. 3 hit, to give you an ex-

ample of this energy, a quantity of water is confined in this iron

bottle. The iron is fully half an inch thick, and the quantity of

water is small, though sufficient to fill the bottle. The bottle is

closed by a screw firmly fixed in its neck. Here is a second

bottle of the same kind, prepared in a similar manner. I

place both of them in this copper vessel, and surround them

with a freezing mixture. They cool gradually, the water

within approaches its point of maximum density; no doubt,

at this moment, the water does not quite fill the bottle ; a

small vacuous space exists within. But soon the contraction

ceases, and expansion sets in ; the vacuous place is slowly

filled, the water gradually changes from liquid to solid; in

doing so it requires more room, which the rigid iron refuses

to grant. But its rigidity is powerless in the presence of the

atomic forces, These atoms are giants in disguise, and the

sound you now hear indicates that the bottle is shivered by

the crystallizing molecules—the other bottle follows; and

here are the fragments of the vessels, showing their thick-

ness, and impressing you with the might of that energy by

which they have been thus riven.*

* Metal cylinders, an inch in thickness, arc unable to resist tho decompos-

ing force of a small galvanic battory, M, Gassiot lias burst many such cylin-

ders by electrolytic gas.
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(100) You have now no difficulty in understanding the ef-

fect of frosty weather upon the water-pipes of your houses.

Before you is a number of pieces of such pipes, all rent. You
become first sensible of the damage when the thaw sets in,

but the mischief is really done at the time of freezing; the

pipes then burst, and through the rents the water escapes,

when the solid within is liquefied,

(101) It is hardly necessary for me to say a word on the

importance of this property of water in the economy of Na-

ture. Suppose a lake exposed to a clear wintry sky ; the

superficial water is chilled, contracts, becomes thus heavier,

and sinks by its superior weight, its place being supplied by

the lighter water from below. In time this is chilled, and

sinks in its turn, Thus a circulation is established, the cold,

dense water descending, and the lighter and warmer water

rising to the top. Supposing this to continue, even after the

first pellicles of ice were formed at the surface ; the ice would

sink,* and the process would not cease until the entire water

of the lake would be solidified. Death to every living thing

in the water would be the consequence. But just when mat-

ters become critical, Nature steps aside from her ordinary pro-

ceeding, causes the water to expand by cooling, and the cold

water to swim like a scum on the surface of the warmer water

underneath. Solidification ensues, but the solid is much light-

er than the subjacent liquid, and the ice forms a protecting

roof over the living things below.

(102) Such facts naturally and rightly excite the emo-

tions; indeed, the relations of life to the conditions of life

—

the general adaptations of means to ends in Nature, excite, in

the profoundest degree, the interest of the philosopher. But in

* Sir William Thomson 1ms raised a point which deserves the grave con-

sidcration of theoretic geologists : Supposing the constituents 'of tho earth's

crust to contract on solidifying, as the experiments of Bischof indicate, a

breaking in and sinking of the crust would assuredly follow its formation.

Under these circumstances, it is extremely difficult to conceive that a solid

shell should ho formed, as is generally assumed, round a liquid nucleus. Mr.

Nasmyth, however, informs mo that molten rocks expand on solidifying.
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dealing with natural phenomena, the feelings must he carefully

watched. They often lead us unconsciously to overstep tho

bounds of fact. Thus, I have heard this wonderful property

of water referred to as an irresistible proof of design, unique

of its kind, and suggestive of pure benevolence. " Why," it

is urged, "should this case of water stand out isolated, if not

for the purpose of protecting Nature against herself? " Tho

fact, however, is, that the case is not an isolated one. You

sec this iron bottle, rent from neck to bottom ; when broken

with this hammer, you sec a core of metal within. This is

the metal bismuth, which, when in a molten condition, was

poured into this bottle, and the bottle being closed by a

screw, exactly as in the case of the water. The metal cooled,

solidified, expanded, and the force of its expansion was suffi-

cient to burst the bottle. There are no fish here to be saved,

still the molten bismuth acts exactly as the water acts. Once

for all, I would say that the natural philosopher, as such, has

nothing to do with purposes and designs. His vocation is to

inquire what Nature is, wot why she is; though he, like oth-

ers, and he, more than others, must stand at times rapt in

wonder at the mystery in which he dwells, and toward the

final solution of which his studies furnish him with no

clew.

(103) We must now pass on to the expansion of solid

bodies by heat, which may be illustrated in this way : Here

arc two wooden stands, a and b (fig. 25), with plates of brass,

p p\ riveted against them. These two bars arc of equal

length, one of them is brass, the other iron, and, as you ob-

serve, they are not sufficiently long to stretch from stand to

stand. They are therefore supported on two little projections

of wood attached to the stands at p and p\ One of the plates

of brass, p, is connected with one pole of a voltaic battery, o,

and from the other, p\ a wire proceeds to the little instru-

ment c, in front of the table ; and again, from that instrument,

a wire returns direct to the other pole of the battery. Tho

instrument in front consists merely of an arrangement to
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support a spiral o of platinum wire, which will glow with

a pure white light when the current from » passes through it.

At the present moment the only break in the circuit is

due to the insufficient length of the bars of brass and iron to

bridge the space from stand to stand. Underneath the bars

is a row of gas-jets, which I will now ignite; the bars are

heated, the .metals expand, and in a few moments they will

stretch quite across from plate to plate. When this occurs.

Fig. 28.

**

*\
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the current will pass, and the feet of the gap being bridged

will be declared by the sudden glowing of the platinum spi-

ral. It is still non-luminous, the bridge not being yet com-

plete ; but now the spiral brightens up, showing that one, or

both, of these bars have expanded so as to stretch quite across

from stand to stand. Which of the bars is it ? On removing

the iron, the platinum still glows: I restore the iron, and re-

move the brass ; the light disappears. It was the brass, then,

that bridged the gap. So that we have here an illustration,
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not only of the general fact of expansion, but also of the fact

that different bodies expand in different degrees.

(104) The expansion of both brass and iron is very small

;

and various instruments have been devised to measure the ex-

pansion. Such instruments bear the general name of pyrom-

eters. But before you is a means of multiplying the effect,

far more powerful than the ordinary pyrometer. On a mirror

connected with the top of this solid upright bar of iron two

feet long, is thrown a beam of light from the electric lamp,

which beam is reflected to the upper part of the wall. If the

bar shorten, the mirror will turn in one direction : if it lengthen,

the mirror will turn in the opposite direction. Every move-

ment of the mirror, however slight, is multiplied by this long

index of light; which, besides its length, has the advantage

of moving with twice the angular velocity of the mirror.

J.Oven the human breath, projected against this massive bar of

iron, produces a sensible motion of the beam ; and, if it bo

warmed for a moment with the flame of a spirit-lamp, the lu-

minous index will travel downward, the patch of light upon

the wall moving through a space of full thirty feet. I with-

draw the lamp, and allow the bar to cool ; it contracts, and

the patch of light reascends the wall : the contraction is hast-

ened by throwing a little alcohol on the bar of iron, the light

moves more speedily upward, and now it occupies a place near

the ceiling, as at the commencement of the experiment.*

(105) It has been stated that different bodies possess di lifer-

ent powers of expansion
; f that brass, for example, expands

more, on being heated, than iron. Of these two rulers, one is

of brass and the other of iron, and they are riveted together so

as to form, at this temperature, a straight compound ruler. .But,

when the temperature is changed, the ruler is no longer straight.

If heated, it bends in one direction : if cooled, it bends in the op-

* The piece of apparatus with which this experiment was made, is intended

for a totally different purpose. I therefore indicate its principle merely.

f The coefficients of expansion of a few well-known substances arc given

in the Appendix to this Chapter.
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posite direction. When heated, the brass expands most, and

forms the convex side of the curved ruler. When cooled, the

brass contracts most, and forms the concave side of the ruler.

.Facts like these must, of course, be taken into account in struct-

ures where it is necessary to avoid distortion. The force with

which bodies expand when heated, is quite irresistible by any

mechanical appliances that we can make use of. All these

molecular forces, though operating in such minute spaces, are

almost infinite in energy. The contractile force of cooling has

been applied b}r engineers to draw leaning walls into an up-

right position. If a body be brittle, the heating of one por-

tion of it, producing expansion, may so press or strain another

portion as to produce fracture. Hot water poured into a glass

often cracks it, through the sudden expansion of the interior. It

may also be cracked by the contraction produced by intense cold,

(100) Before you arc some flasks of very thick glass, which,

when blown, were allowed to cool quickly. The external por-

tions became first chilled and rigid. The internal portions

cooled more gradually, but the}' found themselves, on cooling,

surrounded, as it were, by a rigid shell, on which they ex-

erted the powerful strain of their contraction. The conse-

quence is, that the superficial portions of these flasks are in

such a state of tension that the slightest scratch produces

rupture, I throw into this flask a grain of quartz ; the mere

dropping of the little bit of hard quartz into the flask causes

the bottom to fly out of it. Here, also, are these so-called

Rupert drops, or Dutch tears, produced by glass being fused

to drops, and suddenly cooled, The external rigid shell has

to bear the strain of the inner contraction ; but the strain is

distributed so equally all over the surface, that no part gives

way, But by simply breaking this filament of glass, which

forms the tail of the drop, the solid mass is instantly reduced

to powder. I dip the drop into a small flask fdlcd with water,

and break the tail outside the flask ; the drop is shivecrd with

such force that the shock, transferred through the water, is

sufficient to break the bottle in pieces.
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(107) A very curious effect of expansion was observed, and

explained, sonic years ago, by the Kcvcrcnd Canon Moseley.

The choir of Bristol Cathedral was covered with sheet-lead,

the length of the covering being CO feet, and its depth 19 feet

4 inches. It had been laid on in the year 1851, and two years

afterward it had moved bodily down for a distance of eighteen

inches. The descent had been continually going on from the

time the lead had been laid down, and an attempt made to

stop it by driving nails into the rafters had failed ; for the

force with which the lead descended was sufficient to draw out

the nails. The roof was not a steep one, and the lead would

have rested on it forever, without sliding down by gravity,

What, then, was the cause of the descent? Simply this.

The lead was exposed to the varying temperatures of day and

night. During the day the heat imparted to it caused it to

expand. Had it lain upon a horizontal surface, it would have

expanded equally all round ; but, as it lay upon an inclined

surface, it expanded more freely downward than upward,

When, on the contrary, the lead contracted at night, its upper

edge was drawn more easily downward than its lower edge

upward. Its motion was therefore exactly that of a common
earthworm ; it pushed its lower edge forward during the day,

and drew its upper edge after it during the night, and thus by

degrees it crawled through a space of eighteen inches in two

years. Every minor change of temperature during the day

and during the night contributed also to the result; indeed,

Canon Moseley afterward found the main effect to be duo to

these quicker alternations of temperature.

(108) Not only do different bodies expand differently by

heat, but the same body may expand differently in different

directions, In crystals, the atoms are laid together according

to law, and along some lines they are more closely packed

than along others. It is also likely that the atoms of many
crystalline bodies oscillate more freely and widely in some di-

rections than in others. The consequence of this would be an

unequal expansion by heat in different directions. The crystal
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in my hand (Iceland spar) has been proved by Professor Mits-

chcrlieh to expand more along its crystallographicaxis than in

any other direction. Nay, while the crystal expands as a

whole -that is to say, while its volume is augmented by heat

—it actually contracts in a direction at right angles to the

crystallographic axis. Many other crystals also expand differ-

ently in different directions ; and, I doubt not, most organic

structures would, if examined, exhibit the same fact.

(109) Nature is full of anomalies winch no foresight can

predict, and which experiment alone can reveal. From the

deportment of a vast number of bodies, we should be led to

conclude that heat always produces expansion, and that cold

always produces contraction. But water steps in, and bis-

muth steps in, to qualify this conclusion. If a metal be com-

pressed, heat is developed ; but, if a wire be stretched, cold is

developed. J)r. Joule and others have worked experimentally

at this subject, and found the above fact all but general.

(110) One striking exception to this rule (there arc prob-

ably many others) has been known for a great number of

years ; and I will now illustrate this exception by an experi-

ment. The sheet of India-rubber now handed to me has been

placed in the next room to keep it quite cold. Cutting from

this sheet a strip three inches long, and an inch and a half

wide, and turning the thermo-electric pile upon its back, I lay

upon its exposed face this piece of India-rubber. The deflec-

tion of the needle proves that the piece of rubber is cold. I

now lay hold of the ends of the strip, suddenly stretch it, and

press it, while stretched, on the face of the pile. The needle

moves \vjth energy, showing that the stretched rubber has

heated the pile.

(111) But one deviation from a rule always carries other

deviations in its train. In the physical world, as in the moral,

acts are never isolated. Thus with regard to our India-rubber

;

its deviation from the rule referred to is only part of a scries

of deviations. In many of his investigations Dr. Joule has

been associated with an eminent natural philosopher -Professor
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Fin. 2<». William Thomson*- and, when Mr.

Thomson was made aware of the

deviation of India-rubber from an

almost general rule, he suggested

that the stretched India-rubber

might shorten»., on being heated.

The test was applied by Joule,

and the shortening was found to

take place.f This singular experi-

ment, thrown into a suitable form,

will now be performed before you,

(112) To this arm, a a (fig. 2G),

is fastened a length of common vul-

canized India-rubber tubing, stretch-

ed by a weight, w, of ten pounds,

to about three times its former

length. The index, i i
y
is formed

first of a piece of light wood mov-

ing freely on a pivot, being pro-

longed by a stout straight straw.

* Now Sir William Thomson.

f Phil. Mag. 185V, vol. x\v. p. 227.
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At the end of the straw is placed a spear-shaped piece of

paper, which can range over a graduated circle drawn on this

black-board. The index is now pressed down at i by a pro-

jeetion attached to the weight, If the weight should be

lifted by the contraction of the India-rubber, the index will

follow, being drawn after it by a spring, s s> which acts upon

the short arm of the lever. The India-rubber tube, you ob-

serve, passes through a sheet-iron chimney, o, through which

a current of hot air ascends from this lamp r„ You see the

effect: the index rises, showing that the rubber contracts, as

Sir Wm, Thomson anticipated, and by continuing to apply

the heat for a minute or so, the end of the index is caused to

describe an arc fully three feet long. I withdraw the lamp,

and, as the India-rubber returns to its former temperature,

it lengthens ; the index moves downward, and now it rests

even below the position which it occupied at first.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III.

FUKTHKK K'EMAIIKS ON DILATATION.

It is not within the scopo of my present intention to dwell in de-

tail on all the phenomena of expansion by heat ; but, for the sake of

my younger readers, I will supplement this chapter by a few addi-

tional remarks.

The linear, superficial, or cubic coefficient of expansion, is that

fraction of a body's length, surface, or volume, which it expands on

being heated one degree.

Supposing one of the sides of a square plate of metal, whoso

length is 1, to expand, on being heated ono degree, by the quantity

a; then the side of the now square is 1 !«, and its area is

1 -|-2<M-«*.

In the caso of expansion by heat, tho quantity a is so small, that its

square is almost, insensible; tho square of a smalt fraction is, of

course, greatly less than tho fraction itself Hence, without sensible

error, we may throw away the a* in the above expression, and then

wo have the area of the now square

2#, then, is tho superficial coefficient of expansion ; hence we infer

that by multiplying the linear coefficient by 2, wo obtain the superfi-

cial coefficient.

Suppose, instead of a square, that wo had a cube, having a

side ~~ 1 ; and that on heating tho cubo ono degree, the sido ex-

panded to 1 -I- a; then tho volume of the expanded cube would bo

1 + da -I- 3«9
-f- a*.

In this, as in tho former caso, the square of «•, and much more tho

cubo of a
}
maybe neglected, on account of their exceeding smaliness;

wo havo then the volume of tho expanded cube ~~

1 -I- Za
;
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that is to say, the cubic coefficient of expansion is found by trebling

the linear coefficient,

Tho following table contains the coefficients of expansion for a num-

ber of well-known substances:

Copper, . . o-ooooi'/ 0-000051 0-000051

Load,

.

0-000029 0*00008? 0-000089

Tin, . 0-000023 0*000069 0-0000G9

Iron, . 0*0000123 0*00003? 0-00003?

/iino, . 0-0000291 0-000088 0-000089

Glass, 0-000008 0-000021 0-000024

The first column of figures here gives the linear coefficient of expan-

sion fori O.; tho second column contains this coefficient trebled,

which is the cubic expansion of the substance ; and tho third column

gives the cubic expansion of tho same substance, determined directly

by Professor Kopp.* It will -bo seen that Kopp's coefficients agreo

almost exactly with thoso obtained by the trebling of tho linear co-

efficients.

The linear coefficient of glass for 1° O. is

0*0000080.

That of platinum is

0-0000088.

Hence glass and platinum expand nearly alike. This is of the great-

est importance to chemists, who often find it necessary to fuse plat-

inum wires into their glass tubes. Were the coefficients different,

tho fracture of the glass would bo inevitable during the contraction.

The Thermometer,

Water owes its liquidity to tho motion of heat; when this mo-

tion sinks sufficiently, .crystallization, as we have seen, sets in. The

temperature of crystallization is perfectly constant, if the water bo

kept under the same pressure. For example, water crystallizes in all

climates at the sea-level at a temperature of 32° F., or of 0° O. Tho

temperature of condensation from the stato of steam is equally. con-

stant, as long as the pressure remains tho same. Tho melting of ico

and the freezing of water touch each other, if I may uso the expres-

sion, at 32° F, ; the condensation of steam and the boiling of water

under one atmosphere of pressure touch each other at 112° :
32° then

is tho freezing-point of water, and it is the melting-point of ice ; 212°

*Phil. Mag. 1852, vol. iii. p. 268.
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is the eondensing-point of steam and the boiling-point of water.

Both arc invariable as long as the pressure remains the same.

Mere, then, wo have two invaluable standard points of tempera-

ture, and they have been used for this throughout the world, Tho

mercurial thermometer consists of a bulb and a stem with capillary

bore. Tho bore ought to be of equal diameter throughout. The

bulb and a portion of the stem are filled with mercury. Both arc

then plunged into melting ice, the mercury shrinks, the column de-

scends, and finally comes to rest. Let tho point at which it becomes

stationary be marked ; it is tho frcczinfj^pomt of tho thermometer.

Let the instrument be now removed and thrust into boiling water

;

the mercury expands, the column rises, and finally attains a station-

ary height. Let this point be marked ; it is the loUhig-point of tho

thermometer. The space between tho freezing-point and tho boiling-

ing point has been divided by Reaumur into 80 equal parts, by Fah-

renheit into 180 equal parts, and by Celsius into 100 equal parts, called

degrees. The thermometer of Celsius is also called the Centigrado

thermometer.

Both Reaumur and Celsius call the freezing-point 0°, Fahrenheit

calls it 32°, because he started from a zero which ho incorrectly ima-

gined was the greatest terrestrial cold. Fahrenheit's boiling-point is

thereforo 212°. Reaumur's boiling-point is 80°, while tho boiling-

point of Celsius is 100°.

The length of the degrees being in the proportion of 80 : 100 :

180, or of 4 : 5 : 0, nothing can be easier than to convert one into tho

other. If you want to convert Fahrenheit into Celsius, multiply by

5 and divide by 9 ; if Celsius into Fahrenheit, multiply by and

divide by 5. Tims 20° of Celsius are equal to 36° Fahrenheit ; but

if we would know what temperature by Fahrenheit's thermometer

corresponds to 20° of Celsius, wo must add 32 to tho 36, which would

make tho temperature 20°, as shown by Celsius, equal the tempera-

ture 68°, as shown by Fahrenheit.

EXTRACTS FROM SIR H. DAVY'S FIRST SCIENTIFIC MEMOIR, BEARING THK
T1TLK "ON HEAT, LIGHT, AND TUB COMBINATIONS OF LIGHT."*

The peculiar modes of existenco of bodies solidity, fluidity, and

gazity- -depend (according to the calorists) on the quantity of the

fluid of heat entering into their composition. This substance insinu-

ating itself between their corpuscles, separating them from each

* Sir Humphry Davy's Works, vol. in
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other, and preventing their actual contact, is by them supposed to ho

the cause of repulsion.

Other philosophers, dissatisfied with the evidences produced in

favor of the existence of this fluid, and perceiving the generation of

heat by friction and percussion, have supposed it to be motion.

Considering the discovery of the true cause of the repulsive power

as highly important to philosophy, I have endeavored to investigate-'

this part of chemical science by experiments; from these experi-

ments (of which I am now about to give a detail) I conclude that

heat or the power of repulsion is not matter.

The Phenomena of Repulsion are not dependent on a peculiar elastic

fluidfor their existence, or Caloric does not exist.

Without considering the effects of the repulsive power on bodies,

or endeavoring to prove from theso effects that it is motion, I shall

attempt to demonstrate by experiments, that it is not matter ; and

in doing this, I shall use the method called by mathematicians, re-

dvMio ad absitrdum.

First, let the increase of temperature produced by friction and

percussion bo supposed to arise from a diminution of the capacities

of the acting bodies. In this case it is evident some change must bo

induced in the bodies by the action, winch lessens their capacities

and increases their temperatures.

JixperimenL- -X procured two parallclopipedons of ice,* of the

temperature of 29°, six incites long, two wide, and two-thirds of an

inch thick : they wero fastened by wires to two bars of iron. By a

peculiar mechanism, their surfaces were placed in contact, and kept

in a continued and most violent friction for some minutes. They

were almost entirely converted into water, which water was col-

lected, and its temperature ascertained to be 85°, after remaining m
an atmosphere of a lower temperature for some minutes. The fusion

took place only at the plane of contact of the two pieces of ice, and

no bodies were in friction but ice,

From this experiment it is evident that ico by friction is con-

verted into water, and, according to the supposition, its capacity is

diminished ; but it is a well-known fact, that the capacity of water

*Tho result of this experiment is the same, if wax, tallow, resin, or any

substance fusible at a low temperature, be used; oven iron may be fused by

collision.
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for heat is much greater than that of ico; and ice must have an ab-

solute) quantity of heat added to it, before it can bo converted into

water. Friction consequently does not diminish the capacities of

bodies for heat.

From this experiment it is likewise evident, that tho increase of

temperature consequent on friction cannot arise from tho decompo-

sition of tho oxygen gas in contact, for ice has no attraction for

oxygen. Binco tho increase of temperature consequent on friction

cannot arise from tho diminution of capacity, or oxidation of

tho acting bodies, tho only remaining supposition is, that it arises

from an absolute quantity of heat added to them, which heat must

bo attracted from tho bodies in contact. Then friction must induce

some change in bodies, enabling thorn to attract heat from tho bodies

in contact,

Experiment.- \ procured a piece of clockwork, so constructed as

to bo set at work in the exhausted receiver ; ono of tho external

wheels of this machine camo in contact with a thin metallic plate.

A considerable degreo of sensible heat was produced by friction be-

tween tho wheel and plate when tho machine worked, uninsulated

from bodies capable of communicating heat. I next procured a

small piece of ice;* round the superior edgo of this a small canal

was made, and filled with water. Tho machine was placed on

the ice, but not in contact with tho water. Thus disposed, tho

whole was placed under the receiver (which had been previously

filled with carbonic acid), a quantity of potash (i. e., caustic vege-

table alkali) being at the same time introduced.

Tho receiver was now exhausted. From tho exhaustion and

from tho attraction of the carbonic-acid gas by tho potash, a vacuum
nearly perfect was, I believe, made.

Tho machine was now set to work; tho wax rapidly molted,

proving an increase of temperature.

Caloric then was collected by friction; winch caloric, on tho

* The temperature of tho ico and of tho surrounding atmosphere at tho

commencement of tho experiment was 32% that of tho machine was likewise

32\ At tho end of the experiment, tho temperature of tho coldest part of tho
machine was near 33% that of tho ice and .surrounding atmosphere the same
as at the commencement of the experiment, so that tho heat produced by the

friction of tho different parts of tho machine was sufficient to raise tho tem-
perature of near half a pound of metal at least one degree; and to convert

eighteen grains of wax (tho quantity employed) into a fluid.
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supposition, was communicated by the bodies in contact with tho

machine. In this experiment, ice was tho only body in contact

with tho machine. 3 lad this ice given out caloric, the water on tho

top of 'it must have been frozen. Tho water on tho top of it

was not frozen, consequently tho ice did not give out caloric. Tho

caloric could not. come from the bodies in contact with tho ice,

for it must have passed through tho ico to penetrate the machine,

and an addition of caloric to tho ice would have converted it into

water.

Heat, when produced by friction, cannot bo collected from tho

bodies in. contact, and it was proved, by the first experiment, that

tho increase of temperature consequent on friction, cannot arise from

diminution of capacity or oxidation. But if it be considered as

matter, it must be produced in one of these modes. Since (as

is demonstrated by these experiments) it is produced in neither

of these modes, it cannot bo considered as matter. It has therefore

been experimentally demonstrated that caloric, or tho matter of

heat, does not exist.

Solids by long and violent friction become expanded, and, if of a

higher temperaturo than our bodies, affect the sensory organ with

the peculiar sensation known by the common name of heat.

Since bodies become expanded by friction, it is evident that their

corpuscles must move or separate from each other.

Now, a motion or vibration of the corpuscles of bodies must be

necessarily generated by friction and percussion. Therefore wo may

reasonably conchido that this motion or vibration is heat, or tho re-

pulsive power.

Meat, then, or that power which prevents tho actual contact of

the corpuscles of bodies, and which is tho cause of our peculiar

sensations of heat and cold, may be defined as a peculiar motion,

probably a vibration, of tho corpuscles of bodies, tending to

separate them. It may with propriety be called the repulsive'

motion.

Since there exists a repulsive motion, tho particles of bodies

may bo considered as acted on by two opposing forces ; the approxi-

mating power (which may, for greater ease of expression, be

called attraction) and tho ropulsivo motion. Tho first of these is

tho compound effect of tho attraction of cohesion, by which tho

particles tend to come in contact with each other ; the attraction

of gravitation, by which they tend to approximate to tho great con-
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tiguons masses of matter, and the pressure under which they exist,

dependent on the gravitation of the superincumbent bodies.

Tho second is the effect of a peculiar motory or vibratory impulso

given to them, tending to remove them farther from cacli other,

and which can be generated, or rather increased, by friction or per-

cussion. The oftect of tho attraction of cohesion, the great ap-

proximating cause, on the corpuscles of bodies, is exactly similar to

that of tho attraction of gravitation on tho great masses of matter

composing tho universe, and the repulsive force is analogous to tho

planetary projectile force.

In his " Chemical Philosophy," pp. 94 and 95, Davy expresses

himself thus: "By a moderate degree of friction, as it would appear

from Rumford's experiments, the same piece of metal may be kept

hot for any length of time ; so that, if the heat be pressed out, tho

quantity must be inexhaustible, When any body is cooled, it occu-

pies a smaller volume than before; it is evident, therefore, that

its parts must havo approached each othor; when the body has

expanded by heat, it is equally evident that its parts must havo

separated from each other. The immediate cause of the phe-

nomenon of heat, then, is motion ; and tho laws of its communi-

cation are precisely the same as tho laws of the communication of

motion.

" Since all matter may be made to fill a smaller space hy cooling,

it is evident that the particles of matter must have space between

them ; and, since every body can communicate the power of expan-

sion to a body of a lower temperature- -that is, can give an ex-

pansive motion to its particles it is a probable inference that its

own particles are possessed of motion ; but, as there is no change

in the position of its parts, as long as its temperature is uniform, tho

motion, if it exist, must be a vibratory or undulatory motion, or a

motion of tho particles round their axes, or a motion of tho parti-

cles round each other.

" It seems possiblo to account for all the phenomena of heat

if it be supposed that in solids the particles are in a constant state

of vibratory motion, the particles of the hottest bodies moving with

the greatest velocity, and through the greatest space; that in fluids

and elastic fluids, besides the vibratory motion, which must bo con-

ceived greatest in the last, the particles have a motion round their

own axes with different velocity, the particles of elastic fluids mov-

ing with tho greatest quickness, and that in ethereal substances tho
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particles wove round their own axes, and separate from each other,

penetrating in right lines through space Temperature may be con-

ceived to depend upon the velocity of the vibrations ; increase

of capacity in the motion being performed in greater space ; and the

diminution of temperature during the conversion of solids into

fluids or gases, may be explained on the idea of the loss of vibra-

tory motion, in consequence of the revolution of particles round

their axes, at the moment when the body becomes fluid or aeriform,

or from the loss of rapidity of vibration in consequence of the mo-

tion of the particles through space."
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CHAPTER IV.

*k»R?RRVRLYAN JXS'iRU.MENX- ~CORK'S REVOLVING RALLS—INFLURXCK OF PRESSURE ON ERKRX*

IXO-POlNr--LIQVKFAClIOX AND LAMINATION OK ICE »Y PKBSSUBK--WSSKOIIOXOF ICK RY

A CALORIFIC REAM -LIQUID FLOWERS ANI> THEIR CENTRAL SROT- -MECHANICAL PROPER-

TIES OK WATER PURGED OP AIR- -THE BOILING -POINT OP LIQUIDS ; lXELUKNCING CIRCUM-

STANCES CONVERSION* OP HEAT INTO WORK IN 1'llK STEAM-EXGINK; THE GEYSERS 01*

ICELAND.

(113) |3 KFORE finally quitting the subject of expansion,

A J \ wisli to show you an experiment which illus-

trates in a curious and agreeable way the conversion of heat into

mechanical energy. The fact to be reproduced was first ob-

served by a gentleman named Schwartz, in one of the smelt-

ing-works of Saxony. A quantity of silver which had been

fused in a ladle was allowed to solidify, and to hasten its cool-

ing it was turned out upon an anvil Some time afterward a

strange buzzing sound was heard in the locality. The sound

was finally traced to the hot silver, which was found quivering

upon the anvil. Many years subsequent to this, Mr. Arthur

Trevelyan chanced to be using a hot soldering-iron, which he

laid, by accident, against a piece of lead. Soon afterward,

his attention was excited by a most singular sound, which,

after some searching, was found to proceed from the soldering-

iron. Like the silver of Schwartz, the soldering-iron was in a

state of vibration. Mr. Trevelyan made his discovery the

subject of a very interesting investigation. He determined

the best form to be given to the " rocker, " as the vibrating

mass is now called, and throughout Europe this instrument is

known as " Trevelyan's Instrument, " Since that time the sub-
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jcct lias engaged the attention of Professor J. I). Forbes,

Dr. Seebeck, Mr. Faraday, M. Sondhaus, and myself; but to

Trevclyan and Seebeck we owe most of our knowledge re-

garding it.

(114) Here is a rocker made of brass. Its length, A o (fig.

27), is five inches ; the width, a «, 1*5 inch ; and the length

Kxo. JW.

of the handle, which terminates in the knob v, is ten inches.

A groove runs at the back of the rocker, along its centre

;

the cross-section of the rocker is given at M, We will heat

the rocker to a temperature somewhat higher than that of

Fig. 28.

-^'-Q

boiling-water, and lay it on a block of lead, allowing its knob

to rest upon the table. You hear a quick succession of forci-

ble taps. But you cannot see the oscillations of the rocker,

to winch the taps are due. I therefore place on it this brass

rod a n (fig. 28), with a brass ball at each of its ends ; the

oscillations arc thereby rendered much slower, and you can
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easily follow with the eye the pendulous motion of the rod

and balls. This motion will continue as long as the rocker is

able to communicate sufficient heat to the carrier on which it

rests. Thus we render the vibrations slow, but they can also

be rendered quick by using a rocker with a wider groove.

Tlie sides of this new rocker do not overhang so much as those

of the last; it is virtually a shorter pendulum, and will vibrate

more quickly. Placed upon the lead, as before, it fills the

room with a clear, full note. Its taps are periodic and regu-

lar, and they have linked themselves together to produce this

music. Here is a third rocker, with a still wider groove, and

with it we obtain a shriller tone. You know that the pitch

of note augments with the number of the vibrations; this

wide-grooved rocker oscillates more quickly than its predeces-

sor, and therefore emits a higher note. By means of a beam

of light we obtain an index without weight, which docs not

retard motion. To the rocker is fastened, by a single screw

at its centre, a small disk of polished silver, on which the

beam of the electric lamp falls, and from which it is reflected

against the screen. When the rocker vibrates, the beam

vibrates also, but with twice the angular velocity, and you

now sec the patch of light drawn out to a band upon the

white surface.

(115) What is the cause of these singular vibrations and

tones ? They are due simply to the sudden expansion by heat

of the body on which the rocker rests. Whenever the hot

metal comes into contact with its lead carrier, a nipple sud-

denly juts from the latter, being produced by the heat com-

municated to the lead at the point of contact. The rocker is

thus tilted \\p9
and some other point of it comes into contact

with the lead, a fresh nipple is formed, and the weight is.

again tilted. Let A b (fig. 29) be the surface of the lead,

and n the cross-section of the hot rocker ; tilted to the right,

the nipple is formed as at n ; tilted to the left, it is formed as

at l, the nipple in each case disappearing as soon as the con-

tact with the rocker ceases. The consequence is, that while
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its temperature remains sufficiently high, the rocker is tossed

to and fro, and the quick succession of its taps against the

lead produces a musical sound.

(116) These two pieces of sheet-lead are fixed edgeways

Fig. 29.

in a vice ; their edges arc about half an inch asunder. A long

bar of heated brass is laid across the two edges. It rests first

on one edge, which expands at the point of contact and jerks

it upward ; it then foils upon the second cdgo
>
which also re-

jects it; and thus it goes on oscillating, and will continue to

do so as long as the bar can communicate sufficient heat to

the lead. This fire-shovel will answer quite as wrell as the

prepared bar. I balance the heated shovel upon the edges of

Fxo. 30.

the lead, and it oscillates exactly as the bar did (fig. 30). it

may be added, that by properly laying either the poker or fire-

shovel upon a block of lead, and supporting the handle so as

to avoid friction, you may obtain notes as sweet and musical as

any you have heard to-day. A heated hoop placed upon a plate
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of lead may also be caused to vibrato and sing ; and a hot

penny-piece or half-crown may be caused to do the same.

(117) Looked at with reference to the connection of nat-

ural forces, this experiment is interesting. The atoms of

bodies must be regarded as all but infinitely small, but then

they must be regarded as all but infinitely numerous. The

augmentation of the amplitude of any oscillating atom by the

communication of heat is insensible ; but the summation of an

almost infinite number of such augmentations becomes sen-

sible. Such a summation, effected almost in an instant, pro*

duces the nipple, and tilts the heavy mass of the rocker.

Here we have a direct conversion of heat into common me-

chanical motion. 3 hit the tilted rocker falls again by gravity,

and in its collision with the block restores almost the precise

amount of heat which was consumed in lifting it. Here we
have the direct conversion of common gravitating force into

heat. Again, the rocker is surrounded by a medium capable

of being set in motion. The air of this room weighs some

tons, and every particle of it is shaken by the rocker, and

every tympanic membrane, and every auditory nerve present,

is similarly shaken. Thus we have the conversion of a por-

tion of the heat into sound. And, finally, every sonorous vi-

bration which speeds through the air of this room, and wastes

itself upon the walls, seats, and cushions, is converted into the

form with which the cycle of actions commenced- -namely,

into heat.

(118) There is another curious effect, for which we are in-

debted to Mr. George Gore, which admits of a similar ex-

planation. You see this line of rails. Two strips of brass,

b s, s' s' (fig. 31), are set edgeways, about an inch asunder. A
hollow ball n, of very thin metal, is placed upon the rails. If

it be pushed it rolls along them ; but when left alone it is

quite still. I connect the two rails, by the wires w w\ with

the two poles of a voltaic battery. A current now passes

down one rail to the metal ball, thence over the ball to the

other rail, and finally back to the battery. At the two points
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of .contact of the bail with the rails the current encounters re-

sistance and wherever a current encounters resistance heat is

developed, 'A'he heat produces an elevation of the rail at

Fjo. 31.

A

these points, Observe the effect : the ball, which a moment
ago was tranquil, is now uneasy. It vibrates a little at first

without rolling ; now it actually rolls a little way, stops, and

rolls back again, It gradually augments its excursion, now it

has gone farther than was intended : it has rolled quite off

the rails, and injured itself by falling on the floor.

(119) In this other apparatus, for which I am indebted to

Mr. Gore himself, the rails form a pair of concentric hoops.

When the circuit is established, the ball f (fig. 32) rolls round

the circle.* Abandoning the electric current, Mr. Gore has

Fio. 32.

obtained the rotation of light balls by placing them on circular

rails of copper heated in a fire, the Tolling force in this case

being the same as the rocking force in the Trevelyan instru-

ment.
* Phil. Mag. vol. xv. p. 521.
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(120) In the vast majority of cases the passage of bodies

from the liquid to the solid state is accompanied by contrac-

tion. Here, for example, is a round glass dish containing hot

water. Over the water I pour from a ladle a quantity of

melted wax. The wax now forms a liquid layer nearly half an

inch thick above the water. We will suffer both water and

wax to cool, and when they are cool you will find that the

wax, which now overspreads the entire surface, and is attached

all round to the glass, will retreat, and we shall finally obtain

a cake of wax of considerably smaller area than the dish.

(121) The wax, therefore, in passing from the solid to the

liquid state, expands. To assume the liquid form, its particles

must be pushed more widely apart, a certain play between the

particles being necessary to the condition of liquidity. Now,

suppose we resist the expansion of the wax by an external

mechanical force ; suppose we have a very strong vessel com-

pletely fdlcd with solid wax, and offering a powerful resistance

to the expansion of the mass within it; what would you expect

if you sought to liquefy the wax in this vessel? When the

wax is free, the heat has only to conquer the attraction of the

molecules of the wax, but in the strong vessel it has not only

this to conquer, but also the resistance offered by the vessel.

By a mere process of reasoning, we sho'uld thus be led to infer

that a greater amount of heat would be required to melt the

wax under pressure, than when it is free ; or, in other words,

that the point of fusion of the wax will be elevated by pressure.

This reasoning is completely justified by experiment. Messrs.

Hopkins and Fairbairn have, by pressure, raised the melting-

point of some substances, which, like wax, contract consider-

ably on solidifying, as much as 20° and 30° Fahr.

(J.22) The experiments here referred to connect themselves

with a very remarkable speculation. The earth is known gradu-

ally to augment in temperature as wc pierce it deeper, and the

depth has been calculated at which all known terrestrial bodies

would be in a state of fusion. Mr. Hopkins, however, observes

that, owing to the enormous pressure of the superincumbent
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layers, the deeper strata would require a far higher tempera-

ture to fuse thorn than would be necessary to fuse the strata

near the earth's surface. Hence lie infers that the solid crust

must have a considerably greater thickness than that given by

a calculation which assumes the fusing-points of the superficial

and the deeper strata to be the same. Sir William Thomson
(Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xii. p. 103) expresses

the conclusion that "unless the solid substance of the earth

be on the whole of extremely rigid material, it must yield (be

deformed) by that attraction of the sun and moon which gen-

erates the tides so as to very sensibly diminish the actual phe-

nomena of the tides, and of precession and nutation." Mr.

Hopkins had already rejected the conclusion of geologists that

the earth could be a molten nucleus covered by a crust only

100 miles in thickness. He concluded that the depth of the

crust must be at least 800 miles. Sir William Thomson con-

siders it " extremely improbable that any crust thinner than

2,000 or 2,500 miles could maintain its figure with sufficient

rigidity against the tide-generating forces of sun and moon, to

allow the phenomena of the ocean-tides and of precession and

nutation to be as they now are."

(123) The deportment of ice is opposed to that of wax.

Ice on liquefying contracts ; in the arrangement of its atoms

to form a solid, more room is required than they need in the

neighboring liquid state. No doubt this is due to crystalline

arrangement; the attracting poles of the molecules arc so situ-

ated, that when the crystallizing force comes into play, iho

molecules unite so as to leave larger interatomic spaces in the

mass. We may suppose them to attach themselves by their

corners ; and, in turning- corner to corner, to cause a recession

of the atomic centres. At all events, their centres retreat from

each other when solidification sets in. .By cooling, then, this

power of retreat, and of consequent enlargement of volume, is

conferred, It is evident that pressure in this case would re-

sist the expansion which is necessary to solidification, and

hence the tendency of pressure, in the case of water, is to keep
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it liquid. Thus reasoning, we should be led to the conclusion

that the fusing-points of substances which expand on solidify-

ing are lowered by pressure.

(12*1) Professor James Thomson first investigated this

subject from a theoretic point of view, and his conclusions

have been completely verified by the experiments of his

brother, Professor Sir William Thomson.

(125) .Let us illustrate these principles by a striking ex-

periment, This square pillar of clear ice is an inch and a half

in height, and about a square inch in cross-section. At pres-

ent the temperature of the ice is 0° 0. But if the ice be sub-

jected to pressure its point of fusion will be lowered: the

compressed ice will melt at a temperature under 0° C, and

hence the temperature which it now possesses is in excess of

that at which it will melt under pressure. The ice is cut so

that its planes of freezing are perpendicular to the height of

the pillar. I set the column of ice, i* (fig. 33), upright be-

tween two slabs of boxwood, « n', and place the whole be-

tween the plates of a small hydraulic press. A beam from an
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electric lamp now passes through the ice; the beam haying

been previously sent through water to deprive it of the

power of inciting the ice.* The light of the lamp now passes

through the substance without causing fusion. In front of

the press is placed a lens, and by it a magnified image of the

ice is projected upon the screen before you. I now work the

arm of the press, and gently squeeze the pillar of ice between

the two slabs of boxwood. Dark streaks soon begin to draw

themselves across the substance, at right angles to the direc-

tion of pressure. Right in the middle of the. mass they, are

appearing ; and, as the pressure continues, the old streaks ex-

pand and new ones are developed. The entire column of ice

is now scarred by these transverse stria?. What are they?

They are simply liquid layers foreshortened, and, when you

examine this column by looking into it obliquely, you see the

surfaces of the layers. We have thus liquefied the ice in planes

perpendicular to the pressure, and these liquid planes inter-

spersed throughout the mass give it this laminated appearance.

(126) Whether as a solid, a liquid, or a gas, water is one

of the most wonderful substances in Nature. Let us consider

it a little further. At all temperatures above 32° Fahr. or 0° 0.,

the motion of heat is sufficient to keep the molecules of wa-

ter from rigid union. But at 0° 0., the motion is so reduced

that the molecules then begin to seize upon each other, aggre-

gating to a solid, This union, however, is a union according

to law. To many persons here present a block of ice may seem

of no more interest and beauty than a block of glass ; but in

reality it bears the same relation to glass that an oratorio of

Handel does to the cries of a market-place. The ice is music,

the glass is noise ; the ice is order, the glass is confusion. In

the glass, molecular forces constitute an inextricably entan-

gled skein ; in the ice they are woven to a symmetric web,

the wonderful texture of which I will now try to make evident

to you.

* The " sifting" of a calorific beam will bo fully explained and illustrated

in a subsequent Chapter.
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(127) How shall I dissect this ice ? In the solar beam—
or, failing that, in the beam of our electric lamp-—we have an

anatomist competent to perform this work. I will remove the

agent by which this beam was purified in the last experiment,

and send the rays direct from the lamp .through this slab of

pellucid ice. It will take the crystal edifice to pieces by accu-

rately reversing the order of its architecture. Silently and

symmetrically the crystallizing force built the molecules up,

silently and symmetrically the electric beam will take them

down. A plate of ice, five inches square and an inch thick,

is now in front of the electric lamp, the rays from which pass

through the ice. The water employed in our last experiment

has been removed, the entire beam being now permitted to

impinge upon the ice. Compare the radiant beam before it

enters the ice with the same beam after its passage through

the substance: to the eye there is no difference: the light is

not sensibly diminished. Not so with the heat. As a thermic

agent, the beam, before entering, is far more powerful than

after its emergence. A portion of it has been arrested in the

ice, and that portion is to be our working anatomist. I place

a lens in front of the ice, and cast a magnified image of the

slab upon the screen. Observe that image (fig. 34). Here

wc have a star, and there a star ; and as the action continues,

the ice appears to resolve itself into stars, each one possessing

six rays, each one resembling a beautiful (lower of six petals.

When the lens is shifted to and fro, new stars arc brought

into view; and as the action continues, the edges of the

petals become serrated, and spread themselves out like fern-

leaves upon the screen. Probably few here present were

aware of the beauty latent in a block of common ice. And
only think of lavish Nature operating thus throughout the

world! 13very atom of the solid ice which sheets the frozen

lakes of the North has been fixed according to this law. Na-

ture " lays her beams in music," and it is the function of sci-

ence to purify our organs, so as to enable us to hear the

strain.
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(1.28) There arc two points connected with this experi-

ment, of great minuteness, but of great interest. You see

these flowers by transmitted light- by the light, that is, which

has passed through both the flowers and the ice. But when you

examine them by allowing a beam to be reflected from them

to your eye, you lint! in the centre of each flower a spot which

shines with the lustre of burnished silver. You might be dis-

posed to think this spot a bubble of air ; but you can, by im-

mersing it in hot water, melt away the circumjacent ice; the

moment the spot is thus laid bare, it collapses, and no trace

of a bubble is to be seen. The spot is a vacuum. Observe

how truly Nature works-how rigidly she carries her laws

into all her operations. We know that ice in melting con-

tracts, and here we find the fact making its appearance. The

water of these flowers cannot quite fill the space of the ice by

the fusion of which they are produced ; hence a vacuum neces-

sarily accompanies the formation of every liquid flower.

(129) When these beautiful figures were first observed,

and at the moment when the central spot appeared, like a

point of light suddenly formed within the ice, I thought I

heard a clink, as if the ice had split asunder when the spot

was formed. At first I suspected that it was my imagination

which associated sound with the appearance of the spot, as it

is said that people who see meteors often imagine a rushing

noise when they really hear none. The clink, however, was a

reality ; and, if you allow me, I will now conduct you from

this trivial fact through a series of interesting phenomena to

a far-distant question of practical science.

(130) All water holds a quantity of air within it in solu-

tion ; by boiling you may liberate ' this imprisoned air. On
heating a flask of water, air-bubbles are seen crowding on its

sides, long before it boils, rising through the liquid without

condensation, and often floating on the top. The presence of

this air in the water promotes the ebullition of the liquid. It

acts as a kind of elastic spring, pushing the molecules apart,

and thus helping them to take the gaseous form.
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(131) When this antagonist to their intimate union is re-

moved, the molecules lock themselves together in a far tighter

embrace. The cohesion of the water is vastly augmented by

the removal of the air. Here is a glass vessel which contains

water purged of air. One effect of the withdrawal of the

elastic buffer is, that the water falls with the sound of a solid

body, and hence this instrument is called the water-hammer.

You hear how the liquid rings against the end of the tube,

when it is turned upside down. This other tube, A b o (fig.

Fig. 85.

35), bent into the form of a ^f, is intended to show how the

cohesion of the water is affected by long-continued boiling,

The water which partially fills the bent tube is first brought
into one arm of the ^f . And now I tap the end of this arm
against the table. You hear, at first, a loose and jingling

sound, As long as you hear that jingle the water is not in

true contact with the interior surface of the tube. As the

tapping continues, you notice an alteration in the sound ; the
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jingling lias now disappeared, the impact being hard, like that

of solid against solid, I now raise the tube, and turn the col-

umn of water upside down, but there it stands in the arm a ij.

Its particles cling so tenaciously to the sides of the tube, and

lock themselves so firmly together, that it refuses to behave

like a liquid body ; it declines to obey the law of gravity,

(132) So much for the augmentation of cohesion ; but this

very cohesion enables the liquid to resist ebullition. Water

thus freed of its air can be raised to a temperature 60° or

80° Fahr,, above its ordinary boiling-point, without ebullition.

But mark what takes place when the liquid does boil. It has

an enormous excess of heat stored up ; the locked atoms final-

ly part company, but they do so with the violence of a spring

which suddenly breaks under strong tension, and ebullition is

converted into explosion, To M. Donny, of Ghent, we are in-

debted for the discovery of this interesting property of water.

(133) Turn we now to our ice : Water in freezing com-

pletely excludes the air from its' crystalline architecture. All

foreign bodies are squeezed out of it, and ice holds no air in

solution. Supposing, then, that we melt a piece of pure ice,

under conditions where air cannot approach it, we should have

water in its most highly cohesive condition ; and such water

ought, if heated, to show the eftects mentioned. That it does

so has been proved by Faraday. He melted ice under .spirit

of turpentine, and found that the liquid thus formed could be

heated far beyond its boiling-point, and that the rupture of the

liquid, by heating, took place with almost explosive violence.

Let us apply these facts to the six-pctalled ice-flowers, and

their little central star. They arc formed in a place where no

air can come. Imagine the flower forming, and gradually

augmenting in size. The cohesion of the liquid is so great,

that it will pull the walls of its chamber together, or even ex-

pand its own volume, sooner than give way. But, as its size

augments, the space which it tries to occupy becomes too

large for it, until finally the liquid snaps with an audible clink,

and a vacuum is formed.
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(134) Lei us take our final glance at this web of relations,

It is very remarkable thai a great number of locomotives have

exploded on quitting the shed where they had remained for a

time quiescent, and just as the engineer turned on the steam.

Now, if a locomotive has been boiling sufficiently long to ex-

pel the air contained in its water, that liquid will possess, in a

greater or less degree, the high cohesive quality to which 1

have drawn your attention. It is at least conceivable, that

while resting, previous to starting, an excess of heat might be

thus stored up in the boiler, and, if stored up, the certain re-

sult would be, that the mechanical act of turning on the steam

would produce the rupture of the cohesion, and steam of ex-

plosive force would instantly be generated. I do not say that

this is the case ; but who can say it is not the case ? We
have been dealing throughout with a real agency, which is cer-

taily competent, if its power be invoked, to produce the effects

which have been ascribed to it

(135) As you add heat, or in other words, motion, to water,

the particles from its free surface fly oil* in augmented num-

bers. You at length approach what is called the boiling-point

of the liquid, where the conversion into vapor is not confined

to the free 'surface, but is most copious at the bottom of the

vessel where the heat is applied. When water boils in a glass

beaker, the steam is seen rising from the bottom to the top,

where it often floats for a time, enclosed above by a dome-

shaped liquid film. To produce these bubbles certain resist-

ances must be overcome. First, we have the adhesion of the

water to the vessel which contains it, and this force varies with

the substance of the vessel, In the case of a glass vessel, for

example, the boiling-point may be raised two or three degrees

by adhesion ; while in metal vessels this is impossible. The

adhesion is often overcome by fits and starts, which may be so

augmented by the introduction of certain salts into the liquid,

that a loud bumping sound accompanies the ebullition ; the

detachment is in some cases so sudden and violent as to cause

the liquid to leap bodily out of the vessel,
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(136) A second antagonism to the boiling of the liquid is

the attraction of the liquid particles for each other ; a force

which, as we have seen, may become very powerful when the

liquid is purged of air. This is not only true of water, but of

other liquids -of all ethers and alcohols, for example. If we
connect a small flask containing ether or alcohol with an air-

pump, a violent ebullition occurs in the liquid when the pump
is first worked ; but after all the air has been removed from the

liquid, we may, in many cases, continue to work the pump
without producing any sensible ebullition j the free surface

alone of the liquid yielding vapor.

(1.37) But in order that steam should exist in bubbles, in

the interior of a mass of liquid, it must be able to resist two

other things- -the weight of the water above it, and the weight

of the atmosphere above the water. What the atmosphere is

competent to do may be thus illustrated. This tin vessel con-

tains a little water, which is kept boiling by this small lamp.

At the present moment all the space above the water is Ailed

with steam, which issues from this stopcock. 1 shut the cock,

withdraw the lamp, and pour cold water upon the tin vessel.

The steam within it is condensed, the elastic cushion which

pushed the sides outward in opposition to the pressure of the

atmosphere is withdrawn, and observe the consequence. The

sides of the vessel arc crushed and crumpled up by the atmos-

pheric pressure. This pressure amounts to 15 lbs. on every

square inch: how then can a thing so frail as a bubble of

steam exist on the surface of boiling water ? Sin)ply because

the elastic force of the steam within is exactly equal to that

of the atmosphere without; the liquid film is pressed between

two elastic cushions which exactly neutralize each other. If

the steam were predominant, the bubble would burst from

within outward ; if the air were predominant, the bubble

would be crushed inward. Here, then, we have the true defi-

nition of the boiling-point of a liquid. It is that temperature

at which the tension of its vapor exactly balances the pressure

of the atmosphere.
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(138) As we ascend a mountain, the pressure of the at-

mosphere above us. diminishes, and the boiling-point is cor-

respondingly lowered. On an August morning in 1859 the

temperature of boiling water on the summit of Mont Blanc

was found to be 184.95° F. ; that is, about twenty-seven de-

grees lower than the boiling-point at the sea-level. On Au-

gust 3, 1858, the temperature of boiling water on the summit

of the Finsteraarhom was 187° F. On August 10, 1858, the

boiling-point on the summit of Monte Kosa was 18492° F,

The boiling-point on Monte Kosa is shown by these observa-

tions to be almost the same as it was found to be on Mont

Blanc, though the latter exceeds the former in height by 500

feet. The fluctuations of the barometer are, however, quite

sufficient to account for this anomaly. The lowering of the

boiling-point is about 1° F. for every 590 feet of elevation;

and from the temperature at which water boils, we may ap-

proximately infer the height. It is said that to make good

tea, in London, boiling water is essential ; if this be so, it is

evident that the beverage cannot be procured, in all its excel-

lence, at the higher stations of the Alps.

(139) Our next experiment will illustrate the dependence

of the boiling-point on external pressure. This flask, f (fig.

30), contains water ; while from this second and much larger

one, o, the air has been removed by an air-pump. The two

flasks are connected together by a system of cocks, which

enables me to establish a communication between them. The

water in the small flask has been kept boiling for some time, the

steam generated escaping from the cock y, 1 now remove

the spirit-lamp, and turn this cock, so as to shut out the air.

The water ceases to boil, and pure steam now fills the flask

above it. We will give the water time to cool a little. At
intervals you see a bubble of steam rising, because the press-

ure of the vapor above is gradually becoming less through its

own slow condensation. 1 hasten the condensation by pour-

ing cold water on the flask; the bubbles are more copiously

generated. By plunging the flask bodily into cold water we
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might cause it to boil violently. TJio water in f is now at

rest, and some degrees below its ordinary boiling-point, I

turn the cock o, which opens a way for the escape of the vapor

Fni. «>G.

J|Jfe ^^my$&^

into the exhausted vessel a; the moment (he pressure, is di-

minished ebullition begins in y ; and observe how the con-

densed steam showers in a kind of rain against the sides of

the vessel o. By keeping the vessel G cool, and thereby pre-

venting the vapor in it from reacting upon the surface of the

water in F, we can keep the small flask bubbling and boiling

for a considerable time.

(140) Through high heating, the elastic force of steam

may bo rendered enormous. The Marquis of Worcester
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burst cannon with it, and our calamitous boiler-cxplosiona

arc so many illustrations of its power. By the skill of man

this mighty agent has been controlled : by it, 1 )cnis Papin

raised a piston, which was pressed down again by the atmos-

phere, when the steam was condensed ; Savory and Newcomen
turned it to practical account, and James Watt completed this

graiul application of the moving power of heat. Pushing the

piston up by steam, while the space above the piston is in

communication with a condenser or with the free air, and

again pushing down the piston, while the space below it is in

communication with a condenser or with the air, we obtain a

simple to-and-fro motion, which, by mechanical arrangements,

may be made to take any form we please,

(140 a) But the principle of the conservation of force is

illustrated here as elsewhere. For every stroke of work done

by the steam-engine, for every weight that it lifts, and for

every wheel that it sets in motion, an equivalent quantity oi

heat disappears. A ton of coal furnishes, by its combustion,

a certain definite amount of heat. Let this quantity of coal

be applied to a working steam-engine ; and let all the heat

communicated to the machine and the condenser, and all the

heat lost by radiation and by contact with the air, be collected

;

it will fall short of the quantity produced by the simple com-

bustion of the ton of coal, by an amount exactly equivalent

to the work performed. Suppose that work to consist in lift-

ing a weight of 7,720 lbs. a foot high ; the heat produced by

the coal would fall short of its maximum by a quantity just

sufficient to warm a pound of water 10° F. In an elaborate

series of experiments, executed with extraordinary assiduity

and on a grand scale by M. Uirn, the civil engineer at Colniar,

this theoretic deduction has been reduced to fact.

(140 b) In the steam-engine employed by M. Hirn, the

steam left the boiler and entered the cylinder at a tempera-

ture of 146° 0. The temperature of his condenser was 34 O.

The steam was worked expansively; that is to say, it was

permitted to enter the cylinder and exert its full pressure
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until the piston was raised through a certain fraction of its

range. The steam was then cut off, (lie piston being urged

through the remainder of its course by the expansive force of

the steam already in the cylinder.

(140 e) in this case the space above the piston was con-

nected with the condenser; and, if the expansion were per-

fect, the vapor underneath the piston, at the moment it reached

the highest point of its course, would have the pressure due

to the temperature of the condenser. Now, supposing the

expansion to be thus perfect, and that the expanded vapor all

remains in the state of vapor; the experiments of M. lie-

gnault enable us to calculate the fraction of the total heat

which is converted into work, We find, according to these

calculations, and not without a feeling of astonishment at its

small ness, that in the experiments of M. Ilirn, the heat con-

verted into work ought not to amount to ^th of the whole.

(140 d) But as a matter of fact M. Ilirn found that -Jth of

the heat borrowed from the steam in the boiler was converted

into mechanical effect. Thus actual experiment was at vari-

ance with calculation. A theoretic conclusion arrived at in-

dependently first by Mr. Kankine, and immediately afterward

by M. Clausius, two of the founders of the mechanical theory

of heat, reveals the cause of this discrepancy. In calculating

the heat possessed by the vapor, as it enters the condenser, it

was assumed that the whole of the vapor borrowed from the

boiler remained during its expansion in the vaporous condi-

tion. This Mr, Kankino and M. Clausius proved that it could

not do. They showed that when saturated steam expands, as

in M. Hirn's experiments, it is in part precipitated, thus yield-

ing up a portion of the heat of vaporization. Indeed, before

any thing correct was known about its cause, mechanical en-

gineers met the nuisance arising from the water of condensa-

tion by surrounding the cylinder with a jacket of hot steam

from the boiler. The mixture of vapor and liquid entering

the condenser, after the expansion, would thus possess less

heat than if it were all vapor ; and hence it is that a greater
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amount of heat than that given by calculation is converted

into work, I may add that the precipitation of the steam

during* its expansion was demonstrated experimentally by M,

Hirn.

(140 e) But even 12| per cent, of the total heat implies

enormous loss. Nor is this loss to be avoided in the steam-

engine. For the amount of heat converted into work depends

upon two things, the temperature of the steam as it enters

the cylinder and its temperature as it enters the condenser.

The farther the initial and the final temperatures are apart,

the greater is the amount of heat converted into work ; but

to convert all the heat into work a condenser kept at the ab-

solute zero of temperature would be required.*

(141) My object, however, at present is to deal with Na-

ture rather than art, and 1 am compelled to pass quickly over

the triumphs of man's skill in the application of steam to the

purposes of life. Those who have walked through the work-

shops of Woolwich, or through any of our great factories

where machinery is extensively employed, will have been suf-

ficiently impressed with the aid which the mighty power of

heat renders to man. Let it be remembered that every wheel

which revolves, every chisel, and plane, and punch, which

passes through solid iron as if it were so much cheese, derives

its moving energy from the clashing atoms in the furnace.

The motion of these atoms is communicated to the boiler,

thence to the water, whose particles are shaken asunder, and

fly from each other with a repellent energy commensurate with

the heat communicated. The steam is simply the apparatus,

through the intermediation of which the atomic motion is con-

verted into the mechanical motion. And the motion thus gen-

* The absolute temperature of a body 'is its temperature reckoned from tho

nbsolute zero (explained in § 08). Thus the temperature of melting ice

reckoned from this point is 2V3* G. Let t represent the initial temperature of

the steam, and t its final temperature, both reckoned from the absolute zero;

then the proportion of the total heat converted into work cannot under the

T-—t
most favorable conditions exceed the fraction ;

*
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crated can reproduce its parent. Look at the planing-tools
;

look at the boring instruments- -streams of water gush over

them to keep them cool. Take up the curled iron shavings

which the planing tool 1ms pared off; you cannot hold them

in your hand, they are so hot. Here the moving force is re-

stored to its first form ; the energy of the machine has been

consumed in reproducing the power from which that energy

was derived.

(1 42) I must now direct your attention to a natural steam-

engine, which long held a place among the wonders of the

world -the Great Geyser of Iceland, The surface of Iceland

gradually rises from the coast toward the centre, where the

general level is about 2,000 feet above the sea. On this, as

on a pedestal, are planted the Jokull, or icy mountains of the

island, which extend both ways in a northeasterly direction.

Along this chain also occur the active volcanoes of Iceland,

and the thermal springs follow the same general direction.

From the ridges and chasms which diverge from the mountains

enormous masses of steam issue at intervals, hissing and roar-

ing ; and, when the escape occurs at the mouth of a cavern,

the resonance of the cave often raises the sound to the loud-

ness of thunder. Lower down, in the more porous strata, wc
have smoking mud-pools, where a repulsive blue-black alu-

minous paste is boiled, rising at times in huge bubbles, which,

on bursting, scatter their slimy spray to a height of fifteen or

twenty feet. From the base of the hills upward extend the

glaciers, and above these are the snow-fields which crown tire

summits. From the arches and fissures of the glaciers, vast

masses of water issue, falling at times in cascades over walls

of ice, and spreading for miles over the country before they

find definite outlet. Extensive morasses are thus formed. In-

tercepted by the cracks and fissures of the land, a portion of

the water finds its way to the heated rocks beneath ; and

here, meeting with the volcanic gases which traverse these

underground regions, both travel on together, to issue, at the

first convenient opportunity, either as an eruption of steam or

a boiling spring.
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(143) The most famous of these springs is the Great Gey-

ser, In consists of a tube, seventy -four feet deep, and ten

feet in diameter. The tube is surmounted by a basin, which

measures from north to south fifty-two feet across, and from

east to west sixty feet. The interior of the tube and basin is

coated with a beautiful smooth siliceous plaster, so hard as to

resist the blows of a hammer ; and the first question is, How
was this wonderful tube constructed-—how was this perfect

plaster laid on ? Chemical analysis shows that the water

holds silica in solution, and it might therefore be conjectured

that the water had deposited this silica against the sides of

the tube and basin. But such is not the case : the water de-

posits no sediment; no matter how long it may be kept, no

solid substance is separated from it. It may be bottled up

and preserved for years, as clear as crystal, without showing

the slightest tendency to form a precipitate. To answer the

question in this way would moreover assume that the shaft

was formed by some foreign agency, the water merely lining

it. The geyser-basin, however, rests upon the summit of a

mound about forty feet high, and it is evident, from mere in-

spection, that the mound has been deposited by the geyser.

But in building up this mound the spring must have formed

the tube which perforates the mound, and hence the conclusion

that the geyser is the architect of its own tube.

(144) If wc place a quantity, of the geyser water in an

evaporating basin, the following takes place : In the centre of

the basin the liquid deposits nothing, but at the sides, where

it is drawn up by capillary attraction, and thus subjected to

speedy evaporation, we find silica deposited. Hound the edge

a ring of silica is laid on, and not until the evaporation lias

continued a considerable time do we find the slightest turbidity

in the middle of the water. This experiment is the micro-

scopic rcprcscntant of what occurs in Iceland. Imagine the

ease of a simple thermal siliceous spring, whose waters trickle

down a gentle incline; the water thus exposed evaporates, and

silica is deposited. This deposit gradually elevates the side
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over which the water passes, until, finally, the latter has to

take another course. The same takes place here, the ground

is elevated as before, and the spring has to move forward.

Thus it is compelled to travel round and round, depositing its

silica and deepening the shaft in which it dwells, until finally,

in the course of ages, the simple spring has produced that

wonderful apparatus which has so long puzzled and astonished

both the tourist and the philosopher.

(145) Previous to an eruption, both the tube and basin are

filled with hot water; detonations which shake the ground arc

heard at intervals, and each is succeeded by a violent agi-

tation of the water in the basin, The water in the pipe

is lifted up, forms an eminence in the middle of the basin,

and an overflow is the consequence. These detonations arc

evidently due to the production of steam in the ducts which

feed the geyser-tube, which steam, escaping into the cooler

water of the tube, is there suddenly condensed, and produces

the explosions. Professor Bunsen succeeded in determining

the temperature of the geyser-tube, from top to bottom, a few

minutes before a great eruption; and these observations re-

vealed the extraordinary fact, that at no part of the tube did

the water reach its boiling-point. In the annexed sketch

(fig. 37) I have given, on one side, the temperatures actually

observed, and on the other side the temperatures at which

water would boil, taking into account both the pressure of the

atmosphere and of the superincumbent column of water. The

nearest approach to the boiling-point is at a, thirty feet from

the bottom ; but even here the water is %° Centigrade, or

more than 3| IJahr., below the temperature at which it could

boil. How, then, is it possible that an eruption could occur

under such circumstances ?

(146) Fix your attention upon the water at the point A,

where the temperature is within 2° O. of the boiling-point,

Call to mind the lifting of the column when the detonations

are heard. Let us suppose that, by the entrance of steam

from the ducts near the bottom of the tube, the geyser-column
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is elevated six feci, a height quite within the limits of actual

observation; the water at a is thereby transferred to b. Its

boiling-point at a is 183*8°, and its actual temperature 121*8°;

85.S-

OBSKRVKU
TEMPRRATUKES,

KlO. 8T.

I

121:8

«+

101°

BOUJN'G
TEMPKRATURES.

120.8

•I30
v

136°

but at b its boiling-point is only ISO'S ; hence, when trans-

ferred from a to b, the heat which it possesses is in excess of

that necessary to make it boil. This excess of heat is instant-

ly applied to the generation of steam: the column is lifted

higher, and the water belowr is further relieved. More steam

is generated; from the middle downward the mass suddenly

bursts into ebullition ; the water above, mixed with steam*
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clouds, is projected into the atmosphere, and we have the

geyser eruption in all its grandeur.

(147) By its contact with the air the water is cooled, falls

back into the basin, partially refills the tube, in which it

gradually rises, and finally fills the basin as before. Detona-

tions are heard at intervals, and risings of the water in the

basin. These arc so many futile attempts at an eruption, for

not until the water in the tube comes sufficiently near its

boiling temperature to make the lifting of the column effec-

tive, can wc have a true eruption.

(148) To the celebrated Bunsen we owe this beautiful

theory, and now let us try to justify it by experiment : Here

is a tube of galvanized iron, six feet long, a n (fig. 38), sur-

mounted by a basin, o r>. It is heated

Fl°- so* by a fire underneath; and, to imitate as
""""

far as possible the condition of the gey-

ser, the tube is encircled by a second

fire, f, at a height of two feet from the

bottom. Doubtless the high tempera-

ture of the water, at the corresponding

part of the geyser-tube, is due to the

local action of the heated rocks. The

tube is filled with water, which grad-

ually becomes heated; and regularly,

every five minutes, the liquid is ejected

into the atmosphere.

(149) There is another famous spring

in Iceland, called the Strokkur, which is

usually forced to explode by stopping

its mouth with clods. Wc*. can imitate

the action of this spring* by thus stop-

ping the mouth of our tube A 3$ with a

cork. And now the heating progresses.

The steam below will .finally attain sufficient tension to eject

the cork, and the water, suddenly relieved from the pressure,

will burst forth in the atmosphere. The ceiling of this room
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is nearly thirty feet from the floor, but the eruption lias

reached the ceiling, from which the water now drips plenti-

fully. In fig. 30 is given a section of the Strokktm

(150) By stopping our model geyser-tube with corks,

through which glass tubes of various lengths and diameters

pass, the action of many of the other eruptive springs may

be accurately imitated, We can readily, for example, pro-

duce an intermittent action ; discharges of water and impetu-

ous steam-gushes follow each other in quick succession, the

water being squirted in jets fifteen or twenty feet high, These

experiments prove that the geyser-tube itself is the sufficient

cause of the eruptions, and we are relieved from the necessity

of imagining underground caverns filled with water and steam,

which were formerly regarded as necessary to the production

of these wonderful phenomena,

(151) A moment's reflection will suggest to you that there

must be a limit to the operations of the geyser. When the

tube has reached such an altitude that the water in the depths

below, owing to the increased pressure, cannot attain its

boiling-point, the eruptions of necessity cease. The spring,

however, continues to deposit its silica, and often forms a

Xj(mg
y
or cistern. Some of those in Iceland are forty feet

deep. Their beauty, according to Bunsen, is indescribable

;

over the surface curls a light vapor ; the water is of the purest

azure, and tints with its own hue the fantastic incrustations

on the cistern-walls; while, at the bottom, is often seen the

mouth of the once mighty geyser. There arc also in Iceland

traces of vast, but now extinct, geyser operations. Mounds

are observed, whose shafts arc filled with rubbish, the water

having forced a passage underneath and retired to other

scenes of action. We have, in fact, the geyser in its youth,

manhood, old age, and death, here presented to us. In its

youth, as a simple thermal spring; in its manhood, as the

eruptive column ; in its old age, as the tranquil Jjcmg / while

its death is recorded by the ruined shaft and forsaken mound,

which testify the fact of its once active existence,

6
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CHAPTER V.

APPLICATION* OV TUB PYNAMICAT, '1IIKOKY TO THR MIKKOMEXA OF SPECIFIC AND LATENT

HEAT -X>EFIN
TUION OF ENERGY : POTENTIAL AND DYNAMIC ENERGY—ENERGY OF MO«

LKCULAK FORCES- -KXFKR1MKNYAL ILLUSTRATIONS OF Bl'KCIFIO AND LATENT HEAT- -

MKCHANICAL VALUES OF THE AClS OF COMBINATION', CONDENSATION, AND CONGELA-

TION IS THE CASE OF WATER- SOLTO CARKOMO ACIO- -THE SPHEROIDAL STATE OF

LIQUIDS -FLOATING OF A 8PHKK01D ON ITS OWN VAPOR- -FREEZING OF WATER AND

MERCURY IN A RED-HOT CRUCIBLE.

(152) 'TITHKNEVEB a difficult expedition is undertaken

V V in the Alps, the experienced mountaineer com-

mences the day at a slow pace, so that when the real hour of

trial arrives, he may find himself hardened instead of ex-

hausted by his previous work, Wo, to-day, are about to enter

on a difficult enterprise, Let us commence it in the same

spirit ; not with a flush of enthusiasm, which labor will extin-

guish, but with patient and determined hearts, which will not

recoil should a difficulty arise.

(153) This lead weight, you observe, is attached to a string

which passes over a pulley at the top of the room. We
know that the earth and the weight arc mutually attractive

;

the weight now rests upon the earth, and exerts a certain

pressure upon its surface. The earth and the weight hero touch

each other ; their mutual attractions are as far as possible

satisfied, and motion^ by their mutual approach, is no longer

possible. As far as the attraction of gravity is concerned,

the possibility of producing motion ceases, as soon as the two

attracting bodies are actually in contact.

(154) I draw up this weight. It is now suspended at a

height of sixteen feet above the floor, where it remains just as
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motionless as when it rested on 'the floor; hut, by introducing

a space between the floor and it, I entirely change the condi-

tion of the weight. By raising it, I have conferred upon it a

motion-producing power. There is now an action possible to

the weight, which was not possible when it rested upon the

earth ; At can fall> and, in its descent, can turn a machine, or

perform other work. Let us employ the tiscful and appropri-

ate term energy to denote the power of performing work ; we
might then fairly use the term -possible energy\ to express the

power of motion, which our drawn-up weight possesses, but

which has not yet been exercised by falling; or we might call

it " potential energy, 5
' as some eminent men have already done.

This potential energy is derived, in the case before us, from

the pull of gravity, which pull, however, has not yet resulted

in motion. But I now let the string go; the weight foils, and

reaches the earth's surface with a velocity of thirty-two feet a

second. At every moment of its descent it was pulled down

by gravity, and its final moving force is the summation of the

pulls. While in the act of falling, the energy of the weight is

active. It may be called actual energy, in antithesis to pos-

sible/ or it maybe called dynamic energy , in antithesis to

potential^ or we might call the energy with which the weight

descends moving force, The great thing, now, is to be able to

distinguish energy in store from energy hi action. Once for all,

then, lei us take the terms of Mr. Eankine, and call the energy

in store "potential," and the energy in action "actual."* If,

after this, I should use the terms u possible energy," or "dy-

namic energy," or " moving force," you will have no difficulty

in affixing the exact idea to these terms.

(155) Our weight started from a height of sixteen feet; let

us fix our attention upon it, after it has accomplished the first

foot of its fall. The total pull, if I may use the term, to be

expended on it, has been then diminished by the amount ex-

* Hclmholtz, in his adtnivablo memoir on " Die Krhnltung dor Kraft

"

(18IY), divided all energy into tension and vis viva, (Spannkrftfte imd Loben-

digo Kvafto.)
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ponded in its passing through the first foot. At the height

of fifteen feet it has one foot less of potential energy than it

possessed at the height of sixteen feet, but at the height of

fifteen feet it has an equivalent amount of dynamic or actual

energy, which, if reversed in direction, would raise it again to

its primitive height. Hence, as potential energy disappears,

actual energy comes into play. Throughout the universe, the

sum of these two energies is constant. To create or annihilate

energy is as impossible as to create or annihilate matter; and

all the phenomena of the material universe consist in trans-

formations of energy alone. The principle here enunciated is

called the law of the conservation of energy,

(156) It is as yet too early to refer to organic processes,

but could we have observed the molecular condition of my arm

as I drew up that weight, it would have been seen that in ac-

complishing this mechanical act, an equivalent amount of some

other form of energy was consumed. That energy, we shall

afterward learn, is heat. If the weight were raised by a steam-

engine, a portion of heat would also disappear, exactly equiva-

lent to the work done. The weight is about a pound, and to

raise it sixteen feet would consume as much heat as would

raise the temperature of a cubic foot of air about 1° F. Con-

versely, this quantity of heat would be generated by the fall-

ing of the weight from a height of sixteen feet.

(15Y) It is easy to sec that, if the force of gravity were

immensely greater than it is, an immensely greater amount

of heat would have to be expended, in raising the weight.

The greater the attraction, the greater would be the amount

of heat necessary to overcome it ; but conversely, the greater

would be the amount of heat which a falling body would then

develop by its collision with the earth.

(158) We must turn these conceptions, regarding sensible

masses, to account, in forming conceptions regarding insensi-

ble masses. As an intellectual act, it is quite as easy to con-

ceive the separation of two mutually-attracting atoms, as to

conceive the separation of the earth and weight. We have
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already had occasion to refer to the intensity of molecular

forces, and here we must return to the subject. Closely

locked together as they are, the atoms of bodies, though we
cannot suppose them to be in contact, exert enormous attrac-

tions. It would require an almost incredible amount of ordi-

nary mechanical force to widen the distances intervening be-

tween the atoms of any solid or liquid, so as to increase its

volume in any sensible degree. It would also require a force

of great magnitude to squeeze the particles of a liquid or solid

together, so as to make the body sensibly less in size. I

have vainly tried to augment permanently the density of a

soft metal by pressure. Water, which yields so freely to the

hand plunged in it, was for a long time regarded as absolutely

incompressible. Great force was brought to bear upon it>

but, sooner than shrink, it oozed through the pores of the

metal vessel which contained it, and spread like a dew on the

surface.* By refined and powerful means wc can now com-

press water, but the force necessary to accomplish this is very

great. When, therefore, we wish to overcome molecular

* I have to thank my friend Mr. Speckling for the following extract in

reference lo this experiment':

" Now it is certain that rarer bodies (such as air) allow a considerable de-

gree of contraction, as lias been stated ; but that tangible bodies (such as wa-

ter) suffer compression with much greater difficulty and to a less extent. How
far they <\o suffer it, I have investigated, in the following experiment: I had

a hollow globe of lead made capable of holding about two pints, and sufli-

eiently thick to bear considerable force j having made a hole in it, I rilled it

with water, and then stopped up the hole with melted lead, so that the globe

became quite solid, I then flattened the two opposite sides of the globe with

a heavy hammer, by which the water was necessarily contracted into less

space, a sphero being the figure of largest capacity ; and, when the hammer-

ing had no more effect in making the water shrink, I made use of a mill or

press ; till the water, impatient of further pressure, exuded through the solid

lead like a fmo dew. I then computed the space lost by the compression, and

concluded that this was the extent of compression which the water had suf-

fered, but only when constrained by great violence.n (Bacon's " Novum Or-

ganum," published in 1020; vol. iv. p. '209 of the translation.) Note by K.

Leslie Kllis, vol. i. p. 321: " This is perhaps the most remarkable of Bacon's

experiments, and it is singular that it was so little spoken of by subsequent

writers. Nearly fifty years after the production oi the * Novum Organum,*
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forces, we must attack them by their peers. Heat accom-

plishes what mechanical energy, as generally wielded, is in-

competent to perform. Bodies, when heated, expand, and to

effect this expansion their molecular attractions must be over-

come; and, where the attractions to be surrounded are so vast,

we may infer that the quantity of heat necessary to overpower

them will be commensurate.

(159) And now I must ask your entire attention. Sup-

pose a certain amount of heat to bo imparted to this lump of

lead, how is that heat disposed of within the substance? It

is applied to two distinct purposes—it performs two different

kinds of work. One portion of it excites that species of mo-

tion which augments the temperature of the lead, and which

is sensible to the thermometer \ but another portion of it goes

to force the atoms of lead into new positions, and this portion

is lost as heat. The pushing asunder of the atoms of the lead

in this case, in opposition to their mutual attractions, is ex-

actly analogous to the raising of our weight in opposition to

the force of gravity, a loss of heat, in both cases, being the

result. Let me try to make the comparison between the two

actions still more strict. Suppose that a definite amount of

force is to be expended upon our weight, and that this force is

divided into two portions, one of which is devoted to the actual

raising of the weight, while the other is employed to cause the

weight, as it ascends, to oscillate like a pendulum, and to oscil-

late, moreover, with gradually augmented width and rapidity :

we have, then, the analogue of that which occurs when heat is

imparted to the lead. The atoms are pushed apart, but, during

their recession, they vibrate with gradually augmented intensi-

ty. Thus, the heat communicated to the lead, resolves itself, in

an account of a similar experiment was published by Megalotti, who was sec-

retary of the Aeademia del Cimento at Florence ; and it has since been famil-

iarly known as the Florentine experiment."

It is to be remembered that Leibnitz (Nouveaux Kssals), in mentioning tho

Florentine experiment, says that the globe was of gold (p. 9M, Krdmann),
whereas the Florentine academicians expressly say wiry they preferred silver

to either gold or lead,
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pari, into atomic potential energy, and in part into actual en-

ergy, which may he regarded as a kind of atomic music, the

musical part alone being competent to act upon our ther-

mometers or to affect our nerves.

(J GO) In this case, then, the heat not only imparts actual

energy to the vibrating atoms, but also accomplishes what we
may call interior toork;* it performs work within the body

heated, by forcing its particles to take up new positions.

When the body cools, the forces which were overcome in the

process of heating come into play ; the heat which was con-

sumed in the recession of the atoms being restored upon their

approach.

(101) Chemists have determined the relative weights of

the atoms of different substances. Calling the weight of a

hydrogen atom 1, the weight of an oxygen atom is 16.

Hence, to make up a pound weight of hydrogen, sixteen times

the number of atoms contained in a pound of oxygen would

be necessary. The number of atoms required to make up a

pound is, evidently, inversely proportioned to the atomic

weight. We here approach a very delicate and important

point. The experiments of .Dulong and Petit,, and of MM.
Pegnault and Neumann, render it extremely probable, that

all elementary atoms, great or small, light or heavy, when at

the same temperature, possess the same amount of the energy

we call heat, the lighter atoms making good by velocity what

they want in mass. Thus, each atom of hydrogen has the

same moving energy as an atom of oxygen at the same tem-

perature. But, inasmuch as a pound weight of hydrogen con-

tains sixteen times the number of atoms, it must also contain

sixteen times the amount of heat possessed by a pound of

oxygen, at the same temperature.

(16&) From this it follows, that to raise a pound of hy-

drogen a certain number of degrees in temperature -say from

50° to 00°—would require sixteen times the amount of heat,

needed by a pound of oxygen, under the same circumstances.

* See tho excellent memoirs of Olausius in tlio Philosophical Magazine.
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Conversely, a pound of hydrogen, m falling through 10°, would

yield sixteen times the amount of heat yielded by a pound of

oxygen in falling through the same number of degrees. The

atomic weight of nitrogen being .14, the same reasoning leads

to the conclusion, that a pound of hydrogen contains fourteen

times the amount of heat contained by a pound of nitrogen.

This conclusion, as we shall immediately learn, is verified by

experiment.

(163) In oxygen and hydrogen we have no sensible " inte-

rior work " to be performed ; there are no molecular attrac-

tions of sensible magnitude to be overcome; But in solid and

liquid bodies, besides the differences duo to the number of

atoms present in the unit of weight, we have also differences,

due to the consumption of heat in interior work. Hence, it is

clear that the absolute amounts of heat, which different bodies

possess, are not at all declared by their temperatures. To

raise a pound of water, for example, one degree, would require

thirty times the amount of heat necessary to raise a pound of

mercury one degree. Conversely, the pound of water, in foil-

ing through one degree,, would
Fia

-
40- yield thirty times the amount of

heat yielded by the po.imd of

mercury.

(164) Let me illustrate, by

a simple experiment, the differ-

ences which exist between bodies,

HI
as to the quantity of heat which

they contain. Here is a cake of

beeswax, six inches in diameter

and half an inch thick. Here

also is a vessel containing oil,

>. which is now at a temperature

it^ of 180° 0. In the hot oil arc

immersed a number of balls of different metals- -iron, lead,

bismuth, tin, and copper. At present they all possess the

same temperature, namely, that of the oil. I lift them out of

*l

&
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the oil, and place them upon this cake of wax o i> (%. 40),

which is supported by the ring of a retort-stand; they melt

the wax underneath, and sink in it. But they are sinking

with different velocities, The iron and the copper are work-

ing themselves much more vigorously into the fusible mass

than the others ; the tin comes next, while the lead and the

bismuth lag entirely behind. And now the iron has gone

clean through ; the copper follows ; the bottom of the tin ball

just protrudes from the lower surface of the cake, but it can-

not go farther; while the lead and bismuth have made but

little way, being unable to sink to much more than half the

depth of the wax.

(105) If, then, equal weights of different substances were

all heated, say to 100°, and if the exact amount of heat which

each of them gives out, in cooling, from 100° to 0° were de-

termined, we should find very different amounts of heat for

the different substances. Eminent men have solved this

problem, by observing the time which a body requires to cool.

Of course, the greater the amount of heat possessed or gen-

erated by its atoms, the longer would* the body take to cool.

The relative quantities of heat yielded up by different bodies

have also been determined by plunging them, when heated,

into cold water, and observing' the gain of heat on the one

hand and the loss on the other. The problem has also been

solved, by observing the quantities of ice which different

bodies can liquefy, in tailing from 100° C. to 0°, or from 212°

Fahr. to 32°. These different methods have given concordant

results. According to the celebrated French experimenter,

Hegnault, the following numbers express the relative amounts of

heat, given out by a unit of weight of each of the substances

named in the table, in cooling from 98° O. to 15° C.

:

0-0567

, 0-2414

0-1 OGT

. owm
Oi-109

. oxmi

Aluminium 0'2im Gvlrntum

Antimony . 0-0503 Carbon .

Arsenic 0-0314. Cobalt

Bismuth » 0-0308 Copper .

Boron 0*2352 Diamond
Bromine . 0-1120 OoM .
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lodino . . 0-0511 1'otassium , 0*1000

Iridium 0-0826 Rhodium . . 005S0

Iron . 0*113$ Selenium . , O0S2T

3>ad« 0-0311 •Silicon . . 0*1711

Lithium , 00103 Silver 00570

Magnesium . , » O'WOJ) Sodium . , 0-2031

Manganeso , 0-1217 Sulphur (native) . , 0*1776

Mercury . . , 0-0833 " (recently melted) . . 0-2026

Nickel* o-ioso Tellurium . 00171

Osmium , 0-0311 Thallium . 0-0336

Palladium . 00503 Tin .... 00502-

Phosphorus (solid) . 0-im Tungsten « « « 00331

" (amorphous) 0*1700 Water 1-00S0

Platinum , 0-0329 Zino . 0*0955

A moment's inspection of this table explains the reason

why the iron and the copper balls melted through the wax

;

it was in consequence of their high specific heat, while the

lead and bismuth balls were incompetent to do so ; it will

also be seen that tin here occupies the position which our ex-

periment with the cake of wax assigns to it ; water, we see,

yields more heat than any other substance in the list.

(166) Each of these numbers denotes what has been hith-

erto called the " specific heat," or the " capacity for heat," of

the substance to which it is attached. As stated on a former

occasion, those who considered heat to be a fluid, explained

these differences by saying that some substances had a greater

store of this fluid than others. We may, without harm, con-

tinue to use the term " specific heat, or " capacity for heat,"

now that we know the true nature of the actions denoted by

the term. It is a noteworthy fact, that as the specific heat in-

creases, the atomic weight diminishes, and vice versa ; so thab

the product of the atomic weight and specific heat is, in al-

most all cases, a sensibly constant quantity. This illustrates

a remark already made, that the lighter atoms make good by

velocity what they want in mass.

(167) The magnitude of the forces engaged in this atomic

motion, and interior work, as measured by any ordinary me-

chanical standard, is enormous. This pound of iron, on being*

lieated from 0° O. to 100° (1, expands by about a |
th of the

volume which it possesses at 0°. lis augmentation of volume
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would certainly escape the most acute eye ; still, to give its

atoms the motion corresponding to this augmentation of tem-

perature, and to shift them through the small space indicated,

an amount of heat is rpquisito which would raise about eight

tons one foot high, The force of gravity almost vanishes in

comparison with these molecular forces ; the pull of the earth

upon the pound weight, as a mass, is as nothing compared

with the mutual pull of its own molecules. Water furnishes

a still subtler example. Water expands on both sides of 4°

G. or 39° F. ; at 4° G, it has its maximum density. Suppose

a pound of water to be heated from 3|° 0. to 4|° 0.—that is,

one degree—its volume at both temperatures is the same

;

there has been no forcing asunder whatever of the atomic

centres, and still, though the volume is unchanged, an amount

of heat has been imparted to the water, sufficient, if mechan-

ically applied, to raise a weight of 1,390 lbs. a foot high. The

interior work, done here by the heat, is simply that of causing

the atoms of water to rotate. It separates their attracting

poles by a tangential movement, but leaves their centres at

the same distance asunder, first and last. The conceptions

here dealt with may not be easy to those unaccustomed to

such studies, but they can be realized, with perfect clearness,

by all who have the patience to dwell upon them for a suffi-

cient length of time.

(168) We thus see that there are descriptions of interior

work, different from that of pushing the atoms more widely

apart. An enormous quantity of interior work may be accom-

plished, while the atomic centres, instead of being pushed

apart, approach each other. Polar forces- forces emanating

from distant atomic points, and acting in distinct directions-

give to crystals their symmetry, and the overcoming of these

forces, while it necessitates a consumption of heat, may also

be accompanied by a diminution of volume. This is illus-

trated by the deportment of both ice and bismuth in liquefying.

(109) The most important experiments on the specific heat

of elastic fluids we owe to M. Hegnault. He determined the
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Kqual weights

0*237

Equal volumes.

. 0-218 0'240

0-214 0*237

• 3*409 0*236

0-121 0-290

. 0-055 0-304
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quantities of heat necessary to raise equal weights of gases

and vapors, and also the quantities necessary to raise equal

volumes of them, through the same number of degrees. Gall-

ing the specific heat of water 1, here are some of the results

of this invaluable investigation:

Air .

Oxygen

Nitrogen .

Hydrogen

Chlorine .

Bromine

(170) We have already arrived at the conclusion that, for

equal weights, hydrogen would be found to possess sixteen

times the amount of heat possessed by oxygen, and fourteen

times that of nitrogen, because the hydrogen contains sixteen

times the number of atoms, in the one ease, and fourteen times

the number in the other. We here find this conclusion verified

experimentally. Equal volumes, moreover, of all these gases

contain the same number of atoms, and hence we should inter

that the specific heats of equal volumes ought to be equal.

They are very nearly so for oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen;

but chlorine and bromine differ considerably from the other

elementary gases. Now bromine is a vapOt\ and chlorine a

gavS, easily liquefied by pressure; hence, in both these cases,

the mutual attraction of the atoms, which is insensible in

oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen, requires a portion of heat to

overcome it. The specific heats of chlorine and bromine at

equal volumes are, therefore, higher.

(171) Certain simple gases unite to form compound ones,

without any change of volume. Thus, one volume of chlorine

combines with one volume of hydrogen to form two volumes

of hydrochloric acid. In other cases the act of combination is

accompanied by a diminution of volume: thus, two volumes
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of nitrogen combine with one of oxygen to form two volumes

of the protoxide of nitrogen. By the act of combination,

three volumes have, in this case, been condensed to two, M.

Kegnault finds that the compound gases formed without con-

densation, have, at equal volumes, the same specific heat as

oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen; while with these which

change the volume this is not the case.

Compound Casks—w ithour condensation.

Specific heats.

KquftI weights. Equal volumes.

Nitric oxide .
0'232 0-241

Carbonic oxide ..... 0*215 0'237

Hydrochloric acid .... 0*185 0*235

The specific heat of equal volumes of these compound gases

is the same as that of the three simple gases already men-

tioned.

(17$) Compound Casks—3 yoiyumks coxuxnskd to 2.

Specific heat;?,

V.<im\ wch/hts.

»---- ---~-^

Kquul volumes.

Carbonic acid .
0*217 0*331

Nitrous oxide . 0*220 0*315

Aqueous vapor 0*180 0*209

Sulphurous acid . . 0*1 ot 0*311

Sulphide of hydrogen 0*213 0*280

Bisulphide of carbon . . (H5-7 0*412

(1*73) "Here we find the specific heats of equal volumes

neither equal to those of the elementary gases, nor equal to

each other, it is worth bearing in mind that the specific heat

of water is about double that of aqueous vapor, and also

double that of ice.

(I'M) Comparing equal weights, the specific heat of water

being 1, that of air is 0*237. Hence, a pound of water, in

losing one degree of temperature, would warm about 4:2 lbs.

of air one degree. But water is "770 times heavier than air;

hence, comparing equal volumes^ a cubic foot of water, in
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losing one degree of temperature, would raise 770 X d'2 zz

3,23d cubic feet of air one degree,

(175) The vast influence which the ocean must exert, as a

moderator of climate, here suggests itself. The heat of sum-

mer is stored up in the ocean, and slowly given out during

the winter. Hence one cause of the absence of extremes in

an island climate. The summer of the island can never attain

the fervid heat of the Continental summer, nor can the winter

of the island be so severe as the Continental winter. In

various parts of the Continent fruits grow which our summers

cannot ripen ; but in these same parts our evergreens are

unknown ; they cannot live through the winter cold. Winter

in Iceland is, as a general rule, milder than in Lombatxly.

(176) We have hitherto confined our attention to the heat

consumed in the molecular changes of solid and liquid bodies,

while these bodies continue solid and liquid. We shall now
direct our attention to the phenomena which accompany

changes of the state of aggregation. When sufficiently

heated, a solid becomes a liquid ; and when sufficiently heated,

a liquid assumes the form of gas. Let us take the case of ice,

and trace it through the entire cycle. The block of ice be-

fore you has now a temperature of 10° 0. below zero. Let us

warm it ; a thermometer fixed in it rises to 0°, and at this

point the ice begins to melt; the thermomctrie column,

which rose previously, is now arrested in its march, and be-

comes perfectly stationary. The warmth is still applied, but

there is no augmentation of temperature ; and, not until the

last film of ice has been removed from the bulb of the ther-

mometer, does the mercury resume its motion. It is now

again ascending ; it reaches 30°, 60°, 100° ; here steam-bub-

bles appear in the liquid ; it boils, and from this point, on-

ward, the thermometer remains stationary at 100°.

(177) But during the melting of the ice, and during the

evaporation of the water, heat is incessantly communicated

:

to simply liquefy the ice, as much heat is imparted as would

raise the same weight of water 79*d° C, or 79*d times that
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weight one degree in temperature ; and to convert a pound

of water at 100° O. into a pound of steam, at the same

temperature, 537*2 times as much heat is required, as

would raise a pound of water one degree in temperature,

The former number, 79*4° 0. (or 143° 1«\), represents what

has been hitherto called the latent heat of water; and

the latter number, 537 *2° C. (or 967° F.) represents the la-

tent heat of steam. If was manifest to those who first used

these terms, that throughout the entire time of melting, and

throughout the entire time of boiling, heat was communicated

;

but, inasmuch as this heat was not revealed by the thermome-

ter, the fiction was invented that it was rendered latent The

fluid of heat was supposed to hide itself, in some unknown

way, in the interstitial spaces of the water and the steam.

According to our present theory, the heat expended in melt-

ing is consumed in conferring potential energy upon the

atoms. It is, virtually, the lifting of a weight. So, likewise,

as regards steam, the heat is consumed in pulling the liquid

molecules asunder, conferring upon them a still greater amount

of potential energy. When the heat is withdrawn, the vapor

condenses, the molecules again clash with a dynamic energy,

equal to that which was employed to separate them, and the

precise quantity of heat then consumed reappears,

(178) The act of liquefaction consists of interior work—
of work expended in moving the atoms into new positions.

The act of vaporization is also, for the most part, interior

work ; to which, however, must be added the exterior work of

forcing back the atmosphere, when the liquid becomes vapor.

(179) We are indebted to an eminent man to whom I have

already often referred, for the first accurate determinations of

the calorific power of fuel. " Bumford estimated the calorific

power of a body by the number of parts, by weight, of water,

which one part, by weight, of the body would, on perfect

combustion, raise one degree in temperature. Thus, one

pound of charcoal, in combining with 2§ lbs. of oxygen, to

form carbonic acid, evolves heat sufficient to raise the tempera-
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turo of about 8,000 lbs, of water 1° 0. Similarly, one pound

of hydrogen, in combining with eight pounds of oxygen, to

form water, generates an amount of heat suilieient to raise

34,000 lbs, of water 1° 0, The calorific powers, therefore, of

carbon and hydrogen are as 8 : 34." * The recent refined re-

searches of Favre and Silbermann entirely confirm the deter-

minations of Hum ford.

(180) Let us, then, fix our attention upon this wonderful

substance, water, and trace it through the various stages of

its existence. First, we have its constituents as free atoms of

oxygen and hydrogen, which attract each other and clash

together, The mechanical value of this atomic act is easily

determined. '11ic heating of 1 lb. of water 1° 0, is equivalent

to 1,390 foot-pounds ; hence the heating of 34,000 lbs. of wa-

ter 1° C. is equivalent to 34,000x1,390 foot-pounds. We
thus find that the concussion of our 1 lb. of hydrogen with

8 lbs. of oxygen is equal, in mechanical value, to the raising

of forty-seven million pounds one foot high. It was no over-

statement which affirmed that the force of gravity, as exerted

near the earth, is almost a vanishing quantity, in comparison

with these molecular forces. The distances which separate

the atoms before combination arc so small as to be utterly

immeasurable : still, it is in passing over these distances that

the atoms acquire a velocity sufficient to cause them to clash

with the tremendous energy indicated above.

(181) After combination, the substance is in a state of va-

por, which sinks to 100° C, and afterward condenses to water.

In the first instance, the atoms fall together to form the com-

pound ; in the next instant the molecules of the compound fall

together, to form a liquid. The mechanical value of this act-

is also easily calculated: 9 lbs. of steam, in falling to water,

generate an amount of heat sufficient to raise 537*2- x 9—4,835

lbs. of water 1° C, or 967 x 9:- 8,703 lbs. 1° F. Multiplying

the former number by 1,390, or the latter by 772, we have, in

round numbers, a product of 0,720,000 foot-pounds, as the me
* -Percy's Metallurgy, p. 53.
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chanieal value of the mere act of condensation,* The next

great fall is from the state of liquid to that of ice, and the me-

chanical value of this act is equal to 993,564 foot-pounds,

Thus, our 9 lbs. of water, at its origin and during its progress,

tails down three great precipices : the first fall is equivalent,

in energy, to the descent of a ton weight down a precipice

£2,320 feet high ; the second fall is equal to that of a ton down

a precipice 2,900 feet high ; and the third is equal to the fall

of a ton down a precipice 4.33 feet high. I have seen the

wild stone-avalanches of the Alps, which smoke and thunder

down the declivities, with a vehemence almost sufficient to

stun the observer. I have also seen snow-flakes descending

so softly as not to hurt the fragile spangles of which they

were composed
;
yet to produce, from aqueous vapor, a quan-

tity, which a child could carry, of that tender material, de-

mands an exertion of energy competent to gather up the shat-

tered blocks of the largest stone-avalanche I have ever seen,

and pitch them to twice the height from which they fell

(182) A few experimental illustrations of the calorific ef-

Fig. 41.

fects which accompany the change of aggregation will not be

out of place here. I place the thermoelectric pile with its

back upon the table, and on its naked face this thin silver

basin, n (fig. 41), which contains a quantity of water slightly

warmed ; the needle of the galvanometer moves to 90°, and

remains permanently deflected at 70°. I now put a little

* In Rumford\<* experiments the heat of condensation was included in his

estimate of calorific power; deducting the above number from that found for

the chemical union of the hydrogen and oxygen, forty millions of foot-pounds

would stiH remain as the mechanical value of the act of combination.
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powdered nitre, not more than will cover a threepenny-piece,

in the basin, and allow it to dissolve. The nitre was pre-

viously placed before the fire, so that not only was the liquid

warm, but also the solid powder. Observe the effect of their

mixture. The nitre dissolves in the water; and, to produce

this change, all the heat winch both the water and the nitre

possess, in excess of the temperature of this room, is con-

sumed, and, indeed, a great deal more. The needle, you sec,

not only sinks to zero, but moves strongly up at the other

side, showing that the face of the pile is now powerfully chilled.

(183) Pouring out the chilled liquid, and replacing it with

warm water, I introduce a pinch of common salt. The needle

was at TO° when the salt was put in : it is now sinking, it

reaches zero, and moves up on the side which indicates cold.

But the action is not at all so strong as in the case of salt-

petre. As regards latent heat, then, we have differences simi-

lar to those which we have already illustrated as regards

specific heat. Putting a little sugar, instead of salt, in the

water, the amount of heat absorbed is sensible; the liquid is

chilled, but the amount of chilling is much less than in either

of the former cases. Thus, when you sweeten your hot tea,

you cool it in the most philosophical manner; when you put

salt in your soup, you do the same ; and if you were concerned

with the act of cooling alone, and careless of the flavor of

your soup, you might hasten its refrigeration by adding to it

saltpetre.

(184) On a former occasion a mixture of pounded ice and

salt was employed to obtain intense cold. Both the salt and

the ice, when they are thus mixed together, change their state

of aggregation, and, as a consequence, the temperature of the

mixture sinks many degrees below the freezing-point of water.

Here is a nest of watch-glasses wrapped in tin-foil, and im-

mersed in a mixture of ice and salt. Into each watch-glass

was poured a little water, in which the next glass rested.

They arc now all frozen together to a solid cylinder, by the

cold of this mixture of ice and salt.
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Fig. 42.

(185) I will now reverse the process, and endeavor to

show you the heat developed, in passing from the liquid to

the solid state. But hrst let me show you that heat is ren-

dered latent, when sulphate of soda is dissolved, Testing the

substance as the nitre was tested, you sec that as the crystals

melt in the water the pile is chilled. And now for the com-

plementary experiment : This large glass vessel, b (fig. 42),

with its long neck, is Idled with a solution of sulphate of soda.

Yesterday, my assistant dissolved the substance in a pan over

our laboratory-fire, and filled this bottle with the solution.

lie then covered the top carefully with a piece of bladder, and

placed the bottle behind this table,

where it has remained undisturbed

throughout the night. The liquid is,

at the present moment, supersatu-

rated w ith sulphate of soda . W lien

the water was hot, it melted more

than it could melt when cold ; but

now the temperature has sunk much

lower than that which corresponds

to the point of saturation. This

state of things is secured by keep-

ing the solution perfectly still, and

permitting nothing to fall into it.

Water, kept thus still, may be

cooled many degrees below its

freezing-point, Some of you may

have noticed the water in your

jugs, after a cold winter night, suddenly freeze, on being

poured out in the morning. In cold climates this is not un-

common. The particles of sulphate of soda, in this solution,

are on the brink of a precipice, and may be pushed over it, by

simply dropping a small crystal of the substance, not larger

than a grain of sand, into the solution. Observe what takes

place -the bottle now contains a clear liquid ; I drop the bit

of crystal in; it does not sink; the molecules have closed
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round it, to form a solid, in which it is now embedded. The

passage of the atoms, from a state of freedom to a state of

bondage, goes on quite gradually
;
you see the solidification

extending down the neck of the bottle. The naked face of

the thermo-electric pile rests against the convex surface of the

bottle, and the needle of the galvanometer points to zero.

The process of crystallization has not yet reached the liquid

in front of the pile, but you see it approaching. The salt is

now solidified opposite the pile, and mark the effect. The

atoms, in falling to the solid form, develop heat; this heat

communicates itself to the glass envelop, which, in its turn,

warms the pile, and the needle, as you see, ilies to 90°. The

quantity of heat thus rendered sensible by solidification is

exactly equal "to that which was rendered latent by liquefac-

tion.

(180) We have, in these^cxperiments, dealt with the latent

heat of liquids; let me now direct your attention to a few ex-

periments illustrative of what has been called the latent heat

of vapors- -in other words, the heat consumed in conferring

potential energy, when a body passes from the liquid to the

gaseous state. As before, the pile is laid upon its back, with

its naked face upward ; on this face is placed the silver basin

already used, and which now contains a small quantity of a

volatile liquid, purposely warmed. The needle moves, indi-

cating heat. But scarcely has it attained 90°, when it turns

promptly, descends to 0°, and ilies up with violence on the

side of cold. The liquid here used is sulphuric ether; it is

very volatile, and the speed of its evaporation is such, that it

consumes rapidly the heat at first communicated to it, and

then abstracts heat from the face of the pile. I remove the

ether, and supply its place by alcohol, slightly warm; the

needle, as before, ascends on the side of heat. "By these small

bellows we can promote the evaporation of the alcohol; you

see the needle descending^ and now it is up at 90° on the side

of cold. Water is not nearly so volatile as alcohol; still,

with this arrangement, the absorption of heat by the evapo-
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ration of water may be shown. We use sometimes imglasscd

pottery for holding water, which admits of a slight percola-

tion of the liquid, and thus causes a dewiness on the external

surface. From that surface evaporation goes on, and the heat

necessary for this molecular work, being drawn in great part

from the water within, keeps it cool J hitter-coolers are made

on the same principle.

(187) The extent to which refrigeration may be carried by

the evaporation of water is illustrated by the fact that water

may be frozen, through the simple abstraction of heat by its

own vapor. The instrument which cifects this is called a

cryophoniS) or ice-carrier, wliich was invented by Di\ Wollas-

ton. It is made in this way- -a little water is put into one of

these bulbs, a (fig. 43) ; the other bulb, b, while softened by

heat, had a tube drawn out from it, with a minute aperture at

the end. The water was boiled in a, and steam was produced,

until it had chased all the air away through the small aperture

in the distant bulb. When the bulbs, and connecting tube,

Fig. 43.

z m -

were filled with pure steam, the small orifice was sealed with

a blow-pipe. Here, then, we have water and its vapor, with

scarcely a trace of air. You hear how the liquid rings, exact-

ly as it did in the case of the water-hammer.

(188) J. turn all the liquid into one bulb, A, which is dipped
into an empty glass, to protect it from air-currents. The
empty bulb, b, is plunged into a freezing mixture ; thus, the
vapor which escapes from the liquid in the bulb A, is con-
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densed, by the cold, to water. in b. This condensation per-

mits of the formation of new quantities of vapor. As the

evaporation continues, the water which, supplies the vapor be-

comes more and more chilled. In a quarter of an hour, or

twenty minutes, it will be converted into a cake of ice. Here,

in fact, is the opalescent solid, formed in a second instrument,

which was set in action about half an hour ago. The whole

process of refrigeration consists in the uncompensated transfer

of atomic motion from the one bulb to the other.

(189) But. the most striking example of the consumption

of heat, in changing the state of aggregation, is^furnished by

a substance which is imprisoned in this strong iron bottle.

This bottle contains carbolic acid, liquefied by enormous

pressure. The substance, you know, is a gas under ordinary

circumstances. This glass jar is full of the gas, which, thougn

it manifests its nature by extinguishing a taper, is not to be

distinguished, by the eye, from common air. When the cock

attached to the iron bottle is turned, the pressure upon the

acid is relieved; the liquid boils- flashes, as it were, suddenly

into gas, which rushes from the orifice with impetuous force.

You can trace this current through the air; mixed with it you

see a white substance, which is blown to a distance of ejghtor?

ten feet. What is this white substance ? It is xmi4>#lie acid

snow. The cold produced, in passing from the liquid to the

gaseous state, is so intense, that a portion of the oa#b#fe acid

is actually frozen to a solid, which mingles, in small (lakes,

with the issuing stream of gas. This snow may be collected

in a suitable vessel. Here is a cylindrical box, with two hol-

low handles, through which the gas is allowed to issue. Right

and left you see the turbid current, but a large portion of the

frozen mass is retained in the box. On being opened, you sec

it filled with this perfectly white solid.

(100) The solid disappears very gradually ; its conversion

into vapor is slow, because it can only slowly collect, from

surrounding substances, the heat necessary to vaporize it.

You can handle it freely, but not press it too much, lest it
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should burn you. It is cold enough to burn the hand, When
a piece of it is plunged into water, and held there, you sec

bubbles rising through the water- -these arc pure carbojlc-acid

gas. It possesses all the properties of the substance as com-

monly prepared. I put a bit of the acid into my mouth, tak-

ing care not to inhale, while it is there. Breathing against

this candle, my breath extinguishes the flame. How it is pos-

sible to keep so cold a substance in the mouth without injury

will be immediately explained. A piece of iron, of equal

coldness, would do serious damage.

(191) Watef will not melt this snow, but sulphuric ether

will; and, on pouring a quantity of this ether on the snow, a

pasty mass is obtained, which has an enormous power of re-

frigeration. Here are some thick and irregular masses of glass

—the feet, in fact, of drinking-glasses, I place a portion of

the solid acid on them, and wet it with ether; you hear the

glasses crack; they have been shattered by the contraction

produced by the intense cold.

(192) In this basin is spread a little paper, and over the

paper is poured a pound or two of mercury ; on the mercury

is placed some solid carbonic acid, and over the acid is poured

a little ether. Mercury, you know, requires a very low tem-

perature to freeze it ; but here it is frozen. It is now before

you as a solid mass; the solid can be hammered, and also cut

with a knife. To enable me to lift the mercury out of the

basin, a wire is frozen into it ; by the wire I raise the mercury,

and plunge it into a glass jar containing water. It liquefies,

and showers downward through the water; but every fillet of

mercury freezes the water with which it comes into contact,

and thus, round each fillet is formed a tube of ice, through

which you can see the liquid metal descending. These ex-

periments might be multiplied almost indefinitely; but enough

has been done to illustrate the chilling effect of vaporization.

(193) I have now to direct your attention to another, and

very singular class of phenomena, connected with the produc-

tion of vapor. On the table is a broad porcelain basin, b (fig,
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ltei
>
;^

44), filled with hot water, and over tins lamp is a light silver

basin, heated to redness. If the silver basin be placed on the

water, as at s, what will occur ? You might naturally reply,

that the basin will impart its

Fig 41, heat instantly to the water,

and be cooled down to the

temperature of the latter.

But nothing of this kind oc-

curs. The silver for a time

develops a sulTlcicnt amount

of vapor underneath it, to

lift it entirely out of contact

with the water ; or, in the

language of the hypothesis developed on a former occasion, it

is lifted by the discharge of molecular projectiles against its

under surface. This will go on, until the temperature of the

basin sinks, and it is no longer able to produce vapor of suf-

ficient tension to support it. Then it comes into contact with

the water, and the ordinary hissing of a hot metal, together

with the cloud which forms overhead, declares the fact.

(194) Let ns now reverse the experiment, and, instead of

placing the basin in water, place water in the basin—first of

all, however, heating the latter to redness by a lamp. You

hear no noise of ebullition, no hissing of the water, as it falls

into the hot basin ; the drop rolls about on its own vapor-

that is to say, it is sustained by the recoil of the molecular

projectiles, discharged from its under surface. I withdraw the

lamp, and allow the basin to cool, until it is no longer able to

produce vapor strong enough to support the drop. The liquid

then touches the metal ; the instant it docs so, violent ebul-

lition sets in, and the cloud, which you now observe, forms

above the basin.

(195) You cannot, from your present position, see this

flattened spheroid rolling about in the hot basin ; but it may
be shown to you, and, if we are fortunate, you will sec some-

thing very beautiful. There is, underneath tine drop, an inces-
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gant development of vapor which, as incessantly, escapes

from it laterally. If the drop rest upon a flattish surface, so

that the lateral escape is very difficult, the vapor will hurst

up through the middle of the drop. But matters are here so

arranged, that the vapor shall issue laterally ; and it some-

times happens that the escape is rhythmic; the vapor issues

in regular pulses, and then we have our drop of water mould-

ed to a most beautiful rosette. It is there now—a round

mass of liquid, two inches in diameter, with a beautifully

crimped border. Throwing the beam of the electric lamp

FiO. 45.

upon this drop, so as to illuminate it, and holding this lens

over it, I hope to cast its image on the ceiling, or on the

screen. It is now perfectly defined, forming a figure (fig, 45),

'eighteen inches in diameter, with the vapor breaking, as if in

music, from its edge. If a little ink be added, so as to darken

the liquid, the definition of its outline is augmented, but the

pearly lustre of its surface is lost. • I withdraw the heat ; the

undulation continues for some time, diminishing gradually

;

the border finally becomes unindentcd, The drop is now per-

fectly motionless—a liquid spheroid; and now it suddenly

1
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spreads upon the surface, for contact has been established, and

the " spheroidal condition " is at an end,

(190) When this silver basin is placed, with its bottom

upward, in front of the electric lamp, by means of a lens in

front, the rounded outline of the basin may be brought to a

focus on the screen ; I dip this bit of sponge in alcohol and

squeeze it over the cold basin, so that the drops fall upon the

surface of the metal : you sec their magnified images upon

the screen, and you observe that when they strike the invert-

ed basin they spread out and trickle down along it. Let

us now heat the basin by placing a lamp underneath it.

Observe what occurs : when the sponge is squeezed the drops

descend as before, but, when they come in contact with the

basin, they no longer spread, but roll over the surface as

liquid spheres (fig. 46). See how they bound and dance,

as if they had fallen upon elastic springs ; and so, in fact,

l\Q, 46,

"^Ot^

they have. Every drop, as it strikes the hot surface, and rolls

along it, develops vapor which lifts it out of contact, thus

destroying all cohesion between the surface and the drop,
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and enabling the latter to preserve its spherical or spheroidal

form.

(197) The arrangement now before you was suggested by

Professor Poggendorif, and shows, in a very ingenious man-

ner, the interruption of contact between the spheroidal drop

and its supporting surface. From this silver basin, b (fig. 47),

intended to hold the drop, a wire, w
y
is carried round yonder

magnetic needle ; the other end of the galvanometer wire is

attached to one end of this battery, A. From the opposite

pole of the little battery a wire, w\ is carried to the movable

arm, a &, of this retort-stand, i\ t I heat the basin, pour in the

Fio. 47.

water, and lower the wire till the end of it dips into the

spheroidal mass : you see no motion of the galvanometer nee-

dle ; still, the only gap in the entire circuit is that which now
exists underneath the drop. If the drop were in contact, the

current would pass. This is proved by withdrawing the lamp •,

the spheroidal state will soon end ; the liquid will touch the

bottom. It now does so, and the needle instantly flies aside.

(198) You can actually see the interval between the drop

and the hot surface upon which it rests. A private experi-

ment may be made in this way : Let a flattish basin, b (fig.

4.8), be turned upside down, and let the bottom of it be slight-

ly indented, so as to be able to bear a drop ; heat the basin
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with a spirit-lamp, and place upon it a drop of ink, d
y
with

which a little alcohol lias been mixed. Stretch a -platinum

wire, a l>
}
vertically behind the drop, and render the wire in-

Fig. 48,

candescent, by sending a current of electricity through it

Bring your eye to a level with the bottom of the drop, and

you will be able to sec the red-hot wire through the interval

Fw. 40.

between the drop and the surface which supports it. Let me
show you this interval. I place a heated basin, b (fig. 49), as

before, with its bottom upward, in front of the electric lamp

;
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and bring carefully clown upon it a drop, d> dependent from a

pipette. When it seems to rest upon the surface, and when the

lens is brought to its proper position in front, you see be-

tween the drop and the silver a bright line of light, indicating

that the beam has passed, underneath the drop, to the screen.

(199) The spheroidal condition was first observed by Lei-

denfrost, and fifty other illustrations of it might be given.

Liquids can be made to roll on liquids. If this red-hot copper

ball be plunged into a vessel of hot water, a loud sputtering

is produced, due to the escape of the vapor generated ; still,

the contact of the liquid and solid is not established : but we
will let the ball remain until it cools, the liquid at length

touches it, and then the ebullition is so violent as to project

the water from the vessel on all sides.

(200) M. Boutignyhas lent new interest to this subject by

expanding the field of illustration, and applying it to the

explanation of many extraordinary effects. If the hand be

wet, it may bo passed through a stream of molten metal with-

out injury. I have seen M, Boutigny pass his wet hand

through a stream of molten iron, and toss with his fingers the

fused metal from a crucible ; a blacksmith will lick a white-

hot iron without fear of burning his tongue. The tongue is

effectually preserved from contact with the iron, by the vapor

developed ; and it was to the vapor of the carbonic acid, which

shielded me from its contact, that I owed my safety when the

substance was put into my mouth. To the same protective

influence many escapes from the fiery ordeal of ancient times

have been attributed by M. Boutigny. It may be added, that

the explanation of the spheroidal condition, given by M. Bou-

tigny, has not been accepted by scientific men. The foregoing

experiments reduce its cause to ocular demonstration.

(201) Boiler -explosions have also been ascribed to the

water in the boiler assuming the spheroidal state ; the sudden

development of steam, by subsequent contact with the heated

metal, causing the explosion. We are more ignorant of these

things than we ought to be. Experimental science has brought
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a series of true causes to light, which may produce these ter-

rible catastrophes, but practical science has not yet deter-

mined the extent to which the}' actually come into operation.

The effect of a sudden generation of steam has been illus-

trated by an experiment which may be made in your presence.

Here is a copper vessel, v (fig. 50), with a neck stopped with

Fig. 50.

a cork, through which half an inch of fine glass tubing passes.

When the vessel is heated, a little water poured into it as-

sumes the spheroidal state. The vessel is then corked, the

small quantity of steam developed, while the water* remains

spheroidal, escaping through the glass tube. On removing

the vessel from the lamp, and waiting for a minute or two, the

water comes into contact with the copper. When it does so,

the cork is driven, as if by the explosion of gunpowder, to a

considerable height into the air.

(202) The spheroidal condition enables us to perform the

extraordinary experiment of freezing a liquid in a red-hot ves-

sel. M. Boutigny, by means of sulphurous acid, first froze

water in a red-hot crucible ; and Mr. Faraday subsequently

froze mercury, by means of solid carbonic acid. This latter

result may be reproduced ; but first let me operate with water.

Here is a hollow sphere of brass, about two inches in diameter,

how accurately filled with water. Into the sphere is screwed
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a wire, which is to serve as a handle. This platinum crucible

is heated to glowing redness, and in it are placed some lumps

of solid carbonic acid. When ether is poured on the acid,

neither of them conies into contact with the hot crucible;

they are protected from contact by the elastic cushion of va-

por which surrounds them, I lower the sphere of water down

upon the mass, and carefully pile fragments of carbonic acid

over it, adding also a little ether. The pasty substance, with-

in the red-hot crucible, remains intensely cold ; and now you

hear a crack 1 You are thereby assured that the experiment

has succeeded. The freezing water has burst the brass sphere,

as it burst the iron bottles on a former experiment, Kaising

the sphere, and peeling off the shattered brass shell, you have

a solid sphere of ice, extracted from the red-hot crucible.

(203) I place a quantity of mercury in a conical copper

spoon, and dip it into the crucible. The ether in the crucible

has taken fire, which was not intended. The experiment ought

to be so made, that the carbonic-acid gas—the choke-damp of

mines— ought to keep the ether from ignition, But the mer-

cury will freeze notwithstanding. Out of the fire, and through

the flame, I draw the spoon, and the frozen metal is now be-

fore you,
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CHAPTER VI.
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(204) J PROPOSE devoting an hour to-day to the consider-

JL ation of sonic of the thermal phenomena which oc-

cur, on a large scale, in Nature. And first, with regard to

winds. You see those sunburners, intended to illuminate this

room, when the daylight is intercepted, or gone. Not to give

light alone were they placed there, but, in part, to promote

ventilation. The air, heated by the gas-flames, expands, and

issues in a strong vertical current into the atmosphere. The

air of the room is thereby incessantly drawn upon, and a fresh

supply must be introduced to make good the loss. Our chim-

ney-draughts are so many vertical winds, duo to the heating

of the air by our fires.

(205) When this piece of brown paper is ignited, the flame

ascends ; and, when the flame is blown out, the smouldering

edges warm the air, and produce currents which carry the

smoke upward. I dip the smoking paper into a large glass

vessel, and stop the neck of the vessel to prevent the escape

of the smoke; the smoke ascends with the light air in the

middle, spreads out laterally above, is cooled, and falls, like a

cascade of cloud, along the sides of the vessel. When this

heavy iron spatula, heated to dull redness, is held thus in the
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air, you canr»6t see the currents of air ascending from it. But

they reveal themselves by their action on a strong light.

Placing the spatula in the beam of the electric lamp, its

shadow is thrown on the screen, and those waving lines of

light and shade mark the streaming upward of the heated air.

If this fragment of sulphur, contained in an iron spoon, be

heated until it ignites, and then plunged into a jar of oxygen,

the combustion becomes brilliant and energetic, and the air

of the jar is thrown into intense commotion, The fumes of

the sulphur enable you to track the storms, which the heating

of the air produces within the jar. I use the word "storms"

advisedly, for the hurricanes which desolate the earth are

nothing more than large illustrations of the effect produced in

this glass jar.

(206) From the heat of the sun our winds are all derived.

We live at the bottom of an aerial ocean, in a remarkable de-

gree permeable to the sun's rays, and but little disturbed by

their direct action. But those rays, when they fall upon the

earth, heat its surface, and, when they fall upon the ocean,

they provoke evaporation. The air in contact with the sur-

face shares its heat, is expanded, and ascends into the upper

regions of the atmosphere, while the vapor from the ocean

also ascends, because of its lightness, carrying, no doubt, air

along with it, Where the rays fall vertically on the earth,

that is to say, between the tropics, the heatingof the surface

is greatest. Here aerial currents ascend and flow laterally,

north and south, toward the poles, the heavier air of the polar

regions streaming in to supply the place vacated by the light

and warm air. Thus, wo have an incessant circulation, A
few days ago, the following experiment was inade in the hot

room of a Turkish bath : I opened wide the door, and held a

lighted taper in the door-way, midway between top and bot-

tom. The flame rose straight from the taper. When placed

at the bottom, the flame was blown violently inward ; when
placed at the top, it was blown violently outward. Here we
had two currents, or winds, sliding over each other, and mov-
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ing in opposite directions, Thus, also, as regards a portion

of our hemisphere, a current from the equator sets in toward

the north, and flows in the higher regions of the atmosphere,

while* another (lows toward the equator, in the lower regions

of the atmosphere. These are the upper and the lower Trade

Winds.

(207) Were the earth motionless, these two currents would

run directly north and south, but the earth rotates from west

to cast round iis axis, once in twenty-four hours. In virtue of

this rotation, the air at the equator is carried round with a

velocity of 1,000 miles an hour. You have observed what

takes place when a person incautiously steps out of a carriage

in motion. He shares the motion of the carriage, and when

his feet touch the earth he is thrown forward in the direction

of the motion. This is what renders leaping from a railway

carriage, when the train is at full speed, almost always fatal.

As we withdraw from the equator, the velocity due to the

earth's rotation diminishes, and it becomes nothing at the

poles, it is proportional to the radius of the parallel of lati-

tude, and diminishes as these circles diminish in size. Im-

agine, then, an individual suddenly transferred from the equa-

tor to a place where the velocity, due to rotation, is only 900

miles an hour ; on touching the earth here he would be thrown

forward in an easterly direction, with a velocity of 100 miles

an hour, this being the difference between the equatorial ve-

locity with which he started, and the velocity of the earth's

surface in his new locality.

(208) Similar considerations apply to the transfer of air

from the equatorial to the northern regions, and vice versa.

At the equator the air possesses the velocity of the earth's

surface there, and, on quitting this position, it not only has

its tendency northward to obey, but also a tendency to the

east, and it must take a resultant direction. The farther it

goes north, the more it is deflected from iis original course

;

the more it turns toward the east, and tends to become what

we should call a westerly wind, The opposite holds good for
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the current proceeding from the north j this passes from

places of slow motion to places of quick motion : it is met by

the earth ; hence, the wind which started as a north wind be-

comes a northeast wind, and, as it approaches the equator, it

becomes more and more easterly.

(209) It is not by reasoning alone that we arrive at a

knowledge of the existence of the upper atmospheric current,

though reasoning is sufficient to show that compensation must

take place somehow—that a wind cannot blow in any direc-

tion without an equal displacement of air taking place, in the

opposite direction. But clouds arc sometimes seen in the

tropics, high in the atmosphere, and moving in a direction op-

posed to that of the constant wind below. Gould we discharge

a light body with sufficient force to cause it to penetrate the

lower current, and reach the higher, the direction of that

body's motion would give us that of the wind above. Human
strength cannot perform this experiment, but it has neverthe-

less been made. Ashes have been shot through the lower

current by volcanoes, and, from the places where they have

subsequently fallen, the direction of the wind which carried

them has been inferred. Professor Dove, in his " Witterungs

Verhaltnisse von Berlin," cites the following instance : "On
the night of April 30th, explosions like those of heavy artil-

lery were heard at Barbadoes, so that the garrison at Fort St.

Anne remained all night under arms. On May 1st, at day-

break, the eastern portion of the horizon appeared clear, while

the rest of the firmament was covered by a black cloud, which

soon extended to the east, quenched the light there, and at

length produced a darkness so dense that the windows in the

rooms could not be discerned. A shower of ashes descended,

under which the tree branches bent and broke. Whence came
these ashes ? From the direction of the wind, we should infer

that they came from the Peak of the Azores ; they came, how-

ever, from the volcano Morne Garou in St. Vincent, which lies

about 100 miles west of Barbadoes. The ashes had been cast

into the current of the upper trade. A second example of the
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same kind occurred on January 20, 1835. On the 24th and

25th the sun was darkened in Jamaica by a shower of fine

ashes, which had been discharged from the mountain Cose-

guina, distant 800 miles. The people learned in this way that

the explosions previously heard were not those of artillery.

These ashes could only have been carried by the upper cur-

rent, as Jamaica lies northeast from the mountain. The same

eruption gives also a beautiful proof that the ascending air-

current divides itself above, for ashes fell upon the ship Con-

way, in the Pacific, at a distance of 700 miles southwest of

Coscguhm.

(210) " Even on the highest summits of the Andes," con-

tinues Dove, " no traveller has as yet reached the upper trade.

From this some notion may be formed of the force of the ex-

plosions ; they were indeed tremendous in both instances.

The roaring of Coseguina was heard at San Salvador, a dis-

tance of 1,000 miles. Union, a seaport on the west coast of

Conchagua, was in absolute darkness for forty-three hours ; as

light began to dawn, it was observed that the sea-shore had

advanced 800 feet upon the ocean, through the mass of ashes

which had fallen. The eruption of Momc Qarou forms the

last link of a chain of vast volcanic actions. In June and

July, 1811, near St. Miguel, one of the Azores, the island

Sabrina rose, accompanied by smoke and flame, from the bot-

tom of a sea 150 feet deep, and attained a height of 300 feet,

and a circumference of a mile. The small Antilles were after-

ward shaken, and subsequently the valleys of the Mississippi,

Arkansas, and Ohio. But the elastic forces found no vent;

they sought one, then, on the north coast of Colombia. March

20th began as a day of extraordinary heat in Caracas ; the

air was clear and the firmament cloudless. It was Green

Thursday, and a regiment of troops of the line stood under

arms in the barracks of the quarter San Carlos, ready to join

in the procession. The people streamed to the churches. A
loud subterranean thunder was heard, and immediately after-

ward came an earthquake shock so violent, that the church of
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Alia Gracia, 150 feet' in' height, borne by pillars fifteen feet

thick, formed a heap of crushed rubbish not more than six feet

high. In the evening the almost full moon looked down with

mild lustre upon the ruins of the town, under which lay the

crushed bodies of upward of 10,000 of its inhabitantsj(?)lhit

even here there was no exit granted to the elastic forces un-

derneath. Finally, on April 27th, they succeeded in opening

once more the crater of Morne Garou, which had been closed

for a century ; and the earth, for a distance equal to that from

Vesuvius to Paris, rang with the thunder-shout of the liberated

prisoner."

(211) On this terrestrial globe, I trace with my hand two

meridians. At the equator of the globe they are a foot apart,

which, would correspond to about 1,000 miles on the earth's

surface. But these meridians, as they proceed northward,

gradually approach each other, and meet at the north-pole.

It is manifest that the air which rises between these meridians,

in the equatorial regions must, if it went direct to the pole,

squeeze itself into an ever-narrowing bed. Were the earth a

cylinder, instead of a sphere, we might have a circulation from

the middle of the cylinder quite to each cm]
y
and a return-cur-

rent from each end to the middle. But this, in the case of the

earth, is impossible, simply because the space around the poles

is unable to embrace the air from the equator. The cooled

equatorial air sinks, and the return-current sets In, before the

poles are attained, and this occurs more or less irregularly.

The two currents, moreover, instead of flowing one over the

other, often (low beside each other. They constitute rivers of

air, with incessantly-shifting beds.

(21£) These are the great winds of our atmosphere, whicli,

however, are materially modified by the irregular distribution

of land and water. Winds of minor importance also occur,

through the local action of heat, cold, and evaporation* There

are winds produced by local action in the Alps, which

sometimes rush with sudden and destructive violence down
the gullies of the mountains : gentler down-flows of air are
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produced by the presence of glaciers upon the heights, There

are the land-breeze and the sea-breeze, due to the vary-

ing temperature of the seaboard soil, by day and night. The

morning sun, heating the land, produces vertical displacement,

and the air from the sea moves landward. In the evening the

laud is more chilled superficially, by radiation, than the sea,

and the conditions are reversed ; the heavy air of the land now

flows seaward.

(213) Thus, then, a portion of the heat of the tropics is sent,

by an aerial messenger, toward the poles, a more equable dis-

tribution of terrestrial warmth being thus secured. But in its

flight northward the air is accompanied by another substance

—by the vapor of water, which, you know, is perfectly trans-

parent, Imagine the ocean of the tropics, giving forth its va-

por, which promotes by its lightness the ascent of the associ-

ated air. Both expand, as they ascend : at a height of 10,000

feet the air and vapor occupy twice the volume which they

embraced at the sea-level. To secure this space they must,

by their elastic force, push away the air in all directions round

them ; they must perform work ; and this work cannot be per-

formed, save at the expense of the warmth with which they

were, in the first instance, charged.

(214) The vapor, thus chilled, is no longer competent to

retain the gaseous form. It is precipitated, as cloud : the

cloud descends, as rain ; and in the region of calms, or directly

under the sun, where the air is first drained of its aqueous

load, the descent of rain is enormous. The sun docs not re-

main always vertically over the same parallel of latitude —he

is sometimes north of the equator, sometimes south of it, the

two tropics limiting his excursion. When he is south of the

equator, the earth's surface, north of it, is no longer in the re-

gion of calms, but in one across which the atrial current from

the north (lows toward the region of calms. The moving air

is but slightly charged with vapor, and, as it travels from

north to south, it becomes ever warmer; it constitutes a dry

wind, and its capacity to retain vapor is continually augment-
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ing. It is plain, from these considerations, that each place

between the tropics must have its dry season and rainy sea-

son ; dry, -when the sun is at the opposite side of the equator,

and wet, when the sun is overhead,

(215) Gradually, however, as the upper stream, which

rises from the equator, and flows toward the poles, becomes

chilled and dense, it sinks toward the earth; at the Peak of

TenerilTe it has already sunk below tho summit of the moun-

tain. With the contrary wind blowing at the base, the travel-

ler finds the wind from tho equator blowing strongly over the

top. Farther north the equatorial wind sinks lower still, and,

finally, quite reaches the surface of the earth. Europe, for the

most part, is overflowed by this equatorial current. Here, in

London, for eight or nine months in the year, southwesterly

winds prevail. But mark what an influence this must have

upon our climate. The moisture of the equatorial ocean comes

to us, endowed with potential energy; with its molecules sep-

arate, and therefore competent to clash and develop heat by

their collision; it comes, if you will, charged with latent

heat. In our northern atmosphere condensation takes place,

and the heat generated is a main source of warmth to our cli-

mate. Were it not for the rotation of the earth, we should

have over us the hot, dry blasts of Africa ; but, owing to this

rotation, the wind which starts northward from the Gulf of

Mexico is deflected to Europe. Europe is, therefore, the re-

cipient of those stores of latent heat which wore amassed in

the western Atlantic. The British Isles come in for the great-

est share of this moisture and heat, and this circumstance adds

itself to that already dwelt upon—the high specific heat of

water—to preserve our climate from extremes. It is this

condition of things which makes our fields so green, and which

also gives the bloom to our maidens5 cheeks.

(2X6) Another property of this wonderful substance, to

which is probably due its main influence as a meteorological

agent, shall be examined on a future occasion.*

*See Cliaptor XL
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(217) As wc travel eastward in Europe, the amount of

aqueous precipitation grows less and less ; the air becomes

more and more drained of its moisture* Even between the

east and west coasts of our own islands, the difference is sen-

sible ; local circumstances, also, have a powerful influence on

the amount of precipitation. Dr. Lloyd finds the mean yearly

temperature of the western coast of Ireland to be about two

degrees Fahr, higher than that of the eastern coast at the

same elevation, and in the same parallel of latitude. The
total amount of rain which fell in the year 1851, at various

stations in the island, is given in the following table

:

Station, JRaln In Inches,

Portariington, ...... 21*2

KUlough, . ..... 23'2

Dublin, . . . . . , 26*4

Athy, . . . . . . 26-7

Donaghadce, . * . . '

. .27*9
Couvtowijj . . . . . . 29*6

Kikush, . . . . . . . 32*6

Armagh, .... 331

KUtybeg*, . . • . . • , . 33'2

Dunmoro, ...... 33'5

Portrusli, . . . . . . 3T2
Burincraim, . . , . . . 39*3

Mavkrce, . . . . . . . 40'3

Castlctownscnti, ... . . 42'5

Westpovt, ... . . . . 4£'9

Cabiroivcci), ...... 50*4

With reference to this table, Dr. Iiloyd remarks :

(218) "1. That there is great diversity in the yearly

amount of rain at the different stations, all of which (except-

ing four) are but a few feet above the sea-level ; the greatest

rain (at Cahirciveen) being nearly three times as great as the

least (at 'Portariington).

(319) "2. That the stations of least rain are either inland

or on the eastern coast, while those of the greatest rains are

at or near the western coast.
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(220) " 3. Thai the amount of rain is greatly dependent

on the proximity of a mountain chain or group, being always

considerable in such neighborhood, unless the station lie to

the northeast of the same.

" Thus, Portarlington lies to the northeast of SHevebloom

;

Killough to the northeast of the Mournc range; Dublin,

northeast of Wicklow range, and so on. On the other hand,

the stations of greatest rain, Cahirciveen, Gastletownsend,

Westport, etc., are in the vicinity of high mountains, but on a

different side. 5
' *

(221) This distribution of heat by the transfer of masses of

heated air from place to place, is called " convection" in con-

Fio. 51.

trad istinction to the process of conduction, which will be

treated in its proper place. Heat is distributed in a similar

manner through liquids. This glass cell, o (fig, 51), contains

warm water, Placed in front of the electric lamp, by means

of a converging lens, a magnified image of the cell is thrown

upon the screen, I now introduce the end of this pipette in-

to the water of the cell, and allow a little cold water gently to

enter it, The difference of refraction between the two enables

you to see the heavy cold water falling through the lighter

* The greatest rainfall recorded by Sir John Hcrsebcl in bis table (Mete-

orology, 110, etc.) occurs at Chcrra Pungec, where the annual fall is 592

inches. It is not my object to enter far into the subject of meteorology

;

..for the fullest and most accurate information the reader will refer to the ex-

cellent works of Sir John Itersehel and Professor Dove.
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warm water* The experiment succeeds still better when a

fragment of ice is allowed to float upon the surface of the

water. As the ice melts, it sends long heavy stria) downward

to the bottom of the cell. I now reverse the experiment,

placing cold water in the cell, and hot water in the pipette.

Care is here necessary to allow the warm water to enter with-

out any momentum, which would carry it mechanically down.

You notice the effect. The point of the pipette is in the mid-

dle of the cell, and as the warm water enters, it speedily turns

upward {fig. 52) and spreads out at the top, almost as oil

would do, under the same circumstances.

(222) When a vessel, containing water, is heated at the

bottom, the warmth communicated is diffused by convection.

You may see the direction of the ascending warm currents by

Fro. 52.

means of the electric lamp, and also that of the currents

which descend to occupy the place of the lighter water. Here

is a vessel, containing cochineal, the fragments of which,

being not much heavier than the water, freely follow the

direction of its currents. The pieces of cochineal break loose

from the heated bottom, ascending along the middle of the

jar, and descending again by the sides. In the Geyser of Ice-

land this convection occurs on a grand scale. A fragment of

paper* thrown upon the centre of the water which fills the

pipe, is instantly drawn toward the side, and there sucked

down by the descending current.
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(Md) Partly to this cause, and partly, perhaps, to the

action of winds, currents establish themselves in the ocean,

and powerfully influence climate, by the heat which they dis-

tribute. The most remarkable of these currents, and by far

the most important for us, is the Gulf Stream, which sweeps

across the Atlantic, from the equatorial regions, through the

Gulf of Mexico, whence it derives its name. As it quits the

Straits of Florida it has a temperature of 83° Fahr., thence

it follows the coast of America as far as Cape Fear, whence

it starts across the Atlantic, talcing a northeasterly course,

and, finally, washing the coast of Ireland, and the north-

western shores of Europe generally, As might be expected,

the influence of this body of warm water makes itself most

evident during our winter. It then entirely abolishes the

.difference of temperature, due to the difference of latitude of

north and south Britain ; if we walk from the Channel to

the Shetland Isles, in January, we encounter everywhere the

same temperature. The isothermal line runs, then, north and

south. The presence of this water renders the climate of

Western Europe totally different from that of the opposite

coast of America. The river Hudson, for example, in the

latitude of Home, is frozen for three months in the year.

Starting from Boston in January, and proceeding round St.

John's, and thence to Iceland, we meet everywhere the same

temperature. The harbor of Hammerfest derives great value

from the fact, that it is clear of ice all the year round. This

is due to the Gulf Stream, which sweeps round the North

Cape, and so modifies the climate there, that at some places,

by proceeding northward, you enter a warmer region. The

contrast between Northern Europe and the east coast of Amer-

ica caused HaHoy to surmise, that the north-pole of the earth

had shifted ; that it was formerly situate somewhere near Boh-

ring's Straits, and that the intense cold, observed in these

regions, is really the cold of the ancient pole, which had not

been entirely subdued since the axis changed its direction.

But now we know that the Gulf Stream, and the diffusion
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of heat by winds and vapors, are the real causes of European

mildness. On the western coast of America-, between the

Koeky Mountains and the ocean, we find a European cli-

mate.

(&2'1) Europe, then, is the condenser of the Atlantic ; and

the mountains are the chief condensers in Europe. On them,

moreover, when they arc sufficiently high, the condensed vapor

descends, not in a liquid, but a solid form, Let us look to this

water in its birthplace, and follow it through its subsequent

course. Clouds float in the air, and hence has arisen the sur-

mise that they are composed of vesicles of bladders or water,

thus forming sheik instead of spheres* It is certain, however,

that if the particles of water be sufficiently small they will float

for an indefinite period without being vesicular. It is also cer-

tain that water-particles at high elevations possess, on or after

precipitation, the power of building themselves into crystal-

line forms ; they thus bring forces into play which wo have

hitherto been accustomed to regard as molecular, and which

could not be ascribed to the aggregates necessary to form

vesicles.

(2$5) Snow, perfectly formed, is not an irregular aggregate

of ice-particles ; in a calm atmosphere, the atoms arrange them-

selves, so as to form the most exquisite figures. You have

seen those six-pctalled flowers, which show themselves within

a block of ice, when a beam of heat is sent through it. The

snow-crystals, formed in a calm atmosphere, are built upon the

same type ; the molecules arrange themselves to form hexagonal

stars. From a central nucleus shoot six spicula), every two of

which are separated by an angle of 00°. From these central ribs

smaller spicule shoot right and left, with unerring fidelity to

the angle 60°, and from these again other smaller ones diverge

at the same angle. The six-leaved blossoms assume the most

wonderful variety of form ; their tracery is of the finest frozen

gauze ; and round about their corners other rosettes of smaller

dimensions often cling. Beauty is superposed upon beauty,

as if Nature, once committed to her task, took delight in
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showing, oven within the narrowest limits, the wealth of her

resources.*

(226) These frozen blossoms constitute our mountain

snows ; they load the Alpine heights, where their frail archi-

tecture is soon destroyed by the weather. Every winter they

fall, and every summer they disappear, but this rhythmic ac-

tion does not perfectly compensate itself. Below a certain

line, warmth is predominant, and the quantity which falls

every winter is entirely swept away ; above this line, cold is

predominant; the quantity which falls is in excess of the

quantity melted, and an annual residue remains. In winter

the snows reach to the plains ; in summer they retreat to the

$now4ine~~~to that particular line where the snow-fall of every

year is exactly balanced by the consumption, and above which

is the region of eternal snows. But, if a residue remains an-

nually above the snow-line, the mountains must be loaded

with a burden which increases every year. Supposing, at a

particular point above the line referred to, a layer of three feet

a year to be added annually to the mass ; this deposit, accu-

mulating even through the brief period of the Christian era,

would produce an elevation of 5,580 feet. And did such ac-

cumulations continue throughout geologic, instead of historic

ages, we cannot estimate the height to which the snows

would pile themselves. It is manifest that no accumulation

of this land takes place ; the quantity of snow on the moun-

tains is not augmenting in this way. By some means or other

the sun is prevented from lifting the ocean out of its basins,

and piling its waters permanently upon the hills.

(227) How. then is this annually augmenting load taken

off the shoulders of the mountains ? The snows sometimes

detach themselves, and rush down the slopes in avalanches,

melting to water in the warmer air below. But the violent

rush of the avalanche is not their only motion ; they also creep,

by almost insensible degrees, down the slopes. As layer,

* Sec %. 53, in which avo copied some of tho beautiful drawings of Mr.

Glaishcr.
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moreover, heaps itself upon layer, the deeper portions of the

mass become squeezed and consolidated ; the air, first en-

trapped in the meshes of the snow, is squeezed out, and the

compressed mass approximates more and more to the character

of ice. You know how the granules of a snowball will adhere

;

and you know how hard you can make the ball if mischievous-

ly inclined. The snowball is incipient ice ; augment your

pressure, and you actually convert it into ice. But even after

it has obtained a compactness which would entitle it to be

called ice, it is still capable of yielding more or less, as the

snow yields, to pressure. When, therefore, a sufficient depth

of the substance collects upon the earth's surface, the lower

portions are squeezed out by the pressure of the upper ones,

and if the snow rests upon a slope, it will yield principally in

the direction of the slope, and move downward.

(228) This motion is incessantly going on along the slopes

of every snow-laden mountain ; in the Himalayas, in the

Andes, in the Alps ; but in addition to this motion, which de-

pends upon the power of the substance itself to yield to

pressure, there is also a sliding motion over the inclined bed.

The consolidated snow moves bodily over the mountain-slope,

grinding off the asperities of the rocks, and polishing their

hard surfaces, The under surface of the mighty pol isher is also

scarred and furrowed by the rocks over which it has passed

;

but, as the compacted snow descends, it enters a warmer re-

gion, is more copiously melted, and sometimes, before the base

of its slope is reached, it is wholly cut off by fusion. Some-

times, however, large and deep valleys receive the gelid

masses thus sent down ; in these valleys it is further consol-

idated, and through them it moves, at a slow but measurable

pace, imitating in all its motions those of a river. The ice

is thus carried far beyond the limits of perpetual snow, until,

at length, the consumption below equals the supply above,

and at this point the glacier ceases. From the snow-line

downward in summer we have ice ; above the snow-line, both

summer and winter, we have, on the surface, snoto, The por-
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lion below the snow-line is called a glacier; that above the

snow-line is called the nkvk The n6ve, then, is- the feeder of

the glacier.

(229) Several valleys, thus filled, may unite in a single

valley, the tributary glaciers welding themselves together to

form a trunk-glacier. Both the main valley and its tributaries

are often sinuous, and the tributaries must change their direc-

tion to form the trunk. The width of the valley, also, often

changes : the glacier is forced through narrow gorges, widen-

ing after it has passed them ; the centre of the glacier moves

more quickly than the sides, and the surface more quickly

than the bottom. The point of swiftest motion follows the

same law as that observed in the flow of rivers, changing

from one side of the centre to the other, as the flexure of the

valley changes. Most of the great glaciers in the Alps have,

in summer, a central velocity of two feet a day. There are

points on the Mer-de-Glacc, opposite the Montanvert, which

have a daily motion of thirty inches in summer, and in winter

have been found to move at half this rate.

(230) The power of accommodating itself to the channel

through winch it moves, has led eminent men to assume that

ice is viscous j and the phenomena at first sight seem to en-

force this assumption. The glacier widens, bends, and nar-

rows, and its centre moves more quickly than its sides; a

viscous mass would undoubtedly do the same. I hit the most

delicate experiments on the capacity of ice to yield to strain,

to stretch out like treacle, honey, or tar, have failed to detect

this stretching power. Is there, then, any other physical

quality to which the power of accommodation, possessed by

glacier ice, may be referred ?

(231) Let us approach this subject gradually. We know
that vapor is continually escaping from the free surface of a

liquid ; that the particles at the surface attain their gaseous

liberty sooner than the particles within the liquid ; it is nat-

ural to expect a similar state of things with regard to ice;

that when the temperature of a mass of ice is uniformly aug-
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mented, the first particles to attain liquid liberty will be those

at the surface; for here they are entirely free, on one side,

from the controlling action of the surrounding particles. Sup-

posing, then, two pieces of ice, raised throughout to 32°, and

melting, at this temperature, at their surfaces ; what may be

expected to take place if we place the liquefying surfaces close

together ? We thereby virtually transfer these surfaces to the

centre of the ice, where the motion of each molecule is con-

trolled, all round, by its neighbors. As might reasonably be

expected, the liberty of liquidity, at each point where the sur-

faces touch each other, is arrested, and the two pieces freeze

together at these points. Let us make the experiment *. Here

are two masses just .cut asunder with a saw; I place their flat

surfaces together ; a second's contact will suffice ; they are

now frozen together, and by taking hold of one of them I thus

lift them both.

(%3%) This is the effect to which attention was first directed

by Mr. Faraday, in June, 1850, and which is now known under

the name of llegelation.* On a hot summer's day I have gone

into a shop in the Strand, where fragments of ice were exposed

in a basin in the window ; and, with the shopman's permis-

sion, have laid hold of the topmost piece of ice, and, by means

of it, have lifted the whole of the pieces bodily out of the

dish. Though the thermometer at the time stood at 80°, the

pieces of ice had frozen together at their points of junction.

Even under hot water this effect takes place. This basin con-

tains water as hot as-my hand can bear; I plunge into it these

two pieces of ice, and hold them together for a moment : they

are now frozen together, notwithstanding the presence of the

heated liquid. A pretty experiment of Mr. Faraday's con-

sists in placing a number of small fragments of ice in a dish

of water deep enough to float them. When one piece touches

the other, even at a single point, regelation instantly sets in.

Thus, a train of pieces may be caused to touch each other,

* A term suggested by Dr. Hooker to Mr. Huxley and myself on the pub-

lication of our first paper upon glaciers,
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and, after they have once so touched, you may take the ter-

minal piece of the train, and, by means of it, draw all the

others after it. When we seek to bend two pieces, thus united

at their point of junction, the frozen points suddenly separate

by fracture, but, at the same moment, other points come into

contact, and regulation sets in between them, Thus a wheel

of ice might be caused to roll on an ice surface, the contacts

being incessantly ruptured, with a crackling noise, and others

as quickly established by rcgelation, in virtue of this prop-

erty of rcgelation, ice is able to reproduce many of the phe-

nomena which arc usually ascribed to viscous bodies.

(£33) Here, for example, is a straight bar of ice : by pass-

ing it successively through a series of moulds, each more

curved than the last, it is finally turned out as a semi-ring.

The straight bar, on being squeezed into the curved mould,

breaks ; but by continuing the pressure, new surfaces come

into contact, and the continuity of the mass is restored. A
handful of those small ice-fragments, when squeezed together,

freeze at their points of contact, and form one aggregate.

The making of a snowball, as remarked by Mr. Faraday, illus-

trates the same principle. In order that this freezing shall

take place, the snow ought to be at 32°, and moist, When
below 32°, and dry, on being squeezed it behaves like salt.

The crossing of snow-bridges, in the upper regions of the

Swiss glaciers, is often rendered possible solely by the rcgela-

tion of the snow-granules. The climber treads down the mass

carefully, and causes its granules to regelate : he thus obtains

an amount of rigidity which, without the act of rcgelation,

would be quite unattainable. To those unaccustomed to such

work, the crossing of snow-bridges, spanning, as they often

do, fissures of 100 feet, and more, in depth, must appear quite

appalling.

(23d) When this mass of ice-fragments is still further

squeezed, they arc brought into closer proximity. My hand,

however, is incompetent to squeeze them very closely together.

Placing them in this boxwood mould, which is a shallow cyl*
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inder, and inserting a flat piece of boxwood overhead, I intro-

duce both between the plates of a small hydraulic press, and

squeeze the mass forcibly into the mould. The substance is

converted by the pressure into a coherent cake of ice, We

Km. r>L

can place it in this lenticular cavity and again squeeze it. It

is crushed by the pressure, of course, but new contacts arc

established, and now the mass is turned into a lens of ice.

Let us now transfer the lens to this hemispherical cavity, h

(%« 54), bring down upon it a hemispherical protuberance, r,

which is not quite able to fill the cavity, and squeeze the

mass : the ice, which a moment ago was a lens, is now pressed

into the space between the two spherical surfaces : on remov-

ing the protuberance, you see the interior surface of a cup of

glassy ice. When detached from the mould, it is a hemi-

spherical cup, which may be filled with cold wine, without the

Fig. 55.

,-f J ~
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escape of a drop. I scrape, with a chisel, a quantity of ice

from this block, and, placing the spongy mass within this

spherical cavity, o (fig. 55), squeeze it and add to it, till, finally,

by bringing down upon it another spherical cavity, i>, it is en-
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closed as a sphere between both. As the press is worked, the

substance becomes more and more compact. I add more ma-

terial, and again squeeze; by every such act the mass is made

harder, and now you have a snowball before you such as you

never saw before. It is a sphere of hard, translucent ice, «.

Thus, you see, broken ice can be compacted together by press-

ure, and, in virtue of the property of regulation, which cements

its touching surfaces, the substance may be made to take any

shape we please. Were the experiment worth the trouble,

a rope of ice might be formed from this block, and afterward

coiled into a knot. Nothing, of course, can he easier than to

produce statuettes of the substance from suitable moulds.

(235) It is easy to understand how a substance so en-

dowed can be squeezed through the gorges of the Alps—can

bend so as to accommodate itself to the flexures of the Alpine

valleys, and can permit of a differential motion of its parts,

without, at the same time, possessing a sensible trace of vis-

cosity. The hypothesis of viscosity, first started by Rendu,

and worked out with such ability by Prof. Forbes, accounts,

certainly, for half the facts. Where pressure comes into play,

the deportment of ice is, apparently, that of a viscous body

;

where tension comes into play, the analogy with a viscous

body ceases.*

(236) I have thus briefly sketched the phenomena of ex-

isting glaciers, as far as they arc related to our present sub-

ject ; but the scientific explorer of mountain-regions soon

meets with appearances, which carry his mind back to a state

of things very different from that of the present day. The un-

mistakable traces which they have left behind them show that

vast glaciers once existed, in places from which they have for

ages disappeared. Go, for example, to the glacier of the Aar

in the Bernese Alps, and observe its present performances

;

look to the rocks upon its flanks as they are at this moment,

rounded, polished, and scarred by the moving ice. And, hav-

* For further information regarding the glacial phenomena, I must refer

the reader to the ".Glaciers of the Alps," Murray, London,
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ing by patient and varied exercise educated your eye and

judgment, in these matters, walk down the glacier toward its

end, keeping always in view the evidences of glacier action.

After quitting the ice, continue your walk down the valley

toward the Grimsel : you see everywhere the same unmis-

takable record. The rocks which rise from the bed of the val-

ley are rounded like hogs' backs ; these are the " roches mon-

tonnes 5> of Oharpentier and Agassiz
;
you observe upon them

the larger (lutings of the ice, and also the smaller scars,

scratched by pebbles, which the glacier held as a kind of

emery on its under surface. All the rocks of the Grimsel

have been thus planed down, Walk down the valley of Ilasli

and examine the mountain-sides right and left ; without the

key, which I now suppose you to possess, you would be in a

land of enigmas ; but with this key all is plain—you see

everywhere the well-known scars and Jlutings and furrowings.

In the bottom of the valley you have the rocks filed down, in

some places, to dome-shaped masses, and, in others, polished

so smoothly that to pass over them, even when the inclination

is moderate, steps must be hewn. All the way down to Mey-

ringen, and beyond it, if you wish to pursue the inquiry, these

evidences abound. For a preliminary lesson in recognizing

the traces of ancient glaciers, no better ground than this can

be chosen.

($37) Similar evidences are found in the valley of the

Ilhone
;
you may track them through the valley for eighty

miles, and lose them at length in the Lake of Geneva. But

on the flanks of the Jura, at the opposite side of the Canton

de Vaud, the evidences reappear. AH along these limestone

slopes are strewn the granite bowlders of Mont iHanc, Kight

and left, also, from the great Rhone Valley, the lateral valleys

show that they were once filled with ice. On the Italian

side of the Alps the remains are, if possible, more stupendous

than those on the northern side. Grand as the present glaciers

seem to those who explore them to their full extent, they are

mere pigmies in comparison with their predecessors.
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(238) Not in Switzerland alone—not alone in proximity

with existing glaciers—-are these well-known vestiges of the

ancient ice discernible; on the hills of Cumberland they are

almost as clear as among the Alps. Where the bare rock has

been exposed for ages to the action of weather, the finer

marks have, in most cases,* disappeared ; and the maimnillatcd

forms of the rocks are the only evidences, But the removal

of the soil which has protected them often discloses rock sur-

faces, scarred as sharply, and polished as cleanly, as those

which are now being scratched and polished by the glaciers

of the Alps. Hound about Seawfell, the traces of ancient ice

appear, both in roehes moutomifa and blocs perehis; and

there are ample facte to show that Borrodale was once occu-

pied by glacier ice. In North Wales, also, the ancient gla-

ciers have placed their stamp so firmly upon the rocks, that

the ages which have since elapsed have tailed to obliterate

even their superficial marks, All round Snowdon these evi-

dences abound. On the southwest coast of Ireland rise the

Reeks of Macgillicuddy, which tilt upward, and catch upon

their cold crests the moist winds of the Atlantic
;
precipita-

tion is copious, and rain at Killarney seems the order of Na-

ture. In this moist region every crag is covered with rich

vegetation ; but the vapors, which now descend as mild and

fertilizing rain, once fell as snow, which formed the material

for noble glaciers. The Black Valley was once filled by ice,

which planed down the sides of the Purple Mountain, as it

moved toward the Upper Lake. The ground occupied by this

lake was entirely covered by the ancient ice, and every island

that now emerges from its surface is a glacier-dome. The

fantastic names, which many of the rocks have received, are

suggested by the shapes into which they have been. sculptured

by the mighty moulding plane which once passed over them.

North America is also thus glaciated. But the most notable

observation, in connection with this subject, is one recently

made by Dr. Hooker during a visit to Syria : he has found
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that the celebrated cedars of Lebanon grow upon ancient gla-

cier moraines.

(239) To determine the condition, which permitted of the

formation of those vast masses of ice, lias long been a

problem with philosophers, and a consideration of the solu-

tions which have been offered, from time to time, will not be

uninstructive. I have no new hypothesis to offer, but it seems

possible to give a truer direction and more definite aim to our

inquiries than they can at present boast of. The aim of all

the writers on this subject, with whom I am acquainted, has

been the attainment of cold. Some eminent men have

thought, and some still think, that the reduction of tempera-

ture, during the glacier epoch, was due to a temporary dimi-

nution of solar radiation 5 others have thought that, in its

motion through space, our system may have traversed regions

of low temperature, and that, during its passage through these

regions, the ancient glaciers were produced. Others have

sought to lower the temperature, by a redistribution of land

and water. Tf I understand the writings of the eminent men

who have propounded and advocated the above hypotheses,

all of them seem to have overlooked the fact, that the enor-

mous extension of glaciers in by-gone ages demonstrates, just

as rigidly, the operation of heat as the action of cold.

(240) Cold alone will not produce glaciers. You may
have the bitterest northeast winds here in Ixmdon throughout

the winter, without a single flake of snow, Cold must have

the fitting object to operate upon, and this object—the aqueous

vapor of the air—is the direct product of heat. Let us put

this glacier question in another form : the latent heat of aque-

ous vapor, at the temperature of its production in the tropics,

is about 1,000° Fahr., for the latent heat augments, as the

temperature of evaporation descends. A pound of water,

then, vaporized at the equator, has absorbed 1,000 times the

quantity of heat which would raise a pound of the liquid one

degree in temperature. But the quantity of heat which would

raise a pound of water one degree, would raise a pound of
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cast-iron ten degrees : hence, simply to convert a pound of the

water of the equatorial ocean into vapor, would require a quan-

tity of heat, sufficient to impart to a pound of cast-iron 10,000

degrees of temperature. But the fusiug-roint of cast-iron is

2,000° Fahr. ; therefore, for every pound of vapor produced, a

quantity of heat has been expended by the sun, sufficient to

raise 5 lbs, of cast-iron to its melting-point. Imagine, then,

every one of those ancient glaciers with its mass of ice quin-

tupled ; and imagine the place of the mass so augmented, to

be taken by an equal weight of cast-iron raised to the while

heat of fusion, we shall then have the exact expression of the

solar action, involved in the production of the ancient glaciers.

Substitute the hot iron for the cold ice—our speculations

woidd instantly be directed to account for the high tempera-

ture of the glacial epoch, and a complete reversal of some of

the hypotheses above quoted would probably ensue.

(241) It is perfectly manifest, that by weakening the sun's

action, either through a defect of emission, or by the steeping

of the entire solar system in space of a low temperature, we
should be cutting off the glaciers at their source. Vast masses

of mountain-ice indicate, infallibly, the existence of commen-

surate masses of atmospheric vapor, and a proportionately

vast action on the part of the sun. In a distilling apparatus,

if you required to augment the quantity distilled, you would

not surely attempt to obtain the low temperature, necessary

to condensation, by taking the fire from under your boiler;

but this, if I understand them aright, is what has been done

by those philosophers who have sought to produce the ancient

glaciers by diminishing the sun's heat. It is quite manifest

that the thing most needed to produce the glaciers is an im-

proved condenser j we cannot afford to lose an iota of solar

action ; we need, if any thing, more vapor, but we need a con-

denser so powerful, that this vapor, instead of falling in liquid

showers to the earth, shall be so far reduced in temperature

as to descend in snow. The problem, I think, is thus narrowed

to the precise issue on which its solution depends.



MOULDING ICE. ]Y/

Notk.- In moulding ice, it is advisable to first wot the mould with

hot water. This facilitates the removal of the compressed substance

The ice-cup, referred to in §5534, may bo from 2 J to 8 inches in ex-

ternal diameter, but the thickness of the cup ought not to exceed a

quarter of an inch. A conical plug is inserted into my own moulds,

the tapping of which soon detaches tho ice.
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CHAPTER VII.

CONDUCTION A TRANSMISSION OF MOTION—COOn CONDUCTORS AND DAD CONDUCTORS-- CON-

DUCTIVITY OF TDK MRTAIS FOR IIBATI RKLATiON BRTVYKRN TDK CONDUCTIVITY OF DRAT

AND TDATOFFTFCTRICITY- TNFI.UKNCKOF TKMFF.BATUBK ON THK CONDUCTION OF KI,KC~

TRICIXY- -INIXURNCR OF MOI/ECULAR CONSTITUTION ON TDK CONDUCTION OF HKAT—
RELATION OF 8FKCIFIO DRAT TO CONDUCTION- -FHlf.OSOFHY OF CLOTH KS*. KUMFORl/s

FXFFRJMFNTS- -3NFLUKNCK OF MF.CHANICAL TKXTUKK ON CONDUCTION- -INCRUSTATIONS

OF BOILKRS--THF. 8AFKTV-LAMF- CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUIDS AND GA8FS: KXFKRIMKNT3

OF BILMFORD AND DFSFRRT/.—COOLINO EFFECT OF HYDROGEN 0A.8— EXPERIMENTS OF

MAGNUS ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF OASES.

(242) 'T THINK wo arc now sufficiently conversant with

JL our subject, to distinguish between the sensible

motions produced by heat and heat itself, Heat is not the

clash of winds ; it is not the quiver of a flame, nor the ebulli-

tion of water, nor the rising of a thermometric column, nor

the motion which animates steam as it rushes from a boiler,

in which it has been compressed. All these are mechanical

motions, into which that of heat may bo converted ; but heat

itself is molecular motion. The molecules of bodies, when

closely grouped, cannot, however, oscillate, without communi-

cating motion from one to the other. To this propagation of

the 'motion of heat from molecule to molecule, we must now
devote our attention,

Here is a poker, the temperature of which is scarcely per-

ceptible : I feel it as a hard and heavy body, but it neither

warms nor chills me; it has been before the fire, and the mo-

tion of its molecules, at the present moment, chances to be

the same as that of the molecules of my nerves ; there is nei-

ther communication nor withdrawal, and hence the tempera-
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turc of the poker, on the one hand, and my sensations, on the

other, remain unchanged, But when the end of the poker is

thrust into the fire it is heated ; the molecules, in contact with

the lire, arc thrown into a state of more intense oscillation

;

the swinging atoms strike their neighbors, these again theirs,

and thus, the molecular music rings along the bar. The mo-

tion, in this instance, is communicated from atom to atom of

the poker, and finally appears at its most distant end, If I

now lay hold of the poker, its motion is communicated to my
nerves, and produces pain; the bar is.what wo call hot, and

my hand, in popular language, is burned. Convection we
have already defined to be the transfer of heat, by sensible

masses of matter, from place to place; but this molecular

transfer, which consists in each atom taking up the motion of

Fio. 50.

its neighbors, and sending it on to others, is called the con-

duction of heat,

(243) Let me exemplify this property of conduction, in a

homely way. In this basin, filled with warm water, is placed

a cylinder of iron, an inch in diameter, and two inches in

height; this cylinder is to be my source of heat. Laying my
thermo-electric pile, o (fig. 50), thus flat, with its naked face

turned upward, I place upon that face a cylinder of copper, c,

which now possesses the temperature of this room, We ob-

serve no deflection of the galvanometer. I now place my
warm cylinder, i

y
having first dried it, updn the cool cylinder,

which is supported by the pile. The upper cylinder is not at

more than blood-heat ; but you see, almost before this remark

is uttered, the needle flies aside, indicating that the heat has
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reached the face of the pile. Thus, the molecular motion,

imparted to the iron cylinder by the warm water, has been

communicated to the copper one, through which it has been

transmitted, in a few seconds, to the face of the pile.

(244) Different bodies possess different powers of trans-

mitting molecular motion ; in other words, of conducting heat.

Copper, which we have just used, possesses this power in a

very eminent degree. Let us now remove the copper, allow

the needle to return to 0°, and then lay upon the face of the

pile this cylinder of glass. On the cylinder of glass I place

my iron cylinder, which has been reheated in the warm water.

There is, as yot
}
no motion of the needle, and you would have

to wait a long time to see it move. We have already waited

thrice the time which the copper required to transmit the

heat, and you seethe needle continues motionless. Placing

cylinders of wood, chalk, stone, and fire-clay, in succession, on

the pile, and heating their upper ends in the same manner, we
find that, in the time which we can devote to an experiment,

not one of these substances is competent to transmit the heat

to the pile. The molecules of these substances are so ham-

pered or entangled, that they are incompetent to pass the

motion freely from one to another. These bodies are all bad

conductors of heat. On the other hand, when cylinders of

zinc, iron, lead, bismuth, etc., are placed in succession on the

pile, each of them, as you sec, has the power of transmitting

the motion of heat rapidly through its mass. In comparison

with the wood, stone, chalk, glass, and clay, they arc all good

conductors of heat.

(245) As a general rule, not, however, without its ex-

ceptions, metals are the best conductors of heat. But metals

differ notably among themselves, as regards their powers of

conduction. A comparison of copper and iron will illustrate

this point. Behind me are two bars, A «, A o (fig. 57), placed

end to en(]
y
with balls of wood, attached by wax at equal

distances from the place of junction. Under the junction is

placed a spirit-lamp, which heats the ends of the bars: the
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heat will be propagated right and left through both. The

bar A b is iron, the bar A o is copper ; the heat travels to a

greater distance along the copper, which is the better con-

ductor, and therefore liberates a greater number of its balls.

6 & 6 &

Fio. 57,

l cr "0 6~V

(248) One of the first attempts to determine, with accu-

racy, the conductivity of different bodies for heat, was that sug-

gested by Franklin, and carried out by Ingenhausz. He
coated a number of bars of various substances with wax, and,

immersing the ends of the bars in hot oil, he observed the dis-

tance to which the wax was melted, on each of the bars. The
good conductors melted the wax to the greatest distance ; and

the melting distance furnished a measure of the conductivity

of the bar,

(247) The second method was that pointed out by Fourier,

and followed out experimentally by Despretz. a b (fig. 58)

represents a bar of metal, with holes drilled in it, intended to

w

fio. m.

I

I
contain small thermometers. At the end of the bar was placed

a lamp, as a source of heat ; the heat was propagated through

the bar, reaching the thermometer a first, b next, c next, and

so on. For a certain time, the thermometers continued to rise,

but afterward the state of the bar became stationary, each
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thermometer making a constant temperature. The better the

conduction, the smaller the difference between any two suc-

cessive thermometers. The decrement, or fall of heat, if I

may use the term, from the hot end toward the cold, is greater

in bad conductors than in good ones, and, from the decrement

of temperature shown by the thermometers, we can deduce,

and express by a number, the conductivity of the bar. This

same method was followed by MM. Wiedemann and Franz, in

a very important investigation, but, instead of using ther-

mometers, they employed a suitable modification of the ther-

mo-electric pile. Of the numerous and highly-interesting re-

sults of this investigation, the following is a resume*.

Conductivity

Namo of Substanco. For Heat, For Electricity,

Silver ...... J 00 100

Copper ...... U IS

Gold 53 69

Brass ....... 21 22

Tin ....... 15 23

Iron 12 13

Lead ...... 9 11

Platinum ...... 8 10

German Silver ..... 6 6

Bismuth 2 2

(248) This table shows, that, as regards their conductive

powers, metals differ very widely from each other. Calling,

for example, the conductive power of silver 100, that of Ger-

man silver is only 0, You may illustrate this difference, in a

very simple way, by plunging two spoons, one of German
silver, and the other of pure silver, into the same vessel of hot

water. After a little time, you find the free end of the silver

spoon much hotter than that of its neighbor ; and, if bits of

phosphorus be placed on the ends of the spoons, that on the

silver will fuse and ignite, in a very short time, while the heat

transmitted through the other spoon will never reach an in-

tensity sufficient to ignite the phosphorus.
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(249) Nothing is more interesting to the natural philos-

opher than the tracing out of connections and relations be-

tween the various agencies of Nature. We know that they

are interdependent, we know that they are mutually convertible,

but, as yet, we know very little as to the precise form of the

conversion. We have every reason to conclude that heat and

electricity are both modes of motion;- we know, experimen-

tally, that from electricity we can obtain heat, and from heat,

as in the case of our thermo-electric pile, we can obtain elec-

tricity. But although we have, or think we have, tolerably

clear ideas of the character of the motion of heat, our ideas

are very crude as to the precise nature of the change which

this motion must undergo, in order to ajmear as electricity- —

in fact, wc know, as yet, nothing about it.

(250) The above table, however, exhibits one important

connection between heat and electricity. Besides the num-

bers expressing conductivity for heat, MM. Wiedemann and

Franz have placed the numbers expressing the conductivity

of the same metals for electricity. They run side by side:

the good conductor of heat is the good conductor of electricity,

and the bad conductor of heat is the bad conductor of elec-

tricity.* Thus, we may infer that the same physical quality

which interferes with the transmission of heat, interferes, in a

proportionate degree, with the transmission of electricity.

This common susceptibility of both forces indicates a relation

on which future investigations will no doubt throw light,

(251) It is a proved fact, that the amount of heat devel-

oped in a wire, by a current of electricity of a certain strength,

is directly proportional to the resistance of the wirc.f We
may imagine the atoms in this case throwing themselves, like

barriers, across the track of the electric current -the current

knocking against them, imparting its motion to them, and thus

rendering the wire hot. In the case of a good conductor, on

* Principal Forbes ha<l previously noticed this. #&? Phil. Mag. 1834, vol.

iv. p. 2V.

f Joule, Phil. Mag. 1841, vol. xix. p. 2G3,
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the contrary, the current may be pictured as gliding freely

among the atoms, without disturbing them in any great de-

gree. Suspended before you are three pieces of platinum

wire, of the same length and thickness, I will now send the

self-same current, from a battery of twenty of Grove's cells,

through this compound wire. You see three spaces white hot,

and dark spaces between them. The white-hot portions of

the wire are platinum, and the dark portions are silver. The

electric current breaks impetuously upon the molecules of the

platinum, while it glides, with little resistance, among the

atoms of silver, thus producing, in the two metals, different

calorific effects.*

(26%) Now it may be shown that the motion of heat inter-

feres with that of electricity. You arc acquainted with the

platinum lamp, which stands in front of this table. It con-

sists, simply, of a little coil of platinum wire suit ably attached

to a brass stand. We can send a current through that coil,

and cause it to glow. Into the circuit are also introduced two

additional feet of thin platinum wire, and, on establishing the

connection, the same current passes through this wire, and

through the coil. Both, you see, are raised to redness -both

are in a state of intense molecular motion. What I wish now
to prove is, that this motion of heat, which the electricity has

generated, in these two feet of wire, and in virtue of which

the wire glows, offers a hinderance to the passage of the cur-

rent. The electricity has raised up a foe in its own path. If

we cool this wire, we open a wider door for the passage of

the electricity. But, if more electricity passes, it will an-

nounce itself at the platinum lamp ; it will raise that red heat

to whiteness, and the change in the intensity of the light

will be visible to you all.

(253) Thus, then, I plunge the red-hot wire into a beaker

of water, w (Jig. 59) : the lamp immediately becomes almost

too bright to look at. When the wire is raised out of the

* May not the condensed ether which surrounds the atoms be the vehicle

of electric currents ?
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water, and the heat allowed once more to develop itself, the

current is instantly impeded, and the lamp becomes less bright.

I again dip the wire into the cold water, deeper and deeper

:

Fio. t>9.

observe how the light becomes intensified—deeper still, so as

to quench the entire two feet of wire ; the augmented current

raises the lamp to its maximum brightness, and now it sud-

denly goes out. The circuit is broken, for the coil has actual-

ly been fused by the additional flow of electricity,

(253 a) And here we may bestow a passing glance at a

subject, the complete treatment of which belongs to another

department of physics. Yon know that the electric current

which heated the wire in our last experiment is maintained by

the chemical action going on in the voltaic battery. In the

battery we have, among other things, the combination of zinc

with oxygen, a true combustion, though, like that of our own
bodies, it is carried on among liquids. Here, as in all other

cases, the consumption of a definite amount of zinc generates

the same invariable amount of heat. Supposing, then, I con-

nect the two poles of this battery by a stout copper wire,
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which is an excellent conductor, the current will (low and tho

fchic will be consumed, and no sensible heat will be developed

outside the battery itself. Let the current continue until a

pound of zinc has been consumed, A certain measurable

amount of heat is generated, and the whole of this heat is

confined to the battery. Let us now connect the poles of the

battery by a thin platinum wire. It becomes heated, and

glows before your eyes, Continue the action until a pound

of zinc has been consumed. The same amount of heat as

before is generated, but it is now distributed in a different

manner. Fart of it is in the battery, but part of it also is in

the connecting wire. Add both these parts together, and you

get the same total as before.

(253 b) Thus, for every unit of heat generated outside the

battery, we have a unit withdrawn from the battery itself

;

and if, instead of generating this external heat, the electric

current be employed to turn a machine, or do any other ex-

ternal work, an amount of heat equivalent to the work per-

formed is withdrawn from the battery. These are not mere

theoretic conclusions : they have been established by the ex-

cellent experiments of M. Favrc, the principle of conserva-

tion, as applied to the voltaic battery, being thus vindicated.

(254) l^ct us now return to the subject of conduction.

To all appearance, cold may be conducted, like heat. I warm

this copper cylinder a little by holding it, for a moment, in my
hand, When placed on the thermo-electric pile, the needle

goes up to 90°, declaring heat. On this cylinder, I place a

second one, which has been chilled, by sinking it for some

time in this mass of ice. We wait a moment, the needle

moves : it is now descending to zero, passes it, and goes on

to 90°, on the side of cold. Analogy might well lead you to

suppose that the cold is conducted downward, from the top

cylinder to the bottom one, as the heat was conducted in our

former experiments. No objection need be made to the phrase

"conduction of cold," if it be used with a. clear knowledge

of the real physical process involved. The real process is,
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that the warm intermediate cylinder first delivers up its heat,

or motion , to the cold cylinder overhead, and, having thus lost

its own heat, it*draws upon that of the pile. In our former

experiments, we had conduction of motion to the pile ; in our

present one we have conduction of motion from the pile.

But it is, in both cases, the propagation of motion with which

we have to do, the heating and the chilling depending solely

upon the direction of propagation. I place one of these metal

cylinders, which has been purposely cooled, on the face of our

pile ; a violent deflection follows, declaring the instrument to

be chilled. Are we to suppose cold to be an entity communi-

cated to the pile ? No. The pile here is the warm body ; its

molecular motion is in excess of that possessed by the cylin-

der ; and, when both come into contact, the pile seeks to make
good the defect. It imparts a quantity of its motion to the

cylinder, and, by its own bounty, becomes impoverished: it

chills itself, and generates the current.

(255) Substituting for this cold metal cylinder a cylinder

of wood, with the same temperature as the metal one, the

chill of the wood is very feeble, and the consequent deflection

very small, Why does not the cold wood produce an action

equal to that of the cold metal ? Simply, because the heat,

communicated to it by the pile, is accumulated at its tinder

surface ; it cannot escape through the bad conducting wood as

it escapes through the metal, and thus the quantity of heat

withdrawn from the pile by the wood is less than that with-

drawn by the copper. A similar effectis produced when the

human nerves are substituted for the pile. When you come,

into a cold room, and lay your hand upon the fire-irons, the

chimney-piece, the chairs, the carpet, in succession, they ap-

pear to be of different temperatures: the iron chills you more

than the marble, the marble more than the wood, and so on,

Your hand is affected exactly as the pile was affected in the

last experiment. It is needless to" say that the reverse takes

place when you enter a hot room ; that is to say, a room hot-

ter than your own body, 'You would certainly suffer, if you
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lay down upon a plate of metal in a Turkish bath ; hut you

do not suiter when you lie down on a bench of wood. By
preserving the body from contact with good conductors, very

high temperatures maybe endured. Eggs may be boiled, and

beefsteaks cooked, by the heat of an apartment, in winch

the bodies of living men sustain no injury.

(250) The exact philosophy of this last experiment is

worthy of a moment's consideration. With it the names of

Blagden and Chantrey are associated, those eminent men hav-

ing exposed themselves in ovens to temperatures considerably

higher than that of boiling water. Let us compare the condi-

tion of the two living human beings with that of two marble

statues, placed in the same oven. The statues become grad-

ually hotter, until finally they assume the temperature of the

air of the oven ; the two men, under the same circumstances,

do not similarly rise in temperature. If they did, the tissues

of the body would be infallibly destroyed, the temperature

winch they endured being more than sufficient to stew the

muscles in their own liquids. But, the fact is, that the heat of

the blood is scarcely affected by an augmentation of the ex-

ternal heat. This heat, instead of being applied to increase

the temperature of the body, is applied to change the aggre-

gation of the body ; it prepares the perspiration, forces it

through the pores, and, in part, vaporises it. Heat is here

converted into potential energy ; it is consumed in work,

This is the waste-pipe, if I may use the term, through which

the excess of heat overflows ; and hence it is that, under the most

varying conditions of climate, the temperature of the human

blood is, practically, constant. The blood of the Laplander

is sensibly as warm as that of the Hindoo ; while an English-

man, in sailing from the north pole to the south, finds his

blood-temperature hardly heightened by his approach to the

equator, and hardly diminished by his approach to the antarc-

tic pole.

(257) When the communication of heat is gradual—as it

always is, when the body is surrounded by an imperfect con-
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duct or- -the heat is consumed, in the manner indicated, as fast

as it is supplied; but, if the supply of heat be so quick (as it

would be in the case of contact with a good conductor) that

the conversion into this harmless potential energy cannot be

executed with sufficient rapidity, injury to the tissues is the

result. Some people have professed to see, in this power of

the living body to resist a high temperature, a conservative

action, peculiar to the vital force, No doubt, all the actions

of the animal organism are connected with what we call its

vitality; but the action here referred to is the same in kind as

the melting of ice, or the vaporization of water. It consists,

simply, in the diversion of heat from the purposes of tempera-

ture to the performance of work.

(258) Thus far, we have compared the conducting power

of different bodies together ; but the same substance may pos-

sess different powers of conduction in different directions.

Many crystals are so built, that the motion of heat runs with

greater facility along certain lines of atoms than along others.

Here, for instance, is a large rock-crystal- a crystal of quarts-

forming a hexagonal pillar, which, if complete, would be ter-

minated by two six-sided pyramids. That heat travels with

greater facility along the axis of this crystal than across it,

has been proved in a very simple manner by M. do Senarmont.

Of these two plates of quart'/;, one (fig. 61) is cut perpendicu-

larly to the axis of the crystal, and the other (ftp;. 6&) parallel

to it. The plates arc coated with a layer of white wax, laid

on by a camcPs-hair pencil. They are pierced at the centre,

and into the hole is inserted a small sewing-needle, which can

be warmed by an electric current, b (fig. 00) is the battery,

whence the current proceeds ; e is a capsule of wood, through

the bottom of which the sewing-needle passes ; d is a second

capsule, into which dips the point of the needle, and Q is the

perforated plate of quartz. Each capsule contains a drop of

mercury. When the current passes from e to (l> the needle is

heated, and the heat is propagated in all directions. The wax
melts around the place where the heat is applied ; and on this
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plate, which is cut perpendicularly to the axis of the quartz,

the figure of the melted wax is a perfect circle (fig. 01). The

heat has travelled with the same rapidity all round, and melted

Fio. 60. Fig. 01,

Kick 02.

the wax to the same distance in all directions, I make a simi-

lar experiment with the other plate : the wax is now melting

;

but its figure is no longer a circle. The heat travels more

speedily along the axis than across it, and hence the wax
figure is an ellipse, instead of a circle (fig. 02). When the

wax dries, I will project magnified images of these two plates

upon the screen, and you will then sec the circular figure of

the melted wax on the one, and the oval figure on the other.

Iceland-spar conducts better along the erystallographie axis

than at right angles to it, while a crystal of tourmaline con-

ducts best at right angles to its axis. The metal bismuth,

with which you are already acquainted, cleaves with great

facility in one direction, and, as well shown by MM. Svanbcrg

and Mattcucci, it conducts both heat and electricity better

along the planes of cleavage than across them.

(259) In wood, we have an eminent example of this dif-

ference of conductivity. Many years ago, MM. tie la Rive

and De Gandolle instituted an inquiry into the conductive
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power of wood,* and, in the ease of five specimens examined,

established the fact that the velocity of transmission was

greater along the fibre than across it. The manner of experi-

ment was that usually adopted in inquiries of this nature, and

which was applied to metals by M, Despretz.f A bar of the

substance was taken, one end of which was brought into con-

tact with a source of heat, and allowed to remain there

until a state of equilibrium was assumed. The temperatures

attained by the bar, at various distances from its heated end,

were ascertained by means of thermometers, fitted into cavi-

ties made to receive them ; from these data, with the aid of a

well-known formula, the conductivity of the wood was deter-

mined.

(260) To determine the velocity of calorific transmission

in different directions, through wood, the instrument shown

in fig. 68 was devised, some years ago, by myself. Q q' k b'

is an oblong piece of mahogany, a is a bar of antimony, B is

a bar of bismuth, The united ends of the two bars are kept

in close contact by the ivory jaws 1 1', and the other ends are

let into a second piece of ivory, in which they are firmly fixed.

From these ends proceed twfo pieces of platinum wire to the

little ivory cups m m, communicating with a drop of mercury

placed in the interior. Two small projections are observed in

the figure, jutting from n'; across, from one projection to

the other, a fine membrane is stretched, thus enclosing a little

chamber m
9
in front of the wedge-like end of the bismuth and

antimony junction ; the chamber has an ivory bottom, s is a

wooden slider, which can be moved smoothly back and for-

ward along a bevelled groove, by means of the lever l. This

lever turns on a pivot at Q, and fits into a horizontal slit in the

slider, to which it is attached by the pin p' passing through

both ; in the lever an oblong aperture is cut, through which

p
1

passes, and in which it has a certain amount of lateral play,

so as to enable it to push the slider forward in a straight line.

* M&n. do la Soc. do Geneve, vol. iv. p. ?0.

f Annalcs do Chim. et do Phys., December, 1827,
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Two projections arc seen at the end of the slider; across

these, from projection to projection, a thin membrane is

stretched ; a chamber mr

is thus formed, with three sides and

a floor of wood, and bounded in front by4he membrane. A
thin platinum wire, bent up and down several times, so as to

form a kind of grating, was laid against the back of the

chamber m\ and embedded in the end of the slider by the

stroke of a hammer; the end was then filed down, until about

half the wire was removed, and the whole reduced to a uni-

form flat surface. Against the common surface of the slider

and wire, an extremely thin plate of mica was glued, sufficient,

simply, to interrupt all contact between the bent wire and a

drop of mercury, which the chamber m' is destined to con-

tain; the ends w wf

of the bent wire proceed to two small

cisterns c c\ hollowed out in a slab of ivory, and filled with

mercury. The end of the slider and its bent wire are shown

in fig. 64. The rectangular space efg h (fig. OB) is cut quite

through the slab of mahogany, and a brass plate is screwed to

the latter underneath ; from this plate (which is cut away, as

shown by the dotted lines in the figure) four conical ivory

pillars a b e d project upward ; though appearing to be upon

the same plane as the upper surfaces of the bismuth and anti-

mony bars, the points of the pillars are, in reality, 0*3 of an

inch below the said surfaces.

(2G1) The body to be examined is reduced to the shape of a

cube, and placed, by means of a pair of pliers, upon the four sup-

ports abed; the slider s is then drawn up against the cube,

and the latter becomes firmly clasped between the projections of

the piece of ivory 1 1' on the one side, and those of the slider s

on the other. The chambers m and m' being filled with mer-

cury, the membrane in front of each is pressed gently against

the cube by the interior fluid mass, and, in this way, a uni-

form contact, which is absolutely essential, is secured.

The problem which requires solution is the following : It

is required to apply a source of heat, of a strictly measurable

character, and always readily attainable, to that face of- the
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cube which is in contact with the membrane m* at the end

of the slider, and to determine what quantity of this heat

crosses the cube to the opposite lace, during a minute of

time.

(%$%) To obtain a source of heat, of the nature described,

the following method was adopted : b is a small galvanic

battery, from which a current proceeds to the tangent compass

t; passes round the ring of the instrument, deflecting in its

passage the magnetic needle, which hangs in the centre of the

ring. From a* the current proceeds to the rheostat it ; this

instrument consists of a cylinder of serpentine stone, round

which a German-silver wire is coiled spirally; by turning the

handle of the instrument, any required quantity of this power-

fully resisting wire is thrown into the circuit, the current be-

ing thus regulated at pleasure. The sole use of these last two

instruments, in the present series of experiments, is to keep

the current perfectly constant, from day to day. From the

rheostat the current proceeds to the cistern a, thence through

the bent wire, and back to the cistern c', from which it pro-

ceeds to the other pole of the battery,

(203) The bent wire, during the passage of the current,

becomes greatly heated; the heat is transmitted through the

mercury in the chamber ml to the membrane in front of the

chamber; this membrane becomes the proximate source of

heat applied to the left-hand face of the cube. The quantity

of heat transmitted from this source, through the mass of the

cube, to the opposite face, in any given time, is estimated

from the deflection which it is able to produce upon the nee-

dle of a galvanometer, connected with the bismuth and an-

timony pair, g is a galvanometer, used for this purpose;

from it proceed wires to the mercury cups u m, which, as

before remarked, are connected by platinum wires with a
and b.

(26(1) The action of mercury upon bismuth, as a solvent, is

well known ; an amalgam is speedily formed when the two

metals come into contact. To preserve the thermo-electric
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couple from this action, their ends are protected by a sheath-

ing of the same membrane as that used in front of the cham-

bers r/i m'.

(205) Previous to the cube's being placed between the two

membranes, the latter, by virtue of the fluid masses behind

them, bulge out a little, thus forming a pair of soft and slightly

convex cushions. 'When the cube is placed on its supports,

and the slider is brought up against it, both cushions are

pressed flat, and thus the contact is made perfect. The sur-

face of the cube is larger than the surface of the membrane j
*

and hence the former is always firmly caught between

the opposed rigid projections, the slider being held fast in

this position by means of the spring r> which is then attached

to the pin p. The exact manner of the experiment is as fol-

lows : Having first seen that the needle of the galvanometer

points to zero, when the thcrmo-circuit is complete, the latter

is interrupted by means of the break-circuit }<ey k' t At a cer-

tain moment, marked by the second-hand of a watch, the vol-

taic circuit is closed by the key A*, and the current is permitted

to circulate for sixty seconds; at the sixtieth second the vol-

taic circuit is broken, by the left hand at &, while, at the same

instant, the thermo-electric circuit is closed by the right hand

at h\ The needle of the galvanometer is instantly deflected,

and the limit of the first impulsion is noted. The amount of

this impulsion depends, of course, upon the quantity of heat

which has reached the bismuth and antimony junction, through

the mass of the cube, during the time of action, The limit of

the first impulsion being noted, the cube is removed, and the

instrument is allowed to cool, until the needle of the galva-

nometer returns again to zero.

(200) Judging from the description, the mode of experi-

ment may appear complicated, but, in reality, it is not so. A
single experimenter has the most complete command over the

entire arrangement. The wires from the small galvanic bat-

tery (a single cell) remain undisturbed from day to day ; all

* Tho edge of each cube measured 0'3 inch.
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that is to be done is to connect the battery with them, and

every thing is ready for experiment.

(207) There are in wood three lines, at right angles to

each other, which the mere inspection of the substance enables

ns to fix upon, as the necessary resultants of molecular action :

the first line is parallel to the fibre ; the second is perpendic-

ular to it, and to the ligneous layers which indicate the annual

growth of the tree; while the third is perpendicular to the

fibre, and parallel, or rather tangential, to the layers. From
each of a number of trees a cube was cut, two of the faces

being parallel to the ligneous layers, two perpendicular to

them, while the remaining two were perpendicular to the fibre.

It was proposed to examine the velocity of calorific transmis-

sion through the wood in these three directions, It may be

remarked, that the wood was in all cases well seasoned and

dry.

(268) The cube was first placed upon lis four supports,

a b c d
}
so that the line of flux from irt! to m was parallel to

the fibre, and the deflection, produced by the heat transmitted

in sixty seconds, was observed. The cube was then placed

with its fibre vertical, the line of flux from ml

to ni being per-

pendicular to the fibre, and parallel to the ligneous layers; the

deflection produced by a minute's action, in this case, was also

determined. Finally, the cube was turned 90° round, its fibre

being still vertical, so that the line of flux was perpendicular

to both fibre and layers, and the consequent deflection was

observed. In the comparison of these two latter directions,

the chief delicacy of manipulation is necessary. It requires

but a rough experiment to demonstrate the superior velocity

of propagation along the fibre, but the velocities in all direc-

tions perpendicular to the fibre are so nearly equal that it is

only by great care, and, in the majority of cases, by numerous

experiments, that a difference of action can be securely estab-

lished.

(269) The following table contains some of the results of

the inquiry; it will explain itself:
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Description of Wood,

American birch. ........

Oak.
Beech .

.

Coromandel-wood
BmiVcyo maple.

Lance-wood
Box-wood. . ,

Teak-wood
Kosc-wood.
Peruvian-wood
Green -heart
Walnut
Drooping ash. .........

Cocoa-wood
Sandal-wood
Tulip-wood
Camphor-wood
Olive-tree

Ash.....
Black oak
Apple-tree

Iron-wood
Chestnut
Sycamore
Honduras mahogany. ...

Brazil-wood

Yew
Elm
Plane-tree

Portugal laurel

Spanish mahogany.
Scotch fir

DEm:cnON$.

I. If. in.

Perpendicular Perpendicular
to fibre and to
ligneous layers.

Parallel to

fibre.

to fibre and
parallel to

ligneous layers.

o o

35 0*0 11*0

84 9'5 11*0

33 8'8 10*8

33 9'8 12*3

31 11-0 12*0

31 10-6 12*1

31 9-9 12*0

31 9-9 12*4

31 10-4 12*6

30 10*7 11*7

20 11*4 12*6

28 11*0 13*0

28 11*0 12*0

28 11*0 13*6

28 10*0 11*7

28 11-0 12*1

28 8*6 10*0

2S 10*5 13*2

27 9*5 11-5

27 8*0 9*4

26 10*0 12*5
26 10*2 12*4

26 10*1 11*5

26 10*6 12*2
25 9*0 10*0
25 11*9 13*9

24 11*0 12-0
24 10*0 11*6
24 10*0 12*0
24 10*0 11*5

23 11*6 12*5
22 10*0 12*0

(&W) The above table furnishes us with a corroboration

of the result arrived at by De la Rive and Do Oandolle, re-

garding the superior conductivity of the wood in the direction

of the fibre. Evidence is also afforded as to how little mere
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density affects the velocity of transmission. There appears

to be neither law nor general rule here, American birch, a

comparatively light wood, possesses, undoubtedly, a higher

transniissive power than any other in the list. Iron-wood, on

the contrary, with a specific gravity of 1*426, stands low.

Again, oak and Coromandei-wood the latter so hard and

dense that it is used for sharp war-instruments by savage tribes

—stand near the head of the list, while Scotch fir and other

light woods stand low.

(271) If we cast our eyes along the second and third col-

umns of the table, we shall find that, in every instance, the

velocity of propagation is greatest in a direction perpendicular

to the ligneous layers. The law of molecular action, as re-

gards the transmission of heat through wood, may therefore

be expressed as follows :

At all the points, not situate in the centre of the tree, wood
possesses three unequal axes of calorific conduction, which are

at right angles to each other. The first and principal axis is

parallel to thefibre of the wood ; the second and intermediate

axis is perpendicular to the fibre, and to the ligneous layers ;

while the third and least axis is perpendAcxda'r to the fibre,

and parallel to the layers,

(272) MM. Be la Rive and Be Candolle have remarked

upon the influence which its feeble conducting power in a

lateral direction must exert in preserving within a tree the

warmth which it acquires from the soil. In virtue of this

property, a tree is able to resist sudden changes of tempera-

ture, which would probably be prejudicial to it : it resists alike

the sudden abstraction of heat from within, and the sudden

accession of it from without. But Nature has gone further,

and clothes the tree with a sheathing of worse-conducting ma-

terial than the wood itself, even in its worst direction. The
following are the deflections, obtained by submitting a num-

ber of cubes of bark, of the same size as the cubes of wood,

to the same conditions of experiment i



Deflection.

Corresponding deflection

produced by the wood.

. r 10-8°

i ll'O

. i n-5

i 12-0
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Bcech-tvcc bark

Oakrtvcc bavk

Elm-tree bavk

Pine-tree bark .

The direction of transmission, in these cases, was from the

interior surface of the hark outward.

(273) The average deflection, produced by a cube of wood,

when the flux is lateral, may bo taken at

12°;

a cube of rook-crystal (pure silica), of the same size, produces

a deflection of
90°.

(274) There are the strongest experimental grounds for

believing that rock-crystal possesses a higher conductive

power than some of the metals.

(275) The following numbers express the transmissive

power of a few other organic structures

:

Tooth of walrus

.

. . . . .16
Tusk of East-Indian elephant 1*1

Whalebone. ...... 9

Rhinoceros-horn . . . . 9

Cow's horn . . . , . .9

(270) The substances used in the construction of organic

tissues arc exactly such as arc best calculated to resist sudden

changes of temperature.

(277) The following results further illustrate this point.

Each of the substances mentioned was reduced to the cubical

form, and submitted to an examination, similar in every re-

spect to that of wood and quartz. While, however, a cube of

the latter substance produces a deflection of 90°, a cube of

Sealing-wax produces a deflection of . .
.0°

Sole-leather .....
Bees'.wax .

*

. . . .0
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Ohio . « . .
'

. . 0°

Gutta-percha . . . . . ,

India-rubber . . .

Filbert-kernel . . . , , ,0
Almond-kernel * . » »

Boiled Imm-mnsete . . , .0
Kaw veal-muscle .....

(3Y8) The substances here named are animal and vege-

table productions; and the experiments demonstrate the ex-

treme imperviousness of every one of them. Starting from

the principle, that sudden accessions or deprivations of heat

are prejudicial to animal and vegetable health, we see that

the materials chosen are precisely those best calculated to

avert such changes.

(2¥9) I wish now to direct your attention to what may, at

first sight, appear to you a parodoxieal experiment : Here is

a short prism of bismuth, and here another of iron, of the

same size. The ends of both prisms are coated with white

wax, and placed, with their coated surfaces upward, on the

lid of this vessel, which contains hot water. The motion of

heat will propagate itself through the prisms, and you are to

observe the melting of the wax. It is already beginning to

yield, but on which? On the bismuth. And now the white

has entirely disappeared from the bismuth, the wax over-

spreading it in a transparent liquid layer, while that on the

iron is not yet melted, How is this result to be reconciled

with the fact, stated in our table of conductivities, that, the con-

duction of iron being 1£, the conduction of bismuth is only % ?

In this experiment, the bismuth seems to be the best con-

ductor. We solve this enigma by turning to our table of

specific heats (page 129), where we find that, the specific heat

of iron being 0.1138, that of bismuth is only 0.0308; to rise,

therefore, a certain number of degrees in temperature, iron

requires more than three times the absolute quantity of heat

required by bismuth. Thus, though the iron is really a much

better conductor than the bismuth, and is at this moment ao
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cepting, in every unit of time, a much greater amount of heat

than the bismuth, still, in consequence of the number of its

atoms, or the magnitude of its interior work, the augmenta-

tion of temperature in its case is slow. Bismuth, on the con-

trary, can immediately devote a large proportion of the heat

imparted to it, to the augmentation of temperature \ and thus

it apparently outstrips the iron, in the transmission of that

motion, to which temperature is dim,

(280) You see here, very plainly, the incorrectness of the

.statements sometimes made in books, and frequently also by

candidates in our science examinations, regarding the experi-

ment of Ingenhausz, already referred to. It is usually stated

that the greater the quickness with which the wax melts, the

belter is the conductor. If the bad conductor and the good

conductor have" the same specific heat, this is true; but in

other cases, as proved by our last experiment, it may be en-

tirely incorrect. The proper way of proceeding, as already

indicated, is to wait until both the iron and the bismuth have

attained a constant temperature—till each of them, in fact,

has accepted, and is transmitting, all the motion which it can

accept, or transmit, from the source of heat ; when this is

done, it is found that the quantity transmitted by the iron is

many times greater than that transmitted by the bismuth.

You remember our experiments with the Trevelyan instru-

ment, and know the utility of having a highly-expansible body

as the bearer of the rocker. Lead is good, beca\ise it is thus

expansible. But the coefficient of expansion of zinc is slightly

higher than that of lead ; still zinc does not answer well, as a

block. The reason is, the specific heat of zinc is more than

three times that of lead, so that the heat, communicated to

the zinc by the contact of the rocker, produces only about one-

third the augmentation of temperature, and a correspondingly

small amount of local expansion.

(281) These considerations also show that, in our experi-

ments on wood, the quantity of heat transmitted by our cube

in one minute's time cannot, in strictness, be regarded as the
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expression of the conductivity o£ the wood, unless the specific

heat of tho various woods be the same. On this point, no ex-

periments have been made. But, as regards the influence of

molecular structure, the experiments hold good, for here wo
compare one direction with another, in the same cube. With

respect to organic structures, I may add that, even allowing

them time to accept all the motion, which they are capable of

accepting, from a source of heat, their power of transmitting

that motion is exceedingly low. They are really bad con

ductors.

(282) It is the imperfect conduetibility of woollen textures,

which renders them so eminently fit for clothing. They pre-

serve the body from sudden accessions, and from sudden losses

of heat. The same 'quality of non-conductibility manifests

itself, when we wrap flannel round a block of ice. The ice

thus preserved is not easily melted. In the case of a human

body, on a cold day, the woollen clothing prevents tho trans-

mission of motion from within outward. In the case of the

ice, on a warm day, the self-same fabric prevents the trans-

mission of motion from without inward. Animals which in-

habit cold climates are furnished by Nature with their neces-

sary clothing. Birds, especially, need this protection, for they

are still more warm-blooded than the mammalia. They are

furnished with feathers, and between the feathers the inter-

stices are Idled with down, the molecular constitution and

mechanical texture of which render it, perhaps, the worst of

all conductors. Here we have another example of that harmo-

nious relation of life to the conditions of life, which is inces-

santly presented to the student of natural science.

(283) The indefatigable Bumford made an elaborate series

of experiments, on the conductivity of the substances used in

clothing.* His method was this ; A mercurial thermometer

was suspended in the axis of a cylindrical glass tube, ending

with a globe, in such a manner that the centre of the bulb of

the thermometer occupied the centre of the globe : the space,

* Phil. Trans. 1Y92, p. -16.
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between the internal surface of the globe and the bulb, was

filled with the substance whose conductive power was to be

determined; the instrument was then heated in boiling water,

and afterward plunged into a freezing mixture of pounded ice

and salt, the times of cooling down 135° Fahr. being noted,

They are recorded in the following table

:

Surrounded with Seconds.

Twisted silk . . . . - . ,917
Fine lint ....... 1032

Cotton-wool ....... 1046

Sheep's wool . . . . . .1118
Taftety . . . . . . .1169

Haw silk ....... 1264

Beavers' fur , . . . . . .1206

Eider-down ...... 1305

Haves' fuv . . . . . . . 1312

Wood-ashes . . . . . . 92V

Charcoal . . . . . .93V
Lamp-black . . . . . 1117

(284) Among the substances hero examined, hares' fur

offered the greatest impediment to the transmission of the

heat.

(285) The transmission of heat is powerfully influenced by

the mechanical state of the body through which it passes.

The raw and twisted silk of Bnmford's table illustrate this.

Pure silica, in the state of hard rock-crystal, is a better con-

ductor than bismuth or lead; but, if the crystal be reduced to

powder, the propagation of heat through that powder is ex-

ceedingly slow. Through transparent rock-salt heat is copi-

ously conducted, through common table-salt very feebly. Here

is some asbestos, a substance composed of certain silicates in

a fibrous condition ; I place it on my hand, and on the asbestos

a red-hot iron ball ; the ball can be supported without incon-

venience. , The asbestos intercepts the heat. That this divis-

ion of the substance should interfere with the transmission

might reasonably be inferred ; for, heat being motion, any

thing which disturbs the continuity of the molecular chain,
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along which the motion is conveyed, must affect the transmis-

sion. In the case of the asbestos, the fibres of the silicates are

separated from each other by spaces of air ; to propagate it-self,

therefore, the motion has to pass from the solid to the air, a

very light body, and again from the air to the solid, a compar-

atively heavy body ; and it is easy to see that the transmission

of motion through this composite texture must be very imper-

fect, In the case of an animal's fur, this is more especially

the case; for here, not only do spaces of air intervene between

the hairs, but the hairs themselves, unlike the fibres of the

asbestos, are very bad conductors. Lava has been known to

flow over a layer of ashes, underneath which was a bed of ice,

and the non-conductivity of the ashes has saved the ice from

fusion. Red-hot cannon-balls may be wheeled to the gun's

mouth in wooden barrows partially filled with sand. Ice is

packed in sawdust, to prevent it from melting; powdered char-

coal is also an eminently bad conductor. But there are cases

where sawdust, chaff, or charcoal, could not be used with safe-

ty, on account of their combustible nature. In such cases,

powdered gypsum may be used with advantage ; in the solid

crystalline state, it is an incomparably worse conductor than

silica, and it may be safely inferred that, in the powdered

state, its imperviousness far transcends that of sand, each

grain of which is a good conductor. A jacket of gypsum*

powder, round, a steam-boiler, would materially lessen its loss

of heat.

(%8(>) Water usually holds certain minerals in solution.

In percolating through the earth, it dissolves more or less of

the substances with which it comes into contact. For exam-

ple, in chalk districts, the water always contains a quantity of

carbonate of lime ; such water is called hard water. Sulphate

of lime is also a common ingredient of water. In evaporat-

ing, the water only is driven off, the mineral is left behind,

often in quantities too great to be held in solution by the

water. Many springs are strongly impregnated with carbon-

ate of lime, and the consequence is, that when the waters of
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such springs reach the surface, and arc exposed to the air,

where they can partially evaporate, the mineral is precipi-

tated, and forms incrustations on the surfaces of plants and

stones, over which the water trickles. In boiling water, the

same occurs; the minerals are precipitated, and there is

scarcely a kettle in London which is not internally coated

with a mineral incrustation. This is an extremely serious

difficulty, as regards steam-boilers ; the crust is a bad con-

ductor, and it may become so thick as materially to in-

tercept the passage of heat to the water. Before yon is

an example of this mischief. This is a portion of a boiler

belonging to a steamer, which was all but lost through the

exhaustion of her coals : to bring this vessel into port, her

spars, and every other piece of available wood, were burnt.

On examination, this formidable incrustation was found within

the boiler: it is mainly carbonate of lime, which by its non-

conducting power rendered a prodigal expenditure of fuel

necessary, to generate the required quantity of steam,

Doubtless, the slowness of many kettles in boiling would be

found due. to a similar cause.

(287) One or two instances of the action of good conduc-

tors, in preventing the local accumulation of heat, will not be

out of place here. These two spheres are of the same size,

and are both covered closely with white paper. One of them

is copper, the other is wood. I place a spirit-lamp underneath

each of them. The motion of heat is, of course, communi-

cating itself to each ball, but, in one, it is quickly conducted

away from the place of contact with the flame, through the

entire mass of the ball ; in the other, this quick conduction

does not take place, the motion therefore accumulates at the

point where the flame plays upon the ball ; and here you have

the result. On turning up the wooden ball, the white paper

is seen to be charred ; the other ball, so far from being charred,

is loety at its under surface, by the condensation of the aque-

ous vapor generated by the lamp. Here is a cylinder covered

closely with paper; I hold its centre, thus, over the lamp,
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turning it so that the /lame shall play all round the cylinder:

you see a well-defined black mark, on one side of which the

paper is charred, on the other side not. The cylinder is half

brass and half wood, and this black mark shows their line of

junction ; where the paper covers the wood, it is charred

;

where it covers the brass, it is not sensibly affected.

(288) If the entire moving force of a common rifle-bullet

were communicated to a heavy cannon-ball, it would produce

in the latter a very small amount of motion. Supposing the

rifle-bullet to weigh two ounces, and to have a velocity of

1,600 feet a second, the moving force of this bullet, communi-

cated to a 100-lb. cannon-ball, would impart to the latter a

velocity of only 32 feet a second, Thua with regard to a

flame ; its molecular motion is very intense, but its weight is

extremely small, and, if communicated to a heavy body, the

intensity of the motion must fall, Here, for example, is a

sheet of wire gauze, with meshes wide enough to allow air to

pass freely through them; and here is a jet of gas, burning

brilliantly. 1 bring down the wire gauze upon the flame;

you would imagine that the flame could readily pass through

the meshes of the gauze : but no, not a flicker gets through

(fig. 05). The combustion is entirely confined to the space

Fio. 05. Kio. 60.

under the gauze. I extinguish the flame, and allow the unig-

nited gas to stream from the burner, I place the wire gauze,

thus, above the burner : the gas is now freely passing through

the meshes. On igniting the gas above, you have the flame,

but it does not propagate itself downward to the burner (fig.
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66). You sco a dark space of four inches, between the

burner and the gauze, a space filled with gas in a condition

eminent!}' favorable to ignition, but still it docs not ignite.

Thus, you see, this metallic gauze, which allows the gas to

pass freely through, intercepts the flame. And why ? A cer-

tain heat is necessary, to cause the gas to ignite ; but by

placing the wire gauze over the flame, or the flame over the

wire gauze, you transfer (he motion of that light and quiver-

ing thing to the comparatively heavy metal. The intensity

of the molecular motion is greatly lowered : so much lowered,

indeed, that it is incompetent to propagate the combustion to

the opposite side of the gauze.

(289) We are all, unhappily, too well acquainted with the

terrible accidents that occur, through explosions in coal-mines.

You know that the cause of these explosions is the presence

of a certain gas—a compound of carbon and hydrogen- gen-

erated in the coal strata. When this gas is mixed with a

sufficient quantity of air, it explodes on ignition, the carbon

of the gas uniting with the oxygen of the air, to produce

carbonic acid ; the hydrogen of the gas uniting with the oxy-

gen of the air to produce water. By the flame of the explo-

sion the miners are burnt; but, even should this not destroy

life, they are often suffocated afterward, by the carbonic acid

produced. The original gas is the miner's " fire-damp," the

carbonic acid is his" choke-damp." Sir Humphry Davy, after

having assured himself of the action of wire gauze, just ex-

hibited before you, applied it to the construction of a lamp,,

which should enable the miner to carry his light into an explo-

sive atmosphere* Previous to the introduction of the safety-

lamp, the miner had to content himself with the light from

sparks produced by the collision of flint and steel, for these

sparks were found incompetent to ignite the fire-damp.

(290) Davy surrounded a common oil-lamp by a cylinder

of wire-gauze (fig. 6?). So long as this lamp is fed by pure

air, the flame burns with the ordinary brightness of an oil-

flame ; but, when the miner comes into an atmosphere con-
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taming " fire-damp," his flame enlarges, and becomes less lumi-

nous ; instead of being fed by the pure oxygen of the air, it is

now, in part, surrounded by inflammable gas. This enlargement
of the flame he ought to take as a warning to retire. Still,

though a continuous explosive atmosphere may extend from
the air outside, through the meshes of the gauze, to the flame

within, ignition is not propagated across the gauze. The
lamp may be filled with an almost lightless

flame; still, explosion docs not occur. A
defect in the gauze, the destruction of the

wire at any point by oxidation, hastened

by the flame playing against it, would

cause explosion. The motion of the lamp

through the air might also force, mechan-

ically, the flame through the meshes. In

short, a certain amount of intelligence and

caution is necessary in using the lamp.

This intelligence, unhappily, is not always

possessed, nor this caution always exer-

cised, by the miner ; and the consequence

is that, even with the safety-lamp, explo-

sions still occur. Before permitting a man
or boy to enter a mine, would it not be

well to place these results, by experiment,

visibly before him ? Mere advice will not

enforce caution ; but let the miner have

the physical image of what he is to expect,

clearly and vividly before his mind, and he

will find it a restraining and a monitory influence, long after

the effect of cautioning words has passed a\vay.

(291) A word or two, now, on the conductivity of liquids

and gases. Rumford made numerous experiments on this

subject, showing at once clearness of conception, and skill of

execution. He supposed liquids to be non-conductors, clearly

distinguishing the " transport " of heat, by convection, from

true conduction ; and, in order to prevent convection in his
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liquids, ho heated them at the top. In this way, he found the

heat of a warm iron cylinder incompetent to pass downward,

through 0*2 of an inch of olive-oil ; he also boiled water in a

glass tube, over ice, without melting the latter substance.

The later experiments of M, Despretz apparently show that

liquids possess true though extremely feeble powers of con-

duction, liumford also denied the conductivity of gases,

though he was well acquainted with their .convection.* The

subject of gaseous conduction has been recently taken up by
Professor Magnus, of Berlin, and this distinguished philoso-

pher considers his experiments prove that hydrogen gas con-

ducts heat like a metal.

(292) The cooling action of air by convection may be

thus illustrated : On sending a voltaic current through this

coil of platinum wire, it glows bright red.

I now stretch out the coil, so as to form a

straight wire ; the glow instantly sinks- -you

can hardly see it. This effect is duo to the

freer access of the cold air to the stretched

wire. Here, again, is a receiver, r (fig. G8),

which can be exhausted at pleasure ; attached

to the bottom is a vertical metal rod, m n
}

and through the top another rod, a 6, passes,

which can be moved tip and down through

an air-tight collar, so as to bring the ends of

the two rods within any required distance of

each other. At present, the rods are united

by two inches of platinum wire, b m
t
which

may be heated to any required degree of in-

tensity by a voltaic current. On establishing

connection with this small battery, the wire

is barely luminous enough to be seen; in

fact, the current from a single cell only is

now sent through it. It is surrounded by
air, which is carrying off a portion of its heat.

*l>
hil, Trans., 1?02; Kssays, vol. ii. p. 56.

Fig. 68.

J

W*$$*

c:

When the
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receiver is exhausted, the wire glows more brightly than he-

fore. 1 allow air to reenter- -the wive, for a time, is quite

quenched, in fact, rendered perfectly black ; but, after the air

has ceased to enter, its first feeble glow is restored. The cur-

rent of air here passing over the wire, and destroying its

glow, acts like the current established by the wire itself, by

heating the air in contact with it. The cooling of the wire,

in both cases, is due to convection, not to true conduc-

tion,

(298) The same effect is obtained, in a greatly increased

degree, if hydrogen be used instead of air. We owe this in-

teresting observation to Mr. Grove, and it formed the starting-

point of M. Magnus's investigation. The receiver is now ex-

hausted, the wire being almost white-hot. Air cannot do more

than reduce that whiteness to bright redness ; but observe what

hydrogen can do. On the entrance of this gas, the wire is

totally quenched, and even after the receiver has been filled

with the gas, and the inward current has ceased, the glow of

the wire is not restored. The electric current, now passing

through the wire, is from two cells ; I try three cells, the wire

glows feebly ; five cause it to glow more brightly, but, even

with five, it is but a bright red. Were no hydrogen there,

the current now passing through the wire would infallibly

fuse it. Let us see whether this is not the case. On exhaust-

ing the receiver, the first few strokes of the pump produce a

scarcely sensible effect ; but the effect of rarefaction soon be-

gins to be visible. The wire whitens, and appears to thicken.

To those at a distance it is now as thick as a goose-quill; and

now it glows, upon the point of fusion ; I continue to work

the pump -the light suddenly vanishes; the wire is fused.

(294) This extraordinary cooling power of hydrogen has

been usually ascribed to the mobility of its particles, which

enables currents to establish themselves in this gas, with

greater facility than in any other. But Professor Magnus

conceives the chilling of the wire to be an effect of conduction.

To impede, if not to prevent, the formation of currents, he
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passes his platinum wire along the axis of a narrow glass

tube, filled with hydrogen. Although, in this case, the wire

is surrounded by a mere film of the gas, and the presence of

currents, in the ordinary sense, is scarcely to be assumed, the

film shows itself just as competent to quench the incandescence

as when the wire is caused to pass through a large vessel con-

taining the gas. Professor Magnus also heated the closed

top of a vessel,- and found that the heat was conveyed more

quickly from it to a thermometer, placed at some distance be-

low the source of heat, when the vessel was filled with hydro-

gen, than when it was filled with air. He found this to be the

case even when the vessel was loosely filled with cotton-wool

or eider-down. Here, he contends, currents could not be

formed; the heat must be conveyed to the thermometer by the

true process of conduction, and not by convection.

(295) Beautiful and ingenious as these experiments are,

I do not think they establish the conductivity of hydrogen,

Let us suppose the wire, in Professor Magnus's first experi-

ment, to bo stretched along the axis of a wide cylinder con-

taining hydrogen, wc should have convection, in the ordinary

sense, on heating the wire. Where docs the heat thus dis-

persed ultimately go ? It is manifestly given up to the sides

of the cylinder, and, if we narrow our cylinder, we simply hast-

en the transfer. The process of narrowing may continue, till

a narrow tube is the result- -the convection between centre

and sides will continue, and produce the same cooling effect

as before. The heat of the gas being instantly lowered, by

communication to the heavy tube, it is prepared to reabstract

the heat from the wire. With regard, also, to the vessel

heated at the top, it would require a surface mathematically

horizontal, and a perfectly uniform application of heat to that

surface -it would, moreover, be necessary to cut the heat

sharply off from the sides of the vessel—to prevent convec-

tion, 3£ven in the interstices of the eider-down and of the

cotton-wool, the conveotive mobility of hydrogen will make
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itself felt, and, taking every thing into account, I think the

experimental question of gaseous conduction is still an open

* In my opinion, the question of liquid conduction also demands Anther in-

vestigation. This opinion is founded on numerous experiments which I have

myself made in connection with this question.
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CHAPTER VIIL

COOMXO A T.OS5 OF MOTION I TO WHAT IS THIS MOTION IMt»AKTRO?---y.XPKRl.MBKXiJ ON
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AVVBT&mX >-SINGING FLAMES.

(290) T XTE have this day readied the boundary of one of

V V the two great divisions of our subject, - Hith-

erto we have dealt with heat, while associated with solid,

liquid, or gaseous bodies. We have found it competent to

produce changes of volume in all these bodies. We have also

observed it reducing solids to liquids, and liquids to vapors;

we have seen it transmitted through solids, by (lie process of

conduction, and distributing itself through liquids and gases

by the process of convection. We have now to follow it into

conditions of existence different from any which we have here-

tofore examined,

(297) This heated copper ball hangs in the air; you see it

glow, the glow sinks, the ball becomes obscure; in popular

language, the ball cools. Bearing in mind what has been said

on the nature of heat, we must regard this cooling as a loss of

molecular motion. But motion cannot be lost : it must be im-

parted to something : to what, then, is the molecular motion of

this ball transferred ? You would, perhaps, answer, to the air

;
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and this is partly true: over the ball air is passing, and rising

in a heated column, quite visible against the screen, if we allow

the electric beam to pass through the warmed air. But not

the whole, not even the chief part, of the molecular motion of

the ball is dissipated in this way. If the ball were placed in

vacuo) it would still cool. liumford, of whom we have heard

so much, contrived to hang a small thermometer by a single

fibre of silky in the middle of a glass globe, exhausted by means

of mercury, and he found that the calorific rajs passed to and

fro across the vacuum ; thus proving the transmission of the

heat to be independent of air. Davy, with the apparatus now

before you, showed that the heat-rays from the electric light

pass freely through an air-pump vacuum ; and we can repeat

his experiment substantially for ourselves. It is only neces-

sary to take the receiver already employed (tig. 68), and, re-

moving the remains of the platinum wire, then destroyed,

attach to each end of the two rods, m n and a 5, a bit of retort

carbon. I now exhaust the receiver, bring the coal-points to-

gether, and send a current from point to point. The moment

the points are drawn a little apart, the electric light shines

forth : and here is the thermo-electric pile ready to receive a

portion of the rays. The galvanometer-needle at once flies

aside, and this has been accomplished by rays which have

crossed the vacuum.

(298) But if not to air, to what is the motion of our cool-

ing ball communicated ? We must reach by easy stages the

answer to this question. Men had taken a very considerable

step in science, when they first obtained a clear conception of

the way in which sound is transmitted through air, and a very

important experiment was made by Haukshee before the Hoyal

Society in 1705, when he showed that sound could not propa-

gate itself through a vacuum. Now, I wish, in the first in-

stance, to make manifest to you this conveyance of the vibra-

tions of - sound by the air. This belt is turned upside-down,

and supported by a stand. When a fiddle-bow is drawn across

the edge of the bell, you hear its tone ; the bell is now vibrat-
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ing, and when sand is thrown upon its flatfish bottom it ar-

ranges itself there, so as to form a definite figure ; or, if it were

filled with water, we should have the surface fretted with beau-

tiful crispations. These crispations would show that the bell,

in emitting this note, divides itself into four swinging parts,

separated from each other by lines of no swinging. Here is a

sheet of tracing-paper, drawn tightly over a hoop, so as to form

a kind of fragile drum. When held over the vibrating bell,

but not so as to touch the latter, you hear the shivering of the

membrane, ft is a little too slack; I tighten it by warming

it before the fire, and repeat the experiment, You no longer

hear a shivering, but a loud musical tone, superadded to that

of the bell. When the membrane is raised and lowered, or

moved to and fro, you hear the rising and the sinking of the

tone, Here is a smaller drum, which I pass round the bell,

holding the membrane vertical ; it actually bursts into a roar,

when brought within half an inch of the bell, The motion of

the bell, communicated to the air, has been transmitted to

the membrane, and the latter is thus converted into a sonorous

body.

(&99) The two plates of brass, a b (fig, 69), are united to-

gether by a metal rod. The plates have been darkened by

bronzing, and on both of them is strewn a quantity of fine

white sand. I now take the connecting brass rod by its cen-

tre, between the finger and thumb of my left hand, and, hold-

ing it upright, draw, with my right, a piece of flannel, over

which a little powdered resin has been shaken, along the rod.

You hear the sound ; but observe the behavior of the sand : a

single stroke has caused it to jump into a series of concentric

rings, which must be quite visible to you all. Operating more

gently
;
you hear the clear, weak musical sound, and sec the

sand shivering, and creeping, by degrees, to the lines which

it formerly occupied. The curves now there are as sharply

drawn upon the surface of the lower disk as if they had been

arranged with a eamerVhair pencil. On the upper disk, you

see a series of concentric circles of the same kind. The vibra-
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tions here imparted to the rod have communicated themselves

to both the disks, and divided each of them into a series of

vibrating segments, separa-

ted from each other by lines

of no vibration, on which

lines the sand finds peace.

(300) Now let me show

you the transmission of

these vibrations, from the

lower disk through the air.

On the door is a paper

drum, d, with dark-colored

sand strewn uniformly over

it ; I might stand on the

table- -or, indeed, as high

as the ceiling, and produce

the eifcet which you are

now to witness. Pointing

the rod which unites the

plates, in the direction of

the paper drum, I draw the

rosined rubber vigorously

over the rod : a single stroke

has caused the sand to spring

into a reticulated pattern.

A precisely similar effect is

produced, by sound, on the

drum of the ear ; the tym-

panic membrane is caused

to shiver, in the same man-

ner as that drum-head of

paper, and its motion, con-

veyed to the auditory nerves,

and transmitted thence to

the brain, awakes in us the sensation of sound.

(301) Here is a still more striking example of the convey-
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ancc of the motion of sound through air. By permitting a

jet of gas to issue through a small orifice, a slender flame is

obtained, and, by turning the cock, the flame is reduced to a

height of about half an inch. The flame is then introduced into

this glass tube, A n (fig. 70),

which is twelve inches long.

Give me your permission to

address that flame. If I be

skilful enough to pitch my
voice to a certain note, the

flame will respond by sud-

denly starting into a melodi-

ous song, and it will continue

singing, as long as the gas

continues to burn. The burn-

er is now arranged within the

tube, which covers it to a

depth of a couple of inches.

If the tube were lower, the

flame would sing of its own
accord, as in the well-known

case of the hydrogen har-

monica; but, with the pres-

ent arrangement, it cannot

sing until ordered to do so.

I emit a sound, which you

will pardon, if it be not mu-

sical. The flame does not

respond ; it has not been spoken to in the proper language.

But a note of somewhat higher pitch causes (he flame to

stretch, and every individual in this large audience now

hears its song. I stop the sound, and stand at a greater

distance from the flame: now that the proper pitch has

been ascertained, the experiment is sure to succeed, and,

from a distance of twenty or thirty feet, the flame is caused

to sing. I turn my back upon it, and strike the note as be*

10
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fore : when called to, it answers, and, with a little practice,

one is able to command a flame to sing and to stop, while it

strictly obeys the injunction. Here, then, we have a striking

example of the conveyance of the vibrations of the organ of

voice through air, and of their communication to a body emi-

nently sensitive to their action.*

(302) Why are these experiments on sound performed?

Simply for the purpose of giving you clear conceptions re-

garding what takes place in the case of heat 5 to lead you from

the tangible to the intangible ; from the region of sense into

that of theory.

(303) After philosophers had become aware of the manner

in which sound was produced and transmitted, analogy led

some of them to suppose that light might be produced and

transmitted in a somewhat similar manner. And perhaps, in

the whole history of science, there was never a question more

hotly contested than this one. Sir Isaac Newton supposed

light to consist of minute particles, darted out from luminous

bodies : this was the celebrated Emission Theory. Iluyghens,

the contemporary of Newton, found great difficulty in conceiv-

ing this cannonade of particles ; or in realizing that they could

shoot with inconceivable velocity through space, and yet not

disturb each other. This celebrated man entertained the

view that light was produced by vibrations, similar to those

of sound. Euler supported Iluyghens, and one of his argu-

ments, though not truly physical, is so quaint and curious,

that I will repeat it here. He considers our various senses,

and the manner in which they are affected by external objects.

" With regard to smell,'
5 he says, " we know that it is pro-

duced by material particles, which issue from a volatile body.

In the case of hearing, nothing is detached from the sounding

* Though not belonging to our present subject, so many persons have

evinced an interest in this experiment, that I have been induced to reprint

two short paper* in the Appendix to this Chapter, in which the experiment is

more fully described. Flames and jets of smoke are acoustic tests of astonish-

ing sensibility. Water-jets may also be rendered exceedingly sensitive. For

l\ full account of their action, see TyndaU on Sound, Lecture IV. Longmans,
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body, and in the case of feeling we must touch the body itself.

The distance at which our senses perceive bodies is, in the

case of touch, no distance; in the case of smell, a small dis-

tance; in the case of hearing, a considerable distance; but, in

the case of sight, greatest of all. It is, therefore, more prob-

able that the same mode of propagation subsists for sound and

light, than that odors and light should be propagated in the

same manner-—that luminous bodies should behave, not as

volatile substances, but as sounding ones."

(304) The authority of Newton bore these men down, and

not until a man of genius within these walls took up the sub-

ject, had the Theory of Undulation any chance of coping with

the rival Theory of Kmission, To Dr. Thomas Young, for-

merly Professor of Natural Philosophy in this Institution, be-

longs the immortal honor of stemming this tide of authority,

and of establishing, on a safe basis, the Theory of Undulation.

Great things have been done in this edifice; but scarcely a

greater thing than this. And Young was led to his conclu-

sion regarding light, by a series of investigations on sound,

lie, like ourselves at the present moment, rose from the

known to the unknown, from the tangible to the intangible.

This subject has been illustrated and enriched by the labors

of genius ever since the time of Young ; but one name only

will I here associate with his—a name which, in connection

with this question, can never be forgotten : that is, the name
of Augustin Fresno?,

(005) According to the theory now universally received,

light consists of a vibratory motion of the particles of the lu-

minous body; but how is this motion transmitted to our

organs of sight? Sound has the air as its medium, and a

close examination of the phenomena of light, by the most

refined and demonstrative experiments, has led philosophers

to the conclusion, that space is occupied by a substance

almost infinitely clastic, through which the pulses of light

make their way. Here your conceptions must be perfectly

clear. The intellect knows no diiYcrencc between great and
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small: it is just as easy, as an intellectual act, to picture a

vibrating atom as to picture a vibrating cannon-ball; and

there is no more difliculty in conceiving this ether^ as it is

called, which fills space, than imagining all space filled with

jelly. You must, then, imagine the atoms of luminous bodies

vibrating, and their vibrations you must figure as communi-

cated to the ether in which they swing, being propagated

through it in waves ; these waves enter the pupil, cross the

ball, and impinge upon the retina, at the back of the eye.

The act, remember, is as real, and as truly mechanical, as* the

stroke of sea-waves upon the shore. The motion of the ether

is communicated to the retina, transmitted thence along the

optic nerve of the brain, and there announces itself to con-

sciousness, as light.

(308) On the screen in front of yon I project an image of

the incandescent coal-points, which produce the electric light.

The points are first brought together, and then separated.

Observe the effect. You have first the place of contact ren-

dered luminous, then you see the glow conducted downward,

to a certain distance along the stem of coal. This, as yon

know, is, in reality, the conduction of motion. When the cir-

cuit is interrupted, the points continue to glow for a short

time* Their light is now subsiding, and now they are quite

dark; but have they ceased to radiate? .By no means. At
the present moment, there is a copious emission from these

points, which, though incompetent to affect sensibly the

nerves of vision, is quite competent to affect other nerves of

the human system. To the eye of the philosopher, who looks

at such matters without reference to sensation, these obscure

radiations are precisely the same in kind as those which pro-

duce the impression of light. You must, therefore, figure the

particles of the heated body as in a state of motion
;
you must

figure that motion as communicated to the surrounding ether,

and transmitted through it with a velocity which we have the

strongest reason for believing to be the same as that of light.

Thus, when you turn toward a fire on a cold day, and expose
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your chilled bands to its influence, the warmth which you feel

is due to the impact of these ethereal billows upon your skin

;

they throw the nerves into motion, and the consciousness, cor-

responding to this motion, is what we popularly call warmth.

Our task, during the lectures which remain to us, is to ex-

amine heat thus propagated through the ether. In this form

it is called Madiant Heat* .

(307) For the investigation of this subject, we possess our

invaluable thermo-electric pile, the face of which is now coated

with lamp-black, a powerful absorber of radiant heat. I hold

the instrument before my check; it is a radiating body, and

the pile drinks in the rays. They generate electricity, and the

needle of the galvanometer moves up to 90°. Withdrawing

the pile from the source of heat, and allowing the needle to

come to rest, I now place this slab of ice in front of the pile.

You have a deflection in the opposite direction, as if rays of

cold were striking on the instrument. But in this case the

pile is the hot body; it radiates its heat against the ice; the

face of the pile is thus chilled, and the needle moves up to 90°

on the side of cold. Our pile is, therefore, not only available

for the examination of heat communicated to it by direct con-

tact, but also for the examination of radiant heat. Let us

apply it at once to a most important investigation, and ex-

amine, by means of it, the distribution of thermal power in

the electric spectrum.

(308) 'Let me, in the first place, show you this spectrum,

it is formed by sending a slice of pure white light from the

orifice o (fig. 71), through a double convex lens, and through

a prism, a h c> built up of plain glass sides, and fdled with the

liquid bisulphide of carbon. This liquid gives a richer display

of color than glass docs, and this is one reason for its employ-

ment in preference to glass. The white beam is now reduced

to its component colors-red, orange, yellow, green, and blue

;

the long blue space being usually subdivided into blue, indigo,

and violet. I will now cause a thermo-electric pile of particu-

lar construction to pass gradually through all these colors in
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succession, so as to test their heating powers, ami you shall

observe the consequent action of the galvanometer.

Kio. 1L

h

(309) The experiment is made with this beautiful piece of

apparatus (fig. 7&), designed by Melioni, and executed, with

Ins accustomed skill, by M. Rithm-

korffi* You observe here a pol-

ished brass plate, A b, attached to

astern ; this stem is mounted on an

horizontal bar, which, by means of

a screw, may have motion impart-

ed to it. By turning this ivory

handle in one direction, the plate

of brass is caused to approach ; by

turning it in the other, it is caused

to recede, the motion being so fine

and gradual, that we can, with

ease and certainty, push the screen

through a space less than ^-gV^th

of an inch, You observe a narrow

vertical slit in the middle of the

plate a b, and something dark be-

hind it. That dark line is the blackened face of a thermo-

electric pile, p, the elements of which arc ranged in a single

row, and not in a square, as in our other instrument, We will

Cs^k)

* Lent to mo by my friend M, Oassiot.
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allow distinct slices of the spectrum to foil on that slit ; each

will impart whatever heat it possesses to the pile, and the

quantity of heat will be marked by the needle of our galva-

nometer,

(310) At present, a small but brilliant spectrum falls upon

the plate a b, but the pile is quite out of the spectrum, On
turning the handle, the slit gradually approaches the violet;

the light now falls upon it, but the needle does not move sen-

sibly. In the indigo, the needle is still quiescent; the blue

also shows no action. Nor docs the green : the yellow falls

upon the slit; the motion of the needle is now perhaps for the

first time visible to you; but the deflection is small, though

the pile is exposed to the most luminous pari of the spectrum.*

I pass on to the orange, which is less luminous than the yel-

low, but you observe, though the light diminishes, the heat

increases; the needle moves still farther; while in the red,

which is still less luminous than the orange, we have the

greatest thermal power of the visible spectrum,

(311) The appearance, however, of this burning red might

lead you to suppose it natural for such a color to be better

than any of the others. But now pay attention. I cause the

pile to pass entirely out of the spectrum, quite beyond the

extreme red. The needle goes promptly up to the stops, So

that we have here a heat-spectrum which wc cannot see, and

whose thermal power is far greater than that of any part of

the visible spectrum. In fact, the electric light, with which

we deal, emits an infinity of rays converged by our lens, re-

fracted by our prism, forming the prolongation of our spec-

trum, but utterly incompetent to excite the optic nerve. It is

the same with the sun. Our orb is rich in these obscure rays

;

and though they are, for the most part, cut olY by our atmos-

phere, multitudes of them still reach us. To the celebrated

Sir William Herschel we are indebted for this discovery.

(312) This is sufficient for our present purpose. I pro-

pose, in a future lecture, to sift the composite emission of our

* I am hero dealing with a largo lecture-room galvanometer.
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electric lamp, detaching the visible from the invisible rays,

and illustrating the discoveries which have been recently made

in connection with the subject of obscure radiation.

(313) The visible spectrum, then, simply marks an inter-

val of radiant action, in which the rays are so related to our

organization as to excite the impression of light. Beyond

this interval, in bofh directions
y
radiant power is exerted—ob-

scure rays fall -those falling beyond the red being powerful

to produce heat, while those falling beyond the violet are pow-

erful to promote chemical action, These latter rays can actu-

ally be rendered visible ; more strictly speaking, the undula-

tions or waves which are now striking here beyond the violet

against the screen, though they are incompetent to excite

vision, may be caused to impinge upon another body, to im-

part their motion to it, and actually to convert the dark space

beyond the violet into a brilliantly illuminated one. The means

of making this, experiment are at hand, The lower half of

this sheet of white paper has been washed with a solution of

sulphate of quinine, the upper half being left in its natural

state, Holding the sheet so that the straight line dividing its

prepared from its unprepared half shall be horizontal, it will

cut the spectrum into two equal parts ; the upper half will re-

main unaltered, and you will be able to compare with it the

under half, on which you will find the spectrum elongated.

You sec the effect. We have here a splendid fluorescent band,

several inches in width, where a moment ago there was noth-

ing but darkness, When the prepared paper is removed, the

light disappears ; but, on reintroducing it, the light Hashes

out again, showing you, in the most emphatic maimer, that

the visible limits of the ordinary spectrum by no means mark

the limits of radiant action. I dip my brush in this solution

of sulphate of quinine, and dab it against the paper; wherever

the solution falls, light flashes forth. The existence of these

extra violet rays has been long known ; it was known to

Thomas Young, who actually experimented on them ; but to

the excellent researches of Professor Stokes we are indebted
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for our present complete knowledge of this subject. Ho ren-

dered the rajs thus visible.

(314) How, then, are we to picture to ourselves the rays,

visible and invisible, which fill this large space upon the

screen ? Why are some of them visible and others not ?

Why are the visible ones distinguished -by various colors? Is

there any thing* that we can lay hold of, in the undulations of

the ether, to which, as a physical cause, we must assign the

color ? Observe, first, that the entire beam of white light is

drawn aside or refracted by the prism, but the violet is pulled

aside more than the indigo, the indigo more than the blue, the

blue more than the green, the green more than the yellow, the

yellow more than the orange, and the orange more than the

red. The colors arc differently refrangible, and upon this de-

pends the possibility of their separation. To every particular

degree of refraction belongs a definite color, and no other.

But why should light of one degree of refrangibility produce

the sensation of red, and light of another degree the sensation

of green ? This leads us to consider more closely the cause

of these sensations.

(315) A reference to the phenomena of sound will mate*

rially help us here. Figure clearly to your minds a harp-string

vibrating to and fro ; it advances and causes the particles of

air in front of it to crowd together, thus producing a conden-

saMo'/i of the air. It retreats, and the air-particles behind it

separate more widely, thus producing a rarefaction of the air.

The string again advances, and produces a condensation as

before ; it again retreats, and produces a rarefaction. In this

way, the air, through which the sound of the string is propa-

gated, is moulded into a regular sequence of condensations

and rarefactions, which travel with a velocity of about 1,100

feet a second.

(310) The condensation and rarefaction constitute what is

called a sonorous pulse or wave. The length of the wave is

measured from the centre of one condensation to the centre

of the next one. Now, the quicker a string vibrates, the more
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quickly will these pulses follow each other, and the shorter, at

the same time, will he the length of each individual wave,

Upon these differences the pitch of a note in music depends.

If a violin-player wishes to produce a higher note, he shortens

the string by pressing his finger on it ; thereby augmenting

the rapidity of vibration. If his point of pressure exactly

halves the length of his string, he obtains the octave of the

note which the string emits, when vibrating as a whole,

"Boys are chosen as choristers to produce the shrill notes,

men to produce the bass notes ; the reason being that the

boy's organ vibrates more rapidly than the man's ; " so, the

hum of a gnat is shriller than that of a beetle, because the

smaller insect can send a greater number of impulses per sec-

ond to the ear.

(317) We have now cleared our way toward the full com-

prehension of the physical cause of color. This spectrum is

to the eye what the musical scale is to the ear its different

colors represent notes of different pitch, The vibrations

which produce the impression of red are slower, and the ethe-

real waves which they generate are longer, than those which

produce the impression of violet, while the other colors are

excited by waves of some intermediate length. The length

of the waves both of sound and light, and the number of

shocks which they respectively impart to the ear and eye,

have been strictly determined. Let us here go through a

simple calculation. Light travels through space at a velocity

of 192,000 miles a second. Reducing this to inches, we find the

number to be 12,165,180,000. Now, it is found that 30,000

waves of red light, placed end to end, would make up an inch

;

multiplying the number cf inches in 192,000 miles by 39,000,

we obtain the number of waves of red light embraced in a dis-

tance of 192,000 miles*, this number is 474,439,680,000,000.

All these waves enter the eye in a single second. To produce

the impression of violet, a still greater number of impulses is

necessary. It would take 5?,500 waves of violet to fill an

inch, and the number of shocks to produce the impression of
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this color amounts to six hundred and ninety-nine millions of

millions per second, The other colors of the spectrum, as al-

ready stated, rise gradually in pitch from red to violet.

(318) But beyond the violet we have rays of too high a

pitch to be visible, and beyond the red we have rays of too

low a pitch to be visible. The phenomena of light are in this

case also paralleled by those of sound. If it did not involve

a contradiction, we might say that there arc musical sounds

of too high a pitch to be heard, and also sounds of too low a

pitch to be heard, Speaking strictly, there are waves trans-

mitted through the air from vibrating bodies, winch, though

they strike upon the ear in regular recurrence, are incompe-

tent to excite the sensation of a musical note. Probably,

sounds are heard by insects, which entirely escape our per-

ceptions ; and, indeed, as regards human beings, the self-same

note may be of piercing shrillness to one person, while it is

absolutely unheard by another. Both as regards light and

sound, our organs of sight and hearing embrace a certain

practical range, beyond which, on both sides, though the ob-

jective cause exists, our nerves cease to be influenced' by it.

(319) When, therefore, I place this red-hot copper ball

before you, and watch the waning of its light, you will have

a perfectly clear conception of what is occurring here. The

atoms of the. ball oscillate, but they oscillate in a resisting

medium, on which their motion is expended, and which trans-

mits it on all sides with inconceivable velocity. The oscilla-

tions competent to produce light are now exhausted ; the ball

is quite dark, still its atoms oscillate, and still their oscilla-

tions are taken up and transmitted on all sides by the ether.

The ball cools as it thus loses its molecular motion, but no

cooling to which it can be practically subjected can entirely

deprive it of its motion. That is to say, all bodies, whatever

may be their temperature, are radiating heat. From the body

of every individual here present, waves are speeding away,

some of which strike upon this cooling ball, and restore a

portion of its lost motion. But the motion thus received by
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the ball is far less than that which it communicates, and the

difference between them expresses the ball's loss of motion.

As long as this state of things continues, the ball will con-

tinue to show an ever-lowering temperature : its temperature

will sink until the quantity it emits is equal to the quantity

which it receives, and at this point its temperature becomes

constant. Thus, though you are conscious of no reception of

heat, when you stand before a body of your own temperature,

an interchange of rays is passing between you, Every super-

ficial atom of each mass is sending forth its waves, which

cross those that move in the opposite direction, every wave

asserting its own individuality, amid the entanglement of its

fellows. When the sum of motion received is greater than

that given out, warming is the consequence; when the sum of

motion given out is greater than that received, chilling takes

place. This is Provost's Theory of Exchanges, expressed in

the language of the Wave Theory,

(320) Let us occupy ourselves now, for a short time, in

illustrating experimentally the analogy between light and

radiant heat, as regards reflection. You observed when the

thermoelectric pile was placed in front of my cheek there was

attached to it an open cone which was not employed in our

former experiments. This cone is silvered inside, and it is in-

tended to augment the action of feeble radiations, by converg-

ing them upon the face of the thermo-electric pile. It does this

by reflection. Instead of shooting wide of the pile, as many of

them would do if the reflector were removed, the rays meet

the silvered surface, and glance from it against the pile. The
augmentation of the effect is thus shown. I place the pile at

this end of the table without its reflector, and at a distance

of four or five feet, this copper ball, hot- but not red-hot
;
you

observe scarcely any motion of the needle of the galvanome-

ter, Disturbing nothing, I now attach the reflector to the

pile ; the needle instantly goes up to 90°, declaring the aug-

mented action.

(821) The law of this reflection is precisely the same as
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that of light. Let me devote a few minutes to the illustration

of this subject. Observe this apparently solid luminous cyl-

inder, issuing horizontally from our electric lamp, and marking

its track thus vividly upon the dust of our darkened room.

Permitting the beam to fall upon this mirror, it is reflected,

and now strikes the ceiling. The horizontal beam here is the

incident beam, the vertical one is the reflected beam, and the

law of light, as many of you know, is, that the angle of inci-

dence is equal to the angle of reflection. The incident and

reflected beams now enclose a rigid; angle, and when this is

the cas.e we may be sure that both beams form, with a perpen-

dicular to the surface of the mirror, an angle of 45°.

(322) I place the electric lamp at this corner, is, of the

Fio. 73.

table (%. 73) ; behind the table is fixed a looking-glass, i,,

and on the table, you observe, is drawn a large arc, a b.

Attached to the mirror is a long straight lath, m «, so that

the mirror, resting upon rollers, can be turned by the lath,

which is to serve as an index. Those in front may see that

the lath itself and its reflection in the mirror now form a

straight line, which proves that the lath is perpendicular to

the mirror. Eight and left of the central line, m n
}
the arc is

divided into ten equal parts; commencing at the end k, with

0°,the arc is graduated up to 20°. 1 now turn the lath-index,

so that it shall be in the line of the beam emitted by the

lamp. The beam falls upon the mirror, striking it as a per-
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pendicular, and you see that it is reflected hack along the line

of incidence. I now move the index to 1 ; the reflected beam,

as you observe, draws. itscJf along the table, cutting the figure

2. I move the index to 2, the beam is now at 4 ; I move the

index to 8, the beam is now at 6 ; I move it to 5, the beam is

now at 10 ; I move it to 10, the beam is now at 20. Stand-

ing midway between the incident and reflected beams, and

stretching out my arms, my finger-tips touch each of them.

One lies as much to the left of the perpendicular as the other

does to the right. The angle of incidence is equal to the

angle of reflection. But we have also demonstrated that the

beam moves twice as fast as the index ; and this is usually ex-

pressed in the statement, that the angular velocity of a reflect-

ed beam is twice that of the mirror which reflects it.

(323) You have already seen that these incandescent coal-

points emit an abundance of obscure rays -rays of pure heat,

which have no illuminating power. We have now to learn

that those rays of heat emitted by the lamp have obeyed pre-

cisely the same laws as the rays of light. Here is a piece of

black glass, so black that when you look through it at the

electric light, or even at the noonday sun, you see nothing.

You observe the disappearance of the beam, when the glass is

placed in front of the lamp. It cuts off every ray of light

;

but, strange as it may appear to you, it is, to some extent,

transparent to the obscure rays of the lamp. I extinguish the

light by interrupting the current, and lay my thermo-electric

pile on the table at the number 20, where the luminous beam
fell a moment ago. The pile is connected with the galvanom-

eter, and the needle of the instrument is now at zero. On
igniting the lamp, no light makes its appearance, but the

needle of the galvanometer has already swung to 90°, through

the action of the non-luminous rays upon the pile. When the

pile is moved right or left from its present position, the needle

immediately sinks ; the calorific rays have pursued the precise

track of the luminous rays ; and for them, also, the angle of

incidence is equal to the angle of reflection. Repeating the
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experiments already executed with light- -bringing the index

in succession to 1, 2, 3, 5, etc., it may he proved that, in the

case of radiant heat also, the angular velocity of the reflected

beam' is twice that of the mirror,

(324) The heat of a fire obeys the same law. This sheet

of tin is a homely reflector, but it will answer my purpose,

At this end of the table is placed the thermo-electric pile, and

at the other end the tin reflector. The needle of the galva-

nometer is now at zero. I turn the reflector, so as to cause the

heat striking it to rebound toward the pile ; it now meets the

instrument, and the needle at once declares its arrival. Ob-

serve the positions of the fire, of the reflector, and of the pile;

you see that they are such as make the angle of incidence

equal to that of reflection.

(325) But in these experiments the heat is, or has been,

associated with light. Let me now show that the law holds

good for rays emanating from a truly obscure body. Here

Fio. w.

is a copper ball, heated to dull redness. Plunging it into wa-

ter for a moment, its light totally disappears, but it is still

warm, It still gives out radiant heat. I set it on a candle-
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stick c (fig. -74), as a support, and now I place my pile, p,

turning its conical reflector away from C", so that no direct

ray from the ball in position can reach the pile. The needle

remains at zero, I now introduce the tin reflector, m ;n", so
>

that a line drawn to it from the ball shall make the same angle

with a perpendicular to the reflector, as a line drawn from the

pile. The axis of the conical reflector lies in this latter line.

True to the law, the heat-rays emanating from the ball re-

bound from it, and strike the pile, and you observe the eon-

sequent prompt motion of the needle.

(328) Like the rays of light, the rays of heat emanating

from our ball proceed in straight lines through space, dimin-

ishing in intensity, exactly as light diminishes. Thus, this

ball, which when close to the pile causes the needle of the

galvanometer to fly up to 90°, at a distance of 4 feet inches

shows scarely a sensible action. Its rays are squandered on

all sides, and comparatively few of them reach the pile. But

I now introduce between the pile and the ball this tin tube,

A b (fig. 75), four feet long. It is polished within, and there-

Fco. ?&

T j L:; -

J* \~ \

fore capable of reflection. The calorific rays strike the interior

surface obliquely, are reflected from side to side of the tube*

and thus enabled to reach the pile. You see the result ; the

needle, which a moment ago showed no sensible action, moves
promptly to its stops.

(827) We have now dwelt sufficiently long on the reflec-

tion of radiant heat by plain surfaces ; let us turn for a mo-

ment to reflection from curved surfaces. This concave mirror,
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m n (fig, 76), is formed of copper, but is coated with silver.

The warm copper ball, b, is placed at a distance of eighteen

inches from the pile, whose conical reflector is now removed
;

yon observe scarcely any motion of the needle. If the reflec-

tor, m ar, were placed properly behind a candle, its rays would

be collected, and sent back in a cylinder of light, The mirror

thus collects and reflects the calorific rays emitted by the ball

b
;
you cannot, of course, see the track of these obscure rays,

as you can that of the luminous ones ; but the galvanometer

reveals the action, the needle of the instrument going promptly

up to 90°

FlO. TO,

(328) A pair of much larger mirrors is now before you, one

of them being placed flat upon the table. The curvature of

this mirror is so regulated, that if a light be placed at its

focus, the rays which fall divergent upon the curved surface

are reflected upward from it parallel. Let us make the ex-

periment : In the focus I place our electric coal^points, bring

them into contact, and then draw them a little apart; the

electric light flashes against the mirror, a splendid vertical

cylinder, marked by the sinning dust of the room, being cast

upward by the reflector. If we reversed the experiment, and

allowed a parallel beam to fall upon the mirror, the rays of
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that beam, after

Fig. It

reflection, would be collected in the focus,

Wc can actually make
this experiment by intro-

ducing a second mirror,

which, indeed, is already

here suspended from the

ceiling. Drawing it up
to a height of 20 or 25

feel, the vertical beam,

i

which previously fell

U upon the ceiling, is now

n * received by the reflector

above. In the focus at

the upper mirror is hung

a bit of oiled paper, to

enable you to see the

collection of the rays at

the focus. You observe

how intensely that piece

of paper is now iIlium*

nated, not by the direct

light from below, but by

the reflected light con-

verged upon it by the

mirror above.

(329) Some of you

have probably witnessed

the extraordinary action

of light upon a mixture

of hydrogen and chlo-

rine, and I will now
exhibit this action in a

novel way. This trans-

parent collodion balloon

is filled with the mixed

gases; I lower the up-
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per reflector, ami suspend the balloon from a hook at>*

tached to it, so that the little globe shall swing' in the

focus. We will now draw the mirror quite up to the ceiling

(fig. 77). Placing, as before, the coal-points in the focus

of the lower mirror, the moment they are drawn apart,

the gases explode. And, remember, this is the action of the

light ; you know that collodion is an inflammable substance,

and hence might suppose it to be the heat of the coal-points

which ignites if, communicating its combustion to the gases.

But }
rou see the flakes of the balloon descending to the table,

proving that the luminous rays went harmlessly through it,

caused the gases to explode, the hydrochloric acid, formed by

their combustion, having actually preserved the inflammable

envelop.

(330) I again lower the mirror, and hang in its focus a

second balloon, containing a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen,

on which light has no sensible effect; I raise the mirror, and

in the focus of the lower one place this red-hot copper ball.

The calorific rays are now reflected and converged, as the

luminous ones were reflected and converged in the last ex-

periment; but they act upon the envelo}}^ which has been

purposely blackened to enable it to intercept the heat-rays;

the action is not so sudden as in the last case, but there is the

explosion, and you now see no trace of the balloon ; the in-

flammable substance is entirely dissipated.

(331) Let us lower the upper mirror once more, and sus-

pend in its focus a flask of hot water. The thermo-electric

pile is now placed at the focus of the lower mirror ; its face

being turned upward, and exposed to the direct radiation of

the warm flask, there is no sensible action produced by the

direct rays. But when the face of the pile is turned down-

ward, if light and heat behave alike, the rays from the flask

which strike the reflector will be collected at its focus. You
see that this is the case; the needle, which was not sensibly

affected by the direct rays, goes up to its stops. The direction
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of that deflection is to be noted; the red end of the needle

moves toward yon,

(332) In the place of the flask of hot water, I now sus-

pend a second one containing a freezing mixture. Placing,

as in the former case, the pile in the focus of the lower mir-

ror ; when turned directly toward the upper flask, there is

no action. Turned downward, the needle moves: observe

tbe direction of the motion—the red end comes toward me.

(333) Docs it not appear as if this body in the upper focus

were now emitting* rays of cold, which are converged by the

lower mirror, like the rays of heat in our former experiment?

The facts are exactly complementary, and it would seem that

we have precisely the same right to infer from the experiments

the existence and convergence of cold-rays, as we have to

infer the existence and convergence of heat-rays. Many of you,

no doubt, have already perceived the real state of the case.

The pile is a warm body, but, in the last experiment, the heat

which it lost by radiation was more than made good by that

received from the hot itask above. 'Now the case is reversed

;

the quantity which the pile radiates is in excess of the quan-

tity which it receives, and hence the pile is chilled- the ex-

changes are against it, its loss of heat is only partially com-

pensated—and the deflection due to cold is the necessary

consequence.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VIII.

ON TJIE BOUNDS PttODUCKJ) BY THK COMBUSTION OF OASKS IJSf TUBES.*

In the first volume of Nicholson's Journal, published in 1802, the

sounds produced by tho combustion of hydrogen in tubes are referred

to as having been " made in Italy ;
" Br. 1 figging, in the same place,

shows that he had discovered them in tho year 1777, while observ-

ing the water formed in a glass vessel, by tho slow combustion of a

slonder stream of hydrogen, Ohladni, m Ids u Alutstik, 1
* published

in 1802, p. 74, speaks of their being mentioned, and incorrectly ex-

plained, by Be Luc in Ids "Now Ideas on Meteorology :" I do not

know the date of the volume. Ohladni himself showed that tho

tones produced were the same as those of an open pipe, of the same

length as the tube which encompassed the flame, Ho also succeeded

in obtaining a tone and its octave from tho same tube, and lit one

easo obtained tho fifth of tho octavo. In a paper published in tho

"Journal do Physique" in 1802, G. Do la Kivo endeavored to account

for tho sounds by referring thorn to the alternate contraction and

expansion of aqueous vapor ; basing his opinion upon a series of

experiments of groat beauty and ingenuity, made with the bulbs of

thermometers. In 1818 Mr. Faraday took up the subject, f and

showed that tho tones were produced when tho glass tube was en-

veloped by an atmosphere higher in temperature than 9A9>° Fahr.

That they were not due to aqueous vapor was further shown by tho

met that they could be produced by the combustion of carbonic

oxide. He referred the sounds to successive explosions, produced

by tho periodic combination of tho atmospheric oxygen with tho

issuing jet of hydrogen gas.

I am not aware that the dependence of the pitch of tho note on

* From the Philosophical Magazine for July, 185Y. By John Tyndal!,

K. K. S.

f Journal of Science and the Arts, vol. v. p. 2M.
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the size of tho Jlamo has yet been noticed. To this point I will, in

tho first place, briefly direct attention.

A tube 25 inches long was placed over an ignited jet of hydrogen

;

the sound produced was tho fundamental note of the tube.

A tube 12J- inches long was brought over the same flame, hut no

sound was obtained.

The ilainc was lowered, m order to make it as small as possible,

and tho tube last mentioned was again brought over it ; it gave

a clear melodious note, the octave of that obtained with the 25-inch

tube.

The 25-inch tube was now brought over the same flame ; it no
longer gave its fundamental note, but exactly the same as that ob-

tained from the tube of half its length.

Thus we see, that although the speed with which the explosions

succeed each other depends upon the length of the tube, the flame

has also a voice in the matter; that, to produce a musical sound, its

size must be such as to enable it to explode in unison, either with

the fundamental pulses of the tube, or with the pulses of its harmonic

divisions.

"With a tube 6 feet inches long, by varying the size of tho

flame, and adjusting the depth to which it reached within tho tube,

I have obtained a series of notes in the ratio of the numbers 1, % 3,

4, 5.

These experiments explain the capricious nature of the sounds

sometimes obtained by lecturers upon this subject. It is, however,

always possible to render tho sounds clear and sweet, by suitably ad-

justing the size of the flame to the length of the tube.*

Since the experiments of Mr. Faraday, nothing, that I am aware

of, has been added to this subject, until quite recently. In a recent

number of Poggendorff's "Annalon," an interesting experiment is

described by M. von Schaftgotsch, and made the subject of some re-

marks by Prof. PoggondorfF himself. A musical note was obtained

with a jet of ordinary coal-gas, and it was found that, when the voice

was pitched to the same note, the flame assumed a lively motion,

which could bo augmented until th^ flame was actually extinguished.

M, von Schaflgotsch does not describe the conditions necessary to

the success of his experiment; and it was while endeavoring to find

* With a tube 141 inches, in length and an exceedingly minute jet of gas,

I obtained, without Altering tho quantity of gas, a note and its octavo: tho

flame possessed tho power of changing its own dimensions to suit both notes,
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out those conditions that I alighted upon the facts which form the

principal subject of this brief notice I may remark, that M. von

Bchaffgotsch's result may be produced, with certainty, if the gas be

caused to issue, under suilieicnt pressure, through a very small ori-

fice.

In tho first experiments I made use of a tapering brass burner,

10| inches long, having a superior orifice about 20th of an inch in

diameter. Tho shaking of the singing ilamo within tho glass tube,

when tho voice was properly pitched, was so manifest as to be seen

by several hundred people at once.

I placed a syren within a few feet of the singing ilamo, and grad-

ually heightened the note produced by the instrument. As tho

sounds of tho Ilamo and syren approached perfect unison, the ilamo

shook, jumping up and down within th^ tube. The interval between

the jumps became greater, until the unison was perfect, when the

motion ceased for an instant; tho syren still increasing in pitch, tho

motion of the ilamo again appeared, the jumping became quicker

and quicker, until finally it ceased to bo discernible.

This experiment showed that the jumping of the ilamo, observed

by M. von Schaffgotsch, in tho optical expression of tho beats which

occur at each side of the perfect unison ; the beats could be heard in

exact accordance with the shortening and lengthening of the flame.

Beyond the region of these beats, in both directions, the sound of tho

syren produced no visible motion of the flame. What is true of the

syren is true of tho voice.

While repeating and varying these experiments, I once had a

silent ilamo within a tube, and on pitching my voice to tho note of

the tube, the ilame, to my great surprise, instantly started into song.

Placing the linger on the md of the tube, and silencing the melody,

on repeating the experiment the same result was obtained.

I placed the syren near the ilame, as before. The latter was

burning tranquilly within its tube. Ascending gradually from tho

lowest notes of tho instrument, at tho moment when tho sound of

tho syren reached tho pitch of tho tube which surrounded the gas-

ilame, the latter suddenly stretched itself and commenced its song,

which continued indefinitely after the syren had ceased to sound.

With the burner which I have described, and a glass tube 12 inches

long, and from J to J- of an inch in internal diameter, this result can

be obtained with ease and certainty. If the voice be thrown a little

higher or lower than the note due to tho tube, no visible effect is
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produced upon the flame ; tho pitch of tho voice must lie within the

region of the audible beats,

By varying tho length of the tube, wo vary the note produced,

and the voice must be modified accordingly.

That tho shaking of tho flamo, to which I have already referred,

proceeds in exact accordance with the beats, is beautifully shown by

a tuning-fork which gives the same note as tho flame. Loading tho

fork, so as to throw it slightly out of unison with the flame, when

tho former is sounded and brought near the flame, the jlimpings aro

seen at exactly tho same intervals as those in which the beats aro

heard. When tho tuning-fork is brought over a resonant jar or bot-

tle, tho boats may bo heard and the jumping** seen, by a thousand

people at once. By changing tho load upon tho tuning-fork, or by

slightly altering tho size of tho flame, the quickness with which tho

heats succeed each other may be changed, hut in all cases tho jump-

ings address the eye at the same moment that the beats address the ear.

With the tuning-fork, I have obtained tho same results as with

tho voice and syren. Holding a fork over a tube which responds to

it, and which contains within it a silent flamo of gas, the latter im-

mediately starts into song. I have obtained this result with a series

of tubes varying from 10J to 29 inches in length. Tho following ex-

periment could be made : A series of tubes, capable of producing the

notes of tho gamut, might be placed over suitable jets of gas; all be-

ing silent, let the gamut ho run over by a musician, with an instru-

ment sufficiently powerful, placed at a distance of twenty or thirty

yards. At tha sound of each particular note, tho gas-jet contained

in the corresponding tube would instantly start into song.

I must remark, however, that, with the jet which I have used,

tho experiment is most easily made with a tube about 11 or 12 inches

long ; with longer tubes, it is more difficult to prevent the flamo from

singing spontaneously, that is, without external excitation.

Tho principal point to be attended to is this : With a tube, say

of 12 inches in length, the flame requires to occupy a certain position

in the tube, in order that it shall sing with a maximum intensity.

Let tho tube be raised, so that tho flamo may penetrate it to a less

extent; tho energy of the sound will bo thereby diminished, and a

point (a) will at length bo attained, where it will cease altogether:

Above this point for a certain distance, the flamo may bo caused to

hum tranquilly and silently for any length of time, but when excited

by the voice it will sing.
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When the flame is too near the point (a), on being excited by the

voice or by a tuning-fork, it will respond for a short time, and then

cease. A little above the point where this cessation occurs, tho

flame boms tranquilly, if unexeitcd ; but, if once caused to sing, it

will continue to do so. With such a flamo, which is not too sensitive

to external impressions, I have been able to reverse the effect hitherto

described) and to stop the song at pleasure by the sound of my voice,

or by a tuning-fork, without quenching the flame itself. Such a

flame, I find, may be made to obey the word of command, and to

sing or cease to sing, as the experimenter pleases.

The mere clapping of the hands, producing an explosion, shouting

at an incorrect pitch, shaking of the tube surrounding tho flame, are,

when tho arrangements are properly made, ineffectual. Each of

these modes of disturbance doubtless affects the flame, but the im-

pulses do not accumulate, as in the case whore the note of the tubo

itself is struck. It appears as if the flame were deaf to a single im-

pulse, as tho tympanum would probably be, and, like the latter,

needs the accumulation of impulses to give it sufficient motion. A
difference of half a tone, between two tuning-forks, is sufficient to

cause one of these to set the flame singing, while the other is power-

less to produce this effect.

I have said that the voice must be pitched to the note of tho tubo

which surrounds the flame ; it would be more correct to say, tho

note produced by the flame when singing. In all cases, this noto is

sensibly higher than that due to tho open tube which surrounds the

flame; this ought to be the case, because of the high temperature of

the vibrating column. An open tube, for example, which, when a

tuning-fork is held over its end, gives a maximum reinforcement,

produces, when surrounding a singing flame, a note higher than that

of tho fork. To obtain the latter note, tho tube must be sensibly

longer.

"What is the constitution of the flame of gas, while it produces

these musical sounds? This is the next question to which I will

briefly call attention. Looked at with the naked eye, the sounding

flamo appears constant ; but is the constancy real? Supposing each

pulse to be accompanied by a physical change of the flame, such a

change would not be perceptible to the naked eye, on account of tho

velocity with which the pulses succeed each other. Tho light of the

flame would appear continuous, on the same principle that the trou-

bled portion of a descending liquid jet appears continuous, although,

1

1
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by proper means, this portion of a jet can be shown to be composed

of isolated drops. If we cause the image of the flame to pass speedi-

ly over different portions of the retina, the changes accompanying

tho periodic impulses will manifest themselves, in the character of

the imago thus traced.

I took a glass tube, 8 feet & inches long, and about an inch and a

half in internal diameter, and, placing it over a very small flame of

olofiant gas (common gas will also answer), obtained tho fundamental

note of tho tube,* on moving the head to and fro, the image of tho

sounding flame was separated into a series of distinct images ; tho

distance between the images depended upon the velocity with which

tho head was moved. This experiment is suited to a darkened lect-

ure-room, It was still easier to obtain the separation of tho images

in this way, when a tube 6 feet 9 inches in length, and a larger flame,

were made use of.

The same result is obtained, when an opera-glass is moved to and

fro before the eye.

But the most convenient mode of observing the flame is with a

mirror; and it can be seen either directly in the mirror, or by pro-

jection upon a screen.

A lens of 33 centimetres focus was placed in front of a flame of

common gas, upward of an inch long, and a paper screen was hung

at about 6 or 8 feet distance behind the flame, In front of tho lens,

a small looking-glass was held, which received the light that had

passed through the lens, and reflected it back npon the screen placed

behind the latter. By adjusting the position of tho lens, a well-de-

fined inverted image of the flame was obtained upon the screen, On
moving the mirror, the image was displaced, and, owing to the reten-

tion of tho impression of tho retina, 'when the movement was suffi-

ciently speedy, tho imago described a continuous luminous track.

Holding the mirror motionless, the 6-foot 0-inch tube was placed over

the flame: the latter changed its shape, tho moment it commenced

sounding, remaining, however, well defined upon the screen. On
now moving the mirror, a totally different effect was produced : in-

stead of a continuous track of light, a series of distinct images of tho

sounding flame was observed. Tho distance of these images apart

varied with tho motion of tho mirror ; and, of course, could be made,

by suitably turning tho reflector, to form a ring of images. The ex-

periment is beautiful, and in a dark room may be made visible to a

large audience.
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Tho experiment was also varied in the following manner : A tri-

angular prism of wood had its sides coated with rectangular pieces

of looking-glass ; it was suspended by a thread, with its axis verti-

cal ; torsion was imparted to the thread, and the prism, acted upon

by this torsion, caused to rotate. It was so placed, that its three

laces received in succession tho beam of light, sent from the ilame

through the lens in front of it, and threw tho images upon the screen.

On commencing its motion, the images were but slightly separated,

but became more and more so, as the motion approached its maxi-

mum. This once passed, the images drew closer together again, until

they ended in a kind of luminous ripple. Allowing the required tor-

sion to react, the same series of effects could bo produced, the motion

being in an opposite direction. In these experiments, that half of tho

tube which was turned toward the screen was coated with lamp-black,

so as to cut oirtho direct light of the jet from the screen.*

But what is the state of tho flame, in the interval between two

images t The flame of common gas, or oleilant gas, owes its bright-

ness to the solid particles of carbon discharged into it. If we blow

against a luminous gas-flame, a sound is heard, a small explosion, in

fact, and by such a puff the light may be caused to disappear. Dur-

ing a windy night, the exposed gas-jets in the shops are often de-

prived of their light, and burn blue. In like manner, the common
blowpipe-jet deprives burning coal-gas of its brilliant light. I henco

concluded that the explosions, the repetition of which produces the

musical sound, rendered, at the moment they occurred, the combus-

tion so perfect as to extinguish the solid carbon particles ; but I im-

agined that the images on the screen would, on closer examination,

be found united by spaces of blue, which, owing to their dimness,

were not seen by the method of projection. This in many instances

was found to be the case.

I was not, however, prepared for the following result: A flamo

of oleftant gas, rendered almost as small as it could be, was procured.

The 3-foot 2-inch tube was placed over it ; the flame, on singing, be-

* Since these experiments were made, Mr, Wheatstonc has drawn my at-

tention to tho following passage, which proves that lie had already made use

of the rotating mirror in examining a singing flame :
" A flamo of hydrogen

gas burning in the open air presents a continuous circle in the mirror; but,

while producing a sound within a glass tube, regular intermissions of intensity

are observed, which present a chain-Uke appearance, and indicate alternate

contractions and dilatations of the ilame corresponding with the sonorous

vibrations of the column of air." (Phil. Trans. 1834, p. 580.)
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came elongated, ami lost some of its light, still it was bright at its

top ; looked at in the moving mirror, a beaded line of great beauty

was observed ; in front of each head was a little luminous star, after

it, and continuous with it, a spot of rich blue light, which terminated,

and left, as far as I could judge, a perfectly dark space, between it

and the next following luminous star. I shall examine this further

when time permits me, but, as far as I can at present judge, the flame

was actually extinguished and relighted, in accordance with the

sonorous pulsation,

When a silent flame, capable, however, of being excited by the

voice in the manner already described, is placed within a tube, and

the continuous line of light produced by it in the moving mirror is

observed, I know no experiment more pretty than the resolution of

this line into a string of richly-luminous pearls, at the instant the

voice is pitched to the proper note. This may bo done at a consider-

able distance from the jet, and with the back turned toward it.

The change produced in the line of beads, when a tuning-fork,

capable of giving boats with the flame, is brought over the tube, or

over a resonant jar near it, is also extremely interesting to observe.

I will not at present enter into a more minute description of these

results. Sufficient, I trust, has been said, to induce experimenters to

reproduce the effects for themselves ; the sight of them will givo

more pleasure than any description of mine could possibly do.

TRANSLATION OF A PAPKE ON ACOUSTIC EXPERIMENTS.*

A glass tube open at both ends, when simply blown upon by tho

mouth, gives its fundamental tone, i. e., the deepest tone belonging to

it, as an open organ-pipe, feebly but distinctly. On placing the

open hand upon one of the openings, and rapidly withdrawing it, the

tube yields two notes, ono after the other; first the fundamental

note of the closed pipe, and then the note of the open pipe, already

mentioned, which is an octave higher. By the application of heat,

these fundamental tones, of which only the higher one will be taken

into consideration here, are raised, as is well known ; this is observed

immediately on blowing upon a tube heated externally, or by a gas-

flame burning in its interior. For example, a tube 242 millims. in

length, and 20 millims. in diameter, heated throughout its whole

* By Count Schaffgotsch : Phil. Mag., December, 185Y.
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length, when blown upon even before it readies a red heat, gives a

tone raised a major third, namely, the second Q sharp in the treble

clef; instead of the corresponding E. If a gas-flame 14 miliims, in

length, and 1 millim, in breadth at tho bottom, is burning in the tube,

the tone rises to the second treble E sharp. The same gas-flamo

raises the tone of a tubo 2*if3 miliims, in length, and 21 miliims. in

width, from the second treble D to the corresponding E. These two

tubes, which for brevity will hereafter be referred to as the E tubo

and the J) tube, served for all the following experiments, the object

for which was to show a well-known and by no means surprising

fact, in a striking manner, namely, that the column of air in a tube is

set in vibration when its fundamental tone, or one nearly allied- for

example, an octave-is sounded outside the tube. The existence of

the aerial vibrations was rendered perceptible by a column of smoke,

a current of gas, and a gas-llamc.

1. A glimmering smoky taper was placed close under the E tube,

held perpendicularly, and the smoke passed through the tube, in the

form of a uniform thread. At a distance of 1*5 metre from the tube,

the first treble E was sung. The smoke curled, and it appeared as

if a part of it would bo forced out at the upper, and the other part

at the lower opening of the tubo.

2. Two gas-burners, 1 millim. in the aperture, were applied near

each other to the same conducting tube. Common gas flowed from

both of them ; one projected from below into tho D tube, for about

one-fifth of its length; the gas-flame of tho other was 3 miliims. in

height. At a distance of 1*5 metro therefrom, the first treble 1) was

sung ; the flame increased several times in breadth and height, and,

consequently, in size generally; a larger quantity of gas, therefore,

flowed out of the outer burner, winch can only be explained by a

diminution of the stream of gas in the inner burner, that is, in the

one surrounded by the glass tube.

3. A burner, with an aperture of 1 millim. projecting from below

into the I) tube, about 80 miliims., yielded a gas-flame 14 miliims. in

length. At 5*6 metres therefrom, the first treble E was sung: tho

flanio was instantaneously extinguished. The same thing took place

at Y metres, when tho flame was only 10 miliims. in height, and the

first treble D sharp was sung.

4. Tho last-mentioned flame is also extinguished by the note

G sharp, sounded close to it. Noises, such as the clapping of

hands, pushing a chair, or shutting a book, do not produce this effect.
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5, A burner with an aperture of 0*5 roillim., projecting from be-

low 60 millims. into the D tube, yielded a globular gas-llatne 3 to 3*5

millims. in diameter, By gradually closing a stop-cock, the passage

of gas was more and more limited. The flame suddenly became

much longer, but at the same timo narrower, and nearly cylindrical,

acquiring a bluish color throughout, and from the tube a piercing

second treble I) was sounded; this is the phenomenon of the so-

called chemical harmonica, which has been known for eighty years.

When the stopcock is still farther closed, tha tone becomes stronger,

the flame longer, narrower, and spindle-shaped ; at last it disappears.

An effect, exactly similar to that caused by cutting olY the gas,

is produced upon the small gas-flamo by a D, or the first treble X),

sung or sounded from instruments; and, in this case, it is to be

observed that the flame generally becomes the more sensitive, tho

smaller it is, and the further tho burner projects into tho glass

tube.

0. The flame in the I) tube was 2 or 3 millims, in length; at a

distance of 10*3 metres (more than 51 feet) from it, the first treble

J) was sounded, The flame immediately acquired the unusual form,

and the second treble 1) sounded, and continued to sound from tho

tube.

7. %While tho second treble I) of the preceding experiment was

sounding, tho first treble 1) was sounded loudly, close to tho tube,

when the ilame became excessively elongated, and then disappeared.

8. The flame being only 1*5 millim. in length, tho first, treble I)

was sounded. The flame gave out the second treble 1) (and perhaps

sometimes also a higher ])) only for a moment, and disappeared.

Tho flame is also affected by various IVs of an adjustable labial pipe,

by the contra D, I), 1), tho first treble 1), and the second treble 1) of

a harmonium, but by no singlo sharp or D sharp of this powerful

instrument. It is also affected by the third treble I) of a clarinet,

although only when quite closo. The sung note also acts, when pro-

duced by inspiration (in this case the second treble), or when tho

mouth is turned from the Ilame.

9. In immodiate proximity, tho note Q sung is effective.

Borne influence is exerted by noises, but not by all, and often not

by the strongest and nearest, evidently because the exciting tone is

not contained in them.

10. The flame burning quietly in the interior of tho I) tube was

about 2*5 millims. in length. In the next room, tho door of whioh
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was open, : the four legs of a chair woro stamped simultaneously

upon the wooden floor. The phenomenon of the chemical harmonica

immediately occurred. A very small ilamo is, of course, extin-

guished, after sounding for an instant, by tho noise of a chair. A tam-

bourine, when struck, acts sometimes, but not in general.

11. Tho ilamo burning, in tho excited singing condition, in tho

interior of tho I) tube, the latter was slowly raised as high as pos-

sible, without causing the return of tho ilamo to tho ordinary con-

dition. Tho note, tho first treble J), was sung strongly and broken

off suddenly
}

at a distance of 1*5 metro. Tho harmonic tono

ceased, and tho Ilamo fell into a state of repose, without being ex-

tinguished.

12. The samo result was produced by acting upon the draught of

air in tho tube by a fanning motion of tho open hand, oioso abovo

tho upper aperture of tho tube.

13. In tho .1) tube there woro two burners close together; one

of them, 0*5 millim. in aperture, opened five millims. below tho

other, tho diameter of which was 1 millim. or more. Currents of

gas, independent of each other, flowed out of both ; that ilowing

from tho narrower burner being very feeble, and burning, when
ignited, with a ilamo about 1*5 millim. in length, nearly invisible in

tho day; tho first treble D was sung at a distance of three metres.

The strong current of gas was immediately inflamed, because tho

little ilamo situated below it, becoming elongated, flared up into it.

By a stronger action of the tono, the small flame itself is extin-

guished, so that an actual transfer of the Ilamo from one burner to

tho other takes place. Boon afterward, tho feeble current of gas

is usually again inflamed by the largo flame, and, if tho latter bo

again extinguished alono, every thing is ready for a repetition of tho

experiment.

14. Tho samo result is furnished by stamping with tho chair, etc.

It is evident that, in this way, gas-flames of any desired size, and

any mechanical action, may bo produced by musical tones and

noises, if a wire stretched by a weight be passed through tho

glass tube, in such a way that tho flaring gas-flame must burn

upon it.

15. If the flame of the chemical harmonica bo looked at stead-

fastly, and if, at the samo time, the head bo moved rapidly to the

right and left alternately, an uninterrupted streak of light is not

seen, such as is given by every other luminous body, but a series of
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closely approximated (lames, and often dontated and undulated fig-

ures, especially when tubes of a metre, and llamcs of a centimetre,

in length, are employed.

This experiment also succeeds very easily without" moving the

eyes, when the ilame is looked at through an opera-glass, the object-

glass of which is moved rapidly to and fro, or In a circle; and also

when the picture of the flame is observed in a hand-mirror shaken

about. It is, however, only a variation of the experiment long sinco

described and explained by Wheatstone, for which a mirror turned

by watchwork was employed.

[It is, perhaps, but right, that I should draw attention to the relation of

the foregoing paper to one that I have published on the same subject. On

May Oth, and the days immediately following, iho principal facts described in

my paper were discovered ; but on April 30th, the foregoing results had been

communicated by Prof. Poggendorlf to the Academy of Sciences in Berlin.

Through the kindness of M. von Behaffgotsch himself, I received his paper

at Chamouni, many weeks after the publication of my own, and until then I

was not aware of his having continued his experiments upon the subject.

We thus worked independently of each other; but, as far as the described

phenomena are common to both, all the merit of priority rests with Count

Belmffgotseh,- -J. '1VJ
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CHAPTER IX.

LAW OF DIMINUTION' WITH THE DISTANCE,- -THE WAVES OF SOUND LOXC.HUDINAT,; TfttOSB

OF Limit TRANSVKfiSAl.--VHXX THEY OSCILLATE, THE MOLECULES OF DIFFERENT BODIES

COMMUNICATE DIFFERENT .AMOUNTS OF MOSWN TO THE ETHER- -RADIATION tllK COMMU-

NICATION Or MOTION TO 1CIIB ETHER; AESORFTIOX TllK ACCEPTANCE OF MOTION FROM

THE ETHER—THOSE SURFACES WJIICH RADIATE WELL ABSORB WELL A CLOSK WOOLLEN

COVERING FACILITATES COOLING --PRESERVATIVE INFLUENCE OF COLO-LEAF TUB ATOMS

OF BODIES INTERCEPT CERTAIN WAVES, AND ALLOW OTHERS TO FASS -TRANSPARENCY

AND DIATHERMANCY- DIATHERMIC BODIES BAD RADIATORS DEFINITION OF THE TERM

"QUALITY" AS APPLIED TO RADIANT HEAT- -THE RAYS WHICH PASS WITHOUT ADSORP-

TION DO NOT HEAT THE MEDIUM- -PROFORT ION OF LUMINOUS AND OBSCURE KAYS IN-

VARIOUS FLAMES.

(334) rjTHE intensity of radiant heat diminishes with the

~*~ distance, in the same manner as that of light.

What is the law of diminution for light ? Each side of this

square sheet of paper measures two feet; folded thus, it forms

a smaller square, each side of which is a foot in length. The

electric lamp now stands at a distance of sixteen feet from the

screen ; and at a distance of eight feet, that is, exactly mid-

way between the screen and the lamp, I hold this square of

paper. The lamp is naked, unsurrounded by its camera, and

the rays, uninfluenced by any lens, are emitted in straight

lines on all sides. You see the shadow of the square of paper

on the screen ; let us measure the boundary of that shadow,

and then unfold the sheet of paper, so as to obtain the original

large square. You see, by the creases, that it is exactly four

times the area of the smaller one. This Jlarge sheet, when
placed against the screen, exactly covers the space formerly

occupied by the shadow of the small square.

(335) On the small square, therefore, when it stood mid-
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way between the lamp and screen, a quantity of light fell

which, when the small square is removed, is did used over four

times the area upon the screen, But, if the same quantity of

light is di ftused over four times the area, it must be diluted to

one-fourth of its original intensity. Hence, by doubling the

distance from the source of light, we diminish the intensity to

one-fourth, By a precisely similar mode of experiment, we
could prove that, by trebling the distance, we diminish the

intensity to one-ninth ; and by quadrupling the distance we
reduce the intensity to one-sixteenth ; in short, we thus de-

monstrate the law that the intensity of light diminishes, as the

-""N

Fig. ?&

ir-M
\gg£>'>s,c©.

1

square of the distance increases. This is the celebrated law

of Inverse Squares, as applied to light.

(336) But it has been stated that heat diminishes, accord-

ing to the same law. Observe the experiment which I am
now about to perform before you, Here is a narrow tin ves-

sel, m 3sr (fig. 78), presenting a side, coated with lamp-black, a

square }
rard in area. The vessel is filled with hot water, -which

converts this large surface into a source of radiant heat, 1

now place the conical reflector on the thermo-electric pile, p,

but, instead of permitting it to remain a reflector, I push into
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the hollow cone this lining of black paper, which fits exactly,

and winch, instead of reflecting any heat that may fall obliquely

on it, effectually cuts off the oblique radiation. The pile is now
connected with the galvanometer, and its reflector is close to

the radiating surface, the face of the pile itself being about

six inches distant from the surface.

(337) The needle of the galvanometer moves; it now points

steadily to 60°, and there it will remain as long as the temper-

ature of the radiating surface remains sensibly constant, I

will now gradually withdraw the pile from the surface, and

ask you to observe the effect upon the galvanometer, You
will naturally expect that, as the pile is withdrawn, the inten-

sity of the heat will diminish, and that the deflection of the

galvanometer will fall, in a corresponding degree. The pile

is now at double the distance, but the needle does not move;

at treble the distance, the needle is still stationary ; we may
successively quadruple, quintuple—go to ion times the dis-

tance, but the needle is rigid in its adherence to the deflection

of 60°. There is, to all appearance, no diminution at all of in-

tensity with the increase of distance.

(338) From this experiment, which might at first sight ap-

pear fatal to the law of inverse squares, as applied to heat,

Melloni, in the most ingenious manner, proved the law, I

will here follow his reasoning. Imagine the hollow cone in

front of the pile prolonged ; it would cut the radiating surface

in a circle, and this circle is the only portion of that surface

whose rays can reach the pile, All the other ra}rs are cut off

by the non-reflecting lining of the cone, When the pile is

moved to double the distance, the section of the cone pro-

longed encloses a circle exactly four times the area of the

former one; at treble the distance, the radiating surface is

augmented nine times ; at ten times the distance, the radiating

surface is augmented 100 times. Now, the constancy of the

deflection proves that the augmentation of the surface must be

exactly neutralized by the diminution of the intensity. But

the radiating surface augments as the square of the distance,
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hence the intensity of the heat must diminish as the square of

the distance ; and thus the experiment, which might at first

sight appear fatal to the law, demonstrates that law in the

most simple and conclusive manner.

(338«) I have spoken of the dilution suffered by light

when it is diffused over a large surface. This, however, is but

a vague way of expressing the real fact. The diminution of

intensity in the case both of light and radiant heat is, in

reality, a diminution of motion. Every ether-particle, as a

wave passes it, makes a complete oscillation to and fro. At
the two limits of its excursion it is brought momentarily to

rest ; midway between those limits its velocity is a maximum.

Now, the intensity of the light is proportional to the square of
this maxinmm velocity. The range of the vibration of an

ether-particle is technically called its amplitude ; and the in-

tensity of the light is also proportional to the square of the

amplitude. It can be proved that both the maximum velocity

and the amplitude vary inversely as the distance from the radi-

ant point; hence the intensity of the light and heat emitted

by that point must vary inversely as the square of the distance.

The problem is one of pure mechanics.

(339) Let us now revert for a moment to our fundamental

conceptions regarding radiant heat. Its origin is an oscilla-

tory motion of the ultimate particles of matter -a motion

taken up by the ether, and propagated through it in waves.

The particles of ether in these waves do not oscillate in the

same manner as the particles of air, in the case of sound.*

The air particles move to and fro, in the direction in which the

sound travels ; the ether-particles move to and fro, across the

line in which the light travels. The undulations of the air are

longitudinal, those of the ether transversal. The ether-waves re-

semble more the ripples of water than they do the aerial pulses

which produce sound ; that this is the case has been inferred

from optical phenomena. But it is manifest that the disturb-

* The intensity hi both oases varies in accordance with the same law. Bee

"Tyiulall on Sound," p, 11. Longmans.
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ance produced in the ether must depend upon the character

of the oscillating molecule; one atom may ho more unwieldy

than another, and a single atom could not he expected to pro-

duce so great a disturbance as a group of atoms oscillating as

a system. Thus, when different bodies are heated, we may
fairly expect that their atoms will not all create the same

amount of disturbance in ether. It is probable that some will

communicate a greater amount of motion than others; in

other words, that some will radiate more copiously than others

;

for radiation, strictly defined, is the communication of motion

from the particles of a heated body
y
to the ether in which

these particles are immersedy and through which the motion

is propagated.

(340) Let us now test this idea by experiment. This cu-

bical vessel, o (ligv 79), is called a "Leslie^ cube," because ves-

sels of this shape were used by Sir John Leslie in his beauti-

ful researches on radiant heat. The cube is of pewter, but

one of its sides is coated with a layer of gold, another with a

layer of silver, a third with a layer of copper, while the fourth

.Via. to.

is coated with a varnish of isinglass. Let us fill the cube

with hot water, and, keeping it at a constant distance from

the thermo-electric pile, p, allow its four faces to radiate, in
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succession, against the pile. The hot gold surface, you see,

produces scarcely any deflection ; the hot silver is equally in-

operative ; the same is the case with the copper ; but, when

this varnished surface is turned toward the pile, the gush of

heat becomes suddenly so great that the needle moves up to

its stops. Hence we infer that, through some physical cause

or other, the molecules of the varnish, when agitated by the

hot water within the cube, communicate more motion to the

ether than do the atoms of the metals ; in other words, the

varnish is a better radiator than the metals are. A similar re-

sult is obtained when this silver teapot is compared with this

earthen-ware one ; both being filled with boiling water, the

silver produces but little effect, while the radiation from the

earthen-ware is so copious as to drive the needle up to 90°.

Tims, also, if this pewter pot be compared with this glass

beaker, when both arc filled with hot water, the radiation

from the glass proves to be much more powerful than that

from the pewter.

(341) You have often heard of the effect of colors on radia-

tion, and heard a good deal, as shall afterward be shown, that

is unwarranted by experiment. One of the sides of this cube

is coated with whiting, another with carmine, a third with

lamp-black, while the fourth is left uncoated, On presenting

the black surface to the pile, the cube being filled with boiling

water, the needle moves up, and now points steadily to 05°.

The cube rests upon a little turn-table, and, by turning the

support, the white face is presented to the pile; the needle

remains stationary, proving the radiation from the white sur-

face to be just as copious as that from the black. When the

red surface is turned toward the pile there is no change in the

position of the needle. I now turn the uncoated side ; the

needle instantly falls, proving the inferiority of the metallic

surface as a radiator. Precisely the same experiments may be

repeated with this cube, the skies of whicli are covered with

velvet ; one face with black, another with white, and a third

with red. The three velvet surfaces radiate alike, while the
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naked surface radiates less than any of them, These experi-

ments show that the radiation from the clothes which cover

the human body is independent of their color ; that of an an-

imal's fur being equally incompetent to influence the radiation,

These are the conclusions arrived at by Melloni for obscure

heat We shall subsequently push the investigation of this

subject much beyond the point at which Melloni left it.

(34$) Now, if the coated surface in the foregoing experi-

ments communicates more motion to the ether than the un-

coatcd one, it necessarily follows that the coated vessel will

cool more quickly than the uncoatcd one. Here arc two cubes,

one of which is covered with lamp-lack, while the other is

bright. Three-quarters of an hour ago boiling water was

poured into these vessels, a thermometer being placed in each

of them. Both thermometers then showed the same temperature,

but now one of them is two degrees below the other, the ves-

sel which has cooled most rapidly being the coated one. Here

are two vessels, one of which is bright, and the other closely

coated with flannel. Half an hour ago two thermometers,

plunged in these vessels, showed the same temperature, but

the covered vessel lias now a temperature two or three degrees

lower than the naked one. It is not unusual to preserve the

heat of teapots by a woollen covering, but the " coscy " must

fit very closely. A closely-fitting coscy, which has the heat of

the teapot freely imparted to it by contact, would, as we have

seen, promote the loss which it is intended to diminish, and

thus do more harm than good.

(343) One of the most interesting points connected with

this subject is the reciprocity which exists between the power

of a body to communicate motion to the ether, or to radiate
\

and its power to accept motion from the dther, or to absorb.

As regards radiation, we have already compared lamp-black

and whiting with metallic surfaces: we will now compare the

same substances with reference to their powers of absorption.

Of these two sheets of tin, m sr, o v (fig. 80), one, o i>, is

coated with whiting, and the other, m n, left uncoatcd ; I
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place them thus parallel to each other, and at a distance of

about two feet asunder. To the edgo of each sheet is soldered

a screw, and from one sheet to the other is stretched a copper

Fig. 80,

wire, a &. At the back of eacli sheet is soldered one end of

a little bar of bismuth, to the other end, <?, of which a wire is

attached, and terminating by a binding screw. With these

two binding screws arc connected the two ends of the wire,

coming from the galvanometer beyond a, and you observe

that we have now an unbroken circuit, in which the galva-

nometer is included. You know already what the bismuth bars

are intended for. When the warm finger is placed on this

left-hawl one, a current is immediately developed, which passes

from the bismuth to the tin, thence through the wire connect-

ing the two sheets, thence round the galvanometer, and back

to the point from which it started, The needle of the gal-

vanometer moves through a large arc; the red end going tow-
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arc! you. I now place my finger upon the bismuth at the

back of the other plate; a large deflection in the opposite di-

rection is the consequence. When the finger is withdrawn,

the junction cools, and once more the needle sinks to zero.

(344:) Exactly midway between the two sheets of tin is

set a stand, on which is placed a heated copper ball ; the ball

radiates against both sheets : on the right, however, the rays

strike upon a coated surface, while on the left they strike

upon a naked metallic one. If both surfaces absorbed equally

the radiant heat- -if both accepted with equal freedom the

motion of the ethereal waves-- the bismuth junctions at the

backs would be equally warmed, and one of them would neu-

tralize the other. But, if one surface be a more powerful ab-

sorber than the other, a deflection of the galvanometer needle

will be the consequence, and the direction of the deflection

will tell us which is the best absorber. The ball is now upon

the stand, and the prompt and energetic deflection of the needle

informs us that the coated surface is the most powerful absorber.

In the same way I compare lamp-black and varnish with tin,

and find the two former to be by far the best absorbers.

(345) The thinnest metallic coating furnishes a powerful

defence against the absorption of radiant heat. The back of

this sheet of u gold-paper "—the gold being merely copper re-

duced to great tenuity—is coated with the red iodide of mer-

cury. This iodide, as many of you know, has its red color dis-

charged by heat, the powder becoming a pale yellow. I lay

the paper flat on a board, with the colored surface downward :

on its upper metallic surface are pasted pieces of paper so as

to form a complicated pattern, I now pass a red-hot spatula

several times over the sheet; the spatula radiates strongly

against the sheet, but its rays are absorbed in very different

degrees. The metallic surface absorbs but little; the paper

surfaces absorb greedily ; and, on turning up the sheet, you

see that the iodide underneath the metallic portion is perfect-

ly unchanged, while under every bit of paper the color is dis-

charged. An exact copy of the figures pasted on the opposite
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surface of the sheet is thus formed. For another example of

the same kind, I am indebted to Mr. Hill. A lire sent its rays

against this painted piece of wood (fig, 81), on which the num-

ber 338 was printed in gold-leaf
Fio. si,

* ty

„v_ letters; .the paint is blistered and

( ~* -fv ^V *»

f>
' %: c ~ ^ \ charred all round the letters, but un-

I derneath the letters the wood and

} paint are quite unaffected. This

f\ thin film of gold has been quite

^T^y*v ^/itvT I

sufficient to prevent the absorp-

WJJx^'Jk ^yj ! tion, to which the destruction of

the surrounding surface is due.

kHl^^^^*H:'. ^i^"i (^'^)
f^no huninifcrous ether

^^"^'
fdls stellar space; it makes the

universe a whole, and renders possible the intercommunication

of light and energy between star and star. But the subtle

substance penetrates farther ; it surrounds the very atoms of

solid and liquid substances. Transparent bodies arc such, be-

cause the ether and the atoms of such bodies are so related to

each other, that,the waves which excite light can pass through

them without transferring their motion to the atoms. In col-

ored bodies, certain waves are absorbed ; but those which

give the body its color pass without absorption. Through this

solution of sulphate of copper, for example, the blue waves

speed unimpeded, while the red waves are destroyed. A brill-

iant spectrum is now formed upon the screen ; when the

beam is sent through this solution, the red em\ of the spec-

trum is cut away. This piece of red glass, on the contrary,

owes its color to the fact that its substance can be traversed

freely by the longer undulations of red, while the shorter

waves are absorbed. Placed in the path of the light, it leaves

merely a vivid red band upon the screen. This blue liquid,

then, cuts off the rays transmitted by the red glass ; and the

red glass cuts oh those transmitted by the liquid ; by the

union of both we ought to have perfect opacity, and so we

have. When both are placed in the path of the beam, the entire
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spectrum disappears ; the union of the two partially transparent

bodies producing an opacity, equal to that of pitch or metal.

(347) A solution of the permanganate of potash placed in the

path of the beam permits the two ends of the spectrum to pass

freely through
;
you have the red and the blue, but between

both a space of intense blackness. The yellow of the spec-

trum is pitilessly destroyed by this liquid ; among its atoms

these yellow rays cannot pass, while the red and the blue get

through the interatomic spaces, without sensible hinderancc.

And hence the gorgeous color of this liquid. Turning the

lamp round, and projecting a disk of light two feet in diameter

upon the screen, 1. introduce this liquid. Can any thing

be more splendid than the color of that disk ? I turn the lamp

obliquely, and introduce a prism ; the violet component of that

beautiful color has slidden away from the red, You see two

definite disks of these two colors which overlap in the centre,

and exhibit there the tint of the composite light which passes

through the liquid,

(348) Thus, as regards the waves of light, bodies exercise>

as it were, an elective power, singling out certain waves for

destruction, and permitting others to pass. Transparency to

waves of one length docs not at all imply transparency to

waves of another length, and from this we might reasonably

infer that transparency to light does not necessarily imply

transparency to radiant heat. This conclusion is entirely veri-

fied by experiment. This tin screen, m n (fig. 8&), is pierced

by an aperture, behind which is soldered a small stand s, I place

this copper ball, b, heated to dull redness, on a proper stand,

at one side of the screen. At the other side is placed the

thermo-electric pile, r; the rays from the ball now pass

through the aperture in the screen and fall upon the pile—the

needle moves, and finally comes to rest with a steady deflec-

tion of 80°, I place this glass cell, a quarter of an inch wide,

filled with distilled water, on the stand s, so that all rays

reaching the pile must pass through the water. What takes

place? The needle steadily sinks to zero; scarcely a ray
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from the ball can cross the water; to the undulations issuing

from the ball the water is practically opaque, though so ex-

tremely transparent to the rays of light. Before removing the

Fig. $%

i)J

G:^

W jJ

cell of water, I place behind it a similar cell, containing trans-

parent bisulphide of carbon ; so that now, when the water-cell

is removed, the aperture is still barred by the new liquid.

What occurs ? The needle promptly moves upward, and de-

scribes a large arc; so that the self-same rays which found the

water impenetrable, find easy access through the bisulphide

of carbon. In the same way, when alcohol is compared with

chloride of phosphorus, we find the former almost opaque to the

rays emitted by our warm ball, while the latter permits them

to pass freely.

(349) So, also, as regards solid bodies. This plate of

very pure glass is now placed on the stand, between the pile

and this cube of hot water. No movement of the needle is

perceptible. I now displace the plate of glass by a plate of

rock-salt of ten times the thickness
;
you see how promptly

the needle moves, until arrested by its stops, To these rays,

then, rock-salt is eminently transparent, while glass is practi-

cally opaque to them,
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(350) For these, and numberless similar results, we are

indebted to Melloni, who may be almost regarded as the crea-

tor of this branch of our subject. To express the power of

transmitting radiant heat, he proposed the word diathermancy.

Diathermancy bears the same relation to radiant heat that

transparency docs to light. Instead of giving you, at this

stage of our inquiries, determinations of my own of the dia-

thermancy of solids and liquids, I will make a selection from the

tables of the eminent Italian philosopher just referred to. In

these determinations, Mellom uses four different sources of

heat: the flame of a Loeatelli lamp; a spiral platinum wire,

kept incandescent by the (lame of an alcohol-lamp ; a plate of

copper heated to 400° Cent., and a plate of copper heated to

100° Cent., the last-mentioned source being the surface of a

copper tube, containing boiling water. The experiments were

made in the following manner: First, the radiation of the

source, that is to say the galvanometric deflection produced by

it, was determined, when nothing but air intervened between

the source of heat and the pile. This deflection expressed the

total radiation. Then the substance whose diathermancy was

to be examined was introduced, and the consequent deflection

noted ; this deflection expressed the quantity of heat transmit-

ted by the substance. Calling the total radiation 100, the

proportionate quantities transmitted by twenty-five different

substances are given in the table on the following page.

(351) This table shows, in the first place, what very dif-

ferent transmissive powers different solid bodies possess. It

shows us also that, with a single exception, the diathermancy

of the bodies mentioned varies with the quality of the heat.

Bock-salt, only, is equally transparent to heat from the four

sources. It must here be borne in mind that the luminous

rays are also calorific rays ; that the self-same ray, falling upon

the nerve of vision, produces the impression of light ; while,

impinging upon other nerves of the body, it produces the im-

pression of heat. The luminous calorific rays have, however,

a shorter wave-length than the obscure calorific rays; and,
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Names of Substances—reduced to a
common thickness of 6̂th of an Inch

(20 tnlitims.).

Koek-salt

Sicilian sulphur ,

,

Fluor-spar., , . ,, ,

Beryl

Iceland spar. ..«...*..,.

Glass. . .... j

Hock-crystal (clear).. . .

.

Smoky quartz

Chromate of potash.. . .

.

White topaz.

Carbonate of load

Sulphate of baryta.

Felspar
Amethyst (violet).

Artificial amber
Borate of soda
Tourmaline (deep green).

Common gum ,

Setemtc
Citric acid

Tartrate of potash.. ....

Natural amber
Alum
Sugar-candy.

Ice .....

Transmissions: i>e» cmtaL'e of the total

radiation.

LoeateUl
lamp.

Incan-
descent

platinum,

Copper at
400* O.

Copper at
100'° O.

92*3 92-3 92'3 92/3

14 11 60 54

n 69 42 33

54 23 13

39 28 6

39 21 6

38 28 6 3

3? 28 6 3

84 28 15

33 24 4
32 23 4

24 18 3

23 19 6

21 9 2
21 6

18 12 8

18 16 3

18 3

14 5

11 2
11 3 O
11 5

9 2

8 1

6 0*5

knowing, as we do, how differently waves of different lengths

are absorbed by bodies, we are in a measure prepared for the

results of the foregoing table. Tints, while glass of the thick-

ness specified permits 39 per cent, of the rays of Locatclli's

lamp, and 24 per cent, of the rays from the incandescent plat-

inum to pass, it transmits only 6 per cent, of the rays from a

source of 400° CI, while it is absolutely opaque to all rays

emitted from a source of 100° O. We also sec that liquid ice,

so highly transparent to light, transmits only 6 per cent, of

the rays of the lamp, and 0.5 per cent, of the rays of the in-

candescent platinum, while it cuts off all rays issuing from the
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other two sources. We have here an intimation, that by far

the greater portion of the rays emitted by the lamp of Loca-

telli must be obscure. Luminous rays pass through ice, of the

thickness here given, without sensible absorption, and the fact,

that 94 per cent, of the rays issuing from Loeatcllfs flame are

destroyed by the ice, proves that this proportion of these rays

has no light-giving power. As regards the influence of trans-

parency, clear and smoky quart/, are very instructive. Here

are the two substances, one perfectly pellucid, the other a

dark brown ; still, for the luminous rays only do these two

specimens show a difference of transmission, The clear quartz

transmits 38 per cent., and the smoky quartz 3? per cent, of

the rays from the lamp, while, for the other three sources, the

transmissions of both substances are identical.

(352) Mclloni supposed rock-salt to be perfectly trans-

parent to all kinds of calorific rays, the 7*7 per cent, less than

a hundred which the foregoing table exhibits being due, not

to absorption, but to reflection at the two surfaces of the plate

of salt. But the accurate experiments of MM. do la Provos-

tayc and Dcsams prove that this substance is permeable in

different degrees to heat of different kinds; while Mr. Balfour

Stewart has established the important fact, that rock-salt is

particularly opaque to rays issuing from a heated piece of the

same substance. We shall return to this important subject,

(353) In the following table, which is also borrowed from

Mclloni, the calorific transmissions of nineteen different liquids

Transmission:
percentage of

Names of Liquids ; thickness, GM In. total radiation.

1 Bisulphide of carbon , . . . .03
2 Bichloride of sulphur .... 03

3 Protoehloride of phosphorus . , . .02
4 Essence of turpentine . . . .31
5 Olive-oil. .... .30
6 Naphtha .... .28
*7 Ksscnce of lavender . . . . .20
8 Sulphuric ether .... .21
9 Sulphuric acid . . « . . . Vt
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Transmission

:

percentage of
Karnes of Liquids? thickness, 0*06 in. total radiation.

10 Hydrate of ammonia . . . . 15

11 Nitric acid . . . , . .15
12 Absolute alcohol , . . . ,15
13 Hydrate of potash . . . . .13
14 Acetic acid . , . . . .12
15 Pyroligneous acid . , , . ,12
16 Concentrated solution of sugar . . . 12

IV Solution of rock-salt . . , . .12
18 White of egg . , . . . 11

10 Distilled water . . . . . 11

arc given. The source of heat was an Argand lain}), furnished

with a glass chimney, and the liquids were enclosed in a cell

with glass sides, the thickness of the liquid layer being 9*21

millimctres, or 0*36 of an inch. Liquids are here shown to be

as diverse in their powers of transmission as solids ; and it is

also worthy of remark, that water maintains its position as

regards opacity, notwithstanding the change in its state of

aggregation.

(354) The reciprocity, which we have already demonstrated

between radiation and absorption, in the case of metals, var-

nishes, etc., may now be extended to the bodies contained in

Melloni's tables. One or two illustrations, borrowed from an

extremely suggestive memoir by Mr. Balfour Stewart, will be

sufficient. In this copper vessel water is kept in a state of

gentle ebullition. On the flat copper lid of the vessel are laid

plates of glass and of rock-salt, until they assume the tem-

perature of the lid. When the plate of heated rock-salt is

fixed upon a stand, in front of the thermo-electric pile, the de-

flection produced is so small as to be scarcely sensible. Re-

moving the rock-salt, I put in its place a plate of heated glass

;

the needle moves through a large arc, thus conclusively show-

ing that the glass, which is the more powerful absorber of

obscure heat, is also the more powerful radiator. Alum, un-

fortunately, melts at a temperature lower than that here made

use of; but, though its temperature is not so high as that of
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the glass, you can see that it transcends the glass as a radi-

ator ; the action on the galvanometer is still more energetic

than in the last experiment

(355) Absorption takes place within the absorbing body

;

a certain thickness being requisite to ciTect the absorption.

This is true of both light and radiant heat. A very thin

stratum of pale ale is almost as colorless as a stratum of water,

the absorption being too inconsiderable to produce the de-

cided tint 'which larger masses of the ale exhibit. When dis-

tilled water is poured into a drink ing-glass, it exhibits no

trace of color; but an experiment is here arranged which will

show you that this pellucid liquid, in sufficient thickness, has

a very decided color. This tube a b (fig. 83), fifteen feet long,

Fio. 83.

!\
m»-hj^

Cf^C'l^

is placed horizontally, its ends being stopped by pieces of

plate-glass. At one end of the tube stands an electric lamp,

l, from which a cylinder of light will be sent through the

tube. It is now half filled with water, the upper surface of

which cuts the tube in two equal parts horizontally. Thus,

half of the beam is sent through air, and half through water,

and with this lens, c, a magnified image of the adjacent end

of the tube is projected on the screen. You now see the

image, o p, composed of two semicircles, one of which is

formed by the light which has passed through the water, the

other the light which has passed through the air. Placed

thus, side by side, you can compare them, and you notice that,

while the air semicircle is a pure white, the water semicircle

12
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is a bright and delicate blue-grccn. Tims, by augmenting the

thickness through which the light has to pass, we deepen the

color; this proves that the destruction of the light-rays takes

place within the absorbing body, and that it is not an effect

of surface merely.

(356) Melloni shows the same to be true of radiant heat.

In his experiments, already recorded at page 262, the thick-

ness of the plates used was 2*6 millimetres, but, by rendering

the plate thinner, wc enable a greater quantity of heat to get

through it, and, by rendering a very opaque substance suffi-

ciently thin, we may almost reach the transmission of rock-

salt. The following table shows the influence of thickness on

the transmissive power of a plate of glass

:

Thickness
Plates in t!

metres.

of
iliH-

Transmissio

Loeatclll T/unp.

2«6

0*5

o-ov

39
54

11

Transmissions bv Ola^s of diiYerent thicknesses: percentage
* of the totalisation,

Incandescent
Platinum.

u
37

Copper at400° O.

6

12
34

Copper at 100* 0,

1

12

(35?) Thus, we see that, by diminishing the thickness of

the plate from 2*0 to 0*0? millimetres, the quantity of heat

transmitted rises, in the case of the lamp of I.x)catelli, from 39

to Iff per cent. ; in the case of the incandescent platinum,

Thickness of
Plates In milli-

metres,

Transmission

Loeatelli Lamp.

Jby Selenttooftli
of the tola

Incandescent
Platinum.

"ferent thicknesses
Kadiation,

Copper at '100° C.

>: percentage

Copperntl0O°C.

2-0 14 5
0-4 38 18 1
0*0

1

04 51 32 21
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from 24 to 57 per cent. ; in the case of copper at 400° 0.,

from 6 to 34 per cent, ; and in the case of copper at 100° C,
from absolute opacity to a transmission of 1% per cent.

(358) The influence of the thickness of a plate of sclenite

on the quantity of heat which it transmits is exhibited in the

foregoing table. These experiments prove conclusively that

the absorption of heat takes place within the body, and is not

a surface action,

(350) The decomposition of the solar beam produces the

solar spectrum; luminous in the centre, calorific atone cnd
}

and chemical at the other. The sun is, therefore, a source of

heterogeneous rays, and there can scarcely be a doubt that

most other sources of heat, luminous and obscure, partake of

this heterogeneity. In general, when such mixed rays enter

a diathermic substance, some are intercepted, others per-

mitted to pass. Supposing, then, that we take a sheaf of

calorific rays, which have already passed through a diathermic

plate, and permit them to fall upon a second plate of the same

material, the transparency of this second plate to the heat in-

cident upon it must be greater than the transparency of the

first plate to the heat incident on it. The first plate, if suf-

ficiently thick, has already extinguished, in great part, the

rays -which the substance is capable of absorbing; and the

residual rays, as a matter of course, pass freely through a sec-

ond plate of the same substance. The original beam is sifted

by the first plate, and the purified beam possesses, for the same

substance, a higher penetrative power than the original beam.

(360) This power of penetration has usually been taken as

a test of the quality of heat ; the heat of the purified beam
is said to be different in quality from that of the unpurilicd

beam. It is not, however, that any individual ray or wave
has changed its character, but that from the beam, as a whole,

certain components have been withdrawn ; and that this with-

drawal has altered the proportion of the incident heat trans-

mitted by a second substance. This is the true meaning of

the term "quality,*' as applied to radiant heat. In the path
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of the beam from a lamp, let plates of rock-salt, alum, bi-

chromate of potash, and sclcnite, be successively placed, each

plate 2'6 millimetres in thickness : let the heat emergent from

these respective plates fall upon a second series of the same

thickness ; out of every hundred units of this heat the follow-

ing proportions are transmitted

:

Kock-sait ...... n-3

Alum . . . . . 90

Chromate of potash . . . fl

Selemte ...... 01

(361) Referring to the table, p. 262, we find that, of the

whole heat emitted by the Locatclli lamp, only 34 per cent, is

transmitted by the chromate of potash ; here we find the per-

centage 71. Of the entire radiation, sclcnite transmits only

14 per cent., but of the beam which has been purified by a

plate of its own substance, it transmits 91 per* cent. The

same remark applies to the alum, which transmits only 9 per

cent, of the impurificd beam, and 90 per cent, of the purified

beam. In rock-salt, on the contrary, the transmissions of

the sifted and unsifted beam are the same, because the sub-

stance is sensibly equally transparent to rays of all the quali-

ties here employed. In these cases I have supposed the

beam emergent from rock-salt to pass through rock-salt ; the

beam emergent from alum to pass through alum, and so of the

others ; but, as might be expected, the sifting of the beam by

any substance will alter the proportion in which it will be

transmitted by almost any other second substance.

(362) I will conclude these observations with an experi-

ment, which will show you the influence of sifting, in a very

striking manner. Here is a sensitive differential air-thermom-

eter with a clean glass bulb. The slightest touch of my hand-

causes a depression of the therinometric column. Let us now

converge the powerful beam of onr electric lamp on the bulb

of that thermometer. The focus falls directly on the bulb,

and the air within it is traversed by a beam of intense power;
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but not the slightest depression of the thermometrie column

is discernible. When this experiment was first shown to a

person hero present, he almost doubted the evidence of his

senses ; bid the explanation is simple. The beam, before it

readies the bulb, is already sifted by the glass lens used to

concentrate it; and, having passed through 1% or 14 feet of

air, it contains no constituent, winch can be sensibly absorbed

by the air within the bulb. Hence, the hot beam passes

through both air and glass, without warming eithev, It is

competent, however, to warm the thermo-electric pile whose

exposure to it, for a single instant, suffices to drive the needle

violently aside. I now coat with lamp-black the portion of

the glass bulb struck by the beam
;
you see the effect : the

heat is now absorbed, the air expands, and the thermometrie

column is forcibly depressed.

(303) We use glass fire-screens, which allow the pleasant

light of the lire to pass, while they cut off the heat ; the rea-

son is, that by far the greater part of the heat emitted by a

fire is obscure, and to this the glass is opaque. But in no

case is there any loss. The heat absorbed by the glass warms

it ; the motion of the ethereal waves is here transferred to the

molecules of the solid body. But you may be inclined to

urge that, under these circumstances, the glass itself ought to

become a source of heat, and that, therefore, we ought to de-

rive no benefit from the absorption. The fact is so, but the

conclusion is unwarranted. The philosophy of the., screen is

this : Let f (fig. 84) be a point of a fire, from which the rays

proceed in straight lines, toward a person at i\ Before the

screen is introduced, each ray pursues its course direct to i»

;

but now let a screen be placed at s, The screen intercepts

the heat, and becomes warmed ; but, instead of sending on the

rays in their original direction only, it, as a warm body, emits

them in all directions. Hence, it cannot transmit to the per-

son at p all the heat intercepted. A portion of the heat is re-

stored, but by far the greater part is diverted from r, and dis-

tributed in other directions.
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(304) Where the waves pursue their way unabsorbed, no
motion of heat is imparled, as we have seen in the ease of the

air-thermometer. A joint of meat might be roasted before a

Fio. Si.

-^P

fire, the air around the joint being cold as ice. The air on

high mountains may be intensely cold, while a burning sun is

overhead ; the solar rays which, striking on the human skin,

are almost intolerable, arc incompetent to heat the air sen-

sibly, and we have only to withdraw into perfect shade to feel

the chill of the atmosphere. I never, on any occasion, suf-

fered so much from solar heat as in descending from the "Cor-

ridor " to the Grand Plateau of Mont Blanc, on August 13,

1857; though my companion and myself were at the time

hip-deep in snow, the sun blazed against us in unendurable

power. Immersion in the shadow of the Dome du Gout6 at

once changed my feelings ; for hero the air was at a freezing

temperature. Jt was not, however, sensibly colder than the

air through which the sunbeams passed ; and we suffered, not

from the contact of hot air, but from radiant heat, which had

reached us through an icy cold medium.

(365) The beams of the sun penetrate glass without sen-

sibly heating it; the reason is, that, having passed through

our atmosphere, the heat lias been in a great measure de-

prived of those constituents liable to be absorbed by glass.

An experiment was made on a former occasion, which you

will now completely understand. A beam was sent from the
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electric lamp through a plate of ice without melting it. The

beam had been previously sifted by sending it through a ves-

sel of water, in which the heat, capable of being absorbed by

the ice, was lodged, and lodged so copiously that the water

was raised almost to the boiling-point during the experiment.

It is here worthy of remark, that the liquid water and the

solid ice appear to be pervious and impervious to the same

rays ; the one may be used as a sieve for the other j a result

which indicates that the quality of the absorption is not in-

fluenced* in this case, by the difference of aggregation. It is

easy to prove that the beam which lias traversed ice without

inciting it is really a calorific beam. Allowing it to fall upon

our thermo-electric pile, it causes the needle to move with

energy to its stops.

(306) When the calorific waves are intercepted, they, as a

general rule, raise the temperature of the body by which they

are absorbed ; but, when the absorbing body is ice, at a tem-

perature of 3%° Fahr., it is impossible to raise its temperature.

How, then, does the heat absorbed by the ice employ itself?

It produces internal liquefaction, it takes down the crystalline

atoms, and thus forms those lovely liquid flowers shown to you

on a former occasion.

(367) We have seen that transparency is not at all a test

of diathermancy ; that a body, highly transparent to the lumi-

nous undulations, may be highly opaque to the non-luminous

ones. A body may, as we have seen, be absolutely opaque to

light, and still, in a considerable degree, transparent to heat.

Here is another example of the same kind. The convergent

beam of the electric lamp now marks its course through the

dust of the room : you see the point of convergence of the

beam, at a distance of fifteen feet from the lamp. Let us mark

that point accurately. This plate of rock-salt is coated so

thickly with soot that the light, not only of every gas-lamp in

this room, but the electric light itself, is cut off by it. When
this plate of smoked salt is placed in the path of the beam,

the light is intercepted, but the mark enables me to find the
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place where the foous fell. I place the pile at this focus: you

see no beam falling on it, but the violent action of the needle

instantly reveals to the mind's eye a focus of heat, at the point

from which the light has been withdrawn,

(308) You might, perhaps, be disposed to think that the

heat falling on the pile has been first absorbed by the soot,

and then radiated from it, as from an independent source.

Melloni has removed every objection of this kind ; but none

of his experiments, I think, are more conclusive, as a refutation

of the objection, than that now performed before you, For,

if the smoked salt were the source, the rays could not converge

here to a focus, the salt being at this side of the converging

lens. You also sec that, when the pile is displaced a little,

laterally, but still turned toward the smoked salt, the needle

sinks to zero. The heat, moreover, falling on the pile, is, as

shown by Melloni, practically independent of the position of

the plate of rock-salt; you may cut off the beam, at a distance

of fifteen feet from the pile, or a distance of one foot: the rc~

suit is sensibly the same, which could not be the case, if the

smoked salt itself were the source of heat.

(369) When the experiment is repeated with this black

glass, the result, as you sec, is the same. Now, the glass re-

flects a considerable portion of the light and heat from the

lamp ; when held a little obliquely to the beam, you can see

the reflected portion. While the glass is in this position, I

will coat it with an opaque layer of lamp-black, thereby causing

it to absorb, not only all the luminous rays which are now

entering it, but also the portion which it formerly reflected.

What is the result? Though the glass plate has become the

seat of augmented absorption, it has ceased to affect the pile,

and the needle descends to zero, thus furnishing additional

proof that the heat which, in the first place, acted upon the

pile, came direct from the lamp, and traversed the black glass,

as light traverses a transparent substance.

(370) Rock-salt transmits all rays, luminous and obscure;

alum, of the thickness already given, transmits, according to
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Melloni, only the luminous rays;* hence, the difference be-

tween alum and rock-salt will give the value of the obscure

radiation. Tested in this way, MeHoni finds the following*

proportions of luminous to obscure rays, for the three sources

mentioned

:

Sourco, Luminous. Obscure.

Flame of oil .... 10 90

Incandescent platinum ... 2 08

Flame of alcohol .... . 1 99

Thus, of the heat radiated from the flame of oil, 90 per cent,

is due to obscure rays ; of the heat radiated from incandescent

platinum, 98 per cent, is due to obscure rays ; while, of the

heat radiated from the (lame of alcohol, fully 99 per cent, is

due to obscure radiation.

* Wo shall subsequently learn that this is an error.
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OIIAPTJOR X,

ABSOKPIION OF HKAT BY GASKOUS MATTKU--AlU'AttATtfS KMl'JxOVKn- -KABLY BIFFICUJ/TIKS

—BJA'iliKKMAXCY OF A IK AND OF 1HK TKANSI'AKUNT BLBMKNTABY BASKS -A1HKKMANCY

OF OKKKIANTGAS ANO OK OTHKK CO.MI'OBNB GASR* ABSOBFTtOX OF BABIANT HKAT BY

VAFOF.S -BAWA'ilOX OF HKAT BY « ASKS- -B KOI FKOCFiY OF KAJUAIiOX ANB ABSOKFltGN

- -JNFI-VF.NCK OF MOr.KCU*,AB CONSlTlUilOX OK BIK FASnSAOK OF BABIANT HKAT—
TBAXSMI85UOX OF HKAT TttHOUOH OPAQUK B0BIK3- - HKAT-Sl'KOiKBAt BBTACHKO FROM

BtGHT-SFKCiKUM BY AX OPAQUB PRISM.

(3^1) TITE have now examined the diathermancy, or trans-

Y V pareney to heat-, of solid and liquid bodies ; and

learned that, closely as the atoms of such bodies are packed

together, the interstitial spaces between the atoms afford free

play and passage to the ethereal undulations, which are in

many cases transmitted without sensible hindcrance among the

atoms. In other cases, however, we found that the molecules

stopped the waves of heat which impinged upon them ; but

that, in so doing, they themselves became centres of motion.

Thus we learned that, while perfectly diathermic bodies al-

lowed the heat-undulations to pass through them, without suf-

fering any change of temperature, those bodies which stopped

the calorific ilux became heated by the absorption, Through

ice itself we sent a powerful calorific beam ; but, because the

beam was of such a quality as not to be intercepted by the ice,

it passed through this highly-sensitive substance without melt-

ing it. 'We have now to deal with gaseous bodies; and here

the interatomic spaces are so vastly augmented, the molecules

are so completely released from all mutual entanglement, that

we should be almost justified in concluding that gases and
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1

vapors furnish a perfectly open door for the passage of the

calorific waves. This, indeed, until quite recently, was the

universal belief; and the conclusion was verified by such ex-

periments as had been made on atmospheric air, which was

found to give no evidence of absorption,

(3¥2) But each succeeding year augments our experimen-

tal power
i
the invention of improved methods enabling us to

renew our inquiries with increased chances of success. Let

us, then, test once more the diathermancy of atmospheric air.

We may make a preliminary essay in the following way : We
have here a hollow tin cylinder, A n (fig. 85), 4 feet long, and

nearly 3 inches in diameter, through which we may send our

Fio, 85.

-<>

calorific beam, We must, however, be able to compare the

passage of the heat through the air with its passage through

a vacuum, and hence we must have some means of stopping

the ends of our cylinder, so as to be able to exhaust it. Here

wfe encounter our first experimental difficulty. As a general

rule, obscure heat is more greedily absorbed than luminous

heat, and, as our object is to make the absorption of a highly-

diathermic body sensible, we arc most likely to effect this ob-

ject by employing the radiation from an obscure source.

(373) Our tube, therefore, must be stopped by a substance

which permits of the free passage of such heat. Shall we use
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glass for the purpose ? An inspection of the table at page 262

shows us, that for such heat plates of glass would he perfectly

opaque ; we might as well stop our tubes with plates of metal.

Observe here how one investigator's results are turned to ac-

count by another 5 how science grows by the continual degra-

dation of ends to means. Had not Mellon! discovered the

diathermic properties of rock-salt, we should now be utterly at

a loss. For a time, however, the difficulty of obtaining plates

of salt sufficiently large and pure to stop the ends of my tube

was extreme. But a scientific worker, if his wants are made
known, does not long lack help ; and, thanks to such friendly

aid, 1 have here plates of this precious substance, which, by

means of the caps A and n, can be screwed air-tight on to the

ends of my cylinder.* You observe two stopcocks attached

* At a time when I was greatly hi need of a supply of rock-salt, I stated

my wants in the u Philosophical Magazine," and met with an immediate re-

sponse from Sir John Hersehel. He sent me a block of salt, accompanied by

a note, from which, as it refers to the purpose for which the salt was origi-

nally designed, I will make an extract. I am also greatly indebted to Dr.

Szabo, the Hungarian Commissioner to the International Exhibition of 1862,

by whom I have been raised to comparative opulence, as regards the posses-

sion of rock-salt. To the Messrs, Eletchcr, of Northwieh, and to Mr, Corbett,

of Bromsgrove, my best thanks are also duo for their ready kindness.

To these acknowledgments I have now to add my respect Ail thanks to the

Government of Wurtemberg, for the splendid block of salt placed in their de-

partment in the late Paris Exhibition,

Here follows the extract from Sir J. Hcrsehel's note t
u After the publica-

tion of my paper in the Phil, Trans. 1810, I was very desirous to disengage

myself from the influence of glass prisms and lenses, and ascertain, if possi-

ble, whether in reality my insulated heat-spots y& c in the spectrum were of

solar or terrestrial origin. Koek-satt was the obvious resource, and after many
and fruitless endeavors to obtain sufficiently large and pure specimens, tho

late 3)r, SomerviUo was so good as to send me (as I understood from a friend

in Cheshire) the very fine block which I now forward, It is, however, much
cracked, but I have no doubt pieces large enough for lenses and prisms (espe-

cially if cemented together) might be got from it.

** But I was not prepared for the working of it—evidently a very delicate

and difficult process (I proposed to diesohe.oft tho corners, etc., and, as it

were, lick it into shape), and though 1 have never quite lost sight of the

matter, I have not yet been able to do any thing with it ; meanwhile, I put it

by. On looking at it a year or two after, I was dismayed to find it had lost

much by deliquescence. Accordingly, I potted it up in salt in an earthen dish,
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to the cylinder. One of them, c, is connected with an air-pump,

by which the tube can be exhausted ; while through the other

one, e', air, or any other gas, can be allowed to enter the tube.

(374) At one end of the cylinder is placed a Leslie's cube

c, containing boiling water, and coated with lamp-black, to

augment its power of radiation. At the other end of the

cylinder stands our thermo-electric pile, from which wires lead

to (lie galvanometer. Between the end « of the cylinder and

the cube c, is introduced a tin screen, t, which, when with-

drawn, will allow the calorific rays to pass from c through the

tube to the pile. We first exhaust the cylinder, then draw the

screen a little aside, and now the rays are traversing a vacuum

and falling upon the pile. The tin screen, you observe, is only

partially withdrawn, and the steady deflection, produced by

the heat at present transmitted, is 30 degrees.

(375) Let us now admit dry air ; we can do so by means

of the cock e', from which a piece of flexible tubing leads to

the bent tubes u, u', the use of which shall be now explained.

The tube v is filled with fragments of pumice-stone moistened

with a solution of caustic potash; it is employed to withdraw

whatever carbonic acid may be contained in the air. The tube

u' is filled with fragments of pumice-stone, moistened with

sulphuric acid ; it is intended to absorb the aqueous vapor

of the air. Thus, the air reaches the cylinder deprived both

of its aqueous vapor and its carbonic acid. It is now entering

—the mercury-gauge of the pump is descending, and, as it en-

ters, you will observe the needle. If the entrance of the air

diminish the radiation through the cylinder -if air be a sub-

stance which is competent to intercept the waves of ether in

any sensible degree—this will be declared by the diminished

deflection of the galvanometer. The tube is now full, but you

see no change in the position of the needle, nor could you see

with iron rim, and placed it on an upper shelf in a room with an Arnott stove,

where it has remained ever since.

" If yon should find it of any use, I would ask you, if possible, to repeat

my experiment as described, and settle that point, which has always struck

me as a very important one."
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any change, even if you were close to the instrument. The
air thus examined seems as transparent to radiant heat as the

vacuum itself.

(376) By changing the screen wo can alter the amount of

heat falling upon the pile ; thus, by gradually withdrawing it,

the needle can be caused to stand at 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, and

80°, in succession ; and, while it occupies each position, the

experiment just performed before you can be repeated. In no

instance could you recognize the slightest movement of the

needle. The same is the case if the screen be pushed forward,

so as to reduce the deflection to 20 or 10 degrees.

(377) The experiment just made is a question addressed

to Nature, and her silence might bo construed into a negative

reply. But a natural philosopher must not lightly accept a

negative, and I am not sure that we have put our question in

the best possible language. Let us analyze "what we have

done, and first consider the case of our smallest deflection of

10 degrees. Supposing that the air is not perfectly diathermic

;

that it really intercepts a small portion—say the thousandth

part of the heat passing through the tube--that out of every

thousand rays it intercepted one; should we be able to detect

this action ? Such absorption, if it took place, would lower

the deflection the thousandth part of ten degrees, or the hun-

dredth part of one degree, a diminution which it would be im-

possible for you to see, even if you were close to the galva-

nometer.* In the case here supposed, the total quantity of

heat falling upon the pile is so inconsiderable^ that a small

fraction ofit^ even if absorbed\ might well escape detection.

(378) But we have not confined ourselves to a small quan-

tity of heat; the result was the same when the deflection was

80°, as when it was 10°. Here I must ask you to sharpen

your attention and accompany me, for a time, over rather diffi-

cult ground. I want now to make clearly intelligible to you

an important peculiarity of the galvanometer.

* It will be borne in mind that I am here speaking of galmn&mtiriO) not of

tftermom elric degrees.
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(370) The needle being at zero, let \is suppose a quantity

of heat to fall upon the pile, sufficient to produce a deflection

of one degree, Suppose the quantity of heat to be afterward

augmented, so as to produce defections of two degrees, three

degrees, four degrees, live degrees; then the quantities of

heat which produce these deflections stand to each other in

the ratios of 1: 2: 3: 4; 5: the quantity of heat which pro-

duces a deflection of 5° being exactly five times that which

produces a deflection of 1°. But this proportionality exists

only so long as the deflections do not exceed a certain magni-

tude. For, as the needle is drawn more and move aside from

zero, the current acts upon it at an ever-augmenting disad-

vantage. The ease is illustrated by a sailor working a cap-

stan : he always applies his strength at right angles to the

lever, for, if he applied it obliquely, only a portion of that

strength would be effective in turning the capstan round.

And in the case of our electric current, when the needle is

very oblique to the current's direction, only a portion of its

force is effective in moving the needle. Thus it happens that,

though the quantity of heat may be, and, in our case, is, ac-

curately expressed by the strength of the current which it ex-

cites,' still the larger deflections, inasmuch as they do not give

us the action of the whole current, but only a part of it, cannot

be a true measure of the amount of heat falling upon the pile.

(380) The galvanometer now before you is so constructed,

that the angles of deflection, up to 30° or thereabouts, are

proportional to the quantities of heat; the quantity necessary to

move the needle from 29° to 30° is sensibly the same as that

required to remove it from 0° to 1°. But beyond 30° the

proportionality ceases. The quantity of heat required to move

the needle from 4.0° to 41° is three times that necessary to

move it from 0° to .1° ; to deflect it from 50° to 51° requires

five times the heat necessary to move it from 0° to 1° ; to de-

flect it from 00° to 61° requires about seven times the heat

necessary to move it from 0° to 1° ; to deflect it from 70° to 71°

requires eleven times, while to move it from 80° to 81° re*
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quires more than fifty times the heat necessary to move it

from 0° to 1°. Thus,, the higher we go, the greater is the

quantity of heat represented by a degree of deflection ; the

reason being, that the force which then moves the needle is

only a fraction of the force of the current really circulating in

the wire, and hence represents only a fraction of the heat fall-

ing upon the pile,

(381) By a process, to be afterward described,* the higher

degrees of the galvanometer can be expressed in terms of the

lower ones. We thus learn, that while deflections of 10°, 20°,

30°, respectively express quantities of heat represented by the

numbers 10, 20, 30, a deflection of 40° represents a quantity

of heat expressed by the number 47 ; a deflection of 50° ex-

presses a quantity of heat expressed by the number 80 ; while

the deflections 60°, 70°, 80°, express quantities of heat which

increase in a much more rapid ratio than the deflections them-

selves,

(382) What is the upshot of this analysis ? It will lead

us to a better method of questioning Nature, It suggests the

reflection that, when we make our angles $mall
y
the quantity

of heat falling on the pile is so inconsiderable that, even if a

fraction of it were absorbed, it might escape detection ; while,

if we make our deflections large, by employing a powerful

flux of heat, the needle is in a position from which it would

require a considerable addition or abstraction of heat to move

it. The 1,000th part of the whole radiation, in the one case,

would be too small, absolutely, to be measured : the 1,000th

part in the other case might be very considerable, without,

however, being considerable enough to a fleet the needle in

any sensible degree. When, for example, the deflection is

over 80°, an augmentation or diminution of heat, equivalent

to 15 or 20 of the lower degrees of the galvanometer, would

be scarcely sensible.

(383) We are now face to nice with our problem : it is

this, to work with a flux of heat so large that a small frac-

* See Appendix to this Chapter.
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tional part of it will not be infinitesimal, and still to keep our

needle in its most sensitive position. If we can accomplish

this, we shall augment indefinitely our experimental power.

If a fraction of the heat, however small, be intercepted by the

gas, toe can augment the absolute value of that fraction by

augmenting the total of which it is a fraction*

(384) The problem, happily, admits of an effective prac-

tical solution. You know that when we allow heat to fall

upon the opposite faces of the thermo-electric pile, the cur-

rents generated neutralize each other more or less ; and, if the

quantities of heat falling upon the two faces be perfectly

equal, the neutralization is complete. Our galvanometer

needle is now deflected to 80° by the flux of heat passing

through the tube ; I uncover the second face of the pile,

which is also furnished with a conical reflector, and place a

second tube of boiling water in front of it; the rrcedle, as you

see, descends instantly,

(385) By means of a proper adjusting screen, the quantity

of heat foiling upon the posterior face of the pile can be so

regulated that it shall exactly neutralize the heat incident

upon its other face : this is now effected ; and the needle

points to zero,

(386) Here, then, we have two powerful and perfectly

equal fluxes of heat, foiling upon the opposite faces of the

pile, one of which passes through oxir exhausted cylinder. If

air be allowed to enter the cylinder, and, if this air exert any

appreciable action upon the rays of heat, the equality now ex-

isting will be destroyed ; a portion of the heat passing through

the tube being intercepted by the air, the second source of

heat will triumph ; the needle, now in its most sensitive posi-

tion, will be deflected ; and, from the magnitude of the deflec-

tion, we can accurately calculate the absorption.

(387) I have thus sketched, in rough outline, the appa-

ratus by which our researches on the relation of radiant heat

to gaseous matter must be conducted. The necessary tests

are, however, at the same time so powerful and so delicate,
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that a rough apparatus like that just described would not an-

swer our purpose, But you will now experience no difficulty

in comprehending the construction and application of the more

perfect apparatus, with which the experiments on gaseous ab-

sorption and radiation have been actually made.

(388) Between s and s' (Plate I. at the end of the book)

stretches the experimental cylinder^ a hollow tube of brass,

polished within ; at s and s' are the plates of rock-salt which

close the cylinder air-tight; the length from s to »s', in the ex-

periments to be first recorded, is four feet The source of

heat, c, is a cube of east copper, filled with water, which is

kept continually boiling by the lamp u Attached to the cube

C by brazing is the short cylinder v, of the same diameter as

the experimental cylinder, and capable of being connected air-

tight with the latter at s, Thus, between the source e and

the end s' of the experimental tube, wfe have the front cham-

ber f, from which the air can be removed, so that the rays

from the source will enter the cylinder s s
f

unsifted by air.

To prevent the heat of the source o from passing by conduc-

tion to the plate at s, the chamber i* is caused to pass through

the vessel y, in which a.stream of cold water continually circu-

lates, entering through the pipe i % which dips to the bottom

of the vessel, and escaping through the waste-pipe e e. The

experimental tube and the front chamber arc connected, inde-

pendently, with the air-pump A A, so that either of them may
be exhausted or filled, without interfering with the other. I

may remark that, in later arrangements, the experimental cyl-

inder was supported apart from the pump, being connected

with the latter by a ilexiblc tube. The tremulous motion of

the pump, which occurred when the connection was rigid, was

thus completely avoided, v is the thermo-electric pile, placed

on its stand at tiie end of the experimental cylinder, and fur-

nished with its two conical reflectors, c' is the compensating

cuhe> used to neutralize the radiation from c ; n is the adjusting

screen^ which is capable of an exceedingly fine motion to and

fro. n n is a delicate galvanometer connected with the pile
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p, by the wires w w\ The graduated tube o o (to the right

of the plate), and the appendage M k (attached to the centre

of the experimental tube), shall be referred to more particu-

larly by-and-by.

(389) It would hardly sustain your interest, were I to

state the difficulties which at first beset the investigation con-

ducted with this apparatus, or the numberless precautions

which the exact balancing of the two powerful sources of heat,

here resorted to, rendered necessary, I believe the experi-

ments, made with atmospheric air alone, might be numbered

by tens of thousands. Sometimes for a week, or even for a

fortnight, coincident and satisfactory results would be ob-

tained ; the strict conditions of accurate experimenting would

appear to be found, when an additional day's experience

would destroy the superstructure of hope, and necessitate a

recommencement, under changed conditions, of the whole in-

quiry. It is this which daunts the experimenter ; it is this

preliminary fight with the entanglements of a subject, so dark,

so doubtful, so uncheering—without any knowledge whether

the conflict is to lead to any thing worth possessing- -which

renders discovery difficult and rare. But the experimenter,

especially the young experimenter, ought to know that, as re-

gards his own moral manhood, he cannot but win, if he only

contend aright. Jfiven with a negative result, the conscious-

ness that he has gone fairly to the bottom of his subject, as

far as his means allowed—the feeling that he has not shunned

labor, though that labor may have resulted in laying bare the

nakedness of his case—reacts upon his own mind, and gives

it firmness for future work.

(390) But to return : I first neglected atmospheric' vapor

and carbonic acid altogether; concluding, as others afterward

did, that, the quantities of these substances being so small,

their effect upon radiant heat., must be quite inappreciable

;

after a time, however, this assumption was found to be leading

me quite astray. Chloride of calcium was first used as a dry-

ing agent, but I had to abandon it. Pumice-stone, moistened
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with sulphuric acid, was next used, but it also proved unsuit-

able. I finally resorted to pure glass broken into small frag*

meats, wetted with sulphuric acid, and inserted by means of

a funnel into a U tube. This arrangement was found to be

the best, but even here the greatest care was needed. It was

necessary to cover each column with a layer of dry glass frag-

ments, for the smallest particle of dust from the cork, or a

quantity of sealing-wax not more than the twentieth part of a

pin's-head in size, was quite sufficient, if it reached the acid,

to vitiate the results, The drying-tubes, moreover, had to be

frequently changed, as the organic matter of the atmosphere,

infinitesimal though it was, after a time introduced disturbance.

(391) To remove the carbonic acid, pure Carrara marble

was broken into fragmenis, wetted with caustic potash, and

introduced into a U tube. These, then, are the agents now
employed for drying the gas and removing the carbonic

acid ; but, previous to their final adoption, the arrangement

shown in Plate I. was made use of. The glass tubes marked

y y, each three feet long, were filled with chloride of calcium,

after them were placed two U tubes, it '/, filled with pumice-

stone and sulphuric acid. Hence, the air, in the first place,

had to pass over IB feet of chloride of calcium, and afterward

through the sulphuric-acid tubes, before entering the experi-

mental tube s s'. A gasholder, o a', was employed for other

gases than atmospheric air. In the investigation on which I

am at present engaged, this arrangement, as already stated, is

abandoned, a simpler one being found more effectual,

(392) Both the front chamber, f, and the experimental

tube s s' being exhausted, the rays pass from the source o

through the front chamber ; across the plate of rock-salt at s,

through the experimental tube, across the plate at s', after-

ward impinging upon the anterior surface of the pile i\ This

radiation is neutralized by that from the compensating cube

c'. The needle, you will observe, is at zero. We will com-

mence our experiments by applying this severe test to dry air.

It is now entering the experimental cylinder ; but, at your dis?
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innee, you see no motion of the needle, and thus our more

powerful mode of experiment fails to detect any absorption on

the part of the air. Its atoms, apparently, are incompetent to

stop a single calorific wave ; it is a projitieal vacuum, as re-

gards the rays of heat. Oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,

when carefully purified, exhibit the action of atmospheric air;

they are sensibly neutral.

(393) This is the deportment which, prior to the researches

now to be described, was ascribed to gases generally. Let us

see whether rightly or not. This gasholder contains olefiant

gas -common coal-gas would also answer my purpose. The

perfect transparency of this gas to light is demonstrated by

discharging it into the air
;
you see nothing, the gas is not to

be distinguished from the air. The experimental tube is now
exhausted, and the needle points to zero. Observe the effect

when the olefiant gas is permitted to enter. The needle moves

in a moment ; the transparent gas intercepts the heat, like an

opacpie body—the final and permanent deflection, when the

tube is full of gas, amounting to 70°.

(304) Let us now interpose a metal screen between the

pile v and the end s' of the experimental tube, thus entirely

cutting off the radiation through the tube. The face of the

pile turned toward the metal screen wastes its heat speedily

by radiation ; it is now at the temperature of this room, and

the radiation from the compensating cube alone acts on the

pile, producing a deflection of ?5°. But, at the commence-

ment of the experiment, the radiations from both cubes were

equal ; hence, the deflection If
6° corresponds to the total radi-

ation through the experimental tube, when the letter is ex-

hausted.

(395) Taking as unit the quantity of heat necessary to

move the needle from 0° to 1°, the number of units expressed

by a deflection of *75° is m
The number of units expressed by a deflection of 70° is

ML
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Qui of a total, therefore, of 276, defiant gas has intercepted

211 ; that is, about seven-ninths of the whole, or about 80 per

cent,

(390) Does it not seem to you as if an opaque layer had

been suddenly precipitated on our plates of salt, when the gas

entered ? The substance, however, deposits no such layer,

When a current of the dried gas is discharged against a polished

plate of salt, you do not perceive the slightest dimness, The
rock-salt plates, moreover, though necessary for exact meas-

urements, arc not necessary to show the destructive power of

this gas. Here is an open tin cylinder, interposed between

the pile and our radiating source ; when olcfiant gas is forced

gently into the cylinder from this gasholder, you see the nee-

dle fly up to its stops. Observe the smallness of the quantity

of gas now to be employed, First cleansing the open tube,

by forcing a current of air through it, and bringing the needle

to 'zero, I turn this cock on and off as speedily as possible.

A mere bubble of the gas enters the tube in this brief inter-

val ; still you see that its presence causes the needle to swing

to 70°. Let us now abolish the open tube, and leave nothing

but the free air between the pile and source ; from the gas-

ometer I discharge olcfiant gas into this open space. You see

nothing in the air ; but the swing of the needle through an arc

of 60° declares the presence of this invisible barrier to the

calorific rays.

(397) Thus, it is shown that the ethereal undulations

which glide among the atoms of oxygen, nitrogen, and hydro-

gen, without hinderance, are powerfully intercepted by the

molecules of olcfiant gas. We shall find other transparent

gases, rdso, almost immeasurably superior to air. We can

limit at pleasure the number of the gaseous atoms, and thus

vary the amount of destruction of the ethereal waves. At-

tached to the air-pump is a barometric tube, by means of which

measured portions of the gas can be admitted. The experi-

mental cylinder is now exhausted ; turning this cock slowly on

and observing the mercury-gauge, olcfiant gas enters, till the
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mercurial column has been depressed an inch. I observe the

galvanometer, and read the deflection. Determining thus the

absorption produced by one inch, another inch is added, and

the absorption effected by two inches of the gas is determined.

Proceeding thus, we obtain for tensions from 1 to 10 inches

the following absorption

:

Olejlant Gas.
Jfrcssures

in inches. Absorption.

1 . .90
a ......... 123

3 142

4 ni
6 .......... 168

6 ......... m
1 .......... 182

8 ISO

9 ...... 190

10 ... 193

(398) The unit here used is the amount of heat absorbed

when a whole atmosphere of dried air is allowed to enter the

tube. The table, for example, shows that one-thirtieth of an

atmosphere of defiant gas exercises ninety times the absorp-

tion of a whole atmosphere of air. The deflection produced

by the tubeful of dry air is here taken to be one degree : it is

probably less even than this infinitesimal amount.

(899) The table also informs \\s that each additional inch

of defiant gas produces less effect than the preceding one. A
single inch, at the commencement, intercepts 90 rays, but a

second inch absorbs only 33, while the addition of an inch,

when nine inches are already in the tube, effects the destruc-

tion of only 3 rays, This is what might reasonably be ex-

pected. The number of rays emitted is finite, and the dis-

charge of the first inch of defiant gas among them has so

thinned their ranks that the execution produced by the second

inch is naturally less than that of the first. This execution

must diminish, as the number of rays capable of being de*
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stroyed by the gas becomes less ; until, finally, all absorbable

rays being removed, the residual heat passes through the gas

unimpeded.*

(400) But supposing the quantity of gas first introduced

to be so inconsiderable that the heat intercepted by it is a van-

ishing quantity, compared with the total amount, we might

then reasonably expect that, for some time at least, the quan-

tity of heat intercepted would be proportional to the quantity

of gas present. That a double quantity of gas would pro-

duce a double effect, a treble quantity a treble effect; or, in

general terms, that the absorption would, for a time, be found

proportional to the density.

(401) To test this idea, we will make use of a portion of

the apparatus omitted in the general description, o o (Plate

I.) is a graduated glass tube, the end of which dips into the

basin of water, b. The tube is closed above by means of the

stopcock r / d d is a tube containing fragments of chloride of

calcium which dries the gas. The tube o o is fust filled with

water up to the cock i\ and the water is afterward carefully

displaced by olefiant gas, introduced in bubbles from below.

The gas is admitted into the experimental cylinder by the

cock r, and, as it enters, the water rises in o o, each of the

divisions of which represents a volume of ^th of a cubic

inch, Successive measures of this capacity are permitted to

enter the tube, and the absorption in each particular case is

determined.

(402) In the following table, the first column contains the

quantity of gas admitted into the tube; the second contains

the corresponding absorption ; the third column contains the

* A wave of other starting from a radiant point in all directions, in a uni-

form medium, constitutes a spherical shell, which expands with the velocity

of light or of radiant heat. A ray of light, or a ray of heat, is a line perpen-

dicular to the wave, and, in the ease here supposed, the rays would he the

radii of the spherical shell, The word "ray," however, is used in the text,

to avoid circumlocution, as equivalent to the term unit of heat. Tims, calling

the amount of heat intercepted by a whole atmosphere of air 1, the amount

intercepted by ^th of an atmosphere of olefiant gas is 00.
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absorption, calculated on the supposition that it is propor-

tional to the density

;

OUfiant Gas.

Unit-measure, ^tlt of a cubic inch.

Absorption

Measures of Gas. Observed. Calculated,

1 . . 2"2 .... . 2-2

2 . 4-5 .
4*4

3 . o-o ... 6-0

4 . 8-8 .
8'8

5 . 11-0 . . . . 11 «0

6 . 120 . 13'2

V . . 14*8 .... . 15-4

8 .
10*8 . 17-0

9 . . 10-8 .... . 10-8

10 .
22-0 . . . 22'0

11 . . . 24-0 .... . 24-2

12 .
25'4 20*4

13 . 29-0 . . 28*6

14 .
30-2 . 29*8

15 . 33-5 . . 33*0

(403) This table proves the correctness of the surmise

that , when very small quantities of the gas are employed, the

absorption is sensibly proportional to the density, But con-

sider for. a moment the tenuity of the gas with which we have

here operated. The volume of our experimental tube is 220

cubic inches ; imagine ~^ -th of a cubic inch ofgas diffused in this

space, and you have the aimosphere through which the calorific

rays passed in our first experiment, This atmosphere pos-

sesses a pressure not exceeding -n | ro th of that of ordinary

air. It would depress the mercurial column connected with

the air-pump not more than -

g| fth of an English inch, Its

action, however, upon the calorific rays is perfectly measurable,

being more than twice that of a whole atmosphere of dry air.

(4.04) But the absorptive energy of olefiant gas, extraor-

dinary as it is shown to bo by the foregoing experiments, is

13
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Fio. 86.

exceeded by that of various vapors, the action of winch on

radiant heat is now to he illustrated. This glass flask, a (fig.

86), is provided with a brass cap, into which a stop-cock can

be screwed air-tight. A small quantity of sulphuric ether is

poured into the flask, and by means of an air-pump the air

which fills the flask above the liquid is completely removed, I

attach the flask to the experimental tube, which

is now exhausted—the needle pointing to zero—

and permit the vapor from the flask to enter it.

The mercury of the gauge sinks, and, when it is

depressed one inch, the further supply of vapor

will be stopped. The moment the vapor en-

tered, the needle moved, and it now points to

65°. I can add another inch, and again deter-

mine the absorption ; a third inch, and do the

same. The absorptions effected by four inches,

introduced in this way, are given in the follow-

ing table. For the sake of comparison, the cor-

responding absorptions of defiant gas are placed

in the third column

;

Sulphuric Mlier.

Pressure In inches

of mercury.

1

Absorption,

. 214

Corresponding absorption
of oleftant gas.

. 90

2 .
282 123

3 . 315 . 142

4 . 3S0 154

(405) For these pressures the absorption of radiant heat

by the vapor of sulphuric ether is about two and two-third

times the absorption by oleftant gas, There is, moreover, no pro-

portionality between the quantity of vapor and the absorption,

(406) But reflections similar to those which we have al-

ready applied to oleftant gas are also applicable to sulphuric

ether. Supposing we make our unit-measure small enough,

the number of rays first destroyed will vanish in comparison
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with the total number, and probably, for a time, the absorp-

tion will be directly proportional to the density. To examine

whether this is the case, the other portion of the apparatus,

omitted in the general description, was made use of. it

(Plate I.) is one of the small flasks already described, with a

brass cap, which is closely screwed on to the stopcock e\ Be*

tween the cocks e' and o, the latter of which is connected with

the experimental tube, is the chamber m, the capacity of which

is accurately determined. The flask it is partially filled with

ether, the air above the liquid and that dissolved in it being

removed. The tube s f> and the chamber m being* exhausted,

the cock eh shut off; and, d being turned on, the chamber m
is filled with pure ether-vapor. By turning d off and c on,

this quantity of vapor is allowed to diffuse itself through the

experimental tube, where its absorption is determined ; suc-

cessive measures are thus sent into the tube, and the effect

produced by each is noted,

(407) In the following table the unit-measure made use of

had a volume of TJ#th of a cubic inch.

Sulphuric Mher.

Unit-measure, youth of a cubic inch.

Measures.

1

2 .

4

5 ,

6

1 .

8

.

10

11 .

12

18 .

14

15 .

Absorption.

Observed. Calculated.

5'0 4'6

10*3 . . . 9-2

19"2 18*4

24*5 . . . 23*0

29*5 . . . 2Y'0

84-5 . . . 32'2

38-0 .
30*8

44-0 . * , , . 41-4

40*2 .
46-2

50-0 . . . 60«6

52*8 «
55-2

. 55-0 . . * « . 59-8

5>/<2 . . 64*4

59.4 . . . 69*0
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(408) "Wo here find that the proportion between density

and absorption holds sensibly good for the first eleven meas-

ures, after which the deviation from proportionality gradually

augments.

(409) No doubt, for smaller measures than T^ th of a

cubic inch, the above law holds still wore rigidly true ; and,

in a suitable locality, it would be easy to determine, with

perfect accuracy, ^th of the absorption produced by the first

measure ; this would correspond to TOVo^n °^ a Cl1^c mca of

vapor. But, before entering the tube, the vapor had only the

tension due to the temperature of the laboratory, namely,

1% inches. This would require to be multiplied by 2*5 to

bring it up to that of the atmosphere, Hence, the j
-<n>

#th of

a cubic inch would, on being diffused through a tube possess-

ing a capacity of £20 cubic inches, have a pressure of ^ x ^$
x iwv :::::~ wdW^n °f an atmosphere. That the action of a

transparent vapor so attenuated upon radiant heat should be

at all measurable is simply astounding,

(410) These experiments with ether and defiant gas show

that not only do gaseous bodies, at the ordinary tension of

the atmosphere, oiler an impediment to the transmission of

radiant heat ; not only arc the interstitial spaces of such

gases incompetent to allow the ethereal undulations free pas-

sage; but, also, that their density may be reduced vastly be-

low that which corresponds to the atmospheric- pressure,.and

still the door thus opened is not wide enough to let the undu-

lations through. There is something in the constitution of

the individual molecules, thus sparsely scattered, which ena-

bles them to destroy the calorific waves. The destruction,

however, is merely one of form ; there is no absolute loss.

Through dry air the. heat-rays pass without sensibly warming
it ; through olcfiant gas and ether-vapor they cannot pass thus

freely; but every wave withdrawn from the radiant beam
produces its equivalent motion in the body of the absorbing gas,

and raises its temperature. It is a case of transference, not

of annihilation,
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(411) Before changing the source of heat here made use

of, let us direct our attention, for a moment, to the action of a

few of the permanent gases on radiant heat. To measure the

quantities introduced into the experimental tube, the mercury-

gauge of the air-pump was employed, In the case of carbonic

oxide, the following absorptions correspond to the pressures

annexed to them; the action of a full atmosphere of air, as-

sumed to produce a deflection of one degree, being taken as

unity

:

Carbonic Oxide*

Pressures in inches

of mercury.

0-5 . .

1-0 .

1'5 . .

2-0 ....
2*5 . .

3*0 .

3*5

As in former cases, the third column is calculated on the

assumption that the absorption is directly proportional to the

density of the gas j and we see that, for seven measures, or

up to a pressure of 3'5 inches, the proportionality holds

strictly good. But, for large quantities, this is not the case *,

when, for instance, the unit measure is 5 inches, instead of

half an inch, we obtain the following result

:

Pressures in

inches.

5 .

10 .

15 ... .

Carbonic acid, sulphide of hydrogen, nitrous oxide, and

other gases, though differing in the energy of their absorp-

tion, and all of them exceeding carbonic oxide, exhibit, when
small and large quantities ai^c used, a similar deportment

toward radiant heat.

>bserve<l.

Absorption
~~—-^

Calculated.

2-5
.

2-5

5*6 . , , . 5*0

8*0 >/'5

10*0 , , . 10*0

12-0 . 12*5

15*0 . , . 15*0

vn . « . W

Absorption

Observed. Calculated,

18 . . . 18

32*5
, 86

45 . . . * . U
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(412) Thus, then, in the case of some gases, we find an al-

most absolute incompetence on the part of their atoms to in-

tercept the ethereal waves, while the atoms of ether gases,

struck by these same undulations, absorb their motion, and be-

come themselves centres of heat. We have now to examine

what gaseous bodies are competent to do in this latter capa-

city ; we have to inquire whether these atoms and molecules,

which can accept motion from the ether in such very different

Fio. ST.

degrees, are not also characterized by their competency to im*

part motion to the ether in different degrees ; or, to use the

common language, having learned something of the power of

different gases, as absorbers of radiant heat, we have now to

inquire into their capacities as radiators.

(413) An arrangement is before you by means of which

we can pursue this inquiry, p (fig* 87) is the thermo-electric
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pile, with its two conical reflectors ; s is a double screen of

polished tin ; A is an argand burner, consisting of two concen-

tric perforated rings ; c is a copper ball, which, during the ex-

periments, is heated under redness ; while the tube 1 1 leads

to a gasholder. When the hot ball o is placed on the burner,

it warms the air in contact with it; an ascending current is

thus established, which, to some extent, acts upon the pile,

To neutralize this action, a large Leslie's cube, i,, filled with

water, a few degrees above the air in temperature, is placed

before the opposite face of the pile, The needle being thus

brought to zero, the gas is forced, by a gentle water pressure,

through .the orifices of the burner ; it meets the ball o, glides

along its surface, and ascends, in a warm current, in front of

the pile. The rays from the heated gas issue in the direction

of the arrows, against the pile, and the consequent deflection

of the galvanometer needle indicates the magnitude of the

radiation,

(414) The results of the experiments are given in the

second column of the following table ; the numbers there re-

corded marking the extreme limit to which the needle swung,

when the rays from the gas fell upon the pile :

Air . . . .

Oxygen ....
Nitrogen

Hydrogen

Carbonic oxide .

Carbonic acid .

Nitrons oxide

Olefiant gas . , .

(415) In the second column of figures arc placed the de-

flections due to the absorption of the gases here employed, at

a common tension of 5 inches, A comparison of the twe

columns shows us that radiation and absorption go hand in

hand ; that the molecule which is competent to intercept a

calorific beam, is competent, in a proportionate degree, tc

ltadtatioi), Absorption,

Insensible. Insensible.

« «

a u

a u

ir 18*0°

18 25-0

29 44*0

S3 01 -o
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generate a calorific beam. That, in short, a capacity to accept

motion from the e titer, and to impart motion to it, by gaseous

bodies, are correlative properties,

(416) And here, be it remarked, we arc relieved from all

considerations regarding the influence of cohesion on the re-

sults. In solids and liquids the particles are more or less in

thrall, and cannot be considered as individually free. The

difference in point of radiative and absorptive power, between

alum and rock-salt, for example, might be fairly regarded as

due to their character as aggregates, held together by crystal-

lizing force. But the difference between defiant gas and at-

mospheric air cannot be explained in this way ; it is a differ-

ence dependent on the individual molecules of these sub-

stances ; and, thus, our experiments with gases and vapors

probe the question of atomic constitution to a depth quite un-

attainable with solids and liquids.

(4-17) I have refrained, thus far, from giving you as full a

tabular statement of the absorptive powers of gases and

vapors as the experiments made with the apparatus already

described would enable me to do ; knowing that results, ob-

tained with another apparatus, were in reserve which would

better illustrate the subject. This second arrangement is the

same in principle as the first ; only two changes of importance

being made in it, The first is that, instead of making a cube

of boiling water the source of heat, a plate of copper is em-

ployed, against which a thin steady gas-flame from a Bunsen\s

burner is caused to play ; the heated plate forms the back of

our new front chamber, which latter can be exhausted inde-

pendently, as before. The second alteration is the substitu-

tion of a tube of glass of the same diameter, and % feet 8 inches

long, for the tube of brass s s', Plate I, All the other parts

of the apparatus remain as before. The gases were introduced

into the experimental tube in the manner already described,

and from the galvanomctric deflection, consequent on the en-

trance of each gas, its absorption was calculated.

(418) The following table gives the relative absorptions of
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several gases, at a common pressure of one atmosphere. It

may be remarked that the differences between air and the

other gases would be still greater if the brass tube had been

employed ; but the use of it would have excluded the corrosive

gases mentioned in the table:

Absorption at

Name, 80 Jnehc-s pressure.

Air ....... I

Oxygen ...... 1

KHrogen . . . . . .1
Hydrogen , . . . . .1
Chlorine ...... 39

Hydrochloric acid . . . . .62
Carbonic oxide ..... 90

Carbonic acid . . . . . .00
Nitrous oxide ..... 355

Sulpiride of hydrogen . . . . . 390

Marsh-gas .

*

, . . , . 403

Sulphurous acid . . . . *710

defiant gas . . . . . W
Ammonia . . . , . .1195

(41.9) The most powerful and delicate tests yet applied

have not enabled me to establish a difference between oxygen,

nitrogen, hydrogen, and air. The absorption of these sub-

stances is exceedingly small—probably even smaller than I

have assumed it. The more perfectly the above-named gases

are purified, the more closely does their action approach to

that of a vacuum. And who can say that the best drying ap-

paratus is perfect ? We cannot even say that sulphuric acid,

however pure, may not yield a modicum of vapor to the gases

passing through it, and thus make the absorption by those

gases appear greater than it ought. Stopcocks also must be

greased, and hence may contribute an infinitesimal impurity to

the air passing through them. "But, however this may be, it is

certain that, if any further advance should be made in the

purification of the more feebly-acting gases, it will only serve

to augment the enormous differences of absorption here ex-

hibited.
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(420) Ammonia, at the tension of an atmosphere, exerts

an absorption at least 1,195 times that of air. If a metal

screen be interposed between the pile and the experimental

tube, the needle will move a little, but so little that you en-

tirely fail to see it. What does this experiment prove ? It

proves that this ammonia, which, within our glass tube, is as

transparent to light as the air we breathe, is so opaque to the

heat radiating from our source that the addition of a plate of

metal hardly augments its opacity. There is, indeed, reason

to believe that this light, transparent gas is really as black, at

the present moment, to the calorific rays, as if the experi-

mental tube were filled with ink, pitch, or any other impervi-

ous substance.

(421) With oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and air, the ac-

tion of a whole atmosphere is so small, that it would be quite

useless to attempt to determine the action of a fractional

part of an atmosphere. Could we, however, make such a de-

termination, the difference between them and the other gases

would come out still more forcibly than in the last table. In

the case of the energetic gases, we know that the calorific

rays are most copiously absorbed by the portion of gas which

first enters the experimental tube ; the quantities which enter

last, producing, in many cases, a merely infinitesimal effect,

If, therefore, instead of comparing the gases at a common
pressure of one atmosphere, we were to compare them at a

common pressure of an inch, we should doubtless find the dif-

ference between the least absorbent and the most absorbent

gases greatly augmented. We have already learned that

when the absorption is small the quantity absorbed is propor-

tional to the amount of gas present. Assuming this to be

true for air, and for the other feeble gases referred to—taking,
that is, their absorption at 1 inch of pressure to be ^th of

that at 30 inches—we have the following comparative effects.

It will be understood that in every case, except the first four,

the absorption of 1 inch of the gas was determined by direct

experiment:
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Rotative absorption at

Nome. I inch pressure.

Air . ...... 1

Oxygen ...... 1

Nitrogen . . . . . . .1
Hydrogen . . . . » 1

Chlorine .60
Bromine , . . . . . 160

Carbonic oxide , . . . . . '/SO

Carbonic acid . . . . . 9T2

Hydrobromie acid ..... 1005

Nitric oxide . , . . . .1590
Nitrous oxide . . . . .1800
Sulphide of hydrogen .... 2100

Ammonia . . . . . . 6160

defiant gas . . ... . 6030

Sulphurous acid ...... 6480

(422) What extraordinary differences in the constitution

and character of the ultimate particles of various gases do

the above results reveal ! For every ray intercepted by air,

oxygen, hydrogen, or nitrogen, ammonia intercepts 5,460;

olefmnt gas 6,030 ; while sulphuric acid destroys 6/180. With

these results before us, we can hardly -help attempting to visu-

alize the molecules themselves, trying to discern, with the eye

of intellect, the actual physical qualities on which these vast

differences depend. These molecules are particles of matter,

plunged in an elastic medium, accepting its motions and im-

parting theirs to it. Is the hope unwarranted, that we may ulti-

mately make radiant heat such a feeler of atomic constitution,

that we shall be able to infer, from their action upon it, the

mechanism of the ultimate particles of matter themselves ?

(423) Have we, even now, no glimpse of a relation between

absorption and atomic constitution ? You remember our ex-

periments with gold, silver, and copper; you recollect how

feebly they radiated, and how feebly they absorbed (§§ 340

and 341). We heated them by boiling water; that is to say,

we imparted, by the contact of the water, motion to their

atoms; but this motion was imparted with extreme slowness
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by the atoms to the ether in which they swung. That the

atoms of these bodies glide through the ether with scarcely any

resistance may also be inferred from the length of time which

they require to cool in vacuo. But we have seen that when

the motion which the atoms possess, and which they are in-

competent to transfer to the ether, is imparted, by contact, to

a coat of varnish, or of chalk, or of lamp-black, or even to flan-

nel or velvet, these bodies, being good radiators, soon transfer

the motion to the ether. The same we found true for glass

and earthen-ware.

(424) In what respect do these good radiators differ from

the metals referred to? In one profound particular—-the met-

als are elements; the others are compounds. In the metals,

the atoms vibrate singly; in the varnish, velvet, earthen-ware,

and glass, they vibrate in groups, And now, in bodies as di-

verse from the metals as can possibly be conceived, we find

the same significant fact making its appearance. Oxygen,

hydrogen, nitrogen, and air, arc elements, or mixtures of ele-

ments, and, both as regards radiation and absorption, their

feebleness is declared. They swing in the ether, with scarcely

any loss of moving force.

(425) It is impossible not to be struck by the position of

chlorine and bromine in the last table. Chlorine is an extreme-

ly dense and also a colored gas; bromine is a far more densely-

colored vapor; still we find them, as regards perviousness to

the heat of our source, standing above every transparent com-

pound gas in the table. The act of combination with 'hydrogen

produces, in the case of each of these substances, a transparent

compound ; but the chemical act, which augments the trans-

parency to light, augments the opacity to heat ; hydrochloric

acid absorbs more than chlorine ; and liydrobromic acid ab-

sorbs more than bromine.

(426) Further, the element bromine is here in the liquid

condition; a portion of it enclosed in this glass cell is of a

thickness sufficient to extinguish utterly the flame of a lam})

or candle. But, when a candle is placed in front of iho cell,
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and a thermo-electric pile behind it, the prompt movement of

the needle declares the passage of radiant heat through the

bromine. This heat consists entirely of the obscure rays of the

candle, for the light, as stated, is utterly cut off. Let us re-

move the candle, and put in its place a copper ball, heated not

quite to redness. The needle at once Hies to its stops, show-

ing the transparency of the bromine to the heat emitted by

the ball. It is impossible, I think, to close our eyes against

this convergent evidence that the free atoms swing with ease

in the ether, while, when grouped in oscillating systems, they

cause its waves to swell, imparting to it, when compounded

into molecules, an amount of motion quite beyond their power

to communicate, as long as they remained imcombined,*

(427) But it will occur to you, no doubt, that lamp-black,

which is an elementary substance, is one of the best absorbers

and radiators in Nature. Let us examine this substance a lit-

tle. Ordinary lamp-black contains many impurities; it has

various hydrocarbons condensed within it, and these hydro-

carbons are powerful absorbers and radiators. Lamp-black,

therefore, as hitherto applied, can hardly be considered an

element at all, I have, however, had these hydrocarbons in

great part removed, by carrying through red-hot lamp-black a

current of chlorine gas : but the substance has continued to

be a powerful radiator and absorber. Well, what is lamp-

black ? Chemists will toll you that it is an allotropic form of

the diamond : here, in fact, is a diamond reduced to charcoal

by intense heat. Now, the allotropic condition has long been

defined as due to a difference in the arrangement of a body's

particles; hence, it is conceivable that this arrangement,

which causes such a marked physical difference between lamp-

black and diamond, may consist of an atomic grouping, which

causes the body to act on radiant heat as if it were a com-

pound. Such an arrangement of an element, though excep-

tional, is quite conceivable; and it will afterward be shown

* I should like to reserve my opinion as to the comparative .strength of the

radiation of the molecule as a whole, and that of its constituent atoms,
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that this is actually and eminently the case, as regards an

allotropic form of our highly-ineffectual oxygen,

(428) But, in reality, lamp-black is not so impervious as

you might suppose it to be. Mclloni has shown it to be

transparent, in an unexpected degree, to radiant heat emanat-

ing from a low source, and the experiment now to be per-

formed will corroborate his. This plate of rock-salt, by being

held over a smoky lamp, has been so thickly coated with soot

that it does not allow a trace of light from the most brilliant

gas-jet to pass through it, Between the smoked plate and

this vessel of boiling water, which is to serve as our source of

heat, is placed a screen. The thermo-electric pile is at the

other side of the smoked plate. When the screen is with-

drawn, instantly the needle moves from zero, its final and per-

manent deflection being 52°. I now cleanse the salt perfectly,

and determine the radiation through the unsmoked plate—it

is 71°. But the value of the deflection 52°, expressed with

reference to our usual unit, is 85, and the value of Ti°, or the

total radiation, is about 222. Hence, the radiation through

the soot is to the whole radiation as

%%% : 85 :- 100 : 38

that is to say, 38 per cent, of the incident heat has been trans-

mitted by the layer of lamp-black.

(429) We shall have to deal subsequently with far more

impressive illustrations of the diathermancy of opaque bodies

than that here exhibited by lamp-black.. They may receive a

passing notice here. Iodide of mcthyl'is formed by the union

of the element iodine with the radical methyl. ICxposure

to light usually sets a portion of the iodine free, and colors the

liquid a rich brown, In a series of experiments on the radia-

tion of heat through liquids, I compared, as regards their

powers of transmission, a strongly-colored specimen of the

iodide of methyl with a perfectly transparent one ; there was

no difference between them, The iodine, which produced so

marked an effect on light, did not sensibly aftect the radiant
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heat. Here are the numbers which express the portion of the

total radiation intercepted by the transparent and colored

liquids respectively :

Absorption per co«t.

Iodide of methyl (transparent) S3*2
" " (strongly colored with iodine) , . 53*2

The source of heat, in this case, was a spiral of platinum wire

raised to bright redness by an electric current, On looking

through the colored liquid, the incandescent spiral was visible.

The color was therefore intentionally deepened by adding

iodine, until the solution was of sufficient opacity to cut off

wholly the light of a brilliant jet of gas, The transparency

of the liquid to the radiant heat was not sensibly affected by

the addition of the iodine. The luminous heat was, of course,

cutoff; but this, as compared with the whole radiation, was

so small as to be insensible in the experiments.

(430) It is known that iodine dissolves freely in the bisul-

phide of carbon, the color of the solution in thin layers being

a splendid purple ; but in layers of moderate thickness it may
be rendered perfectly opaque to light. A quantity of iodine

was dissolved in the liquid sufficient, when introduced into a

cell 0*07 of an inch wide, to cut off the light of the most brill-

iant gas-flame. Comparing the opaque solution with the

transparent bisulphide, the following results were obtained

:

Absorption.

Bisulphide of carbon (opaque) . , , . 12*5

" ** (transparent) .... 12'5

Here the presence of a quantity of iodine, perfectly opaque to

a brilliant light, was without measurable effect upon the heat

emanating from our platinum spiral.

(431) The same liquid was placed in a cell 0*&7 of an inch

in width ; that is to say, a solution opaque to light, at a thick-

ness of 0'07, was employed in a layer of nearly four times this

thickness. Here are the results:
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Absorption*

Bisulphide of carbon (transparent) . 18*8

" " (opaque) . , . , ,10-0

The difference between both measurements lies within the lim-

its of possible error.

(432) The light of the electric lamp has already been de-

composed in your presence, the spectrum of the light being

projected upon a white screen, For this purpose a prism of

transparent bisulphide of carbon was employed, The liquid

is contained in a wedge-shaped flask with plain glass sides ; it

draws the colors very widely apart, and produces a more beau-

tiful effect than could be obtained with a glass prism. I now
project a little spectrum on this small screen, behind which is

placed the thermo-electric pile, connected with the large gal-

vanometer in front of the table. The spectrum, as you ob-

serve, is about X-| inch wide and 2 inches long, its colors be-

ing rendered very vivid by concentration. If the screen were

removed, the red and extra-red end of the spectrum would fall

upon the pile behind, and doubtless produce a thermo-electric

current. But we will allow no light to fall upon the instru-

ment; my object being to show you that we have here a

spectrum which you cannot see, and that you may entirely de-

tach the non-luminous spectrum from the luminous one. Here,

then, is a second prism, filled with the bisulphide of carbon,

in which iodine has been dissolved. 1 remove the transparent

prism, and put the opaque one exactly in its place. The spec-

trum has disappeared ; there is no longer a trace of light upon

the screen \ but a thermal spectrum is still there. The obscure

rays of the electric lamp have traversed the opaque liquid,

have been refracted like the luminous ones, and are now, though

invisible, impinging upon the screen before you. This is proved

by removing the screen : no light strikes the pile, but the heat

falling upon it is competent to dash violently aside the needles

of our large galvanometer.

(433) The action of gases upon radiant heat has been al-

ready illustrated with our glass experimental tube and our new
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source of heat. Let mo now refer to the action of vapors, as

examined with the same apparatus. Here are several glass

flasks, each furnished with a brass cap, to which a stop-cock

can be screwed, Into each is poured a quantity of a volatile

liquid, a flask being reserved for each liquid, so as to render

the admixture of the vapors impossible. From each flask the

air is carefully removed -not only the air above the liquid, but

the air dissolved in it^ this latter bubbling freely away when

the flask is exhausted. I now attach my flask to the exhausted

experimental tube, and allow the vapor to enter, without per-

mitting any ebullition to occur. The mercury-column of the

pump sinks, and, when the required depression has been ob-

tained, the supply of vapor is cut off, In this way, the vapors

of the substances mentioned in the next table have been ex-

amined, at pressures of 0*1, 0*5, and 1 inch, respectively.

Bisulphide of carbon

Iodide of methyl

Benzol .....
Chloroform ....
Mcthylic alcohol ....
Amylcne .....
Sulphuric acid ....
Alcohol

Formic ether ....
Acetic ether ....
Propionate of ethyl

Boracie acid

(431) These numbers refer to the absorption of a whole

atmosphere of dry air as their unit; that is to say, -^-th of an

inch of bisulphide of carbon vapor does fifteen times the exe-

cution of 30 inches of atmospheric air ; while -

t
* -th of an inch

of boracic-ether vapor does 620 times the execution of a whole

atmosphere of atmospheric air. Comparing air at a pressure

of 0*01 with boracie ether at the same pressure, the absorption

Absorption of
at the jtres

Vn|K>ra
sures

oT 0-5 VO

15 •17 62

35 U1 212

60 1S2 267

85 182 236

109 390 590

182 535 823

300 710 870

325 622

480 870 1075

590 980 1195

598 970

620
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of the latter is probably more than 180,000 times that of the

former.

(434a) It is easy to show in a general way the absorption

of radiant heat by vapor. An open tube will answer the pur-

pose when quantitative results are not sought. The tube even

may be dispensed with, and the vapor discharged from a slit

into the open air between the pile and the source. A few

specimen results obtained in this rough way will suffice for

illustration. Two cubes of boiling water are employed, and

in the usual manner the needle was brought to zero. Dry air

was then urged from a gas-bag (a common bellows would an-

swer the same purpose) through a U-iube containing fragments

of glass, moistened with the liquid whose vapor was to be ex-

amined. The mixed air and vapor were discharged in the

open air in front of the pile, and the extreme limit of the swing

of the galvanometer needle was noted.

Vapor discharged Limit of swing
J»opeiiaH\ of needle.

Sulphuric ether ..... 118°

Formic ether . . . . . . 11

V

Acetic ether ...... 02

Am>icnc . . . . . . .91
Bisulphide of carbon .... 61

Valeric ether ...... 32

Benzol . . . . . .31
Alcohol ..... 31

The influence of volatility here forces itself upon the at-

tention. The action, of course, depends on the amount of va-

por discharged, a quantity directly dependent on the volatility

of the liquid. It is in consequence of its greater volatility

that bisulphide of carbon is here able to transcend the far

more energetic alcohol.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER X.

Fig. 88,

...it

I give hero tho method of calibrating tho galvanometer which

Mellon! recommends, as leaving nothing to be desired as regards

facility, promptness, and precision. His own statement of the

method, translated from " La Thormochroso," p. (59, is m follows

:

Two small vessels, v v, arc half filled

with mercury, and connected separately,

by two short wires, with tho extremities

o a of tho galvanometer. Tho vessels

and wires thus disposed make no change

in tho action of tho instrument ; tho

thermo - clcctno current being freely
{

transmitted, as before, from tho pile to /

the galvanometer. But, if, by means of a /

wire f, a communication bo established L-

between tho two vessels, part of tho cur-

rent will pass through this wire and return

to tho pile. Tho quantity of electricity circulating in tho galvanom-

eter will be thus diminished, and with it tho deflection of tho needle.

Suppose, then, that by this artiflco we have reduced the galvane-

motrio deviation to its fourth or fifth part; in other words, suppos-

ing that tho needle, being at 10 or 1£ degrees, under tho action of a

constant source of heat, placed at a fixed distance from the pile,

descends to & or 3 degrees, when a portion of tho current is diverted

by tho external wire ; I say, that by causing the source to act from

various distances, and observing in each case the total deflection, and

the reduced deflection, wo have all the data necessary to determine

the ratio of the deflections of tho needle to the forces which produce

these deflections,

To render tho exposition clearer, and to furnish, at the same time,

an example of the mode of operation, I will take the numbers relat-

ing to the application of tho method to one of my thermo-multi-

pliors.
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Tho external circuit being interrupted, and the source of heat be-

ing sufficiently distant from the pile to give a deflection not exceed-

ing 5 degrees of tho galvanometer, let the wire be placed from v to

v; tho needle falls to I'd . The connection between tho two ves-

sels being again interrupted, let tho source be brought near enough

to obtain successively the deflections

:

6°, 10°, 16°, 20°, 25*, 30°, 35°, 40°, 45°.

Interposing after each tho same wire between v and v, we obtain tho

following numbers

:

.1-5°, 3°, 4*5°, 6*3°, 8*4°, 11-2% 15*3°, 22-4°, 29-?°.

Assuming tho foreo necessary to causo the needle to describe each

of tho first degrees of tho galvanometer to be equal to unity, wo havo

tho number 5 as tho expression of the force corresponding to tho

first observation. The other forces arc easily obtained by the pro-

portions :

1*5 l 5 :- (I ! X ::::: "^ U ::: 3'333 *

whore a represents tho deflection when the exterior circuit is closed.

We thus obtain

5, 10, 15-2, 21, 28, 87*3

for the forces, corresponding to the deflections,

5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°.

In this instrument, therefore, tho forces are sensibly proportional

to the arcs, up to nearly 15 degrees. Beyond this, the proportional-

ity ceases, and the divergence augments as the arcs increase in size.

Tho forces belonging to the intermediate degrees are obtained

with great ease, cither by calculation or by graphical construction,

which latter is sufficiently accurate for these determinations.

By these means wo find—

Degrees . . 13°, 14°, 16°, 16°, 11% 18°, 19°, 20°, 21°.

Forces . . 13, 14% 15% IC'8, 11% 18*6, 19*8, 21, 22-3.

Differences . . 1*1, \% \% 1% 1*2, 1-2, 12, 1*3.

Degrees . . 22°, 23°, 24°, 25°, 26°, 21% 28°, 29°, 30°.

Forces . , 23*5, 24-9, 20*4, 28, 29% 31-5, 33'4, 35*3, 3'/'3.

Differences . 1*4, 1*5, l'C, 1% 1% 1'9, 1-9, 2.

* That is to say, one reduced current is to tho total current to which it

corresponds, as any other reduced current is to its corresponding total current*
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In this tablo wo do not take into account any of the degrees pre-

ceding the 13th j because the force corresponding to each of them

possesses the same value as the deflection.

The forces corresponding to the first 30 degrees being known,

nothing is easier than to determine the values of the forces corre-

sponding to 35, 40, 45 degrees, and upward.

The reduced deflect-ions of these three arcs are—

15-3°, 22*4°, 29*7°.

Let us consider them separately ; commencing with the first.

In the first place, then, 15 degrees, according to our calculation, aro

equal to 19*2; wo obtain tho valuo of the decimal 0*3 by multiplying

this fraction by the' difference 1*1 which exists between the 15th and

16th degrees; for wo have evidently the proportion

1 : l'l :~: 0*3 J % - 0*3.

The value of the reduced deflection corresponding to the 35th degree

will not, therefore, be 15*3°, but 15*2° 4- 0*3° : •: 15-5°. By similar

considerations wo find 28-5° + 0-0° ==: 24-1°, instead of 22*4° and
36*'/° instead of 29*V° for the reduced deflections of 40 and 45

degrees.

It now only remains to calculate the forces belonging to theso

three deflections, 15*5°, 24*1°, and 30*7°, by means of the expression

3*333 a; this gives us—

the forces, 81% 80*3, 122-3

;

for the degrees, 35, 40, 45.

Comparing these numbers with those of tho preceding table, wo
see that tho sensitiveness of our galvanometer diminishes considera-

bly when wo use deflections greater than 30 degrees.
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CHAPTER XT,

AC* ION OF ODOROUS SUBSTANCES UPON BATHANT UKAT—-ACTION OF OZONK UPON RADIANT

HEAT—DETERMINATION OV TUB KAVIATION AND ABSORPTION OF GASES AN1> VAPORS

WITHOUT ANY 80UKCK OF IIBAT EXTERNAL TO TUB 0A8KOU3 BODY DYKAMIO KADIA-

TION AND ABSORPTION- RADIATION THROUGH TUB KARllfS ATMOSPHERE-—INSXURNCB

OF THR AQUEOUS YABOR OF TUB ATMOSBHERK ON BMWANT HEAT- -CONNECTION OF

TUB RADIANT AND ABSORBENT BOWER OF AQUEOUS YAl*OB WITH J5ETEOROEOO10AT.

PHENOMENA.

ABBBNDIX.*--FURTHER »£TA3I4 OF TUB AOflON OF HUMID AIR.

(435) Ql CENTS and effluvia generally have long occupied

*—' the attention of observant men, and they have

formed favorite illustrations of the "divisibility of matter."

No chemist ever weighed the perfume of a rose ; but in ra-

diant heat we have a test more refined than the chemist's bal-

ance. The results brought before you in our last chapter

would enable you to hear the assertion without surprise that

the quantity of volatile matter removed from a hartshorn-bot-

tle by any person in this room, by a single act of inhalation,

would exercise a more potent action on radiant heat than the

whole body of oxygen and nitrogen which the room contains.

Let us apply this test to other odors, and see whether they

also, notwithstanding their almost infinite attenuation, do not

exercise a measurable influence on radiant heat.

(430) We will operate in a very simple way. A munber

of small and equal squares of bibulous paper are rolled up so

as to form little cylinders, each about two inches in length.

Each paper cylinder is then moistened by dipping one end of
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it into an aromatic oil ; the oil creeps by capillary attraction

tlirough the paper, until the whole of the roll becomes moist.

The roll is introduced thus into a glass tube, of a diameter

which enables the paper cylinder to fill it without being

squeezed, and between the drying apparatus and the experi-

mental tube is placed the tube containing the scented paper.

The experimental tube is now exhausted, and the needle at

zero, Turning this cock on, dry air passes gently through

the ibid of the saturated paper. The air takes up the per-

fume of the aromatic oil, and carries it forward into the ex-

perimental tube. The absorption of one atmosphere of dry

air we assume to be unity ; and any additional absorption

which these experiments reveal must be due to the scent

which accompanies the air,

(437) The following table will give a condensed view of

the absorption of the substances mentioned in it, with refer-

ence to the unit just mentioned :

Perfumes.
Kama of perfume. Absorption,

Patchouli ...... 30

Sandalwood , . . . . .32
Geranium ...... 33

Oil of cloves ...... 34

Otto of roses , . . . . . 37

Berganiot , , . . . .44
Neroli . . , . . -, 'H

Lavender . . . . , . .60
Lemon .,*,.. 65

Portugal . . . . . . .67
Thyme . . . . . . 68

Koscmary . . . . 74

Oil of laurel ...... 80

Camomile (lowers . . . , . 87

Cassia . . . . . . .109
Spikenard . . . . , . 355

Aniseed . . . . . . 372

(438) The number of atoms of air here in the tube must

be regarded as almost infinite, in comparison with those of
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the odors; still the latter, thinly scattered as they arc, inter-

cept, in the case of patchouli, 30 times the quantity absorbed

by the air ; otto of roses does upward of 36 times the execu-

tion of the air ; thyme, *M times ; spikenard, 855 times ; and

aniseed 3TO times. It would be idle to speculate on the quan-

tities of matter implicated in these results, Probably they

would have to be multiplied by millions to bring them up

to the pressure of ordinary air. Thus- - *

u The sweet south

That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odor,"

owes its sweetness to an agent, which, though almost in-

finitely attenuated, may bo more potent, as an interceptor of

terrestrial radiation, than the entire atmosphere from " bank "

to sky.

(430) In addition to these experiments on the essential

oils, others were made on aromatic herbs. A number of such

were obtained from Oovent-Qarden Market ; they were dry, in

the common acceptation of the term ; that is to say, they

were not green, but withered. Still, I fear the results ob-

tained with them cannot be regarded as pure, on account of

the probable admixture of aqueous vapor. The aromatic

parts of the plants were stuffed into a glass tube eighteen

inches long and a quarter of an inch in diameter. Previous

to connecting them with the experimental tube, they were at-

tached to a second air-pump, and dry air was carried over

them for some minutes. They were then connected with the

experimental cylinder, and treated as the essential oils ; the

only difference being that a length of eighteen inches, instead

of two, was occupied by the herbs.

Thyme, thus examined, gave an action thirty-three times

that of the air which passed over it.

Peppermint exercised thirty-four times the action of the air.

Spearmint exercised thirty-eight times the action of the

air.
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Lavender exercised thirty-two times the action of the air.

Wormwood exercised forty-one times the action of the

air.

Cinnamon exercised fifty-three times the action of the air.

As already hinted, these results may he complicated with

the. action of aqueous vapor : its quantity, however, must have

been infinitesimal,

(4.40) There is another substance of great interest to the

chemist, to which we may apply the test of radiant heat, but

the attainable quantities of it are so minute as almost to elude

measurement. I mean that extraordinary substance ozone.

This body is known to be liberated at the oxygen electrode,

when water is decomposed by an electric current. To inves-

tigate its action, three different decomposing cells were con-

structed. In the first, No. 1, the platinum plates used as

electrodes had about four square inches of surface; the plates

of the second (No. %) had two square inches of surface ; while

the plates of the third (No, 3) had only one square inch of

surface, each.

(441) My reason for using electrodes of different sizes was

this : On first applying radiant heat to the examination of

ozone, I constructed a decomposing cell, in which, to diminish

the resistance of the current, very large platinum plates were

used. The oxygen thus obtained, which ought to have em-

braced the ozone, showed scarcely any of the reactions of this

substance. It hardly discolored iodide of potassium, and was

almost without action on radiant heat. A second decompos-

ing apparatus, with smaller plates, was tried, and here the

action, both on iodide of potassium and on radiant heat, was

found very decided. Being unable to refer these differences to

any other cause than the different magnitudes of the plates, I

formally attacked the subject, by operating with the three cells

above described. Calling the action of the main body of the

electrolytic oxygen unity, that of the ozone which accom-

panied it, in the respective cases, is given in the following

table

:

14
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Number of Cell, Absorption.

No, 1 . . . . . . ,20
No. 2 .34
No. 3 ....... 41

(4A%) Thus, the modicum of ozone which accompanied the

oxygen, and in comparison to which it is a vanishing quantity,

exerted, in the case of the first pair of plates, an action

twenty times that of the oxygen itself, while with the third

pair of plates the ozone was forty-seven times more energetic

than the oxygen. The influence of the size of the plates, or,

in other words, of the density of the current where it enters

the liquid, on the production of ozone, is rendered strikingly

manifest by these experiments.

(443) Portions of the plates of cell No. % were then cut

away, so as to make them smaller than those of No. 3. The

reduction of the plates was accompanied by an increase of the

action upon radiant heat ; the absorption rose at once from

34 to

05.

The reduced plates of No. % here transcend those of No. 3,

which, in the first experiments, gave the largest action.

The plates of No. 3 were next reduced, so as to make

them smallest of all. The ozone now generated by No. 3

effected an absorption of

85.

Thus, we see that the action upon radiant heat advances

as the size of the electrodes is diminished.

Heat is known to be very destructive of ozone ; and, sus-

pecting the development of heat at the small electrodes of the

cell last made use of, I surrounded the cell with a mixture of

pounded ice and salt. Kept thus cool, the absorption of the

ozone generated rose to

130.

(444) There is a perfect correspondence between these

results, and those of MM. de la Hive, Soret, and Mcidinger,
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though there is no resemblance between our respective modes

of experiment. Such an agreement is calculated to augment

our confidence in radiant heat, as an investigator of molecular

condition,*

(445) The quantities of ozone involved in the foregoing

experiments must be perfectly immeasurable by ordinary

means. Still, its action upon radiant heat is so energetic as

to place it beside olefiant gas, or boracic ether, as an absorb-

ent—bulk for bulk, it might transcend either. No elementary

gas that I have examined behaves at all like ozone. In its

swing through the ether it must powerfully disturb the medi-

um. If it be oxygen, it must be oxygen-atoms, packed into

groups. I sought to decide the question whether it is oxy-

* M, Moidingor commences his paper by showing the absence of agree-

ment between theory and experiment in the decomposition of water, the dif-

ference showing itself very decidedly in a deficiency of oxygen w7tmth4 cur-

rent was strong. On heating bis electrolyte, he found that this difference dis-

appeared, the proper quantity of oxygen being then liberated. He at once

surmised that the defect of oxygen might be due to the formation of ozone

;

but how did the substance act to produce the diminution of the oxygen? If

the defect were due to the great density of the ozone, the destruction of this

substance, by heat, would restore the oxygen to its true volume. Strong

heating, however, which destroyed the ozone, produced no alteration of vol-

ume, hence M. Meidinger concluded that the eftcct which he observed was not

due to the ozone which remained mixed with the oxygen itself. He finally

concluded, and justified his conclusion by satisfactory experiments, that the

loss of oxygen was duo to the formation, in the water, of peroxide of hydro-

gen by the ozone ; the oxygen being thus withdrawn from the tube to which

it belonged, He also, as M. do la Hive had previously done, experimented

with electrodes of different sizes, and found the loss of oxygen much more

considerable when a small electrode was used than with a large one; whence

he inferred that the formation of ozone was facilitated by augmenting the den-

sity of the current at the place where electrode and electrolyte meet. The same

conclusion is deduced from the abovo experiments on radiant heat, No two

things could be more diverse than the two. modes of proceeding. M. Meidin-

ger sought for the oxygen which had disappeared, and found it in the liquid
;

I examined the oxygen actually liberated, and io\\w\ that the ozone mixed

with it augments in quantity, as the electrodes diminish In size. It may be

added that, since the perusal of M. Mcklinger's paper, I have repeated his ex-

periments with my own decomposition-cells, and found that those which gave

mo the greatest absorption also showed the greatest deficiency in the amount

of oxygen liberated.
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gen, or a compound of hydrogen, in the following way : Heat

destroys ozone. If it were oxygen only, heat would convert

it into the common gas; if it were the hydrogen compound,

which some chemists consider it to he, heat would convert it

into oxygen, plus aqueous vapor. The gas alone, admitted

into the experimental tube, would give the neutral action of

oxygen, but the gas, plus the aqueous vapor, would probably

give a greater action. The dried electrolytic gas was first

caused to pass through a glass tube heated to redness, and,

thence, without drying, direct into the experimental tube.

Secondly, after heating, it was dried before entering the ex-

perimental tube. Hitherto, I have not been able to establish,

with certainty, a difference between the dried and undried

gas. If, therefore, the act of heating develop aqueous vapor,

the experimental means employed have not yet enabled me to

detect it. For the present, therefore, I hold the belief that

ozone is produced by the packing of the atoms of elementary

oxygen into oscillating groups ; and that heating dissolves

the bond of union, and allows the atoms to swing singly,

thus disqualifying them for either intercepting or generating

the motion, which, as systems, they are competent to inter-

cept and generate.*

(446) Your attention is now to be directed to a series of

facts which surprised and perplexed me, when they were ob-

served, I permitted, on one occasion, a quantity of alcohol

vapor, sufficient to depress the mercury-gauge 0'5 of an inch,

to enter the experimental tube; it produced a deflection of

7&°. While the needle pointed to this high figure, and before

pumping out the vapor, I allowed dry air to stream into the

tube, and happened, as it entered, to keep my eye upon the

galvanometer.

* The foregoing conclusion regarding the constitution of ozono was de-

scribee! at a time when the most eminent authorities regarded ozone as con-

sisting of single atoms, and ordinary oxygen of groups of atoms. Chemical

investigations have since independently established the view suggested by

the above experiments on radiant heat.
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(4.4*?) The needle, to my astonishment, sank speedily to

zero, and went to 25° on the opposite side. The entry of the

ineffective air not only neutralized the absorption previously

observed, but left a considerable balance in favor of the face

of the pile turned toward the source. A repetition of the ex-

periment brought the needle down from ¥0° to zero, and sent it

to 38° on the opposite side. In like manner, a very small

quantity of the vapor of sulphuric ether produced a deflection

of 30° ; on allowing dry air to fill the tube, the needle de-

scended speedily to zero, and swung to 60° at the opposite side.

My first thought, on observing these extraordinary -effects,

was, that the vapors had deposited themselves in opaque films

on the plates of rock-salt, and that the dry air, on entering,

had cleared these films away, and allowed tlie heat from the

source free transmission.

(448) But a moment's reflection dissipated this supposition,

The clearing away of such a film could, at best, but restore

the state of things existing prior to the entrance of the vapor*

It might be conceived able to bring the needle again to 0°,

but it coidd not possibly produce the negative deflection.

Nevertheless, I dismounted the tube, and subjected the plates

of salt to a searching examination. No such deposit as that

surmised was observed. The salt remained perfectly trans-

parent while in contact with the vapor. How, then, are the

effects to be accounted for?

(449) We have already made ourselves acquainted with

the thermal effects produced when air is permitted to stream

into a vacuum. We know that the air is warmed by its col-

lision against the sides of the receiver. Can it be that the

heat thus generated, imparted by the air to the alcohol and

ether vapors, and radiated by them against the pile, was more

than sufficient to make amends for the absorption ? The &?>

perimentum cruets at once suggests itself here. If the effects

observed be due to the heating of the air, on entering the

partial vacuum in which the vapor was diffused, we ought to

obtain the same effects, when the sources of heat hitherto
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made use of arc entirely abolished. We are thus led to the

consideration of the novel, and, at first sight, utterly para-

doxical problem—to determine the radiation and absorption

of a gas or vapor xoithout any source of heat external to the

gaseous body itself,

(450) Let us, then, erect our apparatus, and abandon our

two sources of heat. Here is our glass tube, stopped at one

end by a plate of glass- -for we do not now need the passage

of the heat through this end- -and at the other end by a plate

of rock-salt, In front of the salt is placed the pile, connected

with its galvanometer. Though there is now no special source

of heat acting upon the pile, the needle does not come quite

to zero; indeed, the walls of this room, and the people who
sit around, are so many sources of heat, to neutralize which,

and thus to bring the needle accurately to zero, I must slightly*

warm the defective face of the pile. This is done without any

difficulty by a cube of lukewarm water, placed at a distance;

the needle is now at zero.

(451) The experimental tube being exhausted, air is per-

mitted to enter, till the tube is filled. This air is at present

warm ; every one of its atoms is oscillating; and, if the atoms

possessed any sensible power of communicating their motion

to the luminiferous ether, we should have, from each atom, a

train of waves impinging on the face of the pile. But you ob-

serve scarcely any motion of the galvanometer, and hence may
infer that the quantity of heat radiated by the air is exceed-

ingly small. The deflection produced is 7°.

(452) But these V are not really due to the radiation of

the air. To what then? I open one of the ends of the ex-

perimental tube, and place a bit of black paper as a lining

within it; the paper merely constitutes a ring, which covers

the interior surface of the tube for a length of \% inches. Let

us now close the tube and repeat the last experiment. The
air is now entering; but mark the needle—it has already flown

through an arc of 70°. You see here exemplified the influence

of this bit of paper lining ; it is warmed by the air, and it radi-
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ates against the pile in this copious way. The interior sur-

face of the tube itself must do the $ame
9
though in a less de-

gree, and to the radiation from this surface, and not from iho

air itself, the deflection of 7° which we have just obtained is,

I believe, to be ascribed.

(453) Removing the bit of lining from the tube, instead of

air we will permit nitrous oxide to stream into it; the needle

swings to 28°, thus showing the superior radiative power of

this gas over that of air. On working the pump, the gas

within the experimental tube is chilled ; and into it the pile

pours its heat, a swing of %0° in the opposite direction being

the consequence*

(454) Instead of nitrous oxide, I allow olefiant gas to enter

the exhausted tube. We have already learned that this gas

is highly gifted with the power of absorption and radiation.

Its atoms are now warmed, and every one of them asserts its

power; the needle swings through an arc of 67°. Let it waste

its heat, and let the needle come to zero. On pumping out,

the chilling of the gas within the tube produces a deflection

of 40° on the side of cold, We have certainly here a key to

the solution of the enigmatical effects, observed with the alco-

hol and ether vapor,

(455) For the sake of convenience we may call the heating

of the gas on entering the vacuum dynamic heating ; its radi-

ation may be called dynamic radiation^ and its absorption,

when it is chilled by pumping out, dynamic absorption. These

terms being understood, the following table explains itself,

In each case, the extreme limit to which the needle swung, on

the entry of the gas into the experimental tube, is recorded.

'Dynamic 'Radiation of Gases,

Name. UnM of first impulsion.

A\v ...... r
Oxygen ..... 7

Hydrogen . . . . 1

Nitrogen . . . , V
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Name. Limit of first impulsion.

Carbonic oxide . . .
,19°

Carbonic acid £1

Nitrous oxide . . . . .31

defiant gas . .... 63

(456) We observe that the order of the radiative powers,

determined in this novel way, is the same as that already ob-

tained from a totally different mode of experiment. It must

be borne in mind that the discovery of dynamic radiation is

quite recent, and that the conditions of perfect accuracy have

not yet been developed ; it is, however, certain that the mode

of experiment is susceptible of the highest degree of precision,

(457) Let us now turn to our vapors, and while dealing

with them I shall endeavor to unite two effects which, at first

sight, might appear utterly incongruous. We have already

learned that a polished metal surface emits an extremely feeble

radiation ; but that, when the same surface is coated with var-

nish, the radiation is copious, In the communication of mo-

tion to the ether of space,* the atoms of the metal need a

mediator, and this they find in the varnish, Youmap varnish

a metallic surface by afilm of a powerful gas. The arrange-

ment before you enables me to cause a thin stream of olefiant

gas to pass from the gasholder o (fig. 89) through a slit tube

a h, over the heated surface of the cube e. At present no gas

issues, and the radiation from o is neutralized by that from

e' ; but now I pour the gas from g over the cube o ; and

though the surface is actually cooled by the passage of the

gas, for the gas has to be warmed by the metal, the effect is

to augment considerably the radiation. As soon as the gas

begins to flow, the needle begins to move, and reaches an

amplitude of 45°,

(458) We have here varnished a metal by a gas, but a

more interesting and subtle effect is the varnishing of one

* If we could change either the name given to the interstellar medium, or

that given to certain volatile liquids by chemists, it would be an advantage

It is difficult to avoid confusion in the use of the same term for objects so

utterly diverse.
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ffaseotis body by another. This flask contains acetic ether, a

volatile, and, as you know, a highly-absorbent substance. I

attach the flask to the experimental tube, and permit the

Fw. $9.

vapor to enter it, until the mercury column has been depressed

half an inch. There is now vapor, under half an inch of press-

ure, in the tube, I intend to use that vapor as my varnish
;

the element oxygen, instead of the element gold, silver, or

copper, being the substance to which this varnish is to be ap-

plied, At tlie present moment, the needle is at zero
;
permit-

ting dry oxygen to enter the tube, the gas is dynamically

heated, and we have seen its incompetence to radiate its heat;

but now it comes into contact with the acetic ether vapor,

and, communicating its heat-motion to the vapor by direct

collision, the latter is able to send on the motion to the pile.

Observe the needle -it is caused to swing through an arc of

70° by the radiation from the vapor-molecules. It is not

necessary to insist upon the fact, that in this experiment the

vapor bears precisely the same relation to the oxygen as the

varnish to the metal, in our former experiments.
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(459) Let us wait a little, and allow the vapor to pour

away the heat : it is the discharger of the calorific motion gen-

erated by the oxygen- -the needle is again at zero, Oji work-

ing the pump, the vapor within the tube is chilled, and the

needle swings to nearly 45° on the other side of zero. h\ this

way, the dynamic radiation and absorption of the vapors men-

tioned in the following table have been determined ; air, how-

ever, instead of oxygen, being the substance employed to heat

the vapor. The limit of the first swing of the needle is noted

as before.

])ynamio liadiation and Absorption of Vapors.

Deflections.

Radiation. Absorption.

1, Bisulphide of carbon . . 14° . . 6°

2. Iodide of methyl 20 8

8. Benzol . * . 30 . . 11

4, Iodide of ethyl 31 16

5. Methylie alcohol . 86 . . 18

C. Chloride of arayl 41 23
iL Amytcne , . 48 . . 26

8. Alcohol m 28

0. Sulphuric ether . . 64 . . 34

10. Formic ether 69 38

11. Acetic ether . . 10 . • 43

(460) We have here used eleven different kinds of vapor,

as varnish for our air, and we find that the dynamic radiation

and absorption augment exactly in the order established by

experiments with external sources of heat. We also see how
beautifully dynamic radiation and absorption go hand in hand,

the one augmenting and diminishing with the other.

(401) The smallness of the quantities of matter concerned

in some of these actions on radiant heat has been often re-

ferred to; and I wish now to describe an experiment, which

shall furnish a more striking example of this kind than any

hitherto brought before you. The absorption of boracic ether

vapor (see page 305) exceeds that of any other substance hitli-
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crto examined ; and its dynamic radiation may be presumed

to be commensurate. Let us exhaust the experimental tube

as perfectly as possible, and introduce into it a quantity of

boracic ether vapor, sufficient to depress the mercury column

-^th of an inch. The barometer stands to-day at 30 inches

;

hence, the pressure of the ether vapor now in our tube is

g | d th of an atmosphere.

On sending dry air into the tube, the vapor is warmed,

and the dynamic radiation produces the deflection 56°.

By working the pump, I reduce the residue of air within

it to a pressure of 0'2 of an inch, or j|<yih of an atmosphere.

A portion of the boracic ether vapor remains of course in the

tube, the pressure of this residue being the T |
th part of that

of the vapor, when it first entered the tube. When dry air is

permitted to enter, the dynamic radiation of the residual vapor

produces a deflection of 43°.

We will again work the pump till the pressure of the air

within it is 0*2 of an inch ; the .quantity of ether vapor now in

the tube being rl&th of that present in the last experiment.

The dynamic radiation of this residue gives a deflection of 20°.

Two additional experiments, conducted in the same way,

gave deflections of 14° and 10° respectively. The question

now is, What was the tenuity of the boracic ether vapor when

this last deflection was obtained? The following table con-

tains the answer to this question.

Dynamic Radiation of Boracic Mher.

paiUofatmo^riieie. Deflection.

.iOO ,
56*

\60 x 3«»ti 16UOO . 42

16 X
I '• O X iltft '

t
- G 7 6 U U U

: 1OI26UUH0U

20
. 14)AO X

i f>
X 6 O :

1 5 U X l^U X iOO l&l »7 6OOOOb0" 10

(462) The air itself, warming the interior of the tube, pro-

duces, as we have seen, a deflection of 7° ; hence the entire

deflection of 10° was not dxio to the radiation of the vapor.
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Deducting T, it would leave a remainder of 3°. But, suppos-

ing we entirely omit the last experiment, we can then have

no doubt that at least half the deflection M° is due to the resi-

due of boracic ether vapor ; this we find, by strict measure-

ment, would have to be multiplied by one thousand millions,

to bring it up to the pressure of ordinary atmospheric air,

(463) Another reflection here presents itself, which is

worthy of our consideration. We have measured the dynam-

ic radiation of defiant gas, by allowing the gas to enter our

tube, until the latter was quite filled. Let us consider the

state of the warm radiating column of defiant gas in this ex-

periment. It is manifest that those portions of the column

most distant from the pile must radiate through the gas in

front of them, and, in this forward portion of the column of

gas, a large quantity of the rays emitted by its hinder portion

will be absorbed, In fact, it is quite certain that, if we made

our column sufficiently long, the frontal portions would act as

a perfectly impenetrable screen to the radiation from the

hinder ones. Thus, by cutting off that part of the gaseous

column most distant from the pile, we might diminish only in

a very small degree the amount of radiation which reaches the

pile.

(464) Let us now compare the dynamic radiation of a

vapor with that of defiant gas. In case of our vapor, we use

only 0*5 of an inch of pressure, hence the radiating molecules

of the vapor arc much wider apart than those of the olefiant,

gas, under 60 times the pressure ; and, consequently, the radia-

tion of the hinder portions of the column of vapor will have

a comparatively open door, through which to reach the pile.

These considerations render it manifest that, in the case of the

vapor, a greater length of tube is available for radiation than

in the case of olefiant gas. This leads further to the conclu-

sion that, if we shorten the tube, we shall diminish the radia-

tion, in the case of the vapor, more considerably than in that

of the gas. Let us now bring our reasoning to the test of ex-

periment.
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(465) Wo have found the dynamic radiation of the follow-

ing four substances, when the radiating column was 2 feet

inches long, to he represented by the annexed deflect ions:

Olefiantgas ........ 63°

Sulphuric ether vapor ...... 64

Formic ether ........ 09

Acetic ether » V0

olefiantgas giving here the least dynamic radiation,

(466) Experiments made, in precisely the same manner,

with a tube 3 inches long, or ^ of the former length, gave the

following deflections

:

Olefiantgas ........ 39°

Sulphuric ether vapor , . , . . . 11

Formic ether ........ 12

Acetic ether ........ IS

The verification of our reasoning is therefore complete. It is

proved that in the long tube the dynamic radiation of the va-

por exceeds that of the gas, while in a short one the dynamic

radiation of the gas exceeds that of the vapor. The result

proves, if proof were needed, that, though diffused in air, the

vapor molecules are really the centres of radiation.

(467) Up to the present point, I have purposely omitted a

reference to the most important vapor of all, as far as our

world is concerned—the vapor of water. This vapor, as you

know, is always diffused through the atmosphere. The clear-

est day is not exempt from it: indeed, in the Alps, the purest

skies are often the most treacherous, the blue deepening with

the amount of aqueous vapor in the air. It is needless, there-

fore, to remind you that, when aqueous vapor is spoken of,

nothing visible is meant ; it is not fog ; it is not cloud ; it is

not mist of any kind. These are formed of vapor which has

been condensed to water; but the true vapor, with which we
have to deal, is an impalpable transparent gas. It is diffused

everywhere throughout the atmosphere, though in very differ-

ent proportions.
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(4(38) To prove the existence of aqueous vapor in the air

by which we are now surrounded, a copper vessel, filled an

hour ago with a mixture of pounded ice and salt, is placed in

front of the table. The surface of the vessel was then black,

but it is now white furred all over with hoar-frost—produced

by the condensation, and subsequent congelation upon its

surface, of the aqueous vapor. This white substance can be

scraped off; as the frozen vapor is removed, the black surface

of the vessel reappears; and now a sufficient quantity is col-

lected to form a respectable snowball. Let xis go one step

further. 1 place this snow in a mould, and squeeze it before

you into a cup of ice ; and thus, without quitting this room,

we have experimentally illustrated the manufacture of glaciers,

from beginning to end. On the plate of glass used to cover

the vessel, the vapor is not congealed, but it is condensed so

copiously that, when the plate is held edgeways, the water

runs ofi° it in a stream.

(469) The quantity of this vapor is small. Oxygen and

nitrogen constitute about 09| per cent, of our atmosphere ; of

the remaining 0*5, about 0*4| is aqueous vapor; * the rest is

carbonic acid. Had we not been already acquainted with the

action of almost infinitesimal quantities of matter on radiant

heat, we might well despair of being able to establish a meas-

urable action, on the part of the aqueous vapor of our atmos-

phere. Indeed, I quite neglected the action of this substance

for a time, and could hardly credit my first result, which made
the action of the aqueous vapor of our laboratory fifteen times

that of the air in which it was diffused. This, however, by no

means expresses the true relation between aqueous vapor and

dry air.

(470) To illustrate this point, our first arrangement, shown

* The known tenuity of the aqueous vapor of the atmosphere caused Prof.

Magnus, when he made his first experiments on the vapor of the air, to say,

".that it was evident beforehand that such vapor could exert no sensible ac-

tion." Had lie approached the subject, as wo have done, through the forego-

ing experiments, so cautious a philosopher would not, 1 think, have made this

Btatement,
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in Plato I., lias been resumed, a brass tube being employed,

and two sources of heat, acting on the opposite faces of the

pile. The experiment with dry air is repeated, by permitting

it to enter the experimental cylinder. The needle does not

move sensibly. If close to it, you would observe a motion

through about one degree. Could we get our air quite pure,

its action would be even less than this. Let us again pump
out, and allow the air of this room to enter the experimental

cylinder direct, without permitting it to pass through the dry-

ing apparatus. The needle, you observe, moves as the air

enters, and the deflection is 4.8°. The needle will point stead-

ily to this figure, as long as the sources of heat remain con-

stant, and as long as the air continues in the tube. These 48°

correspond to an absorption of ?2; that is to say, the aqueous

vapor contained in the atmosphere of this room to-day exerts

an action on the radiant heat 72 times as powerful as that of

the air itself.

(471) This result is obtained with perfect ease, still not

without due care. In comparing dry* with humid air, it is

perfectly essential that the substances be pure. You may
work for months with an imperfect drying apparatus, and fail

to obtain air which shows this almost total absence of action

on radiant heat. An amount of organic impurity too small

to be seen by the eye is sufficient to augment fiftyfold the

action of the air. Knowing the effect which an almost infini-

tesimal amount of matter, in certain cases, can produce, you

are better prepared for such facts than I was, when they first

forced themselves on my attention. The experimental result

which we have just obtained will, if true, have so important

an influence on the science of meteorology, that, before it is

admitted, it ought to be subjected to the closest scrutiny.

First of all, then, look at this piece of rock-salt brought in

from the next room, where it has stood for some time near a

tank, but not in contact with visible moisture. The salt is

wet ; it is an hygroscopic substance, and freely condenses moist-

ure upon its surface. Here, also, is a polished plate of the
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substance, which is now quite dry ; I breathe upon it, and in-

stantly its affinity for moisture causes the vapor of my breath

to overspread the surface, in a film which exhibits beautifully

the colors of thin plates.* Now we know, from a former table

(page .£82), how opaque a solution of rock-salt is to the calo-

rific rays, and hence arises the question whether, in the above

experiment, with undried air, we may not, in reality, be meas-

uring the action of a thin stratum of such a solution, deposited

on our plates of salt, instead of the pure action of the aqueous

vapor of the air,

(4?£) If we operate incautiously, and, more particularly,

if it be our actual intention to wet the plates of salt, we may
readily obtain the deposition of moisture. This is a point on

which any competent experimenter will soon instruct himself;

but the essence of good experimenting consists in the exclu-

sion of circumstances which would render the pure and simple

questions, which we intend to put to Nature, impure and com-

posite ones. The first way of replying to the doubt here

raised is, to examine our plates of salt; if the experiments

have been properly conducted, no trace of moisture is found

upon the surface. To render the success of this experiment

more certain, we will slightly alter the arrangement of our

apparatus. .Hitherto we have had the thermo-electric pile

and its two reflectors entirely outside the experimental cylin-

der. Taking this right-hand reflector from the pile, and re-

moving this plate of rock-salt, I push the reflector into the

experimental cylinder. The hollow reflecting cone is " sprung "

at its base a b (fig. 90), (this is our former arrangement, Plate

I., with the single exception that one of the reflectors of the

pile p is now within the tube) so that it is held tightly by its

own pressure against the inner surface of the cylinder. The

* Keceiving the beam from tlio electric lamp upon the polished plate of

salt, so as to reflect the light on to a screen, and placing a lens in front of the

salt, ko as to produce an imago of its polished surface on the screen, on
breathing against the suit through a glass tube, rings of vivid iridescence in-

stantly flash forth, which may he seen by hundreds at once. The order of

the colore is that of Newton's rings.
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space between the outer surface of the reflector and the inner

surface of the tube is filled with fragments of fused chloride

of calcium, which are prevented from felling out by a little

Fio. 90.

V

screen of wire gauze, and then the plate of salt is reattached.

Against the inner surface of the salt the narrow end of the

reflector now abuts. Bringing the face of the pile close up to

the plate, though not into actual contact with it, our arrange-

ment is complete.

(473) In the first place, it is to be remarked, that the plates

of salt nearest to the source of heat is never moistened, unless

the experiments are of the roughest character. Its proximity

to the source enables the heat to chase away every trace of

humidity from its surface. The distant plate is 'the one in

danger, and now we have the circumferential portions of this

plate kept perfectly dry by the chloride of calcium, ISfo moist

air can at all reach the rim of the plate; while upon its cen-

tral portion, measuring about a square inch in area, toe have

converged our entire radiation. On a priori grounds, wc
should conclude that it is quite impossible for a film of moist-

ure to collect there ; and this conclusion is justified by fact.

Testing, as before, the dried and the undried air of this room,

we find, as in the former instance, that the latter produces

seventy times the effect of the former. The needle is now
deflected, by the absorption of the undried air; allowing this
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air to remain in the tube, wo will unscrew the plate of salt,

and examine its surface. We may even use a lens for this

purpose, taking care, however, that the breath does not strike

the plate, it was carefully polished when attached to the

tube; it is perfectly polished now. Glass, or rock-crystal,

could not show a surface more exempt from any appearance

of moisture. When a dry handkerchief placed over my finger

is drawn along the surface, no trace is left behind. There is

not the slightest deposition of moisture ; still, we see that ab-

sorption has taken place. This experiment is conclusive against

the hypothesis that tho effects observed are duo to a film of

brine, instead of to aqueous vapor.

(474) The doubt may, however, linger, that, although we
are unable to detect the film of moisture, it may still be there.

This doubt is answered in the following way ; I detach the ex-

perimental tube from the front chamber, and remove the two

plates of rock-salt ; the tube is now open at both end$
y
and my

aim will be to introduce dry and moist air into this open tube,

and to compare their effects upon the radiation. And here, as

in all other cases, the practical tact of the experimenter must

come into play. The source on the one hand, and the pile on

the other, are now freely exposed to the air; a very slight agi-

tation, acting upon either, would disturb, and might, indeed,

altogether mask, the effect we seek, The air, then, must be

Kio. 91.

$J L

be introduced into the open tube, without producing any com-

motion, either near the source or near the pile. The length

of the experimental tube is now 4 feet 3 inches ; at c (fig.

01) is a cock connected with an India-rubber bag containing
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common air, and subjected by a weight to gentle pressure;

at i) is a second cock, connected by a flexible tube, t> with an

air-pump. Between the cock o and the India-rubber bag, our

drying tubes are introduced; and, when that cock is opened,

the air is forced gently through the drying tubes into the ex-

perimental cylinder. The air-pump is slowly worked at the

same time, the dry air being thereby drawn toward i>. The

distance of o from the source s is 18 inches, and the distance

of i> from the pile p is \% inches : the compensating cube o,

and the screen h, serve the same purposes as before. By thus

isolating the central portion of the tube, we can displace dry

air by moist, or moist air by dry, without permitting any agi-

tation to reach either the source or the pile.

(475) At present the tube is filled with the common air

of the laboratory, and the needle of the galvanometer points

steadily to zero. I allow air to pass through the drying ap-

paratus, and to enter the open tube at o, the pump being

worked as already described, Mark the effect. When the

dry air enters, the needle commences moving, and the direc-

tion of its motion shows that more heat is now passing than

before. The substitution of dry air for the air of the labora-

tory has rendered the tube more transparent to the rays of

heat. The final deflection thus obtained is 45°. Here the

needle steadily remains, and beyond this point it cannot be

moved by any further drawing in of dry air.

(476) Let us now shut off the supply of dry air, and cease

working the pump ; the needle sinks, but with great slowness,

indicating a correspondingly slow diffusion of the aqueous va-

por of the adjacent air into the dry air of the tube. If the

pump bo worked, the removal of the dry air is hastened, and

the needle sinks more speedily—it now points to zero. The

experiment may be made a hundred times in succession with-

out any deviation from this result ; on the entrance of the dry

air, the needle invariably goes up to 45°, showing augmented

transparency ; on the entrance of the undricd air, the needle

sinks to 0°, showing augmented absorption,
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(477) But tlic atmosphere to-day is not saturated with

moisture ; hence, if saturated, we might expect to find a

greater action, I remove the drying* apparatus, and put in its

place a U-tube, filled with fragments of glass moistened by
distilled water. Through this tube air is forced from the

India-rubber bag, the pump being worked as before. We are

now displacing the humid air of the laboratory by still more
humid air, and see the consequence. The needle moves in a

direction winch indicates augmented opacity, the final deflec-

tion being 15°.

(478) Here, then, we have substantially the same result

as that obtained when our tube was stopped with plates of

rock-salt; the action, therefore, cannot be referred to a film of

moisture deposited upon the surface of the plates. And be it

remarked that there is not the slightest caprice or uncertainty

in theso experiments when properly conducted. They have

been executed at different times and seasons ; the tube has

been dismounted and remounted ; the suggestions of eminent

men who have seen the experiments, and whose object it was

to test the results, have been complied with ; but no deviation

from the effects just recorded has been observed, The en-

trance of each kind of air is invariably accompanied by its

characteristic action ; the needle is under the most complete

control: in short, no experiments hitherto made with solid and

liquid bodies are more certain in their execution than the fore-

going experiments on dry and humid air,

(479) We can easily estimate the percentage of the entire

radiation absorbed by the common air, between the points o

and ix Introducing this tin screen between the experimental

cylinder and the pile, one of the sources of heat is entirely

shut off. The deflection produced by the other source indi-

cates the total radiation. This deflection corresponds to

about 780 of the units which have been hitherto adopted;

one unit being the quantity of heat necessary to move the

needle from 0° to 1°. The deflection of 45° corresponds to 62

units; out of 780, therefore, 62, in this instance, have been
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absorbed by the moist air. The following statement gives us

the absorption per hundred

:

780 : 100 ~ 62 : YD

An absorption of nearly 8 per cent, was, therefore, effected by

the atmospheric vapor which occupied the tube between o and

i). Air perfectly saturated gives a still greater absorption,

(480) This absorption took place, notwithstanding the

partial sifting of the heat, in its passage from the source to c,

and from i> to the pile. The moist air, moreover, was, proba-

bly, only in part displaced by the dry. In other experiments

with a tube 4 feet long, and polished within, it was found that

the atmospheric vapor, on a day of average dryness, absorbed

over 10 per cent, of the radiation from our source. Regarding

the earth as a source of heat, no doubt at least 10 per cent, of
its heat is intercepted within ten feet of the surface.* This

single fact suggests the enormous influence which this newly-

developed property of aqueous vapor must have in the phe-

nomena of meteorology,

(480a) But we have not yet disposed of all objections. It

has been intimated to me that the air of our laboratory might

be impure; the suspended '
carbon-particles of the London air

have also been referred to, as a possible cause of the absorp-

tion ascribed to aqueous vapor. The results, however, were

obtained, when the apparatus was removed from the labora-

tory—they are obtainable in this room. Air, moreover, was

brought from the following localities in impervious bags:

Hyde Park, Primrose Hill, Hampstead Heath, Epsom Downs
(near the Grand Stand) ; a field near Newport, Isle of Wight;

St. Catharine's Down, Isle of Wight; the sea-beach near

Black Gang Chine. The aqueous vapor of the air from all

these localities^ examined in the usual toay> exerted an absorp-

tion seventy times that of the air in which the vapor teas dif

* Under some circumstances, the absorption, I have reason to believo,

considerably exceeds tins amount.
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(481) Again , I experimented thus: The air of the labora-

tory was dried and purified, until its absorption fell below

unity ; this purified air was then led through a IMube, filled

with fragments of perfectly clean glass moistened with dis-

tilled water. Its neutrality, when dry, showed that all preju-

dicial substances have been removed from it, and, in passing

through the lJ~tube,'it could take up nothing but the pure va-

por of water. The vapor thus carried into the experimental

tube produced an action ninety times greater than that of the

air which carried it.

(482) But fair and philosophic criticism does not end even

here. The tube with which these experiments were made is

polished within, and it might be surmised that the vapor of

the humid air had, on entering, deposited itself upon the in-

terior surface of the tube, thus diminishing its reflective power,

and producing an effect apparently the same as absorption.

To this it may, in the first place, be replied, that the amount

of heat intercepted is proportional to the quantity of air pres-

ent. This is shown by the following table, which gives the

absorption, by humid air, at pressures varying from 5 to 30

inches of mercury

:

Ihmrid Air.
Absorption

Pressure /
,,^,,™~™,—.^„..,~..~,,.,... ^

hi inches. Observed. Calculated,

5 ........ 16 16

10 ........ 32 32

15 ........ 49 48

20 . 64 64

25 ........ 82 80

30 08 96

(483) The third column on this table is calculated on the

assumption that the absorption is proportional to the quantity

of vapor in the tube, and the agreement of the calculated and

observed results shows this lobe the case, within the limits of

the experiment. It cannot be supposed that effects so regu-

lar as these, and agreeing so completely with those obtained
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with small quantities of other vapors, and even with small

quantities of the permanent gases, can be clue to the conden-

sation of the vapor on the interior surface. When, moreover,

live inches of air were in the tube, less than one-sixth of the

vapor necessary to saturate the space was present. The driest

day would make- no approach to this dryness. That condensa-

tion, especially condensation which should destroy, by its ac-

tion upon the inner reflector, quantities of heat so accurately

proportional to the quantities of matter present, should here

occur, is scarcely to be thought of,

(484) My desire, however, was to take this important

question quite out of the domain of mere reasoning, however

strong this might be. It was, therefore, resolved to abandon,

not only the plates of rock-salt, but also the experimental tube

itself, and to displace one portion of the free atmosphere by

another. With this view, the following arrangement was

made : c (fig. 92), a cube of boiling water, is our source of

fio. n,

mi
§§

Kd
A

heat, y is a hollow brass cylinder set upright, 3*5 inches

wide, and 7*5 inches high, p is the thermo-electric pile, and

o' a compensating cube, between which and p is an adjusting

screen, to regulate the amount of heat falling on the posterior
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surface of the pile. The whole arrangement was surrounded

by a hoarding, the space within which was divided into com-

partments by sheets of tin, and these spaces were stuffed

loosely with paper or horse-hair. These precautions, which re-

quired time to be learned, were necessary to prevent the for-

matton of local air-currents, and also to intercept the irregular

action of the external air. The cJYeet to be measured here

is very small, and hence the necessity of removing all causes

of disturbance which could possibly interfere with its clear-

ness and purity.

(485) A rose-burner, r> was placed at the bottom of the

cylinder y, and from it a tube passed to an India-rubber bag

containing air. The cylinder y was first filled with fragments

of rock-crystal, moistened with distilled water. On subject-

ing the India-rubber bag to pressure, the air was gently forced

up among the fragments of quart/,, and, having there charged

itself with vapor, it was discharged in the space between the

cube o and the pile. Previous to this the needle stood at

zero ; but, on the emergence of the saturated air from the cyl-

inder, the needle moved and took up a final deflection of 5

degrees. The direction of the deflection showed that the

opacity of the space, between the source c and the pile, was

augmented by the saturated air.

(488) The quartz fragments were now removed, and the

cylinder filled with fragments of fresh chloride of calcium,

through winch the air was gently forced, exactly as in the last

experiment. Now, however, in passing through the chloride

of calcium, it was, in great part, robbed of its aqueous vapor

;

and the air, thus dried, displaced" the common air between the

source and the pile. The needle moved, declaring a perma-

nent deflection of 10° ; the direction of the deflection showed

that the transparency of the space was augmented by the

presence of the dry air. By properly timing the discharges

of the air, the swing of the needle could be augmented to 15°

or 20°. Repetition showed no deviation from this result ; the

saturated air always augmented the opacity, the dry air al-
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ways augmented the transparency, of the space between the

source and the pile. Not only, therefore, have the plates of

rock-salt been abandoned, but also the experimental tube

itself; and the results are all perfectly concurrent, as regards

the action of aqueous vapor upon radiant heat,

(486a) Many remarkable corroborations of these views have

been published by that excellent meteorologist, Colonel Rich-

ard Strachey, of the Itoyal Engineers, And his testimony is

all the more valuable, as it is based on observations made long

before the property of aqueous vapor here developed was
known to have an existence. From his important paper, pub-

lished in the Philosophical Magazine for July, 1860, 1 extract

a single representative series of observations, made between

the 4th and the 85th of March, 1850; during which period

" the sky remained remarkably clear, while great variations in

the quantity of vapor took place." The first column of figures

gives the tension of aqueous vapor, and the second the fall of

the thermometer from 6.40 i\ M, to 5.40 A. m.

Fall of thermometer.

6*0°

'/'I

8-3

8'5

. 10*3.... lfc'6

. 12*1

13-1

. 16'5

The general result is here unmistakable. In clear nights

the fall of the thermometer, which is an expression of the en-

ergy of the radiation, is determined by the amount of trans-

parent aqueous vapor in the air. The pressure of the vapor

checks the loss by radiation, while its removal favors radia-

tion and promotes the nocturnal chill.

(487) We shall subsequently add another powerful proof

to those here given. Were the subject less important, I

should not have dwelt upon it so long. It was thought right

15

Pension oif vapor.

0-888 inch

0-840 «

0-805 u

0-740 «

0*708 u

0-659 «

0-605 ({

0-551 <(

0-435 a
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to remove as far as possible every objection, so that meteor-

ologists might apply, without the faintest misgiving, the re-

sults of experiment. The applications of these results to their

science must he innumerable; and here I cannot but regret

that the imcompleteness of my knowledge prevents me from

making the proper applications myself, I would, however,

ask your permission to refer to such points as can now be

called to mind, with which the facts just established appear

to be more or less intimately connected,

(488) And, first, it is to be remarked, that the vapor which

absorbs heat thus greedily, radiates it copiously. This fact

must come powerfully into play in the tropics. We know
that the sun raises from the equatorial ocean enormous quan-

tities of vapor, and that immediately under him, in the region

of calms, the rain, due to the condensation of the vapor, de-

scends in deluges. Hitherto, this has been ascribed to the

chilling which accompanies the expansion of ascending air;

and no doubt this, as a true cause, must produce its propor-

tional effect. But the radiation from the vapor itself must

also be influential. Imagine^ a column of saturated air ascend-

ing from the equatorial ocean ; for a time, the vapor entangled

in this air is surrounded by air almost fully saturated. The

ascending vapor radiates, but it radiates into the surrounding

vapor ; and to the radiation from any vapor, the same vapor,

as proved by KirchhofY, is particularly opaque. Hence, for a

time, the radiation from our ascending column is intercepted,

and in great part returned, by the surrounding vapor ; con-

densation under such circumstances is rendered difficult. But

the .quantity of aqueous vapor in the air diminishes speedily

as we ascend ; the decrement of its tension, as proved by the

observations of Hooker, Strachey, and Welsh, is much more

speedy than that of the air ; and finally, our vaporous column

fmds itself elevated beyond the protecting screen which, dur-

ing the first portion of its ascent, was spread above it. It is

now in the presence of pure space, and into space it pours its

heat, without stoppage or requital. To the loss of heat thus
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endured, the condensation of the vapor, and its torrential de-

scent to the earth, must certainly be in part ascribed.

(489) Similar remarks apply to the formation of cumuli in

our own latitudes ; they are the heads of columns of vapor,

which rise from the earth's surface, and are precipitated as

soon as they reach a certain elevation. Thus, the visible cloud

forms the capital of an invisible pillar of saturated air. Cer-

tainly the top of such a column, raised above the lower vapor-

screen which clasps the earth, and offering itself to space,

must be chilled by radiation ; in this action alone we have to

some extent a physical cause for the generation of clouds.

(490) Mountains act as condensers, partly by the coldness

of their own masses ; which they owe to their elevation.

Above them spreads no vapor-screen of sufficient density to

intercept their heat, which consequently gushes unrequited

into space. When the sun is withdrawn, this loss is shown

by the quick descent of the thermometer. The descent is not

due to radiation from the air, but to radiation from the earth,

or from the thermometer itself. Tims, the difference between

a thermometer which, properly confined, gives the true tem-

perature of the night air, and one which is permitted to radiate

freely toward space, must be greater at high elevations than

at low ones. This conclusion is entirely confirmed by obser-

vation. On the Grand Plateau of Mont Blanc, for example,

MM. Martins and Bravais found the difference between two

such thermometers to be 24° Fahr. ; when a difference of only

10° was observed at Chamouni.

(491) But mountains also act as condensers, by the deflec-

tion upward of moist winds, and the consequent expansion of

the air. The chilling thus produced is the same as that which

accompanies the direct ascent of a column of warm air into the

atmosphere ; the elevated air performs work, and its heat is

correspondingly consumed. But, in addition to these causes,

we must take into account the radiant power of the moist air,

when thus tilted upward. It is thereby lifted beyond the pro-

tection of the aqueous layer which lies close to the earth, and
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therefore pours its heat freely into space, thus effecting its own
condensation. No doubt, I think, can be entertained, that the

extraordinary energy of water as a radiant, in all its stales of
aggregation, must play a powerful part in a mountain-region,

As vapor, it pours its heat into space, and promotes condensa-

tion ; as liquid, it pours its heat into space, and promotes con-

gelation ; as snow, it pours its heat into space, and thus con-

verts the surfaces on which it falls into more powerful con-

densers than they otherwise would be. Of the numerous

wonderful properties of water, not the least important is this

extraordinary power which it possesses, of discharging the

motion of heat upon the interstellar ether.

(492) A freedom of escape, similar to that from bodies of

vapor at great elevations, would occur at the earth's surface

generally, were the aqueous vapor removed from the air above

it, for the great body of the atmosphere is a practical vacuum,

as regards the transmission of radiant heat. The withdrawal

of the sun from any region over which the atmosphere is dry,

must be followed by quick refrigeration. The moon woidd be

rendered entirely uninhabitable by beings like ourselves

through the operation of this single cause; with a radiation,

uninterrupted by aqueous vapor, the difference between her

monthly maxima and minima must be enormous. The winters

of Thibet are almost unendurable, from the same cause,

Witness how the isothermal lines dip from the north into

Asia, in winter, as a proof of the low temperature of this

region. Humboldt has dwelt upon the " frigorific power" of

the central portions of this continent, and controverted the

idea that it was to be explained by reference to the elevation

;

there being vast expanses of country, not much above the sea-

level, with an exceedingly low temperature. But, not know-

ing the influence which we are now studying, Humboldt, I

imagine, omitted the most potent cause of the cold. The re-

frigeration at night is extreme when the air is dry. The re-

moval, for a single summer night, of the aqueous vapor from

the atmosphere which covers England, would be attended by
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the destruction of every plant winch a freezing temperature

could kill. In Sahara, where " the soil is fire and the wind is

flame," the cold at night is often painful to bear. Ice has

been formed in this region at night. In Australia, also, the

diurnal range of temperature is vovy great, amounting, com-

monly, to between 40 and 50 degrees. In short, it may be

safely predicted that, wherever the air is dry
y
the daily ther-

mometric range will be great. This, however, is quite dif-

ferent from saying that, where the air is clear> the thermomet-

ric range will be great. Great clearness to light is perfectly

compatible with great opacity to heat ; the atmosphere may

be charged with aqueous vapor while a deep-blue sky is over-

head, and on such occasions the terrestrial radiation would,

notwithstanding the "clearness," be intercepted.

(400) And here we arc led to an easy explanation of a fact

which evidently perplexed Sir John Leslie. This celebrated

experimenter constructed an instrument

which he named an (ethrioscope, the func-

tion of which was to determine the radia-

tion against the sky. It consisted of two

glass bulbs united by a vertical glass tube,

so narrow that a little column of liquid

was supported in the tube by its own ad-

hesion. The lower bulb, i> (fig, 93), was

protected by a metallic envelop, and gave

the temperature of the air; the upper

bulb, b, was blackened, and was surround-

ed by a metallic cup o, which protected

the bulb from terrestrial radiation.

(494) "This instrument," says its in-

ventor, " exposed to the open air in clear

weather, will, at all times, both during the

day and the night, indicate an impression

of cold shot downward from the higher re-

gions, . , , The sensibility of the instru-

ment is very striking, for the liquor in-
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cessantly falls and rises in the stem with every passing

cloud, But the cause of its variations docs not always ap-

pear so obvious. Under a fine blue sky the Oithrioscope

will sometimes indicate a cold of 50 millesimal degrees
;
yct

>

on other days, token the air seems equally bright^ the effect is

hardly 30V This anomaly is simply due to the difference in

the quantity of aqueous vapor present in the atmosphere, In-

deed, Leslie himself connects the effect with aqueous vapor in

these words ;
" The pressure of hygrometric moisture in the

air probably affects the instrument." It is not, however, the

" pressure " * that is effective ; the presence of invisible vapor

intercepted the radiation from the (ethrio$eope
t
while its ab-

sence opened a door for the escape of this radiation into

space. As regards experiments on terrestrial radiation, a new
definition will have to be given for " a clear day ;

" it is mani-

fest, for example, that in experiments with the pyrheliometer,f

two days of equal visual clearness may give totally different

results. We are alio enabled to account for the fact that the

radiation from this instrument is often intercepted, when no

cloud is seen. Could we, however, make the constituents of

the atmosphere, its vapor included, objects of vision, we should

see sufficient to account for this result.

(495) Another interesting point, on which this subject has

a bearing, is the theory of serein, "Most authors,", writes

Melloni, " attribute to the cold resulting from the radiation of

the air, the excessively line rain which sometimes falls in a

clear sky, during the fine season, a few moments after sunset.

, . . But," he continues, " as no fact is yet known which di-

rectly proves the emissive power of pure and transparent elas-

tic fluids,{ it appears to me more conformable," etc, etc. If

the difficulty here urged against the theory of serein be its

only one, the theory will stand, for transparent elastic fluids

* Possibly the word " pressure*' is a misprint for u presence.*'

f The instrument is described in Chapter XIII.

% This statement indicates the state, of the science of thermotics in refer-

ence to the gaseous form of matter when these researches were begun,
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arc now proved to possess the power of radiation which the

theory assumes. It is not, however, to radiation from the air

that the chilling can be ascribed, but to radiation from the

body itself, whose condensation produces the serein.

(496) Let me add the remark that, as far as I can at pres-

ent judge, aqueous vapor and liquid water absorb the same

class of rays ; this is another way of stating that the color of

pure water is shared by its vapor. In virtue of aqueous vapor,

the atmosphere is therefore a blue medium, It has been re-

marked that the color of the iirmamcntal blue, and of distant

hills, deepens with the amount of aqueous vapor in the air;

but the substance which produces a variation of depth must

be effective as an origin of color. Whether the azure of the

sky—the most difficult question of meteorology -is to be thus

accounted for, I will not at present stop to inquire.*

Note.- In a paper recently published by him, Professor Magnus

controverts the views maintained in the foregoing chapter regarding

the action of aqueous vapor. I shall give the experiments and rea-

sonings of my eminent friend (by which I am not convinced) duo

consideration as soon as I can command the time.

Notk, 1870," The fifteenth chapter of this volume is devoted to

the color and polarization of the light of the sky.

* In connection with the investigation of the radiation and absorption of

heat by gases and vapors, it gives me pleasure to refer to the prompt and in-

telligent aid rendered me by Mr. 'Becker, of the firm of KHiott'a, West Strand.

Mr, Becker is well acquainted with the apparatus necessary for those experi-

ments.

The fear of being led too far from my subject causes me to withhold all

speculation as to the cause of atmospheric polarization. I may, however, re-

mark, that the polarization of heat was illustrated by means of the mica-piles

with which Professor (now Principal) J. X). Forbes first succeeded in estab-

lishing the fact of polarization.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XT.

KXTBAOTS FKOM A DISCOURSE "ON RADIATION THROUGH THE EARTH'S
ATMOSPHERE."

u Nobody over obtained the idea of a line from Euclid's definition

of it—'length without breadth. 1 The idea is obtained from a real

physical line, drawn by a pen or pencil, and therefore possessing

width ; the idea being afterward brought, by a process of abstrac-

tion, more nearly into accordance with tho conditions of the defini-

tion. So, also, with regard to physical phenomena ; we must help

ourselves to a conception of the invisible, by means of proper im-

ages derived from the visible, afterward purifying onr conceptions to

the needful extent, Defmitcncss of conception, even though at

some expense to delicacy, is of the greatest utility in dealing with

physical phenomena. Indeed, it may be questioned whether a mind

trained in physical research can at all enjoy peace, without having

made clear to itself some possible way of conceiving those opera-

tions which Ho beyond the boundaries of sense, and in which sensi-

ble phenomena originate.

"When we speak of radiation through the atmosphere, we ought

to bo able to affix definite physical ideas, both to the term atmos-

phere and the term radiation. It is well known that our atmosphcro

is mainly composed of the two elements, oxygen and nitrogen. Theso

elementary atoms may be figured as small spheres, scattered thickly

in the space which immediately surrounds the earth, They consti-

tute about 99| per cent, of the atmosphere. Mixed with these atoms,

we have others of a totally different character; wc have tho mole-

cules, or atomic groups, of carbonic acid, of ammonia, and of aque-

ous vapor. In these substances diverse atoms have coalesced, form-

ing little systems of atoms. The molecule of aqueous vapor, for

example, consists of two atoms of hydrogen, united to one of oxy-

gen ; and they mingle, as little triads, among the monads of oxygen

and hydrogen which constitute tho great mass of the atmosphere.
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" Theso atoms and molecules are separate, but they arc embraced

by a common medium. Within our atmosphere exists a second and

a liner atmosphere, in which the atoms of oxygen and nitrogen hang

like suspended grains. This finer atmosphere unites not only atom

with atom, but star with star; and the light of all suns, and of alt

stars, is in reality a kind of music, propagated through this inter-

stellar air. This imago must bo clearly seized, and then we have to

advance a step. Wo must not only figure our atoms suspended in

this medium, but vibrating in it. In this motion of the atoms con-

sists what we call their heat. * What is heat in us/ as Locke has

perfectly expressed it, * is in tho body heated nothing but motion.*

Well, we must figure this motion communicated to tho medium in

which the atoms swing, and sent in ripples through it, with incon-

ceivable velocity, to the bounds of space. Motion in this form, un-

connected with ordinary matter, but speeding through tho inter-

stellar medium, receives the name of Radiant Heat ; and, if compe-

tent to excite the nerves of vision, we call it Light.

"Aqueous vapor was dcilned to be an invisible gas. Vapor was

permitted to issue horizontally with considerable force from a tube

connected with a small boiler. The track of tho cloud of condensed

steam was vividly illuminated by the electric light. What was seen,

however, was not vapor, but vapor condensed to water. Beyond

the visible end of the jet, the cloud resolved itself into true vapor.

A lamp was placed under the jet, at various points ; tho cloud was

cut sharply off at that point, and, when the flame was placed near

tho efllux orifice, tho cloud entirely disappeared. The heat of the

lamp completely prevented precipitation. The same vapor was con-

densed and congealed on tho surface of a vessel containing a freez-

ing mixture, from which it was scraped, in quantities sufficient to

form a small snowball. Tho beam of tho electric lamp, moreover,

was sent through a large receiver placed on an air-pump. A single

stroke of tho pump caused the precipitation of the aqueous vapor

within, which became beautifully illuminated by the beam ; while,

upon a screen behind, a richly-colored halo, due to diffraction by the

little cloud within the receiver, flashed forth.

"Tho waves of heat speed from our earth through the atmosphere

toward space. Theso waves dash in their passage against (he atoms

of oxygen and nitrogen, and against the molecules of aqueous vapor.

Thinly scattered as these latter are, we might naturally think meanly

of them, as barriers to the waves of heat. We might imagine that
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the wide spaces between the vapor-molccules would bo an open door

for tlio passage of the undulations ; and that, if those waves were at

all intercepted, it would be by the substances which form 99| per

cent, of the whole atmosphere. Three or four years ago, however,

it was found by the speaker that this small modicum of aqueous va-

por intercepted fifteen times the quantity of heat stopped by the

whole of the air in which it was diffused. It was afterward found

that tlio dry air then experimented with was not perfectly pure

;

and that, the purer the air became, the more it approached the char-

acter of a vacuum, and the greater, by comparison, became the action

of tlio aqueous vapor. The vapor was found to act with 80, 40, 50,

60, YO times the energy of the air in which it was diffused; and no

doubt was entertained that the aqueous vapor of the air winch filled

(he Boyal Institution Theatre, during the delivery of the discourse,

absorbed 90 or 100 times the quantity of radiant heat which was ab-

sorbed by the main body of the air of the room. Looking at the

single atoms, for every 200 of oxygen and nitrogen there is about 1

of aqueous vapor. This i is 80 times more powerful than the 200
;

and hence, comparing a single atom of oxygen or nitrogen with a

single atom of aqueous vapor, wo may infer that the action of the

latter is 10,000 times that of the former.

" No doubt can exist of the extraordinary opacity of this sub-

stance to the rays of obscure heat
;
particularly such rays as are

omitted by the earth, after being wanned by the sun. Aqueous va-

por is a blanket, more necessary to the vegetable life of England

than clothing is to man. Ecmove for a single summer-night the

aqueous vapor from the air which overspreads this country, and you

would assuredly destroy every plant capable of being destroyed by a

freezing temperature. The warmth of our fields and gardens would

pour itself unrequited into space, and the sun would rise upon an

island held fast in the iron grip of frost. The aqueous vapor consti-

tutes a local dam, by which the temperature at the earth's surface is

deepened : the dam, however, finally overflows, and we give to space

all that we receive from the sun.

" The sun raises the vapors of the equatorial ocean ; they rise,

but for a timo a vapor-screen spreads above and around them. But,'"

the higher they rise, the more they como into the presence of pure

space; and, when, by their levity, they have penetrated the vapor-

scrccn, which lies close to the earth's surface, what must occur?

" It has been said that, compared atom for atom, the absorption
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of an atom of aqueous vapor is 10,000 times that of air. Now, the

power to absorb and the power to radiate are perfectly reciprocal

and proportional. The atom of aqueous vapor will therefore radiate

with 10,000 times the energy of an atom of air. Imagine, then, this

powerful radiant in the presence of space, and with no screen ahovo

it to check its radiation. Into space it pours its heat, chills itself,

condenses, and the tropical torrents are the consequence. The ex-

pansion of the air, no doubt, also refrigerates it j hut, in accounting

for deluges, the chilling of the vapor by its own radiation must play

a most important part. The rain quits .the ocean as vapor; returns

to it as water. How are the vast stores of heat, set free by the

change from the vaporous to the liquid condition, disposed of?

Doubtless, in great part, they are wasted by radiation into space,

Similar remarks apply to the cumuli of our latitudes. The warmed

air, charged with vapor, rises in columns, so as to penetrate tho va-

por-screen which hugs the earth ; in the presence of spaco, the head

of each pillar wastes its heat by radiation, condenses to a cumulus,

which constitutes the visible capital of an invisible column of satu-

rated air. Numberless other meteorological phenomena receivo

their solution by reference to the radiant and absorbent properties

of aqueous vapor.n

The radiant power of a vapor is proportional to its absorbent

power. Experiments on the dynamic radiation of dried and undried

air provo the superiority of tho latter as a radiator. Tho following

experiment, performed by Dr. Frankland in the theatre of the Royal

Institution, showed the effect to a largo audience: A charcoal-chauf-

fer, 14 inches high and 6 inches in diameter, was placed in front of a

thermo-electric pile, and at a distance from it of two feet. Tho ra-

diation from the chauffer itself was intercepted by a metallic screen.

The deflection duo to the radiation from the ascending column of

hot carbonic acid was then carefully neutralized by a constant source

of heat, radiating against the opposite face of the pile. A current

of steam was then forced vertically through tho chauffer. The de-

fection of the galvanometer was prompt and powerful. When the

current of steam was interrupted, tho needle returned to zero.

When, instead of a current of steam, a current of air was forced

through the chauffer, tho slight effect produced showed the pile to bo

chilled instead of warmed. In this experiment Dr. Frankland com-

pared aqueous vapor, not with air, but with the more powerful car-
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bonis acid, and demonstrated the superiority of the vapor as a ra-

diator,*

The following remarkable passage from Hooker's "Himalayan

Journals," 1st edit. vol. ii. p. 407, also bears upon the present sub-

ject: "From a multitude of desultory observations I conclude that,

at 7,400 feet, 125'Y°, or 67° above the temperature of the air, is the

average effect of the sun's rays on a black-bulb thermometer. . . ,

These results, though greatly above those obtained at Calcutta, aro

not much, if at all, above what may be observed on the plains of

India. The effect is much increased by elevation. At 10,000 feet, in

December, at 9 a. m., I saw the mercury mount to 132°, while the

temperature of shaded snow hard by was 22°. At 13,100 feet, in

January, at a. m., it has stood 98°, with a difference of 08*2°, and

at 10 a* m. at 114°, with a difference of 81*4°, while the radiating

thermometer on the snow had fallen at sunrise to 0.
Y°."

These enormous differences between the shaded and the unshaded

air, and between the air and the snow, are, no doubt, duo to the

comparative absence of aqueous vapor at these elevations. The air

is incompetent to check cither the solar or the terrestrial radiation,

and hence the maximum heat in the sun and the maximum cold in the

shade must stand very wide apart. The difference between Calcutta

and the plains of India is accounted for in the same way.

Dr. Livingstone, in his "Travels in South Africa," has given some

striking examples of the difference in nocturnal chilling when the

air is dry and when laden with moisture. Thus he finds, in South

Central Africa during the month of June, " the thermometer early

in the mornings at from 42° to 52° ; at noon, 94° to 96°, or a mean

difference of 48° between sunrise and mid-day. The range would

probably have been found still greater had not the thermometer

been placed in the shade of Ids tent, which was pitched under the

thickest tree he could find, lie adds, moreover, "The sensation of

cold after the heat of the day was very keen. The Balonda at this

season never leave their fires till nine or ten in the morning. As
the cold was so great here, it was probably frosty at Linyant

i
; I

therefore feared to expose my voting trees there." f

Dr. Livingstone afterward crosses the continent and readies the

river Zambesi at the beginning of the year. Here the thermometrie

range is reduced from 48° to 12°. He thus describes the change he

felt on entering the valley of the river :
" "Wo were struck by the

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. p. 320. f Livingstone's Travels, p. 481.
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fact that, as soon as wo came between the range of hills which flank

the Zambesi, the rains felt warm. At sunrise the thermometer stood

at from 82° to 80°
; at mid-day, in the coolest shade, namely, in my

little tent, under a shady tree, at 0G° to 08° ; and at sunset at 86°.

This is different from any thing we experienced in the interior."*

Proceeding toward the mouth of the river, on January 16th, he

makes the following additional observation: "The Zambesi is very

broad here (at Znmbo), but contains many inhabited islands. "Wo

slept opposite one on the 10th, called Shibanga. The nights are

warm, the temperature never falling below 80° ; it was 01° even

at sunset. One cannot cool the water by a wet towel round the

vessel. . . ,"f

In Central Australia the daily range of the thermometer is still

greater. The following extract is from a paper by Mr. W. 8. Jcvons,
u On some Data concerning tho Climate of Australia and New Zea-

land :""... In the interior of the continent of Australia the fluc-

tuations of temperature are immensely increased, The heat of the

air, as described by Captain Sturt, is fearful during summer ; thus, in

about lat, 30° 50' &, and Ion. 141° 18' E., he writes :
' The thermom-

eter every day rose to 112° or 116° in the shade, while in the direct

rays of the sun from 1.40° to 150V Again, * At a quarter- past three

p. m. on January 21st (1845), the thermometer had risen to 131° in

the shade, and to lo4° in the direct rays of the sun.* « . . In the

winter tho thermometer was observed as low as 24°, giving an ex-

treme range of 107°.

" The fluctuations of temperature were often very great and sud-

den, and were severely felt. On one occasion (October 25th), the

temperature rose to 110° during the day, but, a squall coming on, it

fell to 38° at the following sunrise; it thus varied V2° in less than

twenty-four hours. . . . Mitchell, on his last journey to tho N. W.
interior, had very cold frosty nights. On May 22d, the thermometer

stood at 12° in the open air. . . . Still, in the daytime, the air was

warm, and the daily range of temperature was enormous. Thus, on

June 2d, the thermometer rose from 11° at sunrise to 6T at four

p. m, ; or through a range of 56°. On Juno 12th, the range was 53°,

and on many other days nearly as great.*'

Even at Sydney the average daily range of the thermometer is

21°, while at Greenwich the average daily range is only 17°, Ci
It

thus appears that even close to the ocean tho mean daily range of the

* Livingstone's Travels, p. 575. f Ibid, p. 5$9.
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Australian climate is very considerable. It is least in tlio autumn

and greatest during the cloudless days of spring," After giving a

table of the seasonal variation of the rainfall in Australia, Mr. Joyous

remarks that "it is plainly shown that the most rainy season of the

year on the east coast is the autumn, that is, the three months,

March, April, May. The spring season appears the driest, summer

and winter being intermediate."

Without quitting Europe, we find places where, while the day

temperature is very high, tho hour before sunrise is intensely cold.

I have often experienced this in the post-wagons of Germany ; and I

am informed that the Hungarian peasants, if exposed at night, take

care, even in hot weather, to protect themselves by heavy cloaks

against the nocturnal chill, The observations of MM. Bravais and

Martins on the Grand Plateau of Mont Blanc have been already re-

ferred to. M. Martins has recently added to our knowledge by mak-

ing observations on the heating of the soil at great elevations, and

finds on the summit of tho Pic du Midi the heat of the soil exposed

to the sun, above that of the air, to be twice as great as in the valley

at the base of the mountain. " The immense heating of the soil,"

writes M, Martins, " compared with that of the air on high moun-

tains, is the more remarkable, since, during the nights, the cooling

by radiation is there much greater than in the plain." The observa-

tions of tho Messrs. Schlagentweit furnish, if I mistake not, many
illustrations of the action of aqueous vapor ; and I do not doubt that,

the more this question is tested, the more clearly will it appear that

the radiant and absorbent powers of tins substance enable it to play

a most important part in the phenomena of meteorology.
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CHAPTER XII.

ABSORPTION OF Htt/MP BY VOLATILE MQUIOS- -ABSORPTION OF MBAT BY THF. VAl'OKS OF

1HOSK MOJUID3 AT A COMMON PRFSSURB- -ABSORPTION OF HEAT BY TUB 8AMR VAPORS

W'llKS 1KB QUAStni^ OF VAPOR ABB PROPORTIONAL TO 11IK QUANTITI£8 OF LIQUID

—COMPARATtYK VIKW OF TUB ACTION OF LIQUIDS AND THRiR VAPORS UPON BADIANT

»FAT- -FHVxSlOAL CAUSK OF OPACITY AND TRANSPARENCY- -1NFLUBXCK OF TEMPKRATURB
ok nam transmission of kadiant *ikat~ changes of position through changes of

TKMPBBATURK-RADIATION FROM FLAMES JNFLUENCK OF OSCILLATING PERIOD OX 1MB

TRANSMISSION OF RADIANT" HF.AT- -EXPLANATION OF CRKTAIN RESULTS OF MBLI.ONl AND
KNOBLAUCH,

(497) rriHE natural philosophy of the future will certainly

~* for the most part consist in the investigation of

the relations subsisting between the ordinary matter of the

universe and the wonderful ether in which this matter is im-

mersed, Regarding the motions of the ether itself, the optical

investigations of the last half-century leave nothing to be de-

sired ; but regarding the atoms and molecules, whence issue

the undulations of light and heat, and their relations to the

medium in which they move, and by which they are set in mo-

tion, these investigations teach us little. To come closer to

the origin of the ethereal waves—to obtain, if possible, some

experimental hold of the oscillating atoms themselves- -has

been the main object of those researches on the radiation and

absorption of heat by gases and vapors, which, in brief out-

line, have been sketched before yon.

(498) These inquiries have made known the enormous

differences existing between different gaseous molecules, as

regards their power of emitting and absorbing radiant heat,

When a gas is condensed to a liquid, the molecules approach
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and grapple with each other, by forces which are insensible as

long as the gaseous state is maintained. But, though thus

condensed and enthralled, the all-pervading ether still sur-

rounds the molecules. If, then, the power of radiation and

absorption depend upon them individually, we may expect

that the deportment toward radiant heat of the free molecule

will maintain itself after that molecule has relinquished its

freedom and formed part of a liquid. If, on the other hand,

the state of aggregation be of paramount importance, we may
expect to find, on the part of liquids, a deportment altogether

different from that of their vapors. Which of these views

corresponds with the truth of Nature, we have now to inquire.

(499) Melloni examined the diathermancy of various liquids,

but he employed for this purpose the (lame of an oil-lamp, cov-

ered by a glass chimney. His liquids, moreover, were con-

tained in glass cells; hence, the radiation was profoundly

modified before it entered the liquid at all, glass being imper-

vious to a considerable part of the emission. Melloni more-

over did not occupy himself with the questions of molecular

physics, which to us are of paramount interest. In the exami-

nation of the question now before us, it was my wish to inter-

fere as little as possible with the primitive emission, and an

apparatus was therefore devised in which a layer of liquid, of

any thickness, could be enclosed between two polished plates

of rock-salt.

(500) The apparatus consists of the following parts : A b o

(fig. 94) is a plate of brass, 3*4 inches long. &'l inches wide,

and 0'3 of an inch thick. Into it, at its corners, are rigidly

fixed four upright pillars, furnished at the top with screws, for

the reception of the nuts q r s t. r> 33 1? is a second plate of

brass, of the same size as the former, and pierced with holes

at its four corners, so as to enable it to slip over the four col-

umns of the plate a « o. Both these plates are perforated by

circular apertures, m n and op> 1*36 inch in diameter, o h 1 is

a third plate of glass, of the same area as i> k f, and, like it,

having its centre and its corners perforated. The plate onx
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is intended to separate the two plates of rock-salt which are

to form the walls of the cell, and its thickness determines that

of the liquid layer. The separating plate a u x was ground

Fio. 9i.

(k,>

with the utmost accuracy, and the surfaces of the plates of

salt were polished with extreme care, with a view to rendering

the contact between the salt and the brass water-tight, in

practice, however, it was found necessary to introduce wash-

ers of thin letter-paper between the plates of salt and the

separating plate,

(501) In arranging the cell for experiment, the nuts q r s t

are unscrewed, and a washer of India-rubber is first placed on

A b e, On this washer is placed one of the plates of rock-salt.

On the plate of rock-salt is laid the washer of letter-paper,

and on this again the separating plate a u i. A second wash-

er of paper is placed on this plate, then comes the second plate
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of salt, on which another India-rubber washer is laid. The

plate i) is i? is finally slipped over the columns, and the

whole arrangement is tightly screwed together by the nuts

q r s L

(502) Thus, when the plates of rock-salt are in position, a

circular space, as wide as the plate a n i is thick, is enclosed

between them, and the space can be filled with any liquid

through the orifice k. The use of the India-rubber washers is

to relieve the crushing pressure which would be applied to the

plates of salt, if they were in actual contact with the brass

;

and the use of the paper washers is, as already explained, to

render the cell liquid-tight. After each experiment, the appa-

ratus is unscrewed, the plates of salt are removed and thor-

oughly cleansed ; the cell is then remounted, and in two or

three minutes all is ready for a new experiment,

(503) My next necessity was a pefectly steady source of

heat, of sufficient intensity to penetrate the most absorbent of

the liquids to be subjected to examination, This was found

in a spiral of platinum wire, rendered incandescent by an elec-

tric current. The frequent use of this source led to the con-

struction of the lamp shown in fig. 95. A is a globe of glass

three inches in diameter, fixed upon a stand, which can be

raised and lowered, At the top of the globe is an opening,

into which a cork is fitted, and through the cork pass two

wires, the ends of which are united by the platinum spiral s.

The wires arc carried down to the binding-screws a b
y
which

are fixed in the foot of the stand, so that, when the instrument

is attached to the battery, no strain is ever excited on the

wires which carry the spiral, The ends of the thick wire to

which the spiral is attached are also of stout platinum, for

when it was attached to copper wires unsteadiness was intro-

duced through oxidation. The heat issues from the incan-

descent spiral by the opening d
y
which is an inch and a half

in diameter. Behind the spiral, finally, is a metallic reflector,

r> which augments the flux of heat without sensibly changing

its quality. In the open air the red-hot spiral is a capricious
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source of heat, but surrounded by its glass globe its steadiness

is admirable,*

(504) The whole experimental arrangement will be imme-

FlQ. 95,

diately understood from the sketch given in %\ 90. A is the

platinum lamp just described, heated by a current from a

Grove's battery of five cells. Means were devised to render

this lamp perfectly constant throughout the day. In front of

the spiral, and with an interior reflecting surface, is the tube

B, through which the heat passes to the rock-salt cell o. This

cell is placed on a little stage, soldered to the back of the per-

forated screen s s', so that the heat, after having crossed the

cell, passes through the hole in the screen, and afterward im-

* I havo had also lamps constructed in which the spiral ^yas placed in

vacuo
t
its rays passing to external space through a plate of rock- salt. Their

steadiness is perfect,
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Y

pingcs on the thermomctrie pile p. The pile is placed at

some distance from the screen s s', so as to render the tem-

perature of the cell o itself of no account, c' is the com-

pensating cube, containing water kept boiling by steam from

the pipc;>. Between the cube e' and the pile r is the screen

Q, which regulates the amount of heat falling on the posterior

face of the pile. The whole arrangement is here exposed, but,

in practice, the pile i» and the cube c' are carefully protected

from the capricious action of the surrounding air.

(505) The experiments are thus performed: The empty

rock-salt cell c being placed on its stage, a double silvered

screen (not shown in the figure) is first introduced between

the end of the tube b and the cell c' \ the heat of the spiral

being thus totally cut oil*, and the pile subjected to the action

of the cube o alone. By means of the screen o/, the heat re-

ceived by the pile from c is reduced until the total heat to be

adopted throughout the series of experiments is obtained : say,

that it is sufficient to produce a galvanometric deflection of 50

degrees. The double screen used to intercept the radiation

from the spiral is then gradually withdrawn, until this radia-

tion completely neutralizes that from the cube c', and the nee-

dle of the galvanometer points steadily to zero. The position

of the double screens, once fixed, remains subsequently un-

changed. The rays in the first instance pass from the spiral

through the empty rock-salt cell. A small funnel, supported

by a suitable stand, dips into the aperture which leads into

the cell, and through this the liquid is poured. The introduc-

tion of the liquid destroys the previous equilibrium, the galva-

nometer needle moves, and finally assumes a steady deflection.

From this deflection we can immediately calculate the quantity

of heat absorbed by the liquid, and express it in hundredths

of the entire radiation.

(506) The experiments were executed with eleven dif-

ferent liquids, employing each liquid in five different thick-

nesses. The results are collected together in the following

table :
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Absorption ok Hkat by Liquids. Bourok of Hbat: Platinum SriKAi*

KAI8KI) TO BRIGHT RkoNKSS BY A Yoi.TAlC CUKUKNT.

Liquid,

Bisulphide of carbon
Chloroform
Iodkle of methyl . ,

,

Iodide of ethyl..

Benzol
Amylene
Sulphuric ether

Acetic ether .......

Formic ether

Alcohol
Water..

Thickness Of li<jukl in \mte of nn inch.

0-02 0-0* 0*07 0-H 0-27

5*5 8*4 n-6 15*2 17*3

10-0 25*0 35'0 40*0 44-8

36-1 46*5 53-2 65-2 68*6

38-2 50*7 59*0 69-0 71*5

43'4 55*7 62*5 71*5 73*6

58*3 65-2, 73*6 77-7 82*3

63-3 73*5 76*1 78'6 85*2

74*0 78'0 82-0 86*1

65*2 76'3 70*0 84*0 87*0

67*3 78'6 83*6 85*3 89*1

80*7 86-1 88*8 91*0 91*0

(507) Hero, for a thickness of 0*02 of an inch, we find the

absorption varying from a mininuun of 5*5 per cent, in the

case of bisulphide of carbon, to a maximum of 80*7 per cent,

in the case of water. The bisulphide, therefore, transmits

94*5 per cent., while the water—a liquid equally transparent

to light- -transmits only 19*3 per cent, of the entire radiation.

At all thicknesses, water, it will, be observed, asserts its pre-

dominance. Next to it, as an absorbent, stands alcohol ; a

body which also resembles it chemically,

(508) As liquids, then, those bodies are shown to possess

very different capacities of intercepting the heat emitted by

our radiating source ; and we have next to inquire whether

these differences continue, after the molecules have been re-

leased from the bond of cohesion and reduced to the state of

vapor. We must, of course, test the vapors by waves of the

same period as those applied to the liquids, and this our mode
of experiment renders easy of accomplishment. The heat

generated in a wire by a current of a given strength being

invariable, it was only necessary, by means of a tangent com-

pass and rheocord, to keep the current constant from day to
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day, in order to obtain, both as regards quantity and quality,

an invariable source of heat.

(509) The liquids from which the vapors were derived

were placed in small long flasks, a separate flask being de-

voted to each. The air above the liquid, and within it, being

first carefully removed by an air-pump, the flask was attached

to the experimental tube, in which the vapors were to be ex-

amined, This tube was of brass, 49*6 inches long, and 2*4

inches in diameter, its two ends being stopped by plates of

rock-salt. Its interior surface was polished. With the single

exception that the source of heat was a red-hot platinum

spiral, instead of a cube of hot water, the arrangement was

that figured in Plate I. At the commencement of each ex-

periment, the brass tube being thoroughly exhausted, and the

radiation from the spiral being neutralized by that from the

compensating cube, the needle stood at zero. The cock of

the flask containing the volatile liquid was then carefully turned

on, and the vapor allowed slowly to enter the experimental

tube. When a pressure of 0*5 of an inch was obtained, the

vapor was cut off, and the permanent deflection of the needle

noted. Knowing the total heat, the absorption in tOOths of

the entire radiation could be at once deduced from the deflec-

tion. The following table contains the results :

Radiation of Heat through Vapors. Souuck : rkd-hot Platinum

Bi>nur„ Prkssurk, 0*5 of ax Inch.

Absorption per cent-*

Bisulphide of carbon ..... 4*V

Chloroform . . . . . .6*5

Iodide of methyl ..... 9*6

Iodide of ethyl . ..... 1M
Benzol. ...... 20'0

Amylene....... 27*5

Alcohol 28-1

Formic ether . . . . . .31*4

Sulphuric ether ..... 31*9

Acetic ether . . .
*

. . 31*6

Total heat . . . . . . 100-0
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(510) We are now in a condition to compare the action of

a scries of volatile liquids with that of the vapors of those

liquids, upon radiant heat, Commencing with the substance

of the lowest absorptive energy, and proceeding to the high-

est, we have the following orders of absorption :

Liquids. Vapors.

Bisulphide of carbon. Bisulphide of carbon.

Chloroform. Chloroform.

Iodide of methyl, Iodide of methyl.

Iodide of ethyl. Iodide of ethyl.

Benzol. Benzol,

Amylene, Amylene,

Sulphuric ether. Alcohol

Acetic ether, Formic ether.

Formic ether. Sulphuric ether,

Alcohol, Acetic ether.

Water.

(511) Here, as far as amylene, the order of absorption is

the same for both liquids and vapors. But from amylene

downward, though strong liquid absorption is, in a general

way, paralleled by strong vapor absorption, the order of both

is not the same. There is not the slightest doubt that, next

to water, alcohol is the most powerful absorber in the list of

liquids ; but there is just as little doubt that the position

which it occupies in the list of vapors is the correct one.

This has been established by reiterated experiments. Acetic

ether, on the other hand, though certainly the most energetic

absorber in the state of vapor, falls behind both formic ether

and alcohol in the liquid state. Still, on the whole, it is per-

fectly impossible to contemplate these results, without arriv-

ing at the conclusion that the act of absorption is, in the

main, molecular, and that the molecules maintain their pow-

er as absorbers and radiators when they change their state

of aggregation. Should any doubt, however, linger as to

the correctness of this conclusion, it will speedily disap*

pear.
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(512) A moment's reflection will show that the compari-

son here instituted is not a strict one. We have taken the

liquids at a common thickness, and the vapors at a common
volume and pressure. But, if the layers of liquid employed

were turned, bodily, into vapor, the volumes obtained would

not be the same. Hence, the quantities of matter traversed

by the radiant heat are not proportional to each other in the

two cases, and, to render the comparison strict, they ought to

be proportional. It is easy, of course, to make them so ; for,

the liquids being examined at a constant volume, their specific

gravities give us the relative quantities of matter traversed

by the radiant heat, and, from these and the vapor-densities,

we can immediately deduce the corresponding volumes of the

vapor. Dividing, in fact, the specific gravities of our liquids

by the densities of their vapors, we obtain the following

series of vapor volumes, whose weights are proportional to

the masses of liquids employed

:

Tabi,k ok Proportiona r, Vomimks.

Bisulphide of carbon ....... 0*48

Chloroform ........ 0*36

Iodide of methyl ........ 0*46

Iodide of ethyl........ 0*36

Benzol.......... 0"32

Amylcne ......... 0*26

Alcohol 0-50

Sulphuric ether . . . . . . . 0*28

Formic ether 0*36

Acetic ether . 0*29

Water . . . . . . . . . ,1*60

(518) Introducing the vapors, in the volumes here indi-

cated, into the experimental tube, the following results were

obtained

:

16
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Radiation ok Hkat THROUGH VaI'ORS. Quantity of Vapor

PROPORTIONAL TO THAT OF Liquid.

I* x>ssuro in pav
of an inch.

is Absorption,
Name of Yap or. per cent.

Bisulphide of carbon . CMS 4*3

Chloroform . . 0*36 0*6

Iodide of methyl

.

. 0*-i6 10*2

Iodide of ethyl . 0*36 15-4

Benzol 0*32 16*8

Amy 1one . 0*26 19-0

Sulphuric ether . 0'2B 21-5

Acetic ether . 0*29 22*2

Formic ether .
0-36 22*5

Alcohol . . . 0-50 22-V

(514) Arranging both liquids and vapors in the order of

their absorption, we now obtain the following result

:

Liquids. Vapors.

Bisulphide of carbon. Bisulphide of carbon.

Chloroform. Chloroform.

Iodide of methyl. Iodide of methyl.

Iodide of ethyl. Iodide of ethyl.

Benzol. Benzol.

Amylene. Amylene.

Sulphuric ether. Sulphuric ether.

Acetic ether. Acetic ether.

Formic ether. Formic ether,

Alcohol. Alcohol.

Water. *

(515) Here the discrepancies revealed by our former series

of experiments entirely disappear, and it is proved that, for

heat of .the same quality, the order of absorption for liquids

and their vapors is the same. We may, therefore, safely infer

that the position of a vapor, as an absorber or a radiator, is

determined by that of the liquid from which it is derived,

Granting the validity of this inference, the position of water

fixes that of aqueous vapor. But we have found that, for all

* Aqueous vapor, unmixed with air, condenses so readily that it cannot bo

directly examined in our experimental tube.
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thicknesses, water exceeds the oilier liquids in the energy of

its absorption. Hence, if no single experiment on the vapor

of water existed, we should be compelled to conclude, from

the deportment of its liquid, that, weight for weight, aqueous

vapor transcends all others in absorptive power. Add to this

the direct and multiplied experiments, by which the action of

this substance on radiant heat has been established, and we
have before us a body of evidence sufficient, I trust, to set this

question forever at rest, and to induce the meteorologist to

apply the result, without misgiving, to the phenomena of his

science,

(516) We must now prepare the way for the consideration

of an important question, A pendulum swings at a certain

definite rate, which depends upon the length of the pendulum,

A spring will oscillate at a rate which depends upon the

weight and elastic force of the spring. If we coil a wire into

a long spiral, and attach a bullet to the en<\
y
the bullet may be

caused to oscillate up and down, at a rate which depends upon

its weight, and upon the elasticity of the spiral. A musical

string, in like manner, has its determinate rate of vibration,

which depends upon its length, weight, and tension. A beam

which bridges a gorge has also its own rate of oscillation

;

and we can often, by timing our movements on such a beam,

so accumulate the impulses as to endanger its safety. Sol-

diers, in crossing pontoon bridges, tread irregularly, lest the

motion imparted to the pontoons should accumulate to a dan-

gerous extent. The step of a person carrying water on his

head in an open pail sometimes coincides with the oscillation

of the water from side to side of the vessel, until, impulse be-

ing added to impulse, the liquid finally splashes over the rim.

The water carrier instinctively alters his step, and thus re-

duces the liquid to comparative tranquillity. You have heard

a particular pane of glass respond to a particular note of an

organ ; if you open a piano, and sing into it, some one string'

will also respond, Now, in the case of the organ, the pane re-

sponds, because its period of vibration happens to coincide
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with the period of the sonorous waves that impinge upon it

;

and, in the ease of the piano, that string responds whose period

of vibration coincides with the period of the vocal chords of

the singer. In each case, there is an accumulation of the ef-

fect, similar to that observed when you stand upon a plank-

bridge, and time your impulses to its rate of vibration, In the

case of the singing flame, already referred to, you had the in-

fluence of period exemplified in a very striking manner. It

responded to the voice, only when the pitch of the voice corre-

sponded to its own. A higher and a lower note were equally

ineffective to put the flame in motion.

(517) These ordinary mechanical facts will help us to an

insight of the more subtle phenomena of light and radiant

heat I have shown you the transparency of lamp-black, and,

the far more wonderful transparency of iodine, to the purely

thermal rays ; and we have now to inquire why iodine stops

light and allows heat to pass. The sole difference between

light and radiant heat is one of period. The waves of the one

are short and of rapid recurrence, while those of the other are

long, and of slow recurrence. The former are intercepted by

the iodine, and the latter arc allowed to pass. Why ? There

can, I think, be only one answer to this question : that the in-

tercepted waves are those whose periods coincide with the

periods of oscillation possible to the atoms of the dissolved

iodine. The waves transfer their motion to the atoms which

synchronize with them. Supposing waves of any period to

impinge upon an assemblage of molecules of any other period,

it is, I think, physically certain that a tremor of greater or less

intensity will be set up among the molecules ; but, for the

motion to accumulate^ so as to produce sensible absorption,

coincidence of period is necessary. Briefly defined, therefore,

transparency is synonymous with discord
y
while opacity is

synonymous with accord^ between the periods of the waves

of ether and those of the molecules of the body on which they

impinge. The opacity, then, of our solution of iodine to light,

shows that its atoms are competent to vibrate in all periods
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which lie within the limits of the visible spectrum ; while its

transparency to the extra-red undulations demonstrates the

incompetency of its atoms to vibrate in unison with the

longer waves,

(518) The term "quality," as applied to radiant heat, has

been already defined ; the ordinary test of quality being the

power of radiant heat to pass through diathermic bodies. If

the heat of two beams be transmitted by the self-same sub-

stance in different proportions, the two beams are said to be

of different qualities. Strictly speaking, this question of

quality is one of period ; and, if the heat of one source be

more or less copiously transmitted than the heat of another

source, it is because the waves of ether excited by iho one are

different in length and period from those excited by the other,

When we raise the temperature of our platinum spiral, we
alter the quality of its heat. As the temperature is raised,

shorter and ever shorter waves mingle in the radiation. Dr.

Draper, in a very beautiful investigation, has shown that,

when platinum first appears luminous, it emits only red rays

;

but, as its temperature augments, orange, yellow, and green,

are successively added to the radiation ; and, when the plati-

num is so intensely heated as to emit white light, the decom-

position of that light gives all the colors of the solar spectrum.

(519) Almost all the vapors which we have hitherto ex-

amined are transparent to light, while all of them are, in some

degree, opaque to obscure rays. This proves the incompe-

tence of the molecules of these vapors to vibrate in visual

periods, and their competence to vibrate in the slower periods

of the waves which fall beyond the red of the spectrum, Con-

ceive, then, our platinum spiral to be gradually raised from a

state of obscure to a state of luminous heat; the change

would manifestly tend to produce discord between the radiat-

ing platinum and the molecules of our vapors. And the

higher we raise the temperature of our platinum, the more de-

cided will be the discord. On a priori grounds, then, we

should infer that the raising of the temperature of the platinum
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spiral ought to augment the power of its rays to pass through

our list of vapors. This conclusion is entirely verified by the

experiments recorded in the following tables

:

Baoiation through Yapor. Souuok ok Hkat: Platinum Spiral darkly

yisiulk ik tub Dark,

Name of Vapor. Absorption per cent.

Bisulphide of carbon . . . . 0*5

Chloroform , . . . . ,0*1
Iodide of methyl

Iodide of ethyl ,

Bcn/.ol

Amylcnc «

Sulphuric ether

Formic ether

Acetic ether .

12-5

21*0

25-4

35-8

43'4

46'2

49-6

(520) With the same platinum spiral raised to a white

heat, the following results were obtained :

Radiation tiirough Vapors.

Name of Vapor.

Bisulphide of carbon

Chloroform

Iodide of methyl

Iodide of ethyl .

Benzol

Amylene .

Formic ether

.

Sulphuric ether .

Acetic ether .

8ourck of Hkat:

Spiral.

YYiiitk-hot Platinum

Absorption per e<mfc.

2-9

. 5'6

. 12*8

16*5

. 22'G

25*1

. 25-9

2T2

(521) With the same spiral, brought still nearer to its

point of fusion, the following results were obtained with four

of the vapors

:

Bamation THROuoii Vapors. Sourck: Platinum Spiral at an Intknsk

Wiiitk Hkat.
Namo of Vapor. Absorption,

Bisulphide of carbon .... 2*5

Chloroform . , , , . ,3*9
Formic ether ..... 2P3
Sulphuric ether ...... 23*'?
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(522) Placing the results obtained with the respective

sources side by side, the influence of the vibrating period on

the transmission conies out in a very decided manner:

Ansomniox of Hkay by Vapors.

Name of Vapor. Sowce: Platinum Spiral

Barely visible. Bright r<ed. White hot. Near fusion,

Bisulphide of carbon 6-5 4'7 2*9 2'§

Chloroform . . o-i 6'3 5*6 3'9

Iodide of methyl 12-5 9*0 7*8

Iodide of ethyl . 21-3 m 12*8

Benzol 20-4 20'0 10-6

Amylene . 35-8 2T5 22'7

Sulphuric ether 43*4 3 1*4 25-9 23-7

Formic ether , 45'2 31-9 25*1 21-3

Acetic ether 49'0 34"6 27-2

(528) The gradual augmentation of penetrative power, as

the temperature is augmented, is here very manifest. By
raising the spiral from a barely visible to an intense white

heat, we reduce the proportionate absorption, in the case of

bisulphide of carbon and chloroform, to less than one-half. At
barely visible redness, moreover, 56*6 and 54*8 per cent, pass

through sulphuric and formic ether respectively ; while, of the

intensely white-hot spiral, "76*3 and 78*7 per cent, pass through

the same vapors.* Thus, by augmenting the temperature of

the solid platinum, we introduce into the radiation waves of

shorter period, which, being in discord with the periods of the

vapors, pass more easily through them.

(524) Running the eye along the numbers which express

the absorptions of sulphuric and formic ether in the last table,

we find that, for the lowest heat, the absorption of the latter

exceeds that of the former ; for a bright-red heat they are

nearly equal, but the formic still retains a slight predominance
;

at a white heat, however, the sulphuric slips in advance, and

at the heat near fusion its predominance is decided. 1 have

tested this result in various ways, and by multiplied experi-

* The transmission is found by subtracting the absorption from 100.
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ments, and placed it beyond doubt, Wc may at once infer

from it that the capacity of the molecule of formic ether to

enter into rapid vibration is less than that of sulphuric,

and thus wc obtain a glimpse of the inner character of these

bodies. By augmenting the temperature of the spiral, we
produce vibrations of quicker periods, and, the more of these

that are introduced, the more opaque, in comparison with

formic ether, does sulphuric ether become. The atom of oxy-

gen which formic ether possesses, in excess of sulphuric, ren-

ders it more sluggish as a vibrator. Experiments made with

a source of 100° G. establish more decidedly the preponderance

of the formic ether for vibrations of slow period.

Radiation through Vapors. Souucb : Lksmk's Cube, coatko with

IiAMIM&ACK, Tkmpkkatukk, 212° Kaiik,

Name of Vapor. Absorption per cent.

Bisulphide of carbon . . . 6'0

Iodide of methyl ..... 18*8

Chloroform . . . . . . 21*0

Iodide of ethyl ...... 29*0

Benzol .
,

34*5

Amylenc....... 4V*1

Sulphuric other ..... H'l

Formic other . . . . . . CO 4

Acetic ether .
09*0

For heat issuing from this source, the absorption by formic

ether is 6*3 per cent, in excess of that by sulphuric,

(525) -But in this table we notice another case of reversal.

In all the experiments with the platinum spiral thus for re-

corded, chloroform showed itself less energetic as an absorber

than iodide of methyl ; but here chloroform shows itself to be

decidedly the more powerful of the two. This result has been

placed beyond doubt by repeated experiments. To the radia-

tion omitted by lamp-black, heated to 212°, chloroform is cer-

tainly more opaque than iodide of methyl.

(528) We have hitherto occupied ourselves with the radia-

tion from heated solids : let us now pass on to the examination
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of fjie radiation from (lames. The first experiments were made

with a steady jet of gas issuing from a small circular burner,

the flame being long and tapering. The top and bottom of

the flame were excluded, and its most brilliant portion was

chosen as the source. The results obtained are recorded in

the following table

:

Radiation of JIkat through Vapors. Sourck : a mom.Y-hvmaovH

Jm of Gas.

Navno of Vapor.

Bisulphide of carbon .

Chloroform ....
Iodide of methyl ....
Iodide of ethyl

Benzol .....
Amylcne.....
Formic ether ....
Sulphuric ether

Acetic ether ....
(527) It is interesting to compare the heat emitted by the

white-hot carbon with that emitted by the white-hot platinum

;

and, to facilitate the comparison, beside the results given in the

last table are placed those recorded in a former one. The

emission from the flame is thus proved to be far more power-

fully absorbed than the emission from the spiral. Doubtless,

however, the carbon, in reaching incandescence, passes through

lower stages of temperature, and in those stages emits heat

more in accord with the vapors. It is also mixed with the

vapor of water and carbonic acid, both of which contribute

their quota to the total radiation. It is therefore probable

that the greater absorption of the heat emitted by the flame

is due to the slower periods of the substances, which are un-

avoidably mixed with the white-hot carbon.

(528) The next source of heat employed was the flame of

a Bunsen's burner,* the temperature of which is known to be

* Described in Chapter II.

sorption. WMtc-hot Si

9-8 2'9

12-0 5'0

I0'(5 >/*8

19*5 12*8

22-0 10*5

30-2 22*7

34-0 25'9

35-V m-x
38' f

/ 2^2
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very high. The flame was of a pale-blue color, and emitted a

very feeble light. The following results were obtained

:

Radiation or Hkat through Yapors. Source: Pammjmjk Fi,amb or

BuKSKN'S BuKNKB,

Namo of Vapor. -
, Absorption.

Chloroform . . . . . .6*2
Bisulphide of eavbou * . . . » 11*1

Iodide of ethyl . . . . . 14-0

Benzol . . .... 11-d

Amylone . . . . » • .24*2

Sulphuric ether . . . . 31*9

Formic ether . , . . . . 33*3

Acetic ether . . . . . 36'3

(529) The total heat radiated from the flame of Bunsen's

burner is much less than that radiated when the incandescent

carbon is present in the flame. The moment the air is per-

mitted to mix with the luminous flame, the radiation falls so

considerably, that the diminution is at once detected, even by

the hand or face brought near the flame. Comparing the last-

two tables, we see that the radiation from Bunscn's flame is,

on the whole, less powerfully absorbed than that from the

luminous gas-jet. In some cases, as in that of formic ether,

they come very close to each other ; in the case of amylene,

and a few other substances, they differ more markedly. But

an extremely interesting case of reversal here shows itself.

Bisulphide of carbon, instead of being first, stands decidedly

below chloroform. With the luminous jet, the absorption of

bisulphide of carbon is to that of chloroform as 100 : 1&&,

while with the flame of Bunsen's burner the ratio is 100 : 56
;

the removal of the lamp-black from the flame more than

doubles the relative transparency of the chloroform. We
have here, moreover, another instance of the reversal of

formic and sulphuric ether. For the luminous jet, the sul-

phuric ether is decidedly the more opaque ; for the flame of

Bunsen's burner, it is excelled in opacity by the formic.

(530) The main radiating bodies in the flame of a Bunsen's
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burner are, no doubt, aqueous vapor and carbonic acid. High-

ly-heated nitrogen is also present, which may produce a sen-

sible effect, But the main source of the radiation is, no doubt,

the aqueous vapor and the carbonic acid, I -wished to separate

these two constituents, and to study them separately. The

radiation of aqueous vapor could be obtained from a (lame of

pure hydrogen, while that of carbonic acid could be obtained

from an ignited jet of carbonic oxide. To me the radiation

from the hydrogen flame possessed a peculiar interest; for,

notwithstanding the high temperature of such a flame, 1

thought it likely that the accord between its periods of vibra-

tion and those of the cool aqueous vapor of the atmosphere

would still be such as to cause the atmospheric vapor to exert

a special absorbent power upon the radiation. The following

experiments test this surmise

:

Radiation through Atmospheric Aiu. 3oukck: a Uydkogkn* Flamk.

Absorption.

Dry air . . . . . .

UwMed aii* . . . . . l'/*2

Thus, in a polished tube 4 feet long, the aqueous vapor of our

laboratory air absorbed 17 per cent, of the radiation from the

hydrogen (fame. A platinum spiral, raised by electricity to a

degree of incandescence not greater than that attainable by

plunging a wire into the hydrogen flame, being used as a source

of heat, the undried air of the laboratory was found to absorb

5'8 per cent.

of its radiation, or one-third of the quantity absorbed in the

case of the flame of hydrogen.

(531) The plunging of a spiral of platinum wire into the

flame reduces its temperature ; but at the same time intro-

duces vibrations, which are not in accord with those of aque-

ous vapor; the absorption, by ordinary nndried air, of heat

emitted by this composite source amounted to

8*0 per cent.
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On humid clays, the absorption of the heat emitted by a

hydrogen flame exceeds even the above large figure. Em-

ploying the same experimental tube and a new burner, the

experiments were repeated some days subsequently, with the

following result

:

Radiation thkouoh Air. Soukck: IIydrogkn Flame.

Absorption.

Dry all
1

. . . . . .

Undricdair ...... 20-3

(532) The physical causes of transparency and opacity

have been already pointed out ; and we may infer from the

foregoing powerful action of atmospheric vapor on the radia-

tion from the hydrogen flame, that accord reigns between the

oscillating molecules of the flame at a temperature of 5898°

Fahr. and the molecules of aqueous vapor at a temperature of

60° Fahr. The enormous temperature of the hydrogen flame

increases the amplitude, but does not change the rate of oscil-

lation.

(533) We must devote a moment's attention, in passing,

to the word " amplitude " here employed. The pitch of a note

depends solely on the number of aerial waves which strike the

•*>r m a second. The loudness, or intensity of a note depends

upon the distance within which the separate atoms of air

vibrate. This distance is called the amplitude of the vibra-

tion. When we pull a harp-string very gently aside, and let

it go, it disturbs the air but little ; the amplitude of the vibrat-

ing air-atoms is small, and the intensity of the sound feeble.

But if we pull the string vigorously aside, on letting it go, we
have a note of the same pitch as before, but, as the amplitude

of vibration is greater, the sound is more intense. While,

then, the wave-length, or period of recurrence, is independent

of the amplitude, it is this latter which determines the loud-

ness of the sound.

(534) The same holds good for light and radiant heat.

Here the individual ether-particles vibrate to and fro across
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the Hue of propagation ; and the extent of their excursion is

called the amplitude of the vibration, We may, as in the case

of sound, have the same wave-length with very diiYerent am-

plitudes, or, as in the' case of water, we may have high waves

and low waves, with the same distance between crest and

crest. Now, while the color of light, and the quality of radi-

ant heat, depend entirely upon the length of the ethereal

waves, the intensity of the light and heat is determined by

the amplitude. And, inasmuch as it has been shown that the

periods of vibration of a hydrogen-flame coincide with those

of cool aqueous vapor, we are compelled to conclude that the

enormous temperature of the flame is not due to the rapidity,

but to the extraordinary amplitude of its molecular vibration.

(535) The other component of the flame of Bunscn\s burner

is carbonic acid, and the radiation of this substance is immedi-

ately obtained from a flame of carbonic oxide. Of the radia-

tion from this source, the small amount of carbonic acid diffused

in the air of our laboratory absorbed 13*8 per cent. This high

absorption proves that the vibrations of the molecules of car-

bonic acid, within the flame, are synchronous with the vibra-

tions of those of the carbonic acid of the atmosphere. The

temperature of the flame, however, is 5508° Fahr., while that

of the atmosphere is only 60°. But if the high temperature

is incompetent to change the rate of oscillation, we may ex-

pect cold carbonic acid, when used in large quantities, to be

highly opaque to the radiation from the carbonic-oxide flame.

Here follow the results of experiments executed to test this

conclusion

:

Radiation through rnw' Oahboxic Acm Boukck : 0a

OX! OK Flam*.

Pressure in inches, Absorption,

1*0 48-0

2*0 55*5

3-0 60*3

4-0 65-1

6*0 68-6

10-0 U*B
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For the rays emanating from the heated solids employed in

our former researches, carbonic acid proved to he one of the

most feeble absorbers; but here, when the waves sent into it

emanate from molecules of its own substance, its absorbent

energy is enormous. The thirtieth of an atmosphere of the

gas cuts off half the entire radiation ; while, at a pressure of

<t inches, 65 per cent, of the radiation is intercepted.

(536) The energy of olefiant gas, both as an absorbent and

a radiant, is now well known, For the solid sources of heat

just referred to, its power is incomparably greater than that

of the carbonic acid; but, for the radiation from the carbonic-

oxide flame, the power of olefiant gas is feeble, when compared

with that of carbonic acid. This is proved by the experiments

recorded in the following table

:

K ADIAYIOX 'THROUGH I»RY OLKFJANT GaS AND DRY CARBONIC Ad*).

Bovrck : Carhoxic-Oxidk Flamk,

Pressure i» Inches.

l'O

Oleflant-gas

absorption.

23'2

Carbonic-acid
absorption.

48-0*

2-0. 34-7 55-5

3-0 44-0 00-3

4-0 50-0 05-1

5*0 55-1 08-0

10-0 05*5 74»3

(537) Beside the absorption by olefiant gas, I have placed

that by carbonic acid derived from the last table. The superior

power of the acid is very decided, and most so in the smaller

pressures ; at a pressure of an inch it is twice that of the olefi-

ant gas. The substances approach each other more closely,

as the quantity of gas augments. Here, in fact, both of them

approach perfect opacity, and, as they draw near to this com-

mon limit, their absorptions, as a matter of course, approximate.

(53$) These experiments prove that the presence of an

infinitesimal quantity of carbonic-acid gas might be detected,

by its action on the rays emitted by a carbonic-oxide flame.

The action, for example, of the carbonic acid expired by {lie
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lungs is very decided. An India-rubber bag was filled from

the lungs; it contained, therefore, both the aqueous vapor and

the carbonic acid of the breath. The air from the bag was

then conducted through a drying apparatus, the moisture

being thus removed, and the neutral air and active carbonic

acid permitted to enter the experimental tube. The following

results were obtained

:

Am rnoM tiiK Lungs containing C0 2 . Sourck: Carbonic-Oxidb

FhAMti,
Pressure l» inches. Absorption.

l?/0

3 25'0

5 33*3

30 50*0

(539) Thus, the tube fdled with the dry exhalation from

the lungs intercepted 50 per cent, of the entire radiation from

a carbonic-oxide flame. It is quite manifest that we have here

a means of testing, with surpassing delicacy, the amount of car-

bonic acid emitted under various circumstances from the lungs.

(540) The application of radiant heat to the determination

of the carbonic acid of the breath has been illustrated by my
late assistant, Mr. Barrett. The deflection produced by the

breath, freed from its moisture, but retaining its carbonic acid,

was first determined. Carbonic acid, artificially prepared, was

then mixed with perfectly dry air, in such proportions that its

action upon the radiant heat was the same as that of the car-

bonic acid of the breath. The percentage of the former being

known, immediately gives that of the latter. I here give the

results of three chemical analyses, determined by Dr. Frank-

land, as compared with three physical analyses performed by
my late assistant

;

Fkrcksvaok of Oakbokic Acid in Human BiiKAtir.

By chemical analysis. By physical analysis.

1*311
'

' 4-00

4*60 4*50

6*33 5-22
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(541) The agreement between the results is very fail'.

Doubtless, with greater practice a closer agreement could be

attained, We thus find, in the quantity of ethereal motion

winch it is competent to intercept, an accurate and practical

measure of the amount of carbonic acid expired from the hu*

man lungs,

(542) Water at moderate thickness is a very transparent

substance ; that is to say, the periods of its molecules are in

discord with those of the visible spectrum, It is also highly

transparent to the extra-violet rays ; so that we may safely

infer, from the deportment of this substance, its incompetence

to enter into rapid molecular vibration. When, however, we
once quit the visible spectrum for the rays beyond the red,

the opacity of the substance begins to show itself; for such

rays, indeed, its absorbent power is unequalled, The synchro-

nism of the periods of the water-molecules with those of the

extra-red waves is thus demonstrated. We have already seen

thatundried atmospheric air manifests an extraordinary opacity

to the radiation from a hydrogen-dame, and from this deport-

ment we inferred the synchronism of the cold vapor of the air,

and the hot vapor of the flame, , But if the periods of a vapor

be the same as those of its liquid, we ought to find water

highly opaque to the radiation from a hydrogen-flame. Here

are the results obtained with live different thicknesses of the

liquid

:

JUDiATfOX THROUGH WATKR. SoUftCK : HyJ>UOGKN*«FlAMK.

Thickness of liquid

.

0*02 Indi. O-OUneh, OOTineh. O.Minob. 0,27 inch.

Transmission per cent. 5*8 2*8 l'l 0.5. 0.0

(548) Through a layer of water 0*30 of an inch thick, Mel-

lon! found a transmission of 11. per cent, for the heat of an

Avgand lamp. Here we employ a source of higher tempera-

ture, and a layer of water only 0'27 of an inch, and find the

whole of the heat intercepted. A layer of water 0*£7 of an

inch in thickness is perfectly opaque to the radiation from a
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hydrogen flame, while a layer about one-tenth of the thickness

employed by Melloni outs off more than 97 per cent, of the

entire radiation. Hence we may infer the coincidence in vi-

brating period between cold water and aqueous vapor heated

to a temperature of 5898° Fahr. (3259° C),

(544) From the opacity of water to the radiation from

aqueous vapor, we may infer the opacity of aqueous vapor

to the radiation from water, and hence conclude that the very

act of nocturnal refrigeration which causes the condensation

of water on the earth's surface, gives to terrestrial radiation

that particular character which renders it most liable to be

intercepted by our atmosphere, and thus prevented from wast-

ing itself in space.

(§45) This is a point which deserves a moment's further

consideration. I find that defiant gas, contained in a polished

tube 4 feet long, absorbs about 80 per cent, of the radiation

from an obscure source. A layer of the same gas % inches

thick absorbs 33 per cent., a layer 1 inch thick absorbs

28 per cent., while a layer T| th of an inch in thickness

absorbs 2 per cent, of the radiation. Thus the absorption

increases, and the quantity transmitted diminishes, as the

thickness of the gaseous layer is augmented. Let us now

consider for a moment the effect upon the earth's temperature

of a shell of defiant gas, surrounding our planet at a little dis-

tance above its surface. The gas would be transparent to the

solar rays, allowing them, without sensible hinderance, to reach

the earth. Here, however, the luminous heat of the sun would

be converted into non-luminous terrestrial heat; at least 20

per cent, of this heat would be intercepted by a layer of gas

one inch thick, and in great part returned to the earth. Under

such a canopy, trilling as it may appear, and perfectly trans-

parent to the eye, the earth's surface would be maintained at

a stifling temperature.

(548) A few years ago, a work, possessing great charms of

style and ingenuity of reasoning, was written to prove that

the more distant planets of our system are uninhabitable.
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Applying the law of inverse squares to their distances from

the sun, the diminution of temperature was found to be so

great as to preclude the possibility of human life in the more

remote members of the solar system. But in those calcula-

tions the influence of an atmospheric envelop was overlooked,

and this omission vitiated the entire argument, It is perfectly

possible to find an atmosphere which would act the part of a

barb to the solar rays, permitting their entrance toward the

planet, but preventing their withdrawal. For example, a layer

of air two inches in thickness, and saturated with the vapor of

sulphuric ether, would offer very little resistance to the pas-

sage of the solar rays, but I find that it would cut olY fully 35

per cent, of the planetary radiation, It would require no

inordinate thickening of the layer of vapor to double this ab-

sorption ; and it is perfectly evident that, with a protecting

envelop of this kind, permitting the heat to enter, but pre-

venting its escape, a comfortable temperature might be ob-

tained on the surface of the most distant planet.

(547) Dr. Miller was the first to infer, from the inability of

the rays of burning hydrogen to pass through glass screens,

that the vibrating periods of the (lame must be extra-red;

and that, consequently, the oscillating periods of the lime-light

must be more rapid than those of the oxyhydrogen-flame to

which it owes its incandescence.* As pointed out by Dr.

Miller, the lime-light furnishes a case of exalted refrangibility.

The same remark applies to a platinum wire plunged into a

hydrogen flame. We have, in this case also, a conversion

* After referring to the researches of Professor Stokes on " degraded " re-

frangibility, Dr. Miller says: "Heat of low refrangibility may, however, bo

converted into that of higher refrangibility : for example, a jet of mixed oxygen

and hydrogen gases furnishes a heat nearly as intense as any which art can

command, yet it does not emit rays which have the power of traversing glass

in any considerable quantity even though a lens bo employed for their concen-

tration. Upon introducing a cylinder of lime into tho jet of burning gases,

though the amount of heat is not thus increased, the light becomes too bright

for the unprotected eye to endure, and the thermic rays acquire the property

of traversing glass, as is shown by their action upon a thermometer the bulb of

which is placed in tho focus of the lens."- Chemical Physics, 1855, p. 210.
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of unvisxuil periods into visual ones. This shortening of

periods must augment the discord between the radiating

source and our series of liquids (§ 500), whose periods are

slow, and hence augment their transparency to the radiation,

The conclusion was tested and verified by experiments on

layers of the liquids of two different thicknesses.

Radiation through Liquids. Sources: 1, Kydrogkn-F^amk
;

2. Hyj>kogkn-F*,amk and Platinum- Sri ha?,.

Trans

of HqutdO-Oiineh:
, Flame and spiral.

amission.

Name of liquid,
Thickness i

Fknio only
Thickness <

Flame only
>f liquid 0T inch

:

. Flame and spiral.

Bisulphide of carbon m 8V*2 •70*4 86-0

Chloroform . 54-0 72*8 m-i 09*0

Iodide of methyl . 31*0 42*4 20'2 30*2

Iodide of ethyl 30-3 36*8 21-2 32*0

Benzol , 21*1 32-6 1*7*9 28*8

Amylcne 11*9 25*8 12-4 24*3

Sulphuric ether . 18-1 22-6 8*1 22*0

Acetic ether

,

10-

1

18*3 6*0 18*5

Alcohol . . W 14-7 6*8 12*3

Water . • 3*2 1-6 2'0 0*4

The transmission in cadi case is shown to be considerably

augmented by the introduction of the platinum wire,

(54.8) Direct experiments on the radiation from a hydro-

gen-flame completely verify the inference of Dr. Miller. I had

constructed for me a complete rock-salt train, capable of being

substituted for the ordinary glass train of the electric lamp.

A double rock-salt lens placed in the camera rendered the

rays parallel : they then passed through a slit, and a second

rock-salt lens placed without the camera produced, at an ap-

propriate distance, an image of the slit. Behind this lens was

placed a rock-salt prism, while laterally stood the linear ther-

moelectric pile already described (§ 309). Within the cam-

era of the* electric lamp was placed a burner with a single

aperture, the flame issuing from it occupying the position

usually taken up by the coal-points. This burner was con-

nected with a T-picec, from which two pieces of India-rubber
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tubing were carried, the one to a large hydrogen-holder, the

other to the gas-pipe of the laboratory. It was thus in my
power to have, at will, either the gas-flame or the hydrogen-

flame. When the former was employed, a visible spectrum

was produced, which enabled me to fix the thermo-electric

pile in its proper position. To obtain the latter, it was only

necessary to turn on the hydrogen until it reached the gas-flame

and was ignited ; then to turn oil the gas and leave the hydro-

gen-flame behind. In this way, indeed, the one flame could

be substituted for the other without opening the door of the

camera, or producing any change in the positions of the

source, the lenses, the prism, and the pile.

(549) The spectrum of the luminous gas-flame being cast

upon the brass screen (which, to render the colors more visi-

ble, was covered with tin-foil), the pile was gradually moved

until the deflection of the galvanometer became a maximum,

To reach this it was necessary to pass to some distance be-

yond the red of the spectrum ; the deflection then observed

was
30°.

When the pile was moved in either direction from this posi-

tion, the deflection was diminished.

(550) The hydrogen-flame was now substituted for the

gas-flame; the visible spectrum disappeared, and the deflection

fell to
12°.

Hence, as regards rays of this particular refrangibility, the

emission from the luminous gas-flame was two and a half times

that from the hydrogen-flame.

(551) The pile was again moved to and fro, the movement

in both directions being accompanied by a diminished deflec-

tion. Twelve degrees, therefore, was the maximum deflection

for the hydrogen-flame ; and ihe position of the pile, deter-

mined previously by means of the luminous flame, proves that

this deflection was produced by extra-red undulations. I
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moved the pile a little forward, so as to reduce the deflection

from 12° to 4°, and then, in order to ascertain the refrangi-

bility of the rays which produced this small reflection, re-

lighted the gas. The face of the pile was found invading the

red. When the pile was caused to pass successively through

positions corresponding to the various colors of the spectrum,

and, to its extra-violet rays, no measurable deflection was pro-

duced by the hydrogen-flame.

(252) It is thus conclusively proved that the radiation

from a hydrogen-flame, as far as it is capable of measurement

by our delicate arrangement, is extra red. The other constit-

uents of the radiation are so feeble as to be thermally in-

sensible.

(553) And here we find ourselves in a position to offer

solutions of various facts, which have hitherto stood out as

enigmas in researches upon radiant heat. It was, for a time,

generally supposed that the power of heat to penetrate dia-

thermic substances augmented as the temperature of the source

became more elevated. Knoblauch contended against this

notion, showing that thej heat emitted, by a platinum wire,

plunged into an alcohol-flame, was less absorbed, by certain

diathermic substances, than the heat of the flame itself, and

justly arguing that the temperature of the spiral could not be

higher than that of the body from which it derived its heat.

A plate of transparent glass being introduced between his in-

candescent platinum spiral and his thermo-electric pile, the

deflection of his needle fell from 35° to 19° ; while, when the

source was the flame of alcohol, without the spiral, the de-

flection fell from 35° to 16°. This proved the radiation from

the flame to be intercepted more powerfully than that from

the spiral ; or, in other words, that the heat emanating from

the body of highest temperature possessed the least penetra-

tive power. Melloni afterward corroborated this experiment.

(554) Transparent glass allows the rays of the visible spec*

trum to pass freely through it ; but it is well known to be highly

opaque to the radiation from obscure sources ; or to waves of
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long period. A plate O'l of an inch thick intercepts all the

jays from a source of 100° (X, and transmits only 6 per cent,

of the heat emitted by copper raised to 400° 0. Now, the

products of an alcohol-flame arc aqueous vapor and carbonic

acid, whose waves have been proved to be of slow period ; of

the particular character, consequently, most powerfully inter-

cepted by glass, But, by plunging a platinum wire into such

a flame, we virtually convert its heat into heat of higher re-

frangibility ; we change the long periods into shorter ones,

and thus establish the discord between the periods of the

source and the periods of the diathermic glass, which, as be-

fore defined, is the physical cause of transparency. On purely

a priori grounds, therefore, we might infer that the introduc-

tion of the platinum spiral would augment the penetrative

power of the heat, With a plate of glass, Melloni, in fact,

found the following transmissions for the (lame and the spiral

:

For tho flame, For the platinum,

41-2, 5?/8.

The same remarks apply to the transparent selenite examined

by Melloni, This substance is highly opaque to the extra-red

undulations; but the radiation from an alcohol-ilame is mainly

extra-red, and hence the opacity of the selenite to this radia-

tion. The introduction of the platinum spiral shortens the

periods and augments the transmission, Thus, with a speci-

men of selenite, Melloni found the transmissions to be as fol-

lows ;

Fiamo, Platinum,

4-1. 19-5.

(555) So far, the results of Melloni coincide with those of

Knoblauch; but the Italian philosopher pursues the matter

further, and shows that Knoblauch's results, though true for

the particular substances examined by him, are not true of

diathermic media generally. Melloni shows that, in the case

oi black glass and black mica, a striking inversion of the effect

is observed : through these stibstances the radiation from the
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flame is more copiously transmitted than that from the plati-

num, For black glass lie found the following transmissions :

From tho flame, From the platinum,

52-0. 42-8.

And for tho plate of black mica the following transmissions

:

From tho flame, From the platinum,
v

62-8. 52-5.

(550) These results were left unexplained by Melloni, but

the solution is now easy. The black glass and the black mica

owe their blackness to the carbon incorporated in them, and

the opacity of this substance to light, as already remarked,

proves the accord of its vibrating periods with those of the

visible spectrum, But it has been shown that carbon is, in a

considerable degree, pervious to the waves of long period

;

that is to say, to such waves. as are emitted by a flame of alco-

hol, The case of the carbon is, therefore, precisely antitheti-

cal to that of the transparent glass, the former transmitting

the heat of long period, and the latter that of short period

most freely. Hence it follows that the introduction of the

platinum wire, by converting the long periods of the flame

into short ones, augments the transmission through the trans-

parent glass and selcmte, and diminishes it through the opaque

glass and mica.
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CHAPTER XIII.

DISCOVERY OP DARK SOLAR P.AYS--HRHSCHRF, AND MUM^R'S RXPRRlMRNlS--K18K OF 1N-

TBNS1TV Willi 'rKMPRRATURK—IIKAT OP KLKOIKIO SPK0IHUM-™KAY->1MKRS I SIPHNO

Tilfi KLROfRIO J.tGMT-—TRANSMUTATION* OP RAYS---THRRMAI. 1MAOR RRNDKRKD LUMI-

NOUS-COMBUSTION AND 1NCANDKSCKNCK BY DARK RAYS -PLUOKKSCPNCK AND CAI.O-

RKSOKXCK- -DARK SOLAR RAYS—DARK L1MK-LIOHT RAYS—PRANK LIN'\s KXPKRIMKNT OM

colors- -its analysis and explanation.

(557) /^AN a former occasion I promised to make known to

v.-/ yon the progress of recent inquiry as regards the

subject of invisible radiation, A hope was expressed that I

should be able to sift in your presence the composite emission

of the electric lamp ; to detach its rays of darkness from its

rays of light ; and to show you the power of those dark rays

when they are properly intensified and concentrated.

(558) The hour now before ns shall be devoted to an at-

tempt to redeem this promise and realize this hope. And, in

the first place, it is necessary that we should have distinct

notions regarding these dark rays, or obscure rays, or invisible

rays -all these adjectives have been applied to them. We
have defined light as wave-motion ; we have learned that the'

different colors of light are due to waves of different lengths;

and we have also learned that, side by side with the visible

rays emitted by luminous sources, we have an outflow of in-

visible rays. This, accurately expressed, means that, together

witli those waves which cross the humors of the eye, impinge

upon the retina, and excite the sense of vision, there are oth-

ers which either do not reach the retina at all, or which, if

they do, are not gifted with the power of producing that spe-
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cifie motion. in the optic nerve winch results in vision. Wheth-

er, and in what degree, the dark rays of the electric light

reach the retina, shall be decided subsequently ; but, no mat-

ter what may be the cause of their inellicacy, whether it bo,

due to their being quenched in the humors of the eye, or to a

specific incompetence on their part to arouse the retina, all

rays which fail to excite vision are called dark, obscure, or in-

visible rays ; while all rays that can excite vision are called

visible, or luminous rays,

(559) It must be confessed that there is a defect in the

terms employed ; for we cannot see light. In interstellar

space we should be plunged in darkness, though the waves

from all suns and all stars might be speeding through it. We
should see the suns and we should see the stars themselves,

but the moment we ceased to face a star, the moment we
turned our backs upon it, its light would become darkness,

though the ether all around us might be agitated by its waves.

We cannot sec the ether or its motions, and hence, strictly

speaking, it is a misuse of language to speak of its waves or

rays being visible or invisible. This form of expression, how-

ever, has taken root ; its convenience has brought it into gen-

eral use, and, understanding, by the terms visible and invisible

rays, wave-motions which are respectively competent and in-

competent to excite the optic nerve, no harm can result from

the employment of the terms.

(560) To the detection of those dark rays in the emission

of the sim reference has been already made, and their exist-

ence in the emission of that source which comes next to the

sun in power—the electric light- -has also been demonstrated.

The discoverer of the dark rays of the sun was, as you have

been already informed, Sir William Herschcl, His means of

observation were far less perfect than those now at our com-

mand; but, like Newton, he could extract from Nature great

results with very poor appliances. He caused thermometers

to pass through the various colors of the solar spectrum, and

noted the temperature corresponding to each color. He
17
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pushed bis thermometers beyond the extreme red of the spec-

trum, and found that the radiation, so far from terminating

with the visible spectrum, rose to its maximum energy beyond

the red. The experiment proved that, side by side with its

luminous rays, the sun emitted others of lower rcfrangihility,

which, although they possessed high calorific power, were in-

competent to excite the sense of vision.

(501) Now, the rise of the thcrmomctric column, when the

instrument is placed in any color of the spectrum, may be rep-

resented by a straight line. For example, if a line of a cer-

tain length be taken to represent a rise of one degree, a lino

of twice that length will represent a rise of two degrees,

while a line of half the length would represent a rise of half

a degree. In order to show the distribution of heat in the

spectrum of the sun, Sir William Herschel adopted this de-

vice of representing temperatures by lines : Drawing a hori-

zontal line, a .15 (fig. 97), to represent the length of the spec-

trum, and erecting at its various points perpendiculars to rep-

resent the heat of the spectrum at those points, on uniting

the ends of those perpendiculars, he obtained a curve, which

exhibits at a glance the distribution of heat in the solar spec-

trum. The letter k marks a point in the blue of the spectrum

where the heat first became sensible ; from it to i>, which

marks the limit of the red, the temperature steadily increased,
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as shown by the increased height of the curve. At i> the

visible spectrum ceased, but an invisible one extended beyond

i) to a, where it vanished. According, then, to the observa-

tions of Sir William Jlersehel, the white space b i> k repre-

sents the thermal value of the visible, while the black space

A b i) represents the thermal value of the invisible radiation

of the sun,

(562) With the more perfect apparatus subsequently de-

vised by Melloni, Professor Midler, of Freiburg, examined the

distribution of heat in the solar spectrum. The results of his

observations arc rendered graphically in fig. 98, where the

area i) e k represents the visible, and a b e i> the invisible ra-

diation.

(503) Before proceeding to our own measurements, it is

desirable to make a few remarks upon the generation and in-

tensification of rays, visible and invisible. A solid body at

the ordinary temperature of our air has its molecules in mo-

tion ; but it emits rays of too low a refrangibility, or, in other

words, it generates undulations which arc too long, and of

too slow recurrence, to excite vision. Conceive its tempera-

ture gradually augmented. With the increased temperature

Fro. 93.

more rapid vibrations are introduced among the molecules of

the body ; and, at a certain temperature, the vibrations are

sufficiently rapid to affect the eye as light. The body glows,

and, first of all, as proved by Dr. Draper, the light is a pure
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red. As the temperature heightens, orange, yellow, green,

and blue, are introduced in succession.

(564) The vibrations corresponding to these successive

colors are essentially new vibrations. But, simultaneously

with the introduction of each new and more rapid vibration,

we have an intensification of all those vibrations which pre-

ceded it. The vibration executed when, our ball was at the

temperature of the air, continues to be executed when the ball

is white hot. But, while the period remains thus constant,

the amplitude, on which the intensity of the radiation depends,

is* enormously increased. For this reason, the rays emitted by

an obscure body can never approach the intensity of the ob-

scure rays of the same refrangibility emitted by a highly-lu-

minous one.

(565) Let mc rivet this subject upon your attention by a

numerical example of the rise in the intensity of a special vi-

bration, while more rapid ones are being introduced. A spiral

of platinum wire was placed in this camera, and in front of

the camera a slit. A voltaic current was sent through the

spiral, but not in sufficient strength to make it glow. By
means of lenses and prisms of pure rock-salt, and by other

suitable devices, an invisible spectrum of the rays emitted by

the platinum wire was obtained. A thin slice of this spec-

trum was permitted to fall upon the face of the linear thermo-

electric pile already described. The band of the spectrum

was so narrow and the radiation so weak, that the deflection

of the galvanometer was, in the first instance, only one de-

gree. Without altering the position of any portion of the ap-

paratus, the current was gradually strengthened ; raising the

temperature of the wire, causing it to glow, and finally rais-

ing it to an intense white heat. When this occurred, a brill-

iant light-spectrum was projected on the screen to which the

pile was attached, but the pile itself was outside of the spec-

trum. It received invisible rays alone, and, throughout the ex-

periment, it continued to receive those particular vibrations

which first affected it. The rate of vibration being determined
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by the position of the pile, as this position remained through-

out unchanged, the vibration was unchanged also.

(506) The following column of numbers shows the rise of

intensity of the particular obscure rays falling on the pile, as

the platinum spiral passed through its various degrees of in-

candescence up to white heat.

Appearance KudiaUon of
oJ sphal obscure Uaiul.

Dark ....... 1

Dark . . . . .

Faint red . . . . « .10
Bull red ...... 13

Red '

. . . . . . .18
Full red ...... 21

Orange . ...... GO

Yellow 9S

Full white ...... 122

Thus we prove that, as the new and more rapid vibrations

are introduced, the old ones become more intense, until at a

white heat the obscure rays of a special refrangibility reach an

intensity VZ% times that possessed by them at the commence-

ment. This abiding and augmentation of the dark rays when

the bright ones are introduced may be expressed by the

phrase.persistence of rays.

(507) What has been here demonstrated regarding an in-

candescent platinum spiral is also true of the electric light.

Bide by side with this outflow of intensely luminous rays, we
have a corresponding outflow of obscure ones. The carbon-

points, like the platinum spiral, may be raised from a state of

obscure warmth to a brilliancy almost equal to that of the sun,

and, as this occurs, the obscure radiation also rises enormously

in intensity. The investigation of the distribution of heat in

the spectrum of the electric light will yield us important re-

sults, and will fitly prepare the way for those experiments on

invisible rays to which I shall subsequently direct your atten-

tion,

(868) The thenno-electric pile employed is this beautiful
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'instrument already referred to as constructed by Kubmkorff.

It consists, as you know, of a single vow of elements properly

mounted and attached to a double brass screen. It has in

front two silvered edges, which, by means of a screw, can be

caused to close upon the pile, so as to render its face as nar-

row as desirable, reducing it to the width of the finest hair,

or, indeed, shutting it off altogether. By means of a small

handle and long screw, the plate of brass and the pile attached

to it can bo moved gently to and fro, and thus the vertical slit

of the pile can be caused to traverse the entire spectrum, or

to pass beyond it in both directions. The width of the spec-

trum was in each case equal to the length of the face of the pile.

(509) To produce a steady spectrum of the electric light,

I employed a regulator devised by M. Foucault and construct-

ed by Duhoscq, the constancy of which is admirable. A com-

plete rock-salt train was constructed, the arrangment of which

has been already indicated. In the front orifice of the camera

which surrounds the electric lamp was placed a lens of trans-

parent rock-salt, intended to reduce to parallelism the diver-

gent rays proceeding from the carbon-points. The parallel

beam was permitted to pass through a narrow slit, in front of

which was placed another rock-salt lens, the position of this

lens being so arranged that a sharply*de(inod image of the

slit was obtained at a distance beyond it equal to that at

which the spectrum was to be formed. Immediately behind

this lens was placed a pure rock-salt prism (sometimes two of

them). The beam was thus decomposed, a brilliant horizontal

spectrum being cast upon the screen which bore the thermo-

electric pile. By turning the handle already referred to, the

face of the pile could be caused to traverse the spectrum, an

extremely narrow band of light or radiant heat falling upon

it at each point of its inarch,* A sensitive galvanometer was

connected with the pile, and from its deflection the heating-

power of every part of the spectrum, visible and invisible, was

inferred.

* The width of the lineav pilo was O'OS of an inch.
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'(570) Two modes of moving the instrument were prac-

tised, the description of one of which will be sufficient here.

The face of the pile was brought to the violet end of the spec-

trum, where the heat is insensible, and then moved, as I now

move it, through all the colors to the red ; then past the red

up to the position of maximum heat, and afterward beyond

tins position until the heat of the invisible spectrum gradually

faded away, The following table contains a series of meas-

urements executed in this manner. The motion of the pile is

measured by turns of its handle, every turn corresponding to

the shifting of the face of the instrument through a space of

one millimetre, or -

ĝ th of an inch, At the beginning, where

the increment of heat was slow and gradual, the readings were

taken at every two turns of the handle ; on quitting the red,

where the heat suddenly increases, the intervals Were only

half a turn, while near the maximum, where the changes Were

most sudden, the intervals were reduced to a quarter of a turn,

which corresponded to a translation of the pile through -j J b-th

of an inch. Intervals of one and of two turns were after-

ward resumed, until the heating-power ceased to be distinct.

At every halting-place the deflection of the needle was noted.

Calling the maximum effect in each series of experiments 100,

the column of figures in the following table expresses the heat

of all the other parts of the spectrum :

JDisTiummox or Heat in Bpkotrvjm or EbKcritio Light.

Calorific Intensity

Movement of pile. In 100th of the
maximum.

Before starting (pile in the -blue) ....
Two turns forward (green entered) .... 2

« ........ 6

" 8

" (red entered) .... 21

" (extreme red) ..... 45

-Half turn forward ....... CO........ U
" ....... 85
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Calorific intensity,

Movement of pile. In lOOthof tho
maximum,

Half turn forward 96

" 99

Quarter turn forward, maximum 100....... 07

Half turn forward . , . . ... .78
" ....... 62

" ........ 45

" ....... 36

Two turns forward........ 14

" ....... 9........ 7

5

" ......... 3

"
. 2

, . 2

(571) Here, as already stated, we begin in the blue, and

pass first through the visible spectrum. Quitting this at the

place marked (" extreme red "), we enter the invisible cal-

orific spectrum and reach the position of maximum heat, from

which, onward, the thermal power falls till it practically dis-

appears.

(572) More than a dozen series of such measurements

were executed, each series giving its own curve. On super-

posing the different curves, a very close agreement was found

to exist between them. The annexed figure (fig. 09), which

is the mean of several, expresses, with a close approximation

to accuracy, this distribution of heat in the spectrum of the

electric light from fifty cells of Grove. The space abcd
represents the invisible, while o d k represents the visible ra-

diation. We here see the gradual augmentation of thermal

power, from the blue end of the spectrum to the red. But in

the region of dark rays beyond the red the curve shoots sud-

denly upward in a steep and massive peak- -a kind of Matter-

horn of heat -which quite dwarfs by its magnitude the por-

tion of the diagram representing the visible radiation.

(573) The sun's rays before reaching the earth have to pass
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through our atmosphere, the aqueous vapor of which exercises

a powerful absorption on the invisible calorific rays. Front

this, apart from other considerations, it'would follow that the

ratio of the invisible to the visible radiation, in the case of the

sun, must be less than in the case of the electric light, Ex-

periment, we see, justifies this conclusion ; for, whereas fig.

98 shows the invisible radiation of the sun to be about twice

the visible, ftg. 99 shows the invisible radiation of the electric

light to be nearly eight times the visible. If we cause the

beam from the electric lamp to pass through a layer of water

of suitable thickness, we place its radiation in approximately

the same condition as that of the sun ; and on decomposing

the beam, after it has been thus sifted, we obtain a distribu-

tion of heat closely resembling that observed in the solar spec-

trum,

(574) The curve representing the distribution of heat in

the electric spectrum falls most steeply on that side of the

maximum which is most distant from the red, On both sides,

however, we have a continuous' falling off. I have made nu-

merous experiments to ascertain whether there is any inter-

ruption of continuity in the calorific spectrum ; but all the

measurements hitherto executed with artificial sources reveal

a gradual and continuous augmentation of heat from the point

where it first becomes sensible up to the maximum,

(5*75) Sir John Hersehel has shown that this is not the

case with the radiation from the sun when analyzed by a

flint-glass prism. Permitting the solar spectrum to fall upon

a sheet of blackened paper, over which had been spread a

wash of alcohol, this eminent philosopher determined by its

drying-power the hcating-powcr< of the spectrum. Jle found

that the wet surface dried in a series of spots representing

thermal maxima separated from each other by spaces of com-

paratively feeble calorific intensity. No such maxima and

minima were observed in the spectrum of the electric light,

nor in the spectrum of a platinum wire raised to a white heat

by a voltaic current. Prisms and lenses of rock-salt, of crown
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glass, and of flint glass, were employed in these cases. In

other experiments the beam intended for analysis was caused

to pass through layers of water and other liquids of various

thicknesses. Gases and vapors of various kinds were also in-

troduced into the path of the beam. In all eases there was a

general lowering of the calorific power, but the descent of the

curve on both sides of the maximum was unbroken,*

(570) The rays from an obscure source cannot, as already

remarked, compete in point of intensity with the obscure rays

of a luminous source. No body heated under incandescence

could emit rays of an intensity comparable to those of the

maximum region of the electric spectrum. If, therefore, we
wish to produce intense calorific effects by invisible rays, we
must choose those emitted by an intensely luminous source.

The question then arises, How- are the invisible calorific rays

to be isolated from the visible ones ?

(577) The interposition of an opaque screen suffices to cut

off the visible spectrum of the electric light, and leaves us the

invisible calorific rays to operate upon at our pleasure. Sir

William llerschel experimented thus when he sought, by con-

centrating them, to render the invisible rays of tjie sun visible.

But to form a spectrum in which the invisible rays shall be

completely separated from the visible ones, a narrow slit or a

small aperture is necessary; and this circumstance renders the

amount of heat separable by prismatic analysis very limited.

If we wish to ascertain what the intensely concentrated invisi-

ble rays can accomplish, we must devise some other mode of

detaching them from their visible companions. We must, in

fact, discover a substance which shall filter the composite

radiation of a luminous source by stopping the visible rays and

allowing the invisible ones free transmission.

(578) The main object of these researches was, as already

intimated, to make radiant heat an explorer of molecular con-

dition, and the marked difference between elementary and

* At a future day I hope to subject this question ton more severe examina-

tion.
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compound bodies which the experiments reveal is, in my esti-

mation, a point destined to be fruitful in important conse-

quences. As soon as this difference came clearly out in the

case of gases, liquids were looked to, and the action of such as

I was able to examine fell in surprisingly with the previously

observed deportment of gaseous bodies. Could we then ob-

tain a black elementary body thoroughly homogeneous, and

with all its parts in perfect optical contact, we should probably

find it an effectual filter for the radiation of the sun or of the

electric light. While cutting off the visible radiation, the

black clement would, probably, allow the invisible to pass.

(579) Carbon in the state of soot is black, but its parts are

not optically continuous. In black glass the continuity is far

more perfect, and hence the result established by Melloni, that

black glass possesses a considerable power of transmission.

Gold in ruby glass, or in a state of jelly prepared by Mr. Fara-

day, is exceedingly transparent to the invisible calorific rays,

but it is not black enough to quench entirely the visible ones.

The densely-brown liquid bromine is better suited to our pur-

pose; for, in thicknesses suHieicnt to quench the light of our

brightest flames, this element displays extraordinary diather-

mancy. Iodine cannot be applied in the solid condition, but

it dissolves freely in various liquids, the solution in some cases

being intensely dark. Here, however, the action of the ele-

ment may be masked by that of its solvent. Iodine, for ex-

ample, dissolves freely in alcohol ; but alcohol is so destructive

of the extra-red rays, that it would be entirely unfit for experi-

ments the object of which is to retain these rays, while quench-

ing the, visible tines. The same remark applies in a greater

or less degree to many other solvents of iodine.

(580) The deportment of bisulphide of carbon, both as a

vapor and a liquid, suggests the thought that it would form a

most suitable solvent. It is extremely diathermic, and there

is hardly another substance able to hold so large a quantity

of iodine in solution. Experiments already recorded (§506)

prove that, of the rays emitted by a red-hot platinum spiral,
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94;'5 per cent, is transmitted by a layer of the liquid 0'0£ of

an inch in thickness, the transmission through layers O'OY and

0*&7 of an inch thick being 87*5 and 82*5 respectively. An-

other experiment with a layer of greater thickness will exhibit

the deportment of the transparent bisulphide toward the far

more intense radiation of the electric light.

(581) This cylindrical cell, 2 inches in length and 2*8

inches in diameter, with its ends stopped by plates of perfect-

ly transparent rock-salt, was placed empty in front of an elec-

tric lamp ; the radiation from the lamp, after having crossed

the cell, fell upon a thermo-electric pile, and produced a de-

flection of
73°.

Leaving the cell undisturbed, the transparent bisulphide

of carbon was poured into it : the deflection fell to

n°.

A repetition of the experiment gave the following results:

Deflection.

Through empty cell . . . . .
74°

Through bisulphide . . . . . . ^3

Taking the values of these deflections from a table of cali-

bration and calculating the transmission, that through the

empty cell being 100, we obtain the following results

:

Transmission.

From the first experiment . . . 01*9 per cent.

From the second experiment . . . . 04*0 "

Mean / . . . .
. . 94\S

Hence the introduction of the bisulphide lowers the trans-

mission only from 100 to 94*8.*

(582) A perfect solvent of the iodine would be entirely

neutral to the total radiation ; and the bisulphide of carbon is

* The diminution of the reflection from the sides of the cell by the intro-

duction of the bisulphide is not hero taken into account,
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shown by -the foregoing experiment to approach very near

perfection, We have in it a body capable of transmitting

with little loss the total radiation of the electric light, Our

object is now to filter this total by the introduction into the

bisulphide of a substance competent to quench the visible and

transmit the invisible rays. That iodine does this with mar-

vellous sharpness it is now my business to prove.

(583) A rock-salt cell, filled with the transparent bisulphide

of carbon, was placed in front of the camera which contained

the white-hot platinum spiral. The transparent liquid was
then drawn off, and its place supplied by the solution of io-

dine. The defections observed in the respective cases are as

follows

:

Kawatiox fkom White-hot Platinum,

Through transittrent liquid, Through opaque liquid,

V8-9° 73'8°

(584) All the luminous rays passed through the trans-

parent bisulphide, none of them passed through the solution

of iodine. Still we see what a small effect is produced by

their withdrawal. The actual proportion of luminous to ob-

scure rays, as calculated from the above observations, may be

thus expressed

:

.Dividing the radiation from a, platinum wire raised to a

dazzling whiteness by cm electric current into twenty-four equal

parte) one of those parts is luminous, and twenty-three ob-

scure.

(585) A bright gas-flame was substituted for the platinum

spiral, the top and bottom of the (lame being shut off, and its

most brilliant portion chosen as the source of rays. The re*

suit of forty experiments with this source may be thus ex-

pressed:

Dividing the radiationfrom the most brilliant portion of
a flame of coal-gas into twenty-five equal parts

}
one of those

parts is luminous and twenty-four obscure.
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(586) I next examined the ratio of obscure to luminous

rays in the electric light. A battery of fifty cells was em-

ployed, and the rock-salt lens was used to render the rays

from the coal-points parallel. To prevent the deflection from

reaching an inconvenient magnitude, the parallel rays were

caused to pass through a circular aperture 0*1 of an inch in

diameter, and were sent alternately through the transparent

bisulphide and the opaque solution* It is not easy to obtain

perfect steadiness on the part of the electric light; but three

experiments carefully executed gave the following deflections ;

Radiation from Klkctuio Light.

Through
transparent CS*.

Through
opaque solution.

Experiment No, 1. n-o* V0'0
o

Experiment No. II. . *?6'5 V5*0

Experiment No. III. , W-5 W6

Calculating from these measurements the proportion of lumi-

nous to obscure heat, the result may be thus expressed

:

Dividing the radiation from the electric light produced by

a Grove's battery offifty cells, into ten equal parts, one of
those parts is luminous and nine obscure,

The results hitherto obtained with various sources, radiat-

ing through iodine, may be thus tabulated

:

Radiation thkougm Dissolved Iodine.

Source.

Dark spiral ....
I,amp-b!aek at 212° Palm .

Red-hot spiral ....
Hydrogen-flame

Oil-flame.....
Gas-flame . . .

White-hot spiral

Klcctrie light

(58¥) Subsequent experiments with a battery of fifty cells

made the transmission in the case of the electric light 89, and

Absorption. 'lYanstntsston.

100

. 100

100

. 100

3 9?

. 4 96

4-6 95*4

. 10 90
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the absorption 11, Considering the transparency of the iodine

for heat emitted by all sources heated barely tip to incan-

descence, as exhibited in the above table, it may be inferred

that the absorption of 11 per cent, represents the calorific in-

tensity of the luminous rays alone. By the method of filter-

ing, therefore, we make the invisible radiation of the electric

light eight times the visible. Computing, by means of a proper

scale, the area of the spaces a b o i>, o i> k (fig, 09), the for-

mer, which represents the invisible emission, is found to be 7* 1

?

times the latter. Prismatic analysis, therefore, and the method

of filtering, yield almost exactly the same result.

(588) It is plain from the description of the experiments

that the foregoing results refer to the action of the iodine dis-

solved in the bisulphide of carbon. The transmission of 100,

for example, does not indicate that the solution itself, but that

the iodine in the solution, is perfectly diathermic to the radia-

tion from the first four sources.

(589) Having thus, in the solution of iodine, found a means

of almost 'perfectly detaching the obscure from the luminous

heat-rays of electric light, we are able to operate at will upon

the former. I place a rock-salt lens in this camera so as to

form a small image of the coal-points. A battery of forty

cells being employed, the track of the cone of rays emergent

from the lamp is plainly seen in the air, and their point of con-

vergence, therefore, easily fixed. Fixing the cell containing

the opaque solution in front of the lamp, the luminous cone is

entirely cut off, but the intolerable temperature of the focus,

when the hand is placed there, shows that the calorific rays

are still transmitted, Placing successively in the dark focus

thin plates of tin and zinc, they are speedily fused; matches

are ignited, gun-cotton is exploded, and brown paper set on

fire. With a battery of sixty of Grove's cells, all these re-

sults are readily obtained 'with the ordinary glass lenses of

Duhoscq's electric lamp. It is extremely interesting to ob-

serve in the middle of the air of a perfectly dark room a piece

of black paper suddenly pierced by the invisible rays, and the
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burning ring expanding on all sides from the centre of igni-

tion.

(590) On November 15, 1864, a few experiments were

made on solar light. The heavens were not free from clouds,

nor the Ixmdon atmosphere from smoke, and at best only a

portion of the action which a clear day would have given was

obtained. Happening to possess this hollow lens, I filled it

with the concentrated solution of iodine. Placed in the path

of the solar rays, a faint red ring was imprinted on a sheet of

white paper held behind the lens, the ring contracting to a

faint-red spot when the focus of the lens was reached. It

was immediately found that this ring was produced by the

light which had penetrated the thin rim of the liquid lens,

Pasting a zone of black paper round the rim, the ring was

entirely cut 'off and no visible trace of solar light crossed

the lens. At the focus, whatever light passed would be

intensified nine hundred-fold; still even here no light was

visible.

(591) Not so, however, with the sun's obscure rays : the

focus was burning hot. A piece of black paper placed there

was instantly pierced and set on fire ; and, by shifting the pa-

per, aperture after aperture was formed in quick succession.

Gunpowder was also exploded.

(592) From the setting of paper on fire and the fusion of

non-refractory metals, to the rendering of refractory bodies

incandescent by the invisible rays, the step was immediate

and inevitable. And here the inquiry derived a stimulus

from the fact that, on theoretic grounds, some eminent minds

doubted whether the attainment of incandescence by invisible

rays was possible. A moment's reflection will make plain to

you that the success of the experiment involved a change of
period on the part of the calorific waves. For if, without the

aid of combustion, waves of too slow a recurrence to excite

the sense of vision were to render a refractory body luminous,

it could only be by compelling the molecules of that body to

vibrato more rapidly than the waves which fell upon them.
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Whether this change of period could be effected had long been

considered doubtful,

(593) A few preliminary experiments with platinum-foil,

which resulted in failure, raised the question whether, even

with the total radiation, bright and dark, of the electric light,

it would be possible to obtain incandescence without combus-

tion. Abandoning the use of lenses altogether, a thin leaf of

platinum was caused to approach the ignited coal-points, It

was observed by myself from behind, while my assistant stood

beside the lamp, and, looking through a dark glass, watched

the distance between the platinum-foil and the electric light.

At half an inch from the carbon-points the metal became red-

hot. The problem now before mo was to obtain, at a greater

distance, a focus of rays which should possess a heating-power

equal to that of the direct rays at a distance of half an inch.

(594) In the first attempt the direct rays were utili'/ed as

much as possible, A piece of platinum-foil was placed at a

distance of an inch from the carbon-points, there receiving the

direct radiation, The rays emitted backward from the points

were at the same time converged by this small mirror upon

the foil, and were found more than sufficient to compensate for

the diminution of intensity due to withdrawal of the foil to the

distance of an inch. By the same method, incandescence was

subsequently obtained when the foil was removed two, and

even three, inches from the carbon-points.

(595) This enabled me to introduce between the focus and

the source of rays a cell containing the solution of iodine.

The dark rays transmitted were found of sufficient power to

injlame paper, or to raise platinum-foil to incandescence.

(590) The experiments, however, were not unattended

with danger. The bisulphide of carbon is extremely inflam-

mable; and on the 2d of November, 1864, while employing a

very powerful battery and intensely-heated carbon-points, the

substance tejk fire, and instantly enveloped the electric lamp

and all its appurtenances in flame. Happily the precaution

had been taken of placing the entire apparatus in a flat vessel
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containing water, into which the flaming mass was summarily

turned. The bisulphide of carbon being heavier than the wa-

ter, sank to the bottom, so that the flames were speedily ex-

tinguished. Similar accidents occurred twice subsequently.

(597) Such occurrences catised me to seek earnestly for a

substitute for the bisulphide. Pure chloroform, though not so

diathermic, transmits the invisible rays pretty copiously, and

it freely dissolves iodine. In layers of the thickness employed,

however, the solution was not sufficiently opaque ; and its ab-

sorptive power enfeebled the effects. The same remark applies

to the iodides of methyl and ethyl, to benzole, acetic ether,

and other substances. They all dissolve iodine, but they

weaken the results by their action on the dark rays.

(508) Special cells were then constructed for the element

bromine and for chloride of sulphur. Neither of these sub-

stances is inflammable ; but they are both intensely corrosive,

and their action upon the lungs and eyes is so irritating as to

render their employment impracticable. With both liquids,

however, powerful effects were obtained ; still their diather-

mancy did not come up to that of the dissolved iodine. Bi-

chloride of carbon would be invaluable if its solvent power

were equal to that of the bisulphide. It is not at all inflam-

mable, and its own diathermancy appears equal to that of the

bisulphide. But in reasonable thicknesses the iodine which it

can dissolve is not sufficient to render the solution perfectly

opaque. The solution forms a purple color of exquisite beau-

ty ; and, though unsuitcd to strict crucial experiments on dark

rays, this filter may be employed with excellent effect in class

experiments.

(599) Thus foiled in my attempts to obtain a solvent

equally good as, and less dangerous than, the bisulphide of

carbon, I sought to reduce the danger of employing it to a

minimum. A tin camera was constructed, within which were

placed both the lamp and its converging mirror. Through an

aperture in front, 2} inches wide, the cone of reflected rays

issued, forming a focus outside the camera. Underneath this
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aperture was riveted a stage, on which the solution of iodine

rested, thus closing the aperture and cutting off all the light.

At first nothing intervened between the cell and the carbon-

points; but the peril of thus exposing the bisulphide caused

me to make the following improvements : A perfectly trans-

parent plate of rock-salt, secured in a proper cap, was employed

to close the aperture ; .and by it all direct communication be-

tween the solution and the incandescent carbons was cut off.

The aperture was then surrounded by an annular space, about

21 inches wide and a quarter of an inch deep, through which

cold water was caused to circulate. The cell containing the

solution was moreover surrounded by a jacket, and the current

of water, having completed its course round the aperture,

passed round the cell Thus the apparatus was kept cold.

The neck of the cell was stopped by a closely-fitting cork

;

through this passed a piece of glass tubing, which, when the

cell was placed upon its stage, ended at a considerable height

above the foctis, Experiments on combustion might therefore

be carried on at the focus without fear of igniting the vapor

which, even under the improved conditions, might escape

from the bisulphide of carbon,

(600) The arrangement will be at once understood by ref-

erence to figs, 100 and 101, which show the camera, lamp, and

filter, both from the side and from the front, x y is the mir-

ror, from which the reflected cone of rays passes, first, through

the rock-salt window, and afterward through the iodine filter

m n. The rays converge to the focus &, where they would

form an invisible image of the lower carbon-point ; the imago

of the upper would be thrown below h, .Both images spring

vividly forth when a leaf'of'platinized platinum is exposed at

the focus. At s s> figs. 100 and 101, is shown, in section, and

in plan, the annular space in which the cold water circu-

lates.

(001) With this arrangement, and a battery of fifty cells,

the following results were obtained :

A piece of silver-leaf, fastened to a wire ring, and tarnished
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by exposure to the funics of sulphide of ammonium, being

held iu the dark focus, the film was raised to vivid redness.

Fig. 100.

(G02) Copper-leaf tarnished in a similar maimer, when

placed at the focus, was raised to redness,

(003) A piece of platinized platinum-foil was supported in

an exhausted receiver, the vessel being so placed that the

focus fell upon the platinum, The heat of the focus was in-

stantly converted into light, a cleavly-dcfmcd and inverted im-

age of the points being stamped upon the metal, Fig, 102

represents the thermograph of the carbons,

(604) Blackened paper was now substituted for the plati-

num in the exhausted receiver. Placed at the focus of invisi-

ble rays, the paper was instantly pierced, a cloud of smoke
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was poured through the opening, and fell like a cascade to the

bottom of the receiver. The paper seemed to burn without

incandescence. Here also a thermograph of the coal-points

Jb'io. 102.

was stamped out. When black paper is placed at the focus,

where the thermal images is well defined, it is always pierced

in two points, answering to the images of the two carbons.

The superior heat of the positive carbon is shown by the fact

that its image first pierces the paper ; it burns out a large

space, and shows its peculiar crater-like top, while the nega-

tive carbon usually pierces a small hole.

(005) Paper reddened by the iodine of mercury had its

color discharged at the places on which the invisible image of

the coal-points fell tipon it, though not with the expected

promptness.

(006) Disks of paper reduced to carbon by different pro-

cesses were raised to brilliant incandescence, both in the air

and in the exhausted receiver,

(007) In these earlier experiments an apparatus was em-

ployed which had been constructed for other purposes. The
mirror, for example, was one detached from a Duboscq's cam-

era; it was first silvered at the back, but afterward silvered

in front, The cell employed for the iodine solution was also

that which usually accompanies Duboscq's lamp, being in-

tended by its maker for a solution of alum. Its sides are of

good white glass, the width from side to side being 1*2 inch.
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(008) A point of considerable theoretic importance was in-

volved in these experiments. In his excellent researches on

fluorescence, Professor Stokes had invariably found the rcfran-

gibility of the incident light to be lowered. This rule was so

constant as almost to enforce the conviction that it was a law

of Nature, But, if the rays which in the foregoing experi-

ments raised platinum and gold and silver to a red heat were

wholly ultra-red, the rendering visible of the metallic films

would be an instance of raised refrangihWity*

And here I thought it desirable to make sure that no

trace of visible radiation passed through the solution, and,

also, that the invisible radiation was exclusively ultra-red.

* (009) This latter condition might seem to be unnecessary,

because the calorific action of the ultra-violet rays is so ex-

ceedingly feeble (in fact, is immeasurably small) that, even

supposing them to reach the platinum, their heating-power

would be an utterly vanishing quantity. Still, the exclusion

of all rays of high refrangibility was necessary to the complete

solution of the problem. Hence, though the iodine employed

in the foregoing experiments was sufficient to cut off the light

of the sun at noon, I wish to submit its opacity to a severer

test. The following experiments were accordingly executed :

(610) The rays from the electric lamp being duly con-

verged by the mirror, the iodine-cell was placed in the path

of the convergent beam, its light being thereby to all appear-

ance totally intercepted. With a piece of platinum-foil the

focus was found and marked, and a cell containing a solution

of alum was then placed between the focus and the iodine-cell.

The alum solution diminished materially the invisible radia-

tion, but it was without sensible influence upon visible rays.

(611) All stray light issuing from the crevices in the lamp

being cut off, and the daylight also being excluded from the

room, the eye was caused slowly to approach the focus. On
reaching it, a singular appearance presented itself. The in-

candescent coke-points of the lamp were seen black, projected

on a deep-red ground. Their motions could be followed, and,
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when brought into contact, a white space was seen at the ex-

tremities of the points, appearing to separate them. The
points were seen erect. By careful observation, the whole of

the points could be observed, and even the holders which sup-

ported them. The black appearance of the incandescent por-

tion of the points was here only relative; they appeared dark

because they intercepted more of the light reflected from the

mirror behind than they could make good by their direct emis-

sion.

(612) The solution of iodine, 1*2 inch in thickness, proving

thus unequal to the test applied to it, I had two other cells

constructed- the one with transparent rock-salt sides, the

other with glass ones. The width of the former was 2 inches,

that of the latter nearly 2 1 inches. Filled with the solution

of iodine, these cells were placed in succession in front of the

camera, and the concentrated beam was sent through them.

Determining the focus as beforehand afterward introducing

the alum-cell, the eye on being brought up to the focus re-

ceived no impression of light.

(612«) The alum-cell was then abandoned, and the unde-

fended eye was caused to approach the focus : the heat was

intolerable, but it seemed to affect the eyelids and not the eye

itself. An aperture somewhat larger than the pupil being

made in a metal screen, the eye was placed behind it, and

brought slowly and cautiously up to the focus. The concen-

trated beam entered the pupil ; but no impression of light was

produced, nor was the retina sensibly affected by the heat.

The eye was then withdrawn, and a plate of platinized plati-

num was placed in the position occupied by the retina a mo-

ment before. It instantly rose to vivid redness.* The failure

to obtain, with the most sensitive media, the slightest evidence

of fluorescence at the obscure focus, proved the invisible rays

to be exclusively ultra-red. It will be subsequently shown

that a considerable portion of these rays actually reached the

retina.

* I do not recommend the repetition of these experiments.
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(613) When intense effects are sought after, we collect as

many of the invisible rays as possible, and concentrate them

on the smallest possible space. The nearer the mirror is to

the source of rays, the more of these rays will it intercept and

reflect, and the nearer the focus is to the same source, the

smaller will the image be, To secure proximity both of focus

and mirror, the latter must be of short focal length. If a mir-

ror of long focal length be employed, its distance from the

source of rays must be considerable to bring the focus near the

source, but, when placed thus at a distance, a great number of

rays escape the mirror altogether. If, on the other hand, the

mirror be too deep, spherical aberration comes into play; and,

though a vast quantity of rays may be collected, their con-

vergence at the focus is imperfect. To determine the best

form of mirror, three of them were constructed : the first 4*1

inches in diameter, and of 1*4 inch focal length ; the second

7'9 inches in diameter, and of 3 inches focal length ; the third

9 inches in diameter, with a focal length of 6 inches. Frac-

tures caused by imperfect annealing repeatedly occurred ; but

at length I was so fortunate as to obtain the three mirrors,

each without a (law. The most convenient distance of the

focus from the source was found to be about 5 inches ; and

the position of the mirror ought to be arranged accordingly.

This distance permits of the introduction of an iodine-cell of

sufficient width, while the heat at the focus is exceedingly

powerful.

(614) And now with this improved apparatus I will run

through the principal experiments on invisible heat-rays.

These dense volumes of smoke which rise from a blackened

block of wood, when it is placed in the dark focus, are very

striking: matches are at once ignited, and gunpowder in-

stantly exploded at the focus. This dry paper held there

bursts into flame. These chips of wood are also inflamed

:

the dry wood of a hat-box is very suitable for this experiment.

When a sheet of brown paper is placed a little beyond the

focus, it is first brought to vivid incandescence over a largo

18
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space; the paper then yields, and the combustion propagates

itself as a- burning ring round the centre of ignition. Char-

coal is made an ember at the focus, and these disks of charred

paper glow with extreme vividness. When blackened zinc-

foil is placed at the focus it bursts into flame ; and, by slowly

moving the foil about, its ignition may be kept up till the

whole of it is consumed. This magnesium wire, flattened at

the end and blackened, also bursts into vivid combustion when

held at the focus, A cigar of course is instantly lighted there.

The bodies experimented on may be enclosed in glass re-

ceivers ; the concentrated rays will still burn them after hav-

ing crossed the glass. This glass jar, for example, contains

oxygen ; and in the oxygen by means of a suitable holder is

plunged a bit of charcoal bark. When the dark rays are con-

centrated upon the charcoal, it instantly throws out showers

of scintillations.

(615) In all these cases the body exposed to the action of

the invisible rays was more or less combustible. It was first

heated and then exposed to the attack of oxygen. The vivid-

ness observed was in part duo to combustion, and does not

furnish a conclusive proof that the refraugibility of the inci-

dent rays was elevated. This, however, is effected by expos-

ing non-combustible bodies at the focus, or by enclosing com-

bustible ones in a space devoid of oxygen. Both in air and

in vacuo platinized platinum-foil has been repeatedly raised to

a white heat. The same result has been obtained with a sheet

of charcoal or coke suspended in vacuo. Now, the waves from

which this light was extracted had neither the visible nor the

ultra-violet rays commingled with them ; they were exclusive-

ly ultra-red. The action, therefore, of the atoms of platinum,

copper, silver, and carbon upon these rays transmutes them

from heat-rays into light-rays. They impinge upon these

atoms at a certain rate .; they return from them at a quicker

rate, the invisible being thus rendered visible.

(616) On looking at the white-hot platinum through a

prism of bisulphide of carbon^ a rich and complete spectrum
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was obtained. All the colors, from red to molet> shone

vividly,

(6.17) To express this transmutation of heat-rays into others

of higher refrangibility, I propose the term calorescence. It

harmonizes well with the term "fluorescence " introduced by

Professor Stokes, and is also suggestive of the character of

the effects to which it is applied, The phrase " transmutation

of rays," introduced by Professor Ohallis, covers both classes

of effects.*

(618) I have sought to fuse platinum with the invisible

rays of the electric light, but hitherto without success. In

some experiments a large model of Foueault's lamp was em-

ployed, with a battery of 100 cells. In other experiments two

batteries were employed, one of 100 cells and one of 70, mak-

ing use of two lamps, two mirrors, and two filters, and converg-

ing the heat of both lamps in opposite directions upon the same

point, When a leaf of platinum was placed at the common
focus, the converged beams struck it at opposite sides, and

raised it to dazzling whiteness. I am persuaded that the

metal could be fused, if the platinum black upon its surface

could be retained. But this was immediately dissipated by

the intense heat, and, the reflccting-power of the metal com-

ing into play, the absorption was so much lowered that fusion

was not effected. By coating the platinum with lamp-black it

has been brought to the verge of fusion, the incipient yielding

of the mass being perfectly apparent after it had cooled.

Here, however, as in the case of platinized platinum, the ab-

sorbing substance disappears too quickly. Copper and alu-

minium, however, when thus treated, arc speedily burnt up.

(619) The isolation of the luminiferous ether from the air

is strikingly illustrated by these experiments. The air at the

focus may be of a freezing temperature, while the ether pos-

sesses an amount of the heat competent, if absorbed, to impart

to that air the temperature of flame. An air-thermometer is

xmaffected where platinum is raised to a white heat,

* Philosophical Magazine, 1885. Vol, xxix, p. 336.
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(620) Arrangements have already been described with a

view of avoiding the danger incidental to the use of so inflam-

mable a substance as the bisulphide of carbon, I have thought

of accomplishing this end by simpler means, and thus facilitat-

ing the repetition of the experiments. The arrangements now
before you, fig, 103, may be adopted with safety.

A B C D is an outline of the camera.

x y the silvered mirror within it.

e the carbon-points of the electric light

o p the aperture in front of the camera, through which

issues the beam reflected by the mirror (c y.

Iho. 103.

(621) Let the distance of the mirror from the carbon-points

be such as to render the reflected beam slightly convergent

Fill a glass flask with the solution of iodine, and place the flask

in iho path of the reflected beam at a safe distance from the

lamp. The flask acts as a lens and filter at the same time, the

bright rays are intercepted, and the dark ones are powerfully

converged. At F such a flask is represented ; and at the focus

formed a little beyond it combustion and calorcscence may be
produced. Flasks with diameters from 1|- to 3 inches are well

suited for the experiments.

(622) By the arrangement here described, platinum has
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been raised to redness at a distance of %% feet from the source

of the rays.

(023) The best mirror, however, scatters the rays more or

less j and, by .this scattering, the beam at a great distance

from-the lamp becomes much enfeebled. The eflect is therefore

intensified when the beam is caused to pass through a tube

polished within, which prevents the lateral waste of radiant

YtQ, 10*.

i
;

— »r
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heat. Such a tube, placed in front of the camera, is repre-

sented at A B, fig. 104. The flask may be held against its

end by the hand, or it may be permanently fixed there, With

a battery of fifty cells, platinum may be raised to a white

heat at the focus of the flask.

(624) Again let a lens of glass or rock-salt (L, fig. 105),

2*5 inches wide, and having a focal length of 8 inches, be

placed in the path of the reflected beam. The rays are con-

verged ; and at their point of convergence all the effects of

caloresccnce and combustion may be obtained, the luminous

rays being cut off by a cell m ?i,* with plane glass sides and

containing the opaque solution.

(025) Finally, the arrangement shown in figt 100 may be

adopted. The beam reflected by the mirrorwithin the camera

* The coll m n may bo placed at a distance from the carbon-points ; if a

reflecting tube be used it is all the more effective.
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is received and converged by a second mirror w' y\ At the

point of convergence, which may be several feet from the

camera, all the effects hitherto described may be obtained.

Fio. 105.

m

The light of the beam may be cut off at any convenient point

of its course ; but in ordinary cases the experiment is best

made by employing the bichloride instead of the bisulphide of

carbon, and placing the cell (m n) containing the opaque solu-

Fig. 106.

4|f::::::::::

tion close to the camera. The moment the coal-points are

ignited, explosion, combustion, or calorescence, as the case

may be, occurs at the focus,
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(026) Thus far I have dealt exclusively -with the invisible

radiation of the elaetrie light ; but all solid bodies raised to

incandescence emit these invisible calorific rays. The denser

the incandescent body, moreover, the more powerful is its ob-

scure radiation. We possess at the Royal Institution very

dense cylinders of lime for the production of the Drummond
light ; and, when a copious oxyhydrogen-flame is projected

against one of them, it shines with an intense yellowish light,

while the obscure radiation is exceedingly powerful. Filtering

the latter from the total emission by the solution of iodine, all

the effects of combustion and calorescence, which have been

just described, may be obtained at the focus of the invisible

rays. The light obtained by projecting the oxyhydrogen*

flame upon compressed magnesia, after the manner of Signor

Carlevaris, is whiter than that emitted by our lime ; but, the

substance being light and spongy, its obscure radiation is sur-

passed by that of our more solid cylinders,

(62?) The invisible rays of the sun have also been trans-

muted. A concave mirror, 3 feet in diameter, was mounted

on the roof of the Royal School of Mines in Jennyn Street.

The focus was formed h\ a darkened chamber, in which the

platinized platinum-foil was exposed. Cutting off the visible

rays by the solution of iodine, feeble but distinct incandescence

was there produced by the invisible rays.

(628) To obtain a clearer sky, this mirror was transferred

to the garden of my friend Mr. Lubbock (now Sir John Lub-

bock, Bart,), near Chislchurst. A blackened tin tube (A 13,

fig. 107), with square cross-section and open at one end, was

furnished at the other with a plane mirror (co y) y
forming an

angle of 4o° with the axis of the tube. A lateral aperture

(x o), about 2 inches square, was cut out in front of the mirror.

Over this aperture was placed a leaf of platinized platinum,

Turning the leaf toward the concave mirror, the concentrated

sunbeams were permitted to fall upon it. In the full glare of

daylight it is quite impossible to see whether the platinum

was incandescent or not ; but, placing the eye at B, the glow
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of the platinum could be seen by reflection from the plain

mirror. Incandescence was thus obtained at the focus of the

Fio. lot.

large mirror, X Y, after the removal of the visible rays by the

iodine solution, m n*
(629) The effects obtained with the total solar radiation

were extraordinary. Large spaces of the platinum-leaf, and

even thick foil, when exposed at the focus, disappeared as if

vapori'/ed, The handle of a pitchfork, similarly exposed, was

soon burnt quite across. Paper placed at the focus burst into

flame with almost explosive suddenness. The high ratio which

the visible radiation of the sun bears to the invisible, was

strikingly manifested in these experiments. With a total

radiation vastly inferior, the invisible rays of the electric light,

or of the lime-light, raise platinum to whiteness, while, when

the visible constituents of the concentrated sunbeam were in-

tercepted, the most that could be obtained from the dark rays

was a bright red-heat. The heat of the luminous rays, more-

over, is so great as to render it exceedingly difficult to experi-

* Experiments on the sun had boon previously, but unsuccessfully, at-

tempted by others,
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ment with the solution of iodine. It boiled up incessantly,

exposure for two or three seconds being sufficient to raise it

to ebullition, The high ratio of the luminous to the non-lu-

minous radiation is, doubtless, to be ascribed in part to the

absorption of a large portion of 'the latter by the aqueous

vapor of the air. From it, however, may also be inferred the

enormous temperature of the sun.

(030) Converging the sun's rays with a hollow lens filled

with the solution of iodine, incandescence was obtained at

the invisible focus of the lens on the roof of the Royal Insti-

tution,

(631) Knowing the permeability of good glass to the solar

rays, I requested Mr. Mayalt to permit me to make a few

experiments, with his fine photographic lens, at Brighton.

Though exceedingly busy at the time, he, in the kindest man-

ner, abandoned to my late assistant, Mr. Barrett, the use of

his apparatus for the three best hours of a bright summer's

day. A red-heat was obtained at the focus of the lens after

the complete withdrawal of the luminous portion of the radia-

tion,

(03&) Black paper has been very frequently employed in

the foregoing experiments, the action of the invisible rays

upon it being most energetic. Tins suggests that the absorp-

tion of the dark rays is not independent of color. A red

powder is red because of the entrance and absorption of the

luminous rays of higher rcfrangibility than the red, and the

ejection of the unabsorbed red light by reflection at the limit-

ing surfaces of the particles of the red body. This feebleness

of absorption of the red rays extends in many cases to the

obscure rays beyond the red *> and the consequence is that red

paper, when exposed at the focus of invisible rays, is often

scarcely charred, while black paper bursts in a moment into

flame. The following table exhibits the condition of paper of

various kinds when exposed at the dark focus of an electric

light of moderate intensity :
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Paper.

Glassed orange-colored paper

" red-
"

" green- "

" blue- "

« black- "

« white- "

Thin foreign-post .

Foolscap ....
Thin white blotting-paper

" whitey-brown "

Ordinary brown "
.

Thick brown "

Thick white sand-paper

.

Brown emery "

Dead-blaek "

Condition.

Barely charred.

Scarcely tinged ; less than the orange.

Pierced with a small burning ring.

The same as the last.

Pierced ; and immediately set ablaze.

Charred ; not pierced,

Barely charred ; less than the white.

Still less charred j about the same as the

orange.

Scarcely tinged.

The same ; a good deal of heat seems to get

through these last two papers.

, Pierced immediately, a beautiful burning

ring expanding on all sides.

Pierced, not so good as the last.

. Pierced with a burning ring.

The same as the last.

, Pierced, and immediately set ablaze.

(033) Wo have hero an almost total absence of absorption

on the part of the red paper. Even white absorbs more, and

is consequently more easily charred. Rubbing the red iodide

of mercury over paper, and exposing the reddened surface at

the focus, a thermograph of the coat-points is obtained, which

shows itself by the discharge* of the color at the place on which

the invisible image falls. Expecting that this change of color

would- be immediate, I was at first surprised at the time ncces*

sary to produce it.

(8M) And here we find ourselves in a position to prop-

erly qualify and explain a popular experiment which has been

fruitful in erroneous inferences. The celebrated Dr. Franklin

placed cloths of various colors upon snow and allowed the sun

to shine upon them, They absorbed the solar rays in differ-

ent degrees, became differently heated, and sank therefore to

different depths in the snow beneath them. His conclusion

was that dark colors were the best absorbers, and light colors

the worst ; and to this hour we appear to have been content
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to accept Franklin's generalization without qualification, Did

the emission from luminous sources consist exclusively of visi-

ble rays, we might fairly infer from the color of a substance its

capacity to absorb the heat of such sources. But we now know

that the emission from luminous sources is by no means all

visible. In terrestrial sources by far the greater part, and in

the case even of the sun a very great part, of the emission con-

sists of invisible rays, regarding which color teaches us nothing.

(635) It remained therefore to examine whether the re-

sults of Franklin were the expression of a law of Nature. Two
cards were taken of the same size and texture \ over one of

them was shaken the white powder of alum, and over the other

the dark powder of iodine. Placed before a glowing Are and

permitted to assume the maximum temperature due. to their

position, it was found that the card bearing the alum became

extremely hot, while that bearing the iodine remained cool.

No thermometer was necessary to demonstrate this difference.

Placing the back of the iodine-card against the forehead or

cheek, no inconvenience was experienced ; while the back of

the alum-card similarly placed proved intolerably hot,

(630) This result was corroborated by the following experi-

ments : One bulb of a differential thermometer was covered

with iodine, and the other with alum*powdcr, A red-hot

spatula being placed midway between both, the liquid column

associated with the alum-covered bulb was immediately forced

down, and maintained in an inferior position. Two delicate

mercurial thermometers had their bulbs coated, the one with

iodine, the other with alum. On exposing them at the same

distance to the radiation from a gas-flame, the mercury of the

alum-covered thermometer rose nearly twice as high as that

of its neighbor. Two* sheets of tin were coated, the one with

alum, and the other with iodine-powder. The sheets were

placed parallel to each other, and about 10 inches asunder ; at

the back of each was soldered a little bar of bismuth, with

which the tin plate to which it was attached constituted a

thermo-electric couple. The two plates were connected to-
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gether by a wire, and the free ends of the bismuth-bars were

connected with a galvanometer. Placing a red-hot ball mid-

way between both, the calorific rays fell with the same inten-

sity on the two sheets of tin, but the galvanometer immediately

declared that the sheet which bore the alum was the most

highly heated.

(637) In some of the foregoing cases the iodine was sim-

ply shaken through a muslin sieve ; in other cases it was

mixed with bisulphide of carbon and applied with a camcPs-

hair brush. When dried afterward it was almost as black as

soot; but as an absorber of radiant heat it was no match for

the perfectly white powder of alum.

(638) This difficulty of warming iodine by radiant heat is

evidently due to the diathermic property which it manifests

so strikingly when dissolved in bisulphide of carbon. The

heat enters the powder, is reflected at the limiting surfaces of

the particles, but it does not lodge itself among the atoms of

the iodine. When shaken in sufficient quantity on a plate of

rock-salt and placed in the path of a calorific beam, iodine in-

tercepts the heat. But its action is mainly that of a white

powder to light ; it is impervious, not through absorption, but

through repeated internal reflection. Ordinary roll-sulphur,

even in thin cakes, allows no radiant heat to pass through it;

but its opacity is also due to internal reflection. The tem-

perature of ignition of sulphur is about 244° 0, ; but on plac-

ing a small piece of the substance at the obscure focus of the

electric lamp, where the heat was sufficient to raise platinum-

foil in a moment to whiteness, it required exposure for a con-

siderable time to fuse and ignite the sulphur. Though imper-

vious to the heat, it was not through absorption. Sugar is a

much less inflammable substance than sulphur, but it is a far

better absorber; exposed at the focus, it is speedily fused and

burnt up. The heat, moreover, which is competent to inflame

powdered sugar is scarcely competent to warm table-salt of

the same white appearance.

(639) A fragment of almost black amorphous phosphorus
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was exposed at the dark focus of the electric lamp, but refused

to be ignited. A still more remarkable result was obtained

with ordinary phosphorus* A small fragment of this exceed-

ingly inflammable substance could be exposed for twenty sec-

onds without ignition at a focus where platinum was almost

instantaneously raised to a white heat. The fusing-point of

phosphorus is about 44° 0., that of sugar is 160° ; still at the

focus of the electric lamp the sugar fuses before the phospho-

rus. All this is due to the diathermancy of the phosphorus

:

a thin disk of the substance placed between two plates of

rock-salt permits of a copious transmission. This substance

therefore takes its place with other elementary bodies as re-

gards deportment toward radiant heat.

(640) The more diathermic a body is, the less it is warmed

by radiant heat. No perfectly transparent body could be

warmed by purely luminous heat. The surface of a vessel

covered with a thick fur of hoar-frost was exposed to the

beam of the electric lamp condensed by a powerful mirror, the

beam having been previously sent through a cell containing

water. The sifted beam was powerless to remove the frost,

though it was competent to set wood on lire. We may
largely apply this result. Jt is not, for example, the luminous

rays, but the dark rays of the sun which sweep the snows of

winter from the slopes of the Alps. Every glacier-stream

that rushes through the Alpine valleys is almost wholly the

product of invisible radiation. It is also the invisible solar

rays which lift the glaciers from the sea-level to the summits

of the mountains ; for the luminous rays penetrate the tropical

ocean to great depths, while the non-luminous ones are ab-

sorbed close to the surface, and become the main agents in

evaporation.

(641) We will end this subject by fulfilling a promise for-

merly made (§ 612«). The method by which Melloni deter-

mined the ratio of the visible to the invisible rays emitted by
any luminous source has been described to you (§ 3¥0). It

was explained to you, that assuming a solution of alum to
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transmit all the visible rays, which is sensibly the case, and to

absorb all the invisible rays, the difference between the trans-

mission through alum and rock-salt gives the action of the ob-

scure rays. But is this assumption regarding the absorptive

power of alum correct? Is a solution of this substance, of the

thickness at which it has hitherto been examined, really com-

petent to absorb all heat-rays of a lower refrangibility than

those which produce light ?

(642) The solution of iodine, with which you are now so

intimately acquainted, was placed in front of an electric lamp,

the luminous rays being thereby intercepted. Behind the

rock-salt cell containing the opaque solution was placed a

glass cell, empty in the iirst instance. The deflection produced

by the obscure rays which passed through both produced a

deflection of
80°.

The glass cell was now fdled with a concentrated solution of

alum; the deflection produced by the obscure rays passing

through both solutions was

50°.

Calculating from the values of these deflections, it is found

that of the obscure heat emergent from the solution of iodine

20 per cent, was transmitted% the alum.*

(643) The question, whether the invisible rays emitted by

luminous sources reach the retina of the eye, we have hitherto

left in abeyance, But there cannot be a doubt that the invisi-

ble rays which have shown themselves competent to traverse

such a thickness of the most powerful diathermic liquid yet

discovered are also able to pass through the humors of the

eye. Dr. .Fran/, has indeed proved this to be the case for the

* In passing from one medium to another, light is always reflected ; the

same is true of radiant heat. And in the ease of our empty glass cell, radiant

heat was reflected from Us two interior surfaces .when it was empty. The in-

troduction of the alum solution, no doubt, altered the quantity of heat re-

flected ; for the sake of simplicity, I have neglected taking this into account;

my doing so would not materially affect the results here enunciated,
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dark solar rays. The very careful and interesting experiments

of M, Jansscn * prove, moreover, that the humors of the eye

absorb an amount of radiant heat exactly equal to that ab-

sorbed by a layer of water of the same thickness as the hu-

mors ; and in our solution the power of alum is added to that

of water. Direct experiments on the vitreous humor of an ox

lead me to conclude that one-fifth of the obscure rays emitted

by an intense electric light reaches the retina; and, inasmuch

as in every ten parts of that radiation nine are obscure, it fol-

lows that nearly two-thirds of the whole radiant energy, visi-

ble and invisible, which the electric light sends to the retina

is incompetent to excite vision,

(644) Measured by a photometer the intensity of the elec-

tric &#/*£ used by me was, in some cases, 1,000 times that of

the light of a good composite candle, and as the non-luminous

heat-ray$ from the coal-points which reach the retina have, in

round numbers, twice the energy of the luminous, it follows

that at a common distance, say of a foot, the energy of the

radiant heat which reaches the optic nerve, but is incompetent

to provoke vision, is 2,000 times that of the light of a candle.

But on a tolerably clear night a candle-flame can be readily

seen at the distance of a mile; and the intensity of the can-

dle's light at the distance of a mile is less than one twenty-

millionth of its intensity at the distance of a foot, hence the

energy which renders the candle perfectly visible a mile off

would have to be multiplied by 2,000 x 20,000,000, or by forty

thousand millions, to bring it up to the intensity of the radia-

tion which the retina actually receives from the carbon-points

at a foot distance, without vision. Nothing, I think, could

more forcibly illustrate the special relationship which subsists

between the optic nerve and the oscillating periods of the

molecules of luminous bodies. That nerve, like a musical

string, responds to the periods with which it is in accordance,

while it refuses to be excited by others of almost infinitely

greater energy which are not in unison with its own,

* Annate* de Gkithte el de Physique^ tome Ix. p. 11.
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(645) When we see a vivid light incompetent to affect our

most delicate thermoscopie apparatus, the idea naturally pre-

sents itself that light and heat must be totally different things,

The pure light emerging from a combination of water and

green glass, even when rendered intense by concentration,

has, according to Mellon i, no sensible heating-power. The

light of the moon is also a case in point, Concentrated by a

polyzonal lens more than a yard in diameter upon the face of

Ids pile, it required all Melloni's aouteness to nurse the calo-

rific action up to a measurable quantity. Such experiments,

however, demonstrate, not that the two agents are dissimilar,

but that the sense of vision can be excited by an amount of

energy almost infinitely small.

(040) Here also we are able to offer a remark as to the

applicability of radiant heat to fog-signalling. The proposi-

tion, in the abstract, is a philosophical one ; for were our fogs

of a physical character similar to that of the iodine held in

solution by the bisulphide of carbon, or to that of iodine or

bromine vapors, it would be possible to transmit through them,

from our signal-lamps, powerful fluxes of radiant heat, even

after the entire stoppage of the light. But our fogs are not

of this character. They are unfortunately so constituted as to

act very destructively upon the purely calorific rays ; and this

fact, taken in conjunction with the marvellous sensitiveness of

the eye, leads to the conclusion that, long before the light of

our signals ceases to be visible, their radiant heat has lost the

power of affecting, in any sensible degree, the most delicate

thermoscopie apparatus that we could apply to their detection.
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CHAPTER XIV.

PK\V I—A CJMSAH SKY AND OAI.M BUT DAMP ATJIOSMIKRB NKOES3ARY FOR IIS COPIOUS FOR-

MATION—DEWED SUKSTANCKS COLDER 1HAN VN1>E\VK»> ONK3 -- i>K\VEI> SUHSTANCF3

RKiTKK RADIATORS 'ill AN UNDEWEO ONES -DEW IS 'iflK CONDENSATION OF THE ATMOS-

VHKRIO VAFOK OK Bt'RSTANCKS WJHCII HAVE RKKN CHILLED DY RADIATION- LUNAR
RADIATION- CONsmif'HON OF THE SUN*- -THK RRIOIlf I.1NW IN* THK Sl'KOiRA OF THK

MKfALS -AN INCANDESCENT VAl>OR AHSORRS THK RAYS V1UOH 1C CAN ITSELF KM IT- <

KIKCHHOFF'S GENERALIZATION- -FRAUNHOFER'S LINES--SOLAR CHEMISTRY- ^EMISSION OK

THK SUN---HEESCHKL AND l'OULLKl'S EXPERIMENTS -MAYER'S MKiKOEIC THEORY- -THE-

ORIES OF HELMHOLT/, AND THOMSON- -KFFKOr OF THE TIDES ON THK EARTH'S ROTA-

TION—ENERGIES OF THE SOLAR SYS1KM- -HELMHOLT/^THOMSON, AVATEKSON- -RELATION

OF THK SUN TO ANIMAL ANJ) VKOKTAH-LK LIFE --APPENDIX,

(047) TI7 E have learned that our atmosphere is always

' Y more or less charged with aqueous vapor, the

condensation of which forms our clouds, fogs, hail, rain, and

snow. We have now to direct our attention to one particular

case of condensation, of great interest and beauty—one, more-

over, regarding which erroneous notions 'were for a long time

entertained—the phenomenon of Dew, The aqueous vapor

of our atmosphere is a powerful radiant, but it is diffused

through air which usually exceeds its own mass more than one

hundred times. Not only, then, its own heat, but the heat of

the large quantity of air which surrounds it, must be discharged

by the vapor, before it can sink to its point of condensation.

The retardation of chilling due to this cause enables good

solid radiators, at the earth's surface, to outstrip the vapor in

their speed of refrigeration; and hence upon these bodies

aqueous vapor may be condensed to liquid, or even congealed

to hoar-frost, while at a few feet above the suvfacc.it maintains
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its gaseous state. This is actually the case in the beautiful

phenomenon which we have now to examine.

(648) We are indebted to a London physician for a true

theory of dew. In 1818 Dr, Wells published his admirable

essay on this subject, lie made his experiments in a garden

in Surrey, at a distance of three miles from Blackfriars Bridge.

To collect the dew, he used little bundles of wool, which,

when dry, weighed 10 grains each ; and, having exposed them

during a clear night, the amount of dew deposited on them

was determined by the augmentation of their weight. He
soon found that whatever interfered with the view of the sky

from his piece of wool, interfered also with the deposition of

dew. He supported a board on four props ; on the board he

laid one of his wool parcels, and under it a second similar one;

during a clear calm night, the former gained Id grains in

weight, while the latter gained only 4. He bent a sheet of

pasteboard like the roof of a house, and placed underneath it

a bundle of wool on the grass: by a single night's exposure

the wool gained % grains in weight, while a similar piece of

wool exposed on the grass, but quite unshaded by the roof,

collected 16 grains of moisture.

(649) Is it steam from the earth, or is it fme rain from the

heavens, that produces this deposition of due ? Both of these

notions have been advocated. That is does not arise from the

earth is, however, proved by the fact, that -more moisture was

collected on the propped board than under it. That it is not

a fme rain is proved by the fact, that the most copious deposi-

tion occurs on the clearest nights.

(650) D\\ Wells next exposed thermometers, as he had

done his wool-bundles, and found that at those places where

the dew fell most copiously , the temperature sank lowest* On
the propped board already referred to, lie found the tempera-

ture 9° Fahr. lower than under it ; beneath the pasteboard-

roof the thermometer was 10° warmer than on the open grass.

He also found, that when he laid his thermometer upon a

grass-plof
, on a clear night, it sank sometimes 14° lower than
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a similar thermometer suspended in free air, at a height of 4

feet above the grass, A bit of cotton, placed beside the

former, gained 20 grains ; a similar bit, beside the latter, only

11 grains in weight. The lowering of the temperature and

the deposition of the dew went hand in hand. Not only did

artificial screens interfere with the lowering of the temperature

and the formation of the dew, but a cloud-screen acted in the

same manner. He once observed his thermometer, which, as

it lay upon the grass, showed a temperature 12° Fahr. lower

than the air a few feet above the grass, rise, on the passage

of some clouds, until it was only 2° colder than the air. In

fact, as the clouds crossed his zenith, or disappeared from it,

the temperature of his thermometer rose and fell.

(651) A scries of such experiments, conceived and exe-

cuted with admirable clearness and skill, enabled Dr. Wells to

propound a Theory of Dew, which has stood the test of all

subsequent criticism, and is now universally accepted.

(652) It is an effect of chilling by radiation. " The upper

parts of the grass radiate their heat into regions of empty

space, which, consequently, send no heat back in return ; its

lower parts, from the smallness of their conducting power,

transmit little of the earth's heat to the upper parts, which,

at the same time, receiving only a small quantity from the at-

mosphere, and none from any other lateral body, must remain

colder than the air, and condense into dew its watery vapor,

if this be sufficiently abundant in respect to the . decreased

temperature of the grass." Why the vapor itself, being a

powerful radiant, is not so quickly chilled as the grass, has

been already explained, on the ground that the vapor has not

only its own heat to discharge, but also that of the large mass

of air by which it is surrounded.

(653) Dew, then, is the result of the condensation of at-

mospheric vapor, on substances which have been sufficiently

cooled by radiation ; and, as bodies differ widely in their radi-

ative powers, we may expect corresponding differences, in the

deposition of dew. This Wells proved to . be the case. He
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often saw dew copiously deposited on grass and painted wood,

when none could be observed on gravel-walks adjacent, lie

found plates of metal, which he had exposed, quite dry, while

adjacent bodies were covered with dew : in all such cases the

temperature of the metal wasfound to be higher than that of
the dewed substances. This is quite in accordance with our

knowledge that metals are the worst radiators. On one oc-

casion he placed a plate of metal upon grass, and upon the

plate he laid a glass thermometer ; the thermometer, after

some time, exhibited dew, while the plate remained dry.

This led him to suppose that the instrument, though lying on

the plate, did not share its temperature, He placed a secoixl

thermometer, with a gilt bidb> beside the first; the naked

glass thermometer- a good radiator—remained 9° Fahr, colder

than its companion. To determine the true temperature of a

hod}' is a task of some difficulty : a glass thermometer, sus-

pended in the air, will not give the temperature of the air; its

own power as a radiant or an absorbent comes into play. On
a clear day, when the sun shines, the thermometer will be

warmer than the air ; on a clear night, on the contrary, the

thermometer will be colder than the air. We have seen that

the passage of a cloud can raise the temperature of a ther-

mometer 10° in a few minutes. This augmentation, it is mani-

fest, does not indicate a corresponding augmentation of the tem-

perature of the air, but merely the interception and reflection,

by the cloud, of the rays of heat emitted by the thermometer.

(65d) Dr. Wells applied his principles to the explanation

of many curious effects, and to the correction of many popu-

lar errors. Moon-blindness he refers to the chill produced by

radiation from the eyes, the shining of the moon being merely

an accompaniment to the clearness of the atmosphere. The

putrefying influence ascribed to the moonbeams is really due

to the deposition of moisture, as a kind of dew, on the ex-

posed animal substances. The nipping of tender plants by

frost, when the air of the garden is some degrees above the

freezing temperature, is also to be referred to chilling by ra-
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diatton. A cobweb screen would be sufficient to preserve

them from injury.*

(655) Wells was the first to explain the formation, artifi-

cially, of ice in Bengal, where the substance is never formed

naturally. Shallow pits are dug, which are partially filled

with straw, and on the straw flat pans containing water are

exposed to the clear firmament, The water is a powerful ra-

diant, and sends off its heat copiously into space. The heat

thus lost cannot be supplied from the earth—this source being

cut off by the non-conducting straw. Before sunrise a cake

of ice is formed in each vessel, This is the explanation of

Wells, and it is, no doubt, the true one, I think, however, it

needs supplementing. It appears, from the description, that

the condition most suitable for the formation of ice is not only

a clear air, but a dry air. The nights, says Sir Bobert Barker,

most favorable for the production of ice, are those which are

clearest and most serene, and in which very little dew appears

after midnight The italicised phrase is very significant To
produce the ice in abundance, the atmosphere must not only

be clear, but it must be comparatively free from aqueous va-

por. When the straw on which the pans were laid became

wet, it was always changed for dry straw ; and the reason

Wells assigned for this was, that the straw, by being wetted,

was rendered more compact and efficient as a conductor, This

may have been the case, but it is also certain that the vapor

rising from the wet straw", and overspreading the pans like a

screen, would check the chill, and retard the congelation,

(656) With broken health Wells pursued and completed

* With reference to this point we have the following beautiful passage in

the Essay of Wells t
" I had often, in the pride of half-knowledge, smiled at

the mean* frequently employed by gardeners to protect tender plants from

cold, as it appeared to me impossible that a thin mat, or any such flimsy sub-

stance, could prevent them from attaining the temperature of the atmosphere,

by which alone I thought them liable to be injured, But, when I had learned

that bodies on the surface of the earth become, during a stilt and serene

night, colder than the atmosphere, by radiating their heat to the heavens, I

perceived immediately a just reason for the practice which I had beforo

deemed useless."
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this beautiful investigation ; and, on the brink of the grave,

he composed his Essay. It is a model of wise inquiry and of

lucid exposition. He made no haste, but he took no rest till

he had mastered his subject, looking steadfastly into it until

it became transparent to his gaze. Thus he solved his prob-

lem, and stated its solution in a fashion which renders his

work imperishable.*

(657) Since his time various experimenters have occupied

themselves with the question of nocturnal radiation ; but,

though valuable facts have been accumulated, if we except a

supplement contributed by Mclloni, nothing of importance has

been added to the theory of Wells. Mr. Glaisher, M. Martins,

and others, have illustrated the subject, The following table

contains some results obtained by Mr. Glaisher, by exposing

thermometers at different heights above the surface, of a glass

field. The chilling observed when the thermometer was ex-

posed on long grass is represented by the number 1000, while

the succeeding numbers represent the relative chilling of the

thermometers placed ii\ the positions indicated:

liadiation:

Long grass . . 1000

One inch above the points of the grass . . on
Two inches a i< W0
Three inches u «{

, m
Six inches a « 282

One foot u it
. 129

Two feet
<< tt 80

Fouv feet
(t u

. 00

Six feet a i( m

(658) It may be asked why the thermometer, which is a

good radiator, is not, when suspended in free air, just as much

chilled as at the earth's surface. Wells has answered this ques-

tion. It is because the thermometer, when chilled, cools the air

in immediate contact with it; this air contracts, becomes heavy,

* The tract of Wells is preceded by a personal memoir written "by himself,

It has the solidity of an essay of Montaigne.
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and descends, thus allowing its place to be taken by warmer air.

In this way the free thermometer is prevented from falling very

low beneath the temperature of the air. Hence, also, the neces-

sity of a still night for the copious formation of dew ; for, when

the wind blows, fresh air continually circulates amid the blades

of grass, and prevents any considerable chilling by radiation.

(659) When a radiator is exposed to a clear sky it tends

to keep a certain thermometric distance, if the term may be

used, between its temperature and that of the surrounding

air. This distance will depend upon the energy of the ra-

diator, but it is to a great extent independent of the tempera-

ture of the air. Thus, M. Pouillet has proved that, in the

month of April, when the temperature of the air was 3'6° C,

swans'-down fell by radiation to —3*5°; the whole chilling,

therefore, was 7*1°. In the month of June, when the tem-

perature of the air was 17*75° C, the temperature of the ra-

diating swans'-down was 10*54° ; the dulling of the swans'-

down, by radiation, is here 7*21°, almost precisely the same as

that which occurred in April. Thus, while the general tem-

perature varies within wide limits, the difference of tempera-

ture between the radiating body and the surrounding air re-

mains sensibly constant.

(660) These facts enabled Melloni to make an important

addition to the theory of dew. He found that a glass ther-

mometer, placed on the ground, is never chilled more than £° C,

or 3*6° F., below an adjacent thermometer, with silvered bulb,

which hardly radiates at all. These %° G, or thereabouts,

mark the thermometric distance above referred to, which the

glass tends to preserve between it and the surrounding air.

But Six, Wilson, Wells, Parry, Scorcsby, Glaisher, and others,

have' found differences of more than 10°C.,or 18° F., between

a thermometer on grass and a second thermometer hung a few

feet above the grass. How is this to be accounted for ? Very

simply, according to. Melloni, thus: The grass-blades first

chill themselves by radiation 2° 0. below the surrounding air;

the air is then chilled by contact with the grass, and forms
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around it a cold aerial bath. But the tendency of the grass

is to keep the above constant difference between its own tem-

perature and that of the surrounding medium. It therefore

sinks lower. The air sinks in its turn, being still further

chilled by contact with the grass ; the grass, however, seeks

to reestablish the former difference ; it is again followed by

the air, and thus, by a series of actions and reactions, the en-

tire stratum of air in contact with the grass becomes lowered

to a temperature far below that which corresponds to the

actual radiative energy of the grass.

(601) Bo much for terrestrial radiation ; that of the moon
will not occupy us so long. Many futile attempts have been

made to detect the warmth of the moon's beams. No doubt,

every luminous ray is also a heat-ray 5 but the light-giving

power is not even an approximate measure of the calorific

energy of a beam. With a large polyzonal lens, Melloni con-

verged an image of the moon upon his pile ; but he found the

cold of his lens far more than sufficient to mask the heat, if

such there were, of the moon. He then screened off his lens

from the heavens, placed his pile in the focus of the lens,

waited until the needle came to zero, and then, suddenly re-

moving his screen, allowed the concentrated light to strike his

pile. The slight air-draughts in the place of experiment were

sufficient to disguise the effect. He then stopped the tube in

front of his pile with glass screens, through which the light

went freely to the blackened face of the pile, where it was

converted into heat. This heal could not get back through

the glass screen^ and thus Melloni, following the example of

Saussure, accumulated his effects, and obtained a galvanomet-

ric deflection of 3° or 4°. The deflection indicated warmth.

(§<$%) By far the greater part of the heat emitted by the

full moon must consist of obscure rays, and these are almost

wholly absorbed by our atmospheric vapor. Even such ob-

scure rays as might happen to reach the earth would be utter-

ly cut off by such a lens as Melloni made iise of. It might be

worth while to make the experiment with a metallic reflector,
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instead of wkli a lens. I have myself tried a conical reflector

of very large dimensions, but have hitherto been defeated by

the unsteadiness of London air.

(603) We have now to turn our thoughts to the source

from which terrestrial and lunar heat is almost wholly derived,

This source is the sun 5 for, if the earth has ever been a mol-

ten sphere, which is now cooling, the quantity of heat which

readies its surface from within has long ceased to be sensible.

First, then, let us inquire what is the constitution of this won-

drous body, to which we owe both light and life.

(664) Let us approach the subject gradually, and prepare

our minds, by previous discipline, for the treatment of so

grand a problem. You already know how the spectrum of

the electric light is formed. Such a spectrum is now upon the

screen, two feet wide and eight long, with all its magnificent

gradations of color, one passing into the other, without solu-

tion of continuity. The light from which this spectrum is de-

rived, is emitted from the solid incandescent carbon-points

within our electric lamp. All other white-hot solids give a

similar spectrum. When I raise this platinum wire to white-

ness by an electric current, and examine its light by a prism,

I find the same gradation of colors, and no gap whatever be-

tween one color and the other. But by intense heat—by the

heat of the electric lamp, for example—I can volatilize the

metal, and throw upon the screen, not the spectrum of the in-

candescent solid, but of its incandescent vapor* The spectrum

is now changed ; instead of being a continuous gradation of

colors, it consists of a series of brilliant lines, separated from

each other by spaces of darkness.

(665) The pieces of carbon are now arranged in the follow-

ing manner : the lower one is a cylinder, about half an inch

in diameter, in the top of which is scooped a small hollow

;

into this hollow is put this piece of zinc, and the upper carbon-

point is then brought down upon it. The current passes, and,

when the points are drawn apart, the image of the arc that

unites them is projected on the screen as a stream of purple

19
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light, eighteen inches long. That colored stream is zinc-va-

por ; it contains the atoms of the zinc discharged across from

carbon to carbon. These atoms arc now oscillating in certain

definite periods, and the color which we perceive is the com-

posite impression of these oscillations.

(665«) Resolving, by a prism, the light of the arc into its

component colors, we have no longer a continuous spectrum,

but these splendid bands of red and blue light.

(666) I interrupt the current, remove the zinc, and put in

its place a bit of copper. On forming the arc we obtain this

stream of green light, which we can analyze as we did the

purple light of the zinc. In the spectrum of the copper you

have these bands of brilliant green, which were absent in the

case of zinc. We may therefore infer, with certainty, that

the atoms of copper, in the voltaic arc, vibrate in periods dif-

ferent from those of zinc. Let us now inquire whether these

different periods create any confusion, when we operate upon

a substance composed of zinc and copper—the familiar sub-

stance brass. Its spectrum is now before you, and, if you

have retained the impression made by our last two experi-

ments, you will recognize here a spectrum, formed by the

superposition of the two separate spectra of zinc and copper.

The alloy emits, without confusion, the rays peculiar to both

the metals of which it is composed.

(667) Every metal emits its own system of bands, which

are as characteristic of it as those other physical and chemical

qualities which give it its individuality. By a method of ex-

periment sufficiently refined, we can measure, accurately, the

position of the bright lines of every known metal. Acquainted

with such lines, we should, by the mere inspection of the spec-

trum of any single metal, be able at once to declare its name.

And not only so, but, in the case of a mixed spectrum, we
should be able to declare the constituents of the mixture from

which it emanated. From the exhibition of unknown lines,

the existence of new metals has been inferred. Bunsen and

Kirchhoif, for example, thus discovered Cccsium and Eubidi-
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urn ; and Mr. Crooks, by the same method, discovered Thalli-

um, which gives us this single line of brilliant green.

(068) This law is true, not only of the metals themselves,

but also of their compounds, if they be volatile. I place a bit

of sodium on the lower cylinder, and cause the voltaic dis-

charge to pass from it to the upper coal-point ; the spectrum

of the sodium gives us this single band of brilliant yellow.

With greater delicacy of experiment, that band is divided into

two, with a narrow dark 'interval between them: a still greater

amount of precision would further subdivide the yellow space.

Let us now remove the sodium from the lamp and put in its

place a little common salt, or chloride of sodium, At this

high temperature the salt is volatile, and produces the exact

yellow band yielded by the metal. Thus, also, from the chlo-

ride of strontium, we obtain the bands of the metal stron-

tium \ and, by means of the chlorides of calcium, magnesium,

and lithium, are produced the spectra of these respective

metals.

(669) Finally, this carbon cylinder is perforated with holes,

into which is crammed a mixture of all the compounds just

mentioned. Surely, nothing more magnificent can be im-

agined than the spectrum of the mixture now upon the screen.

Each substance gives out its own peculiar rays, which cut

transversely the whole eight feet of the spectrum into parallel

bars of richly-colored light. Having previously made your-

selves acquainted with the lines emitted by all the metals,

you would be able to unravel this spectrum, and to state the

metals concerned in its production.

(6?0) The voltaic arc is here employed simply because its

light is so intense as to be visible to a large audience like the

present;* but the same experiments might be made with a

common blow-pipe flame. The introduction of sodium, or

chloride of sodium, turns the (lame yellow ; strontium turns it

red ; copper, green, etc. The flames thus colored, when ex-

* The splendid blue band of lathium was discovered by moans of the elec-

tric lamp in the- theatre of tho Koyal Institution.
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amined by a prism, show the exact bands which have been

displayed before you.

(6T1) We have here, then, the radiation of definite groups

of rays by incandescent vapors. Let us now turn our atten-

tion to the absorption of definite groups of rays by gaseous

substances, A famous experiment of Sir David Brewster's,

thrown into a form suited to the lecture-room, will illustrate

this power of selection ; Into this cylinder, the ends of which

are stopped by plates of glass, is introduced a quantity of

nitrous-acid gas, the presence of which is now indicated by its

rich brown color. Projecting a brilliant spectrum on the

screen, and placing the cylinder, containing the brown gas, in

the path of the beam as it issues from the lamp, you see the

continuous spectrum furrowed by numerous dark bands. The

rays answering to these bands are intercepted by the nitric

gas, while it permits the intervening bands of light to pass

without hinderance.

{(yfS) We now come to the great principle on which these

phenomena depend, and which we have already, in part, illus-

trated. This principle, first announced by Professor KirchhoiY,

is, that a gas
y
or vapor^ absorbs those precise rays which it can

itself emit Atoms which swing at a cetrain rate intercept

waves which swing at the same rate, The atoms which vibrate

red light will stop red light ; the atoms that vibrate yellow

will stop yellow ; those that vibrate green will stop green, and

so of the rest. Absorption, you already know, is a transfer-

ence of motion from the ether to the molecules immersed in it,

and the absorption of any atom is exerted chief!}' upon those

waves which arrive in periods coinciding with its own rate of

oscillation.

(673) Let us endeavor to prove this experimentally. We
already know that a sodium-flame, when analyzed, gives a

brilliant band of yellow. This flat vessel contains a mixture

of alcohol and water ; when the mixture is warmed we can

ignite its vapor : it then gives a flame so feebly luminous as to

be scarcely visible. Let us mix salt with the liquid, and again
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ignite it ; the flame, which a moment ago was scarcely to be

seen, is now a brilliant yellow. Projecting a continuous spec-

trum upon the screen, in the track of the beam, as it issues

from the electric lamp, I place the yellow sodium-flame. Ob-

serve the spectrum narrowly : you see in the yellow a flicker-

ing gray band, very faint, but sufficient to show that the flame

has, at least in part, intercepted the yellow of the spectrum : it

has partially absorbed the precise light which it can itself emit.

(674) But the effect can be made much plainer. Abandon-

ing the salt-flame, I place the intensely hot flame of a Bimsen's

burner in front of the lamp, so that the beam, whose decom-

position is to form our spectrum, shall pass through the flame,

In this little spoon of platinum wire is placed a bit of the metal

sodium, about the size of a pea. The sodium, when ignited,

emits a powerful light, and it is necessary to cut off that light

from the screen on which the spectrum is to fall. First form-

ing the spectrum, I introduce the platinum-net containing the

sodium into the flame through which the beam from the lamp

passes. The sodium instantly colors the flame intensely yel-

low, and you already see a shadow coming over the yellow of

the spectrum. But the effect is not yet at its maximum.

After a little time the sodium bursts into intense combustion,

and at the same moment you sec the yellow dug utterly out

of the spectrum, a bar of intense darkness taking its place.

This violent combustion will endure for a few seconds. On
withdrawing the flame, the yellow reappears upon the screen

;

on reintroducing it, the yellow band is again cut out. This

may be done ten times in succession, and in the whole range

of optics there is scarcely a more striking experiment. We
have thus conclusively proved that the light which the sodium-

flame absorbs is the light which it can emit.*

* Before trying the combustion of the metal, I had tried the salt-flame in a

trough ten feet long : the effect, however, is far less fme than that attainable

by the combustion of the metal. The experiment was first made during my
preparations for a lecture on the " Physical Basis of Solar Chemistry," given

hi Juno, 1801.
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(075) Let us be still more precise in our experiments, The
yellow of the spectrum spreads over a certain interval, and

we have now to examine whether it is not the particular por-

tion of the yellow emitted by the sodium, that is absorbed by

its flame. I place a little brine on the ends of the coal-points

;

you now see the continuous spectrum, with the yellow baud

of the sodium brighter than the rest of the yellow. When the

sodium-flame is placed in front, that particular band, which

now stands out from the spectrum, is cut away.

(076) You have already seen a spectrum, derived from a

mixture of various substances, and composed of a succession

of sharply-defined and brilliant bars, separated from each other

by intervals of darkness. Could the temperature of the mix-

ture which produced that striped spectrum be so exalted by,

a (lame as to render its vapors incandescent, on placing the

flame and vapors in the path of a beam producing a continu-

ous spectrum, we should cut out of the latter the precise rays

emitted by the components of the mixture. We should thus,

instead of furrowing the spectrum by a single dark band, as in

the case of sodium, furrow it by a series of dark bands, equal

in number to the bright bands, produced by the mixture itself

when the source of light.

(077) We now possess knowledge sufficient to raise us to

the level of one of the most remarkable generalizations of our

age. When the light of the sun is properly decomposed, the

spectrum is seen furrowed by innumerable dark lines. A few

of these were observed for the first time by Dr. Wollaskmj

but they were investigated with profound skill by Fraunhofer,

and called, after him, Fraunhofcr's lines. It has long been

supposed thai these dark bands were due to the absorption

of the rays which correspond to them, by the atmosphere of

the sun ; but nobody knew how. Having once proved that

an incandescent vapor absorbs the precise rays which it can

itself emit, and knowing that the body of the sun is surround*

ed by an incandescent photosphere, flic supposition at once

flashes on the mind, that this photosphere may cut off those
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rays of the central incandescent orb, which the photosphere

itself can emit. Wo are thus led to. a theory of the constitu-

tion of the sun, which renders a complete account of the lines

of Fraunhofer.

(678) The sun, according to Kirchhoff, consists of a central

orb, molten or solid, of exceeding brightness, which emits all

kinds of rays, and would therefore give a continuous spectrum.

The radiation from the nucleus, however, has to pass through

the photosphere, which wraps the sun like a flame, and this

vaporous envelop cuts off those particular rays of the nucleus

which it can itself emit -the lines of Fraunhofer marking the

position of the failing rays, Could we abolish the central orb,

and obtain the spectrum of the gaseous envelop, we should

obtain a striped spectrum, each bright band of which would

coincide with one of Fraunhofer's dark lines. These lines,

therefore, are spaces of relative^ not of absolute darkness;

upcM^theni the rays of the absorbent photosphere fall ; but

these,"not being sufficiently intense to make good the light

intercepted, the spaces which they illuminate ai*e dark, in

comparison to the general brilliancy of the spectrum.

(079) It has long been supposed that sun and planets have

had a common origin, and that hence the same substances are

more or less common to them all, Can wo detect the presence

of any of our terrestrial substances in the sun? We have

learned that the bright bands of a metal are characteristic of

the metal ; that we can, without seeing the metal, declare its

name from the inspection of its bands. The bands are, so to

speak, the voice of the metal declaring its presence. Hence,

if any of our terrestrial metals be contained in the sun's at-

mosphere, the dark lines which they produce ought to coincide

exactly with the bright lines emitted by the vapor of the met-

al itself. About sixty bright lines have been determined as

belonging to the single metal iron. When the light from the

incandescent vapor of iron, obtained by passing electric sparks

between two iron wires, is allowed to pass through one half

of a fine slit, and the light of the sun through the other half,
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the spectra from both sources of light may be placed side by

side. When this is done, it is found that for every bright line

of the iron spectrum there is a dark line of the solar spectrum.

Beduccd to actual calculation, this means that the chances are

more than 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 to 1, that iron is in the

atmosphere of the sun. Comparing the spectra of other met-

als m the same manner, Professor KirchhofY, to whose genius

we owe this splendid generalization, finds iron, calcium, mag-

nesium, sodium, chromium, and other metals, in the solar at-

mosphere j but, as yet, lie lias been unable to detect gold,

silver, mercury, aluminium, tin, lead, arsenic, or antimony.

(680) We can imitate, in a way more precise than that

hitherto employed, the solar constitution here supposed. In

the electric lamp is placed a cylinder of carbon about half an

inch thick \ and round about the upper edge a ring of sodium,

the central portion of the cylinder being left clear, I bring

down the upper coal-point upon the middle of the cylinder,

thus producing the ordinary electric light, Its proximity to

the sodium is sufficient to volatilize the latter, and thus the

little central sun is surrounded with an atmosphere of sodium-

vapor, as the real sun is surrounded by its photosphere. You

see that the yellow band is absent in the spectrum of this

light,*

(681) The quantity of heat emitted by the sun has been

measured by Sir John Herschel at the Cape of Good Hope,

and by M. Pouiilet in Paris. The agreement between the

measurements is very remarkable. Sir John Herschel finds the

direct heating effect of a vertical sun, at the sea-level, to be

competent to melt 0'00?54 of an inch of ice per minute; while,

according to M. Pouiilet, the quantity is 0*00703 of an inch.

The mean of the determinations cannot be far from the truth

;

this gives 0*00728 of an inch of ice per minute, or nearly half

* At this time the experiment of plaeing a bit of sodium, like the hit of

y'\n(i and copper already referred to, on the top of the lower cylinder of tho

lamp, wan repeatedly made, the dark hand being produced, The form de-

scribed abovo was given to the experiment, simply to render its analogy with

tho effect of the solar atmosphere more apparent,
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Fig. 103.

an inch per hour. Before you (fig, 108) I have placed an in-

strument, similar in form to that used by M. Fouillet, and
called by him a pyrheliometer. The
particular instrument which you now
see is composed of a shallow cylinder

of steel a a
y
filled with mercury. In-

to the cylinder is introduced the ther-

mometer, dy the stem of which is pro-

tected by a piece of brass tubing.

The fiat end of the cylinder is to be

turned toward the sun, and the sur-

face thus presented is coated with

lamp-black. By means of a collar

and screw, c <?, the instrument may
be attached to a stake driven into the

ground, or into the snow, if the ob-

servations are made at considerable

heights. It is necessary that the

surface which receives the sun's rays

should be perpendicular to them, and

this is secured by attaching, to the

brass tube which shields the stem of

the thermometer, a disk, e e
y
of pre-

cisely the same diameter as the steel

cylinder. When the shadow of the cylinder accurately covers

the disk, we are sure that rays fall, as perpendiculars, on the

upturned surface of the cylinder.

(682) The observations are made in the following manner

:

First, the instrument is permitted, not to receive the sun's

rays, but to radiate its own heat for five minutes against an

unclouded part of the firmament, the decrease of the tempera-

ture of the mercury consequent on this radiation being noted.

Next, the instrument is turned toward the sun, so that the

solar rays fall perpendicularly upon it for five minutes—the

augmentation of temperature is noted. Finally, the instru-

ment is turned again toward the firmament, away from the
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sun, and allowed to radiate for another five minutes, the sink-

ing of the thermometer being noted as before, You might,

perhaps, suppose that exposure to the sun alone would be

sufficient ; but we must not forget that, during the whole time

of exposure to the sun's action, the blackened surface of the

cylinder is also radiating into space; it is not, therefore, a

case of pure gain : the heat received from the sun is, in part,

thus wasted, even while the experiment is going on ; and, to

find the quantity thus lost, the first and last experiments are

needed. In order to obtain- the whole heating-power of the

sun, we must add the quantity lost during the time of expos-

ure, and this quantity is the mean of the first and last observa-

tions. Supposing the letter it to represent the augmentation

of temperature by five minutes' exposure to the sun, and that

t and i represent the reductions of temperature observed be-

fore and after, then the whole force of the sun, which we may
call t, would be thus expressed :

* = K +
-i

(683) The area of the surface, on which the sun's rays here

fall, is known ; the quantity of mercury within the cylinder is

also known ; hence, we can express the effect of the sun's heat

upon a given area, by stating that it is competent, in fivo min-

utes, to raise so much mercury, or so much water, so many de-

grees in temperature. Water, indeed, instead of mercury,

was used in M. Pouillet's pyrheJiomctcr.

(68<1:) The observations were made at different hours of

the day, and, consequently, through different thicknesses of

the earth's atmosphere; augmenting from the minimum thick-

ness at noon, up to the maximum at p. m,, which was the

time of the latest observation. It was found that the solar

energy diminished, according to a certain law, as the thick-

ness of the air crossed by the sunbeams increased ;
and, from

this law, M. Pouillet was enabled to infer that the absorption,

if the rays were directed downward to his instrument from the

zenith, would be 25 per cent, of the whole radiation. Doubt-
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less, this absorption 'would bo chiefly exerted upon the longer

undulations emitted by the sun ; the aqueous vapor of our air,

not the air itself, being the principal agent. Taking into ac-

count the whole terrestrial hemisphere turned toward the sun,

the amount intercepted by the atmospheric envelop is four-

tenths of the entire radiation, Thus, were the atmosphere re-

moved, the illuminated hemisphere of the earth would receive

nearly twice the amount of heat from the sun that now reaches

it, The total amount of solar heat received by the earth in a

year, if distributed uniformly over the earth's surface, would

be sufficient to liquefy a layer of ice 100 feet thick, and cover-

ing the whole earth. It would also heat an ocean of fresh

water $6 miles deep, from the temperature of melting ice to

the temperature of ebullition.

(085) Knowing thus the annual receipt of the earth, we
can calculate the entire quantity of heat emitted by the sun in

a year. Conceive a hollow sphere to surround the sun, its

centre being the sun's centre, and its surface at the distance

of the earth from the sun, The section of the earth cut by
this surface is, to the whole area of the hollow sphere, as

1 : 2,300,000,000; hence, the quantity of solar heat intercepted

by the earth is only ^qosVww of the total radiation.

(086) The heat emitted by the sun, if used to melt a stra-

tum of ice applied to the sun's surface, would liquefy the ice

at the rate of 2,400 feet an hour. It would boil, per hour,

¥00,000 millions of cubic miles of ice-cold water. Expressed

in another form, the heat given out by the sun, per hour, is

equal to that which would be generated by the combustion of

a layer of solid coal, ten feet thick, entirely surrounding the

sun ; hence, the heat emitted in a year is equal to that which

would be produced by the combustion of a layer of coal seven-

teen miles in thickness,

(687) This, ihen
y
is the sun's expenditure which has been

going on for ages,. without our. being able, in historic times,

to detect the loss. When the tolling of a bell is heard at a

distance, the sonorous vibrations are quickly wasted, and re-
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ncwcd strokes arc necessary to maintain the sound. lake the

boll *

" Die Sonne tont nach alter Wctso."

But how is its tone sustained ? How is the perennial loss

made good ? We are apt to overlook the wonderful in the

common* Possibly to many of us—and even to some of the

most enlightened among us—the sun appears as a lire, differ-

ing from our terrestrial fires only in the magnitude and in-

tensity of its combustion. But what is the burning matter

which can thus maintain itself ? All that we know of eosmi-

cal phenomena declares our brotherhood with the sun—affirms

that the same constituents enter into the composition of his

mass as those already known to chemistry. But no earthly

substance with which we are acquainted—no substance which

the fall of meteors has landed on the earth—would be at all

competent to maintain the sun*s combustion. The chemical

energy of such substances would be too weak, and their dissi-

pation too speedy. Were the sun a block of burning coal,

and were it supplied with oxygen sufficient for the observed

emission, it would be utterly consumed in 5,000 years. On
the other hand, to imagine it a body originally endowed with

a store of heat* -a hot globe now cooling necessitates the

ascription to it of qualities wholly different from those pos-

sessed by terrestrial matter. If we knew the specific heat of

the sun, we could calculate its rate of cooling. Assuming the

specific heat to be the same as that of water—the terrestrial

substance which possesses the highest specific heat—at its

present rate of emission, the entire mass of the sun would

cool down 15,000° Fahr. in 5,000 years, In short, if the sun

be formed of matter like our own, some means must exist of

restoring to.it its wasted power.

(688) The facts arc so extraordinary, that the soberest hy-

pothesis regarding them must appear wild. The sun we know
rotates upon his axis once in about twenty-five days; and the

notion has been entertained that the friction of the periphery
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of this wheel against something in surrounding space produces

the light and heat. But what forms the brake, and by what

agency is it held, while it rubs against the sun? Granting,

moreover, the existence of the brake, we calculate the total

amount of heat which the sun could generate, by such friction,

We know his mass, we know his time of rotation ; we know
the mechanical equivalent of heat; and, from these data, we
can deduce, with certainty, that the force of rotation, if en-

tirely converted into heat, would cover less than two centuries

of emission.* There is nothing hypothetical in this calcula-

tion,

(689) I have already alluded to another theory, which,

however bold it may at first sight appear, deserves our serious

attention- -the Meteoric Theory of the Sun. Kepler's cele-

brated statement .,
that " there are more comets in the heavens

than fish in the ocean," implies that a small portion only of

the total number of comets belonging to our system are seen

from the earth. But, besides comets, and planets, and moons,

a numerous class of bodies belong to our system which, from

their smallness, might be regarded as eosmical atoms. Like

the planets and the comets, these smaller asteroids obey the

law of gravity, and revolve in elliptic orbits round the sun.

It is they which, when they come within the earth's atmos-

phere, and are fired by friction, appear to us as meteors and

falling stars.

(690) On a bright night, twenty minutes rarely pass at

any part of the earth's surface without the appearance of at

least one meteor. Twice a year (on the 12th of August and

14th of November) they appear in enormous numbers. Dur-

ing nine hours in Boston, when they were described as falling

as thick as snow-flakes, 240,000 meteors were observed. The

number felling in a year might, perhaps, be estimated at hun-

dreds or thousands of millions, and even these would consti-

tute but a small portion of the total crowd of asteroids that

circulate round the sun. From the phenomena of light and

* Mayer, Dynamik des Himmels, |>. 10.
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heat, and by direct observations on Knckc's comet, WO learn

that the universe is filled by a resisting medium, through the

friction of which all the masses of our system are drawn

gradually toward the sun. And though the larger planets

showyin historic times, no diminution of their periods of revo-

lution, it may be otherwise with the smaller bodies. In the

time required for the mean distance of the earth to alter a

single yard, a small asteroid may have approached thousands

of miles nearer to the sun,

(Gdl) Following 1 up these reflections, wo should bo led to

the conclusion that, while an immeasurable stream of ponder-

able meteoric matter moves unceasingly toward the sun, it

must augment in density as it approaches its centre of con-

vergence. And here the conjecture naturally rises, whether

that vast nebulous mass, the Zodiacal Light, which embraces

the sun, may not be a crowd of meteors. It is at least proved

that this luminous phenomenon arises from matter which cir-

culates in obedience to planetary laws; hence the entire mass

of the zodiacal light must be constantly approaching and in-

cessantly raining its substance down upon the sun,

(69$) It is easy to calculate both the maximum and the

minimum velocity, imparted by the sun's., attraction to an as-

teroid circulating round him, The maximum is generated

when the body approaches the sun from an infinite distance;

the entire pull of the sun being then exerted upon it. The
minimum is that velocity which would barely enable the body

to revolve round the sun close to his surface. The final ve-

locity of the former, just before striking the sun, would be 390

miles a second, that of the latter 278 miles a second, The as-

teroid, on striking the sun, with the former velocity, would

develop more than 9,000 times the heat generated by the com-

bustion of an equal asteroid of solid coal; while the shock, in

the latter case, would generate heat equal to that of the com-

bustion of upward of 4,000 such asteroids. It matters not,

therefore, whether the substances falling into the sun be com-

bustible or not ; their being combustible would not add sen-
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Bibly to tlie tremendous heat produced by their mechanical

collision.

(093) Here, then, we have an agency competent to restore

his lost energy to the sun, and to maintain a temperature at

Ins surface which transcends all terrestrial combustion. In

the fall of asteroids we find the means of producing the solar

light and heat, It may be contended that this showering

down of matter necessitates the growth of the sun ; it does

so ; but the quantity necessary to maintain the observed

calorific emission for 4,000 years would defeat the scrutiny of

our best instruments. If the earth struck the sun, it would

utterly vanish from perception ; but the heat developed by its

shock would cover the expenditure of a century,

(694) To the earth itself we might apply considerations

similar to those which we have applied 1 to the sun. From the

present form of the earth, we infer that it was once in a fluid

condition. The combination of the theory of gravitation and

the mechanical theory of heat suggests to us the possible

origin of the earth's former fluidity. It enables us to regard

the molten condition of a planet as resulting from the me-

chanical shock of cosmical masses, and it thus reduces to the

same cause the internal heat of the earth and the radiant heat

of the sun.

(695) Without doubt, the whole surface of the sun dis-

plays an unbroken ocean of molten matter. On this ocean

rests an atmosphere of glowing gas—a flame atmosphere, or

photosphere. But gaseous substances emit, even when their

temperature is very high, only a feeble light. Hence, it is

probable that the dazzling white light of the sun comes to us,

through the atmosphere, from the denser matter underneath.*

(696) There is one other consideration connected with the

permanence of our present terrestrial conditions, which is well

worthy of our attention. Standing upon one of the London

* I am quoting here from Mayor, but this is the exact view now enter-

tained by Kirehholf, Wo seo the solid or molten mass of the mm through

his photosphere.
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bridges, wo observe the current of the Thames reversed , and

the water poured upward twice a day. The water thus moved
rubs against the river's bed and sides, and heat is the conse-

quence of this friction. The heat thus generated is, in part,

radiated into space, and there lost, as far as the earth is con-

cerned. What is it that supplies this incessant loss ? The

earth's rotation. Let us look a little more closely into this

matter. Imagine the moon fixed, and the earth turning like a

wheel from west to cast in its diurnal rotation. A mountain

on the earth's surface, on approaching the moon's meridian, is,

as it were, laid hold of by the moon j it forms a kind of handle,

by which the earth is pulled more quickly round, But, when

the meridian is passed, the pull of the moon on the mountain

will be in the opposite direction ; it now tends to diminish the

velocity of rotation as much as it previously augmented it;

and thus the action of all fixed bodies on the earth's surface is

neutralized.

(097) But suppose the mountain to lie always to the east

of the moon's meridian, the pull would then be always exerted

against the earth's rotation, the velocity of which would be

diminished in a degree corresponding to the strength of the

pull. The tidal wave occupies this position- it lies always to

the east of the moon's meridian
*,
the waters of the ocean are,

in part, dragged as a brake along the surface of the earth)

and as a brake they must diminish the velocity of the earth's

rotation. The diminution, though inevitable, is, however, too

small to make itself felt within the period over which observa-

tions on the subject extend. Supposing, then, that we turn a

mill by the action of the tide, and produce heat by the friction

of the millstones ; that heat has an origin totally different

from the heat produced by another pair of millstones, which

are turned by a mountain-stream. The former is produced at

the expense of the earth's rotation ; the latter at the expense

of the sun's heat, which lifted the mill-stream to its source.*

(098) Such is an outline of the Meteoric Theory of the

* Dynamik <les Himmcls, p. 38, etc,
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Sun, as extracted from Mayer's " Essay on Celestial Dynam*

ics." I have held closely to his statements, and in most cases

simply translated his words. But the sketch conveys no ade-

quate idea of the firmness and consistency with which he has

applied his principles. lie deals with true causes ; and the

only question that can affect his theory refers to the quantity

of action ascribed by him to these causes. I do not pledge

myself to this theory, nor do I ask you to accept it as demon-

strated ; still, it would be a great mistake to regard it as chi-

merical, It is a noble speculation ; and, depend upon it, the

true theory, if this, or some form of it, be not the true one,

will not appear less wild or less astounding.*

(099) Mayer published his Essay in 1848 ; five years after-

ward, Mr. Waterston sketched, independently, a similar the-

ory at the Hull Meeting of the British Association. The

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for 1854 con-

tain an extremely beautiful memoir, by Professor Sir William

Thomson, in which Mr. Watcrston's sketch is fully developed,

He considers that the meteors, which are to furnish stores of

energy for our future sunlight, lie principally within the

earth's orbit, and that we see them there, as the Zodiacal

Light, " an illuminated shower, or rather tornado, of stones."

(700) Sir William Thomson adduces the following forcible

considerations to show the inadequacy of chemical eombina-

* While preparing these sheets finally for press, I had occasion once more

to look into the writings of Mayer, and the effect was a revival of the interest

with which I first read them. Dr. Mayer was a practising physician in tho

little German town of Heilbronn, and in 1840 he made the observation that

tho venous blood of a feverish patient in tho tropics was redder than in more

northern latitudes. Starting from this tact while engaged in the duties of a

laborious profession, and apparently without a single kindred spirit to support

and animate him, he raised his mind to the level indicated by the references

made to his works, throughout this book, In 1812 he published his first

memoir ** On the Forces of Inorganic Nature ; " in 1815, his u Organic Motion n

was published ; in 1S48, his " Celestial Dynamics " appeared ; and in 1851 he

published his %i Kemarks on the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat." After this

his overtasked brain gave way, and a cloud settled on the intellect which had

accomplished so much. The shade, however, was but temporary, and Br.

Mayer is now restored.
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tion to produce the sun's heat. "Let us consider," he says,

" how much chemical action would be required to produce the

same effects. » . . Taking the former estimate, 2,?81 thermal

units Centigrade (each 1,390 foot-pounds, § 38) or -3-869,000

foot-pounds, which is equivalent to 7,000 horse-power, as the

rate per second of emission of energy from every square foot

of the sun's surface, we find that more than 0*48 of a pound

of coal per second, 1,500 lbs. per hour, would be required to

produce heat at the same rate. Now, if all the fires of the

whole Baltic fleet (this was written in 1854) were heaped up
and kept in full combustion over one or two square yards of

surface, and if the surface of a globe all round had every square

yard so occupied, where could a sufficient supply of air come
from to sustain the combustion ? Yet such is the condition

we must suppose the sun to be in, according to the hypothesis

now under consideration. ... If the products of combustion

were gaseous, they would, in rising, check the necessary sup-

plies of fresh air; if they were solid and liquid (as they might

be if the fuel were metallic), they would interfere with the

supply of elements from below. In either, or in both ways,

the fire would be choked, and I think it may be safely affirmed

that no such fire could keep alight for more than a few minutes,

by any conceivable adaptation of air and fuel. If the sun be

a burning mass, it must be more analogous to burning gun-

powder than to a fire burning in air ; and it is quite conceivable

that a solid mass, containing within itself all the elements re-

quired for combustion, provided the products of combustion

are permanently gaseous, could burn off at its surface all

round, and actually emit heat as copiously as the sun. Thus,

an enormous globe of gun-cotton might, if at first cold, and

once set on fire round its surface, get to a permanent rate of

burning, in which any internal part would become heated suf-

ficiently to ignite, only when nearly approached by the burn-

ing surface. It is highly probable indeed that such a body

might for a time be as large as the sun and give out luminous

heat as copiously, to be freely radiated into space, without
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suffering more absorption from its atmosphere of transparent

gaseous products than the light of the sun actually does expe-

rience from the dense atmosphere through which it passes, Let

us therefore consider at what rate such a body, giving out heat

so copiously, would burn away ; the heat of combustion could

probably not be so much as 4,000 thermal units per pound of

matter burned, the greatest thermal equivalent of chemical ac-

tion yet ascertained falling considerably short of this. But

2,781 thermal units (as found above) are emitted per second

from each square foot of the sun ; hence there would be a loss

of about 0*7 of a pound of matter per square foot per second.

« , , or a layer half a foot thick in a minute, or 55 miles thick

in a year. At the same rate continued, a mass as large as the

sun is at present would burn away in 8,000 years. If the sun

has been burning at that rate in past time he must have been

of double diameter, of quadruple heating-power, and of eight-

fold mass only 8,000 years ago. We may therefore quite

safely conclude that the sun does not get its heat by chemical

action .... and we must therefore look to the meteoric theory

for fuel"

(701) The eminent physicist I have just quoted subsequent-

ly modified his view of the origin and maintenance of solar

heat, lie showed in 1854 that the conclusion of physical is

against the idea of the meteoric matter being extra-planetary.

lie inferred that, if this were the case, the year would be so

shortened by the augmentation of the sihi's mass that, in reck-

oning back 2,000 of our present years, we should find ourselves

one-eighth of a year in error. Hence he concluded that the

meteors which supply the sun with heat had existed long pre-

viously within the earth's orbit.

But the researches of LeVomer on themotion of the planet

Mercury, though they indicate the existence of such circulating

matter round the sun, show it to be small in quantity. Hence

Sir William Thomson, in 1862, arrived at the conclusion that,

if any appreciable portions of the sun's heat be duo to the

present raining down of meteoric matter, the matter must cir-
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oulatc round the sun close to his surface. But if such matter

existed, it is difficult to imagine how bodies so * attenuated as

comets could escape from the sun without any sensible loss of

energy after having passed at a distance from his surface less

than one-eighth of his radius, Sir William Thomson therefore

concludes that, though the sun was formed by the collision of

small masses, this collision being demonstrably able to supply

us with twenty million years of solar heat at the present rate

of emission, the sun's expenditure, though thus originated, is

not maintained by the mechanical collision of gravitating

masses, the low rate of cooling and the consequent constancy

of the emission being due in great part to the high specific

heat of the matter of the sun.

(702) From the first memoir of Sir William Thomson I ex-

tract the following interesting data, showing the amount of

heat equivalent to the rotation of the sun and the orbital revo-

lutions of the planets, or the amounts of heat which would be

generated if a brake were applied at the surface of the sun, so

as to stop the motion of rotation, and if the planets were

stopped in their orbits; also the heat obtainable from gravita-

tion, or that which would be developed by each of the planets

foiling into the sun. The quantity of heat is expressed by

the time during which it would caver the solar emission

:

Heat of Gravitation, equal to Solar 1 (eat of devolution equal to Sofav
emission for a period of emission for a jjeriod of

. 11 6,years days.

15 «

0£ "

. .» 81 "

. . . 1 "

14 « Ml «

. 2 « m «

(TO3) Thus, if the planet Mercury were to strike the sun,

the quantity of heat generated would cover the solar emission

Sun . , .

Mercury o>'cars 214 days

Venus . S3 " 22V "

Earth 94 « 303 "

Mara , 12 " 252 "

Jupiter 32,240 « u

Saturn 9,650
<t a

Uranus . 1,610
H u

Neptune . 1,890 « a
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for nearly seven years; while the shock of Jupiter would cover

the loss of 32,240 years. Our earth would furnish a supply

for 05 years. /The heat of rotation of the sun and planets,

taken together, would cover the solar emission for 134 years
5

while the total heat of gravitation (that produced by the plan-

ets falling into the sun) would cover the emission for 45,589

years.

(704) Whatever be the ultimate fate of the theory here

sketched, it is a great thing to be able to state the conditions

which certainly would produce a sun -to be able to discern

in the force of gravity, acting upon dark matter, the source

from which the starry, heavens may have been derived. For,

whether the sun be produced and his emission maintained by

the collision of cosmical masses -whether the internal heat of

the earth be the residue of that developed by the impact of

cold dark asteroids, or not, there cannot be a doubt as to the

competence of the cause assigned to produce the effects ascribed

to it. Solar light and solar heat lie latent in the force which

pulls an apple to the ground. " Created simply as a difference

of position of attracting masses, the potential energy of gravi-

tation was the original form of all the energy in the universe.

As surely as the weights of a clock run down to their lowest

position, from which they can never rise again, unless fresh

energy is communicated to them from some source not yet ex-

hausted, so surely must planet after planet creep in, age by

age, toward the sun. When each comes within a few hundred

thousand miles of his surface, if he is still incandescent, it

must be melted and driven into vapor by radiant heat. Nor,

if he be crusted over and become dark and cool externally, can

the doomed planet .escape its fiery end. If it does not become

incandescent, like a shooting-star, by friction in its passage

through his atmosphere, its first graze on his surface must pro-

duce a stupendous flash of light and heat. It may be at once,

or it may be after two or three bounds, like a cannon-shot

ricochetting on a surface of earth or water, the whole mass

must be crushed, melted, and evaporated by a crash, goner-
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ating in a moment some thousands of.times as. much heat as a

coal of the same size would produce by burning." *

(70o) Hclmholtz, an eminent German physiologist, physi-

cist, and mathematician, takes a somewhat different view of the

origin and maintenance of solar light and heat. lie starts

from the nebular hypothesis of Laplace, and, assuming the

nebulous matter, in the first instance, to have been of extreme

tenuity, he determines the amount of heat generated by its

condensation to the present solar system, Supposing the

specific heat of the condensing mass to be the same as that of

water, then the heat of condensation would be sufficient to

raise the temperature 28,000,000° Centigrade, By far the

greater part of this heat was wasted, ages ago, in space. The

most intense terrestrial combustion that we can command is

that of oxygen and hydrogen, and the temperature of the pure

oxyhydrogen-flame is 8,06.1° O. The temperature of a hydro-

gen-flame burning in air is 3,259° C. ; while that of the lime-

light, which shines with such sunlight brilliancy, is estimated

at 2,000° 0. What conception, then, can we form of a tem-

perature more than thirteen thousand times that of the Drum-

mond light ? If our system were composed of pure coal, and

burnt up, the heat produced by its combustion would only

amount to $ $0 o'th of that generated by the condensation of the

nebulous matter, to form our solar system, Jlelmholtz sup-

poses this condensation to continue ; that a virtual falling

down of the superficial portions of the sun toward the centre

still takes place, a continual development of heat being the

result. However this may be, he shows by calculation that

the shrinking of the sun's diameter by T0 Jwth of its pres-

ent length would generate an amount of heat competent to

cover the solar emission for 2,000 years ; while the condensa-

tion of the sun from its present mean density to that of the

earth would have its equivalent in an amount of heat com-

petent to cover the present solar emission for 17,000,000 years,

(706) " But/ 5 continues Helmholty,, " though the store of

* Thomson and Tmt hi *« Good Words," Oct. 1802, p. COO.
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our planetary system is so immense that it lias not been sensi-

bly diminished by the incessant emission which has gone on

during the period of man's history, and though the time which

must elapse, before a sensible change in the condition of our

planetary system can occur, is totally beyond our comprehen-

sion, the inexorable laws of mechanics show that this store,

which can only sutler loss, and not gain, must finally be ex-

hausted. Shall we terrify ourselves by this thought? We
are in the habit of measuring the greatness of the universe,

and the wisdom displayed in it, by the duration and the profit

which it promises to our own race ; but the past history of the

earth shows the insignificance of the interval during which

man has had his dwelling here. What the museums of Eu-

rope show us of the remains of Egypt and Assyria we gaze

upon with silent wonder, in despair of being able to carry

back our thoughts to a period so remote, Still, the human

race must have existed and multiplied for ages before the pyr-

amids could have been erected, We estimate the duration of

human history at 6,000 years ; but, vast as this time may appear

to us, what is it in comparison with the period during which

the earth bore successive series of rank plants and mighty

animals, but no men? Periods during which, in our own
neighborhood (Konigsbcrg), the amber-tree bloomed, and

dropped its costly gum on the earth and in the sea ; when in

Europe and North America groves of tropical palms flourished,

in which gigantic lizards, and, after them, elephants, whose

mighty remains are still buried in the earth, found a home.

Different geologists, proceeding from different premises, have

sought to estimate the length of the above period, and they

set it down from one to nine millions of years. The time

during which the earth has generated organic beings is again

small, compared with the ages during which the world was a

mass of molten rocks. The experiments of Bischof upon

basalt show that our globe would require 350 millions of years

to cool down from &,000° to 200° Centigrade. And with re-

gard to the period during which the first nebulous masses
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condensed, to form our planetary system, conjecture must

entirely cease. The history of man, therefore, is hut a minute

ripple in the infinite ocean of time. For a much longer period

than that during which he has already occupied this world,

the existence of a state of inorganic nature, favorable to man's

continuance here, seems to be secured, so that for ourselves,

and for long generations after us, we have nothing to fear.

But the same forces of air and water, and of the volcanic inte-

rior, which produced former geologic revolutions, burying one

series of living forms after another, still act upon the earth's

crust. They, rather than those distant cosmical changes of

which we have spoken, will put an end to the human race

;

and, perhaps, compel us to make way for new and more com-

plete forms of life, as the lizard and mammoth have given way

to us and our contemporaries." *

(?0*7) The relationship of our planet and the powers active

there, to the sun, demands special attention. Fivc-and-thirty

years ago, the following remarkable passage, bearing upon this

subject, was written by Sir John Jlerschel : f
" The sun's rays

are the ultimate source of almost every motion which takes

place on tlte surface of the earth. By its heat are produced

all winds, and those disturbances in the electric equilibrium

of the atmosphere which give rise to the phenomena of light-

ning, and probably also to terrestrial magnetism and the au-

rora. By their vivifying action, vegetables are enabled to

draw support from inorganic matter, and become in their turn

the support of animals and man, and the source of those great

deposits of dynamical efficiency which are laid up for human

use in our coal-strata. By them the waters of the sea are

made to circulate in vapor through the air, and irrigate the

land, producing springs and rivers. By them are.produced all

disturbances of the chemical equilibrium of the elements of

Nature, which, by a series of compositions and decompositions,

give riso to new products and originate a transfer of materials.

* Wecliselwirktmg dor Naturkrafto, Phil. Mag., Ser. IV. vol. ix. p. 515.

i Outlines of Astronomy, 1833.
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Even the slow gradation of the solid constituents of the sur-

face, in wliieh its chief geological change consists, is almost

entirely due, on the one hand, to the abrasion of wind or rain

and the alternation of heat and frost ; on the other, to the con*

tinual beating of sea-waves agitated by winds, the results of

solar radiation. Tidal action (itself partly due to the sun's

agency) exercises here a comparatively slight influence. The

effect of oceanic currents (mainly originating in that influence),

though slight in abrasion, is powerful in diffusing and trans-

porting the matter abraded ; and, when we consider the im-

mense transfer of matter so produced, the increase of pressure

over large spaces in the bed of the ocean, and diminution over

corresponding portions of the land, we are not at a loss to per-

ceive how the elastic force of subterranean fires, thus repressed

on the one hand and released on the other, may break forth in

points where the resistance is barely adequtc to their reten-

tion, and thus bring the phenomena of even volcanic activity

under the general law of solar influence.
55

(70S) This fme passage requires but the breath of recent

investigation to convert it into an exposition of the law of the

conservation of energy, as applied to both the organic and in-

organic world. Late discoveries have taught us that winds

and rivers have their definite thermal values, and that, in or-

der to produce their motion, an equivalent amount of solar

heat has been consumed, While they exist as winds and

rivers, the heat expended in producing them has ceased to

exist, being converted into mechanical motion ; but, .when

that motion is arrested, the heat which produced it is restored,

A river, in descending from an elevation of 7,720 feet, gen-

erates an amount of heat competent to augment its own tem-

perature 10° Fahr,, and this amount of heat was abstracted

from the sun, in order to lift the matter of the river to the

elevation from which it falls. As long as the river continues

on the heights, whether in the solid form as a glacier, or in

the liquid form as a lako, the heat expended by the sun in lift-

ing it has disappeared from the universe. It has been eon-

20
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sumed in the act of lifting. But, at the moment that the

river starts upon its downward course, and encounters the re-

sistance of its bed, the heat expended in its elevation begins

to be restored. The mental eye, indeed, can follow the emis-

sion from its source, through the ether as vibratory motion, to

the ocean, where it ceases to be vibration, and takes the po*

tential form among the molecules of aqueous vapor ; to the

mountain-top, where the heat absorbed in vaporization is

given out in condensation, while that expended by the sun in

lifting the water to its present elevation is still unrestored,

This we find paid back to the last unit by the friction along

the river's bed; at the bottom of the cascades where the

plunge of the torrent is suddenly arrested ; in the warmth of

the machinery turned by the river ; in the spark from the

millstone ; beneath the crusher of the miner ; in the Alpine

<mW~mill* in fh& milh-clmvn of the chalet 5 in the supports of

the cradle in which the mountaineer, by water-power, rocks

his baby to sleep. All the forma of mechanical motion here

indicated are simply the parcelling out of an amount of calo-

rific motion derived originally from the sun ; and, at each

point at which the mechanical motion is destroyed or dimin-

ished, it is the sun's heat which is restored.

(709) We have thus far dealt with the sensible motions

and energies which the sun produces and confers ; but there

are other motions and other energies whose relations are not

«o obvious. Trees and vegetables grow upon the earthy atulj

when burned, they give rise to heat, from which immense

quantities of mechanical energy are derived. What is the

source of this energy ? Sir John Herschol answered this

question in a general way ; while Dr. Mayer and Professor

Helmholtz fixed its exact relation to the* more general question

of conservation. Let me try to put their answers into plain

words. You see this iron rust, produced by the falling to-

gether of the atoms of iron and oxygen ; but, though you

cannot see this transparent carbonic-acid gas, it is formed by

ino union o£ iHirhtm iintl oxygen, These atoms thus united
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resemble a weight resting on the earth ; their mutual attrac-

tion is satisfied. But, as I can wind up the weight, and pre-

pare it for another fall, even so these atoms can be wound up,

separated from each other, and thus enabled to repeat the pro-

cess of combination.

(¥10) In the building of plants, carbonic acid is the ma-

terial from which the carbon of the plant is derived, while

water is the substance from which it obtains its hydrogen,

The solar beam winds up the weight; it is the agent which

severs the atoms, setting the oxygen free, and allowing the

carbon and the hydrogen to aggregate in woody fibre. If the

sun's rays fall upon a surface of sand, the sand is heated, and

finally radiates away as much heat as it receives ; but let the

same beams fall upon a forest; then the quantity of heat

given back is less than that received, for a portion of the sun-

beams is invested in the building of the trees. We have al-

ready seen how heat is consumed in forcing asunder the atoms

of bodies ; and how it reappears, when the attraction of the

separated atoms comes again into play,* The precise consid-

erations which we then applied to heat, we have now to apply

to light, for it is at the expense of the solar light that the

chemical decomposition takes place. Without the sun, the re-

duction of the carbonic acid and water cannot be effected

;

and, in this act, an amount of solar energy is consumed exact-

ly equivalent to the molecular work done.

(711) Combustion is the reversai.of this process of reduc-

tion, and all the energy invested in a plant reappears as heat,

when the plant is burned. I ignite this bit of cotton, it hursts

into flame ; the oxygen again unites with its carbon, and an

amount of heat is given out, equal to that originally sacrificed

by the sun to form the bit of cotton. So also as regards the

" deposits of dynamical efficiency " laid up in our coal-strata
;

they are simply the sun's rays in a potential form. We dig

from our pits, annually, eighty-four millions of tons of coal,

the mechanical equivalent of which" is of almost fabulous vast-

* Chapter V.
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ness, The combustion of a single pound of coal in one minute

is equal to the work of three hundred horses for the same

time. It would require one hundred and eight millions of

horses, working night and day with unimpaired strength for a

year, to perform an amount of work equivalent to the energy

which the sun of the Carboniferous epoch invested in one

year's produce of our coal-pits.

(718) The further we pursue this subject, the more its in-

terest and its wonder grow upon us. You have learned how
a sun may be produced by the mere exercise of gravitating

force ; that, by the collision of cold, dark, planetary masses, the

light and heat of our central orb, and also of the fixed stars,

may be obtained. But here we find the physical powers, de-

rived or derivable from the action of gravity upon dead mat-

ter, introducing themselves at the very root of the question of

vitality, We find in solar light and heat the very mainspring

of vegetable life.

(713) Nor can we halt at the vegetable world, for it, me-

diately or immediately, is the source of all animal life. Some
animals feed directly on plants, others feed upon their herbiv-

orous fellow-creatures ; but all in the long-run derive life and

energy from the vegetable world ; all, therefore, as lichnholt'/,

has remarked, may trace their lineage to the sun. In the ani-

mal body the carbon and hydrogen of ihe vegetable are again

brought into contact with the oxygen from which they had

been divorced, and which is now supplied by the lungs. Re-

union takes place, and animal heat is the result. Save as

regards intensity, there is no difference between the combus-

tion that thus goes on within us and that of an ordinary fire.

The products of combustion are in both cases' the same,

namely, carbonic acid and water. Looking, then, at the physics

of the question, we see that the formation of a vegetable is a

process of winding up, while the formation of an animal is a

process of running down. This is the rhythm of Nature as

applied to animal and vegetable life.

(714) But is there nothing in the human body to liberate
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it from that chain of necessity which the law of conservation

coils around inorganic Nature ? Look at two men upon a

mountain-side, with equal health and physical strength; the

one will sink and fail, while the other, with determined energy,

scales the summit. Has not volition, in this case, a creative

power? Physically considered, the law that rules the opera-

tions of a steam-engine rules the operations of the climber.

For every pound raised by the former, an ecjuivalent quantity

of its heat disappears ; and, for every step the climber ascends,

an amount of heat, equivalent jointly to his own weight and

the height to which it is raised, is lost to his body. The

strong will can draw largely upon the physical energy fur-

nished by the food ; but it can create nothing. The function

of the will is to apply and direct> not to create,

(715) I have just said that, as a climber ascends a moun-

tain, heat disappears from his body ; the same statement ap-

plies to animals performing work. It would appear to follow

from this, that the body ought to grow colder in the act of

climbing or of working, whereas universal experience proves

it to grow warmer. The solution of this seeming contradic-

tion is found in the fact that, when the muscles are exerted,

augmented respiration and' increased chemical action set in.

The bellows which urge oxygen into the lire within are more

briskly blown, and thus, though heat actually disappears as

we climb, the loss is more than covered by the increased ac-

tivity of the chemical processes.

(710) By means of a modification of the thermo-electric

pile, MM. Becquerel and Breschet proved that heat is devel-

oped in a muscle when it contracts. MM. Billroth and Fick

have also found that, in the case of persons who die from te-

tanus, the temperature of the muscles is sometimes nearly

eleven degrees Fahrenheit in excess of the normal tempera-

ture. M. Helmholtz has shown that the muscles of dead frogs

in contracting produce heat ; and an extremely important re-

sult as regards the influence of contraction has been obtained

by Professor Ludwig, of Vienna, and his pupils. Arterial
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blood, you know, is charged with oxygen : when this blood

passes through a muscle in an ordinary uncontracted state, it

is changed into venous blood which still retains about 7| per

cent, of oxygen. But, if the arterial blood pass through a

contracted muscle, it is almost wholly deprived of its oxygen,

the quantity remaining amounting, in some cases, to only lf$

per cent. As a result of the augmented combustion within

the muscles when in a state of activity, we have an increased

amount of carbonic acid expired from the lungs. Dr. Edward

Smith has shown that the quantity of this gas expired during

periods of great exertion may be five times that expired in a

state of repose.

{7IH) Now, when we augment the temperature of the

body by labor, a portion only of the excess of molecular mo-

tion generated is applied to the performance of the work.

Suppose a certain amount of food to be oxidized in the body

of a man in a state of repose, the quantity of heat produced

in the process is exactly that which we should obtain from

the direct combustion of the food in an ordinary fire. But

suppose the oxidation of the food to take place while the man
is performing work, then the heat generated in the body falls

short of that which could be obtained from direct combustion.

An amount of heat is missing, equivalent to the work done.

Supposing the work to consist in the development of heat by

friction, then the amount of heat thus generated outside of

the man's body would be exactly that which was wanting

within his body to make the heat there generated equal to

that produced by direct combustion.

(718) It is, of course, easy to determine the amount of

heat consumed by a mountaineer in lifting his own body to

any elevation. When lightly clad, I weigh about 145 lbs.

;

what is the amount of heat consumed, in my case, in climbing

from the sea-level to the top of Mont Blanc ? The height of

the mountain is 15,774 feet; and, for every pound of my body

raised to a height of 772 feet, a quantity of heat is consumed

sufficient to raise the temperature of a pound of water 1°
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Fa!u\ Consequently, on climbing to a height of 15,?74, or

about 20| times 11% feet, an amount of heat is consumed suf-

ficient to raise the temperature of 145 lbs, of water 20 1° Fahr,

If, on the other hand, I could perform a glissade from the top

of the mountain to the sea-level, the quantity of heat gener-

ated during thb descent would be precisely equal to that con*

sumed in the ascent. Your attention has been more than

once directed to the energy of molecular forces, and here the

subject appears once more. Measured by one's feelings, the

amount of exertion necessary to reach the top of Mont Blanc

is very great. Still the energy which performs this feat would

be derived from the combustion of about two ounces of carbon.

In the case of an excellent steam-engine, about one-tenth of

the heat employed is converted into work ; the remaining

nine-tenths being wasted in the air, the condenser, etc. In

the case of an active mountaineer, as much as one-fifth of the

heat due to the oxidation of his food may be converted into

work \ hence, as a working-machine, the animal body is much

more perfect than the steam-engine.

(719) We see, however, that the engine and the animal

derive, or may derive, these powers from the self-same source.

We can work an engine by the direct combustion of the sub-

stances which wre employ as food ; and, if our stomachs were

so constituted as to digest coal, we should, as Hcmholtz has

remarked,* be able to derive our energy from this substance.

The grand point permanent throughout all these considerations

is, that nothing is created. We can make no movement which

is not accounted for by the contemporaneous extinction of

some other movement. And how complicated soever the mo-

tions of animals may be, whatever may be the change which

the molecules of our food undergo within our bodies, the whole

energy of animal life consists in the falling of the atoms of

carbon, and hydrogen, and nitrogen, from the high level which

they occupy in the food to the low level which they occupy

when they quit the body. But what has enabled the carbon

* Phil, Mag. 1850, vol. ix. p. 610.
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and the hydrogen to fall ? What first raised them to the level

winch rendered the foil possible? We have already learned

that it is the sun. It is at his cost that animal heat is pro

duced, and animal motion accomplished. Not only, then, is

the sun chilled, that we may have our fires, but he is likewise

chilled that we may have our powers of locomotion,

(TOO) The subject is of such vast importance, and is so

sure to tinge the whole future course of philosophic thought,

that I will dwell upon it a little longer, and endeavor, by ref-

erence to analogical processes, to give you a clearer idea of

the part played by the sun in vital actions. We can raise

water by mechanical action to a high level ; and that water, in

descending by its own gravity, may be made to assume a va-

riety of forms, and to perform various kinds of mechanical

work. It may be made to fall in cascades, rise in fountains,

twirl in eddies, or flow along a uniform bed. It may, more-

over, be employed to turn wheels, lift hammers, grind corn, or

drive piles. Now, there is no power created by the water

during its descent. All the energy which it exhibits is mere-

ly the parcelling out and distribution of the original energy

which raised it up on high. Thus also as regards the complex

motions of a clock or a watch ; they are entirely derived from

the energy of the hand which winds it up. Thus also the

singing of the little Swiss bird in the International Exhibi-

tion ; the quivering of its artificial organs, the vibrations of

the air which strike the car as melody, the flutter of its little

wings, and all other motions of the pretty automaton, were

simply derived from the force by which it was wound up. It

gives out nothing that it has not received. In this precise

sense, you will perceive, is the energy of man and animals

the parcelling out and distribution of an energy originally ex-

erted by the sun. In the vegetable, as we have remarked, the

act of elevation, or of winding up, is performed ; and it is

during the descent, in the animal, of the carbon, hydrogen,

and nitrogen, to the level from which they started, that the

powers of life appear,
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(721) But the question is not yet exhausted, The water

which we used in ouv first illustration produces all the motion

displayed in its descent, but the form of the motion depends

on the character of the machinery interposed in the path of

the- water. And thus the primary action of the sun's rays is

qualified by the atoms and molecules among winch their power

is distributed. Molecular forces determine the form which the

solar energy will assume. In the one ease this energy is so

conditioned by its atomic machinery as to result in the forma-

tion of a cabbage; in another case it is so conditioned as to

result in the formation of an oak. So also as regards the re-

union of the carbon and the oxygen—the form of their reunion

is determined by the molecular machinery through which the

combining force acts. In one case the action may result in the

formation of a man, while in another it may result in the forma-

tion of a grasshopper,

(722) The matter of our bodies is that of inorganic Nature.

There is no substance in the animal tissues which is not pri-

marily derived from the rocks, the water, and the air. Arc

the forces of organic matter, then, different in kind from those

of inorganic ? All the philosophy of the present day tends to

negative the question ; and to show that it is the directing and

compounding, in the organic world, of forces belonging equal-

ly to the inorganic, that constitute the mystery and the mira-

cle of vitality.

(723) In discussing the material combinations which result

in the formation of the body and the brain of man, it is impos-

sible to avoid taking side-glances at the phenomena of con-

sciousness and thought. Science has asked daring questions,

and will, no doubt, continue to ask such. Problems will as-

suredly present themselves to men of a future age, which, if

enunciated now, would appear to most people as the direct off-

spring of insanity. Still, though the progress and develop-

ment of science may seem to be unlimited, there is a region

beyond her reach, a line with which she docs not even tend to

osculate. Given the masses and distances of the planets, we
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can infer the perturbations consequent on their mutual attrac*

{ions. Given the nature of a disturbance in water, air, or

ether, we can infer from the properties of the medium how its

particles will be affected. In all this we deal with physical

laws, and the mind runs freely along the line which connects

the phenomena from beginning* to end. But when we en-

deavor to pass, by a similar process, from the region of physics

to that of thought, we meet a problem not only beyond our

present powers, but transcending any conceivable expansion

of the powers we now possess, We may think over the sub-

ject again and again, but it eludes all intellectual presentation.

The origin of the material universe is equally inscrutable.

Thus, having exhausted science, and reached its very rim, the

real mystery of existence still looms around us, and thus it

will ever loom ever beyond the bourn of man's intellect-

giving the poets of successive ages just occasion to declare that

" Wo arc such stuff

As dreams arc made of, and our little life

Is rounded by a .sleep."

(TO4) Still, presented rightly to the mind, the discoveries

and generalizations of modern science constitute a poem more

sublime than has ever yet addressed the human imagination.

The natural philosopher of to-day may dwell amid conceptions

which beggar those of Milton. Look at the integrated ener-

gies of our world -the stored power of our coal-ftelds; our

winds and rivers ; our fleets, armies, and guns. What are

they? They are all generated by a portion of the sun's

energy, which does not amount to *g go o oVdd o
o" °^ tne whole.

This is the entire fraction of the sun's force intercepted by the

earth, and we convert but a small fraction of this fraction into

mechanical energy. Multiplying all our powers by millions

of millions, we do not reach the sun's expenditure. And still,

notwithstanding this enormous drain, in the lapse of human

history we are unable to detect a diminution of his store.

Measured by our largest terrestrial standards, such a reservoir
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of power is infinite; but it is our privilege to rise above these

standards, and to regard the sun himself as a speck in infinite

extension—a mere drop in the universal sea, We analyze the

space in which lie is immersed, and which is the vehicle of his

power. We pass to other systems and other suns, each pour-

ing forth energy like our own, but still without infringement

of the law, which reveals immutability in the midst of change,

which recognizes incessant transference or conversion, but

neither final gain nor loss, This law generalizes the aphorism

of Solomon, that there is nothing new tinder the sun, by teach-

ing us to detect everywhere, under its infinite variety of ap-

pearances, the same primeval force. The energy of Nature is

a constant quantity, and the utmost man can do in the pursuit

of physical truth, or in the applications of physical knowledge,

is to shift the constituents of the never-varying total, sacrific-

ing one if he would produce another. The law of conservation

rigidly excludes both creation and annihilation. Waves may
change to ripples, and ripples to waves -magnitude may be

substituted for number, and number for magnitude—asteroids

may aggregate to suns, suns may invest their energy in flora?

and faume, and flone and fauna) may melt in air- the flux of

power is eternally the same. It rolls in music through the

ages, while the manifestations of physical life as well as the

display of physical phenomena are but the modulations of its

rhythm,
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CHAPTER XV.

A0JION OF BIBRR-WAVKS OF SHORT I'KUIOD UPOX OASKOU3 MM1KR-OJ,OU»3 FORMRO BY

AO'JINIO BKCOMPOSlHON- COLOR PRODUCKO BY SMALT* PARTICLES—POLABBSATION OF

LIOHf BY iSKBUI.OUS *IAT*KR—THK BLUK OF THB SKY AND TUB POLARIZATION OF 1T8

L101IT.

(?£5)
*-y^rQjj

jmve j)a(| ]a |c| before you an abstract of the

.1 ... principal researches which have occupied my at-

tention for the last ten years. In these investigations) my chief

aim was to render the longer waves of the prismatic spectrum

interpreters and expositors of molecular condition, and we
wound up our 13th Chapter by filtering the waves of visible

period from those of invisible period, and then broke up the

larger heat-waves so as to enable them to produce all the

phenomena of light. Unlike the beautiful researches of Mel-

loni and Knoblauch, the investigations here referred to made

radiant heat a means to an end. I endeavored to place before

my mind such images of molecules and their constituent atoms

as modern science renders probable, and such images of the

luminiferous ether and its motions as the undulatory theory

of light enables us to form, and to found upon these concep-

tions experimental inquiries which should give us a more sure

and certain hold of molecular constitution.

(TM) One result, a'mong many now known to you, of these

researches is, the sudden change of relations, between the ether

of space and ordinary matter, which accompanies the act of

combination, Preserving the quantity and ultimate quality

of the matter traversed by the ethereal waves constant, vast
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changes in the amount of wave-motion intercepted may be

produced by the act of chemical union, If nitrogen and

oxygen, for example, be mixed mechanically together in the

proportion, by weight, of seven to four, radiant heat will pass

through the mixture as through a vacuum. At all events, the

quantity of heat intercepted is multiplied a thousand-fold the

moment the oxygen and nitrogen combine to form laughing-

gas. So, in like manner, if nitrogen and hydrogen be mixed

mechanically in the proportion of fourteen to three, the amount

of radiant heat which they absorb in this condition is multiplied

by thousands -it may be by millions- -the moment they unite

chemically to form ammonia. No single experiment shows

the air we breathe to be a mechanical mixture, and not a

chemical compound, with the same conclusiveness as that

which proves it to be as practically pervious as a vacuum to

the rays of heat.

(727) But the molecules which, like those of ammonia and

laughing-gas, can intercept the waves of ether, must be shaken

by those waves-—possibly shaken, asunder. That ordinary

thermometric heat can produce chemical changes is one of the

.commonest facts, Radiant heat also, if sufficiently 'intense,

and if absorbed with sufficient avidity, could produce all the

effects of ordinary thermometric heat. The dark rays, for ex-

ample, which can make platinum white-hot, could also, if ab-

sorbed, produce the chemical effects of white-hot platinum.

They could, for example, decompose water, as they can now
in a moment boil water. But the decomposition in this case

would be effected through the virtual conversion of the radiant

heat into thermometric heat. There woidd be nothing in the

act characteristic of radiation, or demanding it as an essential

element in the decomposition.

(728) The chemical actions for which the radiant form

seems essential are mainly produced by the least energetic

rays of the spectrum. Thus the photographer has his heat-

focus in advance of his chemical focus; which latter, though

potent for his special purpose, possesses almost infinitely less
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mechanical energy titan its neighbor. The mechanical energy

depends upon the amplitude or range of vibration of the indi-

vidual particles that constitute a wave of ether. Now, the

heat-waves have enormously greater amplitudes than the

chemical waves ; hence decomposition is less a matter of am-

plitude than of period of vibration. The quicker motions of

the shorter and weaker waves are so related to the periods of

vibration possible to the atoms that, like the timed impulses

of a boy in a swing, they accumulate so as finally to jerk the

atoms asunder ; thus effecting what is called chemical decom-

position,

(720) It is this jerking asunder of the constituent atoms

of molecules that we have to examine during the coming hour.

Our previous investigations dealt with the action of the long

waves ; this with the action of the short waves upon gaseous

matter. Vapors of various kinds were sent into a glass ex-

perimental tube a yard in length, and about three inches in

diameter. As a general rule, the vapors were perfectly trans-

parent ; the tube, when they were present, appearing as empty

as when they were absent. In two or three cases, however,

a faint cloudiness showed itself within the tube. This caused

me a momentary anxiety, for I did not know how far, in de-

scribing my previous experiments, actions might have been

ascribed to pure, cloudless vapor which were really due to

those newly-observed nebula?. Intermittent discomfort, how-

ever, is the normal feeling of the investigator; for it drives

him to closer scrutiny, to greater accuracy, and often, as a

consequence, to new discovery. It was soon found that the

nebula? revealed by the beam were all generated by the beam,

and the observation opened a new door into regions inacces-

sible to sense, but which embrace so much of the intellectual

life of the physical investigator.

(730) What are those vapors of which we have been speak-

ing? They are aggregates of molecules , or small masses of

matter, and every molecule is itself an aggregate of smaller

parts called atoms. A molecule of aqueous vapor, for exam-
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pie, consists of two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen. A
molecule of ammonia consists of three atoms of hydrogen and

one of nitrogen, and so of other substances. Thus the mole-

cules, themselves inconceivably small, are made up of distinct

parts still smaller. When, therefore, a compound vapor is

spoken of, the corresponding mental image is an aggregate of

molecules separated from each other, though exceedingly near,

each of these being composed of a group of atoms still nearer

to each other. So much for the matter which enters into our

conception of a vapor.* To this must now be added the idea

of motion, The molecules have motions of their own as

wholes; their constituent atoms have also motions of their

own, which are executed independently of those of the mole-

cules
;

just as the various movements of the earth's surface

are executed independently of the orbital revolution of our

planet.

(731). The vapor-molecules are kept asunder by forces

which, virtually or actually, are forces of repulsion. Between

these elastic forces and the atmospheric pressure under which

the vapor exists, equilibrium is established as soon as the

proper distances between the molecules have been assumed*

If, after this, the molecules be urged nearer to each other by

a momentary force, they recoil as soon as the force is ex-

pended. If, by the exercise of a similar force, they be sepa-

rated more widely, when the force ceases to act, they again

approach each other. The case is different as regards the con-

stituent atoms.

(732) And here let me remark that we are now upon the

very outmost verge of molecular physics ; and that I am at-

tempting to familiarize your minds with conceptions which

have not yet obtained universal currency even among chem-

* Newton seemed to consider that the molecules might bo rendered visible

by microscopes ; but of atoms he appears to have entertained a different opin-

ion. He finely remarks :
u It seems impossible to see the more secret and

noble works of Nature within the corpuscles, by reason of their transpar-

ency."-(Hersehcl, "On Light » art. 1145.)
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ists ; which many chemists, moreover, might deem untenable.

But, tenable or untenable, it is of the highest scientific im-

portance to discuss them. Let us, then, look mentally at our
atoms grouped together to form a molecule. Every atom is

held apart from its neighbors by a force of repulsion ; why,
then, do not the mutually repellent members of this group
part company ? The molecules do separate from each other

when the external pressure is lessened or removed, but the

atoms do not. The reason of this stability is, that two forces,

the one attractive and the other repulsive, are in operation be-

tween every two atoms ; and the position of every atom—its

distance from its fellows—is determined by the equilibration

of these two forces. If the atoms come too near, repulsion

predominates and drives them apart; if too distant, attraction

predominates and draws them together. The point at which
attraction and repulsion are equal to each other is the atom's

'position of equilibrium. If not absolutely cold—and there is

no such thing as absolute coldness in our corner of Nature—
the atoms arc always in a state of vibration, their vibrations

being executed to and fro across their 'positions ofequilibrium.

(?33) Into a vapor thus constituted, we have now to pour
a beam of light. But what, in the first instance, is a beam of

light ? You know it is a train of innumerable waves, excited

in, and propagated through, an almost minutely-attenuated

and elastic medium, which fills all space, and which we name
the Ether. You know that these waves of light are not all

of the same size; that some of them are much longer and
higher than others ; that the short waves and the long ones

move with the same rapidity through space, just as short and
long waves of sound travel with the same rapidity through the

air, and that hence the shorter waves must follow each other

in quicker succession than the longer ones. You know that

the different rapidities with which the waves of light impinge

upon the retina, or optic nerve, give rise in consciousness to

differences of color ; that there are, however, numberless

waves emitted by the sun and other luminous bodies which
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reach the retina, but which*are incompetent to excite the sen-

sation of light ; that, if the lengths of the waves exceed a cer-

tain limit, or if they fall short of a certain oilier limit, they

cannot generate vision. And, it is to he particularly borne in

mind, that the capacity to produce light does not depend so

much on the strength of the waves, as on their periods of re-

currence*

(73d) The elements of all the conceptions with -which we
shall have subsequently to deal are now in your possession.

And you will observe that, though we are speaking of things

which lie entirely beyond the range of the senses, the concep-

tions are as truly mechanical as they would be if we were

dealing with ordinary masses of matter, and with waves of

sensible magnitude. I do not think that any really scientific

mind at the present day will be disposed to draw a substantial

distinction between chemical and mechanical phenomena,

They differ from each other as regards the magnitude of the

masses involved \ but in this sense the phenomena of astron-

omy differ, also, from those of ordinary mechanics. The main

bent of the natural philosophy of a future age will probably

be to chasten into order, by subjecting it to mechanical laws,

the existing chaos of chemical phenomena.

(735) Whether we see rightly or wrongly- -whether our

notions be real or imaginary—it is of the utmost importance

in science to aim at perfect clearness in the description of all

that comes, or seems to come, within the range of the intel-

lect For, if we are right, clearness of utterance forwards

the cause of right; while, if we are wrong, it insures the

speedy correction of error, In tins spirit, and with the deter-

mination at all events to speak plainly, let us deal with our

conceptions of ether waves and molecules, Supposing a wave,

or a train of waves, to impinge upon a molecule so as to urge

all its parts with the same motion, the molecule would move
bodily as a whole, but, because they are animated by a com-

mon motiony there would be no tendency to its constituent

atoms to- separate from each other. .Differential motions
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among the atoms themselves would be necessary to effect a

separation, and, if such motions be not introduced by the

shock of the waves, there is no mechanical ground for the de-

composition of the molecule,

(736) It is, however, difficult to conceive the shock of a

wave, or a train of waves, so distributed among the atoms as

to cause no strain among them. For atoms are of different

weights, probably of different sizes ; at all events it is almost

certain that the ratio of the mass of the atom to the surface it

presents to the action of the ether-waves is different in differ-

ent cases* If this be so, and I think the probabilities are im-

mensely in favor of its being so, then every wave which passes

over a molecule tends to decompose it—tends to carry away
from their weightier and more sluggish companions those

atoms which, in relation to their mass, present the largest re-

sisting surfaces to the motion of the waves. The ease may be

illustrated by reference to a man standing on the deck of a

ship, As long as both of them share equally the motions of

the wind or of the sea, there is no tendency to separation. In

chemical language, they are in a state of combination. But a

wave passing over it finds the ship less rapid in yielding to its

motion than the man ; the man is consequently carried away,

and we have what may be roughly regarded as decomposition.

(737) Thus the conception of the decomposition of com-

pound molecules by the waves of ether comes to us recom-

mended by a priori probability. But a closer examination of

the question compels us to supplement, if not materially to

qualify, this conception. It is a most remarkable fact that the

waves which have thus far been most effectual in shaking

asunder the atoms of compound molecules are those of least

mechanical power. JBillowSy to use a strong comparison, are

incompetent to produce effects which are readily produced by

ripples. It is, for example, the violet and ultra-violet rays of

the sun that are most effectual in producing these chemical

decompositions ; and, compared with the red and ultra-red

solar rays, the energy of these " chemical rays " is infinitesimal.
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This energy would probably in some cases have been multi-

plied by millions to bring it up to that of the ultra-red rays •

and still the latter are powerless where the smaller waves are

potent, We here observe a remarkable similarity between

the behavior of chemical molecules and that of the human
retina,

(738) Whence, then, the power of these smaller waves to

unlock the bonds of chemical union ? If it be not a result of

their strength, it must be, as in the case of vision, a result

of their periods of recurrence, But how are we to figure this

action ? I should say thus ; the shock of a single wave pro-

duces no more than an infinitesimal effect upon an atom or a

molecule. To produce a larger effect, the motion must accu-

mulate, and, for wave-impulses to accumulate, they must ar-

rive in periods identical with the periods of vibration of the

atoms on which they impinge. In this case each successive

wave finds the atom in a position which enables that wave to

add its shock to the sum of the shocks of its predecessors.

The effect is mechanically the same as that due to the timed

impulses of a boy upon a swing. The single tick of a clock

has no appreciable effect upon the unvibrating and equally long

pendulum of a distant clock ; but a succession of ticks, each

of which adds, at the proper moment, its infinitesimal push to

the sum of the pushes preceding it, will, as a matter of fact,

set the second clock going. So likewise a single puff of air

against the prong of a heavy tuning-fork produces no sensible

motion, and, consequently, no audible sound ; but a stiecession

of puffs, which follow each other in periods identical with the

tuning-fork's period of vibration, will render the fork sonorous,

I think the chemical action of light is to be regarded in this

way. Fact and reason point to the conclusion that it is the

heaping up of motion on the atoms, in consequence of their

synchronism with the shorter waves, that causes them to part

company. This I take to be the mechanical cause of these de-

compositions which are effected by the waves of ether.

(739) And now let us return to that faint cloudiness, al-
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ready mentioned, from which, as from a germ, these considera-

tions and speculations have sprung. It has been long known
that light effected the decomposition of a certain number of

bodies. The transparent iodide of ethyl, or of methyl, for

example, becomes brown and opaque on exposure to light,

through the discharge of its iodine, The art of photography

is founded on the chemical actions of light ; so that it is wrell

known that the effects for which the foregoing theoretic con-

siderations would have prepared us, are not only probable, but

actual.

(740) But the method now to be employed, and which

consists simply in offering the vapors of volatile substances

to the action of light, enables us not only to present such ex-

periments in a beautiful form, but also to give a vast exten-

sion to the operations of light, or rather of radiant force, as a

chemical agent, It also enables us to imitate in our labora-

tories actions which .have been hitherto performed only in the

laboratory of Nature. The substances now to be examined

are so constituted that when their molecules are broken by the

waves of light, the newly-formed bodies are comparatively

involalile. To keep them in the gaseous form these products

of decomposition require a greater heat than is required by the

vapors from which they are derived; and hence, if the space

in which these new bodies are liberated be of the proper tem-

perature, they will not remain in the vaporous condition, but

will be precipitated as clouds upon the beam to the action of

which they owe their existence.

(741) I hold in -my hand a little flask, f (fig. 109), stopped

by a cork, pierced in two places. Through one orifice passes

a narrow glass tube, a
}
which terminates immediately under

the cork ; through the other orifice passes a similar tube, ft,

descending to the bottom of the little flask, which is filled

to a height of about an inch with a transparent liquid. The
name of this liquid is nitrite of amply in every molecule of

which we have 5 atoms of carbon, 11 of hydrogen, 1 of nitro-

gen, and % of oxygen. Upon this group of atoms the waves
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of our electric light will be immediately let loose. Our experi-

mental tube is here connected with

the small flask f, a stop-cock, how-
Fm. 100.

aClTr....

If

4ul 'I II

5

;^
ever, intervening between them, by

means of which the passage between

the flask and the experimental tube

can be opened or closed at pleasure.

The other tube, passing through the

cork of the flask and descending into

the liquid, is connected with a U-

shaped vessel, filled with fragments

of clean glass, covered with sulphu-

ric acid. In front of the U-shaped

vessel is a narrow tube stuffed with

cotton-wool. At the other end of

the experimental tube is our electric

lamp; and here, finally, is an air-

pump, by means of which the tube

has been exhausted. We are now
ready for experiment.

(742) Opening the cock cautious-

ly, the air of the room passes, in the

first place, through the cotton-wool,

which holds back the numberless or-

ganic germs and dust-particles float- ^<i^
ing in the atmosphere. The air, thus cleansed, passes into the

U-shaped vessel, where it is dried by the sulphuric acid. It

then descends through the narrow tube to the bottom of the

little flask, and escapes there through a small orifice into the

liquid. Through this it bubbles, loading itself to some extent

with the nitrite of amyl vapor, and then the air and vapor en-

ter the experimental tube together.

(743) We will now permit the electric beam to play upon

this invisible vapor. The lens of the lamp is so situated as to

render the beam convergent, the focus being formed near the

middle of the tube. You will notice that the space remains
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dark for a moment after the turning on of the beam ; but the

chemical action will be so rapid that attention is requisite to

mark this interval of darkness. I ignite the lamp; the tube

for a moment seems empty; but a luminous white cloud im-

mediately fills the beam, It has, in fact, shaken asunder the

molecules of the nitrite of amy}, and brought down upon itself

a shower of particles which cause it to flash forth in your

presence like a solid luminous spear. This experiment, more-

over, illustrates in fact that, however intense a beam of light

may be, it remains invisible unless it has something to shine

upon. 8pace
y
though traversed by the rays from all suns and

all stars, is itself unseen. Not even the ether which fills

space, and whose motions are the light of the universe, is it-

self visible.

(?M) You notice that the end of the experimental tube

most distant from the lamp is free from cloud. Now the

nitrite of amy! vapor is there also, but it is unaffected by the

powerful beam passing through it. Let us concentrate the

transmitted beam by receiving it on a concave silver mirror,

and cause it to return into the tube. It is still powerless.

Though a cone of light of extraordinary intensity now traverses

the vapor, no precipitation occurs, no trace of cloud is formed.

Why ? Because the very small portion of the beam competent

to decompose the vapor is quite exhausted by its work in the

frontal portions of the tube. The great body of the light which

remains, after this sifting out of the few effectual rays, has no

power over the molecules of nitrite of amyl. We have here,

strikingly illustrated, what has been already stated regarding

the influence of period^ as contrasted with that of strength.

For the portion of the beam which is here ineffectual has prob-

ably more than a million times the absolute energy of the

effectual portion. It is energy specially related to the atoms

that we here need, which specially related energy being pos-

sessed by the feeble waves, invests them with their extraordi-

nary power. When the experimental tube is reversed so as to

bring the undecomposed vapor under the action of the tm-
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sifted beam, you have instantly this ftno luminous cloud pre*

cipitatetl,

(745) The light of the sun also affects the decomposition

of the nitrite of amyl vapor. In the track of a sunbeam I

placed a large plano-convex lens, which formed a fine con-

vergent cone in the dust of the room behind it. On thrusting

one end of the tube into the light behind the lens, precipita-

tion within the cone was copious and immediate. Here also

the vapor at the distant end of the tube was shielded by that

in front; but, on reversing the tube, a second and similar

cloud-cone was precipitated.

(74,6) And here I would ask you to make familiar to your

minds the idea that no chemical action can be produced by a

ray that does not involve the destruction of the ray. But,

abandoning the term ray as loose and indefinite, let us fix our

thoughts upon the waves of light. We have to render clear

to our minds that those waves which produce chemical action

do so by delivering up their own motion to the molecules

which they decompose. We have here forestalled to some

extent a question of great importance in molecular physics,

which, however, is worthy of being further dwelt upon ; it is

this : When the waves of ether are intercepted by a compound

vapor, is the motion of the waves transferred to the molecules

of the vapor, or to the atoms of the molecules ? We have thus

far leaned to the conclusion that the motion is communicated

to the atoms; for if not to these individually, why should they

be shaken asunder? The question, however, is capable of,

and is worthy of, another test, the bearing and significance of

which you will immediately appreciate.

(747) As already explained, the molecules are held in

their positions of equilibrium by their mutual repulsion on the

one side, and by an external pressure on the other. Tike a

stretched string, their rate of vibration, if they vibrato at all,

must depend upon the elastic force existing between them.

If this be changed, the rate of vibration must change along

with it ; and after the change the molecules could no longer
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absorb the waves which they absorbed prior to the change.

Now the elastic force between molecule and molecule is utter-

ly altered when a vapor passes to the liquid state, Hence, if

the liquid absorbs waves of the same period as its vapor, it is

a proof that the absorption is not effected by the molecules.

Let ns be perfectly clear on this important point. Waves are

absorbed whose vibrations synchronize with those of the mole-

cules or atoms on which they impinge—a principle which is

sometimes expressed by saying that bodies radiate and absorb

the same rays. This great law, as yo\i know, is the foundation

of spectrum-analysis ; it enabled Kirch hoff to explain the lines

of Fraucnhofer, and to determine the chemical composition of

the atmosphere of the sun. If, then, after the passage of a

vapor to the liquid state, the same waves be absorbed as were

absorbed prior to the passage, it is a proof that the molecules,

which must have utterly changed their periods, cannot be the

seat of the absorption ; and we arc driven to conclude that it

is to the atomSy whose rates of vibration arc unchanged by the

change of aggregation, that the wave-motion is transferred.

If experiment should prove this identity of action on the part

of a vapor and its liquid, it would establish in a new and

striking manner the conclusion to which we have previously

leaned.

(748) We will now resort to the experimental test. In

front of the experimental tube, which contains a quantity of

the nitrite of amyl vapor, is placed a glass cell a quarter of an

inch in thickness, filled with the liquid nitrite of amyl. I send

the electric beam first through the liquid and then through its

vapor. The luminous power of this beam is very great, but it

can make no impression upon the vapor. The liquid has

robbed it completely of its effective waves. On the removal

of the liquid, chemical action immediately commences, and, in

a moment, we have the apparently empty tube filled with this

bright cloud, precipitated by one portion of the beam, and

illuminated by another. I reintroduce the liquid : the chemi-

cal action instantly ceases. I again remove it, and the action
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commences once more. Tims we uncover in part the secret's

of this world of molecules and atoms.

(74.9) Instead of employing air as the vehicle by which the

vapor is carried into the experimental tube, we may employ

oxygen, hydrogen, or nitrogen, and, besides the nitrite of

amy], a great number of other substances might be employed,

which, like the nitrite, have been hitherto not known to be

chemically susceptible to light.* One point in addition I wish

to illustrate, chiefly because the effect is similar in kind to one

of great importance in Nature, In our atmosphere, you know,

floats carbonic-acid gas.
;
which furnishes food to the vegetable

world. But this food could not be consumed by plants and

vegetables without the intervention of the sun's rays. And
yet, as far as we know, these rays are powerless upon the free

carbonic acid of our atmosphere. The sun can only decom-

pose the gas when it is drunk in by the leaves of plants. In

the leaves it is in close proximity with substances ready to

take advantage of the loosening of its molecules by the waves

of light, incipient disunion being thus introduced, the carbon

of the gas is sci'/ed upon by the leaf and appropriated, while

the oxygen is discharged into the atmosphere.

(750) The experimental tube now before you contains a

different vapor from that which we have hitherto employed.

It is called the nitrite of butyl,* On sending the electric

beam through the tube, the chemical action is scarcely sensi-

ble. I add to the vapor a quantity of air which has been per-

mitted to bubble through hydrochloric acid. When the beam

is now turned on, so rapid is the action and so dense the cloud

precipitated, that you could hardly by an effort of attention

observe the dark interval which preceded the precipitation.

This enormous augmentation of the action is due to the pres-

ence of the hydrochloric acid. Like the chlorophyl and car-

bonic acid in the leaves of plants, the two substances interact

under the influence of the waves of the electric light.

* 1 have to thank Mr. Ernest Chapman for a portion of this precious sub-

Bianco.

ai
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(751) The nitrite of amy! furnishes a similar example.

The decomposition of this substance by light is very energetic

when alone, but the energy and brilliancy of the action are

greatly augmented by the presence of hydrochloric acid. Air

which has bubbled through the liquid nitrite has been admit-

ted into this experimental tube till the mercury-gauge of

the pump has sunk eight inches. Eight additional inches of

air which had bubbled through liquid hydrochloric acid were

then admitted ; and now we will permit the powerful beam

of the electric lamp to act upon the mixture, A cloud of ex-

traordinary density and brilliancy is immediately precipitated

on the beam; which seems to pierce like a share the shining

nebula, tossing in heaps the precipitated particles right and

left as it advances among them.

(752) I connect the nozzle of a bellows by a bit of India-

rubber tubing with a glass tube passing through a cork into a

vessel containing the nitrite-vapor, a sharp tap on the bellows

sends a puff of the vapor through a second tube passing

through the same cork, The puff of vapor in ordinary diffuse

light is invisible ; it in fact remains vapor. But when pro-

jected into a concentrated sunbeam, or into the beam from

the electric lamp, on crossing the limit of light and darkness

the vapor is instantly precipitated as cloud, and forms a

shining white ring. This ring has the same mechanical cause

as the smoke-rings puffed from the mouth of a cannon ; but it

is latent until revealed by actinic precipitation,

(753) It is possible to impart to these clouds any required

degree of tenuity, for it is in our power to limit at pleasure

the amount of vapor in our experimental tube. When the

quantity is duly limited, the precipitated particles are at first

inconceivably small, defying the highest microscopic power to

bring them within the range of vision. Probably their diam-

eters are then not greater than the millionth of an inch. They
grow gradually, and, as they augment in size, throw from them

a continually-increasing quantity of wave-motion, until, finally,

the cloud which they form becomes so luminous as to fill this
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theatre with light. During the growth of the particles the

most splendid iridescences are often exhibited, Such I have

sometimes seen with delight and wonder in the atmosphere of

the Alps, but never any thing so gorgeous as those which our

laboratory experiments reveal. It is not, however, with the

iridescences, however beautiful the}'' may be, that we have

now to occupy our thoughts, but with other effects which bear

upon the two great standing enigmas of meteorology-—the

color of the sky and the polarization of its light.

(753#) First, then, with regard to the sky; how is it pro-

duced, and can we not reproduce it ? Its color has not the

same origin as that of ordinary coloring-matter, in which cer-

tain portions of the white solar light arc extinguished, the

color of the matter being that of the portion of light which

remains, A violet is blue because its molecular texture ena-

bles it to cptench the yellow and red constituents of white

light, and to allow the blue free transmission, A geranium is

red because its molecular texture is such as quenches all rays

except the red. Such colors are called colors of absorption
j

but the hue of the sky is not of this character. The blue light

of the sky is reflected light, and, were there nothing in our

atmosphere competent to reflect the solar rays, we should see

no blue firmament, but should look into the darkness of infinite

space. The reflection of the blue is effected by perfectly col-

orless particles. Smallness of size alone is requisite to insure

the selection and reflection of this color. Of all the visual

waves emitted by the sun, the shortest and smallest are those

which correspond to the color blue. On such waves small

particles have more power than upon large ones, hence the

predominance of blue color in all light reflected from exceed-

ingly small particles. The crimson glow of the evening and

the morning, seen so finely in the Alps, is due, on the other

hand, to transmitted light ; that is to say, to light which in

its passage through great atmospheric distances has its blue

constituents sifted out of it by repeated reflection.

(754) It is possible, as stated, by duly regulating the
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quantity of vapor, to make our precipitated particles grow

from an infinitesimal and altogether ultra-microscopic size to

masses of sensible magnitude j and, by means of those parti-

cles, in a certain stage of their growth, we can produce a blue

which shall rival, if it docs not transcend, that of the deepest

and purest Italian sky. Let this point be in the first place

established, Associated with our experimental tube is a

barometer, the mercurial column of which now indicates that

the tube is exhausted. Into the tube I introduce a quantity

of the mixed air and nitrite of butyl vapor sufficient to de-

press the mercurial column one-twentieth of an inch ; that is

to say, the air and vapor together exert a pressure of one six-

hundredth of an atmosphere. I now add a quantity of air

and hydrochloric acid sufficient to depress the mercury half

an inch farther, and into this compound and highly-attenuatad

atmosphere I discharge the beam of the electric light, The

effect is slow ; but gradually within the tube arises this splen-

did azure, which strengthens for a time, reaches a maximum
of depth and purity, and then, as the particles grow larger,

passes into whitish-blue, This experiment is representative,

and it illustrates a general principle. Various other colorless

substances of the most diverse properties, optical and chemical,

might be employed for this experiment, The incipient cloud

in every case would exhibit this superb blue ; thus proving to

demonstration that particles of infinitesimal size, without any

color of their own, and irrespective of those optical properties

exhibited by the substances in a massive state, are competent

to produce the color of the sky.

(755) But there is another subject connected with our fir-

mament, of a more subtle and recondite character than even

its color, I mean that " mysterious and beautiful phenome-

non," * the polarization of the light of the sky. Brewster,

Arago, Babinct, Herschel, Wheatstone, Kubeson, and others,

have made us masters of the phenomenon, but its cause re-

mains a mystery still. The polarity of a magnet consists in

* HcrsohoPs " Meteorology," art, 283,
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its twO'CndednesS) both ends, or poles, acting in opposite ways.

Polar forces, as most of yon know, are those in which the du-

ality of attraction and repulsion is manifested. And a kind of

two-$hkdnes$~ -noliGcd by Hnyghcns, commented on by New-

ton, and discovered by a French philosopher, named Mains, in

a beam of light which had been reflected from one of the win-

dows of the Luxembourg Palace in Paris -receives the name

of polarization. We must now, however, attach a distinct-

ness to the idea of a polarized beam, which its discoverers

were not able to affix to it. For, in their day, men's thoughts

were not sufficiently ripe, nor optical theory sufficiently ad-

vanced, to seize upon or express the physical meaning of po-

larization, When a gun is fired, the explosion is propagated

as a wave through the air. The shells of air, if J may use the

term, surrounding the centre of concussion, are successively

thrown into motion, each shell yielding up its motion to that

in advance of it, and returning to its position of equilibrium,

Thus, while the wave travels through long distances, each in-

dividual particle of air concerned in its transmission performs

merely a small excursion to and fro.* In the case of sound,

the vibrations of the air-particles arc executed in the direction

in which the sound travels. They are, therefore, called longi-

tudinal vibrations. In the case of light, on the contrary, the

vibrations are transversal / that is, say, the individual parti-

cles of ether move to and fro across the direction in which the

light is propagated. In this respect waves of light resemble

ordinary water-waves more than waves of sound. In the case

of an ordinary beam of light, the vibrations of the ether-par-

ticles are executed in every direction perpendicular to it; but

let the beam impinge obliquely upon a plane glass surface, as

in the case of Mains, the portion reflected will no longer have

its particles vibrating in all directions round it. By the act

of reflection, if it occur at the proper angle
y
the vibrations

are all confined to a single plane, and light thus circumstanced

is called plane polarized light

* "Lectures on Sound," p. 8. (Longmans.)
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(756) A beam of light passing through ordinary glass ex-

ecutes its vibrations within the substance exactly as it would

do in air, or in ether-filled space. Not so when it passes

through many transparent crystals. For these also have their

two-sidedness, the arrangement of their particles being such

as to tolerate vibrations only in certain definite directions.

There is the well-known crystal tourmaline, which shows a

marked hostility to all vibrations executed at right angles to

the axis o.f the crystal. It speedily extinguishes such vibra-

tions,,while those executed parallel to the axis are freely prop-

agated. The consequence is, that a beam of light, after it has

passed through any thickness of this crystal, emerges from it

polarized, So also as regards the beautiful crystal known as

Iceland spar, or as double-refracting spar. In one direction,

but h\ one only, this crystal shows the neutrality of glass ; in

all other directions it splits the beam of light passing through

it into two distinct halves, both of which are perfectly polar-

ized, their vibrations being executed in two planes, at right

angles to each other.

(757) It is possible by a suitable contrivance to get rid of

one of the two polarized beams into which Iceland spar divides

an ordinary beam of light. This was done so ingeniously and

effectively by a man named Nicol, that the spar, cut in his

fashion, is now universally known as NicoPs prism. Such a

prism can polarize a beam of light, and if the beam, before it

impinges on the prism, be already polarized, in one position of

the prism it is stopped, while in another position it is trans-

mitted. The same is true of radiant heat. Our way is now,

to some extent, cleared. Looking at various points of the

blue firmament through a NicoPs prism, and turning the prism

round its axis, we soon notice variations of the brightness of

the sky. In certain positions of the spar, and from certain

points of the firmament, the light appears to be freely trans-

mitted ; while, looking at the same points, it is only necessary

to turn the prism round its axis through an angle of ninety

degrees to materially diminish the intensity of the light. On
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close scrutiny, it is found that the difference produced by the

rotation of the prism is greatest when the sky is regarded in a

direction at right angles tq that of the solar rays,

(758) Experiments of this kind prove that the blue light

sent to us by the firmament is polarized, and that the direc-

tion of most perfect polarization is perpendicular to the solar

rays. Were the heavenly azure like the ordinary fight of the

sun, the turning of the prism would have no effect upon it; it

would be transmitted equally during the entire rotation of

the prism. The light of the sky is in great part quenched,

because it is in great part polarized.

(759) When a luminous beam impinges at the proper angle

on a plane glass surface, it is polarized by reflection. It is po-

larized, in part, by all oblique reflections \ but at one particular

angle the reflected light is perfectly polarized. An exceed-

ingly beautiful and simple law, discovered by Sir David Brew-

ster, enables us readily to imd the polarizing angle of any sub-

stance whose refractive index is known. This law was dis-

covered experimentally by Brewster ; but the Wave Theory

of light renders a complete reason for the law. A geometrical

image of it is thus given : When a beam of light impinges

obliquely upon a plate of glass, it is in part reflected and in

part refracted. At one particular incidence the reflected and

the refracted portions of the beam are at right angles to each

other. The angle of incidence is then the polarizing angle.

It varies with the refractive index of the substance ; being for

water 52|-, for glass 57|, and for diamond 68 degrees.

(760) And now we are prepared to comprehend the diffi-

culties which have beset the question before xis. It lias been

already stated that, in order to obtain the most perfect polari-

zation of the fmnameivta! light, the sky must be regarded in a

direction at right angles to the solar beams. This is some-

times expressed by saying that the place of maximum polari-

zation is at an angular distance of 90° from the sun. This

angle, enclosed as it is between the direct and reflected rays,

comprises both the angles of incidence and reflection. Hcnct
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the angle of incidence, which corresponds to the maximum

polarization of the sky, is half of 90°, or 45°, This is the

atmospheric polarizing angle, and the question is, What
known substance possesses an index of refraction to corre-

spond with this polarizing angle? If we knew this substance,

we might be tempted to conclude that particles of it, scat-

tered in the atmosphere, produce the polarization of the sky.

" Were the angle of maximum polarization," says Sir John

Herschcl, " 70° (instead of 90°), we should look to water, or

ice, as the reflecting body, however inconceivable the exist-

ence in a cloudless atmosphere, and a hot summer-day, of une*

vaporated particles of water." But a polarizing angle of 45°

corresponds to a refractive index of 1 ; this means that there

is no refraction at all, in which case we ought to have no re-

flection. To satisfy the law of Brewster, as Sir John Herschcl

remarks, " The reflection would have to be made in air upon

air! . . » The more the subject is considered," adds the cele-

brated philosopher last named, " the more it will be found be-

set with diJliculties, and its explanation, when arrived at, will

probably be found to carry with it that of the blue color of

the sky itself."

(701) If you doubt the wisdom, acknowledge, at all events,

the faith in your capacity which has caused me to bring a sub-

ject so entangled before you. I believe, however, that even

the intellect which draws its strength and its associations from

a totally different source, may have its interest excited in sub-

jects like the present, dark and difficult though they be. It

is not to be expected that you will all grasp the details of this

discussion; but I think that everybody present will .see the

extremely important part hitherto played by the law of Brew-

ster in speculations as to the color and polarization of the sky.

I shall now seek to demonstrate in your presence, jirstly^ and

in confirmation of our former experiments, that sky-blue may
be produced by exceedingly minute particles of any kind oi

matter; secondly', that polarization identical with that of the

sky is produced by such particles ; and, thirdly', that matter in
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this fine state of division, where its particles are probably

small in comparison with the height and span of a wave of

light, releases itself completely from the law of Brewster;

the direction of maximum polarization being absolutely inde-

pendent of the polarizing angle as hitherto defined, Why
this should be the case, the wave theory of light, to make it-

self complete, will have subsequently to explain,

(76&) Into this experimental tube, in the manner already

described, I introduce a new vapor, and add to it air, which

has been permitted to bubble through dilute hydrochloric

acid. And now I permit the electric beam to play upon the

mixture. For some time nothing is seen. The chemical ac-

tion is doubtless progressing, and condensation going on ; but

the condensing molecules have not yet coalesced to particles

sufficiently large to scatter sensibly the waves of light. As
before stated—and the statement rests upon an experimental

basis- the particles here generated are at first so small that

their diameter! do not probably exceed a millionth of an inch
;

while, to form each of these particles^ whole crowds of mole-

cules are probably aggregated. Helped by such considera-

tions, our intellectual vision plunges more profoundly into

atomic Nature, and shows us, among other things, how far we
arc from the realization of Newton's hope, that the molecules

might one day be seen by microscopes. While I am speaking,

you observe this delicate blue color forming and strengthening

within the experimental tube. No sky-blue could exceed it in

richness and purity ; but the particles winch produce this color

lie wholly beyond our microscopic range. A uniform color is

here developed, which has as little breach of continuity

—

which yields as little evidence of the individual particles con-

cerned in its production, as that yielded by a body whose color

is due to true molecular absorption. This blue is at first as

deep and dark as the sky seen from the highest Alpine peaks,

and for the same reason. But it grows gradually brighter,

still maintaining its blueness, until at length a whitish tinge

mingles with the pure azure ; announcing that the particles
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are now no longer of that infinitesimal size which reflects the

shortest waves alone,*

(703) The liquid here employed is the iodide of allyl,f but

I might choose any one of a dozen substances here before me
to produce the effect. You have seen what may be done with

the nitrite of butyl, With nitrite of amy!, bisulphide of car-

bon, benzole, benzoic ether, etc., the same blue color may be

produced. In all cases, where matter slowly passes from the

molecular to the massive state, the transition is marked by

the production of the blue, More than this : you have seen

me looking at the blue color (I hardly like to call it a blue

"cloud," its texture and properties are so different from ordi-

nary clouds) through this bit of spar. This is a NieoPs prism,

and I could wish one of them to be placed in the hands of each

of you. Well, this blue that I have been looking at turns out

to be a bit of more perfect sky than the sky itself. Looking

across the illuminating beam, as we look across the solar rays

at the sky, we obtain not only partial polarization, but perfect

polarization. In one position of the Nicol the blue light seems

to pass unimpeded to the eye; in the other it is absolutely cut

off, the experimental tube being reduced to optical emptiness.

Behind the experimental tube it is well to place a black sur-

face, in order to prevent foreign light from troubling the eye.

In one position of the Nicol this black surface is seen without

softening or qualification ; for the particles within the tube

are themselves invisible, and the light which they reflect is

quenched. If the light of the sky were polarized with the

same perfection, on looking properly toward it through a

Nicol, we should also meet, not the mild radiance of the firma-

ment, but the unillumcd blackness of space.

(?04) The construction of the Nicol is such that it permits

to pass through it vibrations which are executed in a certain

* Possibly a photographic impression might bo taken long before the blue

becomes visible, for the ultra-blue rays are first reflected,

f For which I have to thank the obliging kindness of Br. Maxwell .Simp-
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determinate direction, and these only. All .vibrations, exe-

cuted at right angles to this direction are completely stopped

;

while components only of those executed obliquely to it are

transmitted, It is easy, therefore, to see that, from the posi-

tion in which the Nicol must be held to transmit or to quench

the light of our incipient cloud, we can infer the direction of

the vibrations of that light, You will be able to picture those

vibrations without difficulty. Suppose a line drawn from any

point of the u cloud 5> perpendicular to the illuminating beam.

Along that line, the particles of ether which carry the light

from the cloud to the eye vibrate in a direction perpendicu-

lar both to the line and to the beam. And if any number of

lines be drawn in the same way from the cloud, like the spokes

of a wheel, the particles of ether along all of them oscillate in

the same manner. Wherefore, if & plane surface be imagined

cutting the incipient cloud at right angles to its length, the

perfectly polarized vibrations discharged laterally will all be

parallel to this surface. This is the plane of vibration of the

polarized light. Or you may suppose a circle drawn round

the experimental tube, and a series of strings attached to vari-

ous points of this circle. If all the cords be stretched as per-

pendiculars to the experimental tube, and caused to vibrate

by a series of jerks imparted at right -angles both to them and

the tube, the motions of the particles of the strings will then

represent those of the particles of ether. A distinct image of

those vibrations is now, I hope, in your minds.

(705) Our incipient blue cloud is a virtual NicoPs prism,

and between it and the real Nicol we can produce all the ef-

fects obtainable between the polarizer and analyzer of a polar-

iscope. When, for example, a thin plate of selenite, which is

crystallized sulphate of lime, is placed between the Nicol and

the incipient cloud, we obtain the splendid chromatic phe-

nomena of polarized light. The color of the gypsum- plate, as

many of you know, depends upon its thickness. If this be

uniform, the color is uniform. If, on the contrary, the plate be

wedge-shaped, thickening gradually and uniformly from edge
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to back, we have brilliant bands of color produced parallel to

the edge of the wedge. Perhaps the best form of plate for

experiments of this character is ihat now in my hand, which

was prepared for me some years ago by a man of genius in his

way, the late Mr. Darker, of Lambeth. It consists of a plate

of selenite thin at the centre, and gradually thickening toward

the circumference. Placing this film between the Nicol and

the cloud, we obtain, instead of a scries of parallel bands, a

system of colored rings. The colors arc most vivid when the

incipient cloud is looked at perpendicularly. Precisely the

same phenomena are observed when we look at the blue fir-

mament in a direction perpendicular to the solar rays.

(76()) We have thus far illuminated our incipient cloud

with ordinary light, and found the portion of this light reflect-

ed laterally from the cloud in all directions round it to be per-

fectly polarized. We will now examine the effects produced

when the light which illuminates the cloud is itself polarized.

In front of the electric lamp, and between it and the experi-

mental tube, ij> placed this line NicoPs prism, which is suffi-

ciently large to embrace and to polarize the entire beam. The

prism is now placed so that the plane of vibration of the light

emergent from it, and foiling upon the cloud, is vertical.

How does the cloud behave toward this light? This formless

aggregate of infinitesimal particles, without definite structure,

shows the two-sidedness of the light in the most striking man-

ner. It is absolutely incompetent to reflect upward or down-

ward, while it freely discharges the light horizontally, right

and left. I turn the polarizing Nicol so as to render the plane

of vibration horizontal ; the cloud now freely reflects the light

vertically upward and downward, but it is absolutely incom-

petent to shed a ray horizontally to the right or left.

(76?) Suppose the atmosphere of our planet to be sur-

rounded by an envelop impervious to light, with an aperture

on the sunward side, through which a solar beam could enter.

Surrounded on all sides by air not directly illuminated, the

track of the sunlight would resemble that of the electric beam
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in a dark space filled with our incipient cloud, The course of

the sunbeam would be blue, and it would discharge laterally,

in all directions round it, light in precisely the same polarized

condition as that discharged from the incipient cloud, In fact,

the azure revealed by the sunbeam would be the azure of such

a cloud. And if, instead of permitting the ordinary light of

the sun to enter the aperture, a NicoPs prism were placed

there, which should polarize the sunlight on its entrance into

our atmosphere, the particles producing the color of the sky

would act precisely like those of our incipient cloud. In two,

directions we should have the solar light reflected j in two

others unreflected. In fact, out of such a solitary beam, trav-

ersing the unilluminated air, we should be able to extract

every effect shown by our incipient cloud, In the production

of such clouds we virtually carry bits of the sky into our labo-

ratories, and obtain with them all the effects obtainable in the

open firmament of heaven,

(768) And here, had not a sufficient strain been already

imposed upon your minds, I might enter upon the description

of a series of extraordinary effects observed when the particles

of our incipient clouds are allowed to augment in size, so as

to approach the condition of true cloudy matter, The selcnite

ring-system, already referred to, is a most delicate reagent for

the detection of polarized light. When we look normally , or

perpendicularly, at an incipient cloud, the colors of the rings

are most vividly developed, a diminution of the color being

immediately apparent when the incipient cloud is regarded

obliquely. But let us continue to look through the Nieol and

selenite normally at the cloucl ; the particles augment in size,

the cloud becomes coarser and whiter, the strength of the

selcnite colors becoming gradually feebler. At length the

cloud ceases to discharge polarized light along the normal,

and the selcnite colors entirely disappear. If noiv the cloud

be regarded obliquely
y
the colors are restored, very vividly, if

not with their first vividness and clearness. Thus the cloud

that has ceased to discharge polarized light at right angles to
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the illuminating beam, pours out such light copiously in oblique

directions, The direction of maximum polarization changes

with the texture of the cloud.

(¥69) But this is not all ; and,4o understand, even partial-

ly, what remains, a word must be said regarding the appear-

ance of the colors of our plate of selenite. If, as before stated,

the plate be of uniform thickness, its hue in white polarized

light is uniform, Suppose, then, that by arranging the Nicol

the color of the plate is raised to its maximum brilliancy, and

.suppose the color produced to be green / on turning the Nicol

round its axis the green becomes fainter. When the angle of

rotation amounts to 45 degrees, the color disappears ; we then

pass what may be called a neutral point, where the selenite

behaves, not as a crystal, but as a bit of amorphous glass, Con-

tinuing the rotation, a color reappears, but it is no longer

green, but red. This attains its maximum at a distance of 45

degrees from the neutral point, or, in other -words, at a dis-

tance of 90 degrees from the position which showed the green

at its maximum. At a further distance of 45 degrees from

the position of maximum red, the color disappears a second

time. We have there a second neutral point, beyond which

the green comes again into view, attaining its maximum brill-

iancy at the end of a rotation of .180 degrees. By the rotation

of the Nicol, therefore, through an angle of 90 degrees, we
produce a color complementary to that with which we started.

(770) As may be inferred from this result, the selenite ring-

system changes its character when the Nicol is turned. It is

possible to have the centre of the circle dark, the surrounding

rings being vividly colored. The turning of the Nicol through

an angle of 90 degrees renders the centre bright, while every

point occupied by a certain color in the first instance is occu-

pied by the complement of that color in the second. But what

am I aiming at in these long preliminary statements ? 1 want

to be able to say, with full assurance of being understood by

everybody present, that a cloud may so alter its texture as to

produce upon a light an effect equivalent to the rotation of the
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Nicol through 90 degrees. By curious internal actions, not

here to be described) the cloud in our experimental tube some-

times divides itself into sections of different textures. Some

sections are coarser than others, while it often happens that

some are iridescent to the naked eye, and others not, look-

ing normally at such a cloud through the selcnite and Nicol,

it often happens that in passing from section to section the

whole character of the ring-system is changed. You start

with a section producing a (lark centre and a corresponding

system of rings ; to pass to another section through a neutral

point and find in that section the centre bright^ and at the

same radial distances find each of the first rings displaced by

one of the complementary color. Sometimes as many as four

such reversions occur in the cloud of an experimental tube a

yard long. Now, the changes here indicated mean that in

passing from section to section of the clond the plane of vibra-

tion of the polarized light turns suddenly through an angle of 90

degrees ; this change being entirely due to the different text-

ure of the two parts of the cloud.

(771) You will now be able to understand, as far as it is

capable of being understood, a very beautiful effect which,

under favorable circumstances, might be observed in our at-

mosphere. This experimental tube contains an inch of the

iodide of aliyl vapor, the remaining 29 inches necessary to fill

the tube being air, which has bubbled through aqueous hydro-

chloric acid. Besides, therefore, the vapor of iodide of ally],

we have those of water and of acid within the tube. The

light has been acting on the mixture for some time, a beauti-

ful blue color being produced. As before stated, the " incipient

cloud " is wholly different in texture and optical properties

from an ordinary cloud ; but it is impossible to precipitate the

aqueous vapor within this tube so as to cause it to form a

cloud similar to those of our atmosphere. This new and real

cloud will be precipitated in the midst of the azure of the in-

cipient cloud. An exhausted vessel of about one-third of the

capacity of the experimental tube is now connected with the
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tube, the passage uniting both being closed by a stop-cock,

On opening this cock. Die mixed air and vapor will rush from

the experimental tube into the empty vessel ; and, in conse-

quence -of the chilling duo to rarefaction, the vapor in the ex-

perimental tube will fall together as a true cloud. You are

now prepared for the experiment, I first look at this azure,

so as to obtain a vivid ring-system with a dark centre. Turn-

ing on the cock, the air is rarefied and the cloud precipitated,

What is the result ? Instantly the centre of the system of

colored rings becomes bright, and the whole scries of colors

corresponding to definite radial distances, complementary.

While I continue to look at the cloud, it gradually melts away

as an atmospheric cloud might do in the azure of heaven.

And there is our azure also remaining behind. The coarser

cloud seems drawn aside like a veil, the blue reappears, the

first ring-system, with its dark centre and correspondingly

colored circles, being restored,

(17£) The vision of an object always implies a differential

action on the retina of the observer. The object is distin-

guished from surrounding space by its excess or defect of light

in relation to that space. By altering the illumination, either

of the object itself or of its environment, we alter the appear-

ance of the object, Take the case of clouds floating in the

atmosphere with patches of blue between them, Any thing

that changes the illumination of either alters the appearance

of both, that appearance depending, as stated, upon differen-

tial action. Now, the light of the sky, being polarized, may,

as you know, be in great part quenched by a Nicol's prism,

while the light of a cloud, being unpolarized, cannot be thus

extinguished. Hence the possibility of very remarkable va-

riations, not only in the aspect of the firmament, which is

really changed, but also in the aspect of the clouds which

have that firmament as a background. When a reddish cloud

at sunset chances to float in the region of maximum polariza-

tion, the quenching of the sky behind it causes it to flash with

a brighter crimson. Last Easter-eve the Dartmoor sky, which
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had just been cleansed by a snow-storm, wore a very wild ap-

pearance. Itound the horizon it was of steely brilliancy,

while reddish cumuli and cirri floated southward. When the

sky was quenched behind them these floating masses seemed

like dull embers suddenly blown upon, brightening into tire.

In the Alps we have the most magnificent examples of crimson

clouds and snows, so that the eftccts just referred to may be

here studied under the best possible conditions. On the 23d

of August, 1809, the evening Alpen-glow was very fine, though

it did not reach its maximum depth and splendor. Toward

sunset I walked up the slopes to obtain a better view of the

Weisshorn. The side of the peak seen from the Del Alp,

being turned from the sun, was tinted mauve; but I wished

to see one of the rose-colored buttresses of the mountain.

Such was visible from a point a few hundred feet above the

hotel, The Mattcrhorn also, though for the most part in

shade, had a crimson projection, while a deep, ruddy red lin-

gered along its western shoulder, Four distinct peaks and

buttresses of the Dom, in addition to its dominant head --all

covered with pure snow—were reddened by the light of sun-

set. The shoulder of the Alphubcl was similarly colored,

while the great mass of the Blctschorn was all aglow, and so

was the snowy spine of the Monte Leone,

(773) Looking at the Weisshorn through the Nicol, the

glow of its protuberance was strong or weak according to the

position of the prism. The summit also underwent a change.

In one position of the prism it exhibited a pale white against

a dark background ; in the rectangular position it was a dark

mauve against a light background. The red of the Matter-

horn changed in a similar manner ; but the whole mountain

also passed through striking changes of definition. The air

at the time was highly opalescent- filled, in fact, with a silvery

haze, in which the Matterhorn almost disappeared. This could

be wholly quenched by the Nicol, and then the mountain

sprang forth with astonishing solidity and detachment from

the surrounding air. The changes of the Dom were still more
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wonderful, A vast amount of light could be removed from

the sky behind it, for it occupied the position of maximum po-

larization, When the sky was quenched, the four minor peaks

and buttresses and the summit of the J)om, together with the

shoulder of the Alphubol, glowed as if set suddenly on lire.

This was immediately dimmed by turning the Nicol through

an angle of 90°. It was not the stoppage of the light of the

sky alone which produced this startling effect; the air between

the Bel Alp and the 3)om was, as I have said, highly opales-

cent, and the quenching of this intermediate glare augmented

remarkably the distinctness of the mountain.

(774-) On the morning of the 2dth of August similar effects

were finely shown. At 10 a. m. all three mountains, the Dom,

the Matterhorn, and the Weisshorn, were powerfully affected

by the Nicol. But in this instance also the line drawn to the

Dom being accurately perpendicular to the direction of the

solar shadows, and consequently very nearly perpendicular to

the solar beams, the effects on this mountain were most strik-

ing. The gray summit of the Matterhorn at the same time

could scarcely be distinguished from the opalescent haze around

it ; but, when the Nicol quenched the haze, the summit be-

came instantly isolated, and stood out in bold definition, It is

to be remembered that, in the production of these effects, the

only things changed are the sky behind and the luminous haze

in front of the mountains; that these are changed because

the light emitted from the sky and from the haze is 2>ton&po--

larized light ; and that the light from the snows and from the

mountains, being sensibly unpolarized, is not directly affected

by the Nicol. It will also be understood that it is not the in-

terposition of the haze as an opaque hotly that renders the

mountains indistinct, but that it is the light of the haze which

dims and bewilders the eye, and thus weakens the definition

of objects seen through it.

(775) These results have a direct bearing upon what artists

call "aerial perspective." As we look from the summit of

the Aletschhorn, or from a lower elevation, at the serried
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crowd of peaks, especially if the mountains be darkly colored

—covered with pines, for example—every peak and ridge is

separated from the mountains behind it by a thin blue haze

which renders the relations of the mountains as to dis-

tance unmistakable, When this haze is regarded through the

Nicol perpendicular to the sun's rays, it is in many cases

wholly quenched, because the light which it emits in this di-

rection is wholly polarized. When this happens, aerial per-

spective is abolished, and mountains very differently distant

appear to rise in the same vertical plane. Close to the Bel

Alp, for instance, is the gorge of the Massa, a river produced

by the ablation of the Aletsch Glacier, and beyond the gorge

is a high ridge darkened by pines. This ridge may be pro-

jected upon the dark slopes at the opposite side of the Rhone

Valley, and between both we have the blue haze referred to,

throwing the distant mountains far away. But at certain

hours of the day this haze may be quenched, and then the

Massa Ridge and the mountains beyond the Rhone seem al-

most equally distant from the eye. The one appears, as it

were, a vertical continuation of the other. The haze varies

with the temperature and humidity of the atmosphere. At
certain times and places it is almost as blue as the sky itself;

but, to sec its color, the attention must be withdrawn from

the mountains and from the trees which cover them. In point

of fact, the haze is a piece of more or less perfect sky ; it is

produced in the same maimer, and is subject to the same laws,

as the firmament itself. We live in the sky, not tinder it.

(¥76) These points were further elucidated by the deport-

ment of the sclcnite plate. On some of the sunny days of

August the haze in the valley of the Rhone, as looked at from

the Bel Alp, was very remarkable. Toward evening the sky

above the mountains- opposite to my place of observation

yielded a series of the most splendidly-colored iris-rings ; but,

on lowering the selcnite until it had the darkness of the pines

at the opposite side of the Rhone Valley, instead of the dark-

ness of space as a background, the colors were not much i\i-
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minishcd in brilliancy, I should estimate the distance across

the valley, as the crow flies, to the opposite mountains, at nine

miles;' so that a body of air nine miles thick can, under favor-

able circumstances, produce chromatic effects of polarization

almost as vivid as those produced by the sky itself.

(7'7'7) Again : the light of a landscape, as of most other

things, consists of two parts ; the one part comes purely from

superficial reflection, and this light is always of the same

color as that which falls upon the landscape ; the other part

comes to us from a certain depth within the objects which

compose the landscape, and it is this portion of the total light

which gives these objects their distinctive colors. The white

light of the sun enters,all substances to a certain depth, and

is partially ejected by internal reflection; each distinct sub-

stance absorbing and reflecting the light in accordance with

the laws of its own molecular constitution. Thus the solar

light is sifted by the landscape, which appears in such colors

and variations of color as, after the sifting process, reach the

observer's eye. Thus the bright green of grass, or the

darker color proper to the pine, never comes to us alone, but

is always mingled with an amount of really foreign light de-

rived from superficial reflection. A certain hard brilliancy is

conferred upon the woods and meadows by this superficially-

reflected light. Under certain circumstances, it may be

quenched by a Nicol's prism, and we then obtain the true

color of the grass and foliage. Trees and meadows thus re-

garded exhibit a richness and softness of tint which they never

show as long as the superficial light is permitted to mingle

with the true interior emission. The needles of the pines

show this effect very well, large-leaved trees still better; while

a glimmering field of maize exhibits the most extraordinary

variations when looked at through the rotating Nicol.

(778) Thoughts and questions like those here referred to

took me last August to the top of the Aletschhorn. The

effects described in the foregoing paragraphs were, for the

most part, reproduced in the summit of the mountain, I
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scanned the whole of the sky with my Nicol. Both alone and

in conjunction with the selenitc it pronounced the perpendicu-

lar to the solar beams to be the direction of maximum polari-

zation. But at no portion of the firmament was the polariza-

tion complete. The artificial sky produced in the experiments

already recorded could, in this respect, be rendered more per-

fect than the natural one ; while the gorgeous " residual blue "

which makes its appearance when the polarization of the arti-

ficial sky ceases to be perfect, was strongly contrasted with

the lack-lustre hue which, in the case of the firmament, out-

lived the extinction of the brilliance. With certain sub-

stances, however, artificially treated, this dull residue may also

be obtained.

(Y79) All along the arc from the Matterhorn to Mont Blanc

the light of the sky immediately above the mountains was

powerfully acted upon by the Nicol. In some cases the varia-

tions of intensity were astonishing. A little practice enables

the observer to shift the Nicol from one position to another so

rapidly as to render the alternate extinction and restoration

of the light immediate. When this was done along the arc

to which I have referred, the alternations of light and darkness

resembled the play of sheet-lightning behind the mountains.

There was an element of awe connected with the suddenness

with which the mighty masses, ranged along the line referred

to, changed their aspect and definition under the operation of

the prism.

(780) I have endeavored to show you that the color and

polarization of the sky could be reproduced artificially, and

that the only condition necessary to their production was the

smallness of the particles by which the light was scattered,

The effects were proved to be totally independent of the op-

tical character of the substances from which the particles were

derived. The parallelism of the artificial and the natural

phenomena is so perfect as to leave no doubt upon the mind

that they are due to a common cause. And here a practical

issue of immense import reveals itself. Supposing those par-
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tides which now throw down upon us the blue light of the fir-

mament to be abolished, what would be the result? The
sun's rays would pass through the atmosphere without lateral

scattering- the earth would lose the light of the sky. To form

an idea of the magnitude of this loss we must have a clear

idea of the quality of the light under consideration. It is

now known to you that the vegetable world is nourished by

the rays of the sun ; and
}
as animal life is sustained by vege-

tables, that life also is supported in the long-run by the solar

rays. Now, these rays are as composite as the coins of the

realm. As regards their power to produce the chemical ac-

tions necessary to vegetable life, they differ from each other in

value as widely as gold does from copper. It is the gold of

the solar beams that is showered down upon us from the sky.

Professor Koscoe has shown that the light of the sky, which

is mainly produced by the shorter waves, has a chemical value

at Kew Observatory greater than that of the unclouded sun

at a height of 4S° above the horizon.* This would be the

measure of the loss to the vegetable world at Kew if the sky

were abolished. Roscoc's experiments were made with chem-

ical substances sensitive to solar light, and they appear open

to the objection that the rays effective in.the plant-world may
not be those which were effective upon his salts. But, taking

every thing into account, and assuming the correctness of the

observations, I think the probability great that the value of

sky-light as a feeder of the vegetable world, and through it

of the animal, cannot be much less than Roscoe makes it to be.

* Proceedings of the Royal Institution,, vol. iv. p. 65Y. The whole article

hero referred to is exceedingly interesting.
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REMARKS ON THE CONVERTIBILITY OF
NATURAL FORCES.

I add horo a few remarks, which may ho useful to some of my
roaders. They aro extracted from a little hook called " Faraday as

a Discoverer," and form a portion of the chaptei' entitled " Unity

and Oonvortibility of Natural Forces ; Theory of the Klcotrlo Cur-

rent: »

" The whole stock of energy or tcorhing-power in the world con-

sists of attvactiom
y
repuhiom

y
and motions. If the attractions and

repulsions aro so circumstanced as to be able to produce motion, they

are sources of working-power, but not otherwise. Let us for the

sake of simplicity confine our attention to the case of attraction.

The attraction exerted between the earth and a body at a distance

from the earth's surface is a source of working-power ; because tlio

body can be moved by the attraction, and in foiling to the earth can

perforin work. When it rests upon the earth's surface it is not a

source of power or energy, because it can fall no farther. But,

though it has ceased to bo a source of energy
y
the attraction of

gravity still acts as a force, which holds the earth and weight to-

gether.
u The same remarks apply to attracting atoms and molecules. As

long as distance separates them, they can move across it in obedience

to the attraction, and the motion thus produced may, by proper ap-

pliances, be caused to perform mechanical work. When, for ex-

ample, two atoms of hydrogen unite with one of oxygen, to form

water, the atoms are first drawn toward each other—they move,

they clash, and then, by virtue of their resiliency, they recoil and

quiver. To this quivering motion wo give tho name of heat. Now,
this quivering motion is merely tho redistribution of the motion pro-

duced by the chemical affinity; and this is tho only sense in which

chemical affinity can be said to be converted into heat. We must

not imagine the chemical attraction destroyed, or converted into

any thing else. For tho atoms when mutually clasped to form a

molecule of water aro held together by the very attraction which
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first drew thorn toward each other. That which has really been ex-

pended is the pull exerted through the space by which the distance

between the atoms has been diminished.

" If this be understood it will be at once seen that gravity may

in this sense be said to be convertible into heat; that it is in reality

no more an outstanding and inconvertible agent, as it is sometimes

stated to be, than chemical attinity. By the exertion of a certain

pull through a certain space a body is caused to clash with a certain

definite velocity against the earth. Heat is thereby developed, and

this is the only sense in which gravity can be said to be converted

into heat. In no case is the force which produces the motion anni-

hilated or changed into any thing else. The mutual attraction of

the earth and weight exists when they are in contact as when they

were separate; but the ability of that attraction to employ itself in

the production of motion does not exist.

"The transformation, in this case, is easily followed by the mind's

eye. First, the weight as a whole is set in motion by the attraction

of gravity. This motion of the mass is arrested by collision wiui

the earth, being broken up into molecular tremors, to which wo give

the name of heat.

"And when we reverse the process, and employ those tremors

of heat to raise a weight, as is done through the intermediation of

an elastic fluid in the steam-engine, a certain definite portion of the

molecular motion is destroyed in raising the weight. In this sense,

and this sense only, can the heat be said to be converted into gravity,

or, more correctly, into potential energy of gravity. It is not that

the destruction of the heat has created any new attraction, but sim-

ply that the old attraction has now a power conferred upon it of ex-

erting a certain definite pull in the interval between the starting-

point of the falling weight and its collision with the earth,

<{ So also as regards magnetic attraction : when a sphere of iron

placed at some distance from a magnet rushes toward the magnet,

and has its motion stopped by collision, an effect mechanically the

same as that produced by the attraction of gravity occurs. The

magnetic attraction generates the motion of the mass, and the stop-

page of that motion produces heat. In this sense, and in this sense

only, is there a transformation of magnetism, or, more correctly,

magnetic work into heat. And if, by the mechanical action of heat

brought to bear by means of a suitable machine, the sphere be torn

from the magnet and again placed at a distance, a power of exerting
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a pull through that distance, and producing a now motion of the

sphere, is thereby conferred upon the magnet; in this sense, and in

this sense only, is the heat converted into magnetism, or rather mag-

netic potential energy,

" When, therefore, writers on the conservation of energy speak

of tensions being i consumed * and i generated,* they do not mean

thereby that old attractions have been annihilated and new ones

brought into existence, but that, in the one case, the power of the

attraction to produce motion has been diminished by the shortening

of the distance between the attracting bodies, and that in the other

case the power of producing motion has been augmented by the in-

crease of the distance. These remarks apply to all bodies, whether

they bo sensible masses or molecules.

" Of the inner quality that enables matter to attract matter we
know nothing; and the law of conservation makes no statement re-

garding that quality. It takes the facts of attraction as they stand,

mid affirms only the constancy of icorlcing-jrower. That power may
exist in tho form of motion; or it may exist in the form of fokok,

with distance to act through. The former is dynamic energy, the

latter is potential energy, the constancy of the sum of both being

affirmed by the law of conservation. The convertibility of natural

forces consists solely in transformations of dynamic into potential,

and of potential into dynamic energy, which are incessantly going

on. In no other sense has the convertibility of force, at present,

any scientific meaning.

"By the contraction of a muscle a man lifts a weight from tho

earth. But tho muscle can contract only through the oxidation of

its own tissue or of the blood passing through it. Molecular motion

is thus converted into mechanical motion. Supposing the muscle to

contract without raising tho weight, oxidation would also occur, but

the whole of the heat produced by this oxidation would be liberated

in the mvMle itself. Not so when it performs external work ; to do

that work a certain definite portion of the heat of oxidation must be

expended. It is so expended in pulling the weight away from the

earth. If the weight be permitted to fall, the heat generated by its

collision with the earth would exactly make up for that lacking in

tho muscle during the lifting of the weight. In the case here sup-

posed, we have a conversion of molecular muscular action into po-

tential energy of gravity ; and a conversion of that potential energy

into heat; the heat, however, appearing at a distance from its real

22
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origin in tho muscle. The whole process consists of a transference

of molecular motion from the muscle to tho weight, and gravitating

force is tho mere go-between, by means of which the transference is

effected."

ON OOMETAUY THEORY.

As an exercise for the reader, and as a possible application of

some of the results recorded in this work, I hero publish an hypothesis

as to tho constitution of comets which has found somo favor among

eminent men, I purpose to develop the hypothesis at a future day

;

did I not believe it to contain some germ of the truth I should not

publish it here.

The speculation was communicated to the Cambridge Philosoph-

ical Society on the 8th of March, 1800, in the following words

:

u In the course of my experiments on actinic action I have been

often astonished at the body of light which a perfectly infinitesimal

amount of matter, when dill used in the form a cloud, can discharge

from it by reflection. I have been repeatedly perplexed and led into

error by tho action of residues so minute as to be simply incon-

ceivable. In order to get rid of these residues, my experimental

tubes, after having been employed for any vapor, are Hooded with

alcohol, sponged out with soap and hot water, and finally flooded

with pure water. Lot me give you some idea of the quantities of

matter that here come into play. The tube before you, which is 3

foot long and 3 inches wide, was so thoroughly cleansed that, when
fdled with air, or with the vapor of aqueous hydrochloric acid, no

amount of exposure to an intense light produced tho least cloudi-

ness. Having thus assured myself of the perfect purity of tho tube,

I took a small bit of bibulous paper, rolled it up into a pellet not tho

fourth part of the size of a small pea, and moistened it with a liquid

possessing a higher boiling-point than that of water. I held the

pellet in my fingers until it had become almost dry, then introduced

it into a connecting-piece, and allowed dry air to pass over it into

this tube. The air charged with the modicum of vapor thus taken

up was subjected to the action of light. A blue actinic cloud began

to form immediately, and in five minutes the blue color had extended

quite through tho experimental tube. For somo minutes this cloud
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continued blue, and could be completely quenched by NicoPs prism,

no trace of its light reaching the eye when the Nicol was in its

proper position. But its particles augmented gradually in magni-

tude, and at the end of fifteen minutes a dense white cloud filled the

tube. Considering the amount of vapor carried in by the air, tho

appearance of a cloud so massive and luminous seemed like the crea-

tion of a world out of nothing,

" But this is not all ; the pellet of bibulous paper was removed,

mid tho experimental tube was cleared out by sweeping a current of

dry air through it. This current passed also through the connecting-

pieee in which the pellet of bibulous paper had rested. The air was

at length cut oft' and the experimental tube exhausted. Fifteen

inches of hydrochloric acid were then sent into the tube through the

same connecting-piece, Now, it is here to be noted : (1) that the total

quantity of liquid absorbed by the pellet in the first instance was ex-

ceedingly small
; (2) that nearly the whole of this small quantity

had been allowed to evaporate between my lingers before the pellet

was placed in the connecting-piece; (3) that the pellet had been

ejected and the tube in which it rested rendered for some minutes

the conduit of a strong current of pure air. It was part of such a

residue as could linger in the connecting-piece after this process that

was carried into the experimental tube by the hydrochloric acid and

subjected there to the action of light.

u One minute after the ignition of the electric lamp a faint cloud

showed itself ; in two minutes it had tilled all the anterior portion

of the tube and stretched a considerable way down it; it developed

itself afterward into a very beautiful cloud-figure; and at the end

of fifteen minutes the body of light discharged by the cloud, con-

sidering the amount of matte.r involved in its production, was simply

astounding. But, though thus luminous, the cloud was far too lino

to dim in any appreciable degree objects placed behind' it; The

ilame of a candle seemed no more affected by it than it would be by

a vacuum. Placing a page of print so that it might be illuminated

by the cloud itself, it could be read through the cloud without any

sensible enfeeblement. Nothing could more perfectly illustrate that

* spiritual texture' which Sir John llcrschol ascribes to a comet than

these actinic clouds. Indeed, the experiments prove that matter of

almost infinite tenuity is competent to shed forth light for more in-

tense than that of the tails of comets. The weight of the matter

which sent this body of light to tho eye would probably have to bo
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multiplied by millions to bring it up to the weight of the air in which

it hung,

" And now will you bear with me for five minutes while 1 en-

deavor to apply these -results to cometary theory? I am encouraged

to do so by a remark of BesscPs, who said that, had any theory -pre-

ceded his observations on Ilalley's comet, by fixing his attention

either upon its verification or its confutation, it would have enabled

lain to return from his observations with a greater store of knowl-

edge than he had actually derived from them. If time permitted, I

should like to load you by an easy gradient up to the view that I

wish to submit to you ; but time does not permit of this, and therefore

the speculation must suffer from the baldness arising from the ab-

sence of such preparation.

" You are doubtless aware of the tremendous difficulties which

beset cometary theory. The comet examined by Newton in 1680

shot out a tail sixty millions of miles in length in two days. The

comet of 1843, if I remember aright, shot out in a single day a tail

which covered 100 degrees of tho heavens. This enormous reach of

cloudy matter is supposed to be generated in the head of the comet

and driven backward by some mysterious force of repulsion exerted

by the sun. Bessel devised a kind of magnetic polarity and repul-

sion to account for it. *It is clear,* says Sir John Hcrsehel, * that

\f we ha/ee to deal here with matter sueh as we conceive it, viz., pos-

sessing inertia at ally it must be under the dominion of forces in-

comparably more energetic than gravitation, and quite of a different

nature ' And in another place ho states the difficulties of the sub-

ject in the following remarkable words

:

" { There is, beyond question, some profound secret and mystery

of Nature concerned in tho phenomenon of their tails. Perhaps it

is not too much to hope that future observation, borrowing every

aid from rational speculation, grounded on tho progress of physical

science generally (especially those branches of it which relate to the

ethereal or imponderable elements), may ere long enable us to pene-

trate this mystery, and to declare whether it is really matter, in the

ordinary acceptation of the term, which is projected from their

heads with such extravagant velocity, and, if not impelled, at least

directed in its course by a reference to the sun as its point of avoid-

ance. In no respect is this question as to the materiality of the tail

more forcibly pressed on us for consideration than in that of the

enormous sweep which it makes round tho sun in pcriheUOy in tho
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manner of a straight and rigid rod, in defiance of the law of gravita-

tion, nay, even of the received laws of motion, extending (as we

have seen in the comets of 1080 and 1843) from near the sun's sur-

face to tho earth's orbit, yet whirled round unbroken- in the latter

ease through an angle of 180° in little more than two hours; It

seems utterly incredible that in such a case it is one and the same

material object which is thus brandished. ' (I would especially in-

vite tho reader\s attention to these words in reference to the follow-

ing theory,—J. T.] \ If there could be conceived such a thing as a

negative shadow
y
a momentary impression made upon the luminiferous

ether behind the comet, this would represent in some degree the

conception such a phenomenon irresistibly calls up.*

" I now ask for permission to lay before you a speculation which

seems to do away with all these difficulties, and which, whether it

represents a physical verity or not, ties together the phenomena ex-

hibited by comets in a remarkably satisfactory way :

"1. The theory is, that a comet is composed of vapor decom-

posable by the solar light, the visible head and tail being an actinic

cloud resulting from such decomposition; the texture of actinic

clouds is demonstrably that of a comet.
u % The. tail,. according to this theory, is not projected matter,

but matter precipitated on the solar beams traversing the cometary

atmosphere. It can be proved by experiment that this precipitation

may occur either with comparative slowness along the beam, or that

it may bo practically momentary throughout the entire length of tho

beam. The amazing rapidity of the development of the tail would

be thus accounted for without invoking the incredible motion of

translation hitherto assumed.
" 3. As the comet wheels round its perihelion, the tail is not com*

posed throughout of the same matter, but of new matter precipitated

on the solar beams, which cross the cometary atmosphere in new di-

rections. Tho enormous whirling of the tail is thus accounted for

without invoking a motion of translation.

"4. Tho tail is always turned from the sun for this reason : Two
antagonistic powers are brought to bear upon the cometary vapor* >

the one an actinic power tending to produce precipitation, the other

a calorific power tending to effect vaporization. "Where the former

prevails, we liave the cometary cloud ; where the latter prevails, wo
have the transparent cometary vapor. As a matter of fact, the sun

emits the two agents hero invoked. There is nothing whatever Ivy-
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pothetical in the assumption of their existence, That precipitation

should occur behind flic head of the comet, or in the space occupied

by the head's shadow, it is only necessary to assume that the sun's

calorific rays are absorbed more copiously by the head and nucleus

than the actinic rays. This augments the relative superiority of tho

actinic rays behind the head and nucleus, and enables them to bring

down the cloud which constitutes tho comet's tail.

" 5, The old tail, as it ceases to be screened by the nucleus, is

dissipated by the solar heat; but its dissipation is not instantaneous.

The tail leans toward that portion of Space last quitted by tho comet,

a general fact of observation being thus accounted for.

" 0. In tho struggle for mastery of the two classes of rays a tem-

porary advantage, owing to variations of density or some other

cause, may be gained by the actinic rays even in parts of the come-

tary atmosphere which are unscreened by the nucleus. Occasional

lateral streamers, and the apparent emission of feeble tails toward

the sun, would be thus accounted for.

" *?. The shrinking of the head in the vicinity of the .sun is caused

by the beating against it of tho calorific waves, which dissipate its

attenuated fringe and cause its apparent contraction.

"Throughout this theory I have dealt exclusively with true

causes, and no agency has been invoked which docs not rest on tho

sure basis either of observation or experiment. It remains with you

to say whether in venturing to enunciate it I have transgressed tho

limits of i rational speculation.

'

" If I have dono so, surely I could not have come to a place more

certain to insure my speedy correction. If the theory be a moro fig-

ment of the mind, your Adams and your Stokes (both happily here

present), to whom I submit tho speculation with the view of having

it instantly annihilated by astronomy and physics, if it merit no bet-

ter fate, will, I doubt not, effectually discharge that duty, and thus

save both you and me from error before it has had time to lay any

serious hold on our imagination.

"

I may now add (18^0) that cometary envelops and various other

appearances may be accurately reproduced through the agency of

cyclonic movements introduced by heat among actinic nebula). It

is needless to say that this hypothesis also accounts for the polariza-

tion of tho light of the comet's tail,*

* There may be comets whoso vapor is uwlceomposable by tho sun, or

which, if decomposed, is not precipitated. This view opens put the possi-
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POLAMZATION OF HEAT.

In the Philosophical Magazine for 1845 tho lato Principal Forbes

gave an account of tho experiments by which he demonstrated the

polarization of non-luminous heat, lie first operated with tourma-

lines, and afterward, -by a happy inspiration, devised piles of mica

plates, which from their greater power of transmission enabled him

more readily and conclusively to establish the fact of polarization.

Tho subject was subsequently followed up by Mellon! and other

philosophers. With great sagacity Mellom turned to account his

own discovery, that the obscure rays of luminous sources were in

part transmitted by black glass. Intercepting by a plate of this

glass the light emitted by his oil-iamp and operating upon the trans-

mitted heat, he obtained effects exceeding in magnitude any that

could be obtained by means of the radiation from obscure sources.'

The possession of a more perfect ray-filter and a more powerful

source of heat enables us now to obtain, on a greatly-augmented

scale, tho effects obtained by Forbes and Mel Ion i.

Two large NicoPs prisms, such as those employed in my experi-

ments on the polarization of light by nebulous matter, were placed

in front of an electric lamp, and so supported that either of them

could bo turned round its horizontal axis. The beam from the lamp,

rendered slightly convergent by tho camera-lens, was sent through

both prisms. But between them was placed a- cell containing iodine

dissolved in bisulphide of carbon in quantity sufficient to quench the

strongest solar light. Behind the prisms was placed a thcrmo-clce-

trio pile, furnished with two conical reflectors. The front face of

tho pile received heat from the electric lamp, the hinder lace from a

spiral of platinum wire, through which passed a suitably-regulated

electric current.

Tho apparatus was so arranged that, when the principal sections

of the Nicols were at right angles to each other, the needle of the

galvanometer connected with the pile showed a deflection of 90° in

bility of invisible comets wandering through space, perhaps sweeping ovor

the earth ami affecting it* sanitary condition without our being otherwise con-

scious of their passage. As regards tenuity, I entertain a strong persuasion

that, out of ft few ounces (the possible weight assigned by Sir John Hersehcl

to certain comets) of iodido-of-allyl vapor, an actinic cloud of the magnitude

and lummonsmcss of Donates comet might be manufactured.
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favor of the posterior source of heat. One of the prisms was then

turned so as to render tho principal sections parallel. The ncedlo

immediately descended to zero, and passed on to 90° at the other

side of it. Reversing, or continuing the motion, so as to render tho

principal sections again perpendicular to each other, the calorific

sheaf was intercepted, the needle descended to zero and went up to

its first, position.

So copious, indeed, is the flow of polarized heat that a prompt

rotation of tho Nieol would cause tho needle to spin several times

round over its graduated dial,

These experiments were made with the delicate galvanometer

employed in my researches upon radiant heat. But tho action is

strong enough to cause a coarse lecture-room galvanometer, with

needles 6 inches long and paper indexes a square inch each in area,

to move through an arc of nearly 180°.

Reflection, refraction, dispersion, polarization, plane and circular,

double refraction, the formation of invisible images, both by mirrors

and lenses, may all be strikingly illustrated by the employment of

tho iodine filter and the electric light.

Take, for example, the following experiments: The Nicols being

crossed, the needle of tho galvanometer pointed to 78° in favor of

the heated platinum spiral behind the pile. A plate of mica was

then placed across tho dark beam with its principal section inclined

at an angle of 45° to those of the JSTicols. Tho needlo instantly fell

to zero, and went up to 90° on the other side.

And for circular polarization : Tho Nicols being crossed and tho

needle pointing to 80° in favor of the platinum spiral, a plate of

rock-crystal cut perpendicular to the axis was placed across the dark

beam. The needle fell to zero, and went to 90° on the other side.

The penetrative power of tho heat here employed may bo in-

ferred from the fact that it traversed about 12 inches of Iceland spar

and about 1| inch of the coll containing tho solution of iodine.

CONCLUDING ADDITIONS.

My friend Mr» Ingloby has directed my attention to three articles

Xniblishcd in the Monthly Magazine for 1820, vol. ii., pp. S3, 129
f
and

505, by a writer who signs himself Common-Sense, The first article
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is headed ** Electricity and Galvanism explained on the Mechanical

Theory of Matter and Motion." The second is "On the Nature of

Motion and tho Laws and Phenomena of its Propagation." The

third is entitled "New Views of the Economy of Animal Nature in

accordance with the Theory of Matter and Motion." These titles

indicate the character of the writer's thoughts. With a good deal

of unavoidable error, these articles display in many cases a power

of penetration, and a truth of insight, altogether remarkable for tho

time. Take the following quotations as examples

:

" But in a certain variety of cases transfer of motion does not

produce change of place; and this exception gives rise to a new
set of phenomena.' Thus, if two bodies moving in contrary direc-

tions impinge against one another in a line which joins the centres

of their masses, the disposition to change the place in both is de-

stroyed, and apparently their motion. The motion, however, in such

case is not destroyed ; hut only changes its appearance, and is im-

parted to the atoms of the body, winch by the collision are thrown

into active vibrations, representing the previous motions of the

bodies. Aggregate motion is thus converted into atomic motiom^mul

these give rise to many complicated and curious phenomena, as in

heat, light, and gas."

The italics are here the author's own. Until Mayer and Joule

appeared, -more than twenty years subsequently, nothing comparable

as regards precision and completeness to the foregoing statement, to

my knowledge, found utterance. Indeed, some of the phrases em-

ployed by myself might fairly bo regarded as having been copied

from this anonymous correspondent of the Monthly Magazine.

The second one of the articles above referred to is thus summed up

:

"That all force, all weight, and all power of bodies, are derived

from the motion, or motions, imparted to them or possessed by them.

And that force, weight, and motion, are convertible terms and phys-

ical synonymes.
" 2. That every force, weight, and motion, is generated locally

by its own set of proximate causes or motions.

" 3, That, although motion constantly changes its subjects and its

mode of exhibition, yet no motion is either lost or created, but is in

constant circulation and varied appropriation.

**d. That motions of aggregates are convertible into motions or

vibrations of atoms, and vice verm; the mutual conversion producing

many classes of phenomena,
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" 5. That action and reaction, inertia, resistance, and friction, arc

so many phenomena of parting with motion, and of receiving, and

dividing it with a moving body,

" C. That the medium in which a body in atomic motion is sit*

uated, conveys away tho atomic motion, till the excitement exceeds

its powers of transmission ; when heat, evaporation, gaseous pro-

duction, light, and decomposition, take place as varieties and accel-

erated degrees of atomic motion,

" 7. That atomic motion is boat ; and, being parted with from

the air in the act of respiration, creates animal heat and vital action,

u
8. That all local motions on the earth are derived from the de-

flection of tho earth \s motions " [ho missed the part played by tho

sun's rays], " and are finally returned to the earth.

"9. Motion in all these inquiries and determinations is to be con-

sidered as tho secondary cause of the sublime agency of Eternal Om-
nipotence,'*

In his article on the Economy of ^nimal Nature, he says:

" Animals consist, therefore, of a basis of bones for strength—of

a continuity of muscles for motion of a medullary system of brain

and nerves for sensation, comparison, and retention—of respiratory

organs for appropriating gaseous atomic motion -and of arteries and

veins for circulating nutriment and excitation to the whole.

"A steamboat deriving its internal energies from an engine

wrought by the alternate introduction and fixation of aqueous gas,

and put into motion by the reaction of wheels against water or land,,

is exactly coarsely analogous in all its operations to a locomotive

animal, which derives its eternal energies from the fixation of at-

mospheric gas, and its locomotion from the reactions of the feet or

body against the earth."

Thus do great questions simmer before they receive eompleto ex-

pression.

PRODUCTION OW FIRE BY SAVAGES.

JMraci from " Adventures among the Dvaks of Borneo," by F. Boy!«.

Published by Hurst & Blaekett, 1865, pp. 67, 68.

" Among some of the Dyak tribes there is a manner of striking

fire much more extraordinary. The instrument used is a slender
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cube of load which fits tightly in a case of bamboo. The top of the

cube is hollowed into a cup, and, when fire is required, this cup is

filled with tinder, the leaden piston is hold upright in the left hand,

the bamboo case is thrust sharply down over it, as quickly with-

drawn, and the tinder is found to be alight. The natives say that

no metal but lead will produco the effect. I must observe that we
never saw this singular method in use, though tho officers of the

rajah seemed acquainted with it."

MORNING CHILL PRODUCING SNOW IN A ROOM.

" A ouKiovs phenomenon might also bo observed, at Erzeroom,

npon the door of one of the subterranean stables being open, when,

although the day was clear and line without, the warm air within

immediately congealed with a little fall of snow ; this might be seen

in great perfection every morning on tho first opening of the outer

door, when tho houso was warm from its having been shut up all

night"

"The preceding sentence is contained in a work by the Honor-

able It. Ourzon, entitled * Armenia : a Year at Erzoroom, and on tho

Frontiers of Russia, Turkey, and Persia, ' and is quoted in the Athe-

naeum, 8th April, 1854, p. 431, and 1st column, from which it is hero

transcribed." [The writer of these linos had heard me give Dove's

account of a fall of snow in a Russian ballroom when ono of tho

windows was broken. Hence his letter,—J, TJ
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lost, 23.*

Bismuth, expansion of, in cooling,

102.

Bisulphide of carbon, vapor of, ignited

by compression, 25.

— -L. ~.-~ transparency of, to heat, 348,

353, 433, 507.

Blagden and Chantrcy, their exposure
of themselves in heated ovens, 256.

Blood, heat of, why so constant in all

climates, 250.

Body, cause of its resisting high tem-

peratures, 256.

Boiler-explosions, 134, 201.

Boiling of water by friction, KumfoixVs
experiments, 13, and Appendix to

Chap. II. p. 51,—-— to what duo, 135.

— point of water raised by being freed

of air, 132.
™.— tnio definition of, 13V.— -lowered by ascending, 138.

~— ~— on summit of Mont Blanc,

Monte Bosa, etc., 138.

—— depends on external pressure,

139.

Boraeie ether, large absorption of heat
by vapor of, 433.—

.— table of dynamic radiation of
vapor of, 461.

Boutigny, M., his experiments on the
spheroidal state of liquids, 200.

-— -water first frozen in a red-hot

crucible by, 202.

Brass, expansion ol^ by heat, 103.

Breath, the human, its absorption of
heat at different pressures, 538.

„—„~ a nhysJeai analysis of, 540.

Breeze, land and sea, how produced,

212.

British Isles, cause of dampness of,

215,

Bromine, opacity of, to light, but
transparency to heat proved, 426.

Bullet, heat generated by destruction

of its motion, 45.

Bunscn, Prof., description of his

burner, 53.

his determination of the tempera-

ture of Geysers, 145.

his Geyser-theory, 148.

Bunscn's burner, radiation from flame

of, through vapors, table, 528.

Butyl, nitrate of, action of short

waves of ether upon, Y50.

AMBBATION ofthe galvanometer,

Melloni's method of, Appendix
to Chap. X. p. 295.

Calms, regions of, 214.
— - case of torrents of rain in region

of, 488.

Calorescence, experiments on, 614,

61?.

Calorie proved not to exist by Rum-
ford and Davy, 20, 22.

Calorific power of a body, Kumford*»
estimation of, 1*79,

Calorific conduction, three axes of, in

wood, 2?1.

-of liquids, 291.

Candle, combustion of, 50.

Capacity for heat, .different in different

bodies, 18,

_ -explained, means of deter-

mining, 165.

Carbon-atoms, collision of, with oxy-

gen, 48.

— light of lamps due to solid particles

of, 52, 52?,

— amount of heat generated by its

combination with oxygon, 1?9.

— - -diathermancy of the bisul phide, 5 80.

— experiments with the bisulphide,

590.

Carbonic acid, how produced by com-
bustion, 49.™~ solid, properties of, 190.

.™ - ........ power of radiation and absorp-

tion possessed by, 414, 535.
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Carbonic oxide, tabic of absorption of

beat by, at different pressures, 411.

flame, radiation from, through

carbonic-acid gas, 535.
• olcfiant gas, 530.

human breath, 538.

Celestial dynamics, essay by Mayer on,

83, 602.'

Chantrcyand Jilagden, their exposure

of themselves in heated ovens, 256.

Chemical combination, Us effect on
radiant heat, '125,

Chilling an effect of rarefaction, 26.— when produced, 319.

• by radiation, how modified, 492.
- dew an effect of, 652,

Climate, cause of dampness of Eng-
lish, 215.

--mildness of Kuropean, 215,

— -effect of aqueous vapor on, 215,

•192, 514.

Clothes, their philosophy, 282.

Clothing, conductivity of materials

used in, 283.

Clouds, cause of generation of, 489.
— -composition of, 224.

Coal-mines, cause of explosions in, 289.

Coefficient ofexpansion of a gas, 69.— linear, superficial and cubic,

explained, with table, Appendix to

Chap. Iff. p. 85.

Cohesion, force of, lessened by heat,

59.

Cohesion of water increased by re-

moval of air, 131.

Cold, effect of, on thermo-electric pile,

4.

— produced by rarefaction, 28.

-- produced by the stretching of wire,

109.

— of snow and salt, 181,
— generated in passing from the solid

to the liquid state, 182.

——-«-- from the liquid to the

gaseous state, 186.— ...... by stream of carbonic acid, 189.

— -conduction of, 254.

— - - apparent reflection of rays of, 333.

Cold'mg, his researches on the equiva-

lence of heat and work, 38, note.

Collision of atoms, heat and light pro-

duced by, 57.

Color, physical cause of, 317, 346.

— "influence of, on radiation, 311.

— -of sky, possible cause of, 496,

V63«.
— »Dr, Franklin's experiments on the

absorption and heat of various col-

ors, 431.

Combustion, effect of height on, 55/
— J)r. Frankland's memoir on, 56.

— theory of, 5V.

— - of gases in tubes, sounds produced
by, paper on, Appendix to Chap.
VW. p. 214.

Cometary theory, the, p. 506.

Compounds good absorbers and ra-

diators, cause of, 424.

Compressed air, expansion of, pro-

duces cold, 15.

Compression, heat generated by, 7.

Condensation, congelation, and com-
bination, mechanical value of each
in the case of water, 181.

> -effect of, on specific heat, 1V1.

— of aqueous vapor in tropics, cause
of, 488.

by mountains, ditto, 491.

— - and congelation promoted by water
in its different states, 491.

Conduction of heat defined and illus-

trated, 242.
~ -not the same in every sub-

stance, 244.

——— by metals, 14?.

— * - experiments of Ingcnhausz,

246.
..... ...... .„ })esprctz\s method of observ-

ing, 24V.
]>y different metals deter-

mined by MM. Wiedemann and
Franz, 24V.

j>y crystals, 258.

Conduction of heat by wood m differ-

ent directions, table, 259.

by bark of various trees,

table, 2V2.
„ -— importance of knowing spe-

cific heat in experiments on, 2V9.
__l>y liquids, 291.

.,.___ by hydrogen gas, 292, 295.
— of cold, illustrations of, 254.

• - power of, not always the same In

every direction, 258,
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Conductivity of metals, tublo, 247.

crystals and wood, 258, ti scq.

-wood in three directions, table,

209.
......... )>ark of various trees, ditto, 272.~— organic structures, ditto, 275,

277.— —woollen textures, ditto, 283.
—— liquids and gases, 201.

Conductors, withdrawal of heat by,

287.
-•*• good and bad, defined, 244.

Conservation of force shown in steam-
engine, .9, 140.—— energy, law of, 155.

Contraction, generally the result of

solidification, 120.

~~ of India-rubber by heat, 112.

Convection of heat defined, 221.
— - - —» examples of, 222.
«™ . by hydrogen, 293.

Cooling a lossof motion, 207, 610.
~ - effect of air and hydrogen on

heated bodies, 202.

— how it may be hastened, 188, 342,

Cryophorus, or ice-carrier, 187.

Crystals, expansion of, 108.

—'of ice, 127.

— - of snow, 225,
* - difference of conductivity in dif-

ferent directions,. 258.

Cumberland, traces of ancient gla-

ciers in, 238.

Currents, aerial, how* produced, 200.

—upper and lower, in atmosphere,

209.

I)
AVY, Bir If., his views of heat,

13, 23, 01.

• - -~ discharges a gnnlock in vacuo,

11.

- - his experiment on the lique-

faction of ice by friction, 22.— ~ first scientific memoir, Ap-
pendix to Chapter I if. p. 87.

his " Chemical Philosophy,"

referred to, 20.
. .,„..... _ investigation of flame, 48.
. ~..~ ..,...- discovery of the safety*

lamp, 280. **— .......... experiment on the passage

of heat through a vacuum, 207.

I)e la Hive and l)e Candolle on con-

duction of wood, 250, 272.

Density, point of maximum, in water,

08.
*

— of gas, relation of absorption to,

400.

Dcspretz, his experiments on the con-

ductivity of solids, 247; of liquids,

201.

Dew, Dr. Wells's experiments on, and
theory of, 648, it mj.
— cause of deposition of, 652,

— a still night necessary for the for-

mation of, 658.

Diamond, Newton's opinion of, 48,

— combustion of, in oxygen, 48.

Diathermancy explained and illus*

(rated, 350.
— not a test of transparency, 351, 367.

Dilatation of gases effected without
chilling, 04.

— - remarks on, Appendix to Chap.
10. p, 85.

Distillation, locomotive force com-
pared to, 0.

Donny, M., his experiments on water
purged of air, 132.

Dove, Prof., quotation from his work,
200.

Drying tubes, difficulties in selecting

and obtaining, 300,471.
Dynamic energy defined, 154,

— radiation and absorption, dis-

covery of, 447.
— * — - - of gases, table Of, 455._ ^ ~,<- ~—-vapors, ditto, 450.

... .„—_ _ boracic ether vapor,

table, 461.
..,,.„ . _., \n different lengths of

tube, 466.

Dynamical theory of heat, 20.

"OARTII, amount of heat that would
JU be generated by stoppage of its

motion, 40; by falling into the sun,

46; by resisting the rotation of,

702.
— crust of, thicker than generally

supposed, 122.

— its rotation and shape, effect of, on
trade-winds, 207,211.
time required to cool down, 706.
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arth, all the energies of, due to the

sun, 707.

arthquake at Caracas, 210.

leetive power posseted by bodies

with regard to rays of light and
heat, 348.

lectrie light, rise in intensity of

the obscure rays of the, 507.

sifting the, 577.

ilectricity and heat, their relation-

ship shown in the conductivity of

various bodies, 250.

-current of, increased by cooling

conducting wire, 252,

lementary bodies, table of their

specific heats, 105, 169.

Ilements, bad absorbers and radia-

tors, 410, 42$, <tscq.

Imi&don theory of Newton, 303.

Inergv, mechanical, converted to

heat, 0.

~ potential or possible, defined, 154.

- dynamic or actual, ditto, 151.

-potential and dynamic, sum of,

constant, 155,

- all terrestrial, ilua to the sun,

70V.

Jngland, cause of even temperature

of, 215, 223.

Equatorial ocean, winds from, cause

the dampness of England, 215.

Equivalent, mechanical, of heat, 38,

(I scq.

how calculated, 75, d s<q.

Other, sulphuric, cause of tho cold

produced by its evaporation, 186.

absoiption of heat by vapor
of, at different pressures, 404.

- - - - .- - by different measures
of vapor of, 407.
- the luminiferous, mode of trans-

mission of light and heat by, 305.- - - - fills all space and penetrates

all bodies, 340.

the power of imparting mo-
tion to and accepting motion from,

are proportional, 313, 354, 415.

action of ether-waves of

short period upon gaseous matter,

725-738.
— mode of experiment, 741.

- - - invisibility of, 743.

Kuler, his argument for the undula-

tory theory of light, 303,

Europe the condenser of the Atlantic,

221.
- - cause of mildness of climate of,

215, 223.

Evaporation produces cold, 186.

- - water fio/cn by, 187.

Exchanges, Frevost's theory of, 319.

Expansion of volume, 59.

gases by heat, 67.

~~ .. . ~_ coefficient of, 69.
. . . without performing work,

94.

— liquids by heat, 97.

water in freezing, 98.

~ use of, in Nature, 101.

alcohol by heat, 97.

• - water by hott
t
98.

-cold, 98.

bismuth in cooling, 102.
— solid bodies by heat, 103.

lead, curious effect of, 107.

crystals, 108.

Expansive force of heat, 00.

Explosions of steam-boilers, 134.

possibly due to the sphe-

roidal state, 201.*

- in coal-mines, cause of, 289.

Extra -red and extra -violet rays,

313.

IMKADAY, his discovery of mag-
; neto-electricity, 13.

- experiments on melted ice, 133.

discovery of the rcgelation of

ice, 232.
~ • mercury first frozen in a red-hot

crucible by, 202.

Fibre of wood, power of conduction

of heat by, 271.

Fire produced by friction, 11.

by savages, p. 514.
- syringe, 25.

—" balloon, 08.

- -screens of glass, action of, 303.

Flame, constitution of, 49, d scq.

- - cause of its inability to pass
through wire gauze, 288,

Flames, singing, paper on, Appendix
to Chap/ VI II. p. 237.

- - - Count Hchaffgotsch's expert*
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ments on, Appendix to Chap. YIIF.

p. 214.

Flames, examination of radiation

from, 520, d mj.

Florentine experiment, 158, note.

Fluorescence of sulphate of quinine

in the invisible spectrum, 313.

— experiments on fluorescence and
ealoreseenee, COS, d scq.

Fog-signalling, applicability of radi-

ant heat to, 640,

Foot-pounds, explanation of, 38.

Forbes, Prof. J. J),, his viscous theory

of ice, 235.

Force of heat in expanding bodies,

105,— vital, supposed conservative action

of, 25V.

Forces, molecular, energy of, 99, 158,

polar, heat required to over-

come, 168.

— * convertibility of natural, remarks

on, p. 503.

Frankland, Dr., his experiments on
combustion, 50.

Franklin, Dr., his experiment on col-

ors, 631.

Kraunhofor's lines, 6VV.

Freezing, effect of, on water-pipes,

100.
--- point, lowered by pressure, 123.

— of water produced by its own
evaporation, 18V.

— - together of pieces of ice, 231.

Friction, generation of heat by, 6.

- against space, heat developed by,

30.

Frost, means of preserving plants

from, 051.

— cause of their preservation, 051.

Fusible alloy liquefied by rotation in

magnetic held, 30.

Fusion, point of, effect of pressure on,

121,

ri.ALVANOMKTRH described, 3.

O —~ note on the construction of,

Appendix to Chap. I. p. 18.

— peculiarity of, in high deflections,

3V8.— Mellom's method of calibrating,

Appendix to (.'hap. X, p. 295.

Gas, carbonic acid, liberation of, from

soda-water, consumes heat, 10.

— combustion of, 49.

Gas, illuminating power of, 53.

— - coefficient of expansion of, 69.

—- absorbs those rays which it emits,

411.
- radiation from a luminous jet of,

520.

Gaseous condition of matter, 60.

Gases, constitution of, 02, 05.

— velocity of particles of, 04.

— expansion of, by heat, 6V.
—

. specific heat of simple and com-
pound, 169, et scq.

— conductivity of, 291.

— first experiments on their absorp-

tion of heat, 3V2.
— mode of experiment improved, 38V.— different powers of accepting mo-

tion from iha ether, or difference in

absorption possessed by, 39V, 412.
— different powers of imparting mo-

tion to the ether, or difference in

radiation possessed by, 413.

* - table "of dynamic radiation of, 455.

— chemical action of short waves of

ether upon, V25, V38.

Gassiot, iron cylinders burst by, 99.

Gauze wire, cause of its stopping pas-

sage of flame, 288.

Gevser, the great, of Iceland, descrip-

tion of, 142.

— Bunsen's theory of, 145.

— produced in lecture room, 148.

— its history, 151.

Glaciers, formation of, 228.
~— motion of, described, 229.
—

• point ofswiftest motion shifts, 229,
—

• their daily rate of motion, 229.
-— viscous theory of, 230.

— regclation ditto, 232.
—

. ancient, evidences of, in various

places, 230, d $eq*

— -~~ hypothesis to account for, 239,

el scq.

-— cold alone cannot produce, 240.

Glaisher, his table of nocturnal radia-

tion, 05V.

Glass, why cracked by hot water,

105.— broken by a grain of quartz, 106.
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Glass, opacity of, to heat, 319.

--absorption of heat by different

thicknesses of, 350,

— fire-screens, use and philosophy

of, 1303.

Gmclin, his definition of heat, 17.

Gore, his experiments on revolving

balls, 118.

Gravity, velocity imparted to a body
by, 44.

^

Grease, philosophic use of, on wheels

and axles, 0.

Gulf Stream, 223.

Gypsum, powdered, bad conduction
*
of heat by, 285.

B'ARMONICA, chemical, 301.

. Heat and cold, opposite effects

upon thermo-electric pile, 4.

Heat, generated by mechanical pro-

cesses,' 5.— friction, 6, 13.

...,. ..._ ..... compression, 7.

, —.~ percussion, 8.

— „....,... _ tailing of mercury or water,

8.— consumption of, in work, 15.

— nature of, 17, 20, 61.

— a motion of ultimate particles, 20.

— considered thus, by Locke, 20.

„ ..., Bacon, 20.

— considered a motion of ultimate

particles by Rumibvd, 13, 23._
...... _ .,.. l)avy, 23.

— developed when air compressed,

25.
* —

•
» motion of aiv stopped, 10,

27.
. |,y station in magnetic field,

36.

-—mechanical equivalent of, 38, 75,

91.
«— proportional to height through

which a body falls, 40.

— relation of, to velocity, 42, 46.

— an antagonist to cohesion, 59.

— of friction, Rumford's essay on the

source of, Appendix to Chap. II. p.

51.— expansion of gases by, 67,

._ _ ...... liquids by, 97.

_ _ _ solids by, 103.

Heat imparted to a gas under constant

pressure, 69.

at constant volume,

73.

— - produced by stretching India-rub-

ber, 110.

— direct conversion into mechanical
motion, 117.

• <- developed by electricity, 118, 251.

— - performance of work by, in steam-

engine, 140,

— M. llim's experiments, 140 i, tl

S€(J.

~ - power of, in expanding bodies, 158.

— - two kinds of motion produced m
bodies by, 159.

— interior work performed by, 160.

— consumed in forcing atoms asun-

der, 157, 189.

— generated by atoms falling to-

gether, 160.

— quantity yielded up by different

bodies in cooling, 164.

— speciJiCy 165, ct seep

— causes change of state of aggre-

gation in bodies, 176.

— latent, of water, steam, and aque-

ous vapor, 176, el seep, 240.

definition of, 177.

— - generated in passing from liquid

to solid state, 185.

~~ - cause of more equal distribution

of, 215, 223.

-—convection of, 221.

— necessary for the production of

glaciers, 241.

— distinction between it and ordinary

motion, 242.

— conduction of, defined and illus-

trated, 243.
_... ... not equal in all substances,

241.
— method of determining the con-

ductibility of bodies for, 247,

— and electricity, relationship of,

250.
— motion, of, interferes with the mo-

tion of electricity, 252,

— conversion of, into potential ener-

gy, 256.

difference of conductivity of, m
crystals and wood, 258, it $cq<
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Heat, transmission of, through wood,

255, 209.

influenced by the mechani-

cal state of the body, 5485.

— - doubtful conduction of, by hydro-

gen gas, 201.

-—its passage through a vacuum, 20 V.

-— analogy of, to sound, 302.
... to what motion of, imparted, 300.
— radiant

t
300.

— rays beyond visible spectrum, 311.
— obeys the same laws as light, 323.
~~ action of, on oxygen and hydro-

gen, 330,

— laws of inverse squares applied to,

337.— transversa! undulation of waves
of, 339.

— quality of, 300,
— « transmission of, through opaque

bodies, 367.
»— effect of, on ice, 306.
»••>- absorption of, by gases, first mode

of experiment, 372.
_—„ .... ...._ means of detecting

minute amount of, 380.
— - absorption of, by gases, improved

apparatus for researches on, de-

scribed, 38V.
» - free passage of, through dry air,

oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,
41*9.

— tables of absorption of, by gases

and vapors, 414, 418, 421, 433, 43V,

430, 522.—
• spectrum, detached from lumi-

nous, 432.
~~* absorption and radiation of a gas

or vapor deeermined without ex-

ternal heat, 440.
-•»» absorption of, by aqueous vapor,

470, et seq,

— noetural radiation of, the cause
of dew, 052, et seq.

—— amount of, generated by collision

of meteors with the sun, 602.
— developed by fnet ion of tidal

wave, 606.
— - source of this heat, 697.

— Sir William Thomson's statement
of the chemical action necessary

to produce the sun's heat, 700.

J Coat, amount of, equivalent to the

rotation of the sun, and the revo-

lution of the planets, 702.
— - rays, invisible, experiments on,

614.
— • polarization of, p. 511.

Height, influence of, on combustion,

55.

Helmholtz, his calculation of the

heat that would be developed by
stoppage of earth's motion, 40.

......... remarks on the exhaustion of

the mechanical force of our sys-

tem, 700.

Herbs, aromatic, action of their

odors on radiant heat, 430.

Hersehel, Sir William, his discovery

of the obscure rays of the spec-

trum, 311, 500.

— Sir John, note on rock-salt, 373.
- - measurements of solar ra-

diation, 081.

llirn, M., his experiments on the

steam-engine, 140&, el $eq.

Humboldt, on the coal of Central

Asia, 492.

Huyghens, his theory of light, 303.

Hydrogen, collision of atoms with

oxygen, 40.

— - velocity of its particles, 01.

— amount of heat generated by com-
bining with oxygen, to form water,

179.— cooling effect of, on heated bodies,

293.— low power of absorption possessed

by, 392,421.
— - flame, radiation from, through li-

quids and vapors, 530, 542, 647.

- character of its radiation, 547.
— - — experiments on its radiation,

548, tl seq.

TOE liquefied by friction, 22, and
J. Appendix to Chap. HI. p. 88.
-v . why it swims on water, 101.

- liquefied by pressure, 125.

— structure and beauty of, 120.

— dissected by heat, 127.

— flowers, 127, d seq.

— carrier, or eryophorus, 187.— viscous theory of, 230.
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Ice, regelation theory of, 282,

— moulded by pressure, 234,

- - its absorption of heat, 351, 365.

- - artificial formation of, by noctur-

nal radiation, 655.

-- - this theory supplemented, 055.
—

• amount melted per minute by
solar radiation, liersehel and Pou-
illet's measurements, 081.

- - amount melted per hour by total

emission of sun, 080.

Iceland, geysers of, 142.

India-rubber, stretching of, produces
heat, 110.

-~ contraction of, by heat, 112.

Ingcnhausz, his experiments on the

conduction of heat, 210.

Intensity of light and heat, to what
due, 534.

Interior work, different kinds of, 108.

performed by heat, 100.

Iodine dissolved in bisulphide of car-

bon, diathermancy of, 430, 582, it

scq.

*— diathermancy of solvents of, 59V.

Ireland, more rain on west side than

on east, 219.
~~ traces of ancient glaciers in, 238.

Iron bottle burst by freezing water, 99.

— expansion of, by heat, 104.

— presence of, in sun, proved, 583.

Isothermal line runs north and south
in England, 223.

Ivory, bad conductivity of, 275.

JOULE, Dr., his experiments on
the mechanical equivalent of

heat, 13, 84, et seq.

„~- *«. .~., ...~ ^..~ beat and work, 3V._ _ _ „„.. .,„.. magneto-electricity,

84.— - - * — — the shortening of in-

dia-rubber by heat, 111.

-- ~« explains heat of meteorites, 12.

~~~ —. his experiments on the cold

produced by stretching wires, 109.

KNOBLAUCH, explanation of
some of his results, 548.

Kopp, Professor, his determination

of the cubic coefficients of expan-

sion, Appendix to Chap. Ill, p. 80.

I

AMP-BLACK, anomalous deport-

i ment of, 427,— radiation of heat through, 307,

428.
~~ from, 524.

l^and and sea breezes, how produced,

212.

Landscape colors, sifting.* of light

in, 777.

Latent heat of water, 20, 17V, 240.— - mechanical value of, 181.

liquids, 182.
— vapors, 180.

Lead ball heated by collision, 40.
* - curious effect of expansion of,

107.

Leidenfrost, first observer of the

spheroidal state of liquids, 199.

Leslie's cube, radiation from, 340,

521.
— tethrioscope, 493.
•• - observations explained, 494.

Light produced by friction of quartz,

ll.

— of lamps, to what due, 49.

of gas destroyed when mixed with

air, 52.

— law of diminution with distance,

335.
~— theories of, 303.
— analogy of sound to, 303.— propagation and sensation of, 305.

— reflection of, 322.
— action of, on chlorine and hydro-

gen, 329,
~— undulations of transversal, 329.
— capacity to produce, 733.
~~~ sifting of a beam of, 744, VVV.

- substances not hitherto known to

be chemically susceptible to, 749.
— polarization of, explained, 73f».

— chemical value of sky-light, 780.

Lime-light, dark rays, experiments on,

020.

Liquefaction of ice by friction, 22.— ...„,,. ....... ..... pressure, 1 25.

Liquid condition of matter, 59.

Liquids, changing to solids produces
heat, 185.

— expansion of, by heat, 97.— the spheroidal state of, 193.

— conductivity of, 291.
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Liquids, calorific translation of, Mcb
loni's table, 833.

— * apparatus for determining their

absorption of heat at different

thicknesses, 500.
-- - tabic of absorption of heat by,

500.
* - and their vapory order of their

absorption of heat, 610, 514.

Lloyd, J)r., his tables of rainfall in

Ireland, 217.

Locke, bis view of heat, 20.

Luminous and obscure radiation,

870.

MAGNETIC field, apparent viseos-

. ity of, 32.

Magnus, Professor, bis experiments

on gaseous conduction, 291.
_—,.—..„.-..- the conductivity of

hydrogen, 294.

Material theovy of beat, 17.

Matter, liquid "condition of, 59.

— gaseous ditto, 00.

Maximum density of water, 98.

Mayer, Dr., compares locomotive

force to distillation, 9.

_ enunciates the relationship be-
4 ween heat and work, 37.

< calculation of the heat that

i be produced by stoppage of

*h*s motion, 40.

— mechanical equivalent of

at, 82._ ... essay on celestial dynamics,

referred to,* 83, 698.
.„. meteoric theory of sun's heat,

098.
, elected to the French Academy,

p. 233, note.

Mechanical processes, generation of

heat by, 5.

— - work,* consumption of heat in, 15,

— theory of heat, 20.

— equivalent of beat, 38.

Mayer's determination,

37, 81.
„. , Joule's determination,

37, 84.

Meidinger, M., bis experiments on
ozone, 414, note.

Melloni, his mode of proving the

diminution of heat as the square

of the distance, 338.

Melfoni, his researches on radiant

heat, 350.

--his table of the transmission of

heat through solids, 351.

• •- - - table of the transmission of

heat through liquids, 353.
~ - source of error in his experiments

on transmission of heat through

liquids, 499.
-— his theory of serein, 495.— explanation of some of his results,

551.

— his addition to the theory of dew,

GOO.
— .... experiments on the warmth of

the lumar rays, 661.

Mercury, low specific heat ol) 163.

— frozen by solid carbonic acid, 192.
...... ~.~ m red-hot crucible, 203.

Metals, good conductors of heat,

245.
— bad radiators, 340.— absorheis, 345.

— effect of their bad radiation, 653.

— bands seen in spectra of their va-

pors, 604.
~- - presence of terrestrial, in .sun,

proved, 679.

Meteorology, absorption of heat by
aqueous vapor applied to phenom-
ena of, 487, el .s<y/.

Meteors, 'zodiacal light supposed to

be, 47, 691, 699.

— number of, seen in Boston, 690. "

— amount of heat generated by col-

lision of, with sun, 692.

— sun's light and heat possibly kept

up by, 693.

Miller, Dr., on rays of burning hydro-
gen, 547.

Mitseherlich, Prof., his experiments

on the expansion of crystals, 108.

Molecular motion, heat defined as, 20,

58,242.
~~ vibration of a body more intense

when heated, 58.
- forces irresistible, 99.

„™ ~~ power of, 158.
... .- ....... calculated, 180.

— - action in wood, eftect of, 271.
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Molecule**, their motions as wholes,

730.

Mongolfier, equivalence of heat and
work, maintained by, 37.

Moon-blindness, cause of, 051.

— -beams, cause of their putrefying

power, 051.
—- experiments on warmth of, 405.
—- obscure heat of, cut off by our

atmosphere, 105.

Moraines of ancient glaciers, cedars

of Lebanon grow on, 238.

Moscly, Rev. Canon, curious effect of

expansion noted by, 107.

Motion, heat considered to be, by
Bacon and Locke, 20 ; by Rumford,

13; by Davy, 13,23.
—- transference of, from mass to mole-

cules, 23, 58.

— point of maximum, in a glacier,

229.

Mountains, their action as condensers,
explained, 490.

Moving force, amount of heat pro-

duced by destruction of, 40.
.. produced by steam, 140.

or dynamic energy, defined,

161.

NATURAL philosopher, his voca-

tion, 102.

Nature, adaptation of means to ends
in, 102.

Neve, the feeder of the glacier,

228.

Newton, his opinion of the diamond,
48.

.... _ theory of light, 303.

Nitrogen, velocity of particles of,

01.

Nitrous oxide, absorption and radia-

tion of, 414.—
.
— dynamic radiation of, 455.— acid gas, bands produced by spec-

trum of, 071.

Nocturnal radiation, artificial forma-
tion of ice by, 655.

experiments on, by Wells,
Olaisher, and others, 050, 057.

Novum Organum, extract from 2d
book of, Appendix to Chap. II. p.

50.

0HSCIMK JIKA'J\ rays of, obey
same laws as light, 323.

_ ratio of, to luminous rays from
different sources, 370.

Ocean, influence of, on temperature,

175.

defiant gas, athermancy of, 393,

421.

table of absorption by, at differ-

ent pressures, 397, 530.
„..,.

.

„ _ .,_ 0Y various measures,

402.
— radiation of, 414.
... dynamic radiation of, 455.

varnishing metal by, 457.

Optic nerve, effect of heat rays on,

612a.
— — effect of invisible rays on, 013.

Organic motion, extracts from a paper
by Mayer on, ,83.

— structures, table of conductivity of,

275.

Oxygen, collision of atoms of, with

carbon, 48; with hydrogen, 180.

— velocity of particles of, 61.

— - small absorption of heat by, 392,

421.

Ozone, action of, on radiant heat,

441.
^

/„
—* increase of, by radiation- hi

'

electrodes, 443. u,— probable constitution of, 41& >

PARABOLIC mirrors, relic-

1. light and heat from, 328, ct set/.

Particles, impact of, causes sensation

of heat, 05.

— ultimate, motion of, produces heat,

20.

Percussion, heat generated by, 8.

Perfumes, how propagated, 62.— table of absorption of heat by,

437.

Period, heat and light differ only in,

517.

— influence of, on absorption, 517.
— determines the quality of heat

emitted by bodies, 518.

Periods, vibrating, of formic and
sulphuric ether, 524.

— •—
- of a hydrogen-flame, 547.

~— — shortening of, 517.
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Perspiration, use of, in hot climates,

250.

Photosphere of sun, action of on solar

rays, 078.

Physical analysis of the human breath,

510.

Pile, theimo- electric, construction

and use of, 3, and Appendix to

Chap. I. p. 1G.

Pitch of note, upon what dependent,

316.

Planets, oibital velocity of the inte-

rior, 12.

•— heat that would be developed by
their falling into sun, or by resist-

ing rotation of, 702.

Platinum lamp, described, 503.

Polar forces, heat required to over-

come, 108.

Polarization of heat, p. 503.
— - of light, explained, 735.

Potential or possible energy defined,

151.

Pouillet, M., his experiments on the

temperature of air and swan's-down,

059.
- — measurement of solar radia-

tion, 081 ; of its partial absorption

by our atmosphere, 081.

- pyrhelinmcter, 081.

Pressure, relatimcto heating of gases,

00, 74.— effect of, on print of fusion, 121.
- crust of earth, 122.

- - liquefaction of ice by, 125.

Provost's theory of exchanges, 319.

Pyrheliometer, use and description

*of, 681.

Pyrometers, 104.

QUAHTZ, clear and smoky, trans-

mit equal amounts of heat, 351.

Quality of radiant heat, definition of,

300,* 518, 534.

T> ADIANT heat, definition of, 306.

JV * - — and light, analogy between,
300.

....... ..... emitted by all bodies, 319.
~~~ — laws the same as those of light,

323.

liadiant heat, reflection and conver-
gence of rays of, 320.

law of inverse squares applied

to, 338, d scrj.

its origin and propagation, 339.
• appaiatns for researches on,

described, 372-391.
- - - . absorption of, by gases, 418.
- - - • vapors, 433, 522.

action of perfumes on, 437.
- - — object of researches on, 497.

Radiating body and air, difference be-

tween constant, 059.

Radiation, effect of color on, 341.

Radiation and absorption, reciprocity

of, 343, 354, 415, 459.

-of metals, 340.

heat by solids, 340, 354.

—gases, 413,455.
vapors, 459, 405.

- and absorption of a gas or vapor
detei mined without external heat,

449.

(h/mitiU\ table of gases, 455.
- - dew an effect of chilling by, 052.
- nocturnal, Glashier\s table of chill-

ing by, 057.

artificial foimation of ice by,

055.

--through the earth's atmosphere,
Appendix to ('hap. XL p. 344.

- - luminous and obscure, 370.

Rain, cause of the torrents of, in the

tropics, 214.

- • fall, greater on west than on cast

coast of Ireland, 217.

Dr. Lloyd's table of, in Ireland,

217.

place where the greatest occurs,

220, noie.

- ..... upon what dependent, 220.

Rarefaction, chilling effect of, 27.

- * will not by itself lower mean tem-

perature, 94.

Rectilinear motion, atoms of gases

move with, 05.

Reflection of light and heat obey
same laws, 323.

Refrigeration by expansion of a gas,

95.

Kegelation, discovery of, by Karaday,

232.
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Kcndu, his plastic theory of ice, 235,

Resistance, heat of electric cm-rent

proportional to, 251.

Ivctina of the eye, question whether

the invisible rays emitted by lumi-

nous sources reach the, 043.

Revolving balls, Gore's experiments

on, 118.

Kille-ball, amount of heat generated

by stoppage of its motion, 45.

Kockcr used in the Trcvclyan instru-

ment, 114.

Koek-s.aU, transparency of, to heat,

840, 301.
-«• use of, in experiments on absorp-

tion of heat by gases, 373.

— hygroscopic character of, 471.

— • deposition of moisture on, avoided,

472.
— cell, described, 500.

Koseoe, Prof., his experiments on
sky-light, 780.

Kumford, Count, his experiments on
heat produced by friction, 13, and
Appendix to Chap. If. p. 51.

- overthrow of the material

theory of heat, 20.

abstract of his essay on heat,

Appendix to ("hap. II. p. 51.

— - - his estimation of the calorific

power of a body, 170.

experiments on the conduc-

tivity of clothing, 283.

liquids and
gases, 291.

— - - transmission of

heat through a vacuum, 297.

Kupcrt's drops, 100.

SAFETY LAMP, explanation and
use of, 290.

Halt and sugar, dissolving of, pro-

duces cold, 183.

— common, yellow bands emitted

and absorbed by vapor of, 413.

Scents, action of, on radiant heat,

435.

Sehafigotsch, Count, his paper on
acoustic experiments, Appendix to

Chap. VIII. p. 244.

Sehemnitz, machine for compression

of air at, 29.

23

Schwartz, his observation of sound
produced by cooling silver, 113.

Sea wanner after a storm, 8.

- breeze, how produced, 2!2 t

Seguin, equivalence of heat and work
developed by, 37.

Selcnite, absoiption of heat by differ-

ent thicknesses of, 358.
- colors of, 709.

Senarmont, his experiments on the

conduction of heat by crystals,

258.

Herein, Mclloni's theory of, 495.

Shooting-stars, theory of, 11.

Silica, water of Geysers contains and
deposits, 143.

- - as crystal, high conductive power
of, 273.

- • as powder, low ditto, 285.

Singing llames, 301,

paper on, Appendix to Chap.

VIII., pp. 237-244.

Sky, color of, 490.
..-•_- causes of, 753«, 701, 702.
- natural and artificial azure com-

pared, 707.
- chemical value of sky-light, 780,

Snow, shower of, produced by issuing

of compressed air, 29.— by chill in a room, p. 557.
~~ carbonic acid, 189.

- crystals, 225.

- ~ line, the, 220.
- - formation of glaciers from, 227.

- - ball, cause of coherence of, 283.

- bridges, how crossed, 233.
- - squeezed to ice, 234.

Sodium, yellow bands emitted and ab-

sorbed* by vapor of, 073, 075.

Solar spectrum, cause of dark lines

in, 077.- rays, dark, discovery of, 557,
500*

~_ .. . visible and invisible, 559.

ray-filters, 575.
- thermal image rendered lumi-

nous, 589.
- . - - combustion and incandescence

by dark solar rays, 592.

Solidification accompanied by expan-

sion, i>S.

eonti action, 120,
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Solids, expansion of, by heat, 103.

— calorific transmission of, Melioni's

table, 351.

Sound, conversion of heat into, 1M.
Sound, mode of its transmission

through air, 300,315.
-~ produced by flame, 301.

— undulation of waves of, longitudU

nal, 339.— analogy of heat and light to, 305.

Bounds, inaudible, 318.

~~ musical, produced by gas-flame

in tubes, 301, and Appendix to

Chap. VIII. p. 23V.
Specific heat of bodies, how deter-

mined, 105.

~« „„ ._„ elementary bodies, 165.
~~. simple and compound gases,

160, ct scq.—
> of water the highest, conse-

quences attending, I'M.
„~ ..„ masking the conductive power

of a body, 279.

Spectra of zinc, copper, etc., 060.

Spectrum, heat of non - luminous,

proved, 311.
— non-luminous, obtained, 432.
— solar, Hersehel and Mailer's ex-

periments on the distribution of

heat in the, 501, 502.

cause of dark lines in, 677.
— of incandescent carbon, 60 1.

•- of solids, similar to, 061.

Spheroid, floating of, on its vapor,

195.

— not in contact with vessel, proved,

197.

Spheroidal state of liquids, 103, dseq.
— condition, first observer of, 199.

Spiral of platinum wire boated by
electric current, radiation from,

522, 547.

Springs, boiling, of Iceland, described,

142.

Steam, how produced, 137.— elastic force of, increased by heat-
ing, 140.— latent heat of, 181.

Storms produced by heated air, 205.
Strokknr, the imitation of, 149.

Sulphate of soda, cold produced by
dissolving. 185.

Sulphate of soda, heat produced by
crystallizing, 185.

Sulphuric acid used for drying gases,

390.— ether, absorption of heat by va-

por of, 401, 433.

Sun, probable cause of continuance

of heat and light of, 47, 093.
— - production of winds by beat of,

200.
— does not heat dry air sensibly, 364.

— discovery of tltc dark rays of the,

500.

— generation and intensification of
rays visible and invisible, 563.— rise of intensity with tempera-

ture, 563, 564.
— combustion by dark rays, 592.
— - fluorescence and calorescencc of

the sun, 608, 617.
~~~- Sir W. Thomson's statement of

the chemical action necessary to

produce the sun's heat, 700.
- constitution of, 677.
— flame atmosphere surrounding,

678.— and planets, supposed common
origin of, 679.—
* heating power of, measurements
by Hersehel and Pouillet, 681.

— mode of determining the radia-

tion from, 682.
••— atmospheric absorption of heat

Of, 684.
— total amount of heat emitted by,

685.
—» all organic and inorganic energy

, referred to, 707, 721.
— small fraction of its heat that

produces all terrestrial energy,

724.

Switzerland, evidences of ancient gla-

• ciers in, 236.

rilEMPERATUllK, absolute zero of,

1 96.

— - influence of, on conduction of
electricity, 252.~ high, how endured, 256.

— dew caused by lowering of, 650.

-influence of, on the quality of

heat emitted by a body, f>18.
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Temperature, influence of, on trans-

mission, 522.

- difficulties h\ ascertaining the true,

053.

Tencrit'fe, Peak of, two currents blow
on, 215,

Thermal effects product! by stoppage
of motion, 24, 39.

Thermo-electric pile, 3.

note on the construction of,

Appendix to Chap. I. p. 16.

used in researches on ra-

diant heat, 307.
- -Kuhmkori'fs, 568.

Thermograph of coat-points, 601.

Thermometer, construction of, Ap-
pendix to Chap. III. p. 80.

Thickness, influence of, on absorp-
tion of heat, 357.

Thomson, Professor Sir William, on
eaith's crust, 101, 122.

- - his suggestion that India-

rubber would shorten by heat,

111.

. —„ . ...» meteoric theory of the
sun, 47.

— tables of energy, 702,
- - Professor James, on the influence

of pressure on fusion, 124.

Tidal wave, velocity of earth's rota-

tion diminished by, 607.

Trade-winds, upper and lower, 206.

Transmission of heat through solids,

Melioni's table, 351.
- liquids, ditto, 353.
.... — . - influence of temperature of

source on, 522, 524, 5 17.

Transparency - of bodies, cause of,

346, 517.
*

- - not a test for diathermancy, 351,
307.

Trevelyan, Mr. A., his instrument,

113.

cause of vibrations of, 115.

Tropics, flow of air from and to,

211.

- - the region of calms or rains, 214.
- - cause of the torrents of rain in,

488.

U
NDUUATION THKOKY, 301.

VACUUM" in centre of iee-llowers,

128.
*-- passage of heat through, 297.
- - dry air similar to, with regard to

radiant heat, 302.

Vaporous condition of matter, CO.

Vapor of water condensed by rare-

faction of air, 28.

its action or radiant heat,

470, 402.

condensation promoted by,

491.
* - production of, consumes heat, 186,

240.
supporting of spheroid by, 194.

• of metals, spectrum of, 064.

-- absorbs those rays which it emits,

532.

Vapors and liquid**, their absorption

of heat compared, 510, 514.

- - tables of absorption of heat by,

433, 437, 450,522, 524.
- -— dynamic radiation and ab-

sorption of, 459, 466.
- matter entering into our concep-

tion of a vapor, 730.
-~ chemical absorption by liquid and

vapor, 747.

Varnishing a metal or feeble gas by
a powerful one, 457.

Velocity of planets and aerolites, 12.

~~ relation of heat to, 42.

Violation of heated metal, 113.

. sounding disks, 200.

Viscous theory of ice, 230.

Vision, a differential effect, 772.
Vital force, supposed conservative

action of, 257.

Volcanic eruptions showing upper
currents of air, 200.

~— eiuption of Morne Garou, 210.

Volume of a gas augmented by heat,

00, (t scq.

Volumes of vapor proportional to

liquid, table, 512.

\y-ATHH boiled by friction, 13, and
Appendix to ('hap. II. p. 51.

expanded by heat, 08.

• - cold, 08.

maximum density of, 98.

pipes, why burst, 100.
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Water, cohesion of, increased by re-

moving air from, 131, ct scq,

—> hammer, 131,

~- effects of, when in a highly-cohe-

sive condition, 132.
—

* formerly regarded as incompres-

sible, 157.

— Bacon's experiment on the com-
pression of, 15*7 note.

— amount of heat yielded by, in

cooling 1°, 163.

— . has the highest specific heat,

165.

-— amount of work equal to heating
of 1°, 167.

— effect of high specific heat of,

m.
~~ latent heat of, 177.— mechanical value of combination,

condensation, and congelation of,

181.

™ evaporation of, produces cold,

186.

— - frozen by its own evaporation, 18V.
»~~ spheroidal state of, 193, <( scq.

— frozen in red-hot crucible, 202.
~~ opacity of, to heat, 318, 607.
-- distilled, color of, 355.

— effects of its energy as a radiant

in all its states, 491.
.*• absorbs same rays when solid,

liquid, or vapor, 365, 406, 544.

— amount of, would be boiled by the

total emission of sun, 686.
—- cause of its hardness, 286.

— ~ — transparency to light, 542.

— — opacity to heat, 512.

.— absorption of heat from hydro-

gen-flame at different thicknesses,

542.

Watevston, his meteoric theory of the

sun, 47, 699,

Waves of sounds, 316.
.~

:
~-)ighf, 317.

—
. — heat and sound, difference be-

tween, 330.

Wells, Dr., his theory of dew, 618, d
scq.

many curious effects explained

by, 654.

Wiedemann and Fran/,, their tabic of

conductivities, 247.

Winds, extinction of light of gas by,

55.

•— produced by sun, 206.

— trade, 206.— direction of, influenced by earth's

rotation, 207.

Winds, lesser, cause of, 212.

Wollaston, Dr., his cryophorus, 187.

— — lines in solar spectrum ob-

served by, 687.

Wood, bad conductivity of, 255.
~~ difference of conductivity in, 259,

269.— apparatus for ascertaining calo-

rific conductivity of, 260.

-- three axes of conductive power
in, 271. .

Woollen textures, imperfect conduc-

tion of, 283.

Work, constant proportion between
it and heat, 15, 87, 156.

— interior, 160, 167.

YOUNG, Dr. Thos., establishment

of the undulatorv theory, 13,

301.

ZERO, absolute, of temperature, 96.

Zinc, bands seen in spectrum of

vapor of, 665.

Zodiacal light, probable cause of, 47,

691, 699.
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